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° Want a McIntosh or Jug of Cider? 
Get Them At 

e A Successful Roadside Market 
In the fall of 1950, publicity director ® EES bie eae To Te SET IE SITET 

Jeannine Kruse, working for the Wis- : ' 1 e b if © - ite MMi a, LE Tag. ay 
consin Apple Institute, wrote this > Ba a , ce ONS Beles Ae 
story about Ed Stoeber and his or- “i ay a ig 
chard. The Editor took the picture of {RM Oe ch ar] ma yi Ra eer 

Ed waiting on customers one sunny WV re : ig Sk ge bias fit 
day and the article and picture were ~*~; N) if iM 7 Pa " i 
accepted from Miss Kruse by the 4 i 4 
“Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer” y 

of Racine. The following is the story | 

Miss Kruse wrote: 17 
i , ee 

How Plans Are Made & 3 a (gi 

Ed Stoeber took a big bite of a lusci- 7 ea r , - as 
lous apple. “Ah! Here’s the apple I ¥ , = We Ph - aad 

want to grow,” he said. Pr) AA SA ala am re Ma 
That taste of a new apple, back in a a” — en im VT, 3 

1916, changed Stoeber from an ordin- mS ae co i 
ary Wisconsin apple grower into one ae & ~ " 

of the state’s outstanding orchardists. ae ye \ ad 

Ed had a few acres of apples near Ul a b | ; 
ladison. One day he attended Wis- / Ly ee 

nsin State Horticultural Society . od 

mvention in Madison and saw the a 
ruit exhibit. One apple in particular Ed Stoeber, Madison orchardist, waits on customers at his roadside stand 
ught his eye—a new red variety on Highways 12-13, west of Madison. Here he fills a paper bag with McIntosh 

labeled “McIntosh.” for a customer. 
D. E. Bingham, pioneer fruit grow- 

r of Door County was showing them es 

ind offered one to Ed. He sampled 

and resolved to center his effortson 444 buy any size apple they want, APPLES TO BE PURCHASED FOK 
cIntosh. any price they want to pay. They sel- SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM 
Oh, he has Wealthies, Greenings oot them with or without blemishes.” The U. S. Department of Agricul- 
d a few trees'of other varieties. But = «Grading means that each basket ture, Production and Marketing Au- 
Percent of the Stoeber orchards i) have the same quality apples in thority, has announced it will again 

ow are producing his favorite Mc- the bottom as are shown on top. Cus- purchase apples for the school lunch 
tosh. . tomers appreciate this uniform size program this year. Plans will prob- 

Ed's roadside fruit stand out a little 344 quality throughout the bushel. ably be much the same as in past 
‘ay from Madison is a popular spot Another drawing card is Stoeber’s years. Good varieties packed U. S. No. 

or motorists. His specialty is selling 516 cider, made from his own hy- 1, 2% inch and up in regular com- 
pples and apple cider. Hundreds of draulic press and power grater. For mercial containers will be purchased 

ple stop to buy, every week. cider Ed uses under size and blemish- in carload and truckload lots. 
“My stand, plus the weekly sales, ed apples which aren’t attractive for Growers having apples they would 

ting in more money than any other selling. like to sell should write Mr. Walter 

d of selling I do,” says Ed. “News Ed sells cider there, as an on-the- Katterhenry, PMA Office, 117 Monona 
my stand gets around and it’s the spot drink, or in gallon jugs for home Ave., Madison, Wis. for detailed in- 

st advertising I can get.” uses formation. 

Grading Increases Sales At the close of the 1950 season, this The Wisconsin Apple Industry com- 
Bright red polished McIntosh ap- successful orchardist offers a few sug- mittee working with PMA met Sep- 

les, along with some green and yel- gestions: tember 7 to make recommendations 

varieties make an attractive dis- 1. Take out unprofitable trees, and of benefit to Wisconsin growers. The 

y that customers don’t forget. But hard-to-sell varieties. committee consists of G. J. Hipke, 

claims: “I believe the real success 2. Grade your apples for uniformity New Holstein; Arnold Nieman, Cedar- 

my stand is due to the fact that I_ in selling. burg; H. J. Rahmlow, Madison; Don 
ide my apples—six grades for 3. If you’re a young fellow starting Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay;*H. J. Schu- 

c's’ and four for the others. out, don’t buy an old orchard. Start bert, Gays Mills; Wm. Shuga, Bay- 
“Folks have a chance to come out a new one. field; C. J. Telfer, Green Bay.
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Roadside Marketing of 

Frosted Sweet Cider 
As Told to the Michigan State Horticultural Society - 

By Paul E. Muckley, Waynesburg, O. " season. We normally freeze 250 bar. 

(Condensed) es Vinee ays rels during the season. 

Our orchards are located in the hills p 1s WW The cider is well strained as it com 
of southeastern Ohio about 40 miles “ley? GRA | o from the press and placed in 50 gall 
south of Akron. We have 100 acres lI Sn, pees Y whiskey barrels, allowing somewhat 
in apples, 50 of which are in produc- | . y r | Ei Sp. more than 10 per cent head room. Th 
tion and will be retired as soon as the ee / —~ <=) cider is taken immediately to a com. 

younger plantings have reached a rea- A Ny ait _~ mercial storage 12 miles away whe 

sonable production level. We are lo- XN bry it is frozen and stored at zero tempera. 

cated on a moderately well travelled \ Sw ture. 

state highway. Our storage ang-sales- A ez = JW, How to Thaw Frozen Cider 

room is located at this point. “* ne Os Cla We withdraw the Frosted Cider fou 
In 1939, we froze 18 barrels in a com- ae eo ae or more days before anticipated use. I 

mercial storage that maintained a =“ usually requires four days and nigh 
zero temperature. We began to scout “When I offered to let him pick of summer weather to completely mel 
the refrigeration appliance field to find apples on halves I didn’t ex- the frozen product. If it is not rath 

a. suitable storage and dispensing pect this!” warm more time is required or tl 

unit. We were unable to find any- process may be speeded by using 
thing that would meet our needs. To ~~~ _—sneedile bar and breaking up the i 

meet the situation we found that we half gallon and gallon, we usually mass frequently. Just as soon as t 
could make some alterations in an #ve Transparent apples by July Ist. ice mass is almost completely mel 
eight can milk cooler and meet our Begin Sales Early we move the barrels into positions 

needs admirably. You can readily see that to begin be pumped into the storage and 
In 1940, we took our 18 barrels of Sweet Cider sales by July 1st, we have pensing tank. We like to have 

Frosted Cider and our newly designed more than doubled our market sea- barrels set in this position an hour 

cooler and dispensing unit to the son at a time when the public is most fore any pumping. When you 

Stark County Fair opening, Septem- receptive to a cold, refreshing bever- Whiskey barrels for freezing, a cer 

ber 1st. We found that our Frosted age. The competition of selling Sweet mount of the charcoal is broken d 
Sweet Cider clicked with the public, Cider in this period is not a factor. nd if pumped immediately after mi 
which received it as a beverage with We continue our sale of Frosted Cider ing into position cloudiness may 

great enthusiasm. We have continued until early October at which time we velop. 

to maintain a concession at the Ohio usually have varieties that are ripe How to Restore Thawed Cider 

State Fair since 1941 and several enough to make a satisfactory blend When you freeze cider you are de: 

county fairs where the frosted product of sweet cider. ing with a concentrate. The sug 
is sold by the cup only. Our freezing operations do not begin content or syrup moves to the cent 

Cider in Summer until November at which time we use and upward as the water conte 
The enthusiastic reception by the the satisfactory drops not needed for freezes about it. When you thaw t 

public of this new summer beverage tresh cider sales. It is obvious that product the sugar content thaws i 

led us to plan to freeze cider to offer to make good cider the drops used mediately and remains in the low 
at our roadside market thru the must be good sound stock, and varie- portion of the barrel as the ice co 
warm summer months. We had for- ties that will make a satisfactory taining the largely water content ri 

merly opened our market in late Sep- blend. Our apples are stored in crates, and floats on the top as it melts. It 

tember. In carrying out the new plan orchard run. As they are graded and therefore necessary to reconstitute 

we open our market late in June just sold during the winter and cider ap- product to restore it to its origi 

prior to July 1st. We erect a portable ples-accumulate we continue to make form. We do this by pumping 
sales stand in the large parking area cider and place it into freezer storage. thawed product through a centrif 

in front of our permanent sales room. The greater portion of our cider moves pump across a screen covered with 
This attractive market stand is 12x12 into storage after January Ist. There layers of cheese cloth which effecti' 

and is made of sections that can be are two reasons for this: 1. It cuts ly strains out any undesirable 

easily assembled or disassembled and down the period of storage costs. 2. cles. The storage or dispensing 

stored away. The motorist can ap- We find the heavy bodied cider of the outlet pipes are slightly raised abo 
proach this stand from all sides as late fall and winter season more de- the bottom of the tank. The cloudin 

he drives off the highway into the sirable for summer sales. The customer that develops in the bottom of 

parking area. In addition to Frosted has a sense of appreciation for this container containing fruit juices is 

Sweet Cider which is sold by the cup, quality over the lighter of the early posited on the bottom of the tank
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e are able to draw off a clear, spark- into his refrigerator and enjoy it as problem. We have found Frosted 
ling product. sweet cider to the last drop. Sweet Cider the most stabilizing fac- 

I think it is reasonable to conclude We sell our Frosted Sweet Cider at tor in our orchard and road side mar- . 
that the reason that the small con- a price slightly above the fall accepted ket operations. 
sumer package of frozen sweet cider price of sweet cider and add the cost ee 
has not achieved popularity is that of freezing and storage. We are inter- 
you are dealing with a concentrate ested in a large volume of sales rather ar VEST 
package which must be completely than a smaller number of high cost September 20—October 6 
hawed and re-constituted to be at its unit sales. Apple growers, their state, regional 

best. This, I think, the average cus- When cider barrels are emptied we and national organizations have 
tomer will fail to do. rinse them and fill with water and al- planned a big promotional program 
It is our practice to withdraw during ow to stand for a couple of days. They for selling apples during APPLE 
he summer season from freezer stor- are emptied and a sulphur strip is HARVEST TIME. The dates accept- 
ge at least a week’s supply of cider. burned in them and they are bunged ed by the National Apple Institute 
When nearly melted the barrels not UP tight and put into a basement and its regional organizations to- 
eded for immediate pumping are ‘Storage. When we desire to use them gether with organizations of retail 

moved into a walk-in cooler where the following season we rinse them grocery chains are September 20— 
k temperature of 35 to 40 degrees is and steam them before use. Under this October 6. 

maintained. However the length of are it is possible to use the same bar- The Wisconsin Apple Institute has 

lime that you anticipate leaving it in els many years. employed two girls trained in promo- 
ihe cooler should regulate the size of Cider is Good Insurance tional work to help with the program. 
ihe chunk of ice that you have before We have found that the Frosted All apple growers will be urged to 
ving it in. We do not like to have Cider has proved an excellent insur- take part. 
he ice completely thaw in the cooler ance policy for our orchard business. an: 

s the temperature of thawing ice is The product frozen one season is sold The little woman had been converted 
wound 82 degrees. We are careful not the following season when orchard to a diet made up exclusively of raw 
p allow the temperature of the cider products may be in short supply. In fruit and vegetables, and when she 

» rise after being thawed. We are addition to that it gives us a long suc- asked dad to call the children to din- 
noxious that the customer can take cessful marketing season. It has com-_ ner, he’d always shout: “Hurry up 
is Frosted Cider home and put it pletely solved the off grade and cull kids, supper’s wilting.” 

SPRAY MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS 

We Carry a Complete Line of All 

Brands of New Materials 

Apple Set — Color Set 1004 

HARVESTING SUPPLIES PACKING HOUSE SUPPLIES 

Picking Ladders Bushel Baskets Basket Liners Decorative Fringe 

Picking Pol: 4 el Baskets “ 7A Beasts Top Pads Shredded Tissue 
Picking Bags Pecks 

Hiatt Packing Forms Y Pecks Bottom Pads Paper Bags 

2 Quart Size Tills Apple Graders & Cleaners Paper Sacks 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. (Formerly S. E. Wis. Fruit Growers’ Co-op) Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C, & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107
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Present and Future 

Plans at the 
e 1 e e 

Peninsular Branch Experiment Station 

By Walter Rowlands, Director By F. A. Gilbert, Superintendent, Ass’t. However, plantings are being made 

Branch Stations Since the Peninsular Branch Station and will be continued as the different 
phases of the work develop. 

When, some twenty-nine years ago bas been designated a fruit station, 

the Wisconsin Legislature and the its primary function will be that of For the past year, considerable ef- 

University Board of Regents estab- conducting research in the growing of fort has gone into improvement of fa- 

lished in Door County the Peninsular fruits. This involves research in hor-_ cilities, buildings and appearance of 

Branch Agricultural Experiment Sta- ticulture, plant pathology, entomology the station. To do this, buildings 

tion they had in mind a well estab- and certain other cooperative projects have been converted to give adequate 

lished principle of science and civiliza- with other departments of the Uni- cffice and laboratory space, storage 
tion—that the best place to study a versity. The conversion to a fruit space, and refrigerated storage; ma- 

problem is where that problem is most station has been rather recent, which chinery has been converted for better 

acute. means that the actual acreage in fruit adaptation to experimental work; and 

The Peninsular Station is exactly plots is limited at the present time. landscaping plans are beginning to} 

what the name implies—a branch of a ad 

the State Agricultural Experiment 3 i 

Station. Its work, however, is “center- iy * : ie 

ed” on the special problems of the area re 

and the type of agriculture of the reg- a aaa 
iia. 8 lea 

The fruit industry in Door County | 

is today an outstanding example of $ 

what private initiative and private j ~ 

capital can do in the creation and de- } 

velopment of a significant resource. | 

The fruit industry in Door County, 

like all other industries in America, | 

faces problems today vastly more dif- 

ficult and more complicated than in 

the past. It is with this thought clearly 

in mind that the University of Wis- 

consin has during the past five years " wv Td Soe ee 

made every effort to redesign its fa- a wate 

cilities and its services at the Penin- hy » , 

sular Station better to deal with these “ ™ 

new and pressing technical problems. or © a : ° - ‘ 7 4 : 

With continued cooperation and fA sais Sia, ge: ean ’ ie , 

complete understanding on the part of Spa Cee nm aia : . 

the growers, processors and all others x / I 8 6 % as ste hs * 

involved, the Peninsular Station may j uf ES ae yc a A gl 

in the future render even more valu- : Ci Ci} in, 2 Pe e4 
able service to this great industry ies ™ aaa 

than it has in the past. 
a bi 

There are many ways of making a 

living without working, but most of 

them won't work.—The Ettrick Ad- 

vance. 1 

nn Above, Frank Gilbert, superintendent, Peninsula Branch Experiment 5! 
Oversleeping will never make your tion at Sturgeon Bay in the raspberry test plot. 

dreams come true.—The Forrest Re- Below, buildings at the Branch Station. At far left, the root cellar, thé 
publican. the office building, formerly the dairy barn. The foreman’s home is in the cente4
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materialize. To further expand the re- e 

search facilities, greenhouses are now The Keeping Quality of Apples 
under construction. 

The field research in progress at Pick at Right Time and Ventilate 
the present time is mainly in orchards 

of cooperating growers. However, each The Storage Room 

year an increasing amount of this work 

will be established on the station. MONINIIPINIDIDDIIDILIDDODIODOOSLG — deficiency. However, there does not 
Dr. J. D. Moore, plant pathologist, seem to be any fertilizers or chemi- 

and his graduate assistants are doing OVS. cals that help produce firmer apples 
considerable fundamental work on the Woe ai bts and unusually good keeping qualities. 
cherry virus problem and many of Law) The detrimental affect of any de- 

their stock and indexed trees are in a )) fH ficiency is only evidenced when the 
station plantings. When the green- yl y trees need the element in order to 

house facilities are available, the fun- CS PZ make a normal, healthy growth. 

damental studies with the virus dis- B a mY Thinning can be overdone. If it 

eases can be greatly expanded. ee x Fo) results in over large apples they are 

Mr. Don Dever, entomologist, who Yds Ny a likely to be soft and a poor storage 

is responsible for the insect program, AN ca Sy) risk. 

is conducting most of his research AN A Hormone sprayed apples may not 
with cooperating growers, but consid- A a ey A P keep as well as unsprayed apples, 

erable use is made of the station Peto yy 3 My because of the likelihood they will 

laboratories for the examination and * be picked later. 

De scoticattesint of the atation the *errerreorconcrrorocorosoonoooons Early varieties, and including Mc- 

Intosh, sprayed several times with 

writer is also conducting research, What are the factors that affect the hormone, may ripen abnormally fast. 

p oniiandiof the station:. , Both: the keeping quality of apples? Some fac- There is evidence that fruit sprayed 

rand station: plots'are essential tors are under the control of the with the new hormone which is sup- 

a orn wea, ae tb ox grower and some are not. posed to ripen and color some of the 

gary to have plots for long term stud- Weather conditions affect the sus- AL, varieties for quick marketing, 

ies and plots to try new ideas where C¢Ptibility of apples in storage to W! spit pen om the tree without 
ere is a good possibility of tree or _ itter pit, scald, internal browning and dropping if not picked in time. 

t injury. In the long term plots, ether troubles, and these factors are Pick Apples at the Right Time 

ems of culture and management not under the control of the grower Unless apples are picked at the right 

in the process of being established. to any extent. More information is time they will not be suitable for good 

such plots, it will be possible to es- needed on these troubles. storage. If they ‘are picked too 

lish replicated experiments to study Apples from vigorously growing green they lack quality and are sub- 

effects of sod, cultivation, nutri- young trees generally do not keep as ject to storage disorders such as scald. 
tion, moisture, etc., on the productive well as those from older trees, be- Picked too late they break down 

tapacity of the fruits grown in the cause they tend to be larger and softer. quickly and lack quality in a short 

trea. In addition, variety plantings * Healthy Leaves Necessary time. The problem then is one of 

have been made; weed control studies Apples keep better if the leaves are getting them picked fast enough with 

ate underway and the use of starter ormal and healthy and not injured available labor. Ordinarily there are 

‘olution in strawberries is being inves- by diseases or insects. Some spray only about 5 days when McIntosh can 

tigated. formulas have injured the leaves and be picked in best condition. A grower 

This briefly outlines the fruit activi- caused the apples to ripen premature- with a large acreage of McIntosh is 

ies at the Experiment Station. ly. There is some evidence that apple therefore in constant trouble from 

trees sprayed with mercuric fungicides abor shortage. 

APPLE GRADER may bear apples which mature a little Ripening in Storage 

more slowly than normal. Apples, when they ripen, give off 
Build your own. $5.00 for com- McIntosh apples growing on trees gases, which increase the speed of 

Plete step by step directions and having a high nitrogen level do not ripening. Over-mature apples give off 
drawings for a 2-belt grader up to keep well and seem more subject to enough ripening gas to ripen up 

90 bushels per hour; use for peach- brown core in storage. Nitrogen fer- other apples unusually fast. By cir- 

@s and tomatoes too. You save tilizer to increase yield can therefore culating air through the storage house 

Plenty. be easily overdone. If there isa boron to drive out this gas, especially after 

deficiency in the soil, the apples de- passing the air through activated car- 
J. Chas. Mottashed velop cork and do not keep well. On bon made from coconut shells, ripen- 

soils with a magnesium deficiency ing will be delayed. However’ this is of 

Belding ..............--.... Michigan apples tend to ripen prematurely and little benefit to apples that were picked 
the same can be said for potassium at the right time.
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DO YOU LIKE ESTIMATING THE APPLE ORGP 

. For more than three years, the Wis- 
° consin Apple Institute has worked ‘or 

. McIntosh Apple Pies & more acourate estimate of the prns- 
pective apple crop. Officers poiied 

They’re In A Class By Themselves out that only by knowing what ‘he 

Writes New York Grower crop will be can adequate plans be 

made for marketing. 

Early March, a member of the _ plies to a contest for the best of a . Tt was therefore: heartening,"to read 

Poughkeepsie Grange asked me for class for McIntosh pies, only, or Cort- in| ‘the Amnerican, Fruit ‘Grower ‘this 
apples to make pies for the dinner land pies only. opinion of the problem as it was con- 
the Grange was-serving for the Fruit 4. The quality and condition of the sidered oS annual meeting of the 

School for Southern Dutchess. McIntosh used is most important, Ap- N@tional Apple Institute. 
“What kind would you like?” I ples grown so as to lack fibre, firm- _ “Two years of large apple crops and 

asked. “Can I have McIntosh?” was ness, sugar and other qualities, intrin- elatively low prices have caused 
the reply. “I can make the best pies sic in the ideal McIntosh, cannot be sme soul-searching and keen analy- 

with McIntosh.” expected to contribute to the best in is among apple growers. The desire 

She got them. One diner asked for pies. Likewise, McIntosh kept in an to get at the root of the problem was 

and got three pieces, The crowd was unventilated, odoriferous, gassy'stor- @mply demonstrated at the meeting 
asked how they liked the pie. Ap- age at temperatures often above 32° of the National Apple Institute at St. 

proval was loud and general. Some cannot be expected to furnish McIn- Louis. 

were disappointed when apple pie tosh that will make ideal pie timber. “One of the main jobs at this meet- 

was not served the next day. Give McIntosh a chance and they ing is to estimate the apple crop and 

Early April, the Poughkeepsie C@nnot be prevented from ranking usually the estimate is made somewhat 

Grange again asked for pie apples tops for apple pies with countless conservatively. But this year dele- 

for a dinner. Again McIntosh were Pie providers. Besides, they are the gates took a more practical point of 
chosen above Baldwins, or Spies. UNiversal apple in our markets and view with the idea that there is no 
“They cook more quickly, take less sell at attractive prices if shoppers sense hiding the facts; if there is a 

sugar and men like them” were given know where and how to buy them. Jarge crop in prospect growers should 
as the reasons. By E. Stuart Hubbard, Poughkeepsie, now about it.” 

Of course, there were real honest- BN: Fin New, York Bente Horscultural TO 
to-goodness McIntosh, grown on or- soeiety News Letier: PARATHION RESIDUE NOT 

ganic soil with mulch and manure, OBJECTIONABLE AFTER 
picked while firm but mature, and Editor’s Note:—This editor agrees TWO WEEKS 

kept in a well ventilated cold storage With the article by Mr. Hubbard of Scientists have discovered that par- 
in which there was seldom a distinct N- ¥. Many times in our home we  gthion may be sprayed on apples two 

odor of apples or the presence of have had apple pie made of McIn- wees before harvest without leaving 
harmful amounts of ripening gases. tosh apples and compared them with objectionable residues. Several years 
The McIntosh were still crisp in April, ther varieties and the McIntosh has 5, it was thought that parathion 

always come out first because of its 
These experiences suggest several more pleasing flavor. What is it that should not be sprayed on fruit later 

things ‘of vital importance to McIn- makes a good apple pie? Tastes dif- ‘M®% one month before harvest. 
tosh growers:— fer greatly among different people Sometimes it is necessary to us’: 

1. McIntosh canbe made into pies and some may prefer a pie made of a parathion for control of red mite or 

that make enthusiastic apple pie dry, hard apple. However, we will even late codling moth, several wee!s 

eaters. They are the choice for home wager that a pie made of McIntosh before harvest. At the New Jers:y 
vse and places specializing in home by someone who knows how to use Experiment Station, fruit from trevs 

cooking by a considerable portion of that variety will please a majority. sprayed with parathion was analyzed 
the housewives of the Northeast area. a: 11 days after application and showed 

2. The standards for making and BETTER APPLE HANDLING cnly about % part per million of para- 
judging apple pies used by commer- WITH NEW TYPE OF GRADER thion—well within the permitted tol- 

cial bakers and in home economics An orchard grader which grades cm 

and in general cook books are so dif- apples directly into retail containers 
ferent from those used by housewives and is operated in the orchard is be- For every man who climbs to the 
that they cannot place for prizes in ing developed by Michigan State Col- top of the ladder of success, there is 

pie baking contests. lege and the U.S.D.A. Operated with M€ woman who keeps her feet on 
3. The true value of an apple pie a gasoline engine, the machine con- he ground and steadies it for him. 

should be established by submitting sists of a receiving belt on which TT 

a taste of each of pies made from pickers pour their fruit, an eliminator When I started to work, I used '0 

different varieties; the only quali- section, a sorting belt and a filling dream about getting the salary I'm 
fication for choice being the prefer- station. It is made to handle from 5C starving on now—Herb Caen in Sa 

ence of the eater. The same test ap- to 60 bushels per hour. Francisco Examiner.
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In The News 
APPLES AND TEETH APPLE VARIETIES FOR burn out these stumps under Illinois 

NORTH CENTRAL WISCONSIN conditions. 
The May issue of the Journal of “ 

American Dental Association presents Neillsville Grower Relates Experience Well those last three words, ‘under 

some research information pleasing Mr. H. J. Naedler of Neillsville tells Illinois conditions,” aren’t misleading 
to all who are interested in apples. us that in his orchard, just north of either. Their stumps are just about 

The findings of a study supported by the city, his best varieties are Mc- the same as ours and just as hard to 

a grant from the National Institute of 1"tosh, Cortland and Haralson. Melba, remove. 
Dental Research was read as a prize Milton and Whitney also are hardy. TT 
winning essay before the mid-winter He has several Anoka trees which SWEET APPLE CIDER AND CIDER 
meeting of the Chicago Dental Socie- nih ag hardy but “no good VINEGAR FOR THE HOME 

otherwise. 

ee Varieties not hardy—Jonathan has Are you interested in producing 
A wide variety of foods was studied heen killed off, as has Victory, a new sweet apple cider or cider vinegar? 

for their tendency to break down the jyinnesota variety. Prairie Spy has Then write for a bulletin on sweet ap- 
calcium in teeth. Out of 96 different  peen severely injured. Ben Davis trees ple cider and cider vinegar for the 

foods shown on tables in the article, winter-killed several years ago. N. W. home to the Wisconsin College of 

only one (cooked carrots) had less Greening and Dudley both suffer Agriculture, Bulletin Mailing Room, 

tendency to decalcify the teeth than quring severe winters. This experi- Madison, Wis. 

apples. The decalcification potential once is of value to anyone wishing to On preservation of juice, the bul- 

of apples was rated as 4. Most other grow fruit in the Neillsville area. letin has. this to say: 
fruits were many times higher in their = yr, Naedler says that he has  “Sterilize fruit jars (preferably 
likelihood to decalcify. Ratings of the poticed a large mouse population and those with glass tops) or bottles by 
16 best of the foods reported as shown warns growers to be on the look-out boiling for 15 minutes. Fill them to 

below: for injury this fall. within an inch of the top with cider 
— from which the particles of pulp have 

eltying Potentiel 'et'Foeds AN EASY WAY TO been removed, and seal. If corks are 
Food Rating REMOVE STUMPS used they should be sterilized. Place 
Carrots (COOKEA) occccccccccccccccsssseeeee Our heading is misleading, but we the containers in a wash boiler or 
Apple ooecccececcssceeseceeseecseeeeeveeetenereeeeeeedh stated it that way to attract your at- similar receptacle on boards or a 
CALTOts ccecccccccccccseveecsesesvevevsesssvevesveveveveens tention. Why? Because we know that wooden rack so as to keep them from 
Lett ce oeecccccscccscssccscscscssssessseeesttsnnnnerenec ever since there have been stumps to touching the bottom. 

Mey Noodle ssccs canons ealI8 remove, people have been looking for “Cover the jars with cold water 

Pineapple (canned) ...-.-.-...-.....-.-----22 an easy ‘way to do the work. and heat slowly to 175 degrees Fahr- 

CUCUMbE? seccseswsnwenan QD In August, one of our prominent enheit. Keep pint containers at this 

Orange Soda oo... AD members from Chippewa Falls wrote, temperature for 15 minutes, quarts 

Cabbage: wecsictrcsccceaccr cee “Please send a pamphlet on how to re- for 20 minutes, and gallons for 25 

POPCOFT -.eecceeeeevsvvevssesseeeeseecesseseeeeeeeneese 4B move stumps by using saltpeter or minutes. If one does not have a ther- 

Peach (canned) .......-.-::::-:es- 48 other chemicals. Heard something mometer the water may be heated un- 

Corn CHIPS oaaaceeecseseeeeseeeenceeeeeeeeenneeeee AD about it on the radio, but didn’t get til it is just about to boil and then the 
the details.” heat should be turned off. Allow the 

Some of the foods had decalicifica- Now, we're sorry to disappoint our cider to cool in the water. Cans are 

tion potentials above 500. Most of members, but we're still more amazed now ready for storage. If bottles are 
them were well over 100, so by com- that radio stations should broadcast used, dip the ends in melted paraffin 
Parison, apples would have many such misleading statements. so as to thoroughly seal them.” 

times less decalcification potential On page 170 of the April, 1951 issue eee ra are ee emer 

than almost any food that is normally o¢ wisconsin Horticulture, we had an 1941: We were broke, so lived on 
‘eaten. article entitled, “No Magic Way To hamburger for a week! 

The layman’s opinion expressed on Remove Stumps.” It quoted the For- 1951: We lived on hamburger for a 

caring for one’s teeth by eating apples estry Utilization Department of the week—so we're broke.—Lu Travis in 
appeared to be backed up by scientific University of Illinois as reporting a The Saturday Evening Post. 
fact, It would be interesting to learn study of “all recommended methods of 

the extent to which apples eaten af- stump removal.” They treated 64 as- 

ter a meal can be a means of clean- corted hardwood stumps by the rec- Die ° ‘i shot “ missed, 

sing the teeth from particles of other ommended methods with eight differ- nothing tax vrai i. satisfying as an 

food that remain and which have high ent chemicals, including a commercial income refund. Hi “ 

decalcification potentials. Probably, product highly rated as a stump re- —Bloomer Advance. 

we can take care of our teeth and en- mover. Stumps were then burned with ee 

joy it by eating an apple—brush your the aid of kerosene, goop, and kind- Sin is not hurtful because it is forbid- 

tecth with an apple-—From Apple Re- ling wood. Not a single one of the den, but it is forbidden because it is 

search Digest. eight chemicals made it possible to hurtful. — By “Poor Richard.”
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Berries and Vegetables 
! ‘e e 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

FAVORITE BERRY VARIETIES Seneca Chief, Wisconsin 800. ep gous 

| FOR 1951 Comments: By Harry Barlament; py eae 3 
A questionaire was sent to members “Our Choice (hybrid) sweet corn, ‘ieee age F 

of the Wisconsin Berry and Vege- very good quality. Almost free of bor- a Lag : 
table Growers’ Association asking for ers due to dusting program. Excel- a FE is 
a@ report on “Your best variety for lent sales.” C. F. Greiling, Green Bay, Pa ¥ . : S ; 

this year.” We have these replies. writes, "Setting of corn was poor and z a. 
Premier received the highest num- we're getting only one-half to two- 

ber of votes, with Dunlap second. thirds of the yield per acre we picked 

Catskill, Wisconsin 587 and Robinson § in past years, Market demand heavy, 

were the other favorite varieties. but prices lower than they should be.” 

j Nectarine and Gem were also men- Talks for Convention 

| tioned. Talks on strawberries, raspberries, 
Harry Barlament, well-known insects and disease control for vege- 

| strawberry grower at Green Bay, pre- tables, soils and fertilizers received 
fers Catskill, and writes, “Prices were the highest number of votes for con- 

down from last year’s market. Had a vention topics. 

| good crop—about double of last year.” 

‘tiie oo sr CANTALOUPE 
e ‘favorite: raspberry “variety” was A uniform suppl: of nitrogen 

Latham—almost unanimously. Roy throughout the eeowing season vii At the Vegetable Growers’ meeting 

Rasmus of Waupaca likes the Taylor give good results with cantaloupe and (Muck Farmers Association) Mr. J. A. 

best. All members report the market  Ginor vine crops. California workers Schoenemann, vegetable extension 
on berries as good. ii report that ammonium nitrate at the specialist, on left, discusses with Dr. 

Ta ee mca’ now G0 rate of 60 Ibs. of nitrogen per acre, 1%. G, Holm and Dean R. K. Froker 
pea fertilize Ape ie «cre are half applied before planting and the of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 
Gecerace: duaboual “and. “aus te remainder when the runners start, in- ture, the effect on carrots of the vari- 
tilizer and compost”; “used 3-12-12 sures a good supply throughout the ous types of chemicals used in weed 

: season, increased cantaloupe size and control. 

plus separate application of nitro- reduced the number of cull fruit. 
gen”. Barnyard manure was used by . 

the largest number of members. = . : . . . —_ 

Vegetable Varieties That Did Well "77 "aN ae" ay ie see iat sg Saee 
Here are some comments on vege- ae — CRY ENE ue ets OOM Oe 

table varieties. Chippewa potatoes and ais fine di sae 

early Golden Bantam sweet corn were F 

excellent. Beans, lettuce, spinach, peas 

and radishes were not good due to 

cutworms. Tomatoes, carrots and 7 

cabbage were good. Setting on sweet eon | 

corn poor. Peppers and eggplant set- 

ting well. Sweet corn, cucumbers, 

tomatoes and potatoes were coming aN a 

fine. Muskmelons are very good. bs 

Tomatoes . 
Here are the comments on the 

tomato crop. The blight situation was 

not serious. Varieties being grown 

were mostly the hybrids; Marglobe; 
John " Baer; Stokesdale, Valiant, 
Italian, Wisconsin 55, Rutgers, Prit- 

chards, Hybrids 2, 4 and 5. 
Sweet Corn 

Varieties planted by members were: 

Early Golden Bantam, Golden Ban- Dr. W. H. Gabelman and Assistant B. L. Sims, study some of the hybrid 

tam crosses; Midget (very early and Varieties of onions on the University Farm during the Muck Crop Ass'n.’ 

sweet), Seneca Dawn, Our Choice, nnual field tour.
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VEGETABLE GROWERS CANADA BUYS MANY THE ASPARAGUS BED 
sTUDY EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS U. 8S. VEGETABLES 

AT UNIVERSITY A good seasonal program for care 
Vegetable exports from the U. S. of an asparagus bed. 

Members of the Wisconsin Muck reached an all-time high of 508 million 
Farmers’ Association held their an- pounds last year. In '49 some 336 mil- 1. The entire area should be disced 
mal field day August 4th at the ion pounds were shipped out of the or cultivated 3 or 4 inches deep before 

vegetable research plots of the De- country, and in 1946, second highest growth starts in early spring. 
prtment of Horticulture at Madi- total on record, export total was 454 2. Regular, shallow cultivation 

son. million. Foreign demand for U. §8. should be practiced between the rows 

Studies underway include work on fresh vegetables has increased gener- during the cutting season. 

chemical weed control, vegetable crop ally the past decade. Sharp rise last 3. About July 1 cutting should be 

breeding and fertilization. year was caused mostly by relaxation stopped and the entire area cultivated 

Dr. L. G. Holm and research as- of Canada import controls. or disced to destroy weeds. One or two 

sstant, T. W. Tibbitts, discussed the Canada is by far the greatest im- pounds of a complete commercial fer- 

progress of work on chemical weed porter of U. 8. fresh vegetables. In tilizer per 100 square feet should be 

trol in beets, carrots, onions, PpO- 4959 our northern neighbor imported broadcast and worked in the soil at 

lutoes, lima beans and cabbage. 80% of the total U. 8. fresh vegetables this time. 
Dr. W. H. Gabelman explained the cxported, Exports have been at a high 4. In the fall the asparagus tops 

wogress of his breeding work with  jeve] compared to those in 1940, Im- should be left to die and stand over 

mions, carrots and beets. Growers ports too have been much above those Winter. They usually can be broken 

iad the opportunity to view many in i940, up and worked into the soil when the 

ew hybrid onions from all parts of Principal commodities sent to Can- area is cultivated or disced in early 

the country growing side by side with aaa. were lett ti bb a spring. 
most of the standard varieties now mowere Zeteuce; Carrots, cappage an Leaving the tops stand over winter 
Base tomatoes in that order. Cuba imported P' e © 
: L si h ‘stant U. 8. onions, lettuce and carrots. On- instead of removing them allows them 

a i 7 an a ao assis ste in ions made for 88% of Cuba’s total U. to catch snow, prevent deep freesing 

hh sae i re eset Gt or S. import. Tomatoes and onions were o the hy fa minimize “heaving” or 

principal fresh vegetables exported to injury to the asparagus crowns. —By 
restigations on different levels of pot- John A. Schoenemann, Vegetable Ex- 

Mexico.—From the Market Growers 4 
ish fertilization in relation to high 3 al tension Specialist, U. W. 

hosphorus fertilization and their %°OUTM@ cones aaanses 

ect on yield and quality of cabbage, COMMENTS ABOUT VEGETABLES 
tarrots and spinach—By J. A. STRAWBERRY WAFFLE 

Schoenemann, vegetable extension SANDWICH BEETS AND CARROTS. If you 
specialist. Have you ever eaten a strawberry grow beets and carrots early in the 

——— waffle sandwich? Cooley’s Cupboard at 8°45, do not attempt to use them 

MORE NITROGEN, MORE PEAS Evanston, Illinois, serves this sand- ‘0° ate, because carrots become 
strong by late summer and early beets 

Tests conducted at the Experimental Wich 365 days a year for tea and even- 
woody and tough. These crops may 

Station at Geneva, New York, showed ing snacks. It is the largest selling 
i ? item for an after-show snack. If be sown in mid-summer and will then 

that pea yields can be increased when Cooley’ ll them, why can’t 288Ure sweet carrots or tender beets 
nitrogen is added to the soil. Experi- there? can sel lem, why can for canning or storing. 
ea ite t others? 
or ‘were made ‘ona we This waffle requires a berry that By placing planks or boards over 

} In one, the field received a completely when the planted rows during dry weather, 
12-4 fertiliz t thi te of 550 ds d0es not break up completely 

ertilizer’at the'rate 0 poun , moisture is conserved and sprouting to th In the other, a 5-10-5 form- "0zen. It’s attractiveness is due to the 

ne berries that are served with it. improved: ‘When. sprouting starts, 
lla was used at the rate of 450 pounds , planks or boards should be removed 

lt the acre. Both of these treatments Cooley's use the Marshall and Rob- 314 carrots should be thinned to one 
upplied 22 pounds of nitrogen to the inson varieties as long as they are ino) and beets to one and one-half 
tre and gave 750 and 1,000 pounds available. In June they had some inches, 

e shelled peas to the acre than Premiers, but they were the most CHINESE CABBAGE. This fine 
ertilized plots on the respective anemic looking berries I’ve ever seen. salad crop should be started in hills 

. By adding 60 pounds more nitro- Frozen Premiers, when thawed out, 4+ two or three seeds—15 inches 
to the acre on each of these soils, look like a skin floating about in a lot apart, and then thinned to one plant 

yields were increased by 700 and of juice. It makes a big difference to per hill. 
pounds respectively, and the extra the customer. The berries must be By using a DDT dust flea beetles 

‘ogen also improved the quality of firm and dark red in color. can be stopped in the early stages, 

the peas. —From Horticulture. Cooley's bake the waffle real crisp, but should not be used within two 
_—S fold it over, then put in two scoops of weeks before the plant is “edible. 

The average husband is one who ice cream and cover the top with Rotenone can then be used. 

down the law to his wife and _ strawberries. It is a meal in itself—By TOMATOES. The consumption of 

m accepts all her amendments— Miss Freda Schroeder, Evanston and tomatoes in the U. S. is 23 pounds 

Vernon County Broadcaster. Loyal. per person per year. In addition, 4.4
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Ibs. of canned tomatoes, 2.2 Ibs. cat- e 
sup and 4.2 lbs. of tomato and com- New Treatment Promises 
bination vegetable juices are used 
per person. rf 7, e. Sen. cmulix commana, wo Control of Onion Sprouting 
tatoes rank first at 100 Ibs. per year A report from Michigan State Col- these onions were placed under con- 
and tomatoes second. Cabbage is in jege in August, 1950, indicated that ditions similar to those in retail stores 
third place, 31 Ibs. per person. maleic hydrazide completely inhibited for a period of 5 weeks. 
ce ee ee the sprouting of Sweet Spanish onions 3. Of the unsprouted onions no ex- 
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES tor a period of six months. external difference could be noted be- 
IN YOUR HOME FREEZER The Department of Vegetable Crops tween those that had been treated 

What to Do When Power Fails at Cornell University, New York, set with maleic hydrazide and those that 
The Extension Service, U.S.D.A., in up demonstrations to determine 2 = * 

its. August 2nd bulletin on the home sipilities of using the materials in that _ + Maleic hydrazide at this time is 
garden and fruit preservation pro- state for varieties grown on muck, °V@ilable only for experimental pur- 
gram, has this information about the Results were published by George Jo. P°S°* Expansion of these tests to 
home freezer. Harinieaien’ Audi (NOTA (O«DKEN of control sprouting of onions both in 

When Power Fails i common storage and at wholesale and 

Ithaca, in the July issue of “Farm Re- yetgil Jevels is planned for 1951. Extent net a hear pine wy cara Ue" va led fr 
freezer did not thaw to any consider- sae easue. = ee ae sia, Wilasae Gea Stumm, wiecak able extent for 72 hours after the Giohe Th, Obio, Illinois and North Carolina 
power was cut. The temperature of obe The same treatment that was workers report increases in protein 
the upper layer of packages rose to successful in Michigan was applied to content of corn after liberal nitrogen 
32° F. in 96 hours after power loss. these varieties. fertilization. In one experiment unfer- 
The bottom layer of packages took The material was applied at the rate tijized_corn contained 5.7% protein 

more than 120 hours to thaw. The ©! 15 Pints of maleic hydrazide (ac- while that fertilized averaged 104%. 
freesér “was at. room’ temperatire— tive ingredient) in 75 gallons of water Earworm Control 

80° F. per acre. This is the same as a con- Effective earworm control can be 

In large freezers, 12 to 36 cubic feet centration of 2,500 ppm of maleic  .ocured by continuing regular corn 
in size, well filled, it took much long- hydrazide. The applications were borer control (ie. 1% Ibs technical 
er for the food to thaw. These workers made about two weeks before harvest DDT in 100 gals. water per acre) 

considered it doubtful, in a nearly and at ‘a: time!‘ when :about: one-third through the silking period. Spray 

full, well insulated freezer, if the food °f the onion tops were down. should be directed toward silks and 
would begin to spoil in less than five Treatments were applied on the cars. A better control is effected when 
days. Early Yellow Globe and the Brigham 3 quarts of 25% DDT emulsified con- 

What Happens When Fruit Thaws Out Yellow Globe onions on August 17, ontrate and 2% gals, white mineral 
Fruits ferment when they spoil. The 1950. The Early Yellow Globe onions 4 (65 to 90 seconds Sayholt Viscosity 

flavor may be ruined, but the fruits Were just beginning to go down on i. aitted to 25 gals. with water. Thi 

are not poisonous. If badly fermented, — 11. The Brigham Yellow Globe tution is sufficient for one treatmen 
they may become intoxicating, like Onlons bbc) © che third down (the, sams of one acre. Spray should be directed 
new wine. Thawed fruits can be re- 48 the Michigan time of application) ; toward silks. Two or three applica: 
frozen. If there is any doubt to their ©” August 17. The Early Yellow Globe tions will give almost eta ‘oor 

quality, they can be made into jam Onions were havested and topped with trol SEEEORE “Soma 
and jelly. shears on August 31, 1950, in an ex- Tol. , 

Meats and poultry are different; tremely heavy rain. The Brigham Indications are that pre-emergenc 

these are non-acid and subject to Yellow Globe onions were also har- weed control in corn is becoming po 
spoilage. vested during a rain on September 4, ular. Most chemical weed contro! i 

Vegetables spoil rapidly even at 50° 1950. - corn is done with 2, 4-D sprays; pr 
F. It is unwise to refreeze vegetables Both lots were cured at a tempera- ¢™mergence applications have not been! 
when they have been completely de- ture of about 70° F., and fluctuated Uniformly successful. 

frosted. within a range of about 30° F., The Side-dressing nitrogen fertilizer on 
One way to handle a deep freeze Onions were held until October 2, 1950, corn at cultivating time calls for spec- 

when power fails for any length of before being placed in storage. ial advantages for growers out to get 

time is to purchase cakes of dry ice Conclusions top yields this year. On soils short on 
from ice cream manufacturers, 1, Maleic hydrazide (active ingredi- 4vailable nitrogen side-dressing often 
creameries, etc. Chip or saw the dry ent) applied at the rate of 1.5 pints in boosts yields 5-20 bushels or more pe 

ice into pieces and divide among the 75 gallons of water per acre about cre. Application rates can be adjust 
compartments. Set in on a board or two weeks before harvest, and when ed according to corn stands; fertilizer 
heavy cardboard right on the pack- onions were going down, reduced is easy to apply and is effective at low- 

ages. A 50 Ib. cake of dry ice will hold sprouting of Early Yellow Globe and er rates. It is used during a season 

the temperature down to 15° F. for Brigham Yellow Globe in storage at when the fertilizers may be easier to 

about 48 hours. Above all, don’t open 32° and 40° F. obtain. —From the Market Growers 

your deep freeze if power fails. 2. Sprouting was reduced also when Journal.
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With a Hundred Named 
Varieties—Old Fashioned 

Geraniums Be Moder. 
By G. E, Beck 

Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 

The show or fancy type of geranium slightly acid loam. For shifting and Some commercial growers find that is commonly known to flower lovers repotting established plants add % slightly root bound plants bloom jas the “Lady Washington” or “Martha _well rotted manure to the soil; % cup freely, but never let them get ex- Washington” geranium. Pelargonium of 4-12-4 fertilizer should also be add- _cessively root bound. 
domestioum, as it is known botanical ed to each peck of the soil mixture. It’s easy to over water pelargoniums 
ly, is often called “Pansy Geranium’ Most varieties of pelargoniums tend in the fall and winter: they'll take too. This favorite of our great grand- to he rangy or tall. Pinch the tips of more water in spring, however. Don’t mothers is a race which has been de- the young plants to develop compact let them dry out then because flower loped from several species the most growth. bud formation will be limited. 
ee a ‘wae sale gran Don’t over-feed the plants because Try some of these formerly old- ” ; » Boutk ad ‘i a itm Pe- this will cause them to produce beau- _ fashioned pelargoniums at your yan, SOU Tica, where it was very tiful foliage but very few flowers. modern home. You're sure to be pleas- amon. Over-potting will also cause blindness. ed with this popular plant. The current rise in popularity of 

largoniums is undoubtedly due to 
ts success on our West Coast where 
nurserymen have developed a host of More am Much more == 

w varieties. 

Varieties by the Spurway Method 
At the present time more than 100 
lifferent named varieties are avail- 
ble. The bright, deep colors as well 

the pastels also add greatly to its 
gaia Color os are aren 0 p e Soil Testing Is Imperative To 

le as well as varieties especially . m iil terwiodon loaee en / OBTAIN MAXIMUM CROP 
garden planting. You can have IE TA Ml 1] MU. M COST Baby”, “Haille Selassie”, “Little Ras- Y LDS A N 

fl”, and “Pasadena” all in your front 
ard next year—you see, they’re all The Complete Simplex Soil arieties of pelargoniums. NO3 Test outfit is practical for P use in any locality—requires Ideal For Garden Use no waiting—allows for fre- 

K quent testing. Contains all Uses, pelargoniums have lots of the solutions and apparatus hem: as single potted plants, com- pH ‘ necessary for 100 to 300 soil inations ( 1 plant: in a R. a tests for each of 15 impor- ns (several plants grown in e tant soil chemicals including single ~container), and out-of-doors Mg 
trace elements and tissue 

yre ideal for placing along the The Janles Simplex Soil Test Outfit tests for Nitrates, Phos- ige of steps, walks, and drives. Their Na ane neGsenee Ae ee and sol phorus and Potassium. eauti tests f h of 6 soil chemical: ere! colors will show up nicely in Al en dete’ totes foc Niven eee The Home Simplex Soil 
mt of fences and hedges too or Ca phorus and Potassium. Tester for the home gar- 
mn used alone as a bedding plant The Farm Simplex Soil Test Outfit dener and lover of house mass effects. NH4 designed for the smaller grower, plants. Makes 20 tests for ' it contains 09 teste fer 5 elements each of 4 elements plus tis- Propagate From Cuttings NO3Phorus and “Potarshum trates Phos- sue tests. 
Martha Washington geraniums are co3 
Mpagated from cuttings which us- S04 

ly root best in “sterilized” sand or All Simplex Soil Testing Outfits Shipped by Railway Express F.O.B. 
expanded mica. The cuttings are ci Cleveland. Write for Descriptive Literature and Prices. mewhat subject to rot, so rooting Mn 
cuttings in water isn’t commonly THE EDWARDS LABORATORY 

ommended. Pot the rooted cutting P.O. BOX 2742-w CLEVELAND 11, OHIO 
a fairly heavy, but well-drained,
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MESSAGE TO ALL cc CRATH CARPATHIAN PERSIAN 
MEMBERS OF WISCONSIN (ENGLISH) WALNUT SEED 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR SALE 

This year of 1951 has been one of ry TEM ID Mr. Alfred Renshaw, 75 State S| 

exceptional activity in all phases of fy A Ma 9 of Albany 7, N. Y., who purcha: 

horticulture. Our annual convention i y seeds of the Crath Carpathian Eng. 

will be in Fond du Lac, Retlaw Hotel, ‘ Ne oP: lish walnut from the Wisconsin Hoi 
November 27th and 28th. I wish to iS § vith) h ere ticultural Society in 1988 writes, “| 
take this means of extending a very { f — shall be glad to furnish 10 seeds o| 

cordial invitation to all our members eri. ee Pein Crath Carpathian English walnuts t 

to spend some time with us at the any one individual for $1.00 post: 

annual meeting. Our program will paid.” 

carry many valuable and timely topics “You may be interested in my si: 

for discussion. The affiliated organi- Sos trees, which were germinated in 1 
zations may find some very helpful from 10 seeds purchased from thi 
suggestions and help bring our organ- Wisconsin State Horticultural Soci 
ization into a more closely bound HIGH PRICES — WHOSH FAULT ty. They are all bearing this year an 
society. Our secretary, Mr. Rahmlow, USDA research workers recently re- one tree in particular, which I refe 

has been extremely busy throughout ported that if the farmer gave away to as “Rowan No. 1” is of good qual; 

the year attending your various ac- beans in a 16c can of pork and beans, ity, fair size, and relatively sot 

tivities. His reports will be very help- the can still would cost 14c at the shelled. We have a rather severe cli 
ful in planning your next year’s pro- store. If the farmer would furnish mate at Albany, temperatures goin; 
gram. wheat in a 16c loaf of bread absolute- down to minus 25° F., but these tr 

It is my sincere hope that your sea- ly free, bread still would cost 13.4c. have never shown any signs of bein 

son’s operations were successful in If dairymen gave away milk in a 22c winter-killed, except one winter whe 

every respect. Again may I in behalf quart, it would still cost 11.5c, and if I over-fertilized with commercial fer: 
of the Wisconsin Horticultural Socie- sheep-raisers gave away wool in a_ tilizer.” 

ty, extend this invitation to you to $50 suit of clothes, the suit would still a 
meet with us November 27th and 28th cost $40.50. WISCONSIN NURSERYMENS’ 

at Fond du Lac. — ASSOCIATION HAS SUMMER 

Sincerely yours, THE APPLE DISPLAY AT THE MEETING AND PICNIC 
G. J. Hipke, Pres. WISCONSIN STATE FAIR Wisconsin Nurserymen and _ thei 

ST families were the guests of Land! 

CONSERVATION BULLETIN More than 250 trays of apples were. Architect Walter Remond, Mil 
shown in the Wisconsin State Fair 

AVAILABLE xhibit this year. The trays waukee and Nurseryman Bob Gierin: 
The Wisconsin Conservation Bul- apple e year. y ger, Milwaukee at a summer meetin, 

constituted the feature of the fruit 
letin, published by the Educational show, with a large number of plates and picnic at Brown Deer Park, Sat: 

Division of the State Conservation : urday, August 11. 
‘ being shown as well. The big feature . 

Commission, State Capitol Annex, he 30 tray exhibit. In this A very nice crowd attended an 
Madison, is available to Wisconsin is always the y . when all of them lined up for th 

class, William J. Lewis, Richland 
citizens interested in conservation, Center, won. first; Waldo Orchards, cafeteria style picnic luncheon, th 

free of charge. Waldo, (Arno Meyer) second; Wil- line was a very long one. We certail 

The bulletin attempts to tell its liam Meyer of Waldo, third and ly didn’t see anyone looking hung" 
readers about the progress of conser- Meyer Orchards of , Milwaukee after the luncheon either, and w 

vation in the state. Here are some of fourth. * know of several who remained at thi 
the articles in the July issue: What . table unusually long after they ha 

makes a trout lake? There are fire- In the ten tray class of different finished eating to just rest up. It w 
balls at Fort Atkinson. The ditch. varieties, William J. Lewis, Meyer 4 gooq old-fashioned get-together an! 
How to restore a dying stream. Water Orchards, Milwaukee, Waldo Or-  overyone got better acquainted an 
—the master or servant? Mosinee— chards and William Meyer won the y. imagine a large amount of bus 

the latest in forest protection. Con- Prizes, as they did in the single tray yogy was done in a sociable manner. 
servation Commission meeting. classes as well. Officers of the Wisconsin Nursery 

Published monthly, it keeps one in- In the display of five plates, dis- mens’ Association are: L. L. Kumlie! 
formed of the progress and latest play five fall or summer varieties, the president, Janesville; Howard W. An| 
news in conservation. Drop a card to largest apple and plates of the vari- derson, vice pres., Wisconsin Rapids 

the Commission if you would like to ous varieties, the same exhibitors and Thomas 8. Pinney, Sec.-Treas 

receive the bulletin. named above were the prize winners. Sturgeon Bay.
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COMING EVENTS USE OF HONEY BEES IN ALFALFA BERRY PLANTS 

September 26-27. Flower Show and SEED PRODUCTION State certified berry plants for Fall 
Annual Convention. Garden Clubs of Delivery. Strawberry: Improved 
Wisconsin, affiliated with the Horti- The above is the title of circular Beaver, Premier, Welsh’s Late, Rob- 

cultural Society. Y.W.C.A., Mil _ No. 876 from the U. 8S. Department of inson, Fujiyama, Th Wis. 537. 

kee, Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is Raspberry: Latham and St. Regis 

written by George W. Vansell, and Everbearing. Priced right Price list 

October 6. Annual meeting, Central &!Ves @ full discussion of such prob- free. Variety Gardens, Mauston, Wis. 

Region, Wis. Garden Clubs, at Clin- lems as: factors influencing activity 

tonville. of bees in alfalfa, role of honey bees OQ YOUR FALL PLANTING NOW! 

— in setting seed pods, relation between Pyramidal Arbor Vitae, 2-3 ft., $2.00. 

October 30-31. Annual Convention, "umber of colonies and seed yields, Savin Juniper, 1-2 ft. $1.50. 

Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association. 2nd honey production from seed Mugho Pine, 1-1% ft., $1.50. 
Marathon County Park, Wausau. alfalfa. Colorado and Koster Blue Spruces. 

— The work was done in the West, All reasonably priced. Bushy, well 
November 4. Annual meeting, Wis- largely Utah, and with a large acreage rooted trees sure to grow. Guaranteed. 

consin Gladiolus Society. Retlaw of alfalfa. The problem in Wisconsin Quincy Nurseries, Friendship, Wis- 

Hotel, Fond du Lac. will be somewhat different, but much consin. 

_— of the information is of value to Para 
November 5-6. Annual meeting. beekeepers interested in pollination. None preaches better than the ant, 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society, * she says nothing—By “Poor Richard.” 
Western Wisconsin Fruit Growers The bulletin is available from your i 

and Minnesota Fruit Growers Associ- U- S. Senator in Washington or from The honest man takes pains, and then 
ation. La Crosse Hotel, La Crosse. the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. enjoys pleasures; the knave takes plea- 

= Government Printing Office, Washing- sures, and then suffers pains, — By 

November 27-28. Annual convention, ton 25, D. C., for 25c. “Poor Richard.” 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society; Wis- 

consin Apple Institute; Women’s 
Auxiliary, Wisconsin Horticultural === = = = = = ——....V..... 
Society. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac. 

OUR COVER PICTURE 
“People of all ages like chrysanthe- . ye 

mums,” is the title of the picture on a . 

our front cover this month. ss 

The picture is especially appropri- a 

ate this month because the Garden F | Ge @ 4 
Club of Wisconsin Flower Show at wy ‘ if \ b \ 
the Y.W.C.A. in Milwaukee on Sep- X , 

tember 26-27 will feature chrysanthe- ' ae | 
mums. 

The print was loaned to us by the “i oa 
Society of American Florists. The = ad 
Society announces National Flower : fi Some , 

Week on October 28-November 4, this ag = fh, oh 5 LY 

“ te bees a Be © I H 

oo “BN GS P . 
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS— eo ny 

WISCONSIN BERRY AND VEGE- » ; 

TABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION ° F 

Officers: C. H. Braman, Waupaca, ; 
Pres.; Elmer Whitby, Chilton, Vice i t ; 
Pres.; E. L. White, Box 147, Fort At- \ bs 
kinson, Sec.-Treas, 

Directors: C. H. Braman, Waupaca; 
N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh; Elmer At the beautiful Lake Geneva Flower Show. Officers and committees of the Lake 

Whitby. Geneva Gardeners and Formans’ Association and judges of flower classes (includ- 
Agnes Phillipson, Oshkosh; John ing the editor) with some of the outstanding exhibits shown. Front row, from left, 

Hauser, Bayfield; Ray Rasmus, Wau- Fred Krueger, vice pres.; Phil Robers, treas.; Elmer Vorpagel, sec.; Gus Meister, 
paca. pres. Standing from left, Max Vold, clerk; Harold Van Buren, gladiolus judge, 

Harry Barlament, Green“Bay; Chris Hartland; Matt Patten; Leland Shaw, gladiolus judge, Milton; and Gordon Piehl, 

Olson, Berlin; F. W. Van Lare, Qcon- judge, Hartland. Note the outstanding grapes and delphinium, a part of the horti- 
omowoc. cultural exhibit—Wis. Hort. Soc, Photo.



DIRECTORS 
é Tlugo Krubsnck, Peshtigo 
$ '» ih Tie e ’ Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield 

Dr. George Schecr, Sheboygan 
lad a aT . A. F. Scholtz, Wausau 

us (oO Us i NGS a Val White, Wausau 
ICO DOLE ELL DLE EL LL ALLL y It. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

John Cates, Two Rivers 
a Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Walter A. Kurtz, Chilton 
Dewey Sleezer, Lake Geneva 

President Viee President Secretary Cceil MeAdams, Mosinee 
WALTER A. KURTZ GORDON SHEPECK MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN Walter Axel, Sheboygan 

Chilton Green Bay 613 N. Mil. St., Plymouth Dr. R. I. Juers, Wausau 
Treasurer Dave Tuerner, Mitwaukee 

MRS. LEONARD WIGHTMAN Paul Ravet, Marinette 
Rt. 3, Plymouth Leland Shaw, Milton 

THE STATE GLADIOLUS SHOW American Home Achievement The seedling judge3, Merte Doty and 

Manitowoc County Chapter Does Award: Seedling No. 46-168, C. J. and Harold Jancs, did a fine job of scor- 

Splendid Job of Staging Outstanding G. J. Melk, Milwaukee. ing the many entries, but were (and 

Show. Champion Seedling: Seedling No. this is good) a bit “tight” in passing 

With excellent attendance, over 46-168, C. J. and G. J. Melk, Milwau- out awards. 

2400 entries of beautiful spikes plus’ kee. The following seedlings were give? 

some very fine baskets and arrange- Best Basket: Seedling No. 46-168, a rating of Excellent: 
ments of gladiolus, the Manitowoc C. J. and G. J. Melk, Milwaukee. No. 51-47 (white and No. 51-3) 

County Chapter deserves a great deal Best Seedling Basket: No. 46-168, (scarlct) by Kleinhans; a _ fine 

of credit for staging a fine 1951 Wis- CC. J. and G. J. Melk, Milwaukee. white (no number) by Welty (singic, 

consin Gladiolus Show. Longest Flower Head: Hawkeye 3 spike, and basket); No. 55-48-7 
Many favorable comments were Red, Shopere Glad. Gardens, Clinton. (pink) and No. 7-47-1 (light rose) by 

heard about the fine banquet, at Largest Floret: Dieppe, Otto Kap- Fad. Other ccedling baskets to re- 

which James Hamilton presided as_ cchtzke and Son, Sheboygan. ceive recognition were No. 1403-1 
toastmaster. President of the Wiscon- Smallest Flozct: Thos. E. Wilson, M. (rose) by Reliance Gardens, and No. 

sin Horticultural Society, G. J. Hipke, Armstrong, Evansville. 43-11-B (violet) by L. C. Shaw. 
was a guest speaker. Most Open Florcts: Phanthcm Beau- Blue ribbons were awarded to the 

Touhey Gardens of Manitowoc cov- ty, R. G. Williams. following new varieties: White God- 

ered the stage with beautiful baskets Farthest Distance: John M. Perkins, dess, Sierra Snow, Connie G., Golden 

in addition to their large commercial Neillsvillc. Dawn, Atlantic, Gorgeous Deb, Valicy 

display. Walter Krueger of Oconomo- Section Awards Queen, Bonfire, Evangeline, Redowa, 
woc had an excellent commercial dis- Champion Spike, 500 Class: King Grace Darling, Bridal Orchid, King 

play of new varieties and sccdling3, David, Cosmopolitan Gardens, D. David, South Seas, Skippy, Celestina, 
as did John Bayless of Mishicot. Puerner, Milwaukec. Statuette, Peter Pan, Little Sweet- 

The arrangements were very good. Champion Spike, 400 Ciass: Miss heart, Rose Charm, Honey, Newport 

We noted some of the comments made Wisconsin, Mrs. Waltcr Axcl, She- White, Betty Duncan, Polynesia, 
by the judges, and one that was re- boygan. Friendship, Miss Chicago. 

peated several times was “accessories Champion Spike, 3C0 Ciass: Sum- A large number of visitors attended, 

used have no connection with the ar- mor Snow, John M. Perkins, Neills- come driving 150 or more miles and 

rangement”. It is a point to be con- ville. many shared in the noontime picnic 

sidered. when making an arrangement. Champion Spike, 260 and 10 Class: in the city park near by. 
Officers of the Manitowoc Chapter, White Laco, L. C. Shaw, Milton. Why not plan now to attend next 

John Gates, pres., and show manager; = year with a picnic lunch and some 
William Hockman vice pres.; Mary THE WISCONSIN SEEDLING spikes for the show. The probable 
Rezek, sec.; Gil Thompson, treas., al- —RECENT INTRODUCTICN date will be Aug. 3.—By L. C. Shaw, 
so served on committees. In addition, SHOW AT JEFFERSON Milton. 
John Bayless was chairman; Joe On August 5, the So. Wis.—No. Ill. to 

Rezek, floor manager; Walter Axel Gladiolus Society, chap‘cr of the Wis- MADISON GLADIOLUS SHOW 

had charge of schedules and Jess  consin Gladiolus Socicty, staged a ECRAWS LARGE ATTENDANCE 

Hamilton supervised judges. Mrs. A. joint show in Jefferson, Wis. It was More than 12,000 peop!e viewed the 
E. Piepkorn, State Rec. Sec. provided an excellent show, we!l contcsied, with annual Madison Gladiolus Socicty 
the records. two glads repeating thcir winnings of Show at the First National Bank o2 

The Show Winners @ year ago. August 5-6. Outstanding were the 

Grand Champion of Show: King Bridal Orchid, shown by Harold beautiful new seedlings, recent intro- 

David, Cosmopolitan Gardens, D. Janes, repeated as Grand Caampion, ductions and artistic arzangement 

Puerner, Milwaukee. and Melk Bros.’ ruffled rose seedling classes. 

Reserve Champion: Seedling No. No, 46-168 not only repeated as Secd- Officers of the Madison Gladiolu3 

46-168, C. J. and G. J. Melk, Milwau- ling Champion, but also won in the 8 Society sponsoring the show are R. B. 

kee, Wis. spike and basket classes. Russell, president; H. EB. Halliday, 

16 Wisconsin Ho-ticulture



vice president; Mrs. George Harbort, 
rec.-treas.; Mrs. H. S. Bostock, G. F. 
Wilkie, Ray Kraft and John Magnas- a 
co, directors. SY 4 

Tho Winners < Ay A) 
Grand champion of show and cham- aoe 

pion single spike scedling, by John 

Flad. Champion three spike seedling, 

Ted Woods. 

Recent Introduction, single spik:2, 

Jamcs Torrie, on Elmer’s Rose. ag 
Continued on Pags 18) ‘ 

AT OUR STATE — a a 

GLADIOLUS SHOWS 

Upper picture, the Wisconsin Glad!- 

olus Society State Show at Two 

Rivers. Admiring the Champion Seo4- 

ling Basket, winnor of the American 

Home Achievement Award, shown by 

Melk Bros., M:lwauxes, are, from left, 

Henry Gauger, exhibitor, with Touhey 

Gardens; John Gates, show manager 7 
ard pres. Manitowoc c:apter. John * 

Bayless, show chairman; Mrs. A. E. » r 

Piepkorn, state scc.; Mrs. Voe Rezek, : bs ct nih 1 

chapter scc, and Wm. Hockman, vice % A [hs t ; 
pres., Manitowoc chapter. , ee sd EN Fy x 

—_. ea Se ol Ee ee 
Sceond picture, Mr. Herry Gauger ” ej FX 4 > ae & 

with the commercial exhib:t he staged ie a . 

fo: Touhcy Gardens of Manitowoc a a ae as ru 
at the State Show. This was the larg- 

est corsmersial exhibit and Touhey 

Gardens als filled ths stage with 4 

beautiful bas%xets. 
5 > — = en hl 

Third picture. Admi:ring a basket pee Me Por | , 
of Mclk Bros. Secdling No. 46-1°8, ae: a) i eg = _ 
which won top awards in single spike, i e. % st A] ae r < 

three spike and tesket section at tha = = me é Py} / 
State Seodling Show at Jefferson are, [chee “dial a Pr ed, ‘ . 
from lcft to right; Lloy1 Pateman, hs x See Ra 
Dousman, director of No. Il.—So. v 5 2 

Wis. Gladiolus Chapter; Dewey Slecz- ° ¢% P. 

er, Lake Geneva, treasurer; Anton 4 Sin = 

Keepke, Elkhorn, vice pzesident; on a xj 

Crerets Van Ness, Shopiere, director; c 

Leland S::aw, Milton, president; John 

Brinkman, Chicago, director; David 

Puerne:, Milwaukec dirsctor. This : a Ed = 2 _ 

seedling olso won top honors at the 
State Show at Two Rivers. It is a kea=- 

tiful and consistent raffled ros> and 

reccive] the American Hom: Achicv- 

moat Award, 

Lower p‘c:uro. At the Madison a Sd Nea cs 
Gladiolus Society Show. From left, Patna 1. ‘ac 4 

Ted Woods, Madison; J. Elton Caxter. Res eet, 1 a 
Des Mines, Ia., who judged S>cd- Far a ¥ Soe ; 
lings and Recent Introductions; ‘ a i Pee , 4 

Champion Basket of Madeline Hefty ' ey % > ores 
(Woods ’t0) cxhibited by Reger BD. | ee 
Russell, Madison (right). Wis. Hori. i } 

Soc. Photos. Vi
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Recent Introduction, three spike, 

Roger B. Russell on Ann Sherman. Two Good Lyth ri ums 

Recent Introduction basket, Mrs. 

R. B. Russell on Madeline Hefty 
| Section Champion, open class, any occurs in the first week of June, this 

size, R. H. Postweiler on Bold Face. means that only one month’ of the 
Section Champion, amateur, single frost-free season, that between the 

spike, Miss B. B. Struckmeyer on Bur- first week of June and the first week 

iia, of July, fails to provide us with a dis- 

Section’ Champion, 8° splice; Miss play from the lythrum border. There 

Jane Selzer on Montpelior. ‘ $ ae pale os Mower thet can 

The arrangement class was again oy 

an outstanding feature of the show. ee f Dropmore Purple 

Classes featuring periods of the day, BY by atts The second outstanding lythrum is 
days of the week and months of the \ Dropmore Purple, the introduction of 

year created a great deal of interest. 4 Dr. F. L. Skinner of Dropmore, 
_ Manitoba. It is also a sterile form, 

even more vigorous than Morden 

gereerinisenietiaionin il qandig Pink. Dropmore Purple is not very 

‘he Gladiolus display: was one, of well named, for the color term makes 

the outstanding exhibits in the Horti- oun urple a Gx Gee ws 
cultural Building at the Wisconsin lythrum has, The color is much 

oa Wee Ea Pe dene Aeon brighter, and really intermediate in 

blooms were shown in large numbers. wanna cen tae se ei ene 
Wisconsin gladiolus growers deserve Anyone who is pleased with one var- 
8 aint Sent a credit ea wink a pos wil crea the other, although the 

co. 

almost half a million’ people. It isex- Pink Lythrum wold plant ies uidetigaitoe sen 
cellent publicity and promotion for 
gladiolus. The Chief handicap of Lythrum : have several ee imported plants 

We are only able to give some re- Salicaria, the common purple loose- ii ced ae elatnabaa ‘The Bencan: 
sults of the show staged the first Strife of the northeastern states and ie Ho le catalogs as iets ish pur- 
three days, at which Harold Janes, eastern Canada, is the shortness of Hi dee every time it has 
Whitewater; Mr. and Mrs. Walter the period of bloom. It is true that °Coned for me from plants just re- 
Krueger, Oconomowoc; Willis Miller the bloom does persist for a consider- athe ei e id hea aeped out fo 
of Fort Atkinson and Touhey Gar- ble time on each plant, with later a to btles plant to plant; they are 

dens, Manitowoc, won the “Best Dis- Pikes opening as the earlier ones go loubtless seedlings. Unless & sni- play” class, in that order. out of production, but the quantity ply —— can be located that offers 

In the three spike class, David °F bloom on these later spikes is not time. that the Hen and — it a 

Puerner, Milwaukee; Touhey Gar- sufficient tojsatisty, the:eye. ou atl . i ts By BP a 

dens; Mrs. Arthur Piepkorn, Ply- ; Tes Mores: Fe um Wright, Sutherland, Saskatchewan, in wagtith? ‘HACOld "Val Buren; Hartland: The introduction of Morden Pink fie timithane erland, Saskatchewan, in 
Mrs. Lois Wightman Plymouth; wil. ythrum by the Dominion Experi- 07 . 

lis Miller and E. ‘A. Lins, Spring mental Station at Morden, Manitoba, es 

Green won the prizes. Champion three "8S meant a great increase in the WINS AT IOWA SHOW 
spike entry was shown by Harold Popularity of Iythram, Tt ds esteemed, The American Home Achievement Van Buren, Hartland. not only because of its more attrac- ‘Award ‘ Theod Wood: 

’ tive color, which approaches a true was given to Theodore Woods 
In the best arrangements of 25 to pink, but also because of its longer on his Seedling 2-46-2, named Rosita, 

50 spikes, T. E. Popp of West Allis; blooming season. Morden Pink is a light rose, at the Iowa State Show 

a ee = = Game evidently a hybrid between rather un- &t Algoma, Ia. 
© Fos., ‘waukee; ree related forms of lythrum, and to this 

Schaeffer, Germantown and Touhey hybrid origin is to be attributed the 
Gardens won the prizes. sterility which is itself the cause of Two small-towners were sitting on 

The best dining room table ar- the long period of bloom. the front porch of a general store 
rangement was shown by Mrs. Joseph In my northern district, this excel- when a city slicker drove up in a 

Monfre, West Allis; second, by Tou- ent lythrum begins to bloom during flashy convertible. “Hey you,” yelled 

hey Gardens; third by Mrs. Lois the first week of July, attains its full the driver, “how long has this town 

Wightman; and fourth by Touhey display in late July and keeps on with been dead?” 

Gardens. fairly abundant bloom until frost “Can't be long,” drawled one of 

The exhibits were changed every catches the plants in early September. the natives, “You're the first buzzard 

three days. As the last spring frost commonly we've seen.”
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. Items; Winter Co: ; Arrangement Second Annual Convention ioe Mesiouns Moles Acconeenoaie: 
THE GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN Small Arrangements (less than 10 

Affiliated with the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ame, acaneccenas See 
Y.W.C.A., 610 N. Jackson St., Milwaukee 

FLOWER SHOW ON Sereens 
Ww d d . Th d S b 2 2 There will be the following classes 

ednesaay ursaay, eptem er 26 - 27 of screens. Golden Nuggets; Royal 
————_ Jewels; Jewels of the Sea; Jewels of 

PROGRAM — Thursday, Sept. 27 the Madonna, 
Room 410, 4th Floor i Another division of screens will 

10:00 a.m. Call to order by Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Milwaukee, member, State ‘eature compositions representing de- 

Garden Club Advisory Board, Milwaukee. partments of the Wisconsin Horticul- 
. . . . tural Society as follows: 1. Honey. 2. 

Program Topic: How I Grow Them. 15 minute topic, 10 minutes for questions  reyig, 8. Gladiolus. 4. Entomology. 5. 

and answers. Berries and Vegetables. 6. Garden 
You, Too, Can Grow Roses, by Mr. J. A. Voight, Supt., Whitnall Park. Clubs 7. Landscapes. 
Begonias for House Plants, by Prof. G. E. Beck, Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. Tables will feature 1. Jewels of 

I Grow Perennials and Like Annuals, by John F. Hauser, Superior View Autumn. 2. Harvest Tables. 3. Christ- 
Gardens, Bayfield, Wis. mas Tables. 

Showing of Some Slides of New Sets prepared by the Wis. Hort. Society for Horticultural Exhibits 
Garden Club use, by H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. There will be classes for all kinds 

12 M. Luncheon, Y.W.C.A. Toastmaster, Mr. G. J. Hipke, pres., Wisconsin of Horticultural entries. Lack of space 
State Horticultural Society. prevents us from listing all of the 

Fi F f ional’ predidenta: classes, but anything interesting you ‘ive minute reports from regional p 
“ may have can be entered. Write to 

Some new Ideas on Flower Arrangement, by E. L. Chambers, Madison. Wisconsin State Horticultural Socie- 

1:30 p.m. Call to order by Mrs. R. La Philliph, pres., Milwaukee Region ty, 424 Univ. Farm Pl., Madison, for 

Garden Clubs of Wisconsin. copy of schedule, or see your garden 

Demonstration of Flower Arrangement, by Jos. Hanke, of Hanke’s Floral Shop, club president to whom copies have 
Milwaukee. been sent. Chrysanthemums will be 

Note: Registration for program, 50c. Price of luncheon, $1.55. ~ featured. 

/ Send luncheon reservations to Mrs. Robert La Philliph, 1335 S. 137th St., ics: Gauas Tener well-known 

Milwaukee. . . . in flower show circles, is manager 
Convention and show is open to all members of the Wisconsin State Horticul- of the: Ehow: ‘Other ‘coninilttees are: 

tural Society and to the public. Schedule committee; Mrs. L. G. Stew- 

No program on Wed., Sept. 26; Flower Show open in afternoon and evening. art, chairman; Mrs. Val Suttinger, 
Mrs. Roy Sewell. Mrs. Wm. Armitage, 

THE STATE GARDEN Accent on Wildlife; Fruit and Vege- cover design. Mrs. E. A. St. Claire, is 

CLUB FLOWER SHOW table Arrangements; Autumn Reverie; chairman, Horticultural Division. 

By the Garden Clubs of Wisconsin Gems of the Orient; Berries, Shrubs Floor plan: Mr. and Mrs. Victor 

Y.W.C.A. Auditorium, and Foliage Arrangements; Garden Schmitt. Properties: Mrs. Cyril 
Milwaukee, Sept. 26-27. Glory; Evergreen Arrangement with us, Registration: Mrs. Max Kraut- 

What promises to be one of our Accent; Wall Decoration; Collector’s schneider, Mrs. Robert Schissler, En- 
outstanding flower shows is being 
Planned by committees of Wisconsin ee 

Garden Clubs affiliated with the Hor- SAVE TREES, 
ticultural Society in connection with COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
th: annual meeting on September TREES 
26-27, a 

That the show will be most inter- L A WwW N Ss 

eting can readily be seen by visual- G A R D E N S 

wing the entries that will appear WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
under the following classes of ar- 
rangemente. 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee
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tries: Mrs. Edgar Bergmann. Speci- THE MILWAUKEE REGION TOUR If this trip is a sample of what Re- 

men Bloom: Mrs. Ray Luckow, Mrs. About 75 persons from the Milwau- gional affairs will be like, I’m sure we 
Carl Lemke. Commercial Exhibits: ee Region of Garden Clubs traveled are happy to look forward to more of 

ur. ‘ae rg a Hos- by bus to the McKay Nursery, Water- them in the future. 
ss: Mrs, r ph, pres., - 

Milwaukee Region. Hospitality: Mrs. sony To we - eS en, Again, many thanks to Mr. Altorfer. 
= : . the McKay Company and Mr. H. J. = H. ee ne prising over 500 acres, and truly is po oy, By Martha Getzlaff Koch 

: ; , - well worth visiting. , ‘ 
Dewey Gill, Mrs. John Dooley. Chm. After arriving at Fireman’s Park at 
of Judges, Mrs. Geo. Koch. eleven o'clock and exchanging greet- OO 

ee ings, a short business meeting was 

SOME ENE Chance held. It was then noon and everyone OSHKOSH FLOWER 

ae eatin aces cteasiegeane eee a ae SHOW OUTSTANDING 

ea Society and —— _ cream—a treat from the McKay Com- The Oshkosh Horticultural Society 

. E. Struckmeyer of ison, who pany. staged an outstanding flower show in 

prepared the schedule in arrangement First we were shown two barn-like August, and the Oshkosh Daily North- 

classes for some interesting and un-  .tructures, one unusually high, where Western has this to say about it: 
usual ideas. One observer remarked nursery stock is stored for the six “From all accounts among the near- 
that the arrangements really had @ week spring planting season. Here a ly 1000 persons attending, the dis- 
point to them this year.” Naturally, certain temperature and humidity play of flowers presented at the Re- 

they called for a great deal of thought are carried on continually. The other creational Building by the Oshkosh 

LL on ae anes ot fe building is used exclusively for pack- Horticultural Society is entitled to the 

have anything good Salaws there ina ing and interstate shipping. highest distinction for excellence. 

lot of work connected with it? Too numerous to mention were the “It was one of the most interesting 
We recommend these classes to gar- number and varieties of trees, shrubs, and largest shows of its kind ever 

den clubs and other organizations for ea which covered this spacious held in this city, As a result of its 

their flower show. . pronounced success, there is an en- 
Arrangements for the Day t ““ Se Mr. Ken Altor- thusiastic movement in progress to 

Class 1. 8 a. m.—Breakfast Time. eky “encacape ‘are itect, and Mr. H. ake the Horticultural Society event 
Class 3. 4 p. m—Tea Time. J. Rahmlow’s kind and efficient as- au annual attain! 

Class 4. 8 p. m.—Dessert Time. sistance, we received much informa- 

Class 5. 12 Midnight—Slumber Time. tion about the countless number of The editorial was quite lengthy and 

Arrangements for the Week trees and shrubs. Whether a spruce, eloquent and we congratulate the 

Class 1. Sunday—To Church. juniper or tree for shade or flowering Oshkosh Horticultural Society for 

Class 2, Monday—A Quiet Evening beauty, each had an appeal and qual- creating so much interest among the 

at Home. ity all its own. people of Oshkosh for their show. 

Class 3. Tuesday—Sewing Circle. . 

Class 4. Wednesday—Picnic on the 

Terrace. 
Class 5. Thursday—Susie’s Tenth Poy 4 ; 

Birthday Party. ote : 

Class 6. Friday—Garden Club Meet- _ = - 7 E 
ing. ce eee ; 

Class 7. Saturday—Buffet Supper 

After the Game. sate Z aoe" , 
Arrangements for the year—1951 " hed bid . het f 
Class 1. January—Winter Wonder- Pad Hi 

land, a r 4\ 
Class 2. February—Stormy Weather. 

Class 3. March—High on a Windy 

Hill. 
Class. 4 April—Easter Parade. 

Class 5. May—Springtime in the 

Rockies. 
Class 6. June—Blue Skies. 
Class 7. July—Strike up the Band. 
Class 8. August—Desert Song. 
Class 9. September—School Days. Garden clubs study horticulture. Milwaukee Region Garden Club members 

: Class 10, October—Indian Summer. Watch Mr. Ken Altorfer, landscape specialist with the McKay Nursery (0. 
Class 11, November—Harvest Moon. demonstrate the pruning of evergreens during their summer tour to Waterloo, 

Class 12. December—Auld Lang Wis., in July. Guests were garden club members from Fort Atkinson, Jefferson 

Syne. and Lake Mills.—Wis. Hort. Soc. Photo.
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ANNUAL MEETING 
CENTRAL REGION, GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN PERENNIALS 
Affiliated with the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society . 

to00 cLlintonville, Saturday, Oct. 6 15 Acres - Hardy varieties 
am....Call to order by Regional Chairman, Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, : 

Clintonville. Announcements. Several Hundred Kinds 
Program topic: How I Grow Them. Moderator, Mrs. Fred C. Wipf, Iola, * 

member, State Garden Club Advisory Board. 
(15 minute topics; 5 minutes for questions) SPECIAL 

How I succeed with strawberries, by Mr. E. A. Rosenberg, Clintonville. 
How I grow raspberries, by Mr. Charles Braman, Waupaca. 12 Russell Lupines 

Cue favorite annuals and why I grow them, by Mrs. Marion Leer, Iola Garden postpaid for $1.50 to t 

Showing of new colored slides of sets available for garden club programs, by Wisconsin State Horticulture 
H. J. Rahmlow, Sec., Wis. Horticultural Society. Society 

11:30 a.m. Business meeting. Report of nominating committee. Election. 
12 M. Luncheon, served by church organization. * 
1:30 p.m. Topic: Suggestions for Your Club Flower Show. Moderator, Mr. 

E. F. Moldenhauer, pres., Clintonville Garden Club. A representative from each SUPERIOR VIEW FARM 
club will be called on for 5 minute report of best features of the club's flower show. 

2:00 Fun With Flowers. How to Use the Materials You Have., by Mrs. The Hauser’s 
Forest Middleton, Madison. . . 

Regional officers: Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, Clintonville, pres.; Mrs. Glen Lock- Bayfield, Wisconsin 
ery, Rosholt, vice pres.; Mrs. Harold H. Smith, Amherst, sec.; Mrs. F. C. Wipf, Iola, 

treas. 

Registration fee 50c. GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Clintonville Garden Club Officers: Mr. Earl Moldenhauer, pres.; Mr. Carl Exchange Flowers with others who 

Sholund, vice pres.; Mrs. James Lockwood, 2nd vice pres.; Mrs. Frank J. Bucholtz, have hare em — ane 
sample issues . Year AR- 

sec.-treas. 9 
Nominating Committee: Mrs. Vernon Rosholt, Rosholt; Mrs. G. H. Willett, DENER’S MONTHLY NEWS, RAY- 

Iola; Mrs. Josephine Voie, Scandinavia. MOND 14, Minnesota. 

“HARVESTING” THE LEAF CROP 
“Harvesting” the leaf crop was car- 

ried on in a number of cities last fall. rowd 
The leaves are raked up and baled 

and then used for bedding for farm 

animals or sold to folks who wish to oe 

make a compost pile. ~ 
Our own leaves should now be 

raked up and piled in an out-of-the 

way corner, either in a pit in the 

soil or stacked up on top of the 

ground. If we throw some soil over ® Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
the leaves when we have a layer of e Pruning and Vista Cutting 
about one foot in depth and then con- e Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
tinue to add soil at every six or 12 eT, R. 1 

inches of new layer, it will not only Bee neve 
compact the leaves, but bacteria will © Bracing 
be washed through by rains and help © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 
decompose them rapidly. © Evergreen Care 

_— © Large Tree Planting 

We “, aa tuning ot 7 ° Effective Weed Control with inking 7 jali : 
Blants. How about a few more Afri- Spe ed Equip ment 
ta Violets for your collection? J 

have an exceptionally fine lot of Complate Snsurance Coverage 
Plants this fall in both the old and Call BLuemound 8-3363 
new varieties. Stop in and see them 

when out for a drive or I'll be glad : TREE SCIENCE * 
to ship them to you before the weath- — 

& SERVICE CO er turns too cold. Mrs. O. F. Isenberg, 611 Maywood Ave. Ww. : 
rd St, boo. laywi jauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
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et, por a Se _ . 

Pea PL" Se Pos ¢ a oe ee 
INTY PARK 3} Nee comin (jo aiape 
ies 6 ne " a period of years. By following a plan 

N * aa Tee ‘J ng is all done at once or stretched over 
r, pee Y \\ eee ye ete ‘ Tp such as this, no costly or time con- 

[3 oe € a 5 suming mistakes need be made. Ev- 

: ay CES Nt eS Sy. erything done will be towards an ul- 
jj { eS . ‘ a a ry timate goal. Any group sponsoring a 

a —_ T Cd io > i ; 3 Cee park project will find it much easier 
Pie i ST bt oa) Loh if the complete picture is down on 
& 2 4 v r ak ‘ paper. 

poe e | rile Re : bei oe The Trail At Devils Lake 
ce | ees aa oy al : os N ea Many of you, no doubt, have climb- 

sen in ZR ee oR. oe ed the East Bluff trail at Devils Lake 

TT RA 2 Sas re / G2 ee State Park. It makes an easy assent 
. a ot, TBY b/ Ro = < ne Zin up the talus slope without disturbing 

~g |i Le i iA oH ee 4 F eo 2635 fi — any of the natural beauty. In fact it 

ae | ASC Nome ESYP op o=— % SS fits in so well that you can hardly 
eae soe Y L9 og + PY 2 cual find the next step until you are about 

a 4 He eee Eg 2 Ome i bs to take it. When a particularly good 

Q * * * Ste, Bt fe — view is to be had the trail turns or 
Pais 8 Ag Bs © i Ab S widens so that it is brought to your 
oe ey ee TE eS tai SS ao attention, Rest areas under pines are 

: also frequent, making this climb an 
A landscape architect's plan for a community park development, including unforgettable pleasure. This trail re- 

recreation field, picnic area, bird refuge and wild flower garden, small children’s presents many hours of plarining and 

play area, drives, walks, and bathing beach. labor on the part of a landscape archi- 

tect .It is there, we use it, and con- 

. sider it a part of our Wisconsin life. 

Landscape Architecture We should, for that is exactly what it 

Promotes Greater is 
However, it is due to the forethought 

En 10 ment in Our Parks of someone and the work of a land- 
Ly ry scape architect to give it to us in 

this delightful form. And so it is with 
By Geo. Ziegler, Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. most parks, both large and small 

Whether you are planning a family tion, designating the location of trees, throughout the State. 

picnic, a baseball game, or a quiet shrubs, drives, walks and areas for The landscape architect, by his 

day by a lake or river, a little moun- - different uses. This is a scale drawing study and labor is responsible in great 

tain climbing or a community celebra- which can be used for the complete measure for the enjoyment we get 

tion—Wisconsin has many parks to development of the park, whether it from our Wisconsin parks. 

suit your purpose. 

We in Wisconsin are much inclined 

to take our parks for granted. This is 

fortunate as it means we use them as 

part of our daily life; and that, of 

course is the reason for which parks 

are designed. 

The landscape architect, in many 

cases, is directly responsible for your 

using these parks, as he has played 

an important part in their location 

and general lay-out which makes 

them attractive to you. 

The Park Plan 

Let us trace the development of a 

community park in a small town. P ae FS 
First a site has to be selected. The i> seen os Se x 

landscape architect can be of great " 7 ee 

help in this as he is trained to visual- - 

ize possible uses for various areas. 

Which section is best for recreation, 

which for picnic, bird sanctuaries etc. 

In this way the best use can be made ” . , 

of the available land. Next a plan is A council ring in the University of Wisconsin Arboretum designed by Jens 

drawn up, as the one in the illustra- Jensen, Wisconsin landscape architect of Ellison Bay, as a memorial.



Let’s “Take Up a Collection” 
4 and Make A 

Design On A Wood Panel wie & 
\ ) } By Elizabeth Stewart, West Allis 

| YY 7 forty entries. The class called for a than the paler ones. Incidentally, 

XA % “design on a wood panel using seeds dried roses are more fragrant than 

and/or seed vessels”. the fresh. Roses and strawflowers 
\ Times, tastes and interiors have (Continued on Next Page) 

, changed with the years. While some 

of grandmother’s dried pictures were Attics often yield treasures. An old 
‘ very simple and lovely, few persons Picture frame makes an ideal con- 

. would be interested in duplicating t#iner for this dried arrangement. A 
S \ 4 - any of her most ornate and intricate Piece of masonite was tacked to the 

oS) i} /3 Victorian pictures. The wood panels, {fame in place of the picture. Dried 
\) 7 YG however, might not only be right at ‘™aterials, including dock, broom corn, 

\! (YA home in period interiors of today, corn tassels, leaves, celosia and fern 

\ - but could assume important decora- Pore fronds were used to form a 

ly tive roles in homes of modern decor. ‘@rge leaf pattern. Dark material with 
C 4 Directions for Making a Panel the appearance of more weight and 

NV For those who might wish to try ‘trength was used to form the struc- 
WSF) a hand at making a decorative panel, tural outline of the design. The som- 

S y} here are the directions: Select a board, berness of the dark material was re- 
on co piece of plywood, plank or tree slab. lieved by veins of light colored ma- 

a my X —_—_ The size, color and texture of the ‘terial, weaving in and out of the 
J) ( G panel will depend upon the wall space rangement. 

: it will occupy. The wood may be left, 5) b 
ej in its natural state, varnished or be se é 

painted. Horticultural material to be | 7) 
used should have a certain amount of |.) ; 

Sketch of the first prize panel at  tirmness and lasting quality. Seed j : p 
the International Flower Show, N. Y- jos, heads, sliced pine cones, grasses, : 
Designed by Mrs. Malcolm Fleming, twigs, bits of drift wood, fungus, nuts, , 
Atlanta. Magnolia pods, poppy seed strawberry corn, etc, are good pos- ; 
heads, open milkweed and catalpa  sinitities. One's imagination is the eG 
pods were used. limit, so-o-o, happy hunting! ae 

TTT It is best to lay out the proposed b 

An aura of fascination will always materials for the design on paper P 

surround the age old hobby of col- first. Then when a pleasing design has ; 4 wT 

lecting things. It is true that some col- been worked out, the material can be | fs F 

lectors’ items involve the expenditure attached to the board with furniture | ‘ oR: 

of hundreds of dollars. Fortunately, or household cement. Possibly some ey Zh ee 

though, there are also many items large bulky objects might have to be | _ SS Nh y : 

which may be had free for the collect- weighed down temporarily with | it a a vi : 

ing. All one has to do is to look to stones or heavy objects. Materials can | ! Nf ay . : 

Nature for her bountiful gifts along be given a coat of shellac and the “4 ' 

the roadsides, fields, woodlands, or decorative panel will last indefinitely. . ‘ r 

in our very own gardens. Select Material Now i 1 

Glimpses into antique shops reveal It is not too late to take up a col- oa t 

the fact that some of our grand- lection from our gardens against the ae BY “i 

mothers were very much aware of time when frost will take away all fy a 

Nature’s generosity to the humble, of our fresh flowers. By the process 2 ML id 3 ' 

artistic soul. Walls of these shops of drying our flowers we can take a ea i aoe 

feature her dried flower and seed their colors and memories with us re F ci ae 
“pictures”. through the long dreary winter at: ww 

Design on 2 Wood Panel months. as . 
Memories of these designs were re- A few on the extensive list of flow- Ng | 

cently brought to mind by an exhibit ers which dry well include cockscomb Pr mo i! 

at the International Flower Show  (celosia), larkspur cr smaller types of to ok 8 ~ | 
held in New York City last year. The delphinium, statice, zinnias, yarrow, | 

exhibit which proved to be one of the _astilbe, manarda and some roses. Red 

most popular classes in the show drew _ or yellow roses keep their color better 
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should be cut before they are fully o 

open, and dried in the usual way. 1 9. a1 Rose Garden Review 

How to Dry Material By John E. Voight, Superintendent 
Flowers must be picked at exactly Whitnall Park Botanical Gardens 

the right time for successful results. 

This is usually when they are at has been carried out to satisfaction. 

their prime. All leaves should be Control measures have been very ef- 
stripped off immediately and the fective and we offer the following in- 

flowers hung upside down to dry in formation. . 

a cool, dark, dry place. Darkness is mr Spray Formula 

an important factor in retaining the é Wettable sulfur—3 tablespoons 
colors of flowers. If a few gracefully Fermate—1 teaspoon 
curved stalks are desired, one may y IN Se Arsenate of lead—3 tablespoons 

dry materials such as celosia in a tall Pa: ’ Spreader (or sticker)—1 teaspoon 

comet ane the heads to droop Ly : ae Black leaf (40)—3 teaspoons 

over the edge. x 4 2 Water—3 gallons 
Part of the fun of drying horticul- a ri } In combating midge and thrips, 

tural material is the occasional suc- \ DDT may be included in the mixture 

cessful result of an experiment with at a rate of 1% tablespoons of 50% 

something entirely new. Only a lim- Ba concentration (3 gallons of the solu- 
ited amount of material for drying . i tion). Sulfur is omitted when temper- 

has been listed. There is much more ie atures become high, at which time the 
that is just awaiting our discovery fermate is then increased to 3 table- 
and our “collection box.” spoons (3 gallons of solution). The 

spray is applied at 10 day intervals 

— during the early morning. During 

HOW MANY FAMILIES GROW The Wisconsin gardener has jon out- wet spells, the frequency is increased. 
AND PRESERVE FRUITS standing guide to aid him in the gs black spot and mildew increase 

AND VEGETABLES? selection and cultivation of all types rapidly in such periods. It should al- 

About 17 million families are rais- and varieties of roses at hia we ways be remembered that the spray 

ing vegetables this year, according to Park Rose Gardens. The fol sled drs must cover the undersides of the 

the Extension Service of the U.S. De- Port provides data as compiled dur-  jeaves as well as the top in order to 

partment of Agriculture. ing ‘the (1951 ‘season. gain the maximum effect. 

About 46% of all families in this New Varieties Watering 

country are preserving fruit and vege- As usual, the interest in the new Perhaps the most important phase 

tables from their own gardens or hybrid introductions prevailed, how- of rose culture is watering. During 

what they purchased. These results ever, a goodly number of the old the months of summer heat, a reg- 

are from a nation-wide survey con-  stand-bys continued to be reliable and ular surface watering program is 

ducted by George Gallup of the top favorites. Among the newest roses maintained. A generous supply of 

American Institute of Public Opinion. introduced to the gardens, the follow- water helps to maintain a steady flow 

It means that these families will ing varieties have proved worthy of of vital nutrients through the plants. 

use more vegetables on the family consideration: Applause, Chief Seat- Watering is discontinued about Sep- 

table the year ‘round. tle, Curly Pink, Fashion, Golden tember 1st, allowing the plants to 

The survey asked these questions: Scepter, Helen Trauble, Independ- harden off and conditions them for 

1. Do you have a vegetable for home = ence, Shades of Autumn, Sutter’s Gold, the severities of our winters. If given 

hi: ear? Answers were, Yes, Suzon-Lotthe, Symphonie, Vogue and sufficient water, plants will produce 

use 5 , ae Volcano. truly spectacular results of which they 

On ibe ela expect to can any fruits All of these varieties have respond- are capable. 

or vegetables this year? Yes, 46%; ed very wel to a regular program of Prepare For Winter 

No, 50%; Not certain, 4%. watering spraying, feeding and weed- For the winter, Hybrid Teas, Flori- 

3. Do you expéct to freeze any ing. Such old varieties as Betty Prior, bundas and Polyanthas are hilled with 

fruits or vegetables this year? Yes, Crimson Glory, Dainty Bess, Christo- soil using a % in. wire mesh cylinder 
16%; No. 70%; Not certain, 5%. pher Stone, Dickson’s Red, Eclipse, for each plant, average height 12 

oe Eutin, Floradora, Gruss an Teplitz, inches, diameter 12 inches. Tree roses, 
_ Mary Margaret McBride, Golden climbers, and Perpetuals are laid 

ty of friends Jubilee, McCredy’s Scarlet, Mirandy, down and covered completely with 
Most dogs have plenty 0 Nocturne, Peace, Permanent Wave, soil. When the soil freezes solidly, a 

because ‘they wag their tails instead 01° Bountiful, Pink Satin, Show covering of marsh hay is applied be- 
of their tongues.—The Albany Herald. Gi) ang sister Therese all put on tween and over the plants. 

= their usual outstanding performance. It should always be remembered. 

Disease and Insect Control the chores in a rose garden are neith- 

A dime is a dollar with all the vari- The usual program of spraying to er difficult nor time consuming, but 
ous taxes deducted. control fungus diseases and insects they require regular attention.
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DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 
. Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

. Wm. Judd, Stoughton 
OFFICERS: Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

Henry Schaefer, Osseo, President Mra, Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Me- Len. Otto, Forest Junction 
Wm. Judd, Stoughton, Vice-President nomonee Falls, Recording Secretary- Herbert Reim, Watertown 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec’y. Treasurer. .  E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

BEEKEEPERS DO THE SPEAKING beekeepers than all other diseases com- Swarming a Serious Problem 

AT OUR STATE SUMMER MEETS bined. A resolution was passed asking Many beekeepers reported difficulty 
More than half of the beekeepers at- the Department of Agriculture to adopt in controlling swarming, and that topic 

tending the annual summer meetings in regulations to prevent nosema infected was opened for discussion by Henry 

late July at West Bend and Ladysmith bees from entering the state. Mr. John Schaefer, president of the State Associ- 

were called upon to answer questions Long was asked to investigate the possi- ation. He outlined a method adopted by 

and give experiences or tell about their bility of such action, and beekeepers a Minnesota beekeeper who came to a 

honey crop as a part of the program. voted to have an entire session of the yard several years ago in which swarms 

This made the meetings most interest- annual convention in Wausau devoted were hanging from the trees. Being un- 

ing and everyone went away feeling to the subject of nosema. It was report- able to devote much time to this yard 

they had learned a great deal. ed that one beekeeper had invested he simply placed several empty supers 

Only a few speakers appeared — $1000 in package bees and had little on the bottom boards, placed a moving 
Mrs. Harriet Grace, Madison, American to show for it in July. screen over these and stacked the col- 

Honey Institute; Mr. John Long, state Booster Packages Fail onies on top. The field bees returned to 
inspector; Mr. Art Kehl,* G. B. Lewis Several beekeepers reported buying the empty supers, weakening the colony 

Co., and representatives of the Ameri- booster packages, adding the bees to above and results were quite satisfac- 

can Beekeeping Federation, Mr. Glen weak colonies or package bees that tory. H. J. Rahmlow, secretary, 

Jones, secretary, of Atlantic, Ia; Mr. were not doing well. The results were spoke on the subject of swarming and 

Edw. Wolfe, assistant publicity director not satisfactory and the conclusion was stated this method is similar to recom- 
for the Federation, of Atlantic; and it is a waste of money to buy booster mendations for dividing colonies when 

Mr. E. H. Adee of Nebraska, president packages unless one is certain that sealed queen cells are present. It can 

of that state’s Association and chair- nosema is not present. The new bees be done in several ways. Mainly, how- 

man of the Federation's membership added may bring more nosema or may ever, the “eye of the beekeeper” is 
committee. become infected from the old bees and responsible for swarm control. We must 

A Good Crop Indicated have little value. Success from booster watch carefully to see that queen cell 
A good crop of excellent quality white packages depends then on having bees cups are killed before they are sealed 

honey was reported by almost all bee- free from nosema infection and also and plenty of room given before the 

keepers. The crop will be reduced how- having good queens. swarming impulse becomes developed. 

ever by winter losses, spring dwindling, 

and failure of package bees to build up. jam “ 

Couse of Poor Colonies 
These factors were given as the caus- 

es of loss: Spring dwindling due to 4 . 7 

nosema; poor queens — probably in- 

fected with nosema; failure of package j 

bees. As many as 8 out of 10 package 

bees from some breeders failed. The 

queens laid from two to three weeks P 

and then died. The bees also died rapid- ae. U 

ly, leaving colonies which were of no z ‘ il | 

value for honey production. Nosema _ z Sail = a 

was given as the cause. Some beekeep- 3 — = 

ers reported good luck with package a ie | 

bees. : : ‘ ; 
Want Help on Nosema , 

At the Ladysmith meeting, discussion Real honey promotion—at the Marathon County Fair at Wausau. The 
waxed warmly about the possibility of booth type of exhibit with someone in attendance at all times is excellent pro- 

help to beekeepers on the nosema prob- motion. At left, Mrs, Albert Sahr of Wausau and Mrs. John Coates, Colby, 

lem. It was unanimously agreed that superintendent, are kept busy answering questions and demonstrating goods 

nosema today causes greater loss to made with honey.
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He outlined several quick methods for sible if more funds were available. He BEEKEEPING IN SEPTEMBER 
doing this. urged all beekeepers to see that their Winter Losses Can Be Reduced By 

Honey Receives Publicity county boards appropriated money to Careful Attention to Our Colonies in: 
Mrs. Harriet Grace, director of the help the inspection work in their coun- September. 

American Honey Institute, Madison, ties. He expressed willingness to study The Queen 

spoke at the West Bend meeting and the possibility of doing something to All colonies should be inspected ir 
showed many newspaper and maga-_ help the nosema problem. September to see if the queen is in 

zine clippings, with pictures, stories and “OBSERVATION OF BEE good condition. Drone layers and fail- 
recipes promoting honey as a_ result DISEASES IN 1951” ing queens should be destroyed at 

of the work of the Institute. The value “NOSEMA” cmcil . eo _ are now 
of these pictures and articles if paid . , it will not pay to re-queen or 

for at the regular advertising rates San eas tae pe a Wis: even try to winter over the poor bees. 

would amount to hundreds of thous- again this year. Many colonies which Kill the queen and allow the brood to 
ands of dollars. aurcived the ‘setntee looking Uke a fale hatch. During that time colonies will 

Mrs. Grace also reported some excel- colony, continued to dwindle away and Produce queen; cells ‘and andy: bring lent bulletins and posters available to . ker in bees by M 1, es a in considerable pollen. After all brood 
all beekeepers to advertise honey. A i “ti Ad n oF the id ig ied has hatched, place a little cyanide in 

new bulletin is called, “Honey in In- hat A nil nd. oa Mz Some fh the entrance, clean out the hive and 
fant Feeding." Physicians say that honey al 4 Pry BAG early, Ney: rare ¥ 7 save the brood chambers containing 

fants and we should take advantage of if any success. Old bees badly infected ae They his ve adel forhetarting 
that statement to promote a greater use with nosema soon spread the infection packages ‘or: feeding, 

of honey for children. The Winter Brood Nest to the young, healthy bees. This period Now“la the tliie’to 'otvantae'a.win- 
Honey Advertising of nosema lasted up until the time of, e F 

Mr. Arthur Kehl of the G. B. Lewis ,and even in some cases, after supers ter brood nest so that colonies will 

Co., gave an excellent talk on honey were placed Onl the colonies, not starve. Auger hole entrances 

promotion. He pointed out that in Wis- Package bees shipped into this state should have been closed since August 

consin alone there are 10,000 beekeep- in man Y ases shad heav infection ane then the upper entrance opened 

ers and many times that in the United with nosema The amount of infection 4s mid-October for: winter use, Closing States. He said the Electrolux Co. em- depending pan eedie? AKAGWH. [SEROE these entrances in early fall helps in- 

ploys 50,000 salesmen, but does no ad- jin how or when the package was pro- anes the ee to: Prepare (its: own 

vertising. As a result of the excellent duced. (For example, shipments of pack- in the tiers sence cromace honey 

work of these salesmen, there are few ages from same shipper on same dates By the first of October, this is the 

people in the nation who have not heard were not consistent). In fact, many organization necessary for winter. 

of Electrolux products. Ask any per- packages showing a moderate or heavy 1. A large population of bees. . 
son on the street corner and you will infection of nosema were a poor in- 2. The upper brood chamber almost 
find more of them know about Electro- vestment if not an entire loss. filled with honey with the exception 

lux than know about honey, yet we have “European Foulbrood” of empty cells in the lower portion of 
the most salesmen available. He also A definite increase in European Foul- two or three combs in the center of 
emphasized we should never knock our brood occurred in many counties in the the hive. 
competitors products, but praise our state. The European Foulbrood this 3. The middle brood chamber about 
own. If you knock the other fellow you year was a type in which many of the %% full of honey with clustering space 
are advertising him. larvae were killed after the sealing of for brood rearing in the center comb. 

The Federation the brood. This caused a lot of con- The bees will move upward into the 

Mr. Glen Jones, secretary of the Na- fusion to many owners. European Foul- empty cells in the upper brood cham- 
‘tional Beekeepers’ Federation, recalled brood of this type also was found in ber in October and November. 
the work of the Federation in Washing- many colonies of Golden Italians form- 4. The lower of three brood cham- 

ton, which helped place a floor under erly considered immune to European bers should contain a few combs of 
the price of honey. Also, the work done Foulbrood. Probably the greatest amount honey for use next spring. The col- 

by the pollination committee in getting of European Foulbrood was found in onies should not be raising brood in 
greater recognition for honey bees for colonies headed by queens of Ameri- the lower brood chamber in October. 
pollination. He said that the nation can Foulbrood resistant strains, or in If they are, move the brood into the 

has really awakened to the value of colonies being fed with Sulfa. middle brood chamber, otherwise they 
bees. Mr. Edward Wolfe and Mr. E. “American Foulbrood” many remain in the lower one over 

H. Adee also spoke on the work of the Although American Foulbrood has winter and starve. 
Federation and urged beekeepers to join. been found in many counties of the Check Brood Chambers 

Disease Control state again this year, its behavior has for Winter Stores 
Mr. John Long took an active part in been normal in most respects. Neglected Some colonies with vigorous queens 

the discussion of various diseases of yards, moving of diseased yards with- will raise brood in the upper brood 

bees. European foul brood has come out permits, or moving of infected chamber and may not store enough 

into the picture and caused some loss. equipment has accounted for most new honey for winter. This will surely re- 

American foul brood is being controlled outbreaks. sult in starvation or require heavy 

but not as effectively as would be pos- John F. Long feeding. All colonies should be check-
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ed now and those having light brood ANNUAL CONVENTION 

chambers should have all supers re- WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS’ 
moved so that any nectar coming in ASSOCIATION H 0 N E Y 

from goldenrod etc. may be stored in 

the arene Ta northera wis.  “MAtathon a ‘Wessnss ¢ 0 N TA I NER 5 
consin, keepers sometimes have ; ; We now have a trouble from aster honey which is not, Complete Program will be published | op 6p‘ cana, 3 md'10 hy pe 
thoroughly ripened, and they prefer year will be in the form of topics. io tee 5% 3B, 2. sad 1 
to use sugar syrup, rather than allow ; , ‘ 8 oz. glass jars. We can 

Each topic will be conducted by a mod- make immediate shipment. 
this aster honey to remain for winter- 

erator, who will call upon beekeepers e 

ing. and experts present for discussion. Here To ‘insure. prompt service: 
Brood rearing will stop in early to are the topics. order your — labels 

mid-October depending upon the vigor now [or your new honey crop. 

of the queen. Feeding should begin _. , petadey:, October: 30 Write for Com 
This season's honey crop. How we rite for plete 

at that time, so that all combs in the ° produced it and how we are sellin Price List 
ig. 

upper brood chamber may be filled Moderator, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison Order through your State 
with winter stores, with the exception A Dae df inter? Mod. _ Beekeepers Association 
of some empty cells in about 3 center re "wet preparec: or ‘winters er 
sorabat a Henry Schaefer, oer ‘a HONEY ACRES 

Do not attempt to overwvinier p00? tal States Bee Calture Laboratory and | Menomonee Fall Witconsin 
colonies—those with small populations jai; by Art Kehl, Watertown, and -——-H————— 

and poor queens. They will consume Robert Dadant, Hamilton, Ill. Enter- 

more honey than they are worth. tainment at the banquet will be pro- Tel a Ae ee ae . 
vided by the Marathon Co. Beekeepers’ (AGRE A, rr 

| MRS. JOSEPH ELSINGER Association. I nek, i 

Mrs. Joseph Elsinger, wife of a well Wednesday, October 3 : : 
known Dodge County beekeeper, Topic: Is nosema our worst enemy? c.W EPPLER COMPANY 

| passed away on August 5th after a Moderator, John Long, Madison. OMS, Ww Ji 

long illness. She is survived by her Pollination. Moderator, Robert Knut- 

husband and three sons. She was a_ son, Ladysmith. Se eee 

member of our County and State Round table on honey promotion, AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 

Beekeepers’ Auxiliary—By Mrs. Felix bottling, etc. Moderator, Walter Dieh- : . 
Elsinger, Knowles, Wis. nelt, Menomonee Falls. Boyd, Wisconsin 

—_ Spring management. Shall we feed Manufacturers of 

CULLING BEE COLONIES in spring? Moderator, William Judd, | The LOTZ SECTION, no 
Every beekeeper in Wisconsin has Stoughton. finer section made, for produc- 

heard about cow-testing associations Sounds like an interesting program, | ing fast selling comb honey. 
and how cows are tested for produc- doesn’t it? Plan now to attend. GLASS JARS 
tion to see if they produce enough to eT Queen- Econ- 
make a profit for the farmer above BEES AND EQUIPMENT line omy 
the cost of their feed. Cows that do For sale: 25 colonies of bees, 140 5 Ibs jars, i reshipping 59 
not produce a profit are culled from extracting supers, comb honey supers, | » Bion oe. a $4 
the herd. 60 excluders, extra bottom boards, top carton of 12 ................ 76 68 

Perhaps beekeepers should have a boards, inner covers, 4 frame extract- | 1 Ib jars, per reshipping 
bee colony testing association, or at °F storage tanks, acid covers; a com- yee ot 24 Simi 115 1.00 

least do the culling themselves. We al- plete set up. carton of 24 ee 1.04 92 
so have colonies that do not produce This eight frame equipment is in TIN CONTAINERS 
enough honey to pay for the cost good condition and contains all drawn Friction Top Pails with Bails 

of their care. combs. John W. Schroven, Stock- 5 Ib.—12c each 

A colony with a small population bridge, Wisconsin; 5 Per son of 50 seeeeneece§ 5.30 
and having a poor queen may con- Pas canoe of 100 _............... 10.40 

sume 40 to 50 pounds of honey during HONEY WANTED 10 Ib We cock - 
the winter, worth about $4 to $5. Dur- er carton of 50 ~................ 7. 

ing a severe winter these weaker Basswood epeeao= White Box of Two 60 Ib. 

colonies may starve after having con- Buckwheat Dark of aa 1S 
sumed considerable honey and be a MOVER «eee White ACh eee 60 
total loss. Other Flavors — What Have You? 60 Ib, Square Cans, per carton 

If we can determine which are our Send Small Sample and Cash Price ohn Honey Gate for 14.0 

pr colonies and gas them in Octo- at Your Place in 60’s 60 Ib. can—244” ..........-- 2.00 

oe ioe men ene ie Box 192, Hustler, Wisconsin - we Ps 7 di on ones of 

would be about enough to pay for a M. H Lyons a $50.00 '% discount on orders 
2 Ib. package and queen in spring. ° ° *
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‘ FOR 

PEONIES 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs 
Anywhere In The U.S.A. By 

TYPEWRITERS The Month 

ADDING MACHINES 3 to'5: Ontaves 
All Makes and Types PEONIES 

of Typewriters and Order Now from the 

Adding Machines Rented Finest and Largest 
or Sold All Over the U.S.A. Selection in Wisconsin. 

Either Over 2,000 Varieties to Vist One, Garden 

Standard or Portable Select: From: Are In Bloom. 
WRITE 

SISSON'S 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

YOU'LL SAVE LATER & 

By 

Buying the 

Best Now 

| BEE SUPPLIES 
When you decide to buy, 

order Root supplies and be This name has stood for the very 
sure of our investment. P 6 

Your nearby Sa dealer can obtain best in bee supplies made famous 

for you any Root equipment made— by outstanding leaders such as: 
and at a price that compares with any 
other brand on the market. 
REMEMBER THE NAME... . 

A. |. Root Company 
Since 1869 Medina, Ohio 

Upeucosty *uog 
eMMgTNOT By Jo sBetron . 
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The Official Organ of the Wisconsin 

State Horticultural Society PLANT THEM 

or 8 Re ' for ing al rat Dost pro- 

i eee soe IN THE FALL! 
oe Sere 

@ 
ssi ‘osivensty’ Tires Pince EVERGREENS 

Madi Wi: ‘in 
me Gaal, wat & aes Add beauty to your home with McKay evergreens. 

——s Early fall is the right time to plant them. 
Vol. XLII October, 1951 No. 2 

iia” ° FRENCH LILACS age 

Orchard Tour (Hlustrated) 31 Enjoy the geigical fragrance and unexcelled beauty of 
Joint Fruit Growers’ Meeting.......32 choice French lilacs. Plant them this Fall. 
Annual Convention Fruit Show_......34. 

Apple Marketing at Ski-Hi 

Giese) | © AAANY SHRUBS AND 
Apple Promotion—School Lunch.......36 SHADE TREES : 

In the News_._....-----....-------.--------.B7 % 

Berries and Vegetables_.._.____._......39 

Junior Vegetable Growers...........41 oe no? of seule: ue shade trees may be planted 
Sed Aninniad :Coniverilliitices occa 48 in the Fall. See your McKay representative. 

Gladiolus Tidings....._......-..44 

Garden Club News...............--....--..47 

African Violts...........59 | « + © AND WHEN YOU PLAN FOR '52 
Put Up A Good Front..____.._.B1 . 
Garden Notes_.____._ Be REMEMBER McKAY'S: ' 
Wisconsin Beekeeping—......._...58 
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G. J. Hipke, Pres. ---.---.--... New Holstein e e 1 t ctete taben oe CHERRIES SMALL FRUITS 
H. J. Rahmlow, See. ----.--------.. Madison 

mi hemi Tres, Melis i rs. jecar eee ene-------- 

Board of Directors FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, consult your local } 
er Bhenel scecicceeaensees Hales Corman oe ena or write directly to McKay's f 

Marehall Hall “2~W~W7~~W7777777--— Gao BISON OMICEs 
William Leonard -....------. Fort Atkinson 

Sie” Oncae Conrad 2 Went ats 

are Mego a Wale ‘ 
Chasies n, Pres. Wis. Berry o. ' Wi 2? G t t N 
Bee GU? Aen. ———-——- Waupaen isconsin $§ Greaies ursery 
Beckeepers Ass'n. -.-...--------._-. Osseo 

Walter Kurtz, Pres. Wis. 

nea pee | ACK IN Cc 
Prof, 0, B. Comba, Chairmany "le Cc ay ursery Oo. 

Department Horticulture -......... Madison 
——————————————————— OFFICE— NURSERIES— 

sin inte Hortiealtural Soctety." Annual dacs 1919 Monroe Street Waterloo, 
are $1.25 per year. Organizations of 10 mem- Madison, Wisconsin Wisconsin bers or more may affiliate at special rates 
which will be sent on request. 
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Outstanding Event A KN | 

Orchard Tour i NS | 
Minnesota and Wisconsin —_ 

Growers View Tests At A, —— 

Sunridge Orchard Vhs 

The weatherman and Mr. Wm. _ 

Connell of Sunridge Orchards at Me- 9 w= ~ ERS O A 8h _ 

nomonie cooperated to give fruit : es goo 

growers of Minnesota and Wisconsin é A gs sa 

a perfect day for an orchard tour on nas: 2 8 +. en 

Thursday, Sept. 6. About 125 registered Ne ¥ a = _ 

for the luncheon. In addition there , : ™ 

were more than 25 high school students 7 : || 

attending the program. Prof. C. L. a ae 

Kuehner and William Connell did an yf) Ps il 

outstanding job of presenting an edu- amar: a | 5 Pi Ce? ad | ee. 

cational program throughout the day. faa i a Ey qt" oe ; 

Spray Tests Viewed care) : Fi as \ g 

The tour began in a section of or- si i | 

chard sprayed with puratized and a 

crag. Fruit and foliage looked excel- \ hi Li 

lent—there was no scab. The leaves Sey M ? 

were large and of a healthy color. nes See ea Re Le eee 

Everyone was impressed by the scab * will itl seal ieee vida ° sna 

control obtained with this material. ae & pe eee , oo AG : ean 

(Continued on Page 32) SoS My 26) ; . 

fee's Sie Ne 
SCENES ON THE TOUR AT e 4 7 & = 
SUNRIDGE ORCHARDS, \ | p. ar A A 

MENOMONIE Pai : di 4 4 ie ’ 

Upper picture, Wisconsin welcomes ’ Ps \ ie é r .% 

Minnesota. Mr. Arnold Nieman, Ce- "rd a a? 

darburg, vice president, Wisconsin b % bi L 

Horticultural Society, welcomes Mr. | peo ry os he 

William Benitt, Hastings, Minn, ; i iar SN 3 
president of the Minnesota Fruit | y & ree 3 Sd y a Be >» 

Crowers’ Association. j ule g ba wa) 5 ' a ie 

No. 2. High school agricultural stu- 5 AS AY ” a A aa an va 

dents were the first to arrive at Sun- | 4 3 S| F > ila SG Sty 

ridge Orchards, near a truck load of KR SS Af 2 2 \ +d 

baskets being unloaded for the s ow = A tas 

Wealthy crop. In the doorway is Mr. s as nari an ee st | 

Vyilliam Connell, host. 4" ‘ ie aS Mii anes eal , ati 

No. 8. Growers and our Minnesota ae than oe BN 3S ae om 

guests, and members of the staff, De- } a ui ‘os a SA iy 

partment of Horticulture, University [iB a : ¥ 3 

Farm, St. Paul, Minn. eo ed 

No. 4. Demonstrating how to place fF . 

apple bait in mouse runways. Obser- PF" & ] , 

ving are, from left, Mr. William Con- ri Yui a 

‘nell, owner of Sunridge Orchards; Mr. ‘AN tJ Ss Py tod ), 

Archie Johnson, county agent, Men- i. BS Be 

enonie; Mr. Arnold Nieman, Society Bi = wox gh ey” 

\ce president; and W. D. Fitzwater, a mo f 

rodent control specialist, who urged a * 

growers to use both the oats bait and } ’ BS 

also apple bait with zinc phosphide. ae 

L <=
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The regular spray program used by 

Mr. Connell was: Lime _ sulphur + Sth Annual 

through calyx time and then Ferbam Joint Fruit Growers Meeting 

with a combination of lead arsenate Wisconsin State Horticultural Society — 
and DDT (6 Ibs. of DDT and 6 of Minnesota Fruit Growers’ Association 
lead in 500 gallons of water). . wieidiie Wa Beatie: 6c Wt MEGAN Hotel La Crosse, La Crosse, Wis. 

f sprayed with the regular program, it November 5 - 6, 1951 
was the opinion of observers that PROGRAM—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
while control of scab was excellent, Mr. Gilbert Hipke, president, Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, presiding 

the leaves did not look as good as in 9:30 am. Registration. Set up fruit exhibits. 

the puratized-crag block. Program Topic: Insect Control in the Orchard. 

It might be well to record some 10:00 a.m. My experience with concentrate spraying. By Victor Leidel, La 
observations by visiting growers from Crescent. Robert Sacia, Galesville. 

other sections of the state. Those 10:45 am. The 1952 apple spray program for insect control. Dr. C. L. Fluke, 

coming from the shores of Lake University of Wisconsin, Department of Entomology. 

Michigan—Kenosha, Cedarburg, etc., 11:45 am. Election of directors, Minnesota Fruit Growers Association. 

remarked that obviously the elevation AFTERNOON PROGRAM 
of the orchard and its air drainage Mr. William A. Benitt, president, Minnesota Fruit Growers’ Association, presiding. 

accounted for the fact that scab con- Topic: Apple Disease Control. Apple Promotion. 
trol was practically perfect in this 1:30 p.m. The Minnesota orchard spray warning service. T. L. Aamodt, 

orchard. It was not so in the eastern Minnesota State Entomologist. 
part of the state where cloudy, foggy, 2:00 p.m. The 1952 apple spray program for disease control. Dr. J. D. Moore, 

rainy weather made it impossible for University of Wisconsin. 
some growers to control scab with any 3:00 p.m. Our apple promotion program. Harold Schubert, president, Wis- 

program. These observations were consin Apple Institute. 
made by some of our most careful Apple Promotion In Minnesota; Harold Peterson, Ext. Economist in Marketing. 

growers so we cannot say they did 3:45 p.m. Your questions answered. Leader, H. J. Rahmlow, secretary, 

not use proper spraying methods. Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. 

They also observed that puratized and 4:15 pm. Exhibitor's time. Visit their exhibits. 

crag would not have given such good Meeting of directors, Minnesota Fruit Growers’ Association. 

results in their section. 6:30 p.m. Banquet, Hotel La Crosse. Mr. Ben Rusy, District Extension Leader, 

Madison, toastmaster. Program to be announced. 

me Creare TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6 
Mr. Connell stated that he pur- Mr. Gilbert J. Hipke, presiding 

chased the orchard in 1939 and since T A le Bl ” Thinnin Harvest S 

that time has replaced 6,500 to 7,000 opie: pple blossom a prays. 
trees) His main varieties are MoIn- 9:00 am. Experiment and experiences with blossom thinning and harvest 
tosh, Cortland and Wealthy. sprays in Wisconsin. Round table conducted by Prof. C. L. Kuehner, U. of W. 

Sonie new varieties from the Minne- 11:15 am. Experimental work with harvest sprays during 1951. Prof. T. S. 

sota experiment station have been Weir, University of Minnesota. 
planted for trial. A small block of Our experiences with blossom thinning and harvest sprays in Minnesota. By 
Fireside trees were bearing this year. Dr. W. G. Brierley, University of Minnesota. 

This variety seems to develop good sie! noon, Luncheon for officers and directors of Minnesota and Wisconsin 

quality and color in some sections of organizations. 

the state but not in others. It needs < AFTERNOON PROGRAM 

further testing. Mr. William A. Benitt, presiding 
. Topic: Pruning and apple varieties 

Apple Leaves Sprayed 1:45 p.m. Round table discussion on pruning. 
With Nu Green 2:30 p.m. Round table discussion on new apple varieties. Leader, Prof. W. t:. 

Mr. Connell had sprayed a block of Ajdermaii,’ University of Minnesota. 
trees with NuGreen at the rate of . FRUIT SHOW 

5 Ibs per hundred gallons of water, Growers are invited to bring samples of new or old varieties of apples, pears, 
making three applications. It was ap- and other fruits for display. 

plied at petal fall and in the first two A prize of $10.00 is offered for the best bushel basket of apples displaye 1. 
cover sprays, (10 and 20 days after The best entries to be auctioned at the banquet, the grower to receive the firit 
calyx). Good results were obtained $5.00 with the balance, if any, to be divided equally between the grower and the 
from the use of NuGreen this year. expense fund for these annual Minnesota-Wisconsin meetings. Bids will be limited 
Since there had been plenty of rain, $15.00 for any one basket. 

the ground application of nitrogen COMMITTEES 

fertilizer also showed up well, there Banquet — Al Francour, County Agent, La Crosse, Wis. 
being an excellent cover crop in all Exhibits — E. M. Hunt, Sec., Minnesota Horticultural Society. 
parts of the orchard. Comments were Judging — C. L: “Kuehner, Leon C. Snyder. 
that NuGreen might be a good method Program — J. D. Winter, H. J. Rahmlow. 

(Continued on Page 33) Registration and Publicity — Al Francour.
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for applying nitrogen in a dry year were still hanging, though over-ripe. In discussing the type of bait to 

vhen ground nitrogen is not readily Mr. Connell said that all the fruit use, he warned that mice may become 

available. Growers in other states have would have been on the ground if it immune to strychnine and therefure 
r ported superior results from the had not been sprayed. Prof. Kuehner the exclusive use of oats bait may not 

use of NuGreen as indicated by a bet- remarked that in most cases the spray- give the best results. The poisoned 

tr set of fruit buds. However, Prof. er fruit held on to the tree well, but oats bait keeps from year to year and 
c. L. Kuehner pointed out its use there is danger of picking too late; therefore is preferred by many grow- 

is in the experimental stage and we Color-Set may hasten maturity. ers. He advised the use of zinc phos- 

need more information before draw- Mr. Dawson Hauser of Bayfield phide on pieces of apple, placing a 

ing any apace ~ urged tank if = that he a raver bagi piece in mouse runways under the 

growers use NuGreen they should leaf apples with Color-Set on August 19. trees. The combination of zinc phos- 

check trees for comparison. On the unsprayed rows, the loss of 
phide bait and strychnine covered oats 

Another comment was that we need fruit was heavy during a storm, 
, is the most effective. The best time 

nitrogen to grow cover crops to pro- while those sprayed hung on much thai talt te tn Ostet a 1 

tect the soil in case of a dry year. better. The fruit on unsprayed trees to use the bait is in October and carly 

Heavy cover crops allowed to remain did not have as good color. Prof. C, November before there is any snow. 
in the orchard between the trees L. Kuehner remarked that Melba trees Invited to Minnesota in 1952 
build up a mulch that is excellent pro- in the University orchard were spray- M: w. Benttt f Hasti 

tection against the drying weather of ed on August 6th. About five times as ae m en ° AStings, 

mid-summer. There are more tree many were picked off the ground on Minn, president of the: ;Minnesota 
roots in the middle of the rows than August 15th under trees where no Fruit Growers’ Association, invited 
there are under the trees. spray had been used than where Col- ™embers of the Wisconsin State 

Color-Set Used or-Set had been applied. Horticulture Society to join them in 

The new pre-harvest drop control Watch Out For Mice 1952 for a tour to the Minnesota Fruit 

chemical, Color-Set 1004, was used on Rodent Control Specialist W. D. Breeding Farm, subject of course, to 
several varieties. For more informa- Fitzwater urged growers to look for Seasonal conditions. He expressed 
tion on this material, see page 273 of mouse runways in the orchard during @ppreciation to Mr. William Connell, 

the August issue of Wisconsin Horti- late September and early October. Prof. C. L. Kuehner and all who help- 

culture. Dutchess trees had been “We cannot afford to take chances ed with the wonderful field tour and 

sprayed with Color-Set and the apples with mice,” he said. demonstration at Sunridge Orchards. 

SPRAY MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS 

‘We Carry a Complete Line of All 

Brands of New Materials 

Apple Set — Color Set 1004 

HARVESTING SUPPLIES PACKING HOUSE SUPPLIES 

Picking Ladders Bushel Baskets Basket Liners Decorative Fringe 

1 Picking Poles ¥% Bushel Baskets Top Pads Shredded Tissue 

Picking Bags Pecks 
Hiatt Packing F \% Peck Bottom Pads Paper Bags 

2 Quart Size Tills Apple Graders & Cleaners Paper Sacks 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. (Formerly S. E. Wis. Fruit Growers’ Co-op) Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Across from C. & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107
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FRUIT SHOW NEW WAY OF PRUNING 

FOR LARGER APPLES 

ANNUAL CONVENTION Dr. R. H. Roberts Presents New 
Method at Science Meeting 

Wisconsin apple growers can use 1 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY new way of pruning to get largic 

les. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du L app 
eng orel, ac When trees are pruned in the usu | 

November 27 - 28 way, small, weak branches are tak« 1 
out. But University of Wisconsin r - 

Committee in charge: Prof. C. L. Kuehner, Madison, chairman, assisted by search shows that growers can git 

Fred Magnus, Appleton: Dick Hauser, Port Washington; LeRoy Meyers, Hales much better yields of marketab.e 

Corners and Wm. Meyer, Waldo. apples by just cutting back the oli, 
small, or weak branches, instead of 

NEW APPLE VARIETIES . taking them out completely. 

The new system was reported hy 

Plate of 5 Apples R. H. Roberts, speaking before the 

Classes American Institute of Biological Sci- 

1. Macoun 5. Prairie Spy ences in Minneapolis. 
2. Haralson 6. Lobo Wisconsin apples are likely to be 

3. Secor 7. Beacon small, Roberts explained, when old 
* . age slows down the growth of the 

4, Fireside 8. Any other new variety properly trees. They become overloaded with 
named blossoms and produce fewer large 

To be judged by the Danish or Merit System. All plates scoring “Excellent” apples. | 

to receive $1.00; “Very Good,” 75c and “Good,” 50c. Number of prizes in each This is especially true of varieties 
rating limited to 4 of the number of entries. like Wealthy, Dudley, Golden Delici- 

ous and Red Delicious, he says. Mc- 

IES Intosh trees should be pruned in the 

STANDARD VARIE ordinary way because of their differ- 

Plate of 5 Apples ent fruiting habit. 

12. Golden Delicious 9. McIntosh The new system calls for cutting 

13. N. W. Greening 10. Cortland tei tet 
small branches. 8 es about as 

14. Wealthy 11, Delicious—any red long as hand-thinning the small ap- 
Premiums on each class, Ist prize, $2.50; 2nd prize, $1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00. ples—as much as an hour and a half 

Judges, R. L. Marken, Kenosha; C. L. Kuehner, Madison. for a twenty-year-old tree. 
The trimming must be done in the 

SEEDLING APPLE EXHIBIT winter—a slow season for apple grow- 

ers. Ordinary pruning takes les: 

Five Apples Not Previously Shown time, but the new method saves a lot 

Prizes: 1st, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00. of grading and sorting during the 

bi hi + 
Only seedlings of merit will be awarded prizes. Bring in person or mail to ne ree dunn 4 fn 

. extra lend from the nev 
Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, to arrive Nov. 26th. system of pruning, is the probability 

that pruned trees will bear fruit eveiy 

APPLE PACKING year instead of every other year, :s 

Packed bushel basket of apples of any variety packed and faced with the many varieties do now. 

cover in place. Apples must be of good quality. To be judged on packing only. Trees which were pruned in 1930 

Prizes: Ist, $10.00; 2nd, $7.00; 3rd, $4.00; 4th, $3.00. Each additional entry, Oe good crops of large apps 
$2.00. Prizes for this class will be given by the Wisconsin Apple Institute. last year and many had a good of 

. year crop this year. 
Prize winning bushels will be offered at auction at the annual banquet. Pro- ee 

ceeds will be used for the apple advertising program of the Wisconsin Apple In- “I don’t like your heart action,” 

stitute. Owners will be given the market value of the apples in addition to the the doctor said, applying the stetho- 

premiums excepting for Ist and 2nd prize winners. scope again. 
. “You have had some trouble with 

HARDY CARPATHIAN ENGLISH WALNUT EXHIBIT angina pectoris, haven’t you?” 

All growers who have produced any hardy Carpathian English walnut seeds “You're right in a way, Docto.,” 
are invited to exhibit them. Sample of three nuts or more from one tree. Premiums: said the young man sheepishly, “only 

Ist prize—$2.00; 2nd prize—$1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00; 4th prize—75c; 5th prize—50c. that isn’t her name.”
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APPLE MARKETING AT 

SKI-HI FRUIT FARM oe ee rs en - oes 

How To Sell Fruit i aaa i 5 cee eg paPeurs 
The Bassetts of Ski-Hi Fruit Farm | ll yi ahi i me ’ 

just off of Highways 12 and 13, south } i oe f ay wa ‘ sas é of 

of Baraboo, have learned how to pro- Ai % eee e bh "Eee di Se 

duce apples and sell them. Arthur 3 i" ie Maa at ii eet z 
Bassett, Sr., has claimed for years LA ey “ay am 
that it is more important to sell them i tig a i 
at a profit than it is to produce them as. 199) 5 

—there isn’t much money in just . 73 

growing them. ? r rR , 

Drive to Ski-Hi Fruit Farm any day 4 u * es a oll Raven 

during apple picking season and you ory ord oI pe 

will see scenes like that shown on this So: 5 re i Re . PY ee op SO Pr ges 

page. The top picture shows Mr. and [ie ee S LJ) Er AR er ER. 
Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr., preparing to J es Y MA ry! Paes ty #2 My “se - 

wait on customers. Art does the heavy fia peng} LARA Vy, Pa ~ i 
work, placing the varieties separately | Ae ex A ™ ee = sa ; Ss x \ rt ¥ uC a = 
according to grade, while his wife, ‘ Cn Hy j le: haa es . a vty if ~- 

who is an excellent saleswoman, waits A — ad 4 Pe ‘ (A foot 
on customers. aw eS i < { Ka \ \ . Moet ¥ ee 

Center Picture, Variety Display Las Ja ae 3 MEK FD . j 

In the center picture is a typical a os a re s 
storage room scene with Mrs. A. K. eee 

Bassett, Sr., at left waiting on a cus- RS. a ERTRCE — = a yor 

tomer. She has been doing it for many [//) AY oe Ore ear it Fae Bs 
years. In addition to apples—gourds, |) ~ “his Lag ug 3 1 cdi i put isk 

honey, grapes, and some vegetables é ‘ o oy pia fae is Fs 1 

are sold. By Pa) (ERS » et <5 

Notice an important factor in apple . Mg ee “i = aan 
selling—varieties are kept separate. i " Re ’ | 

There is a variety and a price for “4 Eis é 

everyone’s need and purse. Here we pil, = — ih Be sh 

have Delicious, McIntosh, Tolman ar r a aa i 

Sweet, Wolf River, and Wealthy. ss AY & \ of be 

Some customers come to buy low { an a = 

priced apples, some buy the best, so \ Veet L- se ee . om eee ‘a soos x 

it's important to have what the cus- 1 eX d 5 We SF a wr T of 2 DS Ww kg \ ¥ 
tomer wants. Signs giving prices save Kooy 5 Lae On TRAY ota Wa 

a lot of explaining. a Ss mN \ vs ee € I 

Lower Picture, Excellent wt wea i \ ‘ ' j 

Advertising Sign nn cee “ on toetentiied 
The lower picture shows a typical 3 . ‘ “ist 

Sunday crowd of apple buyers. It was ga Bae if 

about 4:30 p.m. when we were ready & jaa i ee 
for the picture and called for every- . a 

one to step outside. They were all in és ia | 

the sales room looking over the apples y Be 
and selecting their purchases. \ | KH 

Note the sign “SKI-HI.” The large ae. , * eit 

letters can be seen for miles, and vis- ; mai = : \ "yi | 
ible along Highway 12 from either el | " 

liretion. It’s one of the best signs to ine Tt | . 31 

attract customers we have seen. Of i - | my bog ¥ j 
course, some who come may not be be " 5 

Frofitable customers, as for example a 

‘irs. H. J. Rahmlow (white coat in 

enter of lower picture). She just | 

licked out a nice apple to eat, and— is 

es happened in this case—received bs 

from the Bassetts a,bag of big, red ce 

epples to take home. By HJR.
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° 
Apple Promotion and the 
School Lunch Program 

Wisconsin Appl itute News pple Institute N 
i Two important meetings of value program of Apple Harvest Time. Gov- weekly newsapers of the state. P' - 

to the apple industry were held in ernor Walter Kohler signed a procla- tures of apple pie and other apy : 

Madison on September 7th. At a noon mation designating Sept. 20 to Oct. 6 dishes were sent to daily papers ari 
luncheon, officers and board members as Wisconsin Apple Harvest Time, the mats of pictures and recipes were se t 

of the Wisconsin Apple Institute met time for consumers to buy apples to weekly papers. She cooperated wi 1 

with the publicity department of the during the harvest. the Department of Agriculture pu - 

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture 2. Radio Publicity. Miss Shurpit pre- icity department members and thy 

and our new publicity directors to pared radio talks on apples, their use Iso sent stories in their regular ro- 

plan an apple promotion campaign. and recipes. She sent script to County leases about apples. 
In the afternoon, members of the Home Agents; tape recordings to sta- 3. Stores. Urged grocery stores io 

Apple Industry Committee met in tions requesting them, appeared over stock Wisconsin apples during Her- 

the office of Mr. Walter Katterhenry, the Milwaukee Television station ona VeSt Time and make special displa:'s. 

P.M.A. director for Wisconsin, and 409 minute broadcast and talked over Provided store posters and recipe 
discussed recommendations relative several stations, always calling at- books. 

to purchase of Wisconsin apples for tention to Wisconsin apples. School Lunch Program 

the School Lunch Program. Newspapers. Miss Nancy Boebel Apple Industry committee made 

Apple Promotion wrote articles about Wisconsin apples these recommendations to the P.M.A. 
Upper Picture with recipes for both the daily and (Continued on Page 37) 

Shown on this page in the upper 

picture is a group planning apple pro- 

motion. Seated, from left, Harold 

Schubert, president, Wisconsin Apple 

Institute; Nancy Boebel, director of 

newspaper publicity; JoAnn Shurpit, 

radio publicity director; G. J. Hipke, ‘ 

New Holstein, president of the Wis- if m 

consin Horticultural Society and a j eee 

director of the Apple Institute. Stand- 

ing, from left, Claire Jackson, director 3 e | ~ 

Administrative Division, Department y bd 

of Agriculture; Don Wilkinson, direc- Ne 

tor of publicity; C. J. Telfer, Green ~~, . " . a 

Bay, member, Apple Industry Com- . S  —_ es ‘ aay Ns “ES 

mittee; Einar Hammer, publicity de- ; é oe Vs Ss 1 3 . ’ 

partment; Sam Goldman, Sturgeon , a 3 n ma . . “ 

Bay, Apple Industry Committee; Arn-  ‘ i esi x’ sos = nt be, 

old Nieman, Cedarburg, and H. J. ng ee a Sri enema eSB ae 

Rahmlow, Madison, Apple Industry — 4 — ne a AS Ed ee | Fy 

Committee and Horticultural Society 4-3 * a 4 id en 7 A ied ; 

officers. oot * pa _— sf pas 

Lower Picture omc SS = Bac 

Lower picture, the Apple Industry — — a 

Committee meeting with P.M.A. chief i aa — r bi 

and School Lunch Program officials. 

Seated, from left, G. J. Hipke, 4 

Harold Schubert, Gays Mills and 

Madison; Walter Katterhenry, chief, 

P.M.A., Madison; Gordon Gunderson, ¢ | 

and standing directly behind him, R. 

J. McDermott, Wisconsin School 
Lunch Program. Standing, from left, 

H. J. Rahmlow, Madison; Sam Gold- i 

man, Arnold Nieman and C. J. Telfer. = ae eco 1 

_ Publicity Plans a a RS ‘a 
Plans for publicity included: 4 es 

1. Cooperation with the national 7 :
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In The News : 
YOUR FARM MACHINERY oO Cc TOBER MICHIGAN GROWERS ADVISE 

Why Not Shake It To Pieces NOT PICKING POOR APPLES 
The National Retail Farm Equip- Don’t pick unpopular varieties or 

ment Association says 45 to 85 per- ay small apples. That’s the gist of a 
cent of farm machinery failures are resolution adopted by the Michigan 

directly traceable to these eight bad State Horticultural Society at their 
practices: summer meeting in Grand Rapids. 

1. Don’t check the tires. Let them Xs The following is the resolution: 

go flat. They'll shake the engine to \ “Whereas consumer, grower, and 

pieces that way. bee market interests are best served by 
2. Don’t clean the filters. Your en- | | - sales of quality apples which elimi- 

gine will wear out several times as : , # - nate waste in food, time, and labor, so 

quick when the filters are clogged. { common in the marketing of off 

3. Let the loose bolts alone. They’ll | grade fruit and unpopular varieties 

fall out some day and then the break- x, ! therefore be it resolved by the mem- 
down will not be far off. bers of the Michigan State Horticul- 

4, Use baling wire or any piece of POWER PRUNERS tural Society that: 

scrap iron as a substitute for a broken Thhikiing bout’ puréhiaaing! power 1. Cost of picking, grading, storing, 

part. Soon you'll have lots of scrap hauling and dumping be saved by not 
iron for further repairs. Pruners t.AG.U..S; Plant Industry Stas icking all unpopular varieties, and 5. Skimp on grease. That way parts tion farm, last winter, it required a . ai : P! considerati ? tor 
ear tanta acid bisek scone roughly one hour to prune a tree with 8&!V€ immediate consideration 

. hand tools and slightly over 60/100 of future tree removal. 
the: can beep isa sure-fire way an hour to prune a like-sized tree with 2. Likewise, to refrain from pick- 

’ power pruners. In an another orchard, jing undersized apples smaller than 
7. Don’t ever clean your engine. The where trees were very thick, and had oy inches, excepting Jonathan and 

ee be on i. aoe not been pruned for a long time, thus Grimes, and inferior fruit due to scab, 
y a big ‘ea! ea requiring much detailed cutting, it if substantial percentages of crops on 

of a little one. was almost impossible to use hand 
trees, varieties or blocks consists of 

tools while it required 4/5 of an hour 3°16 

to prune a like-sized tree with power auch truit) 

LETTER FROM FIELDHOUSE pruners. In both cases, the power —— 

FRUIT FARM pruners were used from elevated plat- 

Mr. Virgil Fieldhouse of the Field- forms with catwalks into the trees.— (Continued from Page 36) 

house Fruit Farm, Dodgeville, writes From the Maryland Fruit Growers’ State Committee. They were sent at 
these interesting comments on fruit News-Letter. once to the Fruit and Vegetable 
growing this year. Branch of the U. S. Department of 
“We have been proud of our Beacon Agriculture, Washington, by Mr. Kat- 

apples this year. They sold readily and FERTILIZER TESTS terhenry. 
people came back for more. The Mil- Fertilizer tests in Massachusetts 1. That the apple purchase program 
ton is popular for eating the first part seemed to show that it is the amount pe put into action immediately, dur- 
of September. Our Haralson set very of nitrogen that a tree receives rather jing the harvest season, in order to 
heavily and are our main cocking ap- than the method of application that save our early, soft, varieties, such as 
pie for winter use. is important. In plots comparing vari- Wealthy, McIntosh, Snow. 

We used some T.C.A. and Crag ous amounts and types of fertilizer 

Herbicide No. 1 this year for weed and mulch, it was found that NuGreen 2. That Wealthy and Snow be added 
control. Good results are dependent ‘failed to stand out in red color.” Only to the list of commercial varieties for 
on moisture control and especially where the actual amount of nitrogen purchase in Wisconsin. 

good where overhead irrigation is applied as soil applications exceeded 3. There is no objection to a 2% 

used. With it we kept our new plant- that applied as NuGreen, did Nugreen inch size minimum on varieties that 
ing of strawberries quite free from show up favorably in respect to color usually meet that size, but urged 2% 
fox tail and other weeds until mid- development, according to W. D. inch and up. 

simmer. A few weeds got by and we Weeks of Massachusetts Station — 

fave some pursland, pig weed and From Maryland Fruit Growers’ News- The committee expressed appreci- 

coarse red crab grass that do not Letter. ation to the Fruit and Vegetable 
s2em to be controlled by the Crag. We a a Branch and to the School Lunch Pro- 

\sed some T.C.A. on tomato planting Of all the things you wear, your gram for their willingness to consider 

ten days before planting, but the expression is most important. the needs of the industry and their 

}lants were badly stunted. —Iron County Miner. cooperation. 
a
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HONEYBEES INCREASE in a 425° oven for 30 minutes. Turi 
CLOVER SEED PRODUCTION out on platter and cool slightly. No - 

beat 2 egg whites and add 4 teaspoor ; 

sare thoceasing Seed Yielae A BA of sugar and 1 teaspoon vanilla an! 
put over cooled cake. Return to ove . 

Alsike, medium red, white Dutch and bake 15 minutes at 300°. Serv ; 
and Ladino clovers are practically six. By Mrs. LeRoy Meyer 

self-sterile, and are dependent upon 

insect pollination to insure cross-pol- 

lination and subsequent seed set. Sweet 

clover, mammoth red clovers, and al- 

falfa vary in their degree of self- yy WATCH FOR FIELD 

fertility, but in all cases are de- MOUSE INJURY 

pendent on insect pollination to in- 
sure self-and-cross-pollination so Check your orchard a little earli.r 

necessary for profitable seed yields. FRENCH APPLE © than usual this year is the advice of 

The flower structure of all these G. C. Oderkirk of the U.S. Rodent Con- 
legumes makes wind pollination a OUR FAVORITE DESSERT trol service. He says that apparently 

negligible factor. This recipe for French apple cake ™ice are quite active in orchards in 
The size of the pollination job for WS sent by Mrs. Oscar Conrad of Wisconsin this year and will be move 

an acre of legume bloom is much West Allis. She states that it is the 50 from now on. They have observed 
larger than most of us realize. For ex- f2V0Fite dessert of the Meyer family, damage in other years quite early and 
ample, an acre of alsike or red and that both Mrs. A. J. Meyer and _ it might be well to check the orchard 

cléver blooms contains 400,000,000 or Mrs. LeRoy Meyer (Meyer Orchards, from now on rather than waiting until 

216,000,000 individual florets respect- Hales Corners) use it often and that October. 

ne it is unfailing and simple and inex- 
ively. To have 100 per cent pollination pensive to make. They turn to it Even in August we had word from 

occur each floret must be visited by a whenever they want something spe- ®" orchardist who said that mice were 

pollinating insect. Under field condi- jg); busy then and had already nibbled the 

tions this would seldom happen. How- Butter well a deep 8 inch pie tin ark from some of his trees. If mice 

ever, under experimental conditions 4, » casserole dish. Cover the bottom are going to be that serious, then bait- 
where 100 per cent pollination took with 2 cups sliced, tart apples. ing will become the most important 
place with alsike clover, yields vary- Place over apples % cup sugar and of all fall jobs. 

ing from 12% to as high as 20 bushels sprinkle either with cinnamon or nut- 

of seed an acre have occurred. meg. Add rind and juice of lemon. 

Utilization of Honeybees Solution Sprinkle over 1 Tablespoon flour, dot 

to Pollination Problem with 2-4 Tablespoons butter. APPLE GRADER 

Experimental studies conducted by Batter Build your own. $5.00 for com- 

the Department of Entomology, Ohio 1 cup flour plete step by step directions and 

Agricultural Experiment Station, % cup ‘sugar drawings for a 2-belt grader up to 

show that seed yields are directly 1 teaspoon baking powder 90 bushels per hour; use for peach- 

correlated with the density of the 3 es and tomatoes too. You save 

honeybee population. 4 teaspoon salt plenty. \ 

Extensive studies were carried on Beat 2 egg yolks well. Add 1 Table- 

over a 3-year period involving detailed spoon melted butter and % cup milk J. Chas. Mottashed | 

observations in fields of red clover together: ‘with ‘the: egg: yolks: to the i 
for’ each day of the second blooming dry ingredients. Blend well and cover Belding ........................... Michigan i 

period. The pollination of red clover apple: mixture with this batter. Bake | 

by honeybees is incidental to the col- oe . . 

lection of large quantities of pollen, t 

and nectar in small amounts. Of the ! / b 

28 kinds of pollinating insects collect- S— 

ed during a 3-year period, studies ; PF 

showed that more than four-fifths of i | 
the total pollination services were ——— SSS 

performed by honeybees. es: oe | a \ rene \ e * ! 

. F. i nm Agrono- oo 
‘ia. er ks, PRN ‘ension reiting: A single spray boom which will spray from 12 to 14 rows of potatoes and 1) 

tion Specialist, C. A. Rees, Extension © 12 rows of tomatoes and comparable areas of other row and field crops on th 
Apiarist. Condensed from Ohio Bee- market, This is a new row crop boom, with extraordinary span. It is built for on 

keeping. side spraying in fields where roadways are provided.



Berries and Vegetabl 
MESSAGE FROM A . nnual ti 
THE PRESIDENT Mee ng 

As a result of answers to a ques- | Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 
tionnaire sent to all members, it has - . 
been decided to hold our next annual Affiliated with the Wisconsin Horticultural Society 
meeting at Oshkosh on Wednesday, — 

November 14, separate from the Wis- 

consin Horticultural Society’s Annual Court House, Oshkosh 

Convention an Fond du Lac on No- Wednesday, November 14, 1951 
vember 27-28. 

‘Also as a result of the replies, a very Hosts: The Oshkosh Orchard and Garden Growers Association 
fine program has been arranged 9:30 am. Call to order by Charles Braman, Waupaca, president. Announce- 
which should more than satisfy all ments and Welcome to County Agent Verne Peroutky, Oshkosh. 
our members, and others interested TOPIC: HOW TO GROW STRAWBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES. 
in attending and helping make pos- Newer Varieties of Strawberries. Discussion led by C. L. Kuehner, Extension 
sible “More and Better Quality Ber- Horticulturist, U. W., Madison. 
ries and Vegetables”. 10:15 am. Weed Control and Fertilization Studies in Strawberries. A summary, 

I earnestly hope you all attend, including work at the Peninsula Branch Station. By Frank Gilbert, Horticulturist 
bringing friends and horticulturists and Superintendent, Sturgeon Bay. 

interested in our work. 11:00 a.m. Field observations during berry plant inspection. By E. L. Cham- 
It will now be up to our members bers, State Entomologist. 

to make this the most outstanding 11:30 am. Round table on berry problems. Observations by growers. Moder- 
meeting we have ever held.—By Chas. ator, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

H. Bi ) Pres. Waup 12 M. Noon luncheon. Place to be announced. Election of officers. Business 
a meeting. . 

TOMATO BLIGHT AGAIN 1:45 pm. TOPIC: VEGETABLE GROWING. 
CREATES HEAVY LOSSES Recent developments in vegetable growing. Special reference to tomatoes, sweet 

The tomato crop, which was prac- corn and cantaloupes. By O. B. Combs, Chairman, Department of Horticulture, U.W. 

tically ruined in southeastern Wiscon- 2:15 pam. Weed Control in Vegetables. By John Schoenemann, Vegetable 

sin in 1950 by late blight suffered a Extension Specialist, U. W. 
75% loss this year from the same 2:45 p.m. 1951 Tests of Materials for Vegetable insect control, by R. Keith 
cause. Chapman, Dept. of Entomology, U. W. 

The weather man, largely responsi- 3:15 p.m. Observations on berry growing. What about everbearing straw- 
ble for the condition, helped a little berries? By Prof. J. G. Moore, Department of Horticulture, U. W. 

in early September with about 10 days 3:45 p.m. Round table on vegetable problems. Observations by growers. 
of dry weather, which dried out the Moderator, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 
disease, saving some of the crop. 

Growers used the new materials, 

cithane and parzate, as well as fixed 

coppers in an effort to control the dis- MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK 

ease, but when weather conditions ae ‘< ' 
are favorable for quick spread of Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass'n 
blight, as a night temperature of from 

40 to 60 degrees with fog, there is To Mr. E. L. White 

little hope of perfect control with any Box 147, Fort Atkinson 

materials known today. Dear Mr. White: 

cee in ne, ° one Scientific Enclosed please find $1.25 in payment of membership in the Wisconsin 
magazines on the subject have been Berry and Vegetable Growers Association and the Wisconsin State Horti- 
misleading. One such article stated, cultural Society, including Wisconsin Horticulture, for the coming year. 
“Late blight, worst enemy of tomato 

crops in recent years, has been thor- 

oughly whipped, at least in the mid- SIGNED. eeorovenrneeneceentescectnceneeetntnetnnntnesetneinnnernenentetcnneenenenennenenete 
west.” It just isn’t true, and won’t be 
as long as we are in a wet and sub- ADDRESS isssssesssscesscccsussccnstaccensises actrees ciara eae sean anupeeaccceeieseis 

normal temperature cycle. 

October, 1951 39 
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Berrypatch Work 
CAN WE PLANT STRAWBERRIES FROM J. F. SWARTZ, GROWING STRAWBERRIES 

IN THE FALL SWARTZ NURSERIES, KENOSHA AT THE KRAHN NURSERY 

Most strawberry growers have not In regard to fall planting of straw- AT LOYAL, ‘WISCOHeN 
been successful with fall planting of berries: We have never sold plants in By Freda a 

strawberries. There usually is con- the fall because our plants are grown On: Auguat'25,/1900' we. planted a's 
in beds which are dug clean, that is, in three rows of strawberries for 

siderable over-winter loss and most es . 1. In June th d situation w:s 
growers advise against it. the entire bed is lifted and no old trial. In June the wee he es 

The experience of Bernice M. Plants are allowed to remain. In this terrible except in these three row . 

Ritchart of Mauston, Variety Gardens, Way we are assured of keeping a true After the berries were set somethis.: 
is different, She writes: strain as no seedling plants can start ad to be done so we removed tl > 

in the plant beds. straw in between the rows and tillc1 

“About four years ago I planted down the center, replacing the stra\-, 
Beaver strawberries in the late fall, Another reason is that strawberry 7) 1, helped control the weeds som: 
right up to the day the ground froze. Plants continue to develop roots late but we still had some. In the thr « 

The snow came and protected them in the fall and in spring before dig- rows where we ‘had plante 4 cats te 

quite well all winter. Every plant sur- ging and if plants were dug early in 11. tineg between the rows as sore 
vived. These plants began sending fall, most of them would not have weeds were -showing through tue 

runners early next spring, and I re- the root system that they would have straw. When picking time came these 
ceived an abundance of young plants. by planting time in spring. three rows were free of practically «ll 
‘That next season was hot and dry and The big advantage in fall planting weeds. In fact we were so enthused 
there was a scarcity of young plants would be that plants would start about the trial experience that this 

from spring planting, so the fall plant- growing earlier in the new bed than year we planted oats in all of our 

ing paid dividends. if planted in spring, as some growers year old beds and tried it on the 

“My plants are freshly dug and I are unable to set out plants before the spring plantings. The oats, we fecl, 
try to ship out the same day I dig middle of April. protected our strawberries from the 
them—perhaps that is the answer. One year we tried digging plants in first light frosts, as up to Thanks- 

“I find raspberry plants winter the fall and heeling them in over giving it was still eighteen inches 
100% when planted in fall. My neigh- winter. We then planted them by hand high, whereas the buckwheat had 

bor planted 100 Latham plants last in the spring and had good success. frozen off by August 25th. In 1952 we 
fall just before it froze up, then he On the whole our opinion is that fall intend to till between the rows before 
planted 200 more this spring. The fall Planting is something to try on a the mulching has been removed from 

planting came through without loss Small scale and we do not believe it the plants. We also changed from 

and showed a marked advantage in would be practical in large plantings. buckwheat to oats in our raspberries. 

size and development over the spring —<——SSS SS Strawberry Varieties 
planting.” QUESTIONS ABOUT Tennessee Shipper rated first at 

ees GROWING SQUASH our nursery with Robinson second. 

FALL PLANTING Question: Will it hasten the matur- W¢ #lso like the Thomas which comes 
on later than Robinson and works 

OF STRAWBERRIES ity of squash to remove some of the in nicely f Lyi t til 
y for supplying stores up unt 

From John Krueger, Bayfield. We blossoms from the vine. the Everbearing is ready. Arrowhead 
would not recommend planting straw- Answer: I don’t believe there is any — wij) not produce on our soil. 

berries in the fall, first, because our advantage in removing the blossoms Tennessee Shipper is the finest ber- 

plants do not have a large enough root of squash vines in order to produce jy we had. The yield is so heavy I 
system at the time they would need to more mature squash. Maturity of doubt if this berry could be raised un- 

be transplanted. Also, it would ruin squash depends upon many things egg irrigation is available. The ber 
our plant bed. By the time they would other than the amount of food stored yies are high on the plants, firm, bu 
have a large root system it would be in them. Length of growing season,  gti}] yery sweet and dark in color. W: 

too late. We turn down lots of orders temperature, rainfall, soil conditions aq to irrigate this variety long be- 
for fall planting. and fertilization are the more im- fore Robinson as the leaves woul! 

TT Portant just to mention a few. show signs of wilting. It’s not a larg: 
From Stanley Hall, Hall Nursery, Removal of blossoms and young berry. 

Elmwood. It’s possible to plant straw- squash will perhaps promote size of Red Rich did fairly well for us. The 

berries in the fall with good success the few squash that are left on the _ berry is as fine as I ever tasted; dar 

if conditions are favorable. However, vine, but it cannot to my knowledge red all the way through. 

regardless of results, it means extra promote maturity. In fact, promoting The June Raspberry gave us the 

work and expense. If conditions are the growth of size of the squash by best yield. With the amount of mois- 

unfavorable, one may lose most or blossom removal may indirectly de- ture we had this year some of the ber- 

all of the plants. On heavy soil such as lay maturity. Therefore, it may defeat ries were like plums. While mildev 
‘we have, we don’t think fall planting your purpose.—By John A. Schoene- and Anthracnose showed up on ou 

is practical because we have more mann, Vegetable Extension Special- Lathams we did not have any troubl 

work than with spring planting. ist, U. W. with the June.
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Governor Kohler 

Enrolled by 

Junior Vegetable Grower gi owers 
In official ceremonies at the state ts eae ra. ay Tie. eH ood 

capitol the junior vegetable produc- Vid eh eS . 4y al : "Oa 

ers of Wisconsin recently bestowed bebe te i > % - A Bat 

on Gov. Walter J. Kohler, Jr. honor- 1 ? 4 ; * v ea 

ary membership in the National Jun- (|) a a we =_a. 
ior Vegetable Growers Association. mel em ee 

The presentation of a diamond pin A "7 N ® { i. yes 

to the chief executive was made as » . ; | aa e b a 

part of the state’s observance of Wis- # \ . n |: i i ne | ar 

consin Vegetable Week, proclaimed by s\ . J ie Te ae ae a 

Governor Kohler. Py ' (f ‘ : P ; *) 

The ceremonies were held at the . an a : 1. wad 

Governor’s office and were attended | Fay ts. . Sy .. se 

by members of the state chapter of ee SE re i: Me 

NJVGA, including Calvin Beals of k e » i ee na 

Madison, Mary Kane of Waunakee, k a bil 3 BN 2 Bi 

both members, and Miss Doris Mae G4 » ; 

Gnauck of Madison, state NJVGA iN 
leader. \ mM 

The junior growers thanked the Calvin Beals, Madison, (right) recently presented Gov. Walter J. Kohler, Jr., 
governor for his recognition of Wis- a diamond pin making him honorary member of National Junior Vegetable Growers 
consin’s vegetable producers, explain- Association. NJVGA annually offers $6,000 in awards, provided by A&P Food 
ed to him the importance of the in- Stores, to assist young farmers in developing improved production and marketing 

dustry in Wisconsin’s economy and methods. Doris Mae Gnauck, Madison (left) state NJVGA chairman, and Mary 
the part that young farmers have in Kane, Waunakee, attended ceremonies at capitol. 

it. 
The National Junior Vegetable Hats off, too, to the 4-H Club lead- eliminating exhibits that have no 

Growers’ Association is made up of ers, the Home Agents, the County meaning and which are obviously 
thousands of boys and girls all over Agents and Assistant County Agents made only to win a cash award, we 

the nation who plan careers associat- who are leading the club members in’ can really make something of the 

ed with the production and market- their successful projects. departments which have true and 

ing of vegetables. Each year the Educational Judging lasting value. We have in mind the 

NIVGA offers $6,000 in awards, pro- At the Sauk County Fair at Bara- grain exhibit at one small county fair, 

vided by A&P Food Stores, for out- boo we happened to pass a building which we were asked to judge. The 

standing accomplishments in the as- i" which 15 or more 4H Club girls samples of oats, barley, wheat, etc., 
sociation’s production-marketing pro- Were modeling dresses on a raised were still in bags, tied up. The super- 
gam. platform, so we paused a moment to intendent untied the bags and asked 

see what was going on. A County us to place the samples. After they 
SS Home Agent was judging the dresses were judged, the bags were thrown 

HATS OFF TO THE JUNIORS the girls constructed in 4-H projects. back on a pile and no one but the 

AT OUR COUNTY FAIRS After she had studied them and de- judge ever saw them. 
cided on the placing, she called the Uniossian ‘exfibit has:meantig ana 

Have you ever seen an exhibit of girls forward and then, over a loud- als, thiete Ye’ Uttle iba Jn ‘ke i. Se i 
vegetables at a county fair with 182 speaker, told the girls and visitors just for thecsaice of sayin ge ng ‘ 

plates of carrots, 181 plates of beets, just how she had placed the dresses, have grain exhibits 2. 8 tat a ae 

120 jot; tomatoes, 60. ‘entrles'iof green comitenting’ Gn’ ‘the good points’ .of there is no interest in certain exiibits 
peppers, 97 garden boxes, 96 entries some of them and making suggestions thay: should be. eliiuated. OLISEWI 
of potatoes and 60 huge squash? If for improving others. th . rwise, 

rot, it’s hard to imagine what fine Such a demonstration makes the ey should be displayed in such a 
‘aings the juniors are doing at some fair educational. We hear much about “°Y that they are educational. 
cf our fairs. These, in addition to the educational value of county fairs, The flower show has become an 
tiany more, were the entries at the but too many of them neglect this outstanding feature at some county 

‘\Vaupaca County Fair at Weyauwega feature. fairs. Fair officials will do well to 
in September. The 4-H Club members Let’s modernize our county fairs. consider the possibility of the flower 

nave really outdone adult exhibitors, They must be modernized if they are show as an attraction for larger fair 

both in quantity and quality. to continue to serve their purpose. By attendance by the women. 
a
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£ . the Editor's Desh 
THE 88RD ANNUAL CONVENTION » 1935 

WISCONSIN STATE ee ra ? James Livingstone, Milwaukee | 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Fae 1986 | 

SS eS nae E ait ro = W. Lawrence, Sturgeon 

The complete. program for our an- SoS 

nual convention will be published this Ce i Pat “Mra, Emilie Louise Roloff, Madiscn 
year in the November issue of Wis- ~ a — = 4 1987 

consin Horticulture. Note that the Y WA id mh *Delbert E. Bingham, Sturgeon Buy 
time is the last week in November, a (| ff a AN James G. Moore, Madison 

later than we have held it for many 2 i Ci * re . 

years. Cc Sa ee Yor 1988 
) a PN oY se 

The program will be divided into |ogs cs puqemey eG Nicholas A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh 
these topics: 1939 

1. Better quality fruit by chemical —————e *Walter J. Kohler, Kohler 

thinning. Arrangement: Fruit and/or vege- 

2. Improving quality by insect and tables with or without other accessor- 1940 
disease control. ies for holiday season. William G. McKay, Madison 

8. Better preparation of fruit for Premium: Judging will be by the ‘Peter C. Swartz, Waukesha 
market. Merit System. Awards: Excellent, 1941 

4, Improving quality by new methods $1.00; very good, $.75; good, $.50. Arthur K. Bassett, Baraboo 

of pruning. Notice: All entries will be served *William A. Toole, Baraboo 

The Wisconsin Apple Institute will at the tea at 4 p.m. Copies of new re- 

meet with us and will hold their an- cipe bulletin by Wisconsin Apple In- 1942 

nual business meeting at a noon _ stitute will be sent on request. Ray H. Roberts, Madison 

luncheon on Wednesday, November a Arthur J. Schultz, Ripon 

28. Berry and vegetable growers meet LIST OF HORTICULTURISTS 19438 

in| Oshkosh ‘on November: 14: HONORED BY THE J. Earl Leverich, Sparta 
The premium list for the fruit WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee 

show will be found in this issue. SOCIETY IN PAST YEARS 1084 

Womens! Auxiliary Erogram Two Certificates Will Be Presented ¢ J. Telfer, Green Ba. 
The Womens’ Auxiliary is planning At Our Annual Convention 3 z. wait * iii Bes 

an excellent program. On the fore- This Year ie SIRE, son, Day 

noon of Tuesday, Nov. 27, Prof. G. E. ane 1945 

Beck of the Dept. of Horticulture will 1929 Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls 

talk on, “You, Too, Can Grow House *Herbert H. Harris, Warrens Conrad L. Kuehner, Madison 

Plants.” In the afternoon, Mrs. For- John F. Hauser, Bayfield 1946 
est Middleton of Madison, will talk *George J. Kellogg, Janesville Wm. H. Alderman, University Farm, 

and demonstrate on the subject, “Fun 1930 St. Paul 

With Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables. Louis G. Kellogg, Ripon : 

How to use the material you have for *William S. Knight, Bayfield Geotge H. Scheer, ‘Sheboygan 
holiday decoration.” *Ernest W. Sullivan, Alma Center 1947 

Watch for detailed program. 1981 Charles Darwin Rosa, Beloit 
Premium List *Frederic Cranefield, Madison Joseph C. Schubert, Gays Mills 

Womens’ Auxiliary Exhibit William P., Longland, Lake Geneva 1948 

Apple dishes: Bring a pie or apple Cc. P. Whitnall, Milwaukee Charles L. Fluke, Madison 

dessert made from the new Wisconsin 1932 George W. Keitt, Madison 
Apple Institute recipe bulletin, “Wis- *Mrs. Francis K. Hutchinson, Lake 1940 . 

consin Apples — 44 New Ways to Use Geneva 

Them.” * *Mrs. Caroline E. Strong, West Allis Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh 
Recipe must be shown — either 1983 Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa 

copied or in marked copy of bulletin. *Huron H. Smith, Milwaukee 1950 

If you have not received a copy of 1934 Donald Wagener Reynolds, Sturgeo1 
the bulletin, write Wisconsin Horti- *Herman C. Christensen, Oshkosh Bay 

cultural Society, 424 University Farm *Axel Johnson, Lake Geneva *Karl Storrs Reynolds, Sturgeon Ba” 

Place, Madison 6, Wisconsin, for one. *Walter J. Moyle, Union Grove *—Deceased
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COMING EVENTS OUR COVER PICTURE SPECIAL PLANT SOCIETIES 

October 30-81. Aunuall Convention, “A fantasy in fruit and flowers,” is AFRICAN VIOLET SOCIETY OF 

Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association, the title of our cover picture this AMERICA, 5030 McCalla Ave., Knox- 

ncimaer 4 Nurnal mecsee, ars month. It was the feature exhibit in ville, Tenn. 
e . the front of the flower show building THE BULB SOCIETY 2446 Hunt- 

ecnsin Gladiolus Society, Retlaw Ho- at the Wisconsin State Fair in August. ington Drive, San Marino, Cal. 

tel, Fond du Lac. The exhibit was staged by Henry AMERICAN FUCHSIA SOCIETY. 
November 5 - 6. Annual meeting, Benz, Racine florist. It features a Califor: : Wisconsin Horticultural Society, Wes- y nia Academy of Science, Golden 

tern Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ and variety of chrysanthemum and the Gate Park, San Francisco 18, Cal. 

Mi ta Fruit Growers’ Associa- very attractive Wisconsin Dairy THE HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY, 
as Ta Crosse Hotel, LaCrosse Queen, Miss Marlene Czerwinski, ad- George Lenington, Sec. c/o The Kan- 

: . miring the gorgeous ’mums. The photo gas City Insurance Co., Box 39, Kan- 
November 14. Annual meeting, Wis- y ” , , was taken by Mr. Clifford Hutchinson, gas City, Mo. 

consin Berry and Vegetable Growers’ in charge of publicity, Wisconsin De- NORTH AMERICAN LILY SOCI- 
Association. Court House, Assembly partment of Agriculture. 
Room, Oshkosh, Wis. ETY, Robert Rappleye, Sec. Dept. of 

November 27 - 28. Annual conven- _ Botany, University of Maryland, Col- 

tion, Wisconsin Horticultural Society; lege Park, Md. 
Wisconsin Apple Institute; Wee ASPARAGUS ROOTS AMERICAN PENTSTEMON' SO- 

Auxiliary, Wisconsin Horticultural Finest L-yr. Mary Washington, $2.50 CIETY — 213 Lambert St., Route 5, 

Society. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac. Portland, ‘Meine: 
postpaid in Wis. and Upper Peninsula. = wip FLOWER PRESERVATION 

IS NATURE OUT OF BALANCE? Order NOW for next spring. Thal- SOCIETY — 3740 Oliver St. N. W., 

Is There a Scarity of Birds and Would ™#"-Swingle Farms, 805 N. 5th, Stur- Teen ar oataNTh socrETY — 

& Greater Bird Population Reduce —=—- geon Bay. C. L. Derr, 1940 Queens Rd., Pasa- 
the Threat of Insects? — dena, Cal. 

Recently, a member from Oshkosh The botanical name of Pinks comes This list was obtained from the 
asked if there is a scarcity of birdsand from a Greek word meaning “flower July-August issue of the National 
if this is the reason why we have more of the gods?” Gardener. 

insects today than ever before. 

The question was put to Prof. E. 

H. Fisher, Extension specialist in En- 

tomology, of the University of Wis- 

consin. Here is his reply: 

“T am not aware of any findings 

which indicate an unusual scarcity of 

birds. There is positive evidence that 

some large scale insectide applications 

have not permanently reduced bird 

populations in areas treated; the tem- 

porary reduction has been due to the rn 

lesser amount of insects present for . 

a short period. Of course we must wt , 
realize the necessity of certain insect : \ rg 

controls in order to insure against ms 

crop, property and livestock losses. \ S : 

‘There is no permanent balance of F a att. 
nature, but rather a somewhat 

thythmical fluctuation. The biotic po- iG 3 

tential of insects is much greater than 9 5 
that of birds, therefore we may ex- Cs 
pect sporadic outbreaks of insects, ap 

but much more time would be neces- 
siry for bird populations to increase hd. 

proportionately, and it is doubtful > . i a 

whether birds have that potentiality us : oe : 4 

even with time. This has been a rather 
cod year for some insects such as Mr. E. L. Chambers, superintendent of the flower show at the Wisconsin State 

tidges and mosquitos which have Fair for 25 years, is presented with a fine watch as a token of affection and esteem 

caused concern by many people; how- by staff members who assisted him in staging the beautiful flower shows at the 

ever these same weather conditions fair during past years. From left, Richard and Doris Chambers; Ted Osmundsen, 
were not conducive to large grass- Sturtevant Florists; Mr. Chambers; Bill Osmundsen; Miss B. Esther Struckmeyer, 
hopper and European corn borer pop- Madison; Mrs. William Schmitz of Milwaukee, a florist, and H. E. Halliday, assistant 

ulations.” to Mr. Chambers, Exhibitors also contributed. 
a
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We Visit The Glad Shows 
By Ralph Burdick, Edgerton 

This year, our first of showing is doing a wonderful job promoting bloom. Glenn Pierce had an outstad- 

glads, we attended a show every week- love of the gladiolus among those who ing display of miniatures featuring ar- 

end beginning the last of July, with some day must replace the present rangements, complete with unusual 

the LeRoy, Ill. show, then Jefferson, growers. We were greatly interested accessories, made by a professional 

Two Rivers, East Lansing, Mich. and in the competitive spirit shown among and using several of his fine dah)ias. 

finally Wausau. the children. Spikes of Pactolus, Sun- It was one of the most photographed 

The little glads seem to have found spot, Silcherlied, Maureen Gardner, sections of the show. 

favor with the Illinois growers, all and a seedling basket of bright rose As would be expected, the quality 

color classes being well filled even were outstanding. Seedlings shown evidenced here was unusually fine. 

though the show committee had here were very good, five or six re- Many spikes were seen with ten, 

divided the 100 and 200 size classifi- ceiving ribbons. To those arrangers twelve, and even fourteen open. The 

cations. Contrary to many other who are always in search of new ac- court of honor held a three spike 

shows, even exhibitors were not al- cessory material, a walk on the shore salmon seedling with, I think, four- 

lowed in show rooms while judging of Lake Michigan, only a few blocks teen open on the second day and all 

was in progress and a large crowd from the show, can be very reward- in good condition. It also held a mag- 

was kept waiting in stifling heat un- ing. We saw a trunkload of drift- nificent Phantom Beauty, and the 

til four in the: afternoon before the wood picked up by a friend of ours in best White Xmas we have ever 

doors were opened. Judging of many the time between luncheon and two seen. Tom Manley of Valleevue show- 

classes must have been very difficult. o'clock. ed many new varieties. Two of these 

For example, in the single spike The Central International were very interesting Moongold, a 400 

classes, one table was nearly full of We travelled across Lake Michigan size yellow with beautiful placement 

very uniform Spic and Span. via Milwaukee Clipper, as did several and Palette, a bright scarlet with an 

Jefferson Show other Wisconsin people, to reach the electric blue blotch that seems to 

At Jefferson we found it the handi- great Central International show at pulse before your eyes. A beautiful 

est for setting up. The show room it- East Lansing. Later, at the banquet, three spike of Ivoree seemed to bear 

self lacks nothing except perhaps a Roger Russell and I counted those we out everything that has been said of 

little better lighting. Several tables had seen in attendance and arrived at it in reports in the bulletins and 

of fine seedlings were shown and _ fourteen Wisconsin visitors. brought me back several times to ad- 

many recent introductions. A three When we arrived we found a show mire it. Exceedingly long flowerheads 

spike of Betty Duncan with ten open room on the small side for one of this | over what has been seen before were 

and single spikes of Bridal Orchid, size, but use of the bleachers for com- evident in an entry of Connie G. 

Evangeline, Sierra Snow, Gorgeous mercial exhibits solved this problem Joseph Hartmans’ sport of Pastel end 

Deb, and Ravel were particularly quite nicely and really made for bet- two miniature seedlings; Clauce~cy 

fine, ter displays. The commercial growers from Maurice Maynard and Miss For- 

The State Show showed varieties in basket quantities mality from Glenn Pierce were added 

The State Show at Two Rivers held that most of us have only infrequent- to the want list. 

in the beautiful community building ly seen as single spike entries. There Need a Good Yellow Variety 

has perhaps the most attractive set- were very beautiful baskets of C. D. We are still looking for a reilly 

ting of all and about the friendliest Fortnam, Tipflite, and Black Cherry good large yellow, the closest sen 

bunch of growers we ever met. Qual- and an entire display of Spartan, this year being Catherine Beath, listed 

ity of entries here was very good. which is a different shade of red, as 400 in size although those seen 

Judging from the large number of very nice for baskets and mass ef- have been more nearly three hundred 

entries in the Junior division, I be- fects but not too good close up be- in our opinion. Many good yellow 

lieve the Manitowoc County society cause of the dark flecked edge of the seen last year have not appeared in 
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ary show we attended and it looks ventilation. After the bulbs are graded, show at Jefferson, sponsored by the lik2 hybridizers have an open field dust with DDT for thrip control. Keep So. Wis.—No. IIl. Society was a grand hee. in storage room at 35 to 40 degrees. display of flowers. Our state show at “he campus of Michigan State Col- Two Rivers was a great show, also lee is also the site of an N.A.G.C. ANNUAL MEETING the Marathon Co. Chapter show at trial garden and we spent some time WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Wausau. inspecting those on trial. Forty two 
5 varieties were seen, two of them being Sunday, November 4 The Society's State Show at Two especially fine. One was a very nice Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac a woe a eee 

ies chives ioe, other 0:00 =m. Meoting of Board of Dir- worked hard. The Hamilton Com- Although not as large as last year's ectors, munity Center Building was an ideal 12 M. Noon luncheon. location and _ setting. Manitowoc Central International at Madison and being somewhat weaker in arrange- 1:30 p.m. Annual business meeting. Chapter Society is to be congratulat- 
ments and attendance by the public, Election of officers. ed for putting on such B Breat show the show was of very high quality 2:00 p.m. Report of gladiolus re- nd to top it all, to wind up with over and well worth attending. search at the University of Wisconsin $500 balance above expenses. A good 

this past season. By G. E. Beck, Ex- job—well done. The show manager, —_ Wowen eee ee, that is %Nsion Floriculturist, U. W. John Gates, and his Chairman, John 
fast outgrowing its show room. Many What you should do with your glad Bayless, and Co-chairman, Gil Thomp- high class blooms were entered es- bulbs now. By H. E. Halliday, State son, and their committee members 
pecially in a large amateur division, Department of Entomology, Madison. did a grand piece of work—hard Very little difference in either quality | Round table of questions and ans- Work. Special mention and orchids: to or quantity could be noticed between wers on gladiolus problems. Modera- Mary Rezek, sec’y. of the Chapter, 
amateur and open sections. Arrange- tor, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. for her untiring effort. ments were very good and quite ori- 

It shows what can be done when ginal. Here the children had their own MESSAGE FROM every member pitches in and works classes for arrangements and these for one objective—to make the show were well filled. Very fine Perpetual THE PRESIDENT & sucess: trophies are also provided by this The 1951 Gladiolus year is drawing 
chapter. to a close and my opinion is that it John Gates and his gang want to Commercial florists had exhibits was a good one. Despite unfavorable thank all who helped in this—their 
that were very interesting and gave weather and growing conditions in first State Show, the State Officers, 
us a new slant on what can be done some sections, our glads again proved and especially our Secretary, Mrs. 
with glads and imagination by trim- to be the queen of flowers, as our A. E. Piepkorn, who so graciously ming buds and other expedients not shows so adequately demonstrated. gave her time and helped in so many thought of by amateurs like us. The The seedling and late introduction ways,—By Walter A. Kurtz, Pres. ladies of the Marathon County chap- 
ter made glamellias and corsages in $ —— a small roo moff the show room and 
these were tastefully displayed on ' 
black velvet, attracting considerable = a “Tr oo ene ’ attention from visitors. Three spike . be a entries of Pastel and Sunspot and an e * » nia " ¢ unidentified amateur spike of light ri a ees a . tose pink with darker flecking and ‘ee Be oc . E 7 oY, ; striping and with twelve open in per- a Bi, i oes 5 fect formal placement particularly ae Be: \ y i a ye’ /22 taught our eye. eS Bs re \ ee re Tired of arriving home to find the , , 6 ? bos \ Z i 4 a 
garden full of section champs we hope . D 1 uy of i to train all our glads to bloom only ‘ J rg 7 "" af A ‘ for the week end shows another year. . q TF. Pi by 

TO s y ta CURE GLADIOLUS BULBS a J hed “ A a QUICKLY oF? a Ca 
Gladiolus bulbs should be cured ale A F cn . 

q. ckly to reduce danger of diseases , / 
in storage. Cut off the tops after ra P a ~\ A 
digging, place bulbs in storage room ; , : at 75 to 80 degrees F. for a couple of Miss Adeline Lyster, Madison, judge of the Artistic Arrangements section and Weeks. Screens or slatted bottom Albert Scholtz, Wausau, general chairman of the Marathon County Chapter tteys are best for this purpose of show, August 25-26, at the Y.M.C.A., Wausau, viewing an arrangement of Burma. 

a
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THE SO. WIS.-NO. ILL. The Marathon County aia wae 
° Et Gladiolus Show ELKHORN, AUG. 31-SEPT. 3 

The basket and vase classes at © ur 
By Mrs. Ed. Kramer, Wausau show at the County Fair at Elkh: :n 

were keenly contested. In the firs 2 

Gladiolus of every color were dis- “Tivoli,” shown by Mark Splaine, days of the show a basket of Spic : 1d 

played at the annual show of the Mar- Wausau, was grand champion single Span from Shopiere Gladiolus C r- 
athon County Chapter on August 25 spike in the open division and “Spic dens and a vase of Honey shown by 
and 26. About 1200 spikes of gladiolus and Span,” by Wm. Hackman, Two Melk Bros. were winning the ch: m- 

and 95 arrangements were shown. Rivers, was the division champion. pionships. Blue ribbons also went to 

The grand champion gladiolus of In the amateur class, Mrs. Lloyd the following: Dickmann’s Gard: ns 

the show and winner of the Perske Prahl’s 3 spikes of “Miss Wisconsin” (Silver Wings and Great Lak: 3); 

trophy was a spike of “Tivoli” shown won division champion honors. Mat Shopiere Gladiolus Gardens (hed 
by Mark Splain, Wausau. He also won’ Britten, with “Elizabeth the Queen” Charm); Dick Becker (Eliz. the 

sweepstakes in the open class, thereby won the 3 spike novice division cham- Queen); Lloyd Bentz (Blue Beruty 

receiving the D. C. Everest trophy. pion honor. Single spike champion and Lady Jane); Willis Miller (Or- 
Reserve champion went to the var- was “Miss Chicago” by C. W. Porath, ange Gold); and Melk Bros. (Go'den 

iety “Evangeline? shown by John Wausau. Crown, Pink Classic, Evangeline, and 

Perkins of Neillsville, who has been a Miss Adeline Lyster, Madison, judg- Patrician). 
consistent winner here the past sever- ed the arrangements and commented Dewey Sleezer won over Anton 

al years, Second day champion went on the large number of charming Koepke in a very close decision for 
to Carl W. Porath, Wausau, for a arrangements and corsages displayed. pest commercial display, but look out 
spike of “Spic and Span.” The best She expressed her gratification forthe for Tony next year. His glads are 

showing of recent introduction was interest shown by children in making tops, and he is learning fast how to 
“Florentine,” exhibited by Mrs. Carl and entering 25 arrangements. show them to advantage. 

Hornick, Menomonee, Mich. In the 2nd part of the show (3rd 
Other winners were: Second place TT and 4th days), 1 and 3 spike compe- 

sweekstakes, open class, Mrs. Adela JOHN PERKINS HONORED tition produced an average of 7 entries 
Mackmueller, Schofield; 38rd open per class even after 3 had been sub- 

sweepstakes, to Jambo Creek Gar- IN NEILISVILLE FOR divided; and the arrangement sec- 
dens, Menomonee, Mich. Show sweep- GLADIOLUS SHOW AWARDS tions, new to our show had a total of 

sakes: amateur, class, (C., WW. -POrat, “John Perkins wins the sweepstakes 40, entries: 

ohoie ici pemnad for: novice) id award at the Gladiolus Show,” was Mrs. Harold Turner won the Socie- 
, the heading in an article in the Clark ty Rosette and the NAGC Rosette for 

Longest Flowerhead Mighty Mon- County Press of Neillsville on August her Grand Champion spike of Con- 
arch, John Perkins, Neillsville. 15th. necticut Yankee, and Anton Koepke's 

Longest floret—Mt. Kosciusko, El- . ' 3 spike Champions (Spic ani 

mer Sorges, Wausau. The article continues, “Takes two Span) captured the Wisconsin Trophy}. 
Smallest floret—Mrs. Adela Mack- championships—19 firsts and 7 sec- The Illinois Exchange Trophy went 

mueller, “Airy Fairy”. onds. He placed on 29 of the 32 spikes to Aubry Dickmann whose Silve 

Most florets open—aA seedling, C. W. of glads he took to the show, winning Wings was the best spike of an Illi 

Porath, Wausau. 19 first places. Of the 1200 varieties of nois introduction in the show. Thi 
Most ruffled—“Bobs”, Mrs. Carl  glads in existence, Mr. Perkins grows Champion Arrangement Rosette wen! 

Hornick, Menomonee, Mich. 90 plus 500 which he has bred him- to Mrs. Everett Van Ness. 

In the Artistic Arrangement classes, self.” . 

Mrs. George Portman, Wausau, won “He transports the gladiolus in a, ote oe eeth tecties ae ml 

the Artistic Arrangement sweeP- rather unique manner. He ties three 0" S@rne W eee acral 
stakes, receiving the Dr. Lemke tro- spikes on a thin stick which fastens Muriclla, Kewple; Cupid, ‘Yellow Hat 
phy. Mrs. George Drumm, Wausau, 4, 9 wooden platform in a 30 Ib. adise, Variation, No. 104-45-4 (F'ad), 

won the champion Artistic Arrange- cherry can. Four sticks go into a can White Challenge, Golden Arrow, 

ment award and the Marathon Coun- through holes made in the lid. The Palermo, Valley Queen, No. 43-5-1 

ty Chapter trophy. four sticks are tied together at the (Nielson), New York, Mighty Mon- 
A fall bridal wedding with glads top, firmly fastening the stems to- arch, Boulogne, Burma, Elizabeth the| 

was shown by the West Hill Floral gether. In this way 12 spikes can be Queen, Siboney, King Lear, Cray 
Co. A bride's bouquet, bridesmaid’s oy preg” Dawn and High Finance.—By Leland 

juquet and mother’s corsages were 
Soeiuily displayed. A Christmas ‘Mr. Perkins has been growing © Shaw, Milton. 
arrangement of red gladiolus with lads for the last 11 years he has = 
pine boughs and cones was exhibited been teaching agriculture at the high r il 
by Leaps greenhouse while immense school. He grows no other flowers and he, ‘thing, called, common ‘sens 
bowls of gladiolus were shown by has grown 500 seedlings by hybridiza- none too common. — The Bon1luel 
the Harold Phillips flower shop. tion.” Times.
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2nd Annual Convention trol of insect pests in the garden in GARDEN CLUB MEMBERSHIP Garden Club of Wisconsin his usually instructive manner, Later DUES INCREASED A GREAT FLOWER SHOW— A he gave a most humorous and enter- Membership dues for garden clubs 
FINE PROGRAM taining talk on, “New Ideas on Flower and other affiliated organizations of Arrangements” during the luncheon the Wisconsin State Horticultural A wonderful flower show. Those period. Mr. G. J. Hipke, Society presi- Society have been increased from 75c Wore ere vordly adequate to describe. oot siesiaed ti thé ‘liinches cad’ (t6 aBe per year for clubs of over 10 the show presented by the Garden encouraged the present fine feeling ™embers. This action was taken by Club of Wisconsin called “Garden | tween clubs and the Society. the Board of Directors at their sum- Treasures,” at the YMCA in Milwau- Mr. H. J. Rahmlow showed slides ™er meeting in July, and was kee on September 26-27. of various sets available to organiza- »rought about by the increase in the This issue goes to press just after tions from the Wisconsin State Horti- ©°St of printing and paper amounting vhae alt the wcbie, & not time to cultural Society, He asked that clube 0 about $600 per year. The Board sive all the highlights or the premium which would like to have him appear felt it would be better to increase winners in this issue. We will have, on their program during the coming the dues slightly than to attempt to in the November issue, a detailed ac- year contact him early so he can or- CUt down the size of the magazine. count of what the speakers said by ganize a schedule of more than one We contacted a number of affiliated Mrs. Martha Getzlaff Koch, of Wau- club meeting on a trip. organizations and they indicated they watosa. The afternoon program was con- preferred an increase in dues rather 
The Committees cluded with a fine demonstration on a lstae eee ee Orchids to Mrs. Chester Thomas, flower arrangements by Mr. Joseph includ ip y flower show chairman, for the success Hanke of Hanke’s Florist Shop, Mil- ‘"°!Ues groups of less than 10 or in- of her efforts in making this an out- ” dividual memberships, were increas- . waukee. Mr. Hanke put together d from $1.00 to $1.25 per year standing show; also to the committee many arrangements which brought e 

members who helped her, and to Mrs. forth applause from his audience. > OO: Roy Sewell, chairman of the Garden 
CLINTONVILLE GARDEN CLUB Club Advisory Board who worked 

STAGES SUCCESSFUL so successfully to build the Garden RE SiON Glee eee OF FLOWER SHOW Club of Wisconsin and weld it into WISCONSIN With 866 individual registrations, a harmonious unit in which garden representing Clintonville and 41 other club members will find real enjoyment K of.C. Hall, Main St., Jefferson, Wis. communities and an estimated at- and interesting garden club activi- Wednesday Evening, October 24, 1951 tendance of 2,000, the Clintonville ties. 6:00 p.m. Pot luck supper. Bring Garden Club staged a_ successful Many exclamations of surprise were Your own dishes. Coffee will be fur- flower show at the Harvest Festival heard at the artistry and beauty of ished. Music and singing. during the last week of August. There the arrangements in the show. There 7:30 p.m. Business meeting. were 119 individual exhibits of were entries that needed study; that 8:00 p.m. How I Grow Them. Chrys- flowers. The merit system of judging held the attention. We saw exhibitors @nthemums, by Mr. Justus Brueck- was used and many beautiful annuals, and visitors alike studying the com- er, Jefferson. perennials, gladiolus, roses, dahlias, ments of the julges found on the merit 8:15 p.m. Zinnias. Colored slides house plants and table and tray ar- system award cards on the arrange- Of sets available from Horticultural rangements were shown. The Clinton- ments picturing various flower ar- Society, by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. ville newspaper published a number tangements for important occasions. 8:45 p.m. Fun With Flowers, Fruits of Pictures of the event. The horitcultural exhibits were good, and Vegetables. How to make ar- H. J. Rahmlow of the State Horti- with many new varieties shown. rangements with what you’ have, by cultural Society spoke to the club at The Program Mrs. Sam Post, Madison. the monthly meeting September 10. The forenoon program, “How I Grow 
Them,” was enjoyed by everyone. 
Tnere were some substitutions for § A V E T R E E § spcakers listed. Mr. Arthur Boerner COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
of the Milwaukee Rose Society gave T R E E Ss 
a plendid talk on “You, Too, Can LAWNS 
Cr.w Roses,” Mrs. R. E. Kartack, 
Bevaboo, spoke about how to grow G A R D E N S besonias and other house plants in WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
pk ce of Prof. G. E. Beck, who was ill. 
M:. E. L. Chambers talked on the con- 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee
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WAUWATOSA GARDEN CLUB ROSHOLT GARDEN CLUB WEST ALLIS GARDEN CLUB 

MEETING TAKES PART IN GOOD CELEBRATES 35TH BIRTHDA 

The harvest season was combined NEIGHBORHOOD DAY The West Allis Garden Club me 2- 
with spring when the Wauwatosa The Rosholt Garden Club took an bers celebrated their 35th annivers: -y 

Garden club met on September 18th. active part in the Wisconsin Good Wednesday, August 16, 1951 at an . 11. 

All types of garden products were Neighborhood Day at the Frank Flees day picnic at the home of Mrs. J. N. 
displayed with a wonderful variety of farm in Marathon County on Septem- Kienzle, Waukesha. 
flowers such as: large hydrangeas ber 11 by helping with the landscap- Following a picnic luncheon mvin- 
which had the tinge of dusty pink; a ing of the monument stone. bers heard an account of the ez -ly 
maroon-colored flower nick-named We were invited to take part by Dr. history of the club prepared by Mrs, 

“Kiss me over the garden gate,” bril- Przedpelski, associate county agent Clara, M “Harrington, and Mrs, .J-, N. 
liant salvias, various colored petun- Kienzle. 

of Portage and Marathon Counties. 
ias, nasturtiums, large white, laven- First we built up a wall of stone Until February, 1916, the club v.as 

dar and purple asters; orange, and about 20 inches high and 15 feet organized informally by Mrs. C. E. 
yellow mums, gaillardias, orange cal- across, all around the large monu- Strong. It comprised seven members 
endulas, dahlias, geraniums, phlox, ment, filled it in with good top soil and was known as the Neighborhood 

rubrum lilies, dwarf zinnias, and mixed with fertilizer. Then we planted Garden Club. They met every two 

others. a six-foot upright cedar tree on each Weeks at homes and discussed garen- 
Among the smaller displays was a side of the stone, with four low ing, exchanged plants, seeds and slips 

china mule weighted down with or- spreading hemlocks at the front. to- and visited nurseries. Two of these 

ange and copper marigolds, anda tiny wards the road and one towards the Sven members are living and still be- 
cup and saucer filled with small Eng- back. long to the West Allis Garden Club— 

lish (lavendar) asters. Mrs. Clara E. Harrington and Mrs. 

Spring was seen in a sound picture To get additional color in this pic. w. J. Brubaker. 
“Springtime In Holland” of the Neth- ‘ure the next step was to plant some =, February, 1916 it was formally 
erlands, Holland may be called the marigolds right up to the stone and organized with a full staff of officers 
“Venice of the North” besides rank- 9/80 edging with blue and white and became known as the West Allis 
ing as one of the popular playgrounds ‘weet allysum. After these have froz- Garden Club. In October of the same 
of the day. en this fall we will go back to the year it became an affiliate of the 

Countless tulips of many varieties, farm and plant two hydrangeas, one Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

daffodils, hyacinths, crocuses, scilla, ©" each side of the hemlock. and has continued this membership 

and grape hyacinths nodded gracefully prof. George Ziegler of the Univer- ‘© the present time. We have enjoyed 
at us. And speaking of daffodils,—the sity of Wisconsin landscaping depart- many benefits through this affiliation. 

following is how Wordsworth would ment laid out the driveway and When the club was organized it 

explain what he saw through poetry: planned all the other landscaping had fifteen members, five of which 
The Daffodils around the buildings. still belong to the club at the present 

I wandered lonely as a cloud time. The present membership is 25, 

That floats on high o’er vales and The whole project was quite wonder- and is limited to that number as few 
ae ful with thousands of people taking homes can accommodate more. 

When all at once I saw a crow 4, part and no doubt all of you have One of the club's early projects was 
read about it in the papers or heard encouraging garden clubs in_ the 

Avhost, of golden daffodils, about it on the radio. The transfor- schools of West Allis and another was 
Beside the lake, beneath the trees, * 5 “ 

mation of the Flees’ farm was com- the founding of a “City Beautiful 

Hlutteringiand ‘dancing inthe: brecss, plete and all in the space of one day. Club” in 1914. Today this principle of 
Continuous as the stars that shine More than 1,000 persons co-operated beautifying the suburb is still follow- 
And twinkle on the milky way, in the task. ed in the garden club's action in sev- 
They stretched in never-ending line ing needless destruction of trees and 
Along the margin of a bay; The granite monument erected on promoting civic improvement 2nd 

Ten thousand saw I at a glance, the farm to commemorate the day 18 conservation through student es:ay 
Tossing their heads in sprightly a huge, smooth-faced stone, taken ontests, 

dance. out of ‘one: of ‘the Hlees’ farm: flelda, In 1932 the club donated a beaut ful 
For oft, when on my couch I lie It was Properly inscribed with the birch tree to the West Allis Park 

In vacant or in pensive mood, words, “Wisconsin Good Neighbor Commission in honor of the Geo-ge 
They flash upon my inward eye Day, Frank Flees Farm Project. Washington Bi-Centennial to be 

Which is the bliss of solitude; The committee working with me on planted in the grounds of the West 
And then my heart with pleasure fills, the project were Mrs. Glen Lockery, Allis City Hall. Appropriate exercises 
And dances with the daffodils. Mrs. Carl Rosholt, Mrs. Alvin Math- were held. The West Allis High Schoot 

The club's annual dinner will be ison, Mrs. Ed Johnson, Mrs. Art Band played; the Mayor, Assemt y- 

held at the Hillcrest Tea Room on Doede and Mrs. Norman Rosholt.—By man and the Park Board Presid: nt 

October 16th with Mr. H. J. Rahm- Mrs. Vernon Rosholt, chairman, gave talks. A minister gave the in ‘0- 

low as speaker. Roadside Development Committee, cation and benediction and then ve 

—By Martha Getzlaff Koch Rosholt Garden Club. Garden Club President, Miss Esti -r
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Mller, dedicated it. After all the SOME DON'TS FOR THE GARDEN removed with chemicals. None has \ 
cc emonies, the tree died. Something Don’t fail to mow the lawn before yet been found that will do the job. | 
in the soil killed it—not the exercises. frost sets in in order to avoid having — | 

smong other fine projects, the club the grass grow too long. It will be Don’t allow the tree leaves to remain 

hes been identified with are: the very difficult to handle next spring 0m the lawn. They will mat down 
Peace Garden Protests against dams i i+ ig matted down. and in many cases injure the grass. 
being built in water falls in the state They are most easily raked off in fall. 
wnere the scenic beauty would be — 

ruined, cutting Japanese cherry trees Don’t plant thin-barked trees this Don’t fail to mound up soil around 

in Washington D. C. around the Tidal fall in Wisconsin. In our climate, the canes of your hybrid tea roses 
Basin, cutting beautiful roadside cherries, birch and thin-barked shrubs before freeze-up. After the ground 

trees oe unless a cee neces- are best planted in spring. For most 4... ¢roszen add about 3 inches of 
sary, and has always advocated se- people that includes hybrid tea roses. 
lected cutting of Christmas trees and peor ® marsh hay to cover’ the mound ‘for 

other trees in the State or National winter protection. Otherwise your 
Forests. Don’t be misled by magazine articles roses may be killed to the ground dur- 

‘Two years ago the West Allis Garden which claim that stumps can be easily ing the winter. 

Club joined with the other garden 

dubs in and around West Allis and 

the Home and Garden section of the SINGER BROTHERS, INC. 
West Allis Woman’s Club to form the 

Garden Club Association of West Allis Landscape Nurserymen 

and “Vicinity. “This (organization pres: Have choice, well-shaped trees—Shade and Ornamental in 
ented two garden and flower shows sizes for immediate effect, from 3 to 10 inch caliper. Also large 
& the AllieChalmers Club House assortment of Specimen Evergreens from 5 to 15 feet in height. 
under the sponsorship of the West We invite you to make your selection at our nurseries. 
Allg: Fark Commission; ‘and, Allie: Offered for fall and winter moving at very reasonable prices. 
Chalmers. 

Call EDgewood 2-0694. 
Following the reading of the his- . . . 

tory which will be continued at later 3770 N. Humboldt Avenue, Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin 
meetings, the club was entertained by 

the President, Mrs. Ray Luckow, with 

slides showing her beautiful begonias 

and views of her garden and also of 

Mrs. J. N. Kienzle’s garden.—By Mrs. 

Clara E. Harrington, Pub. Chair. : lure g KE 

DANDELION CONTROL havea 

Applications of 2-4, D may be more 

effective in the control of dandelions 

ifthe treatments are made in the fall 

rather than in the spring, says Dr. 

B. H. Grigsby, Michigan State Col- a . 
lege. Dr. Grigsby reports that the re- ° Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

sults of test sprayings conducted in © Pruning and Vista Cutting 

October and in May on comparable e Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

plots indicated fall applications gave @ Tree Removal 
the higher percentage of kill of roots e Bracing 

fold dandelion plants, and effective- 

ly destroyed young seedlings before © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

they were able to develop strong root © Evergreen Care 

ystems, and in addition nearby orna- e Large Tree Planting 

mentals seemed less susceptible to in- e Effective Weed Control with 

jw» from the chemical at this sea- ° one : 
Io’ of the year: Specialized Equipment 

= ring applications appeared to give L, 

ar: pid top kill of dandelions and de- C. ele Insurance Coverage 

tt ustion of the roots to a depth of Call BLuemound 8.336% 
oe or two inches, but the deeper 

ar's of the roots remained healthy TREE SCIENCE 
é eventually produced a cluster of — & SERVICE CO. 

ney’ ~plants—From the American 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
. tw seryman. 2



African Violets in the Home 
By Mrs. O. F. Isenberg, Baraboo 

The fascination of the African The Fringettes have lovely wavey AFRICAN VIOLETS 
violet in ah home wan ecome more leaves and oa flowers tart Both old and new varieties—Stron 
Pronounced as the and winter come in shades of blue, red and white. 

plant for Price List days come again. I know your inter- The blooms of these do not fall off healthy i; “Write; for 
est will automatically turn to them as readily as the ‘ordinary singles. Reasonably priced. Mrs. 0. F. Isan 
— the outdoor flowers have faded The Gypsy Series are indeed lovely berg, 483 8rd St., Baraboo, Wis. 

and gone. in their pale pastel colors and out- 

ane Light i vi standing foliage. 
To start the Saintpaulia off right for There was a man who called a spsde| 

its winter bloom, watch the light situ We eli ee ee a spade—until he stumbled over one ation, because from fall through in the lead for enormous sized blooms. Pi 

spring the plants will tolerate as much The foliage is heavy and leathery, so in the dark.—The Sharon Reporter. 

light as we can give them. The days ‘ifferent from any other. 
are short and so many of them are The hanging basket violet, Saint- 

dark and dreary. From November to paulia “Grotei” is very popular. It 

February south windows will be has dainty pale blue flowers on long PERENNIALS 
much to their liking. Sufficient light stems and the leaves are different, } 
‘ en one of sing out wiolete late oe uk a a Ee 15 Acres - Hardy varieties | 

actors in bringing r lets into ‘ewensis. rails downwar auti- 
bloom. Watering and temperature are fully. Several Hundred Kinds 

ore eT oon woe For the last two years, Lady Gen- * 
ugh on, you! wh th N cr a re eva, (blue with a white edge) has 

See ee coe Cee “heen very much in demand. Now we SPECIAL ; 
humid summer months. h 

lave a Rainbow Geneva, which is red 

When bloom buds burst forth, feed. Jit a white edge. How can our in- 12 Russell Lupines 4 
your plants occasionally. When in teréat ‘wand! p 

bloom the plants require feeding. . postpaid for $1.50 to members 
Hyponex is good, Rapid-Gro, Plant The “Fantasy” is also a new violet Wi in State Horticulture ! 

Marvel and many other houseplant 4nd a must. It has a large bloom of 
fertilizers are beneficial, but abide by orchid pink with many small purple Society 
directions, overfertilizing may cause blotches over the entire bloom. It was 
root injury and will cause your plant truly correctly named. * 

to become limp and die. The Hybridizers are now bringing ‘ 
New Varieties forth only varieties which are really SUPERIOR VIEW FARM 

So many new varieties are being different in both foliage and flower. ’ 
produced by our large commercial This is certainly an accomplishment The Hauser’s 

growers and hybridizers that the in- much appreciated by growers and col- Bayfield, Wisconsin 
terest one has to add to a collection _lectors. . | 

can never cease. This fall we will 

have some beautiful new doubles re- 

leased to us called the “Rainbow sou (‘ ff, 4s cuman 
Series.” This includes a double white lvl 4 ee pa ie mt fF Ne oH 
and double pink which earry blooms [ec cena — tae UO OS SN PF sir} f 
like double Neptune, a dark blue GD ‘dh a Nits. YN VS NT aR 

Po] yg Nee I Reyes BO" Gore Far Aa which has large husky double blooms 3 i se : ay AG AN ORY we penne ac } 

with an occasional yellow pollen eye Lo] AC. .) f Gea) ENN SS ec PS Se Fall | 

protruding among the wide deep blue [5] Ma CY) 2 aa La Cau Cee a petals | I” Og SM gin 
In the Girl varieties (characteristics [o-[~ (771 5 70> (Aone Sah ities EY 

hi ty ; es Cay es tei * base of stem) many new ones are |&] Ml AR) SEM Ay SSS Aa ef ek a me available such as Bronze Girl, Sailor | \ Ly i Be (i: ,- 
Girl, Sea Girl, White Girl ete. They [101 a 
have a rather dainty habit of growth, Jur] SS 
not too large for our ordinary window 112" 

sills, CHART SHOWING CORRECT PLANTING DEPTH FOR BULBS 

50 Wisconsin Horticul*urd
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Traditional landscape treatment of the front yard— Contemporary architecture necessitates asymmetri- 

open lawn, shrubs at corners to minimize height, vines cal plantings. Retaining wall repeats material used in 

to soften rigid building lines, house. 

e 
Landscape Architecture Helps You 

Put Up A Good Front 
By Joseph S, Elfner 

Department of Horticulture, U. W. 

Your house and yard as seen from’ ding aspect. It reaches out to friend an appearance of fitness by using the 

the street give you the opportunity to and passerby with a greeting of good same materials found in the exterior 

“put up a good front.” We have de-_ will. Yes, I think we have a tradition of the house—stone, redwood siding 

veloped a traditional landscape treat- of hospitality in our landscape archi- or boards, brick. A restricted entrance 

ment of this part of the. yard that is tecture. gate in wall or fence may be recessed 
mroper in its pleasing practicality. Changing Conditions Influence to allow for a simple planting. This 

u recognize it in the unbroken, Landscape Architecture emphasizes the entrance and softens 

easily maintained areas leading up to We are aware, however, that there the enclosure. A wide drive or park- 

he front of the house. You feel the is change in our daily lives. The ing space that also serves as the ap- 

ffect in the suggestion of open-arm- speedier tempo of our work-a-day proach to the front door need not be 

ied welcome to the visitor, expressed lives induces a desire for privacy and a bare concrete slab. Use color and 

y a direct approach to the front seclusion in our living at home. Auto- texture with exposed-aggregate con- 

Moor. It presents you with an orderly mobiles whisk us to and from work crete. Create pattern by means of ex- 

feeling of things as they should be— at a pace that eliminates neighborly pansion and construction joints that 

the house enframed with trees, tied chat over the front porch rail. Traf- divide the slab into harmonious and 

to the ground with plantings of shrubs fic has pushed us into the backyard interesting geometrical shapes. 
lat the foundation. for rest and relaxation. Architecture Whatever your situation may be— 

Architectural Defects Minimized reflects the change by placing garage traditional or contemporary—let it 
It overcomes architectural defects— and servant elements close to the reflect the best aspects of planning. 

move massive plantings about the street, living quarters to the rear. ghow off the house; emphasize the 
foundation of a large house set on a This arrangement sometimes results entrance. Don’t make them compete 

high foundation; smaller scale trees in a harsh effect that does less than with distracting plants that hide 

and shrubs around the “minimum say “welcome” to the visitor. Over- pleasing elements of the structure. A 

house” type. That’s intelligent land- development often imposes small lots carefully thought out landscape de- 

scape design. You’re probably more on the landscape pattern. Intense use velopment will definitely help you to 

familiar with the technique in choos- of all space becomes necessary. Open put up a good front. 

ing clothes—vertical stripes for the front lawns become service or garden Cg 

stout figure and other similar illus- areas. They may be enclosed by walls, CHRISTMAS SHOW ANNOUNCED 

loas. fences, or hedges. The W: te Garden Club will 

This, then, is the accomplishment Perhaps such a prospect displeases le ‘auwatose. ‘i 

lo! landscape architecture in helping you. But if necessity causes you to present its second annual Christmas 

yo. to “put up a good front.” Your accept the change, remember this: Show on November 30th, from 11 a.m. 

he: 1é is presented to the public in it. Even an enclosed front yard or one to 9 p.m. 

Dost pleasing aspects. Its architectur- which must provide car-park and The show will be held at the Wau- 

lal iefects are minimized. You estab- drive, service deliveries, garden space watosa Women’s Club at 1626 Wau- 
lis. your abode in its proper relation —even this situation need not deprive watosa Ave. The show is for the 

to neighbors and the community. It you of an attractive approach to the benefit of the Lowell Damon House. 

has a friendly rather than a forbid- house. Fences or walls may be given Donations of $1.00 will be accepted. 

a
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Garden Notes 
MILWAUKEE ROSE —_—ee—w«~« DO YOU KNOW? 

SOCIETY NEWS 7 
even though Coreopsis is the Greel 

Organization Issues Bulletin, name given that flower, its interp 
“Rose Tips” tation, “bug-like,” actually refers 

The official bulletin of the Milwau- | : ] its seeds? 

kee Rose Society — “Rose Tips” — the bright-colored Gaillardia is a 
just reached our desk. Editor is Dr. k Blanket 

: nown as et-Flower because i 
Leo J. Cogan. President of the organ: 4) Rial 

Pp | vivid colors are often copied by ‘h 
ization is Mr. John Voight of Whit- f[-> Indians in weaving their blankets 

nall Park and co-editor is Mrs. Lloyd <j rugs? is r in and| 

Dean. Mrs. George A. Camham, 4125 | b ee . 
North 25th St., Milwaukee 9, is secre- | | the Latin name of Mignonette 

tary. | Reseda, meaning “I calm,” and re, 

The object of the organization is, as fers to the flower’s supposed heal/ng| 

stated in the bulletin, “To inform on i | power for bruises? 

local rose problems; to promote | J i — 

friendliness; to amuse and entertain.” Deca re MOBS tes et another name for the Zinnia is| 

The September bulletin had this in- “Youth-and-Old-Age” because you of- 
teresting article entitled, “Love Your ten see partly faded flowers and new 

Roses,” by Pete Moss. It's well worth buds, side by side? 

reading. —— 
——__ Ss aan interesting fact about Christmas| 

Love Your Roses Holly is that the prickly Holly leaves| 

“The following is a brief excerpt FEEDING TULIPS HARMFUL extend only part way up a tree, where 
from Dean Hole’s ‘A Book About nature evidently feels that the prick- 

Roses,’ written nearly a hundred years Don’t fertilize tulips before, after or ly protection is necessary? The Holly 

ago — and do we not hear the same during flowering if growing in rea- leaves on higher, less vulnerable| 

today? sonably good soil. That’s the advice branches, are practically spineless. 

“Tg it not sad that we can not grow of scientists working at the research — 
Roses? We have spared no trouble, center of Vaughan’s Seed Store in the Four-O’clock is not the only flow-| 

no expense, and we do so dote on Western Springs, Ill. Tests on millions er which prefers to “rise” or bloom at 

them!’ The last time I heard a how! of bulbs out of doors and under glass a certain time of day? Some of the 

of this kind I felt myself insulted as Show that while fertilizer will pro- others which have their own alarm 

a lover of the Rose and of truth; and duce bigger flowers the year it is ap- clocks are: Dandelions, 4:00 a.m.; 

instead of yelping in concert, as I was plied, it hurts future bloom. Poppies, 5:00 a.m.; African Marigolds| 

expected to do, I snarled surlily, ‘You A bulb, is a storage device to help 7:00 a.m.; Pinks, 8:00 a.m.; Star off 

have taken no trouble which deserved plants survive with less food than Bethlehem, 11:00 a.m. Night bloomers 
the name; and, as to expense, permit needed if they continue growth all re Moon-flowers, Night-Blooming 

me to observe that your fifty Rose- summer long. Too much food stim- Cereus and others. The early risers 
Trees did not cost you a fifth of the ulates splitting. Instead of flowering 80 go to sleep early . . . usually by 
sum which you paid for your sealskin the bulbs divide, each half sending ™id-afternoon. 
jacket. You don’t deserve beautiful vp a single leaf. Unless moved to poor- —— 

roses, and you won't have any until er soil, each half again splits. Kept on there is great variety in flower forms? 

you love them more.’” a relatively lean diet, bulbs stay large Some of them are composite or disc- 

“Surely this old-timer knew what 2nd flower for years. shaped (Daisy): bell-shaped (Canter 
he was talking about, and when The custom of using bone meal on >¥FY Bells); lipped or sack-like (Snap- 
someone complained about the poor tulips works because the bone meal dragon); trumpet effect (Easter 
success had with some roses sup- does no harm. Modern bone meals Lily); spurred (Columbine), a flower 

posedly recommended by him, he used contain practically no nitrogen, and with slender appendages; overlapp ng 

the following firm language: the little’they do contain is not avail- or whorling petals (Rose). 

“I never in my life recommende able during bulb growing periods. oe Po a person of yous Deca tiideaber Phosphorus in bone meal is also un- the four species of Poppies which are 

to have anything to do with roses. ®Vailable except in minute amounts. he uitivated Shi a se ee o. ‘a 
You asked me to give you a list of An important precaution against ium Bopp! ey or Corn); and 

the best, I did so reluctantly, know- splitting is to plant tulips deep, with oy = 

ing that you had neither the taste nor the tops of the bulbs between 6” and the Anemone Pulsatilla is better 

the energy to do them justice.’ 8” below the surface of the ground. known as the Pasque Flower because 

“Moral: If the love of Roses is not Shallower planting encourages split- it blooms at the Paschal or EHas‘ef 

in your heart try growing Petunias!” ting, and hurts flowering. season?
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v—Beekeepin 
: DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

3: Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association Newton Bouse, Viroqua 
* ° Wm. i * Stoughton th 

OFFICERS: Robt. » Ladyeeni 
ary Schaefer, Osseo, President Mra, Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Me- er tae ten 
" Batttalow, Madison, ‘Cor. Seoy., Trearurer. ing Seeretary- E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

REVENT WINTER LOSSES NOW Licht Wl Hours: Blew ‘Masnsed ANNUAL CONVENTION 

In Shortage of Winter Stores WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
The fall honey flow did not mater- 
lle’ ii mat of Wiseotiaini Gue: to Marathon County Park, Wausau, October 30-31 

eather conditions. Here at Madison, Tuesday, October 30 

lonies were not able to maintain (The Board of Managers will meet Monday evening, October 29 at 8:00 p.m.) 
eir weight after the clover honey 10:00 a.m. Registration. Fee to cover convention expenses—50c. 

low was over. Brood rearing, how- 10:15 am. Call to order by Pres. Henry Schaefer, Osseo. Announcements. 
ver, was quite active during August, Discussion topic: This season's honey crop. How we produced it and how we 

d so many colonies are lighter than are selling it. Moderator, Mr. Schaefer. 

ey have been in several years. 11:15 am. Topic: Are we prepared for winter? Moderator, H. J. Rahmlow, 
eding will be necessary. Madison. 

We have noticed, an ‘unusual 12 M. Pot luck luncheon. Bring a dish such as potato salad, beans, sandwiches, 

lountiof:pollen’in:some!colontes./No cake, etc. Those who do not bring food may purchase ticket for 75c. 

publ, such crops as) ladino clover; al- 1:30 p.m. How to Freeze Fruit and Vegetables. Varieties and handling meth- 

fa,and: fall flowers produced tore ods. By Prof. O. B. Combs, Chm. Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. Joint meeting with 
lien than nectar. This pollen is 

ow in the brood chambers where it Auniliary. 
2:15 pm. Year 'Round Colony Management. The work of the Central States 

ill be available to the winter cluster. 
hen brood rearing begins in late Bee Culture Laboratory. By Dr. C. L. Farrar, U. w.. Madison. 

january, this pollen will enable bees 3:15 p.m. Profit from Wax. How to produce it and how we use it. . 

obtain a balanced food supply for 3:45 p.m. Business meeting and election of officers, Wisconsin Beekeepers 

rood rearing: That will also mean = Association. (If you have something on your chest, here is the place to unload it.) 

leavy consumption of honey. As a re- Better organization. Committee Reports. 

It, there will be danger of starva- 6:30 p.m. Annual banquet in dining hall at the park. 

ion in February and March. B. ANQUET PROGRAM 

Winter losses can be prevented now 
y feeding so that the upper brood ‘Welcome to Wausau, by Mayor Herbert Giese. Community singing, led 

ber is practically filled with by County Agent W. J. Rogan, Wausau. “Americanism,” address by T. A. 

ores, First check combs to see if Duckworth, Employer's Mutual, Wausau. Movies, by Henry Schaefer, Osseo. 

e weight of the brood chambers Music by Hanson’s Orchestra. 

tt seem quite heavy, is due to pollen 

honey. If there is considerable Wednesday, October 31 
len present, it means less room for 9:30 am. Topic: Is nosema our worst enemy?. What can be done about it? 

ney and greater danger of a food Is A.F.B. coming back? Moderator, John Long, Madison. 

ortage next winter. 11:00 a.m. Round table on honey promotion, pumping, bottling, labeling, pol- 

Colonies can still be culled—the _lination. Moderator, Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls. 

ik colonies or those having poor 12 M. Luncheon—Plans to be announced. 

eens can be gassed and the stores 2:30 p.m. Our State Fair Exhibit. Some pointers on selling honey. By Art 

“1 for feeding other colonies. Kehl of G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, and the State Ass’n's Advertising Committee: 

The most productive colonies— Wm. Judd, Stoughton, Chairman; Ed Ranum, Mount Horeb, and H. C. Braithwaite, 
i0.e with the most active queens, Baraboo. 

most likely to be short of winter 3:15 p.m. Unfinished business. Conclude business meeting. 
lo es, because an active queen occu- 

ie- a large portion of the brood nest, 

1: ag the honey into supers. So it NOTICE 

y be entirely that our best colon- Marathon County Park is on Highway 29, west of the business district of Wau- 
tre in greatest danger of starva- sau. Beekeepers’ meetings will be in the dining room in the park. Dormitories are 

mn, available for sleeping accommodations for about 100 persons. Price: 50c per person. 

Remember our slogan “Insulate Blankets and pillows are provided but you must bring your own linens for the beds. 
colonies with honey for good Write Mrs. Albert Sahr, Route 2, Wausau, for reservations. 

taring.” Banquet price: $1.75—plenty to eat guaranteed. .
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WATER CONTENT OF HONEY bee escapes and in storing honey at COLOR STANDARDS FOR HON iy 

Honey Will Absorb Moisture extracting time to prevent excess ab- U.S.D.A. Standards Used for 
Though the Cappings sorption of water. Tiitebstate ‘Gales 

There are several facts related to Many commercial beekeepers have Wisconsin has its own grades or 
water content which have consider- constructed small hot rooms in their honey and they are quite suitable ‘or 

able practical significance to anyone honey houses. If these rooms are beekeepers selling their honey wit tin 

who packs honey. equipped, with ‘a fan: itis possible to 4. state. However, in selling honey to 
(1) Honey is hygroscopic. That is ¢%P0se supers of comb in the hot buyers in other states, it will be 

a good ten dollar word to spring on T00™mS and often remove 2 or 3. per necessary to use the U.S.D.A. c:loi 
cent of water.—By Prof. E. C. Martin, sree rt 

an unsuspecting neighbor. It means standards, which have recently b ‘en 
that honey can exchange water with Michigan State College, in East Lan- revised 

the air. This is first demonstrated by sing, in The Beekeepers Magazine. . 

the bees when they evaporate water The official instrument for de‘er- 

from nectar as part of the process of mining color classification has b:en 

making honey. If you were to place BEEKEEPER WANTED the Pfund Wedge Comparator, which 

a plate of well ripened honey in a The University of Wisconsin has an iS commercially available. This  in- 

very damp atmosphere the honey opening for a State Civil Service man ‘Strument contains amber glass a 
would absorb moisture from the air tg» work with bees. For information, wedge shaped cell for holding a hcney 

and become very sloppy. It follows write to Dr. C. L. Farrar, King Hall, sample and a scale with pointer to in- 
therefore that water content of honey niversity of Wisconsin, Madison, dicate wedge position where a color 
is unstable and variable particularly wis, match is obtained. The Pfund Wedge 
when it is in the comb. Incidentally, Sacre -+ Comparator is excellent as a labora- 

water can pe = off Pao iO SSS tory instrument but is impractical for 
rough cappings. few years . 

ago I had the opportunity to study HONEY WANTED field use: 

this property of honey experimentally Basswood ............................... White Color Comparator Available 

and found among other things that a Buckwheat .........................-.-..- Dark A new honey color comparator, com-' 
honey of 17.4% water content did not Clover ee. White plete with permanent glass color stand, 

take any more water on or give any 

water off in a relative humidity of Other Flavors — What Have You? ards, clear blanks, and empty sample 
58%. This gives a rough guide to best Send Small Sample and Cash Price bottles is now commercially aval 

humidities for storage. ty PI in 60’ able. For information on where it 
at Your Place in 60’s : 

4 into may be obtained, etc., write the Fruit 
Much water can be absorbe: Box 192, Hustler, Wisconsin and Vegetable Branch, P.M.A., U. S| 

honey by leaving uncapped supers 

sitting in damp storage. Supplying M. H. Lyons Department of Agriculture, Washing, 

heat will generally lower the humid- ton 25, D. C. 

ity of the room. US.D.A. Color Standards 
Honey may also absorb water and “My music teacher says I have a Pfund Wedge Scale, 

be made a lower grade by leaving fine voice and should go far.” 
empty supers sitting above bee es- “Splendid! I'll help you pack.” Water White ccc 8 

capes during several rainy days. With —Midland Co-operator. Extra White 0.22.00. 17 

the bees out of the supers the air may _ WG! stscssetesixecrnsscscmerrorrenneccee Sih 

cit up See tie Heney Many a small boy is the kind of a Extra Light Amber ................ 50 

kid his mother wouldn’t want him to Light Amber es 85 
Cause of Fermentation play with.—Bonduel Times. AMDER oe ceecsecseeceenseneenetneeneeeeee dT 

(2) High water content causes fer- 

mentation. Water content of honey 

may be accurately measured by means Honey Exhibit — Annual Convention 
of a hydrometer or a refractometer All beekeepers attending the convention are urged to bring honey for the ex} 
along with Dr. Chathaway’s tables hibit. Each jar must be labeled. 

Many tests have been run to prove Class 1. Ten 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Fancy White honey. 

that high water honeys ferment read- Class 2. Ten 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Golden honey. 

ily. Sugar tolerant yeasts thrive better Class 3. Ten 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Dark honey. 
and better as honey moisture increas- Class 4. Three sections of Wisconsin Fancy White Comb Honey. 
es above 17.2%. Premiums on each class: Ist prize, $1.50; 2nd prize, $1.00; 3rd prize, $75 

(3) What can be done about it. The T'wo jars from each prize winning lot will be used at the banquet. 

old rule about honey being ripe when Score card 

the combs are three parts capped is Quality of honey—40; Sales appeal in jars—30; Sales appeal of label—30. 

not correct but it does serve as a ee 

guide to point out that uncapped General Committee, Marathon County Beekeepers’ Association: Chm., Ms 

honey is often unripe. Joseph Grys, Mosinee; Kurt Karan, Merrill; John Killian, Dancy; Mrs. Albert ‘abr 
Care can be exercised in the use of Wausau. Meals: Mrs. Albert Sahr, Mrs. John Killian, Mrs. Joseph Grys.
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Womens’ Auxiliary Meeting 
Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association HONEY Marathon County Park, Wausau 

October 30-31 CONTAINERS 
wi ha Program Tuesday, October 30 of 60 Ib. cans, Sand 10h ee ; 10:00 a.m, Call to order by the president, Mrs. Emerson Grebel, Beaver Dam. Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib., 2 Ib, and 1 Announcements. 

Ib. and 8 oz, glass jars. We can Topic by members: New uses for honey. How our family uses honey and foods make immediate shipment. they like, made of honey. 
To insure prompt service, 10:30 am. A Homemaker's experience with honey—some short-cuts in house- order your Association labels keeping. By Mrs. Virginia McNaughton Williams, Wausau. (Formerly with the now for your new honey crop. Anierican Honey Institute, Madison.) Ww 11:30 a.m. Annual business meeting, Womens’ Auxiliary. Election of officers. wits, for aatiet 

Ce Noon Luncheon Order through your State 12:00 noon. Pot luck cafeteria style luncheon. Bring a dish such as potato Beekeepers Association salad, baked beans, sandwiches, cake, etc. Bring enough for your family and a 
little more. Price for those who do not bring food, 75c. HONEY ACRES Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin Afternoon Program 

| 
1:30 p.m. Freezing Vegetables and Fruit. Varieties and Handling Methods. 

By Prof. O. B. Combs, Chm., Department of Horticulture, U. W. Joint meeting F : with beekeepers. HONEY WANTED 2:15 pam. How the exhibits were judged. Discussion of exhibits and recipes by i aU A Ads the official judge. 
! 3:15 p.m. Demonstration of cake decoration. By Mrs. Rose Nesbitt, Dancy, r EPPLER PT TNR Wisconsin. 

‘ eee en ot le 4:00 p.m. A tea for auxiliary members and guests. All prize winning exhibits 
will be served. Tea will be furnished by Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Ass'n. 

Committee for Tea: Mrs. Henry Schaefer, Osseo; Mrs. Henry Piechowski, 
Red Granite; Mrs. W. E. Chadwick, Winters. AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 

Banquet Program Boyd, Wisconsin 
6:30 p.m. See beekeepers’ program for details. Manufacturers of Banquet Decoration Committee: Mrs, Robert Knutson, Ladysmith; Mrs. Geo. The LOTZ SECTION, no Hotchkiss, Eau Claire; Mrs. Clarence Pfluger, DePere. Seer ee bad readies 

ast ing ci oney. Wednesday, October 31 oe eee yes 7 A tour of Rib Mountain and/or Paper Mills will be arranged if enough mem- Queen- Econ- bers are interested. 
line omy Auxiliary Officers: Pres., Mrs. Emerson Grabel, Beaver Dam; Vice Pres., Mrs. 5 Ibs j jars, fs reshipping $ $ 59 4 . WN OE csscsssssctacssc Wallace Freund, West Bend; Sec.-Treas., Mrs. John Pagel, Medford. 2 Ib. jars, per reshipping 

Notice i carton of 12 sera 76 = 68 
Marathon County Park is on Highway 29, just west of the business district Cooma Gee reahipplag 115 1.09 jon the west side of Wausau. Womens’ meeting will be in the lounge to the rear ¥% |b. jars, per reshipping . of the dining room and meeting place for beekeepers’ sessions. Dormitories on the carton of 24 ............... 104 * 92 grounds are available for sleeping accommodations for about 100 persons, Price TIN CONTAINERS 50c per person. Blankets and pillows are provided, but you must bring your own Friction Top Pails with Bails linens for the beds. Write Mrs. Albert Sahr, Route 2, Wausau, for reservations. 5 Ib-—12c each Per carton of 50 ...................$ 5.30 Banquet price: $1.75—plenty to eat guaranteed. 5 Ib—12c each 

— Per carton of 100 ................ 10.40 
PREMIUM LIST per cao OE 50 un 750 Womens’ Auxiliary Exhibit Deis Cee cca 199 Class 1. Honey fruit and nut bread, 1 loaf. Prizes: Ist prize, $2.00; 2nd prize, 60 Ib, Square Cans, in bulk, - 1.5); 3rd prize, $1.00. Every other entry, $.50. ear sistteteteassosssesessceeneneeeeesecen Class 2. Honey cake, any kind, not less than 50% honey. Ist prize, $2.00; 2nd oD. Sauare Cans, per carton 14.40 t'z , $1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00. Every other entry $.75. Screw on Honey Gate for Class 3. One dozen honey cookies not less than 50% honey. Prizes: Ist prize, 60 Ib. can 344" waiwcanen: 200 M159; 2nd prize, $1.00; 3rd prize $.75. Every other entry §.50. Cookies and nut 10% discount on orders of re: ds will be served at the tea at 4 p.m. $100.00; 5% discount on orders Exhibit Committee: Mrs. Harold Knight, Dalton; Mrs. Joe Mills, Ripon; Mrs. of $50.00 taik Kies, Winter.
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One Way of Pruning 
° ° The Aging, High-Topped Apple Tree 

By C. L. Kuehner 

From Circular 390, Wis. College of Agriculture 

Pruning the apple tree (See Fig. 1) 

a real problem on farms where the 
prchard has not received good care 

pver a period of years. 

Pruning such trees is largely a re- 

ovation or renewal job. It is a neces- 

ary requirement for renewed better 

production. It must not be too severe. [i 
Severe pruning is wasteful of good 

fruiting wood and may bring about Ps 

he sunscalding of large limbs. This * 

may eventually bring decay to these % 

mbs. Excessive pruning may also i 

produce undesirably heavy suckering. spit! 

Moderate pruning can accomplish the set) sae x se 

necessary renewal regardless of & Sis a bah sera § 
hether one deals with the neglected f A cr 1 | 

pple, pear, cherry or plum tree. (See . 

Fig. 2.) Such moderate pruning con- 

sists of opening the top and removing 

weak wood from the lower inside Fi 
main branches. Naturally, the dead, ig. 1, A neglected apple tree in need of pruning and fertilization. , 
badly diseased and broken branches Terminal growths are short, indicating need for nitrogen. The top needs mod- 
and branch stubs must be removed, °*##e thinning. The inside lower main limbs are overloaded with weak down- 

e tops of the trees usually need to ward hanging branches. Many of these should be removed. An application 
ibe lowered if excessively high. In this of nitrogen fertilizer will stimulate the tree to more vigorous growth. 

ase, some of the higher, upright . . — 7 PRCT eer ee . _ 
growing branches are removed at die WA p> satay ei Zs unde aa 

points where they are joined by low- ts So 2. al ine 

branches of nearly like diameter ; Wd oe rie By 
ps shown in picture 2. a ay bi Nee abel 

To avoid sunscald and undue suck- | SNe iene 
pring, it is best to spread this kind of E Lh | ie SS gee 

pruning over a period if two or three 1 / Ses eae eck) 

years rather than doing all of it with- ica 
n the same year. This kind of prun- Be ee 
ng brings light to the interior and ea Oe Poe 

lower branches. It facilitates picking hell Ld Boon 2 | 

nd spraying, and helps to develop ‘ 7s % ‘i 

desirable suckering in the lower areas b F , % 

nf the tree. : E 3K] 

Suckers are needed to replace worn 7 

ut fruiting branches. They require ‘ 
light to branch well and to start early i 

nd satisfactory fruit bearing. For 
this reason, it is usually necessary to 

hin the suckers or to space them 

where they develop too densely on Fig. 2. A formerly neglected tree after it was pruned and received an 
he lower main branches and the pplication of nitrogen fertilizer. The top was opened by several pruning 

trunk of the tree. Thinning must be Cuts which removed upright branches at junctions with horizontal branches - 
moderate. The suckers may need to 98 at A. Many of the downward hanging shaded branches were removed. 
be spaced again in two or three years, The combination of treatments, pruning and fertilization, together with good 
leaving only the strongest, best mulching, have rejuvenated the tree to vigorous annual bearing. 
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branched ones about three to four J 
feet apart. Meanwhile as these suck- \ 

ers develop during the next few years, Fagin i] | 

they will require still more space. fi Yerg! 

This space is obtained by pruning ees s 
away the older weak branches around A bm. N x 4 

them. eh gs A 

As a rule, old trees which have not | >see : 
been pruned for years are filled with ‘ . 
thin diameter secondary branches. = 
They are found, for the most part, 3 TA, ‘ 

underneath and between the larger S ey A ” Ce x 

main limbs in the lower half of the ; A: NAN 
tree. They may, or may not, be crowd- i 5 ‘ AK Veg @: e2 
ed with many weak spurs. These Pts) ; Jd, ee 
branches must be removed. It will rid vs 4 y ) Ry @ 
the tree of much of its non-bearing [| |) Rie Pig YQ 
wood and eliminate a considerable oe i eg eR sot 

percentage of the smallest, poorest [i ae). | ; yrs p 
colored fruit. The removal of these or, 2 ea 
branches also improves light condi- i : } Rte % ole Ragh 

tions in the lower parts of the tree [a LC RN iF PP a ES ry? 
and makes thorough spray applica- a ° ~~ . 
tions possible. See picture 3. Fig. 38. This shows a portion of another old Wealthy tree after cu 

From Circular 390, Management of Pruning was gompleted. Cullwood branches were removed at points indicate 
Bearing Farm Orchards, Univ. of Wis. by arrows. The branches which remain are productive terminals of goo 

Madison. Cuts, courtesy Wis. College length and diameter as at A. 

of Agric. 

SOME NEW’ AFELE 'VABIETINS HENNE HR HRPM, 
AREN’T BETTER THAN OLD 

After several years of testing at 

the Experiment Station orchards in 

Madison, several of the newer vari- 

eties of apples haven’t shown enough 

superior qualities to take the place 

of some of the older varieties that 

have become well established in the 

state. 

They are Carpenter Seedling, Early f:} 

McIntosh, Goodhue, Iowa Brilliant, 

Mac Early, Mendel, Ogden, Orenco, 

Patricia, Petrel, Rainier, Red Sauce, 

Skillet Creek, Thurso, Van Buren 

Duchess, and Young American Crab. 

Although these varieties have some 

good qualities, horticulturists aren’t 

recommending them for’ general : 

planting in the state. Ly 

From What’s New In Farm Science, 

1951. 

Fashion Notes: There will be little 

change in men’s pockets this year— Fig. 4. Two-year growths from a Wealthy tree. Upper view branch 
Gillett Times. vigorous with many large leaves and numerous strong fruiting spurs 0 

two-year old growth between A and B. Lower view branch is weak wit! 
~~ few small leaves and very weak spurs on two-year growth as at C-D. In © 

A really good turn is one that gets pruning, see arrows in Fig. 8, this weak wood is cut away. Vigorous grow! 

the covers back on your side of the as in upper view here, and at A in Fig. 8 is productive and should not b 

bed—The Viola News. removed,
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Wisconsin Apple Institute News 
Excellent Apple Promotion, Wisconsin Apples 

For the School Lunch Program 

More housewives are asking for lar radio programs all over the state. the Wisconsin School Lunch Program 

Wisconsin apples as a result of radio They appreciated this help and it to make allotments of apple offerings 

and newspaper publicity put out by certainly helped the apple industry. for the program. A total of 44 car- 

the Wisconsin Apple Institute this The Wisconsin Department of Agri- loads were offered and 28 were ac- 
year, Miss JoAnn Shurpit’s 1 hour culture made a number of tape re- cepted by the purchase program. 
demonstration on how to use aP-  cordings on apples which were broad- 
ples with three different recipes over cast over 22 different stations in the The Wisconsin Committee decided 
WTMSJ-TV on September 28 was the state according to Mr. F k Wing, to make the allotments in truckloads 

highlight of the year’s activities: Her radio supervisor. of 500 bushels each, a total of 14,000 
emphasis that Cortland apples do not bushels. It is hoped that another al- 

turn brown when used in salads was Apples For School Lunch Program  jotment will be made within the next 

one of the items listeners remem- On Thursday, October 4, the Apple month or two by USDA. 
bered, and they're asking for Cort- Advisory Committee, Soneisting of The committee also sent a message 
lands for this purpose. The Milwau- Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg; Don Rey- io th 

lds, Sturgeon Bay; G. J. Hipke, e national office expressing re- 
kee Journal had almost a full page of Olds, Be ss ipke, et that the important Wisconsin 

pictures and recipes in late Septem- New Holstein; H. J. Schubert, Gays = jetiea: “Wealtti FO a 8 
ber from articles sent by Miss Nancy Mills and H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, arielios,, Wealthy ‘and Snow, ‘were 
Boebel, newspaper publicity director. together with growers S. S. Telfer, not included on the program and sug- 

The radio releases this year are a Hilison Bay and Alrick Erickson, Sesting that consideration be given 
new feature of the program. Tape Sturgeon Bay, met with Mr. Walter to N. W. Greening. The price paid 

recordings were made, duplicated and Katterhenry and Wallace Lillesand for these apples is $1.80 per bushel, 
were sent to many county home of Wisconsin PMA and Robert Mc- for McIntosh and Cortlands, U. 8. No. 
agents who used them on their regu- Dermott and Gordon Gunderson of 1, 2% inch and up. 

FERTILIZERS 

It is Now Time to Order Your Requirement of Orchard and Field Fertilizers For 
Fall and Spring Delivery. Nitrate Fertilizers for Orchards are Hard to Get. 
Place Your Order Now. We Have Carload Rolling in November. 

Mice and Rabbit Repellent Packing House Equipment 
Gallons Bushels 

Peter Rabbit Quarts Baskets % Bushels 
Pints Pecks and 14 Pecks 

. 25 Ib. Bags Basket Liners 
Poisoned Oats 10 Ib. Bags Top Pads - Cushions 

‘: Decorative Fringe - i Wire Mesh 2 fe High E ge Shredded Tissue 
Paper Bags, All Sizes 

Tree Guards Fruit Cleaners and Graders 

VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 
Potato Harvester - Onion and Potato Graders and Cleaners - Roll Sorting Table 

| Root Vegetable Washers - Bunch Vegetable Washers and Sprayers 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
4 227-29 Cutler St. ; (Formerly S. E. Wis. Fruit Growers’ Co-op) Telephones: 

/ Waukesha, Wis. . Across from C. & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107
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83rd ANNUAL CONVENTION eee 
MEMBERSHIP 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Mr. Armin Frenz, Cedarburg, treis- 
. ° ; urer of the Wisconsin Apple Insti. 

Wisconsin Apple Institute tute, sends the following list of peid- 

i Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, November 27-28 up members in the Institute for 1951 

PROGRAM TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27 as of Oct, 20. 
Oswald Baehman and Co., Thiens- 

8:30 to 10:00 a.m. Set up fruit exhibit. See October issue for premium schedule. yilie; O. Bolliger, Bayfield; John C. 

10:00 a.m. Call to order by Pres. G. J. Hipke. Announcements. Bremer, Adell; Arthur Brunn, West 
Better Quality Fruit By Chemical Thinning. Report of 1951 Experiments. By jis; Carl Erickson, Herbster; Frenz 

Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer, Department of Horticulture, U. W., Discussion (10 Orchards, Cedarburg; L. R. Fischer, 
minutes each). How Chemical Thinning Looks to Us. By Dawson Hauser, Bay- Hastings, Minn.; John W. Fromm, 

field; and William Connell, Menomonie. Cedarburg; Martin Fromm, Cedar- 

11:10 a.m, Improving Quality by Pruning. By Dr. R. H. Roberts, Department purg, Mrs. Agatha. Guth, Bancroft; 
of Horticulture, U. W. Frederick M. Gygax, Waukesha; Ar- 

———$———— thur Halbig, Sheboygan Falls; Hall 

12 M. Luncheon meeting, Board of Directors, Wisconsin Horticultural Society. Enterprises, Casco; Herbert Hassling- 
Also luncheon meeting Board of Directors, Wis. Apple Institute. er, Nashotah; Dawson Hauser, Bay- 

field; L. B. Irish Orchards, Baraboo; 

Jefferson County Fruit Growers, Fort 
1G0 p.m. New Methods of Spraying Fruit Trees, Concentrated Sprays. By Atkinson; Kickapoo Orchard Co, 

Dr. H. C. Young, Ohio Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio. Discussion and Gays Mills; Arthur Kittinger, Cale 
questions, donia; Frank Krause and Sons, Foun- 

2:30 p.m. Observations on apple insect control with emphasis on plum cur- tain City; The Larsen Co., Green 
culio. By Dr. C, L. Fluke, Department of Entomology, U. W. Bay; Henry Mahr, Caledonia. 

Fruit Bud Moth Control. By Don Dever, Department of Entomology, U. W. Alfred J. Meyer and Sons, Milwau- 
3:00 p.m. Forum on orchard problems. Moderator, Prof. C. L. Kuehner, De- kee; Milwaukee County Fruit Grow- 

partment of Horticulture, U. W. ers, Milwaukee; Jos. L. Morawetz, 

—— West Bend; Earl R. McGilvra, Bara- 

ANNUAL BANQUET boo; Sache Bros. Orchard, Cedar- 

burg; Ozaukee County Fruit Growers, ware p.m, Ballroom, Retlaw Hotel. Presentation of honorary recognition cer- Cedarburg; Orlando J. Nieman, Ce- 

Some Appropriate Remarks. By James Kavanaugh, County Agent, Green Bay. darime; Ms By -Penssbecksr,, War: 
“Wrong Varieties", by H. J. Gramlich, Agricultural Agent, N. W. Railroad, peeaj Aloys W. Pfeiffer, Racine}: W. 

Chicago. C. Powers, Ellison Bay; Racine Coun- 

Additional Program to be Announced. ty Fruit Growers, Rochester; Rey- 

Auction: Prize winning bushels of apples. Maximum bid, $10.00. nolds Brothers, Inc. Sturgeon Bay; 
Rosa Orchards, Bigelow Lourie, Gays| 

OT Mills; Sacia Orchards, Galesville; 
Wednesday, November 28 Sheboygan County Fruit Growers, 

Joint Meeting with Wisconsin Apple Institute Sheboygan Falls; A. K. Bassett, Bar-| 
9:30 a.m. New Fruit Fungicides and Their Adaptability for Better Timing of aboo; Harold Steffen, Cedarburg; C. 

Sprays. By Dr. H. C. Young, Ohio. J. Telfer, Green Bay; Albert Ten 
10:15 am. Our 1952 Apple Spray Program for Disease Control. By Dr. J. Eyck, Brodhead; Albert Theys, Lux- 

D. Moore, Department of Plant Pathology, U. W. Discussion and questions. emburg; Thompson and Marken, Ke- 
10:45 am. Our Apple Promotion Work. Apples for School Lunch Program. noshas will 40. W: cl 1 d 

The National Outlook. By H. J. Schubert, pres., Wisconsin Apple Institute, Gays , SER OSs NUMBERS SACNSISE: 
Mills. Waldo Orchards, Waldo; Washing- 

11:30 a.m. Annual business meeting, Wisconsin Horticultural Society. ton County Fruit Growers, West 

— . Bend; Oscar Wiechert, Cedarburg; 

12 M. Noon luncheon and business meeting, Wisconsin Apple Institute. Pres. Martin =H. Wiepking, Cedarburg 

H. J. Schubert presiding. All growers invited to attend. Hugo E. Wunsch and Sons, Sheboy- 
gan; James Shebel, Hales Corners. 

1:30 p.m. Wisconsin Apple institute program. H. J. Schubert presiding. —_—_—_— 
A More Effective Marketing Program for Wisconsin Apples. 
Can Promotion Help Sell Wisconsin Apples? By Frank Wing, radio publicity a What did you see in the country, 

supervisor, Wis. Department of Agriculture, Madison. oa 
Forum on Apple Selling, By A. K. Bassett, Sr., Baraboo; Dawson Hauser, Bay- We saw a lot of little piggy banks 

field; Arno Meyer, Waldo; Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay; Arnold Nieman, Cedar- robbing a big piggy bank.—Ripon 
burg. Questions and answers. Weekly Press.
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e .8 ° ° 
A Visit to One of Central Wisconsin’s 

° ° ° 
Oldest Ventures in Fruit Growing 

Crystal River Frui ry. uit Farm 
One mile south of Waupaca on U.S. ER aer., R ry ae 

10 is an orchard with a long and in- NE fg ORE eS me i) 3 

teresting history. It is now operated 3 Poh, os it ae 8 Beas pie a 
by Mr. M. B. Pennebecker, who has ed MA bt aed a 

named it, “Pennebecker’s Crystal Riv- wee eo? pee a or 
er Fruit Farm.” It was at one time a ae a 
known as the “Barnes’ Orchard.” od 2 

Mr. Pennebecker writes, “I have 43 b 

photographs which were published in 

1898, showing a _ well-developed or- , 

chard, so it must have been planted 

about 1880, by Mr. Barnes. He must 

have carried on an extensive nursery 

business and was credited for most 
of the orchards in this part of the — 

country. . 
Varieties Grown 

“Very often someone stops at the 

roadside stand and mentions having 

worked in the orchard or picking ber- * 
ries here when they were kids. There 
were enormous numbers of varie- From the Barnes’ Orchard, first planted about 1880, the Pennebeckers have 

ties, and as was usual in the early developed a successful retail and wholesale fruit business at Waupaca. Shown 

days, most of them were early, soft, in front of their roadside stand are Mr. and Mrs, Mearl Pennebecker. 

cooking apples. Wealthy was the 

best variety of the earlier planted age, packing and grading house. They to a new location if you own a farm. 

trees. There were only a few McIn- use a brusher and two sizing sections So if you don’t sell good produce, 

tosh, Snows and Greenings but acres for grading and lower the apples in- your customers know where not to 

of McMahon, Patten’s Greening and to the basement with a type of dumb _ stop next time. We have a few signs 

Maiden’s Blush. We still have a few waiter, which is satisfactory in cool near our stand, but should have a few 

McMahon but have taken out most weather. Mr. Pennebecker writes: more at some distance back along the 

of the other kinds and have been “We can’t keep the temperature down highway. We are on the outside of a 

planting a wide variety too as we low enough in a prolonged warm spell. curve and it gives the driver a good 

have to have them in a place like this We're going to have to get some type view of the place at some distance 
with a roadside stand. Today Mc- of cold storage soon to carry over back. Until this year we always had 

Intosh, Cortland, Snow, Haralson, Mil- the early varieties such as Whitney, our paper bags printed with our name 
ton, Melba, Early McIntosh, Macoun Melba, Early McIntosh and Milton. and address.” 

and Prairie Spy sell well. We also Roadside Selling CROSS-POLLINATION 
planted a few Beacons this year, “We have sold fruit at the road- IMPORTANT FOR McINTOSH 
which sell because of their over-all side since we moved here in 1919 and Yields from McIntosh apple trees 
red color. we're probably one of the first to do re satisfactory if other varieties 

“The early varieties sell well as so. We started with a table, then a 8TOw beside them, according to 

people are hungry for fresh fruit tent, and then a small wooden build- Counts made by B. Esther Struck- 
early in the season and we are about jing. Still later, a larger building, and Meyer and R. H. Roberts. 

2 weeks earlier than some of the now, we have practically all of it un- This bears out the findings of 

other sections. We have about 15 der one roof which is very handy. counts in other years which have 

veres of bearing trees and 10 acres Many of our customers say that they shown the effects of cross-pollination 
of new planting.” have been stopping here for apples as Of apples. 

Buildings long as 25 years. I think we get a On the McIntosh trees, more than 
Mr. Pennebecker has remodeled the better price on some things than we 50% of the blossoming spurs bore 

old Barnes residence by taking out could have gotten in the stores, be- fruit when Delicious, Wealthy, North- 
the entire front wall and basement cause we have a large variety, having western Greening and Dudley were 
and building on an addition of 26 by almost all vegetables, melons, sweet grown in the next row. As the 
50 block building, extending down to__corn; honey, practically all of it grown distance between these varieties and 
the roadside stand, which is used in by us. McIntosh became greater, less spurg 
connection with the old house as stor- “One thing is sure—you can’t move bore fruit. re
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Can You Identify [Injury By Apple Pests 
° ° ° 

Economical Control is Only Possible If Correct 
Methods are Used for Each Pest 
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Figure 1. INJURY BY THE PLUM CURCULIO. Figure 4. EARLY AND LATE SCAB. Early scab 

According to Dr. C. L. Fluke, it is often mistaken fo: may ruin the apple completely. Late scab causes the 

the apple curculio which is not serious in this state. spotting which reduces the market value. 
Methods of control are different so be sure you know: Figure 5. CODLING MOTH. Easily disti ished 

= = roe sacha aT =D from apple maggot because of the size of the cavity. 
gure 2. ANDED LEAF 

ROLLER. Note that the insect worked late in the Figure 6. APPLE MAGGOT (sometimes called the 
season and ruined apples on which it fed. railroad worm). Note the little egglaying spots in the 

Figure 8. LEFT, the work of the rosy apple aphid. skin of the apple on the right nd the dark lines indi- 
It is not the same as the earlier grain aphid which cating tunneling under the skin. In the cut apple on 
leaves the trees after 2 or 8 broods and goes to the the left, the tunneling of the insect is easily seen. Tun- 

uu ins in the field, nels turn brown from bacterial decay a short time 

RIGHT, HAIL INJURY. This may be confused with after they are made by the little tiny white larvae.— 

insect injury, so look carefully. Photos by Wis. Hort. Soc.
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In The News 
MILDER FUNGICIDES GIVE trees that had received only liquid IMMATURE SQUASH 
MORE AND BETTER APPLES lime sulfur as the fungicide. Lime GOOD SUBSTITUTE 

Use of some of the milder fungi- sulfur applications before bloom et FOR SUMMER SQUASH 
lowed by ferbam after bloom, no} 

iden ‘for, apple: send inecms to: De Fe result in serious leaf injury. Experiments by James G. Moore 
sulting in more trees bearing every may give housewives a new type of 

From What’s New In Farm Science, 
year and higher yields in apple or- io51 ’ squash for summer use that’s better 
chards on the Door peninsula, accord- . : than the kinds that are sold now. 

Bn caus, Moore,.(G. ‘W. ‘Keltt ‘and HOW TO FREEZE CRANBERRY Moore found that if they were pick- 
* SAUCE ed before they were ripe, certain va- 

In addition, use of these milder Quick-Freeze 10 Minute Cranberry ‘Tieties of true squash (Curcurbita 
fungicides results in apples with bet- Sauce (Whole Berry Sauce) maxima) have better eating qualities 
ter finish than those sprayed with Rinse berries in cold water, Com- than the common variety of summer 
stronger materials, such as liquid 44.. 2 cups sugar and 2 cups water ‘Sauash (Curcurbita pepo). He says 
lime sulfur. in saucepan. Boil rapidly for 5 min- these squash can be picked any time 

Yields were high and scab infection tes, Add 4 cups cranberries and ®fter they get about three inches 
was slight in the Horseshoe Bay cook, without stirring, until all the across until the rind starts to get 

farm experimental orchards in 1950. king pop open, about 5 - 6 minutes. hard. The same test for maturity is 

Fruit and leaf injury data for dif- pro, softer, more broken berry, cook used as for summer squash—if the 

ferent spray programs were collect- 19 minutes. Cool. Pour into freezing an gan punctured easily by the 
td in a two acre plot of McIntosh containers, Press down lightly with oe me on squash is in good con- 

apples. spoon to make sure fruit is covered On 20 88 
Spray programs included complete with syrup and expel air bubbles. If Sweet Meat, Buttercup, Green Gold, 

iehedules of liquid lime sulphur, wet- giass jars, cans or unlined cartons and Rainbow were planted the first 

table sulfurs and certain organic re used, place a crumbled piece of yee ue of its poor eating oat 
fungicides. There were mixed sched- waxed paper under cover. This will Bae Ral the 4050 es eh ; 

les of liquid lime sulfur before bloom peip Keep fruits from floating above the Dey m the ests, MEMDErs O 
land wettable sulfur after bloom. The e Department of Home Economics 

level syrup. Seal, label, and freeze tested these squash and considered 
organic fungicides were a dithio- gecording to manufacturers direc- Buttercup and Green Gold about 

farbamate (ferbam), a glyoxalidine tions for type of container used. qual tn quality Sweet Meat was less 
(3418C), a quarternary ammonium Makes 2 pints. Enter information in Seusshle, ask Red Banana was the 
bromide (Stanofide), and two mer- freezer record or file—From Fresh poorest of the varieties tested. 
curic acetates (Tag and Puratized Ap- Cranberry Institute. . 
ple Spray). To meet requirements of commer- 

Fruit injury was limited almost en- pmR CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF ol eyeing = a ie 

lirely to russet in 1950. The usual rus- FRUITS DECLINES IN THE accepted ie eae and compete 
set on the cheeks of the apple believ- UNITED STATES in price with ordinary summer squash. 

td to be caused primarily by liquid The consumption per person of . 

lime sulfur combined with lead ar- fruit in fresh form in 1950 was 18% _ 7° date, Green Gold has vent 
late was present, but in addition below the 1935-89 average (alll fruits). Pr’ 1 plant than any pas . iy 
to this type of russet, another type Consumption of fresh apples was 15% ut al ll: have ‘produced satistactorily, 
tttacked the blossom end of the fruit. below average. However, the con- Price has proved to be no problem, 

This russet was found in all plots that sumption of canned and frozen fruits es the only competition comes cad 

ceived ferbam. It was most severe and also canned fruit juices was con- summer squash. In “1950, rie oot 

im plots that received only ferbam as siderably above the 1935-39 average. vlone wean the eaen camer 

he fungicide, but it appeared also In 1935-89, the per capita consump- squash and Acorn or Table Queen 

m plots that had been sprayed with tion of commercial apples was 30.4 quash. Sales were good, although the 
ferbam following earlier applications pounds per person, while in 1950 it product was not “pushed.” The man- 

'f the mercuric acetates or liquid was 25.9 pounds. ager reported many favorable com- 

ime sulfur. Consumption of canned fruit was Seta aaa frequent repeat orders. 

This was the first time in the nine 14.9 pounds in the earlier period and Ruth 8S. Dickie, chief dietitian at 

ears of testing that ferbam was 19.4 pounds per person last year. Of the Wisconsin General hospital, has 
amed for fruit injury. canned fruit juices, it was 3.9 pounds used this squash for three years. 

The least leaf injury due to spray as compared to 13.6 last year. Moore believes that good methods 

curred on trees sprayed with an From these figures it can readily of promotion and selling could ac- 

ganic mercury-ferbam schedule, be seen that we are not producing quaint many people with the desirable 

th ferbam only, or with part sulfur too many apples, but that folks are qualities of this squash and bring 

rays. not eating as many as they used ta about its wide use—From What’s 

The most leaf injury was found on do, New in Farm Science, 1951 *
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Berries and Vegetables 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

TWO SERIOUS DISEASES straw while still loose. This thickness 

OF RASPBERRIES leaves an occasional leaf showing 

through. 

By H. E. Halliday “Many growers have different op- 

Question: What diseases of rasp- inions about covering. We've scen 

berries are apt to be more prevalent NS beds of good berries that were not 

in a wet year such as 1951? . “ covered, and many growers cover 

Answer: Anthracnose and = spur- tae —" heavier than we do. Marsh hay is 

blight. a =a probably cleaner than straw if only 

= = J a small amount is needed.” 
Question: What do these diseases ag 27 

look like; what damage do they do <a ee 

and how may they be controlled? ae WEEDS AND STRAWBERRIES 

Answer: Anthracnose, a fungus A display of vegetables in a modern CONTRO BY wal 
disease, is seen on the canes as small grocery store. Vegetables are kept WEED KILLERS USED IN FALL 

grey-centered spots. These may be (0) 14 displayed to advantage. How Results of fall use of chemical weed 

separate or so numerous as to CO Ao) tne housewife resist such a tempt- Killers on Strawberry plants have 
alesce, giving large areas of the bark ing display. been very encouraging, according to 
a grey color. The disease kills each D. D. Hemphill, writing in Horticul- 

area of the plant which it atta please refer to the March, 1951, issue ‘tural News of the Missouri Horticul- 
This is particularly important wl ae. of the Wisconsin Horticulture maga- ural Society in October. He writes 

the infection is heavy enough to af- zine. Further recommendations will that 2, 4D and Craig Herbicide 1, 
fect the new growing tips and fruit | oven next March applied in late October, kills chick- 
pedicles. The fruit is also attached . weeds, wild beet and other over-win- 
and spotted at times. The fungus TTT TTT tering weeds, and appears to supppress 
over-winters on the old canes. In the HOW WE COVER OUR grass seed germination the following 
spring, spores are liberated which STRAWBERRIES spring. 2, 4-D must not be applied 

attack the new growth. The grey during the period when fruit buds 
centered spots soon appear and from Mr. John F, Swartz of Swartz Nur- 41. forming for next year’s crop, 

them more spores are liberated, series, Kenosha, writes as follows in ynich in Missouri is from late August 
rapidly increasing the spread of the regard to their method of covering to late October (approximately the 

disease. strawberries in fall. same in Wisconsin) as yields may be| 

Spurblight is primarily a disease of “We put on the straw after a few reduced and deformed berries pro-' 

red raspberries. It becomes evident in light frosts, but before the tempera- duced. Little or no damage results 

July or August as brown or violet- ture drops to 20 degrees F. In a year from 2, 4-D applied after October 20. 

brown discolored areas, mostly on the when snow comes early and stays on 2, 4-D is used at the rate of 1% 

lower halves of the new canes. These all winter, the cover is important pounds of amine salt (8 pints of 40 
areas are usually at the nodes, and the only for spring thaws and of course rcent material per acre) and gives 
bud is killed or seriously weakened. to have the ground covered when good control of over-wintered weeds 

The following spring these areas are picking to keep the fruit from be- and no reduction in yields. Approxi- 

grey and the outer bark is cracked coming dirty. _ _ mately six pounds of Crag Herbicide 

and loosened. This can be very im- “wwe yse roll-baled straw. This is 1 are necessary to obtain satisfactory 
portant if severe winter injury is ex- oocier to shake loose than square weed control. 
perienced and we are depending 0n  hojeg and gives an evener cover than 
the buds on the lower half of the hauling bulk straw into the field. We 
canes to produce the fruit. spread a row of bales along the edge A small boy, with a penny clutched 

Control: Good aeration of the patch of a field, one bale to each 2 rows, tightly in his hand, entered a toy shop. 
is important in control of both these These are unrolled to cover about After a few minutes the proprietor, 

diseases. This means planting where 30 feet. Then another row of bales is driven to distraction after showing 

there is good air movement through scattered at the end of the space him most of the stock said: 

the patch. Planting the rows far Covered. In this way, the whole field  Shopkeeper—“Look here, my oY, 
enough apart, and sufficient thinning 8¢ts an even cover without hauling what do you want to buy for a penny, 
of the plants in the rows. For a spray ®W8Y surplus. the world with a fence around it?” 

schedule to control these diseases, “We apply about four inches of Boy—“Let’s see it.”
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APHIDS MAY SPREAD DISEASE probably be available for use in the SQUASH AND PUMPKIN 
FROM GLADS TO VEGETABLES worst scab areas in 1952. This sent By Paul Work, New York College of 

3 eral Growing gladiolus near some vege- sect puncenson Sm tecamibomes to Agriculture 
table crops may be dangerous. fix the quality and resistance of the NO VEGETABLE excells the 

squash in its variety of form and J. C. Walker and George Bridgmon new variety. color. Among commonly grown forms, recovered three types of virus from From What’s New In Farm Science, they range in size from the little gladiolus stocks that showed mottle 1951, Butternut, Table Queen and Butter- 
and flower break—the virus symp- TS cup to the great Blue Hubbards which toms in gladiolus. They found the MARSH HAY BEST MULCH may weigh 60 pounds—or more. 
— wen cen ewe topacco FOR EVERBEARING BERRIES That is leaving out the mammoth es sate view in Ge naan Marsh hay seems to be the best Chili which may be even larger. 

material for mulching everbearing What is a squash and ,what is a The tobacco and bean mosaic vi- strawberries, according to the results pumpkin? These two terms are loose- ruses injure bean crops, but the cu- of trials at the Experiment Station ly used and probably always will be. cumber virus does not. The cucum- in 1950. One of our great seed houses tried Sika ee ee FatrsawiCe, Mea TAA GS litem watheead years ago to correct our aphids. The tobacco ring spot virus ent mulching materials—sphagnum usage by cataloging summer squash can be transmitted by rubbing healthy moss, marsh hay, fine shavings and as summer pumpkin, which it re ally 
pinta “wih en infected: ‘plant, but burlap—on six varieties of everbear- is, but the name wouldn't stick. ihereita wh mown ~ ‘ ape ing strawberries. In the United States, three species, 
ee sw ences Mulching strawberries the year they 4! of the genus Cucurbita, are com- 

are planted isn’t common practice, ™on. Two of them, C. maxima and C. TT but with the everbearing varieties PeP0, aye easily sepanated. While CUCUMBER SCAB which produce in the fall of the eS —_ use ot several char- 
acters, ie simplest Or ie layman 

Scab, or spot rot, is the most im- tea te pee ae i en ean is the difference in the peduncle or portant disease of cucumbers in Wis- Unmulched ‘strawberries are some: fruit-stem: In C. maxima it is round, 

penalty, #0 for ‘tires Yeats, J: C: times so dirty and sandy that they fleshy and somewhat spongy, some- Walker and A. B. Wiles have tried are not usable. times an inch and a half or two inch- ee a resistant pickling cucum- Each of the mulching materials ie in diameter. In C. pepo the fruit- 
: was spread 1% to two inches deep stem is more slender, hard and def- 

Maine No. 2 is a resistant variety and about 18 to 20 inches wide. initely ridged. 
It has vines somewhat like National It was necessary to replace some Summer Squash 
or Chicago, is slightly later in the of the materials due to loss in heavy Summer squash is very mild in peeson; ‘Dut “yields ‘frult ‘that; ian't wind and rain. The burlap was an- flavor and rather watery, the latter fuited for pickling because of its long chored with “staples” of baling wire. character being shared with the spindly shape and large warts. Other- kins which are also somewhat wise, it seems to be satisfactory. Although the sphagnum moss and Pump! shavings kept the dirt from the sranular in texture. A new variety is being developed strawberries, some of these materials Table queen, often called Acorn, 
fy backerossing and selection to com- were on the berries at harvest. The ig notable for the variation in flavor, fine ‘the scab resistant qualities of berries mulched with burlap became texture and thickness of flesh, even the Main cucumbers and the desir- the dirtiest—probably due to rain among plants in the same row, some 
frie ‘shape and pickling qualities of posting the dirt through the meshes being excellent, others inferior. A few te National Pickling variety. of the cloth. The shavings washed seed houses have undertaken to Main No. 2 was bred to National away badly in the heavy rains. “Pure up” their strains in these 
lor three generations, then the rest Weeding was much more difficult quality characters. Some Table tt the generations bred back to Na- with a burlap mulch, but it was the Queens possess a distinct acid tang lioal. After each seed harvest, the easiest material to apply. Sphagnum that some like and some do not. The feeds were planted and the seedlings moss is the least available of all ma- cushaws or moschatas vary widely {Xposed to scab. Plants that became terials tested. in table quality, but most of them are tected were discarded. The plants mulched with burlap considered inferior to the better hub- 
1 would normally take a long time gave the poorest yields. Those mulch- bards or to Quality or Delicious. 
‘ix scab resistance, but by grow- ed with marsh hay gave the best One notable exception is the But- ng three generations each year in yields. However, part of the high ternut, the little dumb-bell shaped, @ greenhouse, the workers were production in the marsh hay plots buff-colored, thick-fleshed _ variety le to speed-up the process. The cu- may have been due to slight soil dif- that was long hidden away in New 
nbers in the sixth generation ferences. England as more or less of an heir- 
ked much better than Maine. Im- From What's New In Farm Science, loom variety until it broke ved seed from these plants will 1951, into the trade some years “agg
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and achieved conjsiderfable well-de- 

served popularity. Some strains have Garden Gleanings 

the fault of cracking rather badly. 

The blocky, thick-necked type is ACORNS should be planted very it is not necessary to pack the plant, 

preferred, but there seems to be a soon after they are ripe or they will If such a root cellar is not available, 

good deal of variation in length and jo their vitality. In nature they fall then it will be necessary to pack in 
thickness of neck, even on the same t, the ground and are often buried dry peat moss, sawdust, etc, and 
plant, where the genetic constitution }¥ squirrels, who forget them, leav- preferably kept in an air tight jar 
is identical. ing them to grow the next year. If oor crock. Here again, curing is im- 

Nutritional values among the they are to be stored they must be portant, but the packing material 
squash vary widely. Summer squash, ept in a damp place. may absorb moisture coming from the 
including Yankee Hybrid, the _ tubers. Examine them for moldincss 
straightnecks, the cocozelles and the COOL NIGHT TEMPERATURES 2"4 dry them more if moisture is 

zucchinis are to be eaten because we are necessary for best plant growth. present. 

like them, not because their contri- Plants produce food during the day- . 

bution is important. On the other time, and store it in different parts of 
hand the members of the maxima the plant. This action is slowed down PROTECT TREES FROM MOUSE 
group are good sources of energy, by a cooler night temperature. If AND RABBIT INJURY 
minerals, vitamins, especially vitamin house plants, for example, are grown ‘An, easy ‘way to ‘protect trea 

a 7 oe caroias associated with yel’ at high night temperatures, they be- from rabbit injury is to wrap the 

‘ow color. come spindly and frail. trunks and lower branches with com- 
From Horticulture (Mass.) Con- — 

densed. 7 mon newspapers. Take as many shects 

WHITE CLOVER seeds may sur as can be wrapped conveniently. Rab- 
——_— vive for 10 to 15 years in the soil and bits will not chew through the paper. 

CHLORDANE EXCELLENT up to 22% of such seeds may finally 1, spring the paper can easily be re- 
AGAINST STRAWBERRY WEEVIL germinate when conditions are right. wioved. 

From Kentucky comes the informa- These seeds have a hard covering To protect trees against mouse injury 

tion that chlordane dust is much bet- Which resists the action of soil, mois- is a different 
, , problem. Mice feed in 

ter than DDT against the strawberry ture and frost and it’s nature's way runways in the grass under the trees, 
weevil. Large quantities of a dust Of preserving the species. So if you If th ys anak’ a . 

ey reach a tree and there is a 
mixture of 5% chlordane and 5% DDT find white clover growing in your iep-at ta! tayo ¢ off'th 

are being used by growers at the rate !awn when you didn’t sow any, that bee, Bee eee ° 
ark entirely around the trunk. 

of 20 to 30 pounds of dust per acre. ™ay be the reason. , 
The chlordane controls the weevil and panne It’s best to reduce the mouse popu- 

the DDT a lot of other pests, in- STORING TUBEROUS BEGONIA letion with poison bait. You may be 
cluding tarnished plant bug, which BULBS. If you are an average home able to purchase poison oats or wheat 

causes cat-facing of berries, the Owner and do not have a root cellar in stores. Place it in runways and 
strawberry crown borer, cut worms, in which the humidity is high so that throw over the runway a protection 
etc. This dust should not be used bulbs will keep without dehydrating, such as a piece of board, a small 
closer than 3 weeks ahead of harvest. it will be necessary to protect the forkful of hay, etc., to prevent ani- 

Seen een eernener tuberous begonia bulbs as well as mals from eating the wheat. The 

NURSERYMEN OFFER AWARD dahlias and other soft bulbs from mice like to feed under protection 

FOR HORTICULTURAL drying out. out of sight of their enemies. The 

After digging the bulbs should be trunks of trees can also be protected 
RESEARCH cured. This may take several weeks. with % inch wire mesh screens. 

The American Association of Nur- put them in the basement where it is Repellent paints, such as a resin, 
serymen, Inc., 635 Southern Building, warm and dry. The bulbs will "sweat” and alcohol solution are effective if 
Washington 5, D. C., announces that until cured. If stored before sweating the food supply is plentiful; they re 
the Norman Jay Colman award for ig over, they may become damp and pel from the treated plant to the 
Horticultural Research will be award- turn moldy. After they are thorough- uncovered. However, they have not 

ed at its annual meeting in Detroit iy dried, place them in a container been found effective when ground is 
during the week of July 13, 1952. The that can be closed air tight, such as covered with snow over which there 

purpose of the award is to stimulate » wide mason jar, a coffee can with is a crust and rabbits find it difficult 
research on the basic problems of tight tin cover, etc. to find natural food. 

horticulture, as they pertain to the About a month later, examine Don’t forget that in Wisconsin you 

nursery industry. them, and if they are stilt damp, may hunt rabbits on your own proper 

In 1949 the winner.was Dr. Donald dry them out some more. Best tem- ty at any time of year, though if you 

Wyman of the Arnold Arboretum for peratures are from 40 to 50 degrees. jive in the city it will be necessary to 

his book, “Shrubs and Vines for DAHLIA STORAGE. Dahlias can be check the city ordinance on firearnis. 
American Gardens.” In 1950 the stored successfully in a good bulb or es 
award was made to Dr. L. C. Chad- root cellar where the humidity is Success is getting what you want; 

wick, of Ohio State University for high and temperatures are from 40 happiness is liking what you get. 
his paper, “The Best in Taxus.” to 45 degrees. Under these conditions, —Milwaukee Milk Producer.
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Do You Grow Plants Indoors? 
Here Are Some Answers to 

Questions About Growing Houseplant. 2 plants 
By G. E. Beck, Dept. of Hort., U. W. 

QUESTION: I have grown African be grown in a soil that is kept slight- 

Violets for several years. Now I find ly on the dry side. If these other 

a few plants are developing brown foliage plants are allowed to dry out, 

leaves in the center. These leaves al- their growth will be checked. They 
so seem to be wrinkled and quite are never as satisfactory after this 

hairy. Can you tell me what causes has happened. 

owe a how to correct it? Mealy Bugs 

WER: ie symptons that you a 

describe indicate that your African seine dence ee ee 
Violets are infested with cyclamen ‘ Pee ese ne oe a house plants. I think it is an insect. 
mite. This tiny pest is too small to How can it be controlled? 

be seen by the naked eye. Dimite, 

which is manufactured by the Sher- ANSWER: Mealy bugs are the in- 
win-Williams Paint Co, is an ex- sects which you describe. I'd suggest 

cellent material to use for the control that you place the infested plants on 
of mite. Many garden supply stores, the basement floor, in a laundry tub 

dealers which handle pest control ma- or in the bath tub and syringe them 

terials, florists and Sherwin-Williams Ce ee 
‘ lodge ie cottony masses ot ‘is 

a strength vlostaanasiaudsty the fo Fertilizer For House Plants sucking insect. After this is done 
ufacturer should be used however. QUESTION: We have been giving Pray the plants with a nicotine sul- 
Spray the plants at weekly intervals 0UT house plants some liquid fertilizer fate (Black Leaf 40) and soap solu- 

for three weeks, then three more ap- UTing the spring and summer. Shall Hon. 
plications at two week intervals after We Continue to feed them from now Use two teaspoonfuls in a gallon of 
which an application every month or ©” and through the winter? warm water which has been made 
six weeks will be sufficient to control © ANSWER: The average house plant S°@Py with one of the old-fashioned 
any remaining mite. will require less fertilizer during the Tue soaps such as Fels Naptha, P & G, 

Poinsettia Bloom fall and winter than it did in spring ¢t¢. or Dimite as recommended for 
and summer because conditions will ¢¥¢lamen mite control could also be 

QUESTION: We planted our gift generally be less favorable for growth. used. Use either of these materials 

poinsettia plant in the garden and it The exact fertilizer requirements of regularly as recommended for cycla- 

did very nicely all summer. We then your various plants will vary much ™en mite control. 

= oa tee but it with the kind and size of plant, but Geranium Fail to Bloom 

oe much less will usually be required — QUESTION: Last May we set out 
ANSWER: Under normal condi- pring. quite a large number of geranium 

ticks polneetti tart to initiate thei Good Foliage Plants plants in our garden. Scme are grow- 
poinsettias start to initiate their 

flowers about the middle of October, Question: Can you give me the ing in the shade and some are in al- 
sf course they aren't visible for sev- names of some good foliage plants most continuous sunshine. The soil 

wal weeks after that. For good flower which will do well in average condi- 8 quite heavy and fairly fertile. The 
bud set and development grow your tions in our home? Also, will you tell Plants have made a vigorous growth 

plant where it receives full sunlight US how much light they require in the But do not have many’ blossoms, ‘What 

during the day but it must not receive Winter? 1s ithe ‘trouble? 
any artificial light after sundown— ANSWER: Philodendron cordatum, ANSWER: On the common gerani- 
poinsettias need short days to induce Pothos (Scindapus) aureus, Nephthy- U™, Pelargonium hortorum, vigorous 
them to flower. The natural day- is, Chinese Evergreen (Aglaonema growth usually means good flowering. 

leigth which occurs during mid-Oc- simplex), English Ivies, Grape Ivy Perhaps the plants flowered heavy 
tcber is short enough to cause poin- (Cissus rhombifolia), Peperomia sand- while you were on vacation. In a more 

c'tias to start flower initiation. Arti- ersi and obtusifolia, Sansevierias, and Serious vein, an excessively high ni- 
ficial light at, night increases the the Rubber Plants will all do well trogen level in the soil or poor var- 

kngth of day and would prevent flow- under average home conditions. They ieties may, at least in part, be the 
ler formation. During the time that will all do best in shade. These tropi- Cause of the trouble. 
the flower buds are developing a cal plants require a good moisture ee 

night temperature of 60° F. is best. supply (Sansevierias are an excep- Today’s trying times are tomorrow’s 

The day temperature should be warm- tion) but they also demand a soil good old days.—The Ripon Weekly 

ger than this of course. that drains well. Sansevierias should Press. x
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REPORT OF THE NOMINATING WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN’S 

COMMITTEE CONVENTION 
The nominating committee to nom- Milwaukee, Schroeder Hotel 

tk on ne gre - me December 5-6 

ard _ 0! rectors 0: e isconsin , 

State Horticultural Society, consisting The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Asio- 
ciation will hold its annual convention 

of Mr. Arthur Brunn, West Allis; Z 
in the Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, 

Mr. Walter Thenell, Sturgeon Bay and 
on December 5-6. An interesting pro- 

Mr. M. H. Ward of Durand, have nom- 
grum with out-of-state speakers is 

inated the following: "* ‘being planned by the Board of Dir 
For president, Mr. Arnold Nieman, SP y ee 

Cedarburg. park system. Later, he planned some _ tors. 

For vice president, Mr. Marshall of of the city’s largest parks and was air. Baul Reynolds of the Wisconain 
Cases instrumental in establishing the Cook von — will speak at the 

, County Forest Reserve System, nesday noon luncheon. There will 

_ Te mocved Me Arthur Brann wi CSW T"ApERBCIATION bean arn by HP, Naty a th 
ry BM eyehs te a To all our garden club members, for Parker Pen Co. on merchandising, 

Mahr, Caledonia; Mr. Frank W. Mey- d th ing of th dd 
Milwaukee. having made possible our Flower and on the morning of the second day, 

ba : Show, held at the Y. W. C. A. in Mil- Dr. Chadwick of the Ohio Experiment 
To succeed Mr. W. Thenell, Sturgeon ’ 

waukee, September 26 and 27, please Station will talk on new varieties. 
Bay, Mr. Ransome A. Severson, Stur- 

" accept my sincere thanks. Officers of the Wisconsin Nursery- 

ee Mr. Joseph R. Writt, Ellison “your interests and efforts as com- men’s Association are; L. L. Kumlien, 
ay. J ill .3 A rd W. Andi mittee workers and exhibitors created anesville, pres.; Howa: ler- 

To succeed Mr. M. H. Ward, Mr.Wil- | show which was truly beautiful and son, Wisconsin Rapids, vice pres.; 
liam Connell, ee a i Mr. acclaimed by the many visitors as Thomas Pinney, Sturgeon Bay, sec. 
John MclIiquham, Chippewa Falls. artistically outstanding. treas. 

It was a really successful venture naan 

WE APPRECIATE THIS , and a pleasant satisfaction to all of NEW BOOK ON LILIES 
Time for another Garden Writer's vs—By Mrs. Chester Thomas, show If you are a lily enthusiast, the 

conference. It will be on November chairman. book, “The New Book of Lilies,” by 

7 at Williamsburg, Va. . . Want to a Jan De Graaff, internationally known 

compliment you on the splendid pub- Abe Lincoln said: lily expert, is highly recommended. It 
lication, Wisconsin Horticulture, which 1. You cannot bring about pros- contains 176 pages and is published by 
is tops in horticultural literature. perity by discouraging thrift. M. Barrows and Co. Inc., New York, 

Signed, Bess Hardy, secretary, Gar- 2. You cannot strengthen the weak N. Y., and price is $3.50. 
den Writers Association of America, by weakening the strong. The book covers many recent devel- 

Dayton, Ohio. 3. You cannot help small men by opments which have added to our 

al tearing down big men. knowledge of lilies. It is well illustrat- 

GEORGE W. SCOTT 4, You cannot help the poor by des- ed, including 17 natural color photo- 

George W. Scott, founder of Scott’s troying the rich. graphs. 

Rose Gardens, Inc., Cudahy, Wis., 5. You cannot life the wage earner — 

died October 10. Mr. Scott had earned by pulling down the wage-payer. GARDEN TALKS PROMOTED 

an enviable reputation as a rose grow- 6. You cannot keep out of trouble BY MILWAUKEE CIVIC 

er and sold cut flowers on the Mil- by spending more than your income. GARDEN CENTER 

waukee wholesale market for two 7. You cannot further the brother- Interested gardeners were invited 
score years. He founded the gardens hood of man by inciting hatred. to attend a series of 9 garden talks 

in 1926. 8. You cannot establish sound se- being conducted by the Milwaukee 
aa curity on borrowed money. Civic Garden Center in cooperation 

JENS JENSEN 9. You cannot build character and with the Wisconsin College of Agri- 

At 91, Jens Jensen, the Dean of the courage by taking away a man’s initia- culture. 

world’s landscape architects and _ tive and independence. The meetings began on Friday, Oc- 

father of the Chicago park system, ——————- tober 12, in the conference room of 

passed away at his home at Ellison SEE YOU IN JANUARY the Milwaukee Public.Museum bui'd- 

Bay, Wis., on October 1. He had been As has been our custom, Wisconsin ing and continued for 9 consecut ve 
ill for about 2 years. Horticulture will not be published in Friday evenings. The talks cover all 

Mr. Jensen was born in Denmark December. Convention programs will phases of horticulture. Dr. Carl 

and came to the United States in 1924. therefore appear in the January is- Schwenvener is president of he 

His first job in Chicago ‘was scraping sue. Sorry we can’t include more of Center and Ronald Padway is secre 
mud off the boulevards of the city them this time. tary.
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OUR COVER PICTURE . Women’s Auxiliary Program 
Kraut . 

Our cover picture is a photograph Annual Convention 

oi} end Foes ome = Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

the —— Mr. oie ee Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac 
crisp cabbage reminds us o! te fall ‘uesda ember 

days and kraut making time. The T ys Nov 27 
fresh cut cabbage is tamped into the 10:00 a.m. Call to order by the President, Mrs. G. J. Hipke, New Holstein. 

big jar and salt sprinkled on. How nouncements. 
good it tastes during the winter Freezing Fruits and Vegetables; Varieties and Handling Methods. By Prof. O. B. 
months to come.” Combs, chairman, Department of Horticulture, U. W. 

Have you ‘ever made sauerkraut? 11:00 am. Varieties of House Plants You Can Grow. Exhibit of foliage and 
Ii not, you've missed something. Those _Jooming plants. By Prof. G. E. Beck, Department of Horticulture, U. W. 

of us who have had that interesting 11:30 a.m. Annual business meetin Election of officers. R t from 
experience remember it with pleasure. inittees. m ie » Neport trom com- 
How much less romantic to just go " 
to the grocery store and buy a tin can 12 M. Luncheon for Auxiliary members, husbands and guests. 
of sauerkraut. There is something Luncheon speaker: Prof. G. E. Beck on “You, Too, Can Grow House Plants.” 

fascinating about growing the crop, AFTE! RAM 

bringing it in, and preparing it for RNOON: PROG 
the table. 1:45 p.m. How the exhibits were judged. Comments on recipes and apple 
May we introduce Mr. Chris Olson. cookery. By Mrs. Lillian Moehrke, Home Economist, Wisconsin Power and Light 

He is a member of the Board of Di- ©0 Fond du Lac. : 
rectors of the Wisconsin Berry and 2:30 pm. Fun With Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables. How to use the ma- 
Vegetable Growers. He lives on a_ terials you have for holiday decorations. By Mrs. Forest Middleton, Madison. 

farm north of Berlin and grows Ever- 4:00 p.m. Tea for members and guests. Prize winning samples of apple cookery 
ean strawberries etal successful will be served at the tea. 
ly. He loves to paint pictures and has ‘ 
painted a series on berries, vegetables k big 7 Annual banquet, Crystal Ballroom. See Horticultural Society program 

and the farm, which, in our opinion, or details, 

show he is a real artist, and has a love PREMIUM LIST 
of rural life. A number of his paint- ’ Auxiliary Exhibits 
ings have been hung in museums and ‘Womens 
art galleries. He likes to show them at Apple dishes: Bring a pie or apple dessert made from the new Wisconsin Apple 
our meetings and we love to see them. Institute recipe bulletin, “Wisconsin Apples—4+4 New Ways to Use Them.” 

Hort. Soc. Photo. Recipe must be shown—either copied or in marked copy of bulletin. If you 

——$ —_—__— have not received a copy of the bulletin, write Wisconsin Horticultural Society, 
WHICH SHALL IT BE— 424 University Farm Place, Madison 6, Wis., for one. 

GLADIOLUS OR GLADIOLA Arrangement: Fruit and/or vegetables with or without other accessories for 

Many years ago, the American holiday season. 

Gladiolus Society conducted a poll to Premiums: Judging will be by the Merit System. Awards: Excellent, $1.00; very 
settle the question of whether our good, $.75; good, $.50 

favorite fl houl on am 
‘ladiohis” seth singular oe yuna Notice: All entries will be served at the tea at 4 p.m. Copies of new recipe 

or if the name “gladiola” should be bulletin by Wisconsin Apple Institute will be sent on request. 

= ‘a Committees 

Fe cision geowere duvagiacs Ge a’ EXHIBITS AND BANQUET. Mrs. Charles Braman, Waupaca, Chm.; Mrs. 

tion voted that the flower should be Oscar Conrad, Hales Corners; Mrs. Henry Dorn, New Holstein; Mrs. Waldemar 

called the “gladiolus” both singular Vollstedt, New Holstein; Mrs. LeRoy Meyer, Hales Corners; Mrs. Roy Sewell, 

and plural. Now, however, we again Milwaukee. 
see the word “gladiola” in print and TEA. Mrs. Marshall Hall, Casco; Mrs. Fred'Schildauer, New Holstein; Mrs. 
even hear it over the radio. Shall we Fred Magnus, Appleton; Mrs. Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg; Mrs. Irwin Lorenz, Mil- 

tick to the spelling and pronuncia- waukee. 

ition agreed upon years ago or shall WELCOME. Mrs. R. L. Marken, Kenosha; Mrs. Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay; 

we also use “gladiola?” Mrs. William Connell, Menomonie; Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh; Mrs. Arnold 
The members of the Wisconsin Nieman. 

Gladiolus Society should discuss the RESOLUTIONS. Mrs. Dawson Hauser, Bayfield; Mrs. Arno Meyer, Waldo. 
question and make recommendations. 

| NOMINATIONS. Miss Bessie Pease, Oshkosh; Mrs. R. L. Marken. 

: Sign observed on a honeymoon car: LUNCHEON ARRANGEMENTS AND TICKETS. Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr., 
‘8 ‘Until draft do us part.”—Burnett Baraboo; Mrs. John Mcllquham, Chippewa Falls; Mrs. Conrad Kuehner, Madison; 

County Leader. Mrs. Grace Pfeiffer, Racine. a
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Winter Care of Gladiolus Bulbs 
: By John W. Perkins, Neillsville 

The quality of next year’s spikes Cleaning 

depends to a large extent on the care Three or four weeks after digging, 

gladiolus bulbs receive between dig- or when the new bulb will break clean 
ging time and planting time. Fertili- from the old corm, the cleaning op- 

zation, watering, cultivation, and eration is started. The bulbs are cull- 
enthusiasm cannot produce good ed carefully for disease at this time. 
spikes from bulbs weakened by im- Any that do not break clean from 

proper winter storage. the old part or that show abnormally 
As a small grower, I shall discuss dry and black colored connecting 

this problem from my own experi- tissue are discarded as_ suspicious 

ences in the hope that it may be of bulbs. The fresh basal scar is then 
interest to other amateurs. Many of dusted with Spergon to prevent new 

the suggestions I shall make would disease infection. Each variety is 

not be practical for large-acreage, then placed in a labeled paper bag 

commercial growers. and a small quantity of 5% of 10% 
Proper Digging D.D.T. dust added. The bag is closed 

Winter care of glad bulbs should and rolled in the hands for a few 

start with proper digging. Since the seconds to coat each corm with the 
new bulb makes most of its growth dust. This will give complete control 
after the plant has bloomed, digging of thrips during storage and can be 

must be delayed long enough to pro- left on all winter without danger of 
duce a mature bulb. I used to plan on John W. Perkins, instructor in agri- injury to the corms. | 
digging eight weeks after the plants culture, Neillsville High School, dig- 

had blossomed, but I am now con- ging his gladiolus bulbs. Storing 

vinced that five to six weeks is I store my bulbs in cloth sacks 

enough time to mature the bulbs and made of muslin. Variety names are 

will give a healthier crop of corms, ™0ve from the tops to the exposed printed on small wood labels of the 

There is definitely more danger of ulbs, I like to remove the corms from type used by nurserymen on shrubs 
disease if the operation is delayed. the patch immediately after digging. and fruit trees. These are easily 

An easy method of digging for the Dry Rapidly wired to the cloth sacks. The sacks 

small grower is to loosen the plants It is important that the corms be are suspended from the ceiling of a 
by using a spading fork on both sides dried as rapidly as possible, because small unheated room in one corner 

of the row. Then grasp the leaves : of my basement. I keep a thermo- 
and pull the plant from the row. slow curing tends to increase losses meter in the storage space and find 

Shake off the soil and cut off the {Tom disease. I try to. dry my bulbs it quite easy to maintain a tempers- 
stem close to the bulb. A pair of ” the sun for a period not exceeding ture of 45 to 50 degrees during the 
small pruning shears will be help- "¢ day, then move them to the gar- storage period. The room has an out: 
ful in removing the tops. Any plants %8@ where they are allowed to cure side opening that is used to regulate 
that show signs of disease should be for several days before being trans- the temperature and provide ventil1 
discarded. Bulbs should be handled ferred to the basement for more dry- tion. 

with care so that they are not bruised ing. I keep the doors and windows I always peel all bulbs before plart- 
or cut, as disease can be easily intro- open in the garage to provide good ing. While this takes extra time, I 

duced in that way. Since thrips often drying conditions. feel it is a great help in detecting 
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diveased bulbs at planting time. Peel PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE is done dust the corms with a fungi- 
ing can be done early enough in the We have had a very good year des- cide to control the fungi before they 
spring so that it need not interfere pite unfavorable weather. Gladiolus can grow up into the moist, fresh 
with the garden work. spikes shown at all shows I attended scar at the base of the corms, Sper- 

I also remove all of the buds ex- Were excellent, from the seedling gon is a good fungicide for this pur- 
cept the strongest. I have found that show at Jefferson to the regional at pose. Thrip control is important too. 
a better show spike is produced when Wausau. Our state show at Two Rivers 5% D.D.T. dust can be mixed 50-50 
this is done. Also bulbs won't run out W288 one of the best we have held. The with the fungicide so that both stor- 

uickly if they are kept from di- location in the Hamilton Community age diseases and thrips will be taken 
0 a : m P Building was very good and the com- care of with a single application. 
viding. A vegetable peeler with @  Littee reports a balance of over $500, Rapid drying plus fungicide and in- 
de-eying: Point 4a a handy devies for’ oss is) preat, secticide applications are essentials 
cutting out the eyes. I always dust I want to officially thank John in preparing corms for storage. 
the gouged areas with sulphur after Gates and his able management of The storage after rapid drying, 
the operation. the show and all his committee mem- should be dry, ventilated, and cool, A 

It is a thrill to any glad raiser to |ers for a swell job. Also, I want to temperature of 35° to 40° F. is best 
handle plump, heavy disease free, thank the committee members and for the storage. 
and thrip-free bulbs at planting time. officers of the various chapters of ee 
Let us all resolve now that we will the State Society for their splendid HAS YOUR MEMBERSHIP 
observe the few basic principles of work and cooperation. The commit- EXPIRED 
winter care that will give us that tces we appointed all pitched in to Membership dues in the Wisconsin 
kind of bulbs next spring. make the 1951 gladiolus year a suc- Gladiolus Society can be paid now by 

cessful one for the Wisconsin Gladi- sending a check or money order, pay- 

OT olus Society. Thank you all. able to the Wisconsin Gladiolus Socie- 
DRY GLAD BULBS FAST May I also suggest that we stand a ty, and mailed to Mrs. Leonard 

moment in silence for the passing of Wightman, Route 3, Plymouth, Wis., 
Forced air drying, at a tempera- oy, very good friend and bulb auc- treasurer. Dues in the various organ- 

ture of from 83 to 85 degrees F. is  tioneer, Walter Spranger of Waldo, izations with which the Society af- 
very beneficial for good storage of ang also our good co-worker, Mrs. filiated are as follows: 

gladiolus bulbs, according to Mr. peter de Pagter of Cedar Grove. All Member for 1 year in the: 
Roger Russell of Madison. were good workers and loyal mem- Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, includ- 
During a season of high moisture pers of the Society. By Walter Kurtz, ing affiliation with the Wis. State 

and somewhat sub-normal temper- president. Hort. SOC. o.-sccscssccseescesneeseeeeeeseee GL 25 
atures, as we have had again in 1951, Sa — 

bulb diseases are likely to become a GLADIOLUS CORM CARE For wives of Wis. Glad Soc. or those 
serious problem. Last year, eee IMPORTANT NOW already members of the Wis. State 
reports, bulbs which were dried slowly Hort. SOC. ccecccccccccccesecsesecseeeesseecssee.$ .50 
developed trouble and many were dis- By G. E. Beck, Madison ey ‘ 
carded. Those dried rapidly kept Are you worrying about how your Wi. Gag soc and New England much better. gladiolus corms are going to store Glad Soc. $8.50 
Consequently, he has built a small this year? Alert growers may well . “——_— . 

7 have some concern because with the 
drying room, about 12 by 14 feet, Wis. Glad Soc. and two year member- . good moisture supply which is present 
equipped with racks, which will hold in the: ‘eon and with the generally ship in the New England Glad. 

Se Ga Wises uicacew ce ows favorable growing conditions which BOGE cerca eee AOD 

deep. A hot water heating system was ee aa high vadoae ott Wis. Glad. Soc. and the North 
piped into the drying room so the tent. American Gladiolus Council ....$2.25 
temperature can be raised to from —- 
8 a 85 degrees F. A large 18 inch _ What can small growers do to help Wi. Ging soc. and New England 

reduce potential storage losses? Here’s fan is used to stir up the air and with a few suggestions. Cut tops off at the Glad. Soc. and the North American 

eaters agg room, the top of tne nacre ct = Gladioliag: Comme. menneemnes $480 
e) rs. 

The bulbs are washed immediately slows for maximum air civeulation ANNUAL OONVENTION 
atter being dug, then dipped in @ round the corms. Place the corms North American Gladiolus Society, 
fungicide such as Spergon or Arasan jn g warm, dry location. A dry attic Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee 

plis DDT for thrip control. would be ideal if a warm tempera- January 17 - 20 
Mr. Russel reports that with this ture, (about 80° F. is fine) could be Feature Entertainment, Friday even- 

system the bulbs are usually quite maintained. An electric fan directed ing, January 18, at Blatz Auditorium, 

dry in from 4 to 5 days. on the corms will help to hasten the Milwaukee. 
drying. Rapid drying is one of the A talk on soils by Prof. G. E. 

A good. way to widen out the main keys of success for good gladi- Beck, U. W., Madison; Canadian Ac- 
straight and narrow path is to have olus storage. As soon as the corms tivities by J. C. Taylor, Guelph, On- 
more people walk on it—Wisconsin ere dried they can be separated and tario; Scoring Seedlings, by Tom 

Fermers Union News. the mother corms removed. As this (Continued on Bottom of Next» Page)
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° How Landscape Architecture Can 

Improve Outdoor Living At Home 
By G. Wm. Longnecker, 

Provision for outdoor living in a D pt. of Horticulture, U. W. 

home grounds area mean a complete 

use ox the grounds about a home. It ot ee 
means having facilities to enable one OUTDOOR GRILL Ane tne 

to enjoy the sun, shade and fresh air CaS. ™ . 
of tne out-of-doors in ones own yard. . _ me baa * 

Outavor living at home is fun and it Safe, Convenient, <FS 
may mean a more healthy family. Ornamental SS MY LE F 

Tnus brings to mind the fellow who Brick or layered stone construction YY Yi ® 
grew to a ripe old age. Someone on reinforced concrete slab f 0, Yi; OH ( 
askea him the reason for his being as WU Wf Re 

healtny and he said when he was Za yy YY it, + bh GH ie: 
first married he made up his mind Gry Wy Yo > 
he would get along happier with his TOP VIEW tis v3 iy Li 

wife if he didn’t argue with her; so he s° tas = UP feiss i 

deciaed to take a walk whenever it a yes Sa Aarts 
lookea as though there might be dif- Se ho NS 
ficulties. As a result he said he had Ly tf] 5. > POET uel 
spent a healthy, outdoor life. Lf | |i. ate 

But seriously, a well planned home } ee Hl CONSTRUCTION DETAIL - GRILL & GRATE 

grounds will furnish proper facilities Ir 7a Hn Welded of 
for privacy and outdoor enjoyment. 5 | 75° = ! Flat iron + <i 
This may mean an enclosed private hesk | : "9 ¢ <i iy « 

lawn, a place to play croquet or bad- x sy a" rT] I) \ a <a} \ minton, and a place to grow flowers | SNL Hy 6 rH Hl Z Nh a = Dy 

or perhaps some vegetables. It may y if ve | TT i ie | 

oy aca Ea on which to loaf Sis of Gal end Grate V2" lene 
. . . an opening (for expansion) 

Outdoor terraces will be used more 47" "£2 S700E Wat Bere ; ; 
frequently if they are convenient to FRONT ELEV. SECTION A-A 

indoor living areas and are furnished ke eee sted. te =e 
witn comfortable, all-weather furni- ‘ con t 7 tes T WY Tare 2 a Gene 

ture. Sometimes very usable living Ce} ----] oeeares YU Y J.--1---F4 aoe 
terraces can be made by combining rl oe oo | Yj is —_ 

them with a garden, a shady place Li Tr 5 Op ———— Gare 
near or off of an enclosed lawn, or by a. by a Yy pt 

so locating them that the most can ah JJ | ' a ke 

be made of good views. | | Bo J Ci Ye LL 
Facilities for a fire or for out-of- f__} ye pf : Lip arg EA Grok 

door cooking will often increase the aac ail won din eanwernemmnen eg career eas CiseES 
livability of outdoor areas. A fire- SSeS S| (7 777 ri 
place with a chimney in common with i : TP VY ecinsee Cisse Y / Ww 

an indoor fireplace or a fireplace near {> A ag / * nN 
® terrace can make these outdoor Loi fe SEITE s TSA ee 
ae enjoyable even on cool eve- Selle a/ete Y . oe 

A grill for cooking wil an 8 NATIONAL GLADIOLUS arrangement by Miss Adeline Lyster 
setting for outdoor meals or for infor- CONFERENCE of DeForest, Wis. 

mal entertaining. Cooking areas can tin 
Ge feat OF On A terraOe OF if! ani fi- (Continued from Page 73) Growers from all over the world 

formal picnic atmosphere is wanted, Manley, Cleveland, Ohio; Disease Re- will attend. 
a grill or a few stones put together to ‘istance, by Dr. R. O. Magie, Braden- 

provide a bed for some coals can on, Florida; How to Popularize Gla- “Why did you stop singing in the 
transform an unused corner of a iolus, by Paul Frese, editor, Popu- choir, Thomas?” 
yard into a delightful picnic spot. lar Gardening; An old time review, = “Well, one Sunday I was sick ard 
Good ‘landscape planning will pro- by growers. didn’t sing and a lot of le asked peop! 
vide dividends in pleasant outdoor There will be a good womens’ pro- if the organ had been fixed.”—The 

living. gram with a demonstration on flower Argyle Atlas.
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OUR SECOND two toned ribbons. by the lady who was introduced: Mrs. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION For different occasions and sea- kK. H. Sewell, chm. of the State Gar- 

By Mrs. Martha Getzlaff Koch, sons the table settings were a delight den Club Advisory Board who in turn 
Wauwautosa to see. Come Christmas, one of the presented Mr. Arthur Boerner, Mil- 

About 150 Garden Club members _ blue ribbon tables will be in the minds waukee, whose subject was, “You, 
met at the YWCA in Milwaukee, of many who will be entertaining be- Too, Can Grow Roses.” 

which offered fine surroundings for cause of its simplicity. The cloth was Mr. Boerner said roses are easy 

the success of our 2nd annual con-_ red with white fringe, napkins were to grow—just give them any good 

vention. Huge spruces graced the red with homemade’ favor on each. soil, sunlight, and, like chrysanthe- 
corners of the auditorium and beauti- Milk-glass dishes were used including 1aums, good drainage. 

fully arranged flowers and greens a footed one in the center filled with When planting, prune by cutting 

were all along the stage. There was a___ red gladiolus. (May the writer suggest back to 3-4 eyes to the cane. Use bone 

table with 40 varieties of chrysanthe- sprigs of holly for favors and center- meal and milorganite, then top soil. 

mums, courtesy of John Hauser of pieces?) Or, % aged cow manure, peat moss, 

Bayfield; and the many tables of spe- Program: You Too Can Grow Roses’ then top soil. Avoid nearby trees as 

cimen blooms and displays seemed to The program was officially opened they compete with roses. 

speak, saying: “The world is so full of when Mrs. R. La Philliph, president Never sprinkle rose bushes but 

such wonderful things, I'm sure we of the Milwaukee Region Garden water by soaking once a week. Water 

should all be happy as kings.” Clubs, read a charming poem written them during a dry day. Also feed in 
The gorgeous dahlias used individu- 

ally on the luncheon tables were eee ee Sa a aa pe cs ps3 
furnished by courtesy of Mrs. Dela- a 

porte, dahlia grower, West Forest : 4 

Drive, West Allis. Mrs. R. La Philliph R f 

gathered all the makings and with a 

committee from the Wauwatosa Gar- 

den Club made the distinctive place 

cards. 

Horticultural specimens included 

flowers, shrubs, house plants, vege- 

tables and gourds. Artistic arrange- 

ments and creations and horticultural 
specimens were placed in various 

groups of classifications and judged 

by the merit system. eR 
Dried Materials PT 

At this time of year much attention [i a yy i 
is given to plant life in its dried state — ey = 

—rich yellows, reds and browns. Panel |= oan Bere e — 

murals and pictures were made with ee cs eae on cea . o 
the following materials: straw flowers, = nee : 
branch leaves, bittersweet, yar- Tie ROU tic <aebae wae econ At the Garden Club of Wisconsin flower show in September, admiring some 
berries, simple weeds, seed pods, grass- of the beautiful arrangements of fruits and vegetables, are, from left, Mrs. Charles 

es, driftwood, milkweed, tips of Braman, Waupaca and Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, committee members; Mrs. R. H. Sewell, 

juniper trees, dried sumac, quack chairman, State Garden Club Advisory Board, Milwaukee; and Mrs. Chester 

grass, split willow branches, cones, Thomas, Milwaukee, show chairman. 

fern seeds, spores, oleander pods, 

lagnolia leaves and others. § A V E T R E E § 

There were miniture displays rang- 

iug from a silver teapot as a container COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

for five red roses to a small copper T R E E Ss 

ash tray holding burnt orange mums LA WwW N Ss 

and brown leaves in crescent form. 

Winter corsages of various shapes G A R D E N Ss 

and sizes were made of straw flowers, WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

tinted pine cones, bittersweet, pine 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

Sprays, etc., fastened with metal or
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spring and again in July—no later, 

Rose diseases such as black spot are 
~ serious when there is much moisture 

i and are transmitted by wind. Keep 

i ; the leaves covered with dusting sul- 

< phur. If there are black spots on the 

| leaves take the leaves off and burn 

: S 7 them. Insects apparently like roscs 
i a too. For chewing insects use lead ar- 

5 os Sa senate or DDT. A dusting of rotenone 
3 " for several days will kill aphids. In 

‘ fall do not water excessively. Tie 

ayy ee bushes in bundles with soft cord and 
a mound with soil as high as possible. 

en: Winning The Battle of Bugs 

m ee Mr. E. L. Chambers, state entomolo- 
Pe a gist, spoke on “Winning The Battle 

<P Pane Se q ete 2. of Bugs.” He cited instances of what 

“ iss as ae re rs is being done in the state in the way 
Za pape Taree a Brees ™ ys of preservation by constantly being on 

cet peat iets detained a ee ee, the watch for pests invading our for- 

ests and how the modern method of 
dusting and spraying from the air 

plays an important part in prevention 

and damage to our countrysides. For 

the gardener, prevention is best. Un- 

2 doubtedly weather conditions favor- 

/ 3 able to insect pests sometimes enter 
By into the picture. For gladiolus thrips 

fi 3 dust with 5% DDT before blooming 

ae x C4 ig period. Use it, too, for leaf hoppers 

nae “i when storing. 

Ca e cs 

Pd ; A a Officers and committee members at 

fe / hy the Garden Club of Wisconsin Flower 
° ie) Show at the Y.W.C.A. in Milwaukee, 

September 26-27. 

Ms ssh? etnies eee e . _— Be UPPER PICTURE. Studying 5 
K s a table arrangement are, from left, Miss 

Bessie Pease, Oshkosh, chm. Winne- 

bagoland Region; Mrs. R. La Philliph, 

er. es ~ _ chm., Milwaukee Region; and Mrs. 
Fo: ae a Roy Schmidt, Jefferson, Chm., Region 

1 

\ CENTER PICTURE. Studying 

cy ae some of the arrangements of unusual 
a design are show committee members 

Mrs. Val Suttinger, West Allis; Mrs. 

Victor Schmitt, West Allis; Mrs. 0. 

H. Burgermeister, West Allis; Mrs. 
Sy, —" Edgar Bergman, Wauwatosa; and 

Pe > ige i Mrs. 0. J. Dooley, West Allis. 
a moar’ LOWER PICTURE. Admiring the 
— e beautiful table, Jewels of Autumn in 

ge = Cs iam ameythest by Mrs. L. G. Stewart of 
M dt — West Allis are, from left, Mrs, Martha 
d : ne yk Koch, Wauwatosa; Mrs. Stewart; Mrs. 

wey i — Ray Luckow, West Allis; Mrs. Victor 
jas / 4 > . B' Schmitt; and Mrs. D. B. Gill, Wau- 
Le w . . ae watosa, all show committee members.
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Begonias REGION 1 HOLDS FALL MEETING of a new set of slides, just prepared, 

Mrs. R. A. Kartack of Baraboo be- “A Good Time Was Had By All” on 45 varieties of fibrous rooted be- 

gan raising begonias when she was Garden club members of Region 1 gonias, grown by Mrs. R. H. Kartack 

looking for something to place in 134 2 tot of f t their fall ~. of Baraboo, which will be available 
mnt of flower pots in which she had ee et ne eee to garden clubs in the near future. 

aaryalis Begonias were it. She now ing, held at Jefferson, on October 24. * 

Lieve 75 varieties, some of which Starting with a pot luck supper with Mrs. Sam Post of Madison gave a 
have come from other countries. 60 present and a half hour of enter- very interesting demonstration and 

Begonias originated in the belt tainment, the members were in ex- talk on “Fun With Flowers, Fruits 

bove and below the equator. Mrs. cellent spirits for the program. Mr. and Vegetables.” Some of the in- 

Kartack says it is a challenge to grow Justus Brueckner of Jefferson gave teresting arrangements consisted of 

egonias from cuttings. The best time ® Very fine talk on how he grows “love apples” and evergreens and 
to start them is in the spring by plac- Chrysanthemums and discussed one high bush cranberry with pine 

ing cuttings in water until roots show; of the problems of growers—the branches. 

then planting in % peat moss and chrysanthemum leaf nematode. The next meeting of the region will 
sand. When plants are again planted Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, secretary, told be held in April. 
into larger pots use 1 part leaf mold, 

1 part sandy loam from garden and 

1 part sand and well rotted manure 
plus charcoal. Always feed before SINGER BROTHERS, INC. 
ioming into bloom. Water with warm 
water but never leave any stand Landscape Nurserymen 

round roots. Have choice, well-shaped trees—Shade and Ornamental in 
Flower Arrangement Demonstration sizes for immediate effect, from 3 to 10 inch caliper. Also large 
Mr. E. L. Chambers’ demonstration assortment of Specimen Evergreens from 5 to 15 feet in height. 

f how to create centerpieces with a We invite you to make your selection at our nurseries. 
inimum amount of time and effort Offered for fall and winter moving at very reasonable prices. 
as instructive and humorous. He Call EDgewood 2-0694. 
owed how simple it was to take a . . ° in can with holes punched around | 2770 .N. Humboldt Avenue, Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin 
e top. Fill holes and can with color- 

d chysanthemums, cover with tin- 

foil and, Presto! Or, take a white 

utton squash and fill it with mums 

f preferred color. Green squash with howd 
mall gladiolus proved pretty. Another 

lower holder was a foot of birch 
runk with several holes drilled in 

lop, deep enough to hold test tubes or Rr RR NG PT re ras na 

lowers. And, again, a large slice of hier, "2 ee 2 t 

ree trunk filled with many test tubes PME kL Ga 
led with all colors of mums to be MM Te 

on large tables was unusually ae, My 

tractive and different. © Foliage and Dormant Spraying ee 
The Professional Look © Pruning and Vista Cutting 

Mr. Joseph Hanke, of Hanke’s Flor- © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
Shop, Milwaukee, created several © Tree Removal 

, tt arrangements with the profes- © Bracing 

ial look. Mr. Hanke especially e 

ssed not to over-crowd, He could e pect Trentinent (Surgery) 

ke a dish with one large dahlia . Bren. are! ‘ 
d a few hemlock leaves or six can- Large Tree Planting : 
tions i greens or a few cate e Effective Weed Control with 
id magnolia leaves look ‘ exquisite. Speciali: ed Equipm 

said that the leaves and greens are Pe x quipment 

iso beautiful and are necessary in 
istic beauty. Mr. Hanke also gave Complete Snsurance Coverage 
few do's and don’t’s such as: chry- Call BLoemound §-3363 

ithemum stems must always be 
ken, not cut; carnations, roses, and TREE SCIENCE 

‘MEMBER 
flowers should be cut at an angle & SERVICE CO. 

as to give larger areas for water 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
rption. 
Se



Central Region Holds Meeting 
Excellent Program and Good Attendance At 

Meeting Sponsored by Clintonville Club 

How to grow plants in the garden ‘ ae Te ce cae cea ace aaa 
and how to have fun with flowers, a CO ae (eee eae 
fruit and vegetables in arrangements mane ie Se a gee cea s 
were the principle program topics at Bias om erat $ f 

the annual meeting of the Central a ? Sa el 
Region, Garden Club of Wisconsin, Sad ns 
at Clintonville on October 6th. r sai J ¥ . 

Officers elected for the coming year al 

are: Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, Clinton- . . " 

ville, president; Mrs. Jack Olson, Am- | ie | 
herst, vice president; Mrs. Harold ee Ri 
Smith, Amherst, secretary; Mrs. F. 

C. Wipf, Iola, treasurer. Mrs. Vernon Hl 

Rosholt of Rosholt was elected mem-_ f] b 

ber of the State Garden Club Advisory} | a 
Board to the Horticultural Society. 7 ‘ tS 4 = 

Feature of the program was the | eC a 2 en 
demonstration on flower, fruit and En ae Ro nee Tee 
vegetable arrangements by Mrs. For- Officers of the Central Region, Garden Club of Wisconsin, enjoyed watching 
est Middleton of Madison. She held ‘he demonstration, “Fun With Flowers, How to use the materials you have,” by 
the attention of her audience through- Mrs, Forest Middleton of Madison. From left, Mrs. Jack Olson, Amherst, vice pres; 

out the program, and many compli- Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, Clintonville, pres; Mrs. Harold Smith, Amherst, sec.; Mrs, 
mentary remarks were made about Middleton, demonstrating. Next is Mrs. F. C. Wipf, lola, treas.; Mrs. Glen Lockery, 
her helpful suggestions for using ma- _Rosholt, past vice pres; and Mrs. Vernon Rosholt, Rosholt, elected member, State 

terials we have in arrangements for Garden Club Advisory Board to the Society. 
various occasions. 

Mr. E. A. Rosenberg of Clintonville such outstanding progress in its de- for decorations with demonstrations 

fave an interesting talk on how he velopment. to show’ you, how: By popular de 
grows strawberries, while Mr. Charles Mrs. Earl Moldenhauer, president mand, many finished articles will be 

Braman gave helpful suggestions on of the Clintonville Garden Club, ably available for gifts and decorations. 

how he grows raspberries success- ®cted as moderator for a report of This show is sponsored by the Blue- 
fully. the flower shows held by clubs in the mound, Ravenswood, and the Wau- 

Mra, Marion ‘Leer of Ida gave many Central Region and some excellent watosa Garden Clubs for the benefit 

helpful ideas for growing annuals. reports -werei. given, of LowellDamon' House, 

She said we need more annuals for —————_——_——_. Committees 
exhibits at county fairs. Petunias are Mrs. S. W. Price, gen, chm.; Mrs| 
her favorite flowers because they CHRISTMAS SHOW AND SALE Carl Hofstetter, Lowell Damon House 

grow in any type of soil but like sandy WAUWATOSA WOMAN’S CLUB = chm. and schedule; Mrs. E. A. St. 
— the best. Since they a pe 1626 Wauwatosa Avenue Clair, floor plan and publicity; Mrs. 

what rank on heavy, fertile soil, she L. J. Beckwith, hostesses, Wauwatosa 
vses sand and sawdust to lighten it. Friday, November, 98; 11 a.m:/to/9 p.m. Woman’s Club; Mrs. Mark Pfaller, 

Annuals are especially desirable to Once again the member garden finance, 
follow tulips in a border. She urged clubs of Wauwatosa are cooperating = Garden Club Planning Committee: 
gardeners to grow more marigolds, i” presenting their second spectacular Mrs. A. K. Beechler, Ravenswood; 

radiant cosmos, cleome, pansies, moss Christmas Show. Mrs. Ralph Hantzsche, Bluemound; 
roses, annual asters, zinnias in pastel The entire clubhouse will be @- wigs Effie Barber, Wauwatosa. 
colors and some of the new sunflowers twinkle and a-glitter with new and 
for attracting birds; calendulas be- exciting designs, some a Remember, when some man boasts 
cause they’re easy to grow; sweet peas some modern, to give gages of that he “runs things in his own house” 
planted very early in the spring; Nico- Christmas “all through the house. he may have reference to the washing| 

tiana, of the dark red shades be- Window and door decorations, man- machine and the vacuum cleaner. 
cause they have wonderful fragrance  ttels, holiday table settings, screens —DePere Journal Democrat 
in the evening. for Christmas pictures, tree orna- 

Mrs. Leer has been in charge of the ments and room arrangements will Drive carefully, this is a one hea 

flower show at the Waupaca County give ideas for home decorating. town. Warning post outside a Con 
Fair at Weyauwega, which has made Sales booths will offer materials necticut village. 
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THE WINNERS AT THE STATE Comments on Arrangement ae sine, Gann 
° ° Accent on Wildlife SEP Oe EN | 

There were so many entries at the By Elizabeth Stewart, West Allis State Flower Show at ‘Milwaukee 
YWCA Sept. 26-27 that it took a great | The accompanying arrangement was rer Pree om deal of time even to list all the win- entered in a class calling for “Ac- | oe San pee. _- + | ~+ners and entries. Judging was done 

cent on Wildlife.” The pattern of the Saas fe aed AB by the merit system so that every ex- composition is particularly appropri- a fe ce eee . - +7) hibit was given its appropriate award. 
ate in that it is an “expression” of C ine | TS 4 it’s too bad we don’t have room to nature. els A ae on list all the helpful comments written Through the centuries, architects eee [-—|_—soon ‘the award cards by the judges. _ have analyzed the structure of plant a E38 i i — : eet a. ate: Nested pa crear al Ab- 
life. It was through such study that i ek Pees reviations: = means Excellent, or a , eee By ah ek score of 93-100; VG is Very Good, 85- the principle of organic order” ; a a 2 a oN 92; G is Good, 75-84 
emerged as the fundamental principle | ee Be pyres ae . , 2 
of architecture. Under this general | eae ye: Ane j Mrs. A. O. Anderson, Wauwatosa. heading are the twin principles of , § ~ rail oe s | Ex on Fruit Arrangement with Screen, 
“expression” and “correlation.” The ae > veg Mrs. Edgar Bergman, Wauwatosa. late Eliel Saarinen, one of the world’s | ae me” ae G on Novice Arrangement; 1 Ex, 2 most famous architects, had this to . c )sVG and 4 G awards in Horticultural say about nature’s form richness. “We i : ug . ee 3 classes, 
have learned to consider nature's | 3 . a Mrs. Charles Bierman, Wauwatosa. form expression as a specific lan- a 7) Ex on Mondern Arrangements; VG guage in itself. It is a language by | | on Collector's Item, G on Autumn means of which nature communi- 

eo Reverie and G on Garden Glory. cates with those able to feel and to ~~ Pere kd 
understand. Thus, the more we study Accent on Wildlife. An arrange- Mrs. C. H. Braman, Waupaca. G on nature’s form world, the more clear- ment by Mrs. A. Dietrich, Home screen arrangement of Berries and ly it becomes evident how rich in Gardeners, West Allis, at the Garden Vegetables; Ex on Ornamental inventiveness, nuances, and shift- Club of Wisconsin Flower Show, Gourds and Ex on Ornamental Corn. 
ings nature’s form language is. And September 26-27. It is an “expression Mrs. Chester Brandum, Waupaca. the more deeply we learn to realize Of nature.” Ex on Wall decorations and VG on that in nature’s realm, expressive- Winter corsage. 
Bees ils “basic.” words plant material, accessories and Mrs. W. Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Inasmuch as nature is the source of setting must give the general impres- VG on screen of Honey, Wax and all art principles, the element of ox sion of belonging together. Plant arrangement, ao = ey id ok ising The plant material, rocks and Mrs. A. J. Dietrich, West Allis, Ex 

wooden tray used in the arrange- on Small Arrangement, Autumn Rev- that of flower arrangement. ment, are well correlated in relation crie and Accent on Wildlife, G on An expression of nature's form to the elements of line, form, propor- Ornamental Gourds and Vegetables. 
tichness can readily be seen in the tion, texture, value and color. 
interesting variety of materials in the " ° Mrs. J. W. Dooley, West Allis. Ex on arrangement. Nature’s principle of , s\rrangements, Collector’s Items (a) gradation is also illustrated. Forms wit wane ee, oie ra and Accent on Wildlife; VG on Col- graduate in size from the large round band.—The Forest Republican, lector’s Items (b), Harvest Tables, and tray to the rock, leaves, cattails, . Arrangements on screen of Royal masses and seeds. It is typical of the 4 i. claimed that history is repeat- 7¢Wels, His Majesty and Her Majesty. 
‘ynamic quality of growing, rotating, ing itself. According to archeologists, Mrs. Wallace Freund, West Bend. plant life with its generating nucleus. Europe touched America millions of Ex on Fruit and/or Vegetable Ar- Good balance is achieved by the place- years ago, too—The Bonduel Times. rangment and on Accent on Wildlife. ment of larger forms near the base — VG on Modern Arrangements and on of the arrangement. When a pretty co-ed was asked screen of Honey Arrangement. Ex on “xpression and correlation in na what could be worse than a man Ornamental Gourds and Vegetables, ture go hand in hand. A plant, shrub without a country she replied “a Squash and on Pumpkin, 

jor tree is constantly adapting itself country without a man.’—Burnett 
‘o fit into its environment. Nature is County Leader. Mrs. Donald Kirkland, Milwaukee. insistent on correlation. In the realm — Ex on Arrangement Featuring Figur- of flower arranging we, likewise, at- A chrysanthemum by any other ines; VG on Modern Arrangement and lempt to correlate our material to name would be a lot easier to spell. Gems of the Orient. VG on House 
freate a unified design. In other —The Viola News. Plants, Cactus. . 
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Mrs. A. Koch, Wauwatosa. Ex on Asters; G Delphinium, Annuals and GARDEN GLEANINGS 

Arrangement for Novices; VG on _ Biennials, and Varieties not listed. DO YOU KNOW? 

Garden Glory, G on Ornamental Mrs. V. Schmitt, West Allis. Ex on THAT 

Gourds and Vegetables, Okra. Ex on Wall decorations and Collector’s Item, the Gas-plant or Dictamnus stores 

Chrysanthemums, VG on Dahlias. and on Christmas Table Arrangement. 8° much citrus oil that on hot, wind. 

Mrs. George Koch, Milwaukee. Ex Mrs. A. Schrader, Antigo. VG on e88 days enough gas is generated to 
on Arrangement Featuring figurines. Wall Decorations Arrangement and ‘How a flash of flame if touched with 

Mrs. J. Kornacki, Wauwatosa. Ex Winter Corsage. a lighted match? 
on two entries Roses; VG on two en- Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Milwaukee. Ex 

tries Roses; G on one entry Roses. on Wall decorations arrangements, Cannas belong to the banana family 
and are tropical in nature? 

Mrs. Robert La Philliph, Wauwato- Screen arrangement on Jewels of the 
sa, G on Wall decorations arrange- Madonna, Featuring Figurines, and fragrant plants waft the strongest 

ment. VG on screen arrangement of Arrangement to Interpret Poem. VG oon at three periods during the 
Red Apples, Tomatoes and Grapes. G Arrangements on Collector's Items day—in the morning after watering, 
on screen arrangement of Pears and (a), Modern Arrangement, and Hallo- at noon when the sun is at its peak 

Green Apples. G on Table Arrange- ween Table Arrangement. G Arrange- oa ot qusk? _ 
ment of Jewels of Autumn. Ex on ments of Fruit and/or Vegetables. _ 
Annuals and Biennials, Dahlias (from Mrs. H. Specht, West Allis. VG on {he Pphilodendron Vine symbolizes 

seed). Harvest Table Thanksgiving Arrange- long life and good health? 

Mrs. A. R. Leidiger, Milwaukee. Ex ment. — 

on Wall Decoration and a Modern Mrs. L. G. Stewart, West Allis. VG there’s an interesting plant called the 
Arrangement. on Jewels of Autumn table arrange- Shoo-Fly? Flies can’t tolerate it and 

Mrs. R. Luckow, West Allis. Ex on ment, Christmas Tables, Screen Ar- will not stay in the same room with 
Arrangement to Interpret Poem and rangement on Golden Nuggets, Ac- it. The botanical name Nicandra 
on Featuring Figurines. Two Ex on cent on Wildlife, Winter Corsage, Col- Physalodes. 
Tuberous Rooted Begonias. lector’s Items (b), Featuring Figur- ees 

Mrs. J. Muenzberg, Elm Grove. Ex ines, Autumn Reverie, Garden Glory, the Christmas Cactus is not a cactus 
on Arrangement to Interpret Poem. and Arrangement of Berries, Shrub at all but a succulent? The Calla 

Mrs. N. C. Nelson, West Allis, Ex °"4/0r Foliage. VG on Wall Decora- Lily really isn’t a lily, either, but an 
anand . tion Arrangement, Screen arrange- Arum with the name of Zantedeschia| 

and G on Gladiolus, medium. VG and ment on Jewels of the Madonna, Col- Aethiopica, but the lowly onion IS a 

G‘on Gladiolus; Large;,2. x, 1 VG-and lector’s Items (a), Modern Arrange- member of the lily family. 
3 G on Dahlias. VG on Perennials, ment, and Evergreen Arrangement __ 

Sedums. with Accent. G on Wall Decoration Cannas are sometimes called Indian 

Miss Bessie Pease, Oshkosh. Ex on arrangement. Shot because of their hard bullet. 
Fruit and/or Vegetable Arrangement. Mrs. A. Stoll, Nashotah. G on like seeds? 

VG on Arrangement Featuring Fig- Modern Arrangement. 

_— i eo vergreen Arrange- Mrs, N. J. Stratton, Wauwatosa. VG = Holly hocks were originally called 
on Arrangement for Novices. VG on Holy-hocks? Crusaders, _returnii 

Mrs. H. N. Petersen, Milwaukee. Chrysanthemums. from the Holy Land to Englan 

Ex on Tuberous-rooted Begonias. VG Mrs, G. Strong, West Allis. VG on brought the flowers with them. 

on. Dallas. Christmas Table Arrangement. 
Mrs. A. Phillips, Madison. Good on * Cockscombs were so named beca' 

Fruit and/or Vegetable Arrangements Mrs. V. Suttinger, West Allis. EX of their resemblance to the crested| 
and on Arrangement to Interpret ©” Small Arrangements, Arrange- combs of cocks or roosters? Althou! 
P ment to Interpret Poem, Collector's the crimson and gold shades are 

‘oem. Item (a) and (b), Winter Corsage (b), best known, there is a new Cocks- 
Mrs. O. Pritchard, Milwaukee. EX Garden Glory Arrangement. VG on Som: Se Celosia, @hich ds, a ahal 

on Modern Arrangement, VG on Wall Decorations. G on Table Ar- pink color. Cockscombs are popular 
Screen Arrangement of Jewels of the rangement of Jewels of Autumn. for cut flower arrangements and al+ 

Sea. Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee. so may be dried for lasting winte 
Mrs. O. Rupnow, Milwaukee. VG on VG on Roses. arrangements. 

Small Arrangements. ae ead ey 

Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa. There's nothing like a square dance YOU will find an unborn Tulip flowe 
Ex on Wall decorations, Autumn session to convince us that our grand- inside a Tulip bulb if you cut it 
Reverie, Gems of the Orient, Arrange- parents must have had plenty of en- halves? 

ingen’ — - —___ Bae Ne STE aS Sve mRNA i cee ca ast 
. . called Strawberry-Tomato because 0 

Corsage. VG on Arrangement Class —— the small red fruit enclosed in th 
for Novices, Garden Glory, Table Ar- One reason why the big apples are lantern-shaped seed pod? Its botani 

rangement on Jewels of Autumn, on top of the basket is the fact that cal name is Physalis Alkekengi, 
Screen arrangement on Golden Nug- a lot of little apples are holding them name Physalis coming from _ th 
gets. G on Collector’s Items (a). VG up there—Ripon Weekly Press, Greek, meaning “bladder.”
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DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 
. Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

7 Wm. Judd, Stoughton 

—— oe ee Henry Schaefer, Osseo, President Mrs. Louise _B: reman, Box 60, Me- y 

Wm. Judd, Stoughton, Vice-President Romonee Falls, Recording Secretary- fhe eee 
Neeee eee a nnn 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ANNUAL Osseo as_ secretary-treasurer. Mr. which A.F.B. was found in 397 yards. 

CONVENTION Schaefer was also elected as national 113 apiaries were found with immov- 

We have time for only a brief re- director and convention delegate. able frame hives. There were 1006 

port of the proceedings of the annual This national organization will be a inactive apiaries, and 940 were taken 
convention held at Wausau on October part of the Wisconsin State Beekeep- off the list. 

30-31. Orchids to the Marathon Co. ers’ Association. He reported a total of 32,993 colonies 

Beekeepers’ Association, its officers Exhibit Winners inspected and 1219 colonies with 

and Auxiliary members who served Some very fine nut breads, cakes A-F.B., which were destroyed. 

two splendid luncheons and a banquet and cookies were shown by Auxiliary He also reported as secretary of 

that will long be remembered. The members. Winners were: the Honey Advisory Committee. The 

accommodations at Marathon Co. Park Honey, fruit and nut bread: First committee recommends the following, 
proved excellent. County Agent Bill prize, Mrs. Henry Schaefer, Osseo; im part; full details will be published 

Rogan, gave excellent assistance and second prize, Mrs. Emerson Grebel, ater. 
was toastmaster of the banquet. Local Beaver Dam; third prize, Mrs. Otto 1. That state funds for apiary in- 
speakers provided the banquet pro- Koepsell, Mayville. spection be substantially increased. 

gram. Honey cake: First prize, Mrs. E. 2. That an advertising program be 
Officers Re-elected Grebel; second prize, Mrs. L. A. Moser, ¢Stablished, bringing Wisconsin honey 

Officers, as shown above, were re- Lowell, and Mrs. Otto Koepsell; third o the attention of the public. 
elected. However, H. J. Rahmlow, cor- prize, Mrs. Henry Piechowski, Red 3, That a honey house improvement 
responding secretary for many years, Granite. program be established. 

resigned that position. This, how- Honey cookies: First prize, Mrs. Joe 4, That an educational program be 
ever, in no way affects the affiliation Mills, Ripon; Mrs. Henry Schaefer, ‘developed based on the proved theory 
of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Osseo; third prize, Mrs. A. J. Schultz, that bees can solve the pollination 
Association with the Wisconsin State Ripon. problem in fruits, vegetables and seed 
Horticultural Society, and since the Honey Exhibit production. 

beekeepers belong to the Society, the The quality of the honey shown 5. That the users of spray and dust 
services of the Secretary are available this year was excellent. The follow- chemicals should be educated as to the 

to them on request. ing were the winners: harm that will result from the careless 

The Women’s Auxiliary re-elected Wisconsin Fancy White Honey: ®PPlication of poison. 
Mrs. Emerson Grebel of Beaver Dam First prize, Ray Gibbons, La Valle. 6. That road commissioners and 
president and Mrs. Wallace Freund Wisconsin No. 1 White Honey: First ‘@ilroad companies be advised of the 
vice president and elected as secre- prize, Bernard Gerstner, Lake Mills; importance of sweet clover and other 

tary-treasurer, Mrs, Ray Gibbons of second prize, E. F. Grebel, Beaver ectar plants to beekeepers. 
La Valle. Dam; third prize, Koepsell Honey 7. That an extension specialist in 

Federated Wisconsin Beekeepers Gardens, Mayville. beekeeping be employed to work 

Organized Wisconsin No. 1 Golden Honey: through County Agents and groups by 
Mr. Glen Jones, secretary of the Na- First prize, Koepsell Honey Gardens; demonstration for the benefit of the 

tional Beekeepers’ Federation, Atlan- second prize, Ray Gibbons, La Valle, beekeeping industry. 
tic, Iowa, was present and spoke on Wisconsin Dark Honey: First prize, The Honey Advertising Committee 
the work of the Federation and its Koepsell Honey Gardens; second prize reported on the possibility of getting 

need to the beekeeping industry. At Ray Gibbons. honey advertised with a dairy product 

the close of the convention, he called Comb Honey: First prize, Ray Gib- on the Department of Agriculture bill- 
a meeting of all members of the Na- _ bons; second prize, Clarence Pfluger, board for 1952. The Advertising Com- 

tion and a new organization, the Fed- De Pere. mittee members are William Judd, — 

erated Wisconsin Beekeepers was or- Honey Advisory Committee Reports Stoughton; Art Kehl, Watertown; H. 

ganized. Mr. Robert Knutson, Lady- Mr. John Long gave his apiary in- Braithwait, Baraboo; Edward Ranum, 

smith, was elected president; Mr. spection report, which will be pub- Mount Horeb; William Waterman, 

Leonard Otto of Forest Junction, vice lished in a later issue. He reported a Madison. a 

President; and Henry Schaefer of total of 3,179 apiaries inspected, of (To be continued)
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THE NATIONAL HONEY CROP THE FLAVOR OF HONEY the better. If heated to 140 degrees 

The 1951 honey crop was estimated IS IMPAIRED IF ALLOWED and sealed while still hot and cooled 
at 249,053,000 pounds—7 percent more oO REMAIN ON HIVES TOO LONG quickly, the honey will not granulate 
than last year’s crop on Oct. 1, ac- Almost every beekeeper has had again for about a year. HJR. 

cording to the U. 8. Bureau of Agri- this experience: When the first clover TT 

cultural Economics. Honey produc- ney is taken from the hives in early INFORMATION ABOUT 
tion mapa’ of ee July, we taste it and exclaim, “Isn't BEE CULTURE 
pares .5 pounds last y fa ur 
the 1945-49 average of 39.0 pounds. In tess and ac = Dae Gna United States Department of Agriculture 
mid-September producers had about pyt something seems to happen, and Publications 

115 milion pounds of honey on hand jy, August and September we no long- A limited supply of some of the fol- 

for sale—5 percent less than stocks ¢y exclaim over this delicious flavor lowing publications is available for free 

on hand a year earlier. This year’s while extracting. What is it? distribution. However, all are obtain- 

honey crop is being produced by This year we had an interesting able by purchase from the Superin- 

5,572,000 colonies of bees, 1 percent experience. Honey was extracted in tendent of Documents,’ Government 
fewer than in 1950. This estimate is July and in early August, heated, Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C, 
based on reports from about 5,000  hottied and sealed immediately. The or can be consulted in libraries, Do not 
beekeepers including farm and non- color and flavor is wonderful. One send money or any other kind of re- 

farm apiaries. super of comb honey was not re- mittance for publications to the Di- 
Honey production is above last moved from the colonies until mid- vision of Bee Culture. 

year in all regions except the West September. This comb honey is defin- Farmers’ Bulletins: 961, Transferring 

North Central and South Central  itely of poorer quality than the honey Bees to Modern Hives, 5c; 1713, Treat- 
States. extracted in July. In fact, we have it ment of American Foulbrood, 5c. 

The 10 leading honey producing on the table every day and don’t like Circulars: 386, The Wax Moth and 

states this year are: California, Flori- _{t too well. It was much thinner when 1 Coto! 5c; 392, Diagnosing Bee 
da, Wisconsin, Ohio, New York, removed from: the; hive than; was: the Diseases in the ‘Apiary 5c; 554, Honey 

Texas, Michigan, Towa and Idaho. honey removed in July because dur- and Pollen Plants in the United States, Th d tat a a 50 t of ing August and early September we 10c: 650, F Aff Useful : 
ese states produce percent had weather with high humidity and Ic; , Factors fecting fulness 

the crop. sometimes low temperatures. How- of Honey Bees in Pollination, 10c; 702, 

In Wisconsin, despite a heavy win- ever, now while we have furnace heat, Productive Management of Honey Bee 
ter kill, the late spring and curtailed the honey is “drying out” and becom- Colonies in the Northern States, 10c; 

flying weather, bees came up with an ing thicker. But still we don’t like the 876, Use of Honey Bees in Alfalfa Seed 
excellent yield owing to unusually flavor. It tastes as if there has been Production, in: press. 
good nectar supplies. a touch of fermentation. Technical Bulletins: 656, Cost of 

—_——- Producing Extracted Honey in Cali- 
IN MEMORIAM Coppings; Do; Not, Frotect fornia, 1!0c; 716, Investigations of the 

Honey From Moisture Physical and Chemical Properties of Three leaders in the beekeeping 
world passed ‘away. during past There is an opinion among many Beeswax, 5c. 

months. Dr. E. F. Phillips died on ee cet testes am 113, Honey and Some of Its 
August 21 at Ithaca, N. Y., at the age 1, it This is a mistake. The cappings °° -~ 
of 72.°Dr. Phillips was well known to will allow the moisture to enter and The following publications of the Bu- 

many Wisconsin beekeepers and took thin the honey during damp weather, e2U of Entomology and Plant Quar- 
part in the early beekeeping Chau- often to the extent that it will ferment aMtine are obtainable without cost from 

tauquas in this state. and air bubbles will develop under the that Bureau, Washington 25, D. C., or 
Elmer Carroll, editor of The Bee- cappings. Also, in a warm, dry room, rom the Division of Bee Culture. E-297 

keepers Magazine, Lansing, Mich. the honey will dry out so that it will List of Dealers in Beekeeping Supplies, 
passed away early in August. Elmer pecome quite thick with as little as Package Bees, and Queens; E-531, The 

Carroll ca atte tate ee 15% moisture. Use of Pollen Traps and Pollen Sup- 
to greater efforts. Suffering from lements in Developing Honey Bee Col- 
arthritis, he nevertheless created an Remove Honey Early me E-536, The Role of Pollen in 
interesting magazine and_ several Since we're all interested in putting 4, Economy of the Hive; E-584, The 

years ago appeared on the program on the market only the best flavored perendence of Agriculture on the Bee- 
of our Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Associ- honey for table use, it is important keeping Industry; E-693, T'wo-Queen 
ation summer meeting. The Beekeep- that we study the conditions that in- Colony Management; E-749, _Bee- 

ers Magazine is being continued by jure the flavor of honey. We must Gathered Pollen in Various Localities 
Mrs. Carroll and daughters. remove the honey from the hives and on the Pacific Coast. E-763, Tests with 

Frank Pellet of Atlantic, Ia., editor, extract it just as soon as it is finished. DDT on Honey Bees in Small Cages: 
writer, beekeeper and honey plant For alsike and white clover honey it ET-250, A Manual for the Artificial In- 

tester, passed away this past sum- will mean extracting in very early  semination of Queen Bees; ET-289, A 
mer at the age of 71. July. For sweet clover, at least by Portable Field Cage; ET-291, Thresher 

The work of these men will long mid-July. The more quickly it can be and Separator for Red Clover Sced 

be remembered. extracted, heated, bottled and sealed, Samples.
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COMMENTS ON USE OF QUEEN SOME NOTES ABOUT WINTERING 

EXCLUDERS AND SWARM Here are some facts about winter- H 0 N E Y 

CONTROL METHODS ing to be considered by all of us, es- 

he ‘int 
In our June issue we wrote about foasetiene hed heavy winter ¢ 0 N T A ] N E R § 

the danger of A.P.B. by the Demaree ° We now have a good suppl 
method of swarm control. We also 1, The make-up of the sabes is of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pail, 
mentioned the amount of labor involv- ™0°Fre important than the protection Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib., 2 Ib. and 1 
ed and the advantages of the three given the hives for successful winter- Ib. and 8 oz, glass jars. We can 

brood chamber reversing method ing. A good colony requires about 70 make immediate shipment. 

We were interested to note an ar- et or Sen tera ana To insure prompt service, 

tice by Howard J. Rock of Dale, Wis., tering Pe order your Association labels . am . now for your new honey crop. 
n fhe May ene - Gleanings in Bee 2. A one-inch auger hole just below . 7 

Calktre, "in, which ‘he: saya: the upper hand-hold is excellent for Write for Complete 
“I object to the use of excluders and 

good wintering. The lower entrance Price List 
the Demaree method of swarm control. may become clogged with dead bees Order through your State 
In fact, the Demaree method is a very and prevent the bees from having a Beekeepers Association 

short-sighted remedy for an old, ob- = 

solete, restrictive method of managing flight during warm periods in mid HONEY ACRES 
the color winter.. The upper hole also allows Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

oe ve ; debe: Brood bi the escape of moisture laden air. | 
‘ven where jouble rood combs 

. E: t light and eC 
are used the excluder aggravates swarm- a! team. ealdéat winds ey ppb 

a“ nea mierity ean im break is more important than wrap- HONEY WANTED 
start out rather slowly. e the hon- ting the hives. Hive insulation will Carloads and EL r 
ty flow is in its initial stage the bees allow the cluster to contract gradu- ey ent ee rr 

ho See sore the hades in ~ ally and organize its position in rela- ee os . , 

ra chamber i an excluder is used. tion to stores so that fewer bees are Cc. MW a ee 
cm ak and the bees had = left stranded than if unprotected. ALD AA, ue 

ari re combs an one 

extracting super, this initial slow stage ae camennics oats _— ze i 
of the honey flow would not cause any . 
crowding whatsoever, therefore, no saa ® feo = spell es AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY swarming, amat Wit be almoe’S. kor te 0 Boyd, Wisconsin “All I know is what I hav rie cluster will be almost as low in a 

@ oT cae és cked as in an unpacked hive. Manufacturers of enced. I have worked bees all over the P™ B ° The LOTZ SECTION, 
U. S. and one fact paramount in my 5. If a colony is given too much ec . 7 m0 
mind is this: year after year, the pro- packing it will not be able to respond finer section made, for produc- 

ducers who produce the biggest crops *© warm periods during the day, ing fast selling comb honey. 
have the least swarming and make the Which allow the cluster to shift its GLASS JARS 
most money are those who do not use POSition to new stores in case they Queen Eee 

have eaten up all of the honey within y excluders, 5 lbs jars, per reshipping 
“Another fact — those beekeepers Teach. carton Of 6 ........--.-$ $ 59 

who DO use excluders, practice De- 6. The ability of the colony to pro- | 2 Biers Es feshipping 16 68 
mareeing and other laborious methods, tect itself against Tow temperatures 1 Ib jars, per reshipping | * . 
have the most swarms, the biggest la- Will depend a good deal upon colony carton of 24 ............... 1.15 1.00 
bor bills and comparatively mediocre Population. It may be possible to over- Y Ib. jars, per reshipping 
honey crops. From talking and work- Winter nuclei or small colonies suc- carton of 24 ............... 104 92 
ing with this group I have gleaned the cessfully in our cold climate unless TIN CONTAINERS 
impression that they wouldn't know the weather should be quite mild. 5 ge ise Pails with Bails 

vhat to do with a big healthy colony Per carton of 50 .................$ 5.30 
of bees. . 5 bie each 16a 
— er carton 100 ................ 10, 

HONEY WANTED 10  tb.—17e each 
AMATEUR BEEKEEPERS er carton of 50 |................ 7.50 

ASSOCIATION ORGANIZED BAOBWOO nnn White Box of Two 60 Ib. 
IN MINNESOTA Buckwheat .................. Dark Square Cans ...............--$ 1.75 

60 1b. Square Cans, in bulk, 
The Minnesota Amateur Beekeepers’ Clover —---------------- White oe nr |} 

Association was organized recently at Other Flavors — What Have You? 60 a Square Cans, per carton 

the University Farm by a group of | Send Small Sample and Cash Price Sete hs foacey Gi ico 14.40 
beckeepers interested in bee culture at Your Place in 60's 60 Ib. can 34" vessssessseeeeeee 2,00 
Problems. The members have voted 
to affiliate with the Minnesota Horti- Hox) 195; Huston, ‘Wisconsin ne os oa paceee 4 of 
cultural Society. Regular meetings M HH. Lyons of $50.00 fo discount on or ers 

tre planned at the University Farm. ° “=
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PEONIES 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs 
Anywhere In The U.S.A. By 

TYPEWRITERS The Month 

ADDING MACHINES 3 to 5 Octaves 
All Makes and Types PEONIES 

of Typewriters and Order Now from the 
Adding Machines Rented Finest and Largest 

or Sold All Over the U.S.A. Selection in Wisconsin. 
Either Over 2,000 Varieties to Visit Our Garden 

Standard or Portable Select From. j Mein on 
WRITE 

SISSON'S 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

YOU'LL SAVE LATER GB 

By 

Buying the 

Best Now 

Bee SupPLies 
When you decide to buy, 

order Root supplies and be This name has stood for the very 
sure of your investment. best’ ; 

Your nearby Root dealer can obtain est in bee supplies made famous 

for you any Root equipment made— by outstanding leaders such as: 
and at a price that compares with any 
other brand on the market. 
REMEMBER THE NAME... 

A. 1. Root Company 
Since 1869 Medina, Ohio 

SyostPeNn UpsuOOsT I 32 er rod 
eangtnorasy Fo Ye osatt
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Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance 
for mailing at special rate of postage pro- 
vided for in Section 1108, Act of October 3, 
1917, authorized July 15, 1918. 52 PI e 
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. . Rahmlow, Edito . 
isk Catvetaty' Pate Phace M“2"3 offer you the services of graduate landscape archi- 

Madison 6, Wisconsin tects, skilled in preparing plans that will arrange your 
Tel. 5-8811, Ext. 3881 nursery stock to the greatest possible advantage. Now is the 

Vol. XLIN. January, 1952 No. 4 time to plan for next year, so obtain professional assistance 

ee from McKay's. 
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Annual Convention Highlights 
New Officers Elected; Fruit Show Highlights 

Beginning — Papers and Reports on the Program 

OUR ANNUAL CONVENTION 

Only brief reports of proceedings w 

and program papers presented at the 

|g8rd Annual Convention of the Wis- = 

consin State Horticultural Society at iS 

Fond du Lac, November 27-28, will be 

given in this issue. Some of the im- 

portant papers presented by speakers re 

will be published when they are most 

timely, as for example, recommenda- : 

tions on spraying during spring ; 

months. 

Attendance ’ 

Attendance was good in spite of jf 

slightly icy roads which kept away a a! 

some members living at a distance. | 

Total registration was 187 with no i ee Sas TT a ee 

doubt a number that did not register. | Sy a ee Pane ets Se Re 

The program was excellent and was eat SOS Sens 

highlighted with talks by Dr. H.C. 9% i] a a 

Young of the Ohio Experiment Station eo | a 4 

on fruit disease control and Mrs. er be 3 4 4 

Forest Middleton of Madison who | if oy a 

demonstrated flower arrangement to a re | 

the Women’s Auxiliary. Ea 7 , ee i 3 

Talks by staff members of the (4 ea As y - 

University of Wisconsin are reported | < Ps bed 14 

in part in the article in this issue on & \ A i 

the joint fruit growers meeting with ‘ # 

the Minnesota Fruit Growers. Topics f i 

by Drs. C. L. Fluke and J. Duain . 

Moore were much the same at both 

meetings. 

Officers Elected 

Mr. Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, was 

lected president, and Marshall Hall, 

(asco, vice president of the Society. ee TA RROR. Seo Rebate Ke OnE Se ae NS eee 

aimee Sqauees! an were ABOVE: NEW OFFICERS. From left, past president, Gilbert Hipke, New 
, ; olstein, congratulates Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, newly elected president of 

verson, Sturgeon Bay; and William the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, and Marshall Hall, elected vice 
nell, Menomonie. H. J. Rahmlow president. 

as re-elected secretary and E. L. 
ambers treasurer. BELOW: Speakers at our 83rd Annual Convention. From left, Prof. C. L. 

Kuehner, extension fruit specialist; Don Dever, entomologist; Dr. H. C. Young, 
Resolutions Ohio Experiment Station, shaking hands with Dr. J. D. Moore, pathologist. 

Resolutions adopted at the annual pail oe entomologist, and Dr. R. H. Roberts, Department of Horticul- 

iness meeting included: regrets 

et they were unable to attend the 

tor.vention this year sent to Mr. N. A. son; Mr. and Mrs. John MclIlquham, Resolutions of sympathy will be 

smussen, Oshkosh; Mrs. A. K. Bas- Chippewa Falls; Mr. and Mrs. George found on another page in this issue. 

ti, Sr., Baraboo; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Gannon, Chippewa Falls; Mr. and A resolution publicly thanking B. L. 

prken, Kenosha; Mr. J. C. Schubert, Mrs. Henry Dvorak, Casco, and Elroy Chambers and H. J. Rahmlow for 

Gays Mills; Mr. Charles Rosa, Madi- Honadel, Milwaukee. their services and congratulating them 

it a 

nuary, 1952 : 87
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on their honorary recognition was 

passed. ° 

Another resolution adopted stated: Secretary Gives 25th Annual Repo. rt 

“Whereas there are a great many 

people in Wisconsin interested in The annual convention of the Wis- first, to promote the success of or- 
4 horticulture, gardening, production consin State Horticultural Society, ganizations affiliated with us, report- 

of flowers, fruits and berries who are held in the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du ing their programs, meetings and 

. not members of the Wisconsin State Lac, November 27-28, was the 25th in business affairs. Secondly, to give to 

~ Horticultural Society, and whereas which H. J. Rahmlow has taken part the members of these horticultural 

membership in the Horticultural So- as Secretary. In his annual report to groups the latest in scientific infor- 

ciety would be mutually advantageous the convention, he stated—(con- mation in their fields of endeavor. 

-. to these people as well as the Society, densed): During the year, the Secretary at- 
therefore be it resolved that we in Through the efforts of friends of tended or spoke at the following 
annual convention resolve that in- the Society, the legislature increased meetings: 17 fruit growers meetings, 
dividually and correctively we will do our appropriation by $1500 at the last 41 garden club meetings, 15 bee- 

everything in our power to contact session, which enables the Society to keepers’ meetings, 6 Apple Institute 
interested people in the counties from gyercome an annual deficit of $600 to ™eetings, 2 nurserymens’ meetings, 4 
which we come to get new members gg per year and to maintain the of the Gladiolus Society, 4 of the Wis- 

of organized groups of interested quality of its work. consin Berry and Vegetable Growers’ 
persons and individuals.” Association. He also gave 14 radio 

Another resolution extended to Rey- wun ae en is on the increase. tars on horticultural subjects, a total 
ith the formation of a new state- 

nolds Co., Sturgeon Bay; Arnold Nie- 145 organization called the Gard of 105 meetings and radio talks. ‘gan! ion ie len 
man, Cedarburg; Marshall Hall, Casco, Club of Wisconsin, affiliated with the The Secretary expressed apprecia- 

and Gilbert Hipke of New Holstein Wisconsin Horticultural Society, gar- tion to Prof. O. B. Combs and his 

our thanks for the very fine apple den clubs are affiliating in increasing staff for their cooperation in helping 

ne — apples served at the annual numbers. Activities were highlighted to carry out the society’s program. He 
quet. by a state convention and very fine also expressed appreciation for the 

Appreciate Services of Retired flower show at the Y.W.C.A. in Mil- 800d-will and help of the officers of 
Ofneéai aid ‘Directed waukee, September 26-27. Regional me Society and officers and commit- 

groups were organized and have held es of the various affiliated organiza- 

Another resolution stated, “Whereas excelent meetings. ‘< tions. With their further help he 

our retiring officers, Gilbert Hipke, promised to make every effort to con- 

Arthur Brunn, Walter Thenell and Work with state-wide affiliated or- tinue the kind of service to our mem- 

M. H. Ward have done an outstand- 8@nizations has continued. The secre- ership that has made the work of 
ing job in serving the interests of the ‘@Fy was able to supervise a program Wisconsin Horticultural Society out- 
Horticultural Society, be it therefore Of apple promotion for the Wisconsin standing in the history of the state 
resolved that we the members in an- APPle Institute, employing a radio since 1865. 
nual convention express our apprecia- cceaalies and Gia cuiatent mmgeay a 
Hon oe thanks for their splendid ing. the! past) ‘apple harvest’ ‘acason: THE FRUIT SHOW 

10,000 copies of the recipe booklet, There was a nice exhibit of plates 
The Resolutions Committee con- “Wisconsin Apples, 44 New Ways to of new and standard varieties of 

sisted of Fred Magnus, Chairman, 1y,. them,” were printed and distrib- apples at the fruit show held in con- 
Walter Kurtz and Mrs. Oscar Conrad. Jteq 4 most successful joint orchard nection with the annuel convention 

— tour at Menomonie in September and in the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lic, 

2, 44D CONTROLS MOSIAC a convention at La Crosse in Novem- November 27-28. The packed bushels 
Cornell University workers, Charles ber with the Minnesota Fruit Growers of apples were conspicuous by their 

Chupp and Grover Small, have Association were held. absence. Only a one-half bushel «p- 

aroused widespread interest in their The Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable peared—ai very: nice saedling:—packed 
report in the New York State Vege- Growers’ Association continues to ex- >Y William Connell of Menomonie, 
table Growers Association News to pand and held a very successful field who won the prize on the best secd- 
the effect that 2, 4-D should be used tour in Green Bay in June and an an- ling exhibited. 

to control (indirectly) plantain mosaic yal meeting with excellent program The Winners 
on tomatoes. The disease is appar- at Oshkosh on November 14. The Wis- Plate of Five Apples 
ently caused by plantain strains of the consin Gladiolus Society and the Wis- 

tobacco mosaic virus. The fruit of consin Beekeepers’ Association con- MACOUN, 2nd prise, John Kopp, 
West Bend; 8rd, Francis Costello, Fond Infested plants is rough and the tinue their affiliation and the Secre- 4 ar ’ 

yield is lowered. The only control tary has been able to help them with lu Lac. 

cunotg a — their meetings and progress. HARALSON. 2nd prize, Conneil’s 

mend fat vocaylig around green. | We have been able to maintain the “S™"ridge Orchards, Menomonie. 
house, cold frames, ditchbanks, road- size of our magazine, Wisconsin Horti- _ SECOR. ist prize, Emil Beyer's, 
ways and in other nearby areas— culture, in spite of increasing costs. Malone. 

From Down to Earth, Winter, 1951. The magazine has two functions: FIRESIDE. 1st prize, Conneil’s
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Sunridge Orchard, Menomonie; 2nd, 2nd, Francis Costello, Fond du Lac; cylindrical fence of wire mesh, or a 
Emil Beyer’s, Malone. E. R. McGilvra, Baraboo; 8rd, Pieper _ repellent paint. In the latter group, the 
PRAIRIE SPY. ist prize, Emil Fruit Farm, Oakfield; John Kopp, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service recom- 

Beyer’s, Malone; Herbert Hasslinger, West Bend. mends a formulation known as Rab- 
Nashotah. bit Repellent 96A which can be ob- DELI iS. 2n 5 KENDALL. ist prize, William — iin . a: men neers tained from the Rodent Control Fund, 
Meyer, Waldo; 3rd, John Kopp, West Malone; 3rd, John Kopp, West Bend; A.E.S. Annex, W. Lafayette, Indiana. 

Bend. E. R. McGilvra, Baraboo A simpler formula recommended by 
SPARTAN. 2nd prize, William a ? ° Michigan State College consists of 

Meyer, Waldo. Hardy Carpathian rosin dissolved in ethyl alcohol at the 
REDWELL. 2nd prize, Emil Beyer’s English Walnut Exhibit rate of 7 pounds per gallon. 

Malone. Deer di is hat First prize, N. C. Jacobs, Sturgeon eer damage somewhat more wee tecae [E. 2nd prize, John Kopp, Bay; second, Royal Oaks, Bluffs, Ill. difficult to control. Herd reduction is 
. Three named lake. Third prize, N.C, generally necessary in highly pro- 

GOEDEN DELICIOUS. 2nd prize, Jacobs, Sturgeon Bay. Fourth prize, ductive apple regions. Spraying re- Emil Beyer’s, Malone; 3rd, William N. C. Jacobs, Sturgeon Bay. pellents onto the dormant trees does 
Meyer, Waldo. offer some relief, however. The most 

N. W. GREENING. ist prize, E. R. successful chemicals to date have eae en . a Emil Beyer’s, DEER, RABBITS AND TREES been: GOODRITE Z.I.P.—Goodrich Malone; 3rd, ilip Dell, Waldo; Wil- . liam Meyer, Waldo. It is unfortunate that young apple a aoe ao Cleve 
WEALTHY. 3rd prize, John Kopp, trees have such tasty bark and lus- “8” lo; DIAMOND BRAND— 

West Bend. cious buds, because therein lies winter Leckenby Co., 1684-15th Ave. W., Seat- 
MCINTOSH. 1st prize, Emil Beyer’s, trouble for the orchardist. Rabbits are tle 99, Wash. 

Malone; John Kopp, West Bend; 2nd, attracted to the bark, deer to the William D. Fitzwater, Jr. 
Philip Dell, Waldo; Francis Costello, twigs. Where rabbit populations are US. Fish & Wildlife Service Fond du Lac; 3rd, Lenore Zinn, Hart- heavy the most effective control is 
ford; E. R. McGilvra, Baraboo; Herb- to protect the individual trees with 
ert Hasslinger, Nashotah. some sort of a winter coat. This Can In some wive’s opinions a fishing 
CORTLAND. 1st prize, William be a wrapping of newspaper, alum- rod has a worm at both ends.—Iron 

Meyer, Waldo; Emil Beéyer’s, Malone; inum foil, or burlap, an individual County Miner. 

NURSERY STOCK FERTILIZERS 
Write for Price List and Order Blank Ammonium Nitrate 

Order early as we have just been advised by Mixed Fertilizers (All Analysis) 
Nursery that stock is not too plentiful. Ail Vigoro—Milorganite 
orders must be at the Nursery by March 1. Place Your Order Now for Delivery 

Any Time Available 

Pruning Equipment. 
Pruning Saws - Pole Saws - Pole Pruners -Pruning Snips - Tree Wound Paint - Tree 
Seal - Grafting Tape - Ladders. 

Sprayers - Dusters - Vegetable Grading Equipment for the Vegetable and Fruit Grower. 

Row Crops Models — Orchard Models 
We have the new J. Bean Speedaire Available.Same Time—Saves Labor—Saves Material. 
One man can do the work of 2 or 3 men withthe J. Bean Speedaire. Write for leaflet. 

REPAIR WORK 
If your sprayer or pumps need repair, don’t wait ‘til the time you want to use them. Bring 

them in during the winter months, when we have time to go over them thoroughly. We carry 
a complete line of repairs. 

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. (Formerly S. E. Wis. Fruit Growers’ Co-op) Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C, & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107 »
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REPORT OF TOPICS DISCUSSED AT THE 

Joint Fruit Growers Meeting 
Minnesota and Wisconsin Growers Join 

In Program On Fruit Growing 

The fifth annual joint fruit growers chine delivers an air blast at 90 miles hours less, which he estimated would 

meeting with the Minncsota Fruit per hour and the spray comes through save enough to pay for the new type 

Growers Association at LaCrosse on five or six nozzles on one side. It re- sprayer in two years. 

November 5-6 will go down in history quires filling only % as many times Mr. Sacia feels many growers piy 

as one of the most interesting and as a regular sprayer, and getting too much attention to the materials 

beneficial meetings ever held by this water is a problem as their well is they use and not enough to proper 

group. This two day convention initi- 600 feet deep. There is a great deal of timing—to get it on before and dur- 

ated by the Wisconsin State Horticul- saving on wear of equipment. Less ing a rain. He praised paste sulfur 

tural Society five years ago, has costly equipment is required to pull for concentrate spraying and used it 

really become an important factor for a smaller load. The air is directed into during humid or misty weather to pre- 

improving fruit growing. There were the tops of the trees. Lydell uses a vent burning. He felt that parathion 

70 registrations and 68 attended the double strength spray from the pre- gave poorer results during cool 
banquet, which Mr. Ben Rusy, acting bloom and through the calyx spray. weather than during hot weather. He 

as toastmaster, made one of the most Then three times the regular concen- has a supplementary duster and has 

entertaining we have ever held. tration after the petal fall spray. This saved crops during periods of rainy 
In Appreciation later concentration is not as much weather by “in-between dusting.” 

We appreciate the help of the fruit saving, however, as is cutting in half Paste sulfur goes into solution very 

growers who spoke on the program— the first sprays. quickly and doesn’t clog the nozzles. 
Mr. Victor Lydell, La Crescent; Robert He told of some burning effect when Fruit Insect Control 

Sacia, Galesville; Harold Schubert, "ying conditions are poor, as when By Dr. C. L. Fluke 
Gays Mills; William Connell, Menom- %PTaying is done during a very humid Dr. C. L. Fluke gave his usual in- 
onie and staff members of the Tight. This, however, is from lime sul- teresting and instructive talk on in- 

University of Wisconsin, Dr. C. L. fur only; none with milder sulfur. sect control in the orchard. For next 
Fluke, Dr. J. D. Moore, Prof. C. L. After the calyx spray he used mic year’s spray program, the calyx of 

Kuehner, Dr. R. H. Roberts for ex- vlfur. Some insects were controlled petal fall time is very important, be- 

cellent presentation. Also to the staff With parathion; he wore a mask and Cause then we must spray to control 
members of the University of Minne- loves when using it and felt no ill -caing moths, plum curculio and 
sota and Department of Agriculture, °ffects. oyster shell scale. What shall we 
C. L. Aamodt, Harold Peterson, T. 8. Robert Sacia, Galesville, on use? For plum curculio he feels we 
Weir, Dr. W. G. Brierly, Prof. W. H. Concentrate Spraying should use something better than 
Alderman, E. M. Hunt, Minnesota Mr. Robert Sacia of Galesville stated arsenate of lead. Some of the mu- 

Secretary, and Prof. J. D. Winter, his machine is really a combination terials in the picture are aldrin, 

Fruit Growers’ Association secretary. of an air blast and hydraulic sprayer. dieldrin, E. P. M. and parathion. 

We appreciate the cooperation of He is very well satisfied with it and . P. M. takes care of codling moths, 
County Agent Al Francour of La had clean fruit last year. When using aphids, leaf roller and several other 

Crosse and assistants, and banquet concentrated spray materials, a screen insects, but it is just as dangerous to 
speaker, Wisconsin County Boards must be used behind the nozzle to use as parathion. Dieldrin will not 
Ass’n. secretary, Mr. A. J. Thelen. prevent clogging. Nozzle size must be control codling moths, but is excel- 

THE PROGRAM determined by the capacity of the lent for curculio. 
Insect Control in the. Orchard and pump. He finds that a speed of about Tests on Curculio Control 

Concentrate Spraying 2% miles per hour is a maximum in In checking various materials for 

We wish to report the principal fea- order to work the air through the control of curculio, he found on un- 

tures of the program at this conven-_ trees. . sprayed trees, 48 fall curculio feeding 

tion in this and coming issues, but Mr. Sacia said that it used to take holes on August 15th. Trees sprayed 
some topics will be enlarged upon 200 man hours to complete one spray- with parathion had 8 feeding holes, 
when they are more timely, as for ing of the orchard with the old type with E.P.M. one, with aldrin, 3, and 
example, spraying in the early spring of sprayer. He now sprays the or- with lead arsenate, 9 feeding holes per 

months. chard with only 50 man hours when 100 apples. 
The subject of concentrate spraying they are rushed in the spring and Dr. Fluke also reported briefly pre 

created a great deal of interest. The are using two men. Later in the sea- liminary tests on the use of new chem- 

topic was opened by Mr. Victor Lydel) son, when they’re not rushed, one icals on the soil to control insects. The 

of La Crescent, Minn. He is greatly man can do the work in 36 hours. work looks very promising, but necds 

in favor of this type of spraying and For 10 sprays during the season, it further testing before recommenda- 
thinks it’s the coming thing. His ma- therefore takes about 1500 to 1700 man tions can be made. Dr. Fluke’s spray
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program for insect control will be spray of Elgetol, it is possible to There are quite a number of growers, 

published in our March issue. change the spray program and it especially along the eastern lakeshore, 

will be less difficult to control scab. who had a serious scab problem last 

Apple; Disease ‘Control Some growers in Door County found year due to high moisture conditions. 

Mr. T. L. Aamodt, Minnesota State it impossible to control scab until From May 16 to October 16 there 

Entomologist, gave a report, with they used the ground spray. were 22 inches of rain in the Door 

further details by two assistants, on It is well to remember that leaves County area. 

the Minnesota Orchard Spray Warn- heavily infected with scab may have Dr: Moore gave the following re- 
ing Service. Studies are made of in- 4, many as 50,000 scab spores per port of results with the materials 

sect injury and recommendations are square inch to be released in spring. tested: 
given growers as to proper time and 

material for spraying. 
A Test of Spray Materials 

Ground Spray for Scab Control 

Recommended Material Amount Before 
Report by Dr. J. D. Moore Bloom Amount After Petal Fall % Scab 

Dr. J. Duain Moore, pathologist, has 1. Lime Sulphur 2 gal. to 100 gal. 1% tO 100 -.---neeeeercrernene 6% 

conducted research on disease con- 2 Tag % pt. to 100 2nd cover — Fermate, ..............._ 3% 
trol of fruits in Door County for a 1 to 100 

number of years and gave an excel- 3. Lime Sulphur 2 to 100 Mike §S., 2% to 100 
lent report on work done and recom- and Fermate, % to 100 ............ 10% 

mendations for scab control. He said 4. Puratized A.S. % pt. to 100 Fermate, 1 - 100 oc 38% 

they cannot test all materials on the 5. Lime Sulphur 2 to 100 19% tO WOO eeeeeeeeccceeeecrereeeee 8% 

market, but do test representative 6, Lime Sulphur 2 to 100 Mike 8, 5 - 100 occ 3% 
types of materials. 7. Fermate 1% Ibs. Fermate, 1 - 100 2... 14% 
Ground Spray Recommended. If 8. Lime Sulphur 2 to 100 Fermate, 1 - 100 ...........--- 3% 

you have had poor control of scab 9. Lime Sulphur 2 to 100 Micro dritomic, 5 - 100 .............. 11% 

during the past season, you should 10. Mag. 70 8 to 100 B £0 100 nee eeee ee eee NO Fruit 

apply the ground spray, Dr. Moore 11. 341 SC 3 pts. per 100 B tO 100 eee 8% 
said. This will be his recommenda- 12. Lime Sulphur 2 - 100 341 SC, 8 pt. - 100 ww. | 8% 

tion for 1952. By the use of a ground 13. Stanofide % to 100 Ye tO 100 ene eeeeeseeeeece teens 26% 

(To Be Continued) 
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Cut spraying costs! orn : — 

whale ofa spaayer! 

Y OU... quick, complete, f é 
thorough coverage with a } 
Hardie Sprayer or duster in : 
less time, with less labor. 
Spray material goes further. ; 
Your dollar buys more. Ask ul 

ur dealer, write for the SU? 
Hardie Catalog showing the | iy 4 D | J a 
eet variety of sizes and ; Ree z ba PL 
styles of money saving spray- 7 
ote tadayroarket | PY” Mnoteeane senvices @uegeey —"“ANUTACTURING 

aS Hudson, Michigan 
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New Fruit Fungicides 
° ope oe 

Their Adaptability For Better Timing Of Sprays 
By H. C. Young, Ohio Experiment Station 

(Annual Convention Paper) © 

Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station APPLE SCAB TEST 

This title has been discussed and Before Versus After Infection Sprays 

emphasized ever since apple scab has CORTLAND 

been a, problem. The emphasis, how-© © ——— 

ever, has been placed on the impor- No. Percent 
tance of covering the foliage and fruit Materials in 100 gallons applications scab 

of the trees before the apple scab 4 Crag 341 3, 2 pts (before rains) 9 14 
spores shoot and just ahead of the > Crag 341 3, 2 pts (after rains) 8 2.0 
infection period. This talk has to 

deal with almost the opposite princi- 3, puratized Agr. Spray 1 pt (before rains) 9 03 
ple in that sprays are called for just 4 puratized Agr. Spray 1 pt (after rains) 8 ‘aa 
after the rain period and at the be- 

ginning of possible infection. Perhaps 5, wn EBD 2 Ibs (before rains) 9 17 
a word of explanation should be given 6. MnEBD 2 Ibs (after rains) 9 1.9 

as to what we mean by following the 

rain periods of infection. It is a 7 my. sulfur 6, 5 Ibs (before rains) 9 17 
period in each spring in which the 3, wy. sulfur 6, 5 Ibs (after rains) 8 20.8 
scab spores leave their fruiting body Check (no spray) 0 100.0 
and cause the initial infection. The 

reason for initiating this type of study sprayed after the rain period for in- period is predicted and he puts on his 
was to determine why the regularly ¥ 

fection. The results are given in the spray and it doesn’t come for 36 to 
recommended sprays and timings fre- 

table. 48 hours, new growth makes the cov- 
quently failed and to formulate, if 

It has been found that such mater- erage that much less effective. One 
possible, a more effective program. 

ials as the Puratized group, Tag, feature in this method of procedure is 

Our standard spray program at the ccarbam. Still objectionable and that is the 
present time calls for a finely divided ™anganese ethlene bis dithi cost of the type ‘of sprays: that ‘we 
sulfur. This material has been stand- te, and Crag Fruit Fungicide were would like to eset aaa However, 
ard for several years and every year all quite efficient when applied at that if one: or two: sprays can be naved 

there are a number of growers who time. Tt will be noted further that and better sonteel an be obtained call up and tell us that they sprayed sulfur did not control adequately in ie cock would’ be ‘no greateror er, 

exactly according to our recommenda- ither case. While only one table is haps even less ina a lying Tie 
tions, both as to the amount of ma- Shown, several other varieties were old sprays of rain veriodia, Py 
terial and timing, and have failed to included and similar results obtained. In conclusion, it must ‘be empha- 

control scab. We formerly considered One surprising point was the amount sized that these results I am eivine 
such failures as resulting from wrong f control given by sulfur when ap- 

lied after rain periods. you have been obtained only over two 
interpretations of our recommenda- P 

seasons and must be considered pre- 
tions. This was our conclusion until The results given above were ob- jana, 
two years ago when with as near per-_ tained from sprays applied as soon as ry: 

fect timing as we were able to follow, convenient after rain ceased, cer- 

we obtained from 25 to 30 percent scab tainly within 12 and not later than COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS 

on our most susceptible varieties. We 36 to 48 hours. With a concentrate ASSN. MEETINGS SCHEDULED 

passed this off as a mistake in timing spray rig, it is possible to cover an County Fruit Growers Association 
and thought perhaps it wouldn’t hap- orchard before the scab spores have annual meetings have been schedul-d 
pen again. This season the same _ penetrated and are out of reach of ag follows: 

thing happened. During both these spray. Likewise, there must be a February 26, Racine County Fruit 
seasons, fortunately, we had several tremendous wash-off of sprays when Growers Association. 

other materials in the test plots and applied ahead of certain rain periods February 27, Milwaukee County 
many of these new materials did not which may cause some failures to FGA. 

fail and gave excellent control of control. February 28, Waukesha County 
scab. It was because of these varying A certain amount of savings may be FGA. 

results that we decided perhaps our had by practicing this procedure. If March 3, Jefferson County FGA. 
spraying program was not perfect. a grower waits until after a rain March 4, Washington County FGA. 
Last year we began a series using period which is predicted and the March 5, Ozaukee County FGA. 
several different fungicides to de- rain period does not come, he can March 6, Manitowoc County FGA. 
termine their effectiveness when _ save that spray. Likewise, if a rain March 7, Sheboygan County FGA.
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TOUGH ON DISEASE. ““Fermate” fungicide gives | COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER CHEMICALS. You can 
foliage and fruit of apples and pears sure protec- use ‘“Fermate” safely with most pest-control 
tion against scab. It also controls cedar-apple products. For exceptional wetting and covering 
rust, black rot, sooty blotch and bitter rot. power, use Du Pont Spreader-Sticker in the 

EASY ON BLOSSOMS, LEAVES AND FRUIT. ‘‘Fer- spray mixture. 
mate” is safe to use through the scab season, IDEAL FOR MANY FRUITS. ‘‘Fermate” also con- 
provides disease control without burning orstunt- trols grape black rot, brown rot of stone fruits, 
ing even tender young growth. Safe in hot peach scab, cherry leaf spot, cranberry fruit rots 
weather, too. and raspberry anthracnose and leaf spot. 

BETTER YIELD AND QUALITY. Leaf growth reaches . 
full vigor when protected with TPeanake Helps See your dealer now for Du Pont ‘‘Fermate”’ fungicide 

3 : 3 : and other proved Du Pont pest-control products. Ask him 
make higher yields of larger fruit with better fo» free booklets, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals 

finish. Department, Wilmington, Delaware. 

DU PONT CHEMICALS FOR THE FARM INCLUDE: 
Fungicides: PARZATE* (Liquid and Dry), FERMATE,* ZERLATE,* Copper-A (Fixed Copper), 
SULFORON* and SULFORON®*-X Wettable Sulfurs... Insecticides: DEENATE* DDT, MARLATE* 
Methoxychlor, LEXONE* Benzene Hexachloride, KRENITE* Dinitro Spray, EPN 300 Insecticide, 
Calcium Arsenate, Lead Arsenate — Weed and Brush Killers: AMMATE,* 2,4-D, TCA and 2,4,5-T R FF. 
«++ Also: Du Pont Cotton Dusts, Du Pont Spreader Sticker, PARMONE® Fruit Drop Inhibitor, and EG. U.S. PAT.O 
many others, @REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

On all chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning or caution statements on BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
use of the product are given, read them carefully, +. THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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, WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN’S 
How We Prune Apple Trees MEETING 

é The Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Asso- 

For Better Production ciation met at the Schroeder Hotel :n 
Milwaukee on September 56. Cf- 

By Fred Sacia, Galesville ficers elected for the coming year are 

Mr. Howard Anderson, Wisconsin 
Our orchard friends in Wisconsin our 20 year-old Wealthy block, it has Rapids, president; Robert Gieringcr, 

and Minnesota are not aware of the taken less than 10 minutes per tree Milwaukee, vice president; Mr. 
extent to which ladder-way pruning for each annual pruning for the last thomas Pinney, Sturgeon Bay, re- 
has been carried on during the last five seasons. The prunings are 80 mains treasurer. The Association 
six years in the Sacia Orchards. small now that they can be left on  yoteq for a summer meeting the sec- 

They will, no doubt, at least be in- the ground and still the trees are oq week in August in the northern 
terested in the eventual outcome. bearing unusually well. section of the state and discussed the 

All of the 2500 trees in the new or- All succeeding prunings after the possibility of holding a one-day school 

chard have been ladder-way pruned. first are just keeping the ladder-ways 4, plant propagation at that time. 

Now there never will be any long open and removing all sucker growth 
Speakers included Paul Reynolds 

limbs protruding directly in to the with light supplementary pruning. , 
of the Wisconsin Taxpayers’ Alliance, 

way of travel, a must in the uso‘of a Renewal of the tree depends on yoadison; Peter Cascio, vice president 

a ee ne pag of,t20 Nalin Awctin: > 
In the home orchard an estimated to control if one plans on holding a ier ye otra een oe canes 

2500. of 1 to 15 year old trees have tree to a certain age. k dors M = oe "4 Hal 
been so pruned. The pruning of these a ne © SEUSCUR, que: speaker. 
trees is on an annual basis. Those E. L. Chambers and Phil Smith of the 

that have been pruned five times re- DOOR COUNTY GROWERS MAKE state Department of Entomology dis- 
quire so little pruning that the cut- WORLD’S LARGEST PIE cussed insect problems. Mr. Donald 

tings may be left right on the ground. The world’s largest apple pie was a McDowell, director of the Depart- 
The minimum of time is required for feature attraction in Sturgeon Bay ment of Agriculture and Prof. O. B. 
operation—1 to 8 minutes per tree. during Door County growers first Combs, chairman of the Department 

In addition to the number named, PPle promotion project, October 31— Of Horticulture, U. W., spoke on the 
about % uf trees over 15 years have November 3. services available from their depart- 

been ladder-way pruned too. Prizes were awarded the growers ments. Guest speaker was Prof. L. C. 

The trees today, after annual lad- Who exhibited apples in local store Chadwick of the University of Ohio 
der-way pruning and cutting down of Windows. Grand champion bushel was ©" dwarf shrubs. 

tops, are much smaller. Hach tree exhibited by Mr. Sid Telfer, Driftwood SS 

has 8 ladder-ways, is about 18 feet Orchards, Ellison Bay, on Red Deli- WISCONSIN JUNIORS WIN 
across, the same in height and spaced cious. Honorable mention was given NATIONAL AWARD FOR 

22 x 22 ft. the displays of Eames Orchards, Fruit GROWING VEGETABLES | 

A new trend in apple tree growing Growers Co-op, Goldman Orchards, Three attractive girls of rural Wis- 
is at hand. (Note Paul Stark in No- Hall Enterprises, Horseshoe Bay consin areas were honored during the 
vember American Fruit Grower.) Farms, Jarman Orchards, Martin Or- 47th annual convention of the Na- 

Conventional pruning admits of no chards, George Vogel and Charles tional Junior Vegetable Growers As- 

other than an out grown tree and for Whitford. sociation at Cleveland in December. 
that reason, ladder-way type of prun- Apple Products Display Barbara Ann Sommerhalder, 16, of 
ing is offered as an alternative. Honorable mention was also given Menasha; Beverly Jean Bishop, 35, 

How the Pruning is Done the apple products display by Rey- of Sherwood in Calumet County; and 
A cross section of the tree after nolds Brothers Co. and Griffin and Carol R. Mahn, 20, Town of Oak 

pruning could well be represented by Toohey Co. These two firms produce Creek, Milwaukee County, each re- 

pie cut in either eight or sixteen pieces apple products with a high reputation ceived $100 scholarship awards from 
with every other piece removed. The for quality. The climax of the festival the $6,000 provided by A & P Food 

openings continue vertically from the was the baking, displaying and the Stores for the national gardening and 
bottom to the top of the tree with final eating. of the world’s largest marketing contest. 
openings wide enough to admit a apple pie. Two bakers combined their The top or national award of $500 

ladder. Say we are working on trees talents and by using 13 bushels of was won by Albert B. Bishop, 20, of 

sixteen feet in diameter. First, cut a Door County Wealthy apples, 100 Guilford, Conn. Other awards went 
“v" three feet wide on the side next pounds of crust ingredients, 40 pounds to these Wisconsin junior growers: 

to the way of travel. of sugar, two pounds of butter and a Donald Koegel, 21, of Milwaukce 

Second, leave a wedge of tree three half pound of cinnamon, they pro- County; John L. Hoh, 16, and Frederic 
feet wide. duced a pie six feet across the bottom Kaphingst, 14, both of Appleton; and 

Cut another three foot “V” and so and a depth of 12 inches. After a pie Ellyn Marie Roudebush, 16, of Wau:i- 
on around the tree. You thereby have eating contest by local boys, the pie akee. 

eight openings and eight bearing sec- was cut into small pieces and served By E. Swingle in the Milwaukee 

tions and all within a short time. In to a tremendous crowd of spectators. Sentinel.
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Berries and Vegetabl 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ANNUAL mes 

MEETING ae 
The annual fall meeting of the Wis- ™ ae 

consin Berry and Vegetable Growers’ 

Association at Oshkosh, November © ¥ 

14, was a decided success. County 

Agent Verne Peroutky expressed it FF % 

well when he said that “the program r ‘4 f : rcs rans 

gave us a regular short course in » & E j cae 5b 
berry and vegetable growing.” 4 " phi 

OFFICERS ELECTED oe eS or 
New directors elected’ for the com- JJ i a cae » 

ing three years are E. L. White, Fort by od 

Atkinson; Charles Swingle, Sturgeon L be ie 

Bay and Glen Swartz, Kenosha. Other i i 

directors holding over are Agnes Phil- : “ill fel 

lipson, Oshkosh; John Hauser, Bay- Re SS 

field; Roy Rasmus, Waupaca; Harry 

Barlament, Green Bay; Chris Olson, 

Berlin; F. W. Van Laer, Oconomowoc. [oo a a] 

The Board of Directors met after 
the convention and elected Harry oe 

Barlament of Green Bay president, > | 

Charles Swingle, Sturgeon Bay, vice sai Lo 

president; Chris Olson, Berlin, 2nd ae 

vice president; and E. L. White, sec- v4 2 ¢ 

retary-treasurer. H. J. Rahmlow con- ¥\ 

tinues as corresponding secretary. 

The Board discussed plans for 1952 

and decided to dispense with the regu- 

lar spring meeting and instead dis- 

cuss the possibility of two summer 

meetings, one with a tour for straw- 

berry and raspberry growers, to be 

held in Door Co. if conditions are fav- 

orable and another day for vegetable 

growers in a vegetable growing sec- 

tion. Time and location is to be de- AT THE WISCONSIN BERRY AND VEGETABLE GROWERS MEETING 

cided later. —Upper picture: Admiring a beautiful painting of squash are from left, Mr. | 
The program was so full of valuable J0hn Schoenemann, Vegetable Extension Specialist, U.W., one of the speakers; 

material that Board members realized County Agent Verne Peroutky of Oshkosh and Mr. Chris Olson, the artist and 
there was not enough time to discuss Vice President of the Association. Mr. Olson displayed six beautiful paintings 
both topics, berries and vegetables, of berry and vegetable scenes. 

during one day. It may be that the Lower picture. Some members, Board of Directors, Wisconsin Berry and 

next convention will be divided into Vegetable Association. From left, Mr. E. L. White, Sec., Fort Atkinson; Mr. 

two parts, a day for berry growers F. W. Van Lare, Oconomowoc. Congratulating the newly elected president is 

and a day for vegetable growers. The Mr. Charles Braman, Waupaca, past president, shaking hands with Mr. Harry 

Program was so good everyone felt Barlament, newly elected president, Green Bay. Mrs. Chris Olson, Berlin; Mr. 

attendance should have been much Glen Swartz, Kenosha and Mr. Charles Braman, Waupaca. 
larger and every effort will be made 
to increase it next year. Mr. E. L. Association, presented the following Receipts: 

White, treasurer, reported 65 active Teport: DUCS oeeeceererrcensrineeneeneeneeneeeeee 98,00 
members in the Society. Registration and luncheon .... 51.50 

7 8 Report Balance on hand, Received for posters ae 9.85 

Mr. E. L. White, treasurer of the December 31, 1950 ....................$ 44.00 Total cecseeeeeceeeeneeeesceseeeeenee $159.85
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Grand Total ........................$208.85 Mr. John Swartz of Kenosha stated materials in a container that had 
Expenses: that the variety Thomas is the best been previously used for 2,4-D. 

Dues to Horticultural Soc. shipper. He gets §2 per crate more Too heavy foliage on strawberry 

for membership ....................$ 48.00 for it in the Chicago market because plants makes pollination difficult and 

Posters  o2..eeeeececeeceeeeeeeeeee- 28.45 it looks so good. may result in reduced yields. Red 

Luncheon, Green Bay Harry Barlament stated that a new stele disease shows up in wet years 

Meeting nn... eecceeeeceeeccee 14.55 variety called Lindelicious grows well or on low, wet soils. 

Miscellaneous expenses ........ 24.90 at Ogden, Utah, and he plans to test 

it. ‘The variety Nectarine is excel. Recent Developments in Vegetable 
Total oocccccceeecssecesecesweee-$115.90 lent if handled right, but it must be Growing 

Balance on hand, spaced well to get good size. Prof O. B. Combs, chairman of the 

November 18, 1951 ..................$ 87.45 Chemical Weed Control Department of Horticulture, U. W,, 

Notes From The Program Mr. Frank Gilbert of the Branch ‘#!ked on developments in vegetable 

Best Strawberry Varieties Experiment Station at Sturgeon Bay ee a oo pr rising. 

Prof. C. L. Kuehner opened the pro- 8@ve an excellent report on weed See hn aeons ce not tising in proportion. Growers gram with a report of a survey of Control with chemicals. A detailed 
rticl ill be blished ii 1 must do considerable thinking during 

growers on favorite varieties of straw- ticle w ‘pul in a later ii this sub: the winter months and plan for eco- 
berries. This was an excellent presen- aati on this subject. nomical production. They must cut 
tation and indicated that most com- _ From the growers standpoint it br e wink’ batt i tf h 
mercial growers still prefer the old 00ks as if chemical weed control is costs by growing ee Varlores: suc) 

varieties, Senator Dunlap, Premier ere to stay and that growers are poe Selig sweet ‘table a — wiht 
and Beaver, depending on their loca- learning to use it. It is practical the kin a me tb ta 16 ake 

tion and soil type, but that newer With crops of high per acre value consumers a ie tec tut 

varieties such as Robinson, Catskill Where high priced labor is used for ing; af the'deep frees otters ee 
and Thomas are being tested and weeding in the rows. As yet the cost market that should not be overlooked. 

meeting with favor. of most chemicals is prohibitive for Prof Combs promised to give us 

A indicati broadcasting on many crops. Machine recommendations on vegetable varie- 

s an indication of the variable re-  cutivation is still cheaper and just ties for publication in the March issue 
sults growers are obtaining with dif- P ferent varieti ¢ ntrawberrl a as effective for weeding between rows. of Wisconsin Horticulture. He recom- 
ditravinit all, ‘teztaity; and "aiwatia With proper machinery for spraying mended the use of yellow’s resistant 

conditions, Seok uennace ceporton me rows, uy small amounts of ma- cabbage and stated that consumers 
7 . e! need be used and the cost per want a small cabbage. The size of 

letters received from growers in an- gore is then relatively small. the head can be reduced by close 
swer to questions about their favorite Some of the newer materials are planting, stunting before the plants 
varieties is of interest. quite effective for weed control in a are set out, such as is the case with 
Grower No. 1 wrote he likes Ever- variety of crops. 2,4-D and Crag are plants shipped in from the South, and 

more. He thinks Wis. No. 537 is not two that look very promising. Further also by growing on a soil low in 

of satisfactory size and he will dis- recommendations will be given in nitrogen and high in phosphorus and 

continue Robinson. spring issues. potash. 

Grower No. 2 wrote Robinson is a Fertilizers for Strawberries Best results with tomatoes are ob- 

heavy plant maker, but it and Senator Mr. Gilbert spoke on the use of tained by planting stocky plants and 

Dunlap are poor shippers. fertilizers for growing strawberries. then mulching. Excellent results have 
Grower No. 3 likes Sparkle and will He said that the variety Sparkle is been obtained with a starter solu- 

discontinue Robinson. a heavy feeder and requires fertile tion of nitrogen fertilizer used in the 

Grower No. 4 in Milwaukee Co. has ‘%°il for best results. He recommend- planting machine. . 

8 ucres and likes Robinson and Am- €d the use of fertilizer before plant- Good varieties of muskmelon are: 
brosia (the latter is no longer grown ing and again in mid-season of the Delicious and Iriquois. The best head 
in many places.) first year. Where irrigation is pos- lettuce is Great Lakes. 

ible, the use of 10 pounds of a sol- 
Grower No. 5 will not change from mie, 

Premier, Beaver and Catskill until Uble fertilizer in 50 gallons of water, Weed Control in Vegetables 
we get something that he is sure is 2° ® starter at planting time, greatly Mr. John Shoenemann, vegetable 

better. improved the set of the plants. extension specialist, U.W., talked on 
Mr. E. L. Chambers, State En- weed control in vegetables. He em- 

Grower No. 6 has Wis. No. 537, tomologist, talked on field observa- Phasized that weeds should be curbed 
Catskill and Beaver (in Bayfield Co.) 4 wii nue with ¢ tions during berry plant inspection. before planting by good cultural prac- 
Ne tor ete nue ie hem. He likes +6 cautioned against the use of 24-D. tices. Some chemicals can be used as 

fo. 587 and says it’s a good shipper. y+ is quite difficult to remove from PFe-emergent sprays. We plan to pub- 
Grower No. 7 grows 90% Premier containers so it will be safe to use lish an article on this subject by Mr. 

and some Beaver. Says Robinson went sych containers or sprayers when Schoenemann in a spring issue of the 

out as it came in, with a splash. spraying berry or vegetable crops. He magazine. Here again, chemicals are 
Grower No. 8 thinks Fairfax is the told of a grower whose grapes showed not a substitute for cultivation wher- 

best eating strawberry but a poor serious leaf injury; on investigation ever cultivation can be practiced. 

producer. it was found he had mixed spray However, where hand weeding is
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done in the rows, chemicals can be and parathion. Precautions have to be A STRAWBERRY WAFFLE 

quite economical and valuable. Among taken when applying these materials SANDWICH 

the materials mentioned were Stod- to spinach, however, so that toxic 

dard, Solvent and CMU, which looks residues do not remain on the leaves Cooley's Cupboard at Evanston, IIL, 
good as @ pre-emergent spray for car- when they are marketed. features every day in the year, for 
rots. 2,4-D gave good results on tea and an evening snack a straw- 

muck soils for onions. He did not Berry Growing berry waffle sandwich. It is their 
recommend 2,4-D on sweet corn after Prof. J. G. Moore has been carrying largest selling item according to Miss 
emergence because the stalks become on some very interesting experiments Freda Schroeder, of Loyal, Wis., and 

too brittle and warned against the at the University on varieties and Evanston, who gave the recipe for 

use of the estor form of 2,4-D on or methods of growing small fruits. Rela- the waffle at the annual meeting of 

near a vegetable crop because it is tive to varieties of raspberries, he em- the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable 
highly volatile and injury may result phasized that Early June, which was Growers’ Association in Oshkosh in 
a number of days after spraying. developed in New York state, has November. 

Ve; insect Conteet been most profitable on the University Miss Schroeder emphasized, now- 

farm at Madison on heavy soll. He 4... that whenever the restaurant 
Dr. R. Keith Chapman, Depart- recommended for that type of soil the gets frozen berries of the wron 

ment of Entomology, U. W., talked on early variety June and also Latham. svar 

the subject of 1951 tests on materials June will mature 50% of its crop be- ‘¢t¥: Sales drop tremendously. For 
for vegetable insect control. fore the Latham comes on and is often wie cont oe of oe ee 

uite profitable because of better le most anemic looking VEGETABLE INSECT CONTROL [C-°, Tt that time, It seems to do berries and made a vast difference in 
Dr. BR. Keith Chapman gave these better on heavy than on light soil, ‘Sales. The berries must be dark red 

recommendations. but it doesn’t make many plants in in color and firm. 

During the 1951 growing season, the nursery. Here is the recipe for the waffle. Try 

outbreaks of several insects occurred Relative to winter injury the June ‘t- And if you can make it as good 
in Wisconsin which have not been has been about as good as Latham. 8 Cooley’s perhaps you can greatly 

present in large numbers for some after a severe winter, Latham seems increase the sale of strawberries in 

years. Among these were the onion to come back the best when there your community by inducing some 
maggot, cabbage maggot, beet leaf- has been injury. restaurants to adopt it. 
miner and spinach leafminer. All of 

these insects are similar in nature and Relative to pruning, he remarked Strawberry Waffle 
cool, wet springs favor their abun- that the earliest and the smallest ber- 1% cups flour 

dance, often completely killing the ries grow at the top of the cane, 80 by 3 teaspoons baking powder 

plants. This year in Wisconsin, many pruning: we remove. ‘the earliest and 1 teaspoon salt 

fields of onions were abandoned and the ‘Smallest; (but: ‘the berries from 3 tabi 
lower shoots are more uniform and eepoons’ sugar disced up and a considerable loss of 4 beaten tel the average is just about as early. eggs, separately 

cabbage was also accounted for by : 1% cups very cold water 
the cabbage maggot. Damage from On the subject of strawberries, Prof. 4 tablespoons melted butter or 

onion maggot was greately reduced. Moore remarked that we need to prac- salad oil. 

Large increases in yield were obtained tice runner control on varieties that ss 

with the use of aldrin on onion fields produce a large number of new plants, Sift flour, measure and resift with 
when the plants were about 1 inch such as Senator Dunlap and Robin- oter dry ingredients. Beat egg yolks 
tall with the application being re- son. He remarked on the possibility and white separately. Combine beaten 

peated in 10 days or 2 weeks. On cab- of using 2,4-D to reduce the number of Y0lks with melted butter or salad oil, 
bage it is suggested that the cabbage runners, but we must first learn how add water, add liquid to dry ingredi- 
plants be dusted or sprayed with to use it; how many plants to expect ents and beat well. Gradually fold in 

drin or chlordane in the seed bed and how to apply it. beaten egg white. Bake on a very hot 
and that one of these materials be Prof. Moore has promised an article W®ffle iron. 
added to the transplant water if the on pruning raspberries and on straw- This waffle should be allowed to 
insect is threatening at that time. berry runner production for our next cool — break in two pieces, place two 

The beet and spinach leafminers issue. We will be looking forward to scoops of ice cream on the bottom 

are maggots which feed between the _ it. half and place other half over the 

upper and lower surfaces of the leaf, LE EEE ice cream. Cover the waffle with 

ine cu eeruar Motes when peat worry amit lg our aot of eh eraeriae 
and an unsightly appearance . the og Fe you te edie ai 

leaves are to be used as greens. Al- Gillet Times. ° ASPARAGUS ROOTS 

though these insects are protected by , Finest 1-yr. Mary Washington, $2.50 
the leaf surfaces from direct contact —_— per 100, postpaid in Wisconsin and 
with the insecticides, they are still If you’re a man of few words, you upper peninsula. Order NOW. Thal- 
easily killed by such materials as won't have to take so many of them man-Swingle Farms, 805 N. 5th,sStur- 

DDT, chlordane, aldrin, toxaphene back.—The Cedarburg News. geon Bay.
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£ a the &d tors Desk 
HAPPY NEW YEAR ePY i>, Christmas Arrangement With Ms- 

We wish all members of the Wis- yo QO Us) donna, Good by Mrs. G. J. Hipke, New 

consin State Horticultural Society a KK 3 — Holstein. 
very happy and prosperous new year. ei aw Making Old Flowers Useful. Good 
We hope your work in horticulture NE by Mrs, W. F. Vollstedt. 

will be happy and profitable and that A 2 YEAR Arrangement of Dried Materials. 

1952 will bring added blessings to all } A Au \ Good, by Mrs. H. Dorn. 

of you. LK) Arrangement Of Strawberries. Corn 
Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, presi- 4) (Y 5 And Fruits, Dried. Very good, by Mrs. 

dent, Wisconsin State Horticultural IN H. Dorn. 
Society. fr ‘ Arrangement Of Fruit. Very good, 

ata by Mrs. H. Dorn. 

OUR COVER PICTURE Arrangement Of Combination Of 

Fruit Store Window Gourds And Flowers. Excellent, by 

Painting by Mrs. Chris Olson Faith and Loyalty. She was an active Mrs, H. Dorn. 
In our cover picture, Chris Olson, Promoter of garden clubs and was Arrangement Using Feathers. Ex- 

our berry grower artist from Berlin. President of the Iola Garden Club, cellent, by Mrs. W. F. Vollstedt. 
Wis., has captured a familiar scene Secretary of the Central Wisconsin Fruit Arrangement. Excellent, by 
of human interest. It’s a cold day out- Region, and Chairman of the State Miss Bessie Pease, Oshkosh. 
doors and an appealing array of fruits Advisory Board, Garden Club of Wis- Fruit Arrangement. Excellent by 
and vegetables has been arranged in see be. it ved thet th Mrs. L. T. Zinn, Hartford. 
the store window. Folks are through erefore be; it: resolv ake: rn J. 
window shopping for Christmas and Executive Board of the Wisconsin = Good, by: Mrs, G: J 

as store windows have been re-ar- State Horticultural Society express Arrangement With Moss. Excellent 

ranged they are thinking of going their appreciation of her services and Mrs. G. J. Hipke. , 

back to normal and eating good, well- —~ el ok to _ at Holiday Decorations, Very good, 
balanced meals. Perhaps they’re won- ly and friends; also that 
dering a little how they’re going to this memorial be published in the Mrs. Fred Schildauer, New Holstein. 

pay for some of these things after Horticulture magazine and copies Corsage. Very good, Mrs. G. J. 
paying Christmas bills and taxes. At Sent to Mr. Larson and the presidents Hipke. 
any rate they're starting the New 0f the Central Region and Iola Gar- Auxiliary Has Fine Program 

Year right; they've made a resolution en Club. The Womens’ Auxiliary had an ex- 
to economize by buying only essen- Se ee cellent program. Prof. O. B. Combs 
tials—until next December when THE CONVENTION talked on “Freezing Fruits and Vege- 
they'll do the same thing over again. FLOWER SHOW tables,” and Prof. Gale Beck on house 

— A number of excellent arrange- plants. Mrs. Lillian Moehrke, Fond 
IN MEMORIAM ments were shown in connection with du Lac, judged the apple cookery and 

Resolutions Adopted at the the meeting of the Womens’ Auxiliary discussed the dishes brought in. Mr. 
Annual Convention at the annual convention of the Socie- Beck and Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer 

Two of our members who had been ‘ty &t Fond du Lac, November 27-28. judged the flower arrangements, 
active for many years, namely, Mrs. The arrangements helped create a which were of excellent quality this 
Peter Swartz, Waukesha, and Mr. beautiful setting for the meeting. year. 
Henry Mahr, Sr. Caledonia, have Premiums have been sent to the ex- Mrs. Forest Middleton gave an ex- 
passed to their reward during the hibitors by the Society. cellent demonstration on flower ar- 
past year. ° The Winners rangement on the afternoon program. 

Therefore, be it resolved that the Arrangement Of Fruit And Greens. Her topic was, “Fun With Flowers, 

members of the Wisconsin State Hor- Excellent, by Agnes Phillipson, Osh- Fruit and Vegetables. How to use the 
ticultural Society express their deep kosh. material you have for holiday decora- 

appreciation of these two loyal and Arrangement Of Walnuts, Pecans ions.” She gave many practical sug- 
hard-working people and that we ex- And Lemon Drops. Excellent, Mrs. &@Stions. 
tend our deepest sympathy to the be- Roy Sewell, Milwaukee. New Officers Elected 
reaved family and friends. Chrysanthemum Arrangement. Very The new officers elected by the 

Mrs. J. L. Larson good, Mrs. W. F. Vollstedt, New Hol- Auxiliary are Mrs. Arnold Nieman, 
Mrs. J. L. Larson of Iola passed stein. Cedarburg, president; Mrs. Dawson 

away Monday, November 19th. Mrs. Arrangement Of Dried Material. Hauser, Bayfield, vice president; Mrs. 
Larson had a dynamic personality Excellent, by Mrs. H. Dorn, New Hol- RR. H. Sewell, 7841 N. 76th St., Mil- 

and was @ true exponent of Christian stein, waukee, secretary-treasurer.
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Honorary Recognition Services 
Society Presents Certificates 

To Its Secretary and Treasurer 

Mr. E. L. Chambers, State En- J t om," ‘i "7 ae 
tomologist and Wisconsin Horticul- bP yds f aay. ap? 

tural Society treasurer since 1929, i a cd a» r M eS 

and H. J. Rahmlow, secretary since i ‘ ae" 4 

1927, were presented honorary recogni- i | 4 

tion certificates at the annual conven- | ¥ J by 
tion banquet in Fond du Lac on the 

evening of November 27th. re Oks 

The certificate presented Mr. Cham- IN ‘ y 

bers recognized him for, “leadership oe \ 7 a 

in advancing horticulture as State En- t i 

tomologist, as an officer of the So- Pl 

ciety and outstanding showmanship wince :j 

as superintendent of horticulture at gris ‘ 

the Wisconsin State Fair.” \ Pines! Caewabern, 
Mr. Rahmlow was recognized “for , F : 7 

his outstanding achievements in the 

fields of organization, education and 

journalism in horticulture, as secre- : 

tary of the Society for 24 years.” This : 

was the 25th annual convention in oo ae 

which he took part. x 

ERNEST LESLIE CHAMBERS Presentation of honorary recognition certificates. President Gilbert Hipke 
Ernest Leslie Chambers was born presents honorary recognition certificates to, left, H. J. Rahmlow, secretary, 

on an Ohio farm at Seville, Medina and right, E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist and Society treasurer. 

County, Ohio, on September 9, 1896. 

He was the youngest of a family of at Ohio State was interrupted by the his studies in entomology and plant 

six boys, and grew up on a 325 acre 1st World War, of which he is a vet- pathology. In 1926 he became Secre- 

farm devoted to general farming, in- eran. During his service in the army, tary of the Wisconsin Horticulture 

cluding such diversified activities as he was in the Medical Corps receiving Society, and in 1927 he succeeded Dr. 
caring for a large herd of pedigreed training in medical entomology and  Fracker as State Entomologist, which 

Holstein cattle, several hundred Span- serum and vaccine work at the Army position he still holds. In 1940 the 
ish Marino sheep, fancy breeds of Medical School in Washington, D. C., Seed and Weed, and the Feed and 

poultry; operating a small nursery in andthe Yale Army Laboratory School Fertilizer offices were also put under 

connection with the growing of small at New Haven, Connecticut. After his supervision, and he was made 
fruits, an apiary, a large sugar bush, getting out of service, he was em- Chief of the newly created Plant In- 

and a farm orchard with more than 50 ployed for about a year as an in- dustry Division, which responsibility 
different varieties of apples, pearsand spector with the Federal Horticulture he now carries. The Bee and Honey 
peach trees. Corn and wheat were Board in Washington and with the Section was also added to his divi- 

grown for seed. Since the farm was Bureau of Entomology, doing research sion later. 

located only a few miles from the work with greenhouse insects at a On July 1, he completed 30 years of 

State Experimental station at Woo- field station he set up at Doylestown, service with the Department of Agri- 

ster, Ohio, many experimental crops Pennsylvania. He then returned to culture; for 25 years he has also 

were also grown on the farm in co- Ohio State University, where he grad- served as superintendent of the Horti- 

operation with the Station. This uated in 1921. He came to Madison, culture Department of the State Fair. 

probably accounts for his continued Wisconsin, in July 1921 to work as a He is a life member of the State 

interest in experimentation now being nursery inspector, and shortly after- Horticultural Society and has been its 

carried on a 5 acre tract of land near wards he was appointed assistant treasurer since 1929. He is an honor- 

Madison. : state entomologist for the State De- ary member of the Wisconsin Nurs- 
After graduating from Seville High partment of Agriculture, under Dr. erymen’s Association, and is a mem- 

School, Mr. Chambers attended Ohio 5S. B. Fracker. In September 1922, ber of the Sigma Xi and Phi Sigma 

State University at Columbus, Ohio, he was married to Crystal Hart, an honorary scientific societies, a mem- 

where he received his B.S. degree in Ohio Girl. In 1925, he received his per of the American Association of 

the College of Agriculture, specialize M.S. degree from the University of Ecgnomic Entomologists, Entomolog- 

ing in entomology. His college work Wisconsin, where he had continued (Continued on page 102)
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John Gates, Two Rivers 
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a (oO Us de G Dewey Sleezer, Lake Geneva 
s Cecil McAdams, Mosinee 

U IE ID DEE OLLIE LEIS Walter Axel, Sheboygan 
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For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Dave! Evernets Milmenkee 
President Vice President Secretary Otto Kapschitzke Jr., Sheboygan 

WALTER A. KURTZ JOHN GATES MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN Walter _Kroseer, Ooononsowae 
Chilton Two Rivers 613 N. Mil. St., Plymouth Jerry Merchart, Marinette 

TREASURER John W. Perkins, Neillsville 
MRS. LEONARD WIGHTMAN Archie Spatz, Wausau 

Rt. 3, Plymouth H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio ——_— Eh Rhlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

Society Holds Annual Meeti Ag mg 
New Board Members Elected Dues Recieved (Including 

The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society sd a , eee tte Hort. NEGS & NAGC) .......... 446.00 
held a very interesting meeting at the i " Bulb Auction 20. 139,00 
Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, on No- 0 > S Sa: 

vember 11. For the first time on rec- ‘ ss I $1377.69 
ord a snow storm prevented the meet- [i= eo" Expenses 
ing from being held as planned on ~ SS | 

November 4. JAS L UN PY Wis. Hort. SoC. ...ceeecccceoe-----. $181.06 

Business Transacted committee to scan possibilities for a NAGC oun cecceeeemsseceeeeenees 65.25 
The Treasurer reported a member- jocation for holding the State Show. NAGC Class. List _.................. 31.00 

ship of 284 and that 94 had dropped ‘There being mo invitations, the final Exp. Madison Show .................. 67.50 
out during the past year or two, decision on the show was held over FlOWerS o..n.eeecccccceccsecsseseeeeeeeeeeeeee 58.65 
The resignation of Mr. Paul Ravet for action at the spring meeting. Hall Remt occ. 15.00 

of Marinette as a member of the The decision on where to hold the Refunds 2. eeeeccsssseeceee 10,25 
Board of Directors was accepted due spring meeting was left to the offi- Membership cards, Stationery, 
to illness in the family. Mr. Ray Casi- cers. In case invitations are received Btamps nnnccccicncccicciccc cs: SUBS 

mir of Spaulding, Mich., was elected for holding the State Show, the meet- Nat'l. Affiliation Dues .............. 25.00 

to take his place. ing may be held in that city. Bank Service Ch. & Bond .......... 7.46 

The Society voted to increase the Financial Report Director's Picnic Expenses... 3.64 
annual dues for state membership to Mr. John Gates reported on the re- State Show—1951 anne. 165.71 

$1.35 per member per year. Dues for cints and expenditures on the Wis- 
foreign members will be $2.00 Per  consin Gladiolus Show held in Two Tree 
year. Rivers on August 11-12, 1951. a ee am Hand Nov. 1, 1951 

Directors Elected Receipts from ticket sales and don- § By M Se 
The following directors were elected ations were $464.65. Show expenses y mss Mens ightman, Treasurer. | 

for a period of three years: Walter amounted to $313.05. a 

Krueger, Oconomowoc; Otto Kap- Receipts for advertising in the SHEYBOYGAN COUNTY 
schitzke, Jr., Sheboygan; Jerry Mer- premium schedule amounted to CHAPTER MEETING 
chart, Marinette; John W. Perkins, $726.00, Expenses for printing the Th 
Neillsville; Archie Spatz, Wausau. schedule were $281.50, leaving a net e annual meeting of the Sheboy- 

The Board of Directors had a short profit of $444.50. gan County Chapter was held on No- 
meeting immediately after adjourn- This was an excellent showing and vember 13 with 28 members present. 

ment and elected the following offi- Mr. Gates was given a vote of appre- The following officers were elected: 
cers: Walter Kurtz, Chilton, presi- ciation by the Society for the excel- Walter Axel, Sheboygan, pres.; Jacob 

dent, John Gates, Two Rivers, vice lent work he and his committee car- Kertz, Elkhart Lake, vice pres.; Mrs. 
president; Mrs. A. E. Piepkorn, Ply- ried on. Harvey Pierce, Sheboygan, sec.-treas.; 

mouth, secretary; Mrs. Lois Wight- directors: Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth; 
man, Plymouth, treasurer. WISOONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Otto Kapschitzke, Sheboygan, and 

Our Next State Show Financial Report, Nov. 1, 1951 William Bonanze, Sheboygan. 

There was considerable discussion Receipts New members accepted for the 
on where to hold the next Wisconsin Cash Balance, Oct. 1, 1950 ........$492.69 chapter are Mr. and Mrs. Wegemann 
Gladiolus Show. The President ap- Cash Advance returned from of Sheboygan and Mr. Baugart of 

pointed all chapter presidents as a Madison Chapter ................... 300.00 | Chilton—By Elenora Piepkorn, Sec.
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WE TAKE A LOOK AT THE TWIN CITY and Carl Jahnke. Jahnke showed 
NEW GLADIOLUS VARIETIES GLADIOLUS SHOW slides of the chapter’s 1951 show held 

By Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc MARINETTE, AUGUST 18-19 ——&t_ the YMCA, and of views in local 
gardens. Mrs. Edward Baesemann, a 

Since white gladiolus comprise a The Twin City Gladiolus Show held chapter member, showed movies taken 
large percentage of the florists’ re- in Marinette was a great success and at the show and also in local gardens. 
quirements for wedding and funeral was very well attended, writes Jerry 

work, and since many people prefer Merchart, show chairman, of Mari- TT 

this color, it might be well to begin nette. There were about 2,000 spikes GLADIOLUS BULB HEARING 

this series of gladiolus comments on shown and the quality was excellent. Proposed trade practice rules for 

varieties in this color group. The Winners the gladiolus bulb industry have been 

Silver Court is the nearest to “dead SECTION CHAMPION, CLASS A, ™2de public by the Federal Trade 
white” and its glistening florets, and 500-400. Mrs,’Hugo Krubsack, Peshti- Commission and were considered in 
superb placement of florets make it go, on Spic and Span. Washington on November 29. The 
a truly beautiful flower. Its bulbs do DIVISION CHAMPION AND gladiolus industry will _be greatly 
not split like its older competitor, and GpRanp CHAMPION, Mrs. Hugo = By Es iractioes suis it 
it has all of the attributes necessary yrybsack on Spic and Span, Runner- prevent deception of buyers. At a 
for a long stay in the plantings of up, Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield, on previous hearing in Chicago a heated 

imateurs and commercial growers. I Burma. debate arose over the commission’s 

consider it to be one of the best ten Special awards were given A. Sar- control of advertisements containing 
gladiolus ever offered to the public. torius for the most ruffled glad, Dan- bulb sizes, It relates to the practice 

No other gladiolus except Wax Model je] Boone. He also had the spike with so evident during spring months when 

tas the same precise floret placement. the Jargest floret, Chantenay; the advertisements appear in many of 

Newport White is said by many Per- spice with the longest flower head, CUT NeWSPapers and magazines, laud- 
sons to be a good white. I have no Grand Monarch, and with the most ing the possibilities of bulblets in the 

experience with growing it. florets open in good condition, Spic home garden. The ruling adopted at 
In creamy white, Flo Night- and Span. the meeting Teads in part, “It is the 

ingale seems to outspike its competi: | SECTION CHAMPIONS, RECENT ‘ovcnats of the :industry that the jsixs 
gladiolus bulb should be speci- 

tors, It will open 8 five inch lightly INTRODUCTIONS. Large. Jerry Mer-  fioq in all advertisements such 
muffled florets at one time. Like Silver chart, on variety Mother Fisher. size should be the measurement of the 
Court it is an early blooming variety. Small and Medium. Gordon Shep- diameter of the bulb and should be 

eck, Green Bay, variety Nocturne. in 
Leading Lady and Silver Wings are Disition ‘Shimpioli: Je Merchart stated in inches.” The ruling further 

the commercial standard bearers in variety hicihiee Fiber, ey ” stated that it is not in the interests 

this color area with the older Snow . fair competition to state the size in 
Princess. Junior 4-H Division circumference or in centimeters. This 

Rugged Texas, not as classy in pur- 27 boys and girls from Marinette re- : certainly a step in the right direc- 

ity of color as other cream whites, out ceived gladiolus bulbs from chapter on. 
performs them in spike making in members last spring. 18 reports had as 

been sent in by November 1, These 
tugged conditions. Spikes of No. 6 iy be judged and reported later. CHICKWEED SENSITIVE TO DN 

bulbs of Texas frequently out-perform The Junior Champion Spike in the DN’s are showing exceptional prom- 

No. 1 bulbs of other varieties. 4-H division was shown by Alice Utter, ise for chickweed control in seedling 

Cream whites with yellow throats Marinette, variety Corona. and established alfalfa plantings. Use 
are always attractive. In this group In the amateur division, Jerry Mer- suggestions are now available in Dela- 

Mt, Index gets its competition from chart won the section and division WT Maryland and New Jersey. 
lady Anne. championship on Phantom Beauty. Premerge and Dow Selective Weed 

Mary Lou Salewsky, of Menomonee, Killer can be used in late fall or win- 
There seems to be a return to favor Mich., won the section championship ter. Complete coverage of the chick- 

of whites with darker colored throat ;, Class 300-100 on Charmaine. weed is particularly important. Where 

petals. White Challenge (pale rose thick and matted, a second applica- 

throat) is the best “ribbon getter.” MARATHON CHAPTER tion may be needed for satisfactory 

Sparkling Skippy, very ruffled ELECTS OFFICERS me 

(with sharp pink thumb size throat — Lioyd Prahl was elected president _ ™ the stage of grower trial is the 
spot) is perfection in medium sized of the Marathon County Chapter of use of DN in strawberries to control 

flowers. the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society at its cio k a oe nie = 

A clean white with a lavender annual banquet meeting in November. strawberry wens “ire dormant oe 

A total of 68 attended. Other officers throat that will soon be introduced as to serve during the coming year are "Carly so is best. — From Down to 

Prenchy will appeal to many glad Arthur Schule vice eroaldents Mrs, Earth, Winter, 1951. 

lovers. Lloyd Prahl, secretary; and Albert — 

A white sport of a sterling variety Scholtz, treasurer. A telephone pole never hits an au- 
now in commerce will one day startle Two directors-at-large elected for tomobile except in self-defense.— 

ithe Sladiols world. a three-year term are Edward Schaepe The Bonduel Times.
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. ege 8. Well-rotted manure or “mosts” 
Honorary Recog nition are the satisfactory organic materials 

(Continued from page 99) to use in soil mixtures for this plent, 
9. Earlier flowering and_ slightly 

ical Society of America, American its apple promotion program. The ore abundant flowering and slightly 
Phytopath Society, and Society of latest organization he helped create /arger plants resulted when Saint- 
American Foresters. He has three is the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Paulias were watered by the constint 
children, two sons and a daughter. Growers Association and the new Gar- _ level method. 

A den Club of Wisconsin. 

HENRY J. RAHMLOW Mr. Rahmlow has taken an active Wssetied ned Reneeieent 
The 1951 annual convention of the part in the affairs of each of these A table showing the time of flower- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society state-wide affiliated organizations, "8 ®nd average number of flowers 
was the 25th in which Henry J.Rahm- helping them to become among the Per Plant by two methods of watering 
low participated. most active in the United States. Dur- —the constant level method and reg- 

Mr. Rahmlow was brought up on a ing all these years he has been editor ular hand watering are given. 
farm near Appleton. After graduation of Wisconsin Horticulture, which is _ 1 the constant level method of 
from Appleton High School and the recognized as one of the leading all watering a water level is continuously 
College of Agriculture, University of ground horticultural magazines in the maintained one inch below the sur- 
Wisconsin, he taught agriculture at nation, face of a sand layer upon which Saint- 
Bayfield High School, where he be- paulia pots have been placed. While 
came actively interested in fruit and this is practical only in a greenhouse, 
flower growing, working with Bay- AFRICAN VIOLET it probably compares well with the 
field fruit growers and Mr. John CULTURE TESTED AT method of bottom watering used in 
Huaser, one of Wisconsin’s largest OHIO EXPERIMENT STATION homes by adding water in a saucer. 
perennial flower growers. After two Six experiments were conducted at The results of these two methods of 

years at Bayfield, he became director the Ohio State University green- Watering on the average number of 

of the Department of Agriculture at houses under an African Violet Socie- flowers per plant are given as follows: 
Northland College in Ashland and _ ty fellowship for 1950-1951. The re- Average Flowers Per Plant: 
managed the college farm. Following sults were published in the Decem- to June 1, 1951 
this, he served eight years as County ber quarterly bulletin of the African Varieties Hand Constant 
Agricultural Agent of Price County. Violet magazine, official organ of the Watered Level 

While in this work he developed as Society. (Membership, $3.00 per year. Mentor Bo 84 218 

a hobby a 20 acre vegetable and flower Membership secretary, Mrs. Earl White aay sroeeeeescnnece 02 60 
farm on muck soil. He was, in the Mutchner, 606 Richmond Ave., Rich- Pink Girl y tee is 
mid-1920's, the largest grower of head mond, Ind.) ‘Amethyst Amazon 05 38 

lettuce in the state. The results of the six experiments Redhead Girl 43 189 
In November of 1927 Mr. Rahmlow - were summarized as follows: — 

succeeded the late Frederic Cranefield 4. Under natural light conditions It will be noticed that there is con- 
and E. L. Chambers as Secretary of Saintpaulias grow and flower best at siderable variation in the number a 

the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- about 1,000 foot-candles of light. flowers per plant produced by dif- 

ciety ‘and took part in the 58th an- 3, Saintpaullas: giow and flower ferent varieties. While most of the 

nual convention held that year in eat at a temperature near 70° F plants produced the largest numbe: 

Madison on November 30th—Decem- : when watered by the constant level- 
ber 2nd in the state Capitol. 3. Saintpaulias grow satisfactorily ing method, the varieties “Pink Gir!” 

Mr. Rahmlow’s first efforts were to Under 300 foot-candles of artificial and “Amethyst Amazon” produced 
build up the membership of the So- ight from either “White” or “Day-  jiore by the hand watering method. 
ciety which numbered about 1,000 in light” fluorescent lamps that are light- ; 

ed for twelve hours a day. This is an illustration of how diffi- 
1928. By 1945 this membership had 
reached 6,500. His first efforts were 4, This plant grows equally well cult it is to derive definite conclu- 

to create a state-wide organization of When organic or inorganic sources of ‘ions from experiments until they 
the garden clubs affiliated with the nitrogen are used. have been carried on for a number of 
Society, and he became ‘Corresponding 5. Mature plants should be fertilized ¥°8S. 
Secretary of the Wisconsin Garden with a complete fertilizer about every (To be continued) 
Club Federation, which position he four to six weeks. One half to one 
held for 19 years, helping build it from teaspoon of dry complete fertilizer or 

a membership of 15 to 103 clubs. This a liquid complete fertilizer applied Poor Old Hiram! He went up to 
was followed shortly by the affilia- according to dilution directions should New York determined to make his 
tion of 8 county fruit growers associa- be used. living pulling some skin games on in- 
tions, the fruit growers organizations 6. About one half teaspoon of calci- ocent strangers. However, the first 
of Door County, the Wisconsin Gladi- um sulfate (gypsum) should be ap- fellow he tried to sell the Brooklyn 
olus Society and the Wisconsin Bee- plied to the soil about every four Bridge to turned out to be the ownet 

keevers Association. He was instru- months. of the darned thing, and if Hiram 
mental in organization of the Wiscon- 7. Saintpaulias grow well at a pH hadn’t paid him ten dollars to kee? 
sin Apple Institute and has supervised near 7.0 (neutral). quiet they would have him arrested.
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FLOWER ARRANGEMENT rr Ese terraces and gardens for young peo- 

LECTURES Fuh ple, all following the modern trend. 
UL LUZUI aren of x 

Garden Club of Wisconsin i I ett Seatac HOW PLYMOUTH GARDEN CLUB 
And Horticultural Society ; psy we , Be ADVERTISED THEIR 

A systematic course of flower ar- ne o | < FLOWER SHOW 

rangement and flower show judging is Re Mrs. William Curtis of the Plymouth 
being planned by the Garden Club of Garden Club writes, “You might be 

Wisconsin. interested in our form of publicity for 

The first course will be given by our flower show. Our secretary print- 
Dorothy Biddle of Pleasantville, New the activities of the orgavrzation, the eq 300 postcards with an invitation 
York, at a series of four meetings to Value of the club program ana the to attend. These were divided among 
be held from Monday, May 19, through contents and make-up of the year- members, each taking a letter of the 
Thursday, May 22, 1952. book. The size of the club will carry alphabet in our telephone book and 

Meetings will be held in the follow- 10 weight in judging. Consideration sending the cards to those they 

ing cities: Milwaukee, Fort Atkinson; will be given to activities, such as thought might be interested in the 

Oshkosh and Iola. Details of the pro- systematic course of study, a flower show. Results were very gratifying. 
gram and location of the meetings show each year, a garden pilgrimage Many thanked us for being so thought- 
will be given later when full plans a club project and an authoritative ful. The total registration was 261. 
have been made. speaker at at least one meeting. a local newspaper also Weil eae 

The Milwaukee committee has an- The yearbook should also contain Co wiliowee am F eeap taste 

nounced plans to devote the forenoon evidence of progress in projects ~.’ ry 
judged by Mrs. L. G. Stewart and Mrs. 

session to the topic, “Fundamental chosen, names and addresses of mem- yy, Suttinger by the merit system. 

ciples of Design in Flower Ar- pers, program of meetings, and sup- we jike the idea of comments by the 
rangement and the Mechanics of Ar- pjementary material of value to the judges. 
rangement.” The afternoon program jembers. * 

. “We are planning a Christmas will be devoted to table settings. Yearbooks may be printed, mimeo- , 
Registration fee at the Milwaukee ti i lighting contest this year. 
meeting $1.00 per person. Four meet- graphed or prepared in any other way. 

ings are planned so as to reduce the Scrapbooks, however, are not con- 

expenses of members for travel. It sidered. Yearbooks must be submitted 

will be necessary to have an attend- to a committee to be announced later, 

before September 1, 1952. e e 
ance of at least 100 at each meeting to 
meet all expenses. ae g 

The meetings will be open to every- CHICAGO FLOWER SHOW BY THE STARTED BULBS 

ie as ae. ee Sat GARDEN CLUB OF ILLINOIS Reveating by ppulerdemend, 
TO" i fac . Certificate WORK: SOE ® Congress Hotel, Chicago, March 14-18 our escnice qsoally with 

. : The Garden Club of Illinois will 3 eed ee eas 
id 

GARDEN CLUB YEARBOOK start the celebration of its 25th an- 1.98 in live growing condition. Six 
CONTEST niversary year with the presentation $1. Splerth pinks red. sietet, 

We wish to announce a garden club of its 1952 flower show at the Con- POsTrAD edged white. 

yearbook contest sponsored by the gress Hotel, Chicago, March bet | FREE Meeweted Seed aod 

Garden Club of Wisconsin, affiliated through 19. “Outdoor Living Today” __ jou a, saLZER SEED CO. — 
with the Wisconsin State Horticultural Will be featured with shade trees,  ....South 7th Street © LaCrosse, Wis. 
Society. Prizes will be announced 

later. There will be a grand cham- 
pion and reserve champion award. All 5 A V E T R E E § 
the books will be judged by the merit COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

system; those scoring from 93 to 100 TREES 

tating Excellent, those from 85 to 98, 

Very good. The winners will be sent LAWNS GARDENS 

to a national contest. 

Complete scale of points for judg- WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
ing will be published in a later issue. 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

In brief, the score card will consider .
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LEARN TO KNOW YOUR HOUSE PLANTS 
1. Sedum wa? 2. Crassula Dexteri. 3. Clubmoss Crassula. 4. Sempervivum or houseleek. 5: 

Aloe Humvir. 6. iveria. 7. Dieffenbachia. 8. Variegated Peperomia. 9. Oval-leaf Peperomia. 10. 
Chinese evergreen. 11. Variegated Chinese evergreen. 12. Grape ivy. 13. Philodendron. 14. Scin- 
dapsus—ivy arum, or Pothos. 15, 16 and 17. Species of Dracena. 18, India rubber plant. 19. Varie- 
gated India rubber plant. 20. Ficus pandurata, fiddleleaf fig.
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WAUWATOSA GARDEN in a winter bouquet. Two of our mem- tion of fine products and fair dealings 

CLUB NEWS bers had arranged a number of “win- which my husband and myself en- 

Around an Lrshaped table at the ter bouquets with color”. deavored to maintain through the 

Hillcrest Tea Room 35 members of At our November meeting, a guest years. That hope has now been ful- 

the Wauwatosa Garden Club gathered speaker talked on “Continuous Bloom filled and I therefore can take great 

for their annual dinner on Oct. 16. in a Small Border.” She used her own pleasure in introducing the Potters 

Mr. H. J. Rahmlow was guest speaker. small planting space as an example. to our many friends.” 

In keeping with the season, chry- Two families, husbands and wives, Time marches on! We are sorry 
santhemums were used profusely on talked on “California vs. Florida for that Mrs. Toole can no longer carry 

the tabld, Other decorations were Your Winter Vacation.” One couple on. We welcome the Potters and com- 
place cards, made of natural dried had been in each state. pliment them highly for the beautiful 
materials by some of the members, Our Christmas party was held in booklet they have published. Write 
and oak leaves in their present splen- the Episcopal Guild Hall with an ex- the Potters of Baraboo, Wis., for a 

dor. change of gifts from our own gardens copy. On the cover we find, “Price, 
After a short business meeting, Mr. and a pot luck and social hour.—By  25c.” It’s worth it. 

Rahmlow spoke about various bulbs Miss Mary O'Connell, Sec. 

and how to store them; care of house = Pree ecceem eee w nce cneneneccenenenne 
plants and showed colored slides of THE POTTERS OF BARABOO ARE} AMAZING : 
2% varieties of zinnias and other an- SUCCESSORS TO THE TOOLES ‘ - ROSES : 
_— = npr pried — OF GARY NEE DULE ' : 

wer show at the Garden Club o! ‘ Grow Better ‘ 
Wisconsin convention in Milwaukee, Scie ne ote anne wlora x ich: : nt fay Comets : 

West Allis Flower Show at Allis ticc°a0q instructive booklet, “Guide: Sete | 
Chalmer’s Club House and excellent ’ : cle lepeey tpmncpe aay . Roses give you the answer oa 

arrangements in a home in Glencoe, to Good Cookery, With Spices, Jellies 1 how to stop losses of tender! 
’ and Vinegars,” just sent out by the ‘ e ona ' 

Illinois, part of the flower show of ' ‘ 
the Gai e Club of Illinois last June, Potters of Baraboo. Mrs. Toole writes, + FREE COMPLETE NURSERY_BOC uo 
At the Nov. meeting Mrs Pearl “I have tried to carry on alone here 1 ur new Book includes large color [GA ' 

ave < talk and dem at Baraboo. since by beloved husband, fancy sien neasios Pe Cee? | 
en eevee and demonstra- Witiiam A. Toole, passed away in 1945 } Peid Weve woday for eum BOOKL / Ake) | | 

tion on Christmas decorations. On 7 » P y 4 ‘ oi (@ ' It was my hope that in time I might {| ANDREWS NURSERY /S)(X) / i Nov. 30 there was a plant sale at the 'y hope e B : Ferthout, Minn. Ben 74y Yon ‘ 
Wauwatosa Woman's Club to which  ‘!24 @ successor to continue the tradi- beneee eee eee eee  R 

the Wauwatosa Garden Club con- 

tributed plants, aprons and fancy 

breads——By Mrs. Martha G. Koch. f { 

A good sized audience including | RI ! 
guests heard Mrs. Pearl Johnson talk 

about decorations for the coming holi- 

days. . 
Mrs. Johnson created a white and 

green display of a sleigh filled with 

mow balls and long needled pine 

which would be most attractive any- i * 

where at Christmas. The use of plas- ° Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

tic snow and the latest in delicate © Pruning and Vista Cutting 
metal ornaments was shown. © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

. nee — ver drawn. us © Tree Removal 

won a ita Claus vase wit! e n 
cap made of red carnations. A guest Bracing 

n a Christmas corsage, and Mrs. © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 
hnson was the recipient of a beau- Evergreen Care 

itiful cluster of silver grapes. Officers © Large Tree Planting 
ao oe for ey Mrs. Mar- e Effective Weed Control with 

tzlaft Koch. Specialized Equipment 
MARINETTE GARDEN CLUB C. g 

HAS INTERESTING PROGRAM complete Coverage 
At our September meeting, we had Call BLuemound 8-3363 

& small flower show and also showed 
some films of iris and flower gardens. TREE SCIENCE 
At our October meeting, we respond- —" & SERVICE co. 

ed to roll call by bringing and identi- 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
fying a roadside plant suitable for use



Indoor Gardening 
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ABOUT 

GROWING PLANTS INDOORS 
By G. E. Beck, Dept. of Hort., U. W. 

Mealy Bugs Ay. not check them daily. Since consider- 
Question: There are some little 33 * SrA re aH » 1 ian able amounts of moisture are given 

white fuzzy spots on the leaves and Whitt wha Fe Mele Nid ty off by clay pots, it’s important that 

stems of some of my house plants. Is por, ay \\y ‘ 7] plants being grown in them be sup- 
it an insect and if so, how can it be i le ‘4 y plied with water regularly as needed. 

controlled? = Fc Chea. For this reason it is more difficult 
Answer: Yes, undoubtedly the white + to over-water plants grown in clay 

fuzzy spots are mealy bugs which are ae , A pots than it is plants grown in glazed 

sucking insects. Once these pests are pots. The type of pot that is best for 
established, they’re hard to control fjower bud formation. your home will depend on how the 

because the white cottony mass Grape Ivy plants are watered. 

around them serves to protect them Question: Is the grape ivy a satis- Care of Christmas Plant 
from insecticides. The most satisfac- factory house plant? Question: I received a poinsettia 
tory way to control this pest on house Answer: The grape-leaf ivy is 2 and an azalea plant for Christmas and 
plants is to set the plant in a sink, very good foliage plant for the home. have never had much success with 
tub, or on the basement floor and  [t will do reasonably well under poor them because the blossoms of the 
syringe it with a forceful stream of ight conditions and it also survives poinsettia drop off and the azalea 

lukewarm water. A good syringing jnadequate watering better than leaves turn yellow and later drop off 
will dislodge the protective coverings many foliage plants. It’s quite sus- too, I have seen both of these plan‘: 
around the mealy bugs. Then hold the ceptible to mealy bugs though. grown in the home all winter. Wh 
plant upside down and dowse the top Bad Blasting is the trouble? 

in a solution of nicotine sulfate (Black Question: The blossoms on my Answer: Yes, we often see poin- 

Leaf 40.) For this solution add 1% poet's Narcissus blast before they settia plants which last well into late 
teaspoonsful of nicotine sulfate to 1 open up. What is the cause? winter or early spring; this is especi- 

gallon of lukewarm water which has Answer: One of the most common ally true for the white-flowered var- 
been made soapy with an old fashion- reasons for this bud blasting is lack ieties. Some suggestions which may 
ed soap such as Fels Naptha,P &G, o¢ sufficient moisture. Insufficient help you care for the plant better are: 
etc. Repeat this every week or 10 days moisture in the plant may be due to Place the plant where it will receive 
until several treatments have been any of several reasons, such as lack of _ the best supply of light possible, keep 
given or until the pest is eliminated. moisture in the soil or media, insuffi- the plant watered thoroughly—don’t 

You can also use a little brush or cient root development before forcing let it dry out but give it free drainage, 
a cotton swab on a toothpick soaked was started, injury to the root system keep the plant out of drafts—this 
in alcohol for pestering each group of py rotting or other causes, or exces- means setting it back away from the 
mealy bugs. This method will prob-  cively warm and dry air will also tend window several inches, and don’t ex- 
ably take about a day for each plant +, cause bud blasting especially if the pose the plant to cold temperatures 
though and then some eggs or young plant receives poor light. (60° F. nights to 70° F. on bright days 

ones will be missed. Use Caution With Fertilizer is ideal). 
Caristmas Cactus Blooms Question: Should I fertilize my Af- Your azalea needs an acid soil to 

Question: I used to keep my Christ- rican violets during the winter keep it happy. Hard water removes 
mas cactus in a window in a room months? this acidity rapidly. Rain water or 
where it was quite warm at all times. Answer: Probably not if the plants melted snow would be best for water- 

It didn’t seem to bloom. This fall I were repotted within the last year ing your plant although boiled tar 

had it on a north porch and left it and fertilized sufficiently during water would also be good. If you us 

there as long as possible before frost. . spring, summer, and early fall. A high tap water for watering your plants o: 

Now it's just covered with buds and level of nitrogen in the winter will if the foliage starts to turn yellow, 
is blooming. In fact it started to result in very poor flowering. every two weeks add a pinch of alum 

bloom in early December. Why is it Flower Pots or iron sulfate to the water used fcr 

blooming better now? Question: Which is best for use in the regular watering. It’s important 

Amswer: Christmas cactus is a plant the home, a glazed flower pot or the also to keep the plants uniform|y 

that requires temperatures around 31 common clay pot used in greenhouses? moist. If they are alowed to dry, fallen 

to 60° F. for flower bud formation in Answer: Since very little soil mois- leaves and flowers and blighted buds 

the fall. The cool fall temperatures ture is evaporated from the surface will result. Azaleas will do best if 

on your porch supplied this require- of glazed pots less moisture will be they can have a cool but light loca- 

ment well whereas in the warm room _ used. This is an advantage for folks tion. After early April the plan's 

the high temperatures prevented who tend to forget their plants and should be protected from full sun. 
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were | | BAS. yee Et) 1 i! my’ For The Well Ordered Work Space 
ai} Poe! in 
oe a | 4 Ny uit By Geo. Ziegler, Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 

cea BR . a . i" el 

er Be PVE { Sere: drying yard too fits into this picture 

en -_ aaa well for in most cases we like to have | 
= | a ery a that out of the way and somewhat ! 

fav aS ( screened. And certainly the compost 
DELS a gt y i - pile needs a spot where it is unob- 

< BR Lie, : «e ie! | ae strusi i 2 ED ‘i arr L 1 ‘usive. So we find all of these parts 

—S ig Fon TH Au’ | which go to make up the outdoor 

aii ee LP) : Re work space fit in well tog2ther and 

er 1 Small tool storage house Ya 1. ne ceed = we from the rest 

garage Iv pes i f oo \ = Ss 
colon inet your tee .* Y | a Teen Hew this division is managed de- 
would be located in one spot. ¢ ern a | Be sel y¥- | pends upon the general lay-out of the 

pi vm, ee | q ! ’ grounds and the space allotted to var- 

A well planned work center outside, ae @ oo id: ,, {ous areas. Sometimes a fence for 
can be as helpful as a well planned og - a < A é ae cue ts ‘ the uy en, cairn * 
kitchen inside. With thoughtful plan- . one yw. S 2 
ning, the average home garden can be . be Buss well placed tree clump or shrub and 

more. ativaciive and’ snuck easier’ to thay M4, flower border will best fill the bill. 
maintain. Work, of course, is import- Sais, im The landscape architect is trained 

ant. No beautiful and productive gar- to visualize all these possibilities and 

den can exist without it. This work Fig. 2. A fence can easily be an at- give you a well designed work space 

can be difficult and time consuming, tractive and space saving separation whether’ you have a large expanse or 

or it can be done with enjoyment and for the drying yard, a very iimited area to devete to it. 

a minimum of effort. It all depends 
on the design. Fig. 8. A well planned arrangement showing relationship of drying area and 

vegetable garden to outdoor living room and house. Compost pile could be added 
The Work Space in corner of vegetable garden. Tool house could be built on to back of garage.* 

The work space on the average *Illustrations adapted from “A Book of Garden Plans” by Norman Morris. 

home grounds usually centers itself . 

around the garage. This is natural a) fi ae 
and it makes planning easier. This i i VO w 4 

area is devoted in most cases to the ake PP #0 
vegetable and cutting garden, drying av t "ae. ors. aye if 
yard, compost pile, hotbeds or cold- WR ie ie 4 joa aa es ee 
frames if you have them, and tool “ iW) \ FA RR a TY 5 z 

storage. aN eins ok eo) See 
All garden tools and equipment ogy a ye arn A Lh E> 

should be stored together so that you ad Wee |i | ( ica ea wt Som 
can lay your hands on everything you Z 3 vp 4 VA ate iad tS \ Sy ‘ Hig 

may need for one garden operation © % PV hs-~ cee CaaS ame. as X Be HAA 
without chasing all over the back * Jae ac a i tA OP Alege 
yard. Sometimes an arrangement such se ‘ got os ” fe iz eA 4 . 

as is shown in the illustration for npg esha a Tele? hb 
tool storage can be worked out simply . i ail . er a Sy F i if hi 7 

by building a small lean-to attached _,,,; ‘a yea y TE Ale lea gh i} ee es 4 

to the garage. ye ae Sina os 4 ae yee Aes 

The Vegetable Garden i Brad ey oa NO es Gap va 
The vegetable garden should be in” ™"*. 4y4¥ . LS ie i oe 

close proximity to the tool storage we atime tags S i 

and usually the compost pile is near ln, Ag ARS # ae 
the vegetable garden. These can, as 4, F SA Ger : 
far as beauty is concerned, best be Ain =" £9 

screened somewhat from the outdoor Mey, vay? 

living room area of the garden. The °
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Peppermint Stick-Flower Of The Sun 

A NEW ZINNIA WITH AN INTERESTING HISTORY 

Description Carlotta went right to work. She percentage of striped flowers was 
PEPPERMINT STICK is an excit- studied Spanish and took pains to small, however. When the war brought 
ing new striped form of Zinnia de- learn the legends, the customs, the an interruption in extensive flower 

veloped by the famed Zinnia special- traditions of Mexico. She fell in love seed growing, the best stock was pre- 

ists, the Bodgers of California. Like with the flowers and under her di- served in hermetically sealed cans. 
all Zinnias, PEPPERMINT STICK is rection the gardens of Chapultapec Finally, in the late ‘forties, Bodger 

a descendant of Mexican varieties but Palace blossomed with color. One of hybridists opened the cans and re- 

is strikingly unique with each petal her favorite flowers was the little sumed their experiments. In 1950 
gaily striped with white or yellow. Zinnia Elegans (Zinnias were very PEPPERMINT STICK was brought 

PEPPERMINT STICK brings you a small in their native state) and she to its present brilliance and abundant 

galaxy of vivid color combinations— began collecting them. When she _ striping. A small quantity of seeds 

carmine and white, pink and white, wrote to her relatives and friends at were released experimentally in 1951. 
scarlet and white, orange and yellow, home in Europe she occasionally sent The interest in PEPPERMINT STICK 

red and yellow, etc, and approxi- seed from her garden and described was phenomenal and the demand 

mately 70% of the flowers are striped. glowlingly the wonderful flowers that quickly exhausted the small quantity | 

PEPPERMINT STICK has fascinat- bloomed in her new empire. In one available. Now, in 1952, there is suf- 
ing surprises as some flowers come Of her letters she wrote “this brilliant ficient seed to supply, at least par- 

up with colors divided half-and-half Flower of the Sun (the Zinnia) is al- tially, the great demand for the Em- 

or quartered, ideal for unusual flower ways colorful but these seeds I am _ press Carlotta’s “Flower of the Sun”. 

arrangements, sending for your garden are of most a 

The flowers of PEPPERMINT Unusual kind that has striped petals. 

STICK are Pumila-type in shape and 1 8m certain they will grow in our PROJEOIS (FOE 
of medium size but the plants are Parma and Modena.” It was not the YOUR GARDEN (OLUB 
somewhat taller than Pumila, PEP- Custom for royalty to indulge in gar- YEARBOOK. How about prepar- 

PERMINT STICK is one of the cut- ening but Carlotta was a homebody ing a yearbook without a cover design 
and-come-again Zinnias; blooms will 2% well as an empress. and then asking each club member to 

be produced until frost if kept picked. ‘Tragedy make her own and bring it to the next 

a early ened i reselect- Maxmillian and Carlotta soon dis- ™eeting. You may find some very 

| Peppermint stick is as easy to oo ted they had been deceived and lever and humorous ones. Prizes for 
grow as any Zinnia and loves hot many factions opposed their reign. the best would be an added incentive. 

weather and sun. The unscrupulous Napoleon III had PROJECTS. Here are some projects 

Some Zinnia History used them to further his plans for that garden clubs have carried on 

The particular strains from which World conquest. History has told us successfully during the past year. 

PEPPERMINT STICK has been de- the story... the execution of Max- = Helping to landscape a school, 
veloped have an unusual story that Millian . . . the tragedy of madness church or public library, the local 
can be traced back to some eighty- that befell Carlotta, an innocent vic- jonor roll or railroad station. 
five years ago when the handsome tim of imperial intrigue. Perhaps the Carry on a Chri lighting con- 

Archduke Maxmillian of Austria and Only fruits of Maxmillian and Car- test in the community or a Commu- 
his attractive bride, Carlotta were lotta’s brief reign in Mexico were the nity: Ciba 

selected by Napoleon III to reign as flower seeds that Carlotta sent to ty ree: 
the Emperor and Empress of Mexico. Italy and Austria! tis ora ee arrangements for | 

On June 12, 1864, Maxmillian and Origin Of Peppermint Stick gece Jet ah . 
Carlotta made their colorfu) entry in- Lovers of floral history long won- t eee an Bp ea to raise money 

to Mexico City. In the Zocalo, before gered, in particular, what became of ‘© PUY sardening books. 
the great Cathedral, a vast crowd «the Flower of the Sun” with “striped Have at least one flower show each 

had assembled. Lusty “vivas” echoed petals” about which the Empress Car- 8: 
. +. bells rang out in joyous chorus. jotta had written so enthusiastically. Provide each club member with 
Tall, blond Maxmillian smiled at the jt seemed to have vanished until seeds of some varieties of flowers ani 
dark-eyed girl by his side. Both felt shortly after World War I when the give prizes for the best when they 
the responsibility of this great ad- Bodgers received some breeding stock are in bloom. 
venture. As Emperor and Empress of from Southern Europe. Occasional 
Mexico they would liberate a war- plants from this stock had traces of For Your Program 
torn people. They would bring educa- striping. This discovery started a long Would a garden debate interest 

tion, industry, and good government nd persevering effort of selection your club members? Try this ques- 

to an unhappy, oppressed nation. and reselection. Just prior to World tion. “Resolved: Annuals are more at- 
Mexico would love and respect their War II, a Zinnia was selected that tractive in the garden than biennials 

new rulers .. . of this Maxmillian and was beginning to take on the appear- or perennials.” It might bring ou: 
Carlotta were certain. ance of PEPPERMINT STICK. The some interesting ideas.
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT IT All we do is to inspect the combs 
We Wish You All a N\ N A LY 1) \ adjacent to the brood. Yes, there will 

Very Prosperous New Year gh P \ be brood present when you look at 
S ~ 4 AS them early in February if it’s a nor- 

May the year 1952 be a prosperous _ aa PA )% a mal colony; at least one or two combs 
one for all our members. é a LAN / XG" with patches almost as big as your 
We do, indeed, have many prob- on poe hand. The combs adjoining these 

lems, and since our annual con bers eee frames of brood should have honey 
tion in Wausau, several members and pollen in them. If they haven't, 
have asked the question, “Is beekeep- JANUARY AND FEBRUARY try to find some in the hive and move 

ing a good business.” IN THE APIARY them in. If there isn’t enough honey 

The apparent lack of a stable honey Prepare Now to available to keep the colony alive 
market prompted the question. Since Examine Your Bees you'll have to feed sugar syrup. The 

then, several other questions have Within Another Month best way to do that is to shake the 

also come to me from members; ‘ bees off of empty combs and sprinkle 

namely: “Can we sell our bee business ai Hooray ied = syrup into the combs with a sprink- 

without !oss at any time the need may . ling can. It should be at least 1% 
ai years. More than ever we feel that if parts ‘sugar toi one! of water ‘and 

aah é stable honey mar- ©VCT™ beekeeper could do this and . shoua be sprinkled in while quite 
eth Fe would ecrenser winter Kins pa: Warm aimsetiht a the Couch: Marys 

“Do our bankers recognize bee- big percentage. the filled combs next to the brood and 
: * if the combs have some pollen so 

keeping and will they loan ne : Have you ever examined your bees mych the better. 

pila Help ‘to! ‘Gonduct! our bus ve tat we uke, "Ona * aie We like to look at our bees early 
= in February because it’s interesting; 

If these questions cannot be ans- day when there is no wind, when the the bees look as healthy, active and 
wered in the affirmative, then we do sun is shining and when the temper- ag gentle as they do in early fall. 

have a situation that is serious. What ature 1s around 32° F. Open the Sometimes by April 1st they look less 

is the remedy? colonies slowly. Use just a little smoke. so if they have not had a balanced 

I will welcome replies from our To determine if there is brood pres- J ition on which to feed and raise 
members. Let’s get some action. May- ent take out an outer comb and move brood. Don’t be afraid to feed a pollen 

be we can find the answers. Write the others outward until you reach supplement this spring for fear the 

to me. the cluster. You don’t have to remove — coionies may become too strong. There 
Henry Schaefer, Osseo, Wis. Presi- the combs entirely unless you so de- are beekeepers whc make such state- 

dent, Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Associa- Sire. It’s a good time to see if there’s nts as “We don’t want our bees to 
tion. any A.F.B. present—we found one or get so strong they will swarm in May.” 

 — two cases during the past year and ©, jixe the farmer who says he doesn’t 
that was all we did find last year. want to feed his cows a balanced ra- 

REAL PROGRESS IN However, the main reason for in- tion in winter-time because he doesn’t 
BEE BREEDING WORK specting colonies in early February want to milk so much. The amount of 

Walter T. Kelley, Paducah, Ky., is to determine if they might starve to honey you get next summer depends 
writing in Modern Beekeeping for death before spring, for starvation is sg much upon colony population dur- 

October, tells of his trip to Kelley's the real cause of winter loss. There ing the honey flow. 

Island and spending a day with Dr. must be enough honey within that —_ 

Wm. Roberts, inspecting the work tight winter cluster to enable them to A girl telephoned her sweetheart. 

on breeding bees. He writes: raise brood and keep alive. There is Girl: “You better not come over to- 
“T am pleased to report that they ots of cold weather ahead when they night. Daddy is mad. He found out 

are making real progress with their cannot leave the cluster for several that we used his car for joy-riding 

breeding work and they were making weeks at a time and unless there is last night.” a 

a real honey crop and were shipping honey within reach they’re sure to Boy: “How did he find out?” 

out hundreds of queens each week.” starve. Girl: “We hit him.” }
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. ©: packer plan to ship to any other state Recommendations On Disease pcy inbed ucvantieg vo Waaman 
. regulations, I suggest you first check 

Control And Marketing with the Grades and Standards staff 
or with the Department of Agricul- 

In the Report of the Bee and Honey production has not been properly pre- ture of that state as to whether your 

Advisory Committee to the Director pared and properly offered to the con- present label needs to be revised in 

of the Wirconsin Department of sumer with the result that many po- accord with their state regulations.” 

Agriculture. tential users have become indifferent ia ts | 

The fcllcwing are two of the rec- to honey. When the producer under- 
ommendations of the Bee and Honey Stands the principles which are neces- Convention Report 
Advisory Committee to the Director ary for successful marketing a big (Continued from November issue) 
of the Wisconsin Department of Agri- Change in the entire honey consump- 
culture, as presented at the annual tion problem will result. The com- Dues Raised 
convention of the Wisconsin Bee- mittee recommends that: The convention voted to increase the 
keepers’ Association, by Mr. John 1. High quality standards be main- annual dues of the Wisconsin Bee- 
Long. Other recommendations will tained by the enforcement of present keepers’ Association to $2.00 per mem- 

appear in early issues. honey grading regulations. ber for all types of dues, both to or- 
Disease Control 2, An advertising program be es- ganization and individual members. 

It is the responsibility of the State tablished bringing Wisconsin Honey 1 or course, includes the dues to the 
Department of Agriculture to appro- to the attention of the consuming W,.onein state Horticultural Society 
priate funds and carry on apiary in- Public. and the magazine, as before. It was 
spection work. Counties have come 3. A honey house improvement pro- pointed out that the ‘(Kesoctation weeds 
to the aid of beekeepers by appro- 8Tam designed to improve sanitation ni6te “ioaey to cdiey' on Jari, active 

priating funds in increasing numbers. Conditions under which honey is m m 
Even so, the control work is inade- handled be established. an 
quate due to the shortage of sufficient 4. Cooperative extracting and mar- Financial Report 
funds. Colonies must be free from keting should be studied as a possible Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, recording 

disease to be profitable as a hobby, orien to the grading and marketing secretary-treasurer of the Association, 
commercial honey production, or pol- Problem. ec rehensive finan- 
lination. The fight against disease 5. Beekeepers should continue to at report. Mincooraphed copies ware 
must be continuous. Undoubtedly the have the opportunity of displaying ot out oan brief, the main re- 
demand for bees as pollinators will their product for promotional pur- an Ea Avia Ax DSBAIEGKGE ‘WEES? 
grow and with the increased move- Poses at county and state fairs. Bis -Bne CxP . 

5 (To be continued) 437 memberships brought in a net 

ment oe oe es ana hee, of $144.75. Stationery sold and com- 
wi ave to expen: > 

amination of colonies and the issuing THE USE OF FEDERAL mission on glass and pails be in 
of permits. The committee recom- HONEY GRADES $95.53., Not revelpte were $256.06. 
mends: Beekeepers have asked for infor- Balance in the treasury from 1950 

1. State funds for apiary inspection mation about the use of federal honey W288 $1008.17. 

be substantially increased. grades. Mr. John Long, chief apiary Expenses were: 1950 Convention. 
2. That honey producers bear a por- inspector, wrote to Harold J. Clay $141.35; Office Supplies, $27.25; Print- 

tion of the increased appropriation of the U. S. Department of Agricul- ing, Secretary's Salary; Bond, Ameri- 
by an increase in the bee occupational ture, asking these questions: can Honey Institute, ete, $191.50. 

tax. 1. Must honey shipped from one 

8. The Indemnity Payment statute state into another be graded accord- Received from Wisconsin State Fa'r 

be repealed. Monies going into in- ing to federal grades? 2. Here in Wis- for exhibits, $500.00. Cost of Sta” 

demnity payment will accomplish consin we have our own grades; will Fair exhibit, $630.32. Deficit was tai- 

more good if applied to disease con- jt be illegal to ship this honey into en from the general fund. 

trol work instead. another state without conforming to In the label account handled by 

4. Dept. of Agriculture should strive federal grades. Honey Acres, Menomonee Falls, there 
for a more efficient bee inspection Use of Grades is Optional was a balance of $830.69. Profit on 

service whereby mileage and other Mr. Clay replied, “The use of these jabels this year was $105.35. There is 

travel expense could be reduced pos- grades is optional; the federal gov- also a label inventory of $248.65 and 
sibly thru the full time employment ernment cannot require that honey an office inventory of $31.63. 

of trained entomologists serving in in interstate shipment be graded ac- 

an assigned area as inspectors during cording to the federal standards or in _ The Net Worth of the Wisconrin 
season and in other fields at other any other way. Beekeepers’ Association is recorded 38 
periods in the year. “Several states require honey labels $1605.38, 

Marketing to conform to the language of the —————— in 

Wisconsin produces a large percent- federal honey grades. Others simply The modern husband comes hor¢ 
age of high quality table grade of call for use of U. S. grades on honey from work and greets his wife wit, 
honey. ° labels whether shipped in from anoth- “Hiya honey, what’s thawing.’—Th? 

The trouble is that much of this er state or not ...If you ora honey Bonduel Times,
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New Honey Price Support Requested HONEY 

Report of Meeting in Washington c 0 NTAINER 5 

PMA officials in Washington held the producer wanted a different pro- We now have a good supply 
a meeting of honey producer's repre- gram. of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 

sentatives from all states having bee A loan program would give the pro- Also the 5 Ib. 3 Ib. 2 Ib. and 1 
associations on December 11 in Wash- ducer cash for operating expenses, tosod & edi glass jars. wi can 
ington, D.C. giving his honey as security. 75% of ame immediate stupmen 

Our State Executive Board author- parity was the price agreed upon by To insure prompt service, 
ized your state president to attend the producers present, and 80% of order your Association labels 
this meeting. Prior to the meeting, this figure would be the maximum now for your new honey crop. 

the representatives from 16 states @mount a producer could borrow on Write for Complete 
producing % of all U. 8. honey met his honey; receiving only 80% of the Price List 

to compare notes and to work out a floor price, he would want to sell the Order through your State 
plan of action for the meeting. honey himself to get the full price, . Beekcepers Association 

repay the loan, and have the balance, 
At the official meeting each state 20%, in his pocket. A purchase agree- HONEY ACRES 

representative gave a resume of bee- ment is an agreement signed by the Menomonce (alls, Wisconsin 
keeping conditions in his state. After producer with PMA that for a fee 

some discussion, it was found that all pya would buy the honey at an 

states had the same problem—that agreed figure at some future date. 
beekeepers needing funds sold honey Meanwhile the producer could sell his 

early, sometimes below the market. honey at a better price, not being HONEY WANTED 

A request for a loan and purchase bound to deliver his honey. re ay 

agreement was made. It was the ono PMA officials and officials of [iM 
opinion of those present that the loan the fruit and vegetable section of 
program would prevent distress honey para were very attentive and helpful EPPLER \ 

entering the market. in trying to work out a program with mow M u 

It was agreed that the present floor the above feature. They gave no opin- 

price program was diverting too much ion and they would not give one until 
honey from the regular channels of after the Dallas meeting of the Feder- 

trade into the School Lunch Program ation. Details of the program were to 

and the Export Subsidy Program. be worked out later—By Henry | A Prosperous and 
Fearing a possible shortage of table Schaefer, Osseo, president, Wisconsin 

honey next spring, PMA officials and Beekeepers Association. H appy New Year 

1951 Apiary Inspection Report tilda 
Submitted by Mr. John Long at the Annual Convention For cur many fends 

ge tive Gotonte one Grant 00.2... 32 606 60 and sUistoniniks 

COUNTY Apiavice Tnapece AFB GTCCM enn 86-579 2B_ | We algo wish to take this op- 
Adams 2 42 27 Green: Lake! 108 said portunity to express our thanks 
Barron 2... 64 631 64 FOWR wrens OB 56 ® for your patronage in the past 
Bayfield -.......... 1 36 2; SACRRON nme: TO $19 a and our desire to be of service 
Brown 61 741g efferson BE 498138 in the future. 
Buffalo ow. 34 0 819 FUMeaU 98 26 
Burnett 48 Kenosha ..............-.._ 82 194 15 

Calumet _........... 26 400 44 Kewaunee —........... 32 395 13 

Clark —..~.......-..... 261 2,163 5 canis. sree * ve * 

Columbia ......- 58 426 31 GRE coerce Crewiord oa a8 ate as Hinenin 352 « | AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
Dane... TT 649 76 IWC aie, (8ST ‘ 
Dodge. 112786 «= 29-«s: Marathon 76 1,104 10 Boyd, Wisconsin 
Door 157 20 Manne seciicnsoeanpenet * ™ 6 

larquette ..........- 
——— TTT * ser ; Milwaukee _... 182 1,064 7 | Manufacturers and jobbers of 

Eau Claire... 76 519 Monroe —.--.--._ 59. 49724 bee supplies. 
Fond du Lac... 26 554 15 (To be continued)
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Hage ,and finer “Heap when timeliness is essential and when orchards." Qyear Conrad. = Weet Al 
TET are frequently impassable to heavy spray 

: equipment. Board of Directors 
S Marahall Hall ——————--—----—-—po=on os aro? 

: C22 SAVE MONEY Niagara dusters cost less to lity gignand—----——--—-- Fort Aten 
e own and operate. They have a long useful life, Mrs; Osear Conrad----------------West Allis 

. i ical intain. Arno a) . oe are simple and economical to maintain. ce were ao romerenemenrnmenramag eae 

© * REMEMBER. Ye dust liqui-dust i hai ee eS — fou can dust or liqui-dust rain or shine |-------.~-----Sturgeon 

. with Niagara dusters and Niagara dusts. Write for Hayes Eoremect, Pres. Wis Berry sad Bay 
literature. Henry Schaefer, Pres. Wisconsin 

@ e Beekeepers Ass’n._--.-.-----_--------Osse0 
Walter A. Kurtz, Pres. Wisconsin 

Glad. Society-__--.-----_------------Chiltan 
Howard Anderson, Pres., Wisconsin 
Nurserymen’s Ass’n.......Wisconsin Rapids 

Prof. O. B. Combs, Chairman, lial areal CHEMICAL DIVISION “Sesto otic” sane 
: Subscription by membership in the Wisocn- 

as a ene ee rte ee - r. ” 
FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION bere, or more’ may affiliate at" special a 

sen 
Middleport, N.Y. Richmond, Calif, Jacksonville, Fla. Tampa, Fla, Seen 
Pompano, Fla, New Orleans, La., Greenville, Miss. Harlingen, Tex., 
Pecos, Tex., Canadian Associate: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO., LTD., 
Burlington, Ontario. ’



A New System For Pest Control 
e 

Concentrate Spraying 
Reduction in Cost is the Big Item in Its Favor 

Annual Convention Paper 

By H. C. Young, Ohio Exp. Station 

The use of the mechanical sprayer Concentrations 

began over 60 years ago. At the start, ra) At the present time, with the spray- 
the rig was more or less a hand a | I a4 ers and materials available, a ten 
operated affair and the spray mater- a AN . pa time normal or 10X concentration 

ial was applied in fairly concentrated Naa NN) ye seems to be about as high as we can 
form. Ag spraying procedures pro- 2 Se sales y , he go. Five times normal or a 5X con- 

ressed, it was found year by year ral aK Ray centration has given slightly better 

thee too much injury ooaiceed ban the oh Oe! A control of apple scab than the higher 

fruit and foliage and for this entire se SX = & xt concentrations in the tests at Wooster 
60-year period the spray materials anging from 30 to 60 microns, it was and has been more widely used in 
were gradually reduced as the spray found that a small pump developing commercial’ orchards. Therefore, it is 

machinery became more efficient and from 400 to 600 pounds pressure was suggested that the beginning concen- 

complicated. The final hydraulic ® necessary part of the machine. It trate user employ a 5X concentration 
sprayer is one of great efficiency and was also found that it required up- at 1/5’ normal gallonage in the early 

was developed to apply sprays thor- wards of 20,000 cubic feet of air per critical’ scab season applications, 

oughly and in an extremely dilute ™inute to envelop and replace the air shifting’ to a 4X concentration (a 20% 
form. occupied by an average-size apple reduction in materials) at 1/5 normal 

tree as the sprayer passed by in its gallonage later in the season. Since 

Ohange In Sprayer Development operation. It has also been found that there is no “run-off” with concentrate 
Recently, partly by accident, this the sprayer should develop about 90 sprays, deposits resulting from the 

trend of sprayer development was re- to 100 miles an hour wind velocity. application of 4X concentration at 1/5 
versed. Two principles made the ‘The sprayer, therefore, is what is gallonage should be equal to those ob- 

change possible. The one is the use known as an air blast machine that tained with the dilute method where 
of air to carry the spray material in- wi) perform with the capacity des- “run-off” is a factor. Concentrate 

stead of water. The other, and pri-  cribed above. users who desire to try the higher 
marily by accident, was a change in Concentrate Spraying concentrations should use a 10X or 

the application of dusts. The dusting Found Successful 8X concentrate at 1/10 of normal 
method has been used for almost 50 Concentrate spraying has been un-_ dilute gallonage. 

years and in general has failed to ef- der development now for approximate- An averaged-sized 20-year old apple 
fectively control diseases or insects. jy five years in the field. In this time tree requires, after petal-fall, about 
During the last few years it was it has been found that diseases and 20 gallons of spray for good coverage. 

found that dusting was as effective jingects can be controlled as well as If a given tree requires 20 gallons of 
as spraying if applications were made with the hydraulic system, It has dilute spray, it will require 4 gallons 
in the rain. With this principle in heen found, moreover, that almost all of 5X concentrate, 2 gallons applied 
mind, several research units attempt- materials that are normally used in from each of two sides. As a tree de- 

ed to develop machines that would the hydraulic sprayer can be used as velops in the spring, leaf and fruit 
atomize water on the dust particles concentrate. Oils can be used, but surfaces increase in total area. More 
and make application as a wet dust. should not be concentrated further spray is required by a given tree af- 
A rig of this nature was sent to us than 9 to 12 gallons of regular oil or _ter petal-fall than is needed early in 
for field trial. We removed the duster to 8 gallons of superior oil to 100 the spring. With dilute spraying, the 
part, simply added a small amount of gallons of water and applied at the grower quickly realizes this as he 
water to the spray formulation, and regular 1/5 rate. sprays, but with concentrate spray- 
applied it as a concentrate. This, in Certain soluble materials like lime- ing, it is a point that requires special 
principle, was the same as wet dust- suylfur and the Puratized group may attention. An increase in the nozzle 
ing. injure if applied under night or slow output or a decrease in driving speed 

Since the development of this first drying conditions. However, soluble is needed to apply the increased gal- 

wet duster and concentrate, several materials, as well as all others, have lonage. 

other principles have been studied. been found safe when applied under With a concentrate rig the actual 
First of all and after a period of ordinary conditions. Results indicate spraying operation is automatic. The 

many years, it was concluded that the that night spraying with concentrates quantity of spray applied to a given 

concentrate sprays should be forced can be done but is no more effective tree can be regulated in two ways. 

into the air stream so that a rather than when applied in the day time. One is by changing the output of the 

uniform aggregate or droplet size Unfavorable weather conditions may nozzles discharging into the air blast. 

would be blown onto the foliage of make night spraying at times neces- This can be done by vagying the num- 
the tree. To obtain such droplet sizes, sary. ber of nozzles or within certain limits, 
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by changing the size of the nozzle *Estimated Comparative Spray Costs—Concentrate versus Dilute. 

discs. The other means of regulating (40-acre mature apple orchard) 

the rate of application is to change 

the rate of driving speed. The user Dilute Concentrate Savings 

of a concentrate rig must correlate - Labor, 120 man-days cosssseseeseeeeee 960.00 14 man-days ..............§ 112.00 $ 848.00 

the nozzle output and his driving Tractor, 40 days 320.00 14 days oc 112.00 208.00 

speed so as to apply the gallonage re- Materials, 192,000 gallons % of $2400.00 ........ 2100.00 300.00 
quired, For mature apple trees of av- @$1.25 per 100 gal. ................ 2400.00 38,400 gall 

erage size a driving speed of 2 miles Water, 192,000 gallons ons 
per hour should be considered as @ 80c per 1000 .... 57.60 @30c per 1000... 11.52 46.08 

maximum. Speedometers for mount- — —— —_ 

ing on the tractor or sprayer are Totals $3737.60 $2335.52 $1402.08 

apes en aoe cation of pane *Estimated costs based on a full season program (8 applications) using the 

concentrate gallonage. Too much or generally recommended spray materials, Dilute spray costs are based on a 

too little becomes a very serious mat- 30-35 gallon per minute rig equipped with 2 spray guns. Labor and tractor 

ter when applying concentrates. each estimated at $1.00 per hour. Pesticides figured at 1951 prices. 

A great deal of information has 

been given to the public in regard to Mens ane trees a ere | _ WATCH THOSE MICE 
- em lower. The wi poi 

ctneea sotees, ais racing table of @ concentrate air blast sprayer is kine ee ee by'G. C. Oder: 
gives results that can generally be ‘© cover the tops of tall trees under rk and W. D. Fitzwater, rodent con- 

expected. After sufficient experience adverse winds. trol specialists, that mice are numer- 

a Sail sis Se Se a Conrvenee Consteaton seginy: respond Seatac, Sanaa 
machin rhaps additional savings 

, 

can be smade, Rar ik should be pointed mn a cis erspec wi nak many orchards have suffered severe 

out that there are no very definite necessarily control diseases and in- damage. They condemn some of the 
shortcuts and that a thorough job is sects any better than will the regular new mechanical methods of treating 

necessary if efficient control is to be hydraulic sprays. In general, the care- orchards and recommend the more 

obtained. less grower who has trouble produc- sure old method of trail baiting where 

Conditions Cause Variations ing clean fruit with dilute sprays will the bait is put into the runways. 

In Procedure have similar trouble using a concen- Zine phosphide-treated apple bait 

_ trate rig. Reduction in spray costs is is most effective during above freez- 

sn ai case wens b = panied the big item in favor of concentrate ing weather. However, in freezing 

cedure. If the wind velocity is from sprays. weather, use the strychnine treated 

nothing to 1 or 2 miles per hour, a ———— oats, which is still available from our 

very good job can be done. As the Embarrassing Moments: Discover- Wisconsin sources. Place the bait in 

wind velocity increases, it is neces- ing that the bee that had ked up the active runways of the mice, us- 

sary to proceed slower as the rig is past your le, while showi the ing a teaspoonful for each placement 

pulled past the trees and this speed girl friend the wond of the hive, and then cover with vegetation. 

needs to be further slowed as the has finally found open co’ 1 eka Dee t 

wind velocity becomes higher. Often- 4, y —The B ae Rabbit r Repellent 

times, it means the weaving in and 4. Several effective chemicals have 

out as the trees are passed so that appeared on the market as deer and 

the spray can be driven into the TT rabbit repellents, according to the Ro- 
center of the tree and to the top. In the old days a man who saved dent Control Bulletin. They are: Good- 

In our operation, it has not seemed money was a miser; nowadays he’s a rite zip. distributed by Innis, Spei- 
——_ en EA spray one wonder —The Midcounty Times. den and Co,, 722 W. Hibbard St., Chi- 
changes to spray the other. The most eee cago, Ill., and through garden supply 

efficient manner seems to be to spray ‘ ORCHARD FOR RENT ana wis dlisted tote anes fs cs 

against the wind as well as with it. yor yent—80 acre operating orck per gal'on; gallons: s! 

The amount of material needed will = : cost of 28 cents a gallon of spray. No- 

iuorease: as’ apraying conditions: be. "20% “mules from Green Bay. 2,000 Nibl, for rabbit control, handled by 

come unfavorable and while it might apple, 200 plum trees. Speed Sprayer, the same distributor, is considered 

be said that it would be unadvisable Grader, © = i an ¥ ek new, Satisfactory. 

to spray in a gale, almost as good a .aen space for ee wean ound te. Diamond “L” Brand Deer Repellent 

job can be done as spraying under (om. wyill rent to acceptable person 8 distributed by the Harry N. Lecken- 

. similar conditions with a gun or 88 gop tittle more than the cost of the Dy Co., 1634 W. 15th Ave., West Seat- 

good or better than with s: boom. taxes and depreciation of equipment. tle 99, Wash. and is being used ex- 
An orchard practice which will help Long term deal possible. tensively against deer in the West. 

in most spraying applications, and Write Peter M. Platten, 407 Dous- Those troubled with deer and rabbits 
particularly with the concentrate, is man Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin. might test these materials.
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COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS March 12, Wednesday — Calumet “We cannot let this pass for this pie 
ASSOCIATION MEETINGS County Fruit growers meeting. was but a mere tart in comparison to 

The following County Fruit Grow- March 19, Wednesday — Outagamie the pie made in Orleans county, N. Y. 
ers’ Association meetings have been County F.G.A. Community Hall, state, at Albion in 1927. This pie was 
scheduled by the county agent and Black Creek. 12 ft. in diameter and nine inches 
association officers. Excellent pro- thick. It required over 100 bushels of 

grams have been arranged. Prof C. THE WORLD'S BIGGEST good western New York apples to 
weaken and wit asa oa APPLE PIE make it, some 600 Ibs. of sugar, 600 Ibs. 

is the spray 
program for 1952 and topics of im- We were quite sure last fall that of flour and weighed nearly 3 tons. 

portance for the coming season. Door Co. fruit growers had produced 
February 26, Tuesday — Racine the world’s largest apple pie. In our SPEED SPRAYER FOR SALE 

County. Racine County Agricultural January issue (page 94) we published 

School, Rochester. the story of the giant pie made in For Sale: Speed Sprayer in good 

February 27, Wednesday — Milwau- Sturgeon Bay. . condition. Inquire Nieman Orchards, 
kee County. Greenfield Town Hall. Now, however, our leadership is Cedarburg, Wisc. 

February 28, Thursday — Wauke- challenged. In the January news re- as 
sha County. Court House, Waukesha. port of the Iowa State Horticultural 

March 8, Monday — Jefferson Coun- Society, appears this article: ORCHARD AND CHOICE BUILDING 
ty. Community Building, Fort Atkin- «who Made the Biggest Apple Pie?” SITE FOR SALE 

son. “ 5 acres of young, ready to bear fru‘t 
March 4, Tuesday — Washington ai oe years ago, it was my (approximately 225) and home 

County. Village Hall, Jackson. istinct pleasure to sample the insides ae TE fect: trontage ‘on 

March 5, Wednesday — Ozaukee f % 8 (diameter) Missouri pie of main 
County. Town Hall, Mequon. Golden Delicious. Then, in Wisconsin i&hway, about one mile from Racine 
March 6, Thursday — Manitowoc this past November, another “World’s city Mmite. 

County. Lincoln Field House, Mani- largest” pie was baked. Writing in Orchard well cared for; lot land- 

towoc. the Packer. Dec, 8, 1951, Charles W. scaped with valuable shrubs and trees. 

March 7, Friday — Sheboygan Howard, RFD 3, Albion, N.Y., an- Price, $6,000. Owner, Mrs. Milo John- 

County. City Hall, Plymouth. swers these claims with the following. son, 4601 Spring St., Racine, Wis. 

NURSERY STOCK FERTILIZERS 
Write for Price List and Order Blank Ammonium Nitrate 

Order early as we have just been advised by Mixed Fertilizers (All Analysis) 
Nursery that stock is not too plentiful. All Vigoro—Milorganite 
orders must be at the Nursery by March 1. Place Your Order Now for Delivery 

Any Time Available 

Pruning Equipment 
Pruning Saws - Pole Saws - Pole Pruners -Pruning Snips - Tree Wound Paint - Tree 
Seal - Grafting Tape - Ladders. 

Sprayers -~ Dusters - Vegetable Grading Equipment for the Vegetable and Fruit Grower. 

Row Crops Models — Orchard Models 
We have the new J. Bean Speedaire Available.Same Time—Saves Labor—Saves Material. 
One man can do the work of 2 or 3 men withthe J. Bean Speedaire. Write for leaflet. 

REPAIR WORK 
If your sprayer or pumps need repair, don't wait ‘til the time you want to use them. Bring 

them in during the winter months, when we have time to go over them thoroughly. We carry 
a complete line of repairs. 

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST H 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. (Formerly S. E. Wis. Fruit Growers’ Co-op) Télephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C. & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107



Some Growers Experience With _ - 

Chemical Thinning Of Apples 
Results Obtained By More Than Fifty Growers Have Been Encouraging 

By Conrad L. Kuehner, Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 

While chemical blossom thinning 4, . er 1 

of apples is not entirely new to Wis- , es ce ak we, i 

consin orchardists, it is not by any e Be Hs oe ae pis id 
means a completely learned practice Bo a: a NR a Lal . 
nor has it been fully accepted by all iS. 

growers who might find it a valuable 4 

new operation in efficient orchard 4 

management. Perhaps part of the Z 

reason why chemical thinning has 

not been widely employed in our or- 

chards is because not all of the im- 
portant facts about its use and be- q 

havior under varying weather, tree poe 

and variety conditions have yet been 

learned. Much is being added each 

year through careful experimenta- 

tion work of our research workers at 

Wisconsin and elsewhere as well as 

through grower trials. 

During the past season more than At the Wisconsin-Minnesota Orchard tour at Sunridge Orchards of William 
fifty growers of twenty-two differ- Connell near Menomonie in Dunn County. Prof. Brierly of Minnesota Univer- 
ent counties made chemical thinning sity is discussing Minnesota experiences in chemical thinning of Haralson. 
one of their new practices on some, This picture shows some of the Haralson trees in the Sunridge Orchards, where 
or all of their heavy blossoming trees chemical thinning had improved the crop. The Wealthy in this orchard has 
of varieties which usually set an over- also been thinned. They were really fine crops; very few small apples and of 
load of apples, many of which fail excellent color. 

to develop into fruit of marketable 

size and color. The experiences gain- 

ed by these growers have on the The following short survey of grow- have already been doing some chemi- | 
whole been encouraging and through er experiences may contain a lesson aq) thinning to understand more 

it they are learning valuable lessons or two for those who may be inter- 

on the techniques of chemical thin- ested in some trial spraying in 1952. clearly their own results or lack of 

ning. This table may also help those who ‘Satisfactory returns. 

FAVORITE APPLE RECIPES 
Apple Recipe Bulletin Receives Praise 

A letter from Mrs. Marion Pieper Ay Macaroon Pie ° 

of Oakfield, states, “I've enjoyed us- 1 recipe vO case ieee heat to 850° and bake 30 
ing the new booklet, “Wisconsin APp- Arrange about 5 or 6 cups of sliced eames 
ples, 44 New Ways to Use Them,” apple on dough (Cortland or McIn- Editor’s Note: Perhaps the four 

very much. However, there are sever- tosh.) Sprinkle with a mixture of: recipes mentioned should be included 
al recipes in the older bulletin, “36 % cup sugar in the next reprint of the apple recipe 
Ways to Use Wisconsin Apples,” that 1 tsp. cinnamon bulletin. Thanks for the pie recipe. 
I wouldn’t trade for the world. The % tsp. salt The Piepers ordered 100 copies of the 
four outstanding favorites are apple Dot with 2 tablespoons butter. Bake pulletin to be given to apple cus- 
sauce, fruit cake, apple crunch, ap- in hot oven 20 minutes. Cover apples tomers, 
ple torte and apple fritters. with topping of: ° 

+ “T have a delicious apple macaroon 2 cups shredded coconut  —_ 

pie recipe that has never been % cup sugar 

seen in any of your bulletins. Our % tsp. salt Not being able to understand wom- 
family enjoys it very much. Here it 1 egg, well beaten en wouldn’t be so bad if women didn’t 

is.” % cup milk understand men.—The Viola News.



CHEMICAL THINNING EXPERIENCES IN 1951 AS COPIED FROM REPLIES TO A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

"Orchard | Varieties Thinned | Material | per 100 | Time| Applied in | Harmful Effects | | ||||+~«-Remarks on Results 
Used | Gal. of of | Regular Spray 6 

. Spray | Appli-| or Separately 
1 Wealthy Mixture | cation “Golden Delicious nearly double size—well satisfied and 

Waukesha Early McIntosh or water Leaves wilted on will continue to use it. Wealthy and McIntosh doubled in 

County Golden Delicious | App-L-Set 8 oz. | Calyx Separately Early McIntosh size. Color very good. Better than unthinned trees. Yield 
did not increase.” 

2 Yel. Transparent 

Washington Wealthy Parmone 40z. | Calyx Regular None “Yellow Transparent were bigger and Wealthy size and 
Sonate Yellow Delicious color was improved.” 

Ozaukee Golden Delicious Stop-Drop | 1 at. | Calyx Regular None “No results.” 
County 

4 Snow Yellow Transparent | ,, 
‘Good results on Golden Delicious and Perkins. Color good 

ome ee App-L-Set | 16 02. |Bloom/ Separately = ee P pasta ted | and fruit almost oversize, No small apples stuck to Golden 
Salome Small apples vaherea | Delicious and Perkins; on other varieties the small fruit 

= PP stuck until picking time.” 

5 Melba “Melba and Wealthy very good, Kendall overthinned. Mc- 

Ozaukee Wealthy Liq-qu-stick 1 pt. Calyx Separately Leaf injury on Intosh overthinned. Wealthy thinned out mostly to 2% 
County Kendall a-a Kendall inches and up, while unthinned trees were mostly 2 inches 

McIntosh to 2% inches. Color was 25% better on thinned trees. Yield 

about the same.” 

6 McIntosh (old) McIntosh set and size the best we ever had. The check 

Racine N. W. Greening 6.6 oz. | Cal None tree carried more small apples. N.W. Greening was over- County cca App-L-Set yx | Not Reported thinned. Starking was overthinned. Weaker wood was 

Tolman Sweet : thinned more than vigorous wood. Tolman Sweet had ideal 

set. Check tree overloaded.” 

“McIntosh and Snow were overthinned. Jonathan was 
7 Jonathan overthinned even on untreated trees (winter injury to 

Kenosha Wealthy App-L-Set | 20 p-p.m.| Calyx > 2 blossom buds). Wonderful size on McIntosh and Jonathan 
County McIntosh . where thinned. Next year I’ll spray at 10 p.p.m. a week 

Snow or two after calyx, when one can know better how badly 

thinning is needed.” 

8 | ow ina “Good results on Beacon, Prairie Spy, Whitney and Haral- 
Chippewa | py, Whitney On McIntosh, Wealthy and pl t d to be i App-L-Set 12 oz. Calyx 2 2 son. n ntosh, We: 'y and plums set seemed to 

County | Hee Won PP increased where trees were in ravine. No help on Wealthy 

| uehess | ana Duchess.” 
t
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BLOSSOM END ROT OF APPLES SOME FACTS ABOUT NEWER Year of 

CAN NOW BE CONTROLLED APPLE VARIETIES Place of Origin Introduction 

“Blossom end rot”’—a fungus dis- Variety Parentage x ata ie 
ease which heckled apple growers of Cortland Ben Davis x McIntosh a = Bia " 1928 
New York’s Hudson Valley during Dolgo Crab A Russian Crab sel * a8 
the 1951 growing season, can be con- Early McIntosh Yel. Tr. x McIntosh Minn. Sta. x 
trolled by a change in ingredients in Haralson Malinda (open poll.) Cannas a 

early-season orchard sprays, accord- Lobo McIntosh (open poll.) N. Y. Sta. 
ing to work reported by Dr. D. H. Macoun McIntosh x Jersey Black Canada 1911 

Palmiter of the New York Experi- Melba McIntosh (open poll.) N. Y. Sta. 1928 

ment Station. Milton Yel. Tr. x McIntosh N, Y. Sta. 1927 

In three experimental orchards, in. Newfane Deacon Jones X Delicious Ne (Ste: - . tts Fruit Notes, January, jury from this disease was cut down Orleans Deacon Jones x Delicious Massachuse| ts u fo Ty, 

by more than 92% when “Fermate” 
fungicide was substituted for the CHANGES IN APPARENT PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF SELECTED 

usual sulfar applications in the pink, FRUITS, UNITED STATES 

bloom and petal fall sprays. 
1985-39 Percent Change 

Sulfur has very little, if any, effect Fruits Average 1950 1950 from 1985-39 

on reducing blossom end rot on Mc- (Pounds per person...) (percent) 

Intosh apples, Dr. Palmiter reported. fresh (Total) ——-—----—----- 138.5 114.1 -18 

Blossom end rot flourishes in cool, Avriee ee _ = = 

damp weather, when early sprays are Canned fruit juices 8 13.6 249 
being applied. Young fruit at that Progen fruit cece ccc 0.8 4.0 400 
time is standing upright on the trees Dried Fruit — 2 5B 42 -28 

and rain collecting in the calyx cup Consumption per person of fruits (total) in fresh form in 1950 was 18 
provides sufficient moisture for the percent below the 1935-39 average. Consumption of fresh apples was 15 percent 
disease to develo d infect th below average. Canned and frozen fruits and canned fruit juices were con- 

jerop: 'an' nites fe siderably above the 1935-89 average——Maryland Fruit Growers’ News-Letter, 

sepals. Maryland State Horticultural Society, March, 1951. 

BEAN Sprayer: 35 gallon minute » BEAN Sprayer: 15 gallon minute pump, pump; 2 prayer: td gi per pump; 
engine powered with 600 gallon tank. power takeoff, with 300 gallon tank. 

FRIEND Sprayer: 35 gallon minute pump, BEAN Pump: 20 gallon minute BEAN 9 pump; 9 per 
engine powered with 400 gallon tank. Royal. 

FRIEND Sprayer: 30 gallon per minute pump, BEAN Pump: 15 gallon per minute BEAN 
engine powered with 300 gallon tank. Royal. 

FRIEND Sprayer: 25 gallon per minute pump, 
power takeoff, with 300 gallon tank. 

This is only a partial list. If you need a Sprayer, be sure to contact us. 

These sprayers have been completely overhauled and are specially priced for 

quick sale. All are sold with a NEW SPRAYER guarantee. 

STURGEON BAY, WIS.
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TOUGH ON DISEASE. ““Fermate” fungicide gives | COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER CHEMICALS. You can 
foliage and fruit of apples and pears sure protec- use ‘Fermate” safely with most pest-control 
tion against scab. It also controls cedar-apple products. For exceptional wetting and covering 
rust, black rot, sooty blotch and bitter rot. power, use Du Pont Spreader-Sticker in the 

EASY ON BLOSSOMS, LEAVES AND FRUIT. “‘Fer- spray mixture. 
mate’’ is safe to use through the scab season, IDEAL FOR MANY FRUITS. ‘““Fermate” also con- 
provides disease control without burning orstunt- trols grape black rot, brown rot of stone fruits, 
ing even tender young growth. Safe in hot peach scab, cherry leaf spot, cranberry fruit rots 
weather, too. and raspberry anthracnose and leaf spot. 

BETTER YIELD AND QUALITY. Leaf growth reaches . » .. 
full vigor when protected with “Fermate.” Helps See your dealer now for Du Pont ‘‘Fermate' fungicide 

‘ : * and other proved Du Pont pest-control products. Ask him 

make higher yields of larger fruit with better for free booklets, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals 
finish. Department, Wilmington, Delaware. 

DU PONT CHEMICALS FOR THE FARM INCLUDE: GU PONT 
Fungicides: PARZATE* (Liquid and Dry), FERMATE,* ZERLATE,* Copper-A (Fixed Copper), 
ULFORON® and SULFORON®-X Wettable Sulfurs... Insecticides: DEENATE* DDT, MARLATE* 

Scr ance Scaoe Meee ae ETE 
~ Algor Du Pont Covton Dusts, Du Pont Spreader Sticker, PARMONE® Frult Drop Inhibitor, and REG.U.S. PAT. OFF, 
nany others, #REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

Qn all chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning or caution statements on BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
vs of the product are given, read them carefully, ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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e 
Cost Of Packing Apples In 

Baskets And Boxes Compared 

It costs about 18¢ less to pack a USDA study (quoted in the previous of the consumer’s dollar received by 

basket of apples than a Northwestern section) throws further light on the the producer of apples led to thesc 

type box, is the conclusion reached problem, indicating that it costs 18c conclusions: 

in a study made by the U.S. Depart- more to pack out a box of apples in a “4, Growers and shippers receive 

ment of Agriculture. Northwestern-type box than in a bas- 47% of the consumer's dollar spen' 

The Apple Research Digest, pub- ket. This undoubtedly is a major rea- for Washington apples in Pittsburgh 

lished by the Washington State Apple 00 Why the Hast does not use more in, 1949.50, as compared with 45% in 

Commission, makes this comment: boxes. 1989-40 and 54% in 1944-45. 

“Tt is estimated that about one-half of “There have been reports that bas- 2. Upward adjustment of marketing 

Eastern apples are being packed in ket costs are rising in the Hast. These charges presents the Industry with a 

baskets, We in the West, being un- rising costs undoubtedly will increase two-fold problem—reduced returns 

familiar with the problems of the the quantity of Eastern fruit being and a danger of larger losses in a low 

Eastern apple industry, are often led packed in Northwestern-type boxes. price period. 

to wonder why it continues to use the As the use of the box continues in the . 

basket, which is more difficult to East, it would appear logical that the 3. Retailing and wholesaling mar- 

handle, uses more space in storage packers will gradually become geared gins, percentagewise, are higher on 

and in transportation, and is prone to the box and thereby be more able Eastern apples than on Pacific North- 

to cause more damage to the fruit. ‘to bring their packing costs closer to west apples, but the returns to the 

those of the basket, encouraging fur- growers were somewhat the same.” 

“Perhaps one of the reasons for ther expansion in its use.” 

the East’s continuing use of the bas- ° 

ket lies in the fact that the Industry The Producers Share Pedestrians can be classified two 

ig geared to it and market continues of the Consumer’s Dollar ways-—the quick and the injured—The 

to demand this type container. The Further studies of the percentage Bonduel Times. 
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ie LET a Hardie sprayer cut down man hours in 

orchard grove and field. Hardie One-Man Air 

‘jaan Blast and Boom sprayers give amazing results 

in labor economy. No matter what you want to 

spray or how you want to do it, you can save 

Sis labor with a Hardie. Ask your dealer or write 

for the Hardie Catalog showing the greatest 

za variety of sizes and styles of labor saving spray- 

{iG ers in today’s market. 

HARDIE THE HARDIE 
' u ig : 

py mg eo MFG. COMPANY 
ps so1o ano seevicts Gimiirr SS HUDSON, MICHIGAN
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Berries and Vegetabl 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
SOME SUGGESTIONS ON DECREASE IN 

RED RASPBERRY PRUNING FEBRU ARY STRAWBERRY ACREAGE 

dames G. Moore oe ee : All evidence points towards an ap- 

Safety first usually necessitates re- ‘awe | @ preciable reduction in strawberry 
moving fruited canes as soon as har- ee Scere xe EY () acreage and production in 1952. Re- 
vesting is finished. a GE ees I {| Ports from many important produc- 

‘At thewaie'tinie semove wew canes ts oe te “Se 6 )\ ing areas indicate that the acreage 

which are so small they will not Pe AY § \\: \ will ‘be down from (5) ‘per cent 
produce well next season, ASIA Ayal \ to as much as 50 per cent in some sec- 

If there are surplus canes of fruit- tions. Nationally, the decrease may 
able therefore, may depend upon how average 7 to 8 per cent lower than in 

ing size also remove some of them. much premium you can get for larger 1951. T. 
. To cite a few specific example3, 

Under Wisconsin conditions it is fruit. it a that the Ark 

not wise to reduce at this time the pears: that ‘the: Arkansas) ‘and 
Usually the heavier the heading Pennsylvania plantings will be down number of canes to that ultimately 

to be left for producing the crop. back the longer and heavier the later- 10 to 11 per cent, and in Louisiana 

Do not cut back long canes in late als produced. This frequently makes the most recent estimate indicates a 
summer ag it may result in serious ee more difficult when head- drop of over 50 per cent. 

winter injury and crop reduction. ing back is severe. Many factors have contributed to 

The earliest and smallest berries When canes are branched, it is de- this reduction in the acreage planted 
are produced nearest the tip of the sirable to remove all the weak branch- to strawberries for the 1952 crop. 

cane. Heading back means somewhat 8 @nd cut the others back propor- Unstable economic conditions in gen- 
later first fruits and an increase in tionally to their strength. Good strong eral have had a depressing effect. 
average size of berries. Heavy head- laterals may be headed to about 8 to present and anticipated future short- 

ing back of moderate length canes 10 inches. ages of labor undoubtedly have had 
is likely to reduce the crop. Opinions vary greatly as to the a pronounced influence on the plant- 

In spring pruning the extent of number of canes to be left at the ings in many localities. 

heading back canes will depend upon final thinning in the spring. There is The rather severe draughts which 
the length of cane, the amount of probably no one best number. It is ocurred in late summer of 1951 in 
winter injury, whether and how canes likely to differ with normal size of many sections of the East have caused 
are supported, the effect on ease of canes produced by the variety grown,  aditional damage to many plantings 
harvesting and the desires of the whether canes branched the first and will cause yields to be low during 

grower as regards earliness and the season and the extent of winter in- 4, coming season. 
average size of fruits produced. jury. When canes are average size 

Winter injured canes should be cut (Latham), do not have side branches The downward trend in acreage 
back after growth has started sev- and when they have not been serious- should result in only moderate sup- 

eral buds below the evidence of in- ly winter injured, an average dis- Plies of berries in 1952 and a strong 
jury. tance between canes should probab- ™arket. Prices should hold relatively 

If canes are unsupported, cut back by be from 8 to 10 inches when grown firm for good fruit. This will be an 
so that the cane will be able to keep in hedge rows, or 6 to 10 in a hill if improvement over the situation dur- 
the expected fruit off the ground. grown in hills, The distance between img 1951 season when the market 

Supported canes of good diameter canes of small growing varieties (Sun- slumped on several occasions and did 

which have four and one-half feet or rise) should be somewhat less. not give the hoped-for return to 

more of uninjured wood may be cut Varieties vary greatly in their 8Towers. 
back to four or four and a half feet growth habit. Latham represents the Irrigation during the ripening sea- 

if normal production is desired. intermediate group, Sunrise is a son may appreciably increase the yield 

When the earliest possible fruit is variety of numerous and rela- if rainfall is short—By Wesley P. 

desired, cut off only injured wood. tively small canes, Taylor a heavier Judkins, Virginia Experiment Station. 
This increased earliness is not likely grower and more inclined to branch In January American Fruit Grower. 

to materially affect average earliness the first season. Hard and fast prun- 

of the crop. ing rules would not be equally appli- = 
When one desires larger average cable to each of these varieties. Sug- SMALL POWER SPRAYER 

fruit, heading back should be more’ gestions are for so-called average 

severe, varieties. The grower must adjust his FOR SALE 

Heading back heavily to secure practices proportionately when deal- 50 gallon power sprayer with 6 x 16 

larger fruit has its dangers, as too ing with varieties which vary widely tires. About good as new. Al Kruse 
severe heading reduces the total crop. from the average and also to meet his Nursery, 615 Effinger Road, Baraboo, 

The amount of heading back desir- special conditions. Wis.
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STRAWBERRY VARIETIES 

The Case Of Sawdust aN ae 
It Won't Ruin Your Farm. If You Can Get It, Increased Demand for 

. . Freezing Berries is Certain 
Tt Will Improve The Soil The increase in sales of home free:- 

The Market Grower’s Journal for humus in the top six inches where it viawta’ "isobar Me ace, 

January tells the story of James will do the most good. cates the modern trend from preserv- 
Chadbourne of Maine, who attributes He follows up in spring with a le- ing to freezing. It means that fruits 
his rich, high humus land to sawdust. gume crop, figuring 200 lbs. of actual and vegetable varieties must be gocd 

Mr. Chadbourne started harrowing nitrogen per acre. Sometimes he car- for freezing if they are to be in the 
sawdust into his soil 34 years ago. ries legumes a second year. When greatest demand. That applies parti- 

He's been farming 39 years, and has sawdust has been absorbed into the ularly to strawberries. Far too many 
never had a crop failure and his soil soil, Jim makes another entry in strawberry varieties on the market 
never soured, nor did it make pota- arly Slope Farms’ soil bank ac- today are not good for freezing and if 
toes scabby. count. such varieties are frozen by the 

He uses sawdust and shavings for WANT MORE VEGETABLES housewife and she then finds them of 
mulching strawberries, raspberries, poor quality for the table, it decreases 

tomatoes, asparagus, squash, cukes ee tea the interest and demand for the fruit. 
and melons, as well as to build up or- next spring. A In buying new varieties of straw- 

ig. Acreage goal is 9% above 
ganic matter in the soil. He uses last spring’s. Spring vegetables are berry plants this spring, therefore, 

about 1,000 tons a year and is called oi otea April, May and June. Most We Should look first of all to their 
the “sawdust king.” Since sawdust is + i creased aaceage will be early ffeezing qualities. Neither the Sena- 
a plentiful product in Maine's forest anti b . tor Dunlap or Premier, so widely 

jpring cabbage and onions. 1951 acre- 
land, it was first hauled from nearby ages of these crops were abnormally grown in Wisconsin are very good for 

hardwood mills. Hardwood shavings low as a result of adverse weather freezing. We anticipate that in the 
decay in about one year, or about half conditions future growers will have requests 

the time for soft woods, containing . from consumers for crates of berries 

resin. In breaking down into organic Acreage increases are recommend- good for freezing. Let’s plan for that 
matter, sawdust makes heavier soil ©4 for celery, green peppers and shal- trade now. 
easier to work, gives body to lighter dy! — gai 1951 on ee 

ing ca- 20 ‘or a beans, cantaloupes, 
SE TE cise oak root cauliflower, cucumbers, lettuce, green WHY TAXES STAY HIGH 

Sod peas, spinach, tomatoes, or water- In a recent issue of the Wisconsin 
penetra‘ a melons. Agriculturist and Farmer, we find a 

Chadbourne is a supervisor of soil table of how the Federal government 

conservation and says the high humus Demand May Go Up will spend its money in 1952. Here it 
content of his soil protects the top- Vegetables, fresh and processed, ig; 
soil against erosion. He says, “I have probably will be more in demand in Military expenses —.........-..-.......--60% 
no set rule for application, but if I 1952 than this year. Level of prices International 2.10% 

apply a large coat of three or four received by growers will depend in Interest on debt ....-2.-.ccc-eccc----- 8% 
inches, I don’t put it on again for part on volume of production. In- Veterams .....c.cscnccccssssssesecccssseseeeesss 8% 
three or four years.” creases in demand may be offset by Social Security, Welfare, Health .. 4% 

Ni increases in production, but produc- Agriculture 0.0... -cccccccccteeceecceeeeeese 2 
Must Watch tion could be overdone in potatoes Business ceessssssusesssssusesssnssessssusesesesauesese red 

“I’m apt to put on a light coat near- and dry peas. Production costs are Hducation, Labor .....----ccccccccc. 1% 
ly every year. I can’t say how many almost certain to rise, and supplies of Running expenses —.....-.ccccccceeeeeeeee-2% 
acres I sawdust annually; it depends farm labor, fertilizer, containers and “So you can see where the moncy 
on how much time I get to haul it.” other production factors will be some- jg going. The big bulk goes to pay for 

ae hesitates to recommend saw- what shorter than they were this past and future wars. This has always 
lust to everybody, because alone, he year. been the case. 

says, it won’t do the trick. Extra nl- = Wor the first time in 7 years stor- “It has to be that way until there 
trogen is needed because bacteria ab- 56 stocks of potatoes were not in actually is ‘peace on earth. Federal 
sorb nitrates from decaying matter heavy surplus January 1. taxes can go down when the arms 

and from soil. A grower using saw- = ay in all, USDA officials believe load is lifted. But not before.” 
dust must keep a close watch for Vegetable outlook of '52 is favorable | To this we might add—add up the 
signs of nitrogen deficiency. if production is not excessive—From Percentages of the first four items, 

Scope of his operation can be gaug- Market Growers Journal. and then wonder what is in the minds 

ed by the fact that it takes some 27 of some of our politicians who claim 

‘cords of sawdust for one acre inch. we could cut taxes if we could cut 

In giving land full treatment, his Moral Yardstick says: “If a would- internal spending. Notice that Agri- 
favorite method is to apply in autumn, be dictator is given an inch, he begins culture gets 2%, and yet that is where 

harrow sawdust and soil again and _ to think he’s a ruler.”—Pierce County they are trying to effect great sav- 

again. He rarely plows, wants his Herald. ings.
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YOUNG GARDEN EXPERTS LOOK He said eligible boys and girls may 3. Road commissioners and railroad 

TO 1952 CONTEST obtain enrollment cards from their companies should be advised of the 

National Scholarship Awards local adult leader or from NJVGA_ importance of sweet clover and other 
Announced at Recent Headquarters, 108 French Hall, Uni- nectar plants growing along the right 

NIVGA Convention versity of Massachusetts, Amherst, of ways to beekeepers. 

Young vegetable growers from Mass. 4. Nectar bearing sources should 

Wisconsin and the rest of the nation __ : not be destroyed except in areas 
looked toward another year of schol- NEW CHEMICAL TO CONTROL where highway safety is a factor. 

arship competition in January with POTATO AND TOMATO ee 
the opening of the 1952 production- DISEASES STRAWBERRY AND RASPBERRY - 
marketing contest of the National A new chemical has been introduc- PLANTS FOR SALE 
Junior Vegetable Growers Associa- ©! by Du Pont Co.—its name, “Man- June Bearing Strawberries. Robin- 

| tion. zate.” son: 100 @ $2.50; 500 @ $5.50; 1000 

| Enrollment for the study course Chemically, it is manganese ethy- @ $10.00. 
and practical gardening competition lene bisdithiocarbamate, the sixth in Premier, Tennessee Shipper, Fair- 

got under way in the wake of a four- ® series of organic plant protectant land, Arrowhead, Superfection (Ever- 

day convention in Cleveland, O., that materials, based on derivatives of bearing). 100 @ $2.75; 500 @ $6.50; 

climaxed the 1951 contest. dithiocarbamic acid, developed by Du 1000 @ $12.00. 
Thousands of rural boys and girls Pont. Red Rich Everbearing. 25 plant; 

from 42 states matched gardening Manzate is expected to be recom- @ $5.00; 50 plants @ $8.50. 
skills in last year’s competition. mended specifically to control an- RASPBERRY PLANTS. Early 

More than 300 of the youngsters at- thracnose, gray leaf spot and Septoria June: 25 @ $4.75; 50 @ $6.00; 100 

tended the Cleveland meeting to map leaf spot on tomatoes, and early and @ $10.00. 

a program for 1952 and to witness late blights on both tomatoes and po- Sun Rise, Latham, Indian Summer: 

awards from the $6000 scholarship tatoes. The fungicide has undergone 25 @ $4.50; 50 @ $5.00; 100 @ $8.50. 

fund provided annually for the pro- extensive field testing for several Miss Freda Schroeder, c/o Krahn- 

gram by A & P Food Stores as part Years. It will be available in limited Schroeder Nursery, Loyal, Wisconsin. 

of its youth sponsorship. quantities in 1952. (Not postpaid.) 

Wisconsin youngsters who won eT TO 
awards were Barbara Ann Sommer- SPRAY PROGRAMS STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

halder, RFD 1, Menasha; Beverly AND THE BEEKEEPER FOR SALE 
Jean Bishop, Sherwood; Carl R. From the Report of the Bee and Strawberry plants. Superfection 
Mahn, Route 18, Milwaukee; Fredric Honey Advisory Committee to the and Streamliner everbearing. Pre- 

K. Kaphingst, R. R. 1, Appleton; John Wisconsin Director of Agriculture. mier, Wis. 2-14, Wis. 537. Robinson 
L. Huh, Route 1, Appleton; Donald The Bee and Honey Advisory Com- and Beaver. Also Durham red rasp- 

M. Koegel, 5749 S. 13th St., Milwau- mittee made the following recom- berry. Al Kruse, 615 Effinger Road, 

kee, and Ellyn Marie Roudebush, ™endations to the Director of Agri- Baraboo. 
Bacon St., Waunakee. culture at their meeting last October TT 

Throughout the competition the 0n the subject of spray programs. BERRY PLANTS 
Wisconsin entrants had the guidance Many agricultural chemicals now Latham raspberry plants. 100, $9.50. 
and counsel of Miss Doris Mae in use for control of weeds and in- Cumberland, $7.50. Premier, Beaver, 
Gnauck, Department of Agricultural sect pests are toxic to bees. The use Dunlap, Robinson, Arrowhead straw- 
Education, University of Wisconsin, of insecticides in some states has vir- berry plants. 100 @ $2.50; 200, $4.75 

and state NJVGA leader. tually put honey producers out of 500, $9.00; 1,000, $17.00. 
NJVGA’s chief adult adviser and business. Reports indicate that sever- Mary Washington asparagus. 2 yr. 

its chief adult adviser and its al instances have occurred in Wis- Plants, 50 @ $1.75; 100, $2.95. 
co-founder, Prof. Grant B. Snyder consin where bees were killed. The Fruit trees, ornamental shrubs and 
of the University of Massachusetts, drift of toxic sprays and dusts from evergreens. Hall Nursery, Elmwood, 
said that “in 1952, as in the a field being treated to adjoining Wis. 

past 17 years, NJVGA will work with areas bearing honey producing plants 

and through the two basic farm constitutes a real danger to bees. The 

youth groups to achieve the common promiscuous application of weed > 3 |) R | Cc | 

goal of preparing farm youth for sprays along roadsides can result in aloe Seetey cnua taper ealy steers 
their adult roles in agriculture.” the elimination of many nectar yield- FROM, 20~ growo. Huge berries and tremendous yields. 

Snyder said youngsters wishing to ing plants. Recommendations in this sg — Recrit sauctar: dhol te, ton 

enroll in the 1952 production-market- field are as follows: ode 

ing contest must: (1) be between the 1. The users of spray and dust Aya Wail 
¢ges of 14 and 21; (2) have an inter- chemicals should be educated as to 

est in vegetable crops; (3) have com- the harm that can result from the ASPARAGUS ROOTS 
pleted at least one year of garden or careless application of same. Finest 1-yr. Mary Washington, $2.50 

vegetable project work, and (4) not 2. That methods of application and per 100, postpaid in Wisconsin and 

have been national champion in any the timing of same be so regulated as upper peninsula. Order NOW. Thal- 

Previous NJVGA production mar- to protect bees from harm as much Mman-Swingle Farms, 805 N. 5th, Stur- 

keting contest. as possible. geon Bay.
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i . the Ed Tor Desk 
ix STATE DEPARTMENT OF 

FROM THE PRESIDEN’ AGRICULTURE PROMOTES 
As the days grow longer and the WISCONSIN FARM PRODUCTS 

know that 
sun shines brighter, we the horti- The last legislature authorized the 
spring and a new season for the ho! te D t of feud 

hand, It is with a re- State Department of Agriculture to 

— =e ‘a ti to the promote all major Wisconsin farm 

newed feeling of devo e 1 products. As a kick-off, the Depart- 
cause of horticulture that as your ment sponsored the broadcasting of 

president accept the high honor be- all University of Wisconsin basket- 
stowed upon me. My active connec- ball games over 25 radio stations in 

tion with the operation of the Wis- or near Wisconsin. In each broadcast, 
consin State Horticultural Society several announcements were made 

during the last decade, as a member of encouraging greater consumption of 

the executive board of an affiliated or- one of Wisconsin’s quality foods, ac- 

ganization, a board member and as cording to Don E. Wilkinson, market- 

vice-president has given me opportun- ing specialist for the Department. 

ity to meet many of the leaders of Both Wisconsin apples and honey 

Wisconsin horticulture groups. These were mentioned as “good buys” dur- 

contacts have impressed upon me the ing the basketball season. 

necessity of having an organization A Sample Broadcast 

like our Wisconsin State Horticultural ‘As an example of the type of pro- 

Society to help coordinate the activi- motion used, we give here the an- 

ties of all these varied groups, by Arnold F. Nieman nouncement made during the Wis- 

 dissembling in- consin-St. Louis game on December 
easemPling . WELCOME PINE LAKE 7 
formation on fundamental and new G: G 

fields. (ARDENERS Can you think of any fruit more 
practices in their respective . . to The Pine Lake Gardeners Associa- vernin than tine anit ene 

It is assuring to me as pres wer a tion of Waukesha County affiliated ample, apples can be eaten as they 

be able to work with our experienc with the Wisconsin State Horticul- gre in salads, desserts or hot dishes. 

and capable secretary, Mr. Henry J. tural Society in January. The number of uses is almost end- 

Rahmlow, who has spent so much The Society welcomes the gar less—and each is an appetizing way 

time and energy in helping local deners and wishes them success in to good health. By the way, the Wis- 

horticultural groups throughout the their organization work. The mem- consin Department of Agriculture 

state and has been and still is at the bers hold interesting meetings each points out that Wisconsin apples are 

service of all who are interested In| month on all phases of gardening. suited to all the various uses to which 

the welfare and advancement of such Officers are: Clyde Ludwig, president; this “King of Fruits” can be put. 

groups. Ervin Kind, vice president; and Gor- Yes, Wisconsin apples are just an- 

It will be our policy as it has in the 40 Plehl, Hartland, Wis. secretary- other of many quality, home-grown 
treasurer. foods that have made Wisconsin 

past to make full use of our magazine 
wi tin, Horticulture’ to ‘keep our ————_—___—__ famous. The next time you are 

sconsin, Forciew : TED OSMUNDSEN NEW SUPER- planning to replenish your fruit bas- 
members informed on the tried and : 

1 INTENDENT OF HORTICULTURE =, do it with Wisconsin's many var- 
fundamental practices as well as new ‘ ieties of tasty apples. You'll find them 
and promising discoveries that should AT WISCONSIN STATE FAIR an ideal food to serve at all times. 

be given a trial by interested hortt- Mr. Ted Osmundsen, Sturtevant And best of all, apples are kind to 

culturists. florist, has been appointed to succeed your budget while at the same time 

It is my sincere hope that you as Mr. E. L. Chambers as superintendent serving as nutritional ‘additions to 

members of a group who have de- of the Horticultural Building at the your daily menu. 

Wisconsin State Fair. Mr. Osmundsen SSS SS 
voted part or all of your time, directly 

has assisted Mr. Chambers, in charge A lady is a woman who makes ‘t 
or indirectly, to help mother earth 

of commercial florists’ exhibit, for a easy for a man to be a gentleman. 
clothe herself with plants of beauty 
and ful in ti t number of years and so is familiar —Menomonee Falls News. 
and usefulness, will continue to Sup- ith the management of the building. — 

port our society’s programs and ac- 4 -cording to reports, exhibits will be A race track is a place where win- 
tivities. continued along the same lines as in dows clean people——The Wittenberg 

Arnold F. Nieman, president. the past. Enterprise.
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WANTED—REPORT OF EXPERI- shallow and will dry out rapidly. 

ENCE GROWING SWEET PO- Yes, I guess we could find a lot of 
TATOES IN WISCONSIN things to talk about and sharpen our | Pruning Equipment 

Can sweet potatoes be grown suc- Wits on design, perspective, harmony 

cessfully and economically in Wiscon- 0f plant material and appropriateness. Swivel, Speed and Pole Saws, Hand 
sin? One of our members has asked But when we are all through, let’s and Lopping Shears, Tree Paint, 
that we publish information on how hope we can say, “Well it’s a nice Ladders by Bauer Mfg. Co. 

to grow sweet potatoes successfully Picture and will be very interesting 
in this state. to have around. It should stimulate . 

We will appreciate hearing from ‘terest in growing plants indoors.” ‘Hardie Sprayers 

members who have grown them tell- — 

ing their experiences. ATTENTION MEMBERS OF wa oe Premeates Air a tear 
THE WOMEN’S AUXILIARY ers, Booms, Guns, Foose, Repairs and 

OUR COVER PICTURE Through a misunderstanding, win- Repair Service. 
Variegated sanseverria, Chinese ners of the apple cookery exhibit at 

evergreen, English ivy, spotted Gold the annua] convention of the Wiscon- ° 

Dust dracina and Philodendron cor- sin Horticultural Society and Aux | DU Pont Spray Materials 
datum are effectively arranged as a ary were not recorded. Consequently, Puratize, Lime Sulphur, Fermate, 
dish garden. Ducks are waddling in we have not been able to send premi- Lead Arsenate; DDT and etc. 

the moss at the base of the plant, giv- um awards for apple cookery exhibits 

ing an impression of a miniature excepting in cases where we were 

tropical forest. Here is a chance for notified of the winners. If you know 

discussion. What are the ducks doing of an exhibitor who won a prize and DESMIDT TREE SERVICE 

in such an arrangement—aren’t they has not yet received her prize money, 

out of place? They make the other please write Horitcultural Society at Racine, Wis. 
plants look like trees, once, listing the winnings. 

Sanseverria like a dry soil; ducks — 

like water. Chinese evergreens and A saint has been defined as a per- | Hiway 11 Phone 4-6318 
Philodendron like a uniformly moist son who’s good even when nobody is 
soil, Perhaps the container is a little looking.—Amherst Advocate. 

Plan Now for Your ’52 Planting 
McKay's offer you the services of graduate architects, skilled in preparing plans 
that will arrange your nursery stock to the greatest possible advantage. Now is 
the time to plan for next year, so obtain professional assistance from McKay's. 

At McKay’s You'll Find a Complete Line of— 

Evergreens Shrubs Shade Trees 

And Remember McKay’s— 
¢ Plums © Pears © Apples 

© Cherries © Small Fruits © Peaches 

I FOR COMPLETE Consult your local McKay representative, or 

INFORMATION write directly to McKay’s Madison offices. 

is ’ 
Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery 

NURSERIES— AW K N OBFICE— 
Waterloo, y y 1919 Monroe Street 

Wisconsin \ G urser Oo. Madison, Wisconsin
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DIRECTORS 
John Gates, Two Rivers 

ks Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay 
xt fj f, IB fis Walter A. Kurtz, Chilton 

6 Dewey Sleeser, Lake Geneva 
(oO Us NGS. ~ Cecil McAdams, Mosinee 

EEO IT DI I OEE Walter Axel, Sheboygan 
Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau 
Raymond Kasimir, Spaulding, Mich. 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Dare Penesne, itwetes 
Preston Vieo President Secretary Otto Kapschitske Jr., Sheboygan 

WALTER A. KURTZ JOHN GATES MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc 

Chilton Twe Rivers 613 N. Mil. St, Plymouth Jerry Merchart, Marinette 
TREASURER John W. Perkins, Neillsville 

MRS. LEONARD WIGHTMAN Archie Spatz, Wausau 
Rt. 3, Plymouth H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

ANNUAL CONVENTION, NORTH he said. His magazine will not accept 

AMERICAN GLADIOLUS a) adds such as were found in some 

COUNCIL, HELD IN re WLAN HT) visit their Twin City Show which is 
MILWAUKEE oy “ a N held in a bank building in Minneapolis 

The Schroeder Hotel in Milwaukee @) .e Bs t one year and St. Paul the next year. 

was the scene on January 17-20 of the x4 i @ ws newspapers last year of “100 gladi- 
‘7th annual convention of the North COT BUSEee olus bulbs, 1%” if circumference at 
American Gladiolus Council. It was "Ree Bs $1.69.” He urged the industry to find 

‘a splendid meeting, sponsored by the gladiolus varieties that are resistant 

Southern Wisconsin-Northern Illinois suck or eat the sap. However, we to diseases and can be grown without 
chapter of the Gladiolus Society. The Should go slow on their use, as they too much spraying and other care; 
attendance was the largest in the his- ™ay disturb the plant food balance home owners become discouraged 
tory of the organization with about in the soil. They have been used quite easily if it is too difficult to grow 
225 registered. The Secretary reported successfully in the greenhouse, espe- them. 
55 member societies with 5 new ones  ially with aphids but should not be Attendance at Shows 
during 1951. Membership is about used on plants for food. There was an animated discussion 
4,000. on attendance at gladiolus shows 2.14 

The Popularity of Giads the question was asked, “How can we 

s . Mr. Paul Frese, editor of Popular 2+ larger attendance?” A. delegate 
The program ‘was excellent, with Gardening, Albany, N. Y., gave an from Minnesota invited growers to 

papers from some leading national excellent talk on how to popularize He said they had great difficulty in 

authorities on gladiolus culture and gladiolus. He said gladiolus are the getting the one bank to relinquish the 

marketing. We plan to give summar- most Popular and most widely grown show for the next year. The show 

ies of some of the papers in early is- cut flowers in America today. The graws many thousands of visitors. 
sues of the magazine. rose is second. In Florida alone 104 fh. soundness of his advice may be 

Mites million bulbs were planted last year. found in the success of the show held 
Dr. C. L. Fluke of the Department He gave credit to garden club women annually by the Madison chapter in 

of Entomology, University of Wiscon- Who have popularized gladiolus by the First National Bank lobby in 
sin, talked on mite control. He said Using them in making arrangements. yyagison. It is held on a Monday night 
that mites are found everywhere and Growers should give them all the help because stores are open and as many 
are injurious to glads. They live over Possible, as they are doing more for 4. 19000 to 15,000 people have been 
winter in the grass and rubbish. They the industry than we realize. He en-  ciocked as visitors. 
are, of course, very small, have 8 legs COUraged classes at gladiolus shows = wy Frege told of chr’ anthemum 
and spin a fine web. The eggs hatch °f arrangements showing how to use shows in the Hast thut were high!y 
in 4 to 5 days and the young have Siadiolus in the home and discourag- aavertised but brought out very few 
only 6 legs. The old method of control 4 showing large baskets which look Visitors last fall. On the other hand 
was to wash them off with a stream like funeral pieces. Also, we should 4 African violet show in the mid- 
of water or dust with sulfur, but ‘timulate the growing of small- West brought out 20,000. 
some of the newer insecticides have flowered varieties, which can effect- It is well to analyze the differen:e 

been more effective. Parathion and ively be used in arrangements and in attendance. Gladiolus shows he'd 
other phosphate dusts or sprays were corsages. in school gymasiums and composed 

mentioned, but growers were warned Gladiolus growers should stimulate largely of spikes of named varietics 

about the danger of using them. Di- showing gladiolus at various shows— which are of interest largely to gladi- 
mite and aramite are not dangerous both local and at county fairs. It olus growers, may not draw large 

‘and have been found quite effective. greatly increases the interest of home numbers of the public. On the other 

Systemics were also discussed by owners in growing flowers and buy- hand, gladiolus shows in which gar- 

Dr. Fluke. They are chemicals added ing bulbs. “Don’t discourage gar- den clubs have taken an active part 
to the soil. The plant absorbs the deners by offering them small bulbs by making arrangements have «n 

chemicals and insects are killed which which will not bloom the first year,” additional drawing card.
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LARGE ATTENDANCE are not very susceptible to bulb rot. 
Mr. Orrin Baxter, secretary of the . Gardeners who attempt to grow some 

Southern Wisconsin-Northern Illinios Annual Meeting of the varieties i tied on 
Gladiolus Society, of Janesville, states Wisconsin Gladiolus ‘he cut-flower farms will be disap- 
that registrations for the meeting ‘ pointed. Some commercial varieties 
came from 24 different states, two Society such as Picardy, Wanda, Leading 
provinces of Canada and one from . Lady, Corona, New Europe, Stoplight, 
Holland. Wisconsin had the largest Milwaukee, Sunday, March 30 Purple Supreme, Dr. E. Bennet, 
attendance—71 registrations. Illinois Medford Hotel Rapturo, Beacon and Vredenburg are 
followed with 28, and then Michigan, entirely unsuited to the home garden 

19; Ohio, 17; Minnesota, 12; Iowa, 10; EXCELLENT PROGRAM because they are so susceptible to 
and a lesser number from New York, disease. 

Connecticut, California, Massachu- Details in the March Issue The following varieties are sug- 
— = wana. Bon berbicsety gested as suitable for Florida gardens. 
‘entucky, Washington, Pennsylvania, _ 

Nebraska, Wyoming, Idaho, South GLADIOLUS SOCIETY COMMIT- standings derlined are considered out 
Dakota and Vermont. . TEES 1952 White: Heavenly White, June Bells, 
The Southern Wisconsin-Northern N.A.G.C. Convention Delegates: inid of Srican a te ti 

Illinois chapter had 51 members pres- James Torrie, Madison; Archie Spatz, ‘4 Morni xi 8, garet Beaton, 
ent at the convention. 210 attended Wausau; W. A. Kurtz, Chilton. SRE OER DS eee 
the banquet. Alternates: Charles Melk, Milwau- Cream: Canopus, Pacifica, White 

a ey kee; Jack Gates, Two Rivers; Otto Gold, Winston. 
SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER PLANS Kapschitzke, Jr., Sheboygan. Yellow: Elizabeth Maier, Nugget, 

MEETING Legislative: Walter C. Krueger, Yellow Herald, and Hopman’'s Glory. 

Oconomowoc, Chm.; C. Melk; Leland Buff: Color Marvel, Paradise, and 
President Walter Kurtz of Chilton is Shaw, Milton. Patrol. 

making plans for a meeting and bulb Auditing: C. Harrison, Chm.; So. Orange: Abnaki, Circe ,Marqueeta, 
auction of the Sheboygan Chapter at wis, Nn. Tl. Chapter; W. Axel, Sheboy- Trocadero, and October Sunshine. 
Chilton on Sunday, March 9th, at the gan Chapter; J. Torrie, Madison Chap- Salmon: Dieppe, Margaret Fulton, 

City Hall. A publicity campaign ter; GH. Thompson, Manitowoc H. B. Pitt. 
throughout Calumet and Outagamie Chapter; Paul Ravet, Twin City Chap- Scarlet: J. V. Konynenburg, Intru- 
Counties should bring in many gar- ter; pr. R. H. Juers, Marathon Chap- der, Seminole. 
deners and create interest in growing ter. Pink: Cover Girl, Friendship, 

gladiolus. There will be music and Ways and Means: E. C. Fenske, Heart’s Desire, Ivy Robertson, Lady 

entertainment supplied by the 4H Chm. Route 2, Clinton; Jack Gates, Boo, Phantom Beauty, Spic and Span. 
Club members; slides on gladiolus; a archie Spatz. Red: Firebrand, Black Panthor, 
talk by H. E. Halliday on soils and Program: L. Shaw, Chm.; D. Puer- Red Cherry, Rocket, and Will Scarlet. 
diseases and Mr. Kurtz will talk on per, Milwaukee; H. J. Rahmlow, Madi- Rose: Burma, Modern Times, Rosa 
how to grow gladiolus followed by the gon. van Lime, and Rose O'Day. 

bulb show. Trophy Committee: Elenora Piep- Lavender: Elizabeth the Queen, 
There is a possibility that a new Korn, Plymouth; Walter Axel. Lavender and Gold, Lavender Prince 

chapter can be organized in the Outa- Supervisor of Judges: Walter Krue- and Myrna Fay. 
gamie County area, according to Mr. ger, Oconomowoc. Purple and Violet: Convoy, Dana, 

Kurtz. Show committees to be appointed Gail, Vulcan, Blue Beauty, Memorial 
The event will be followed by a as soon as show location has been Day, Music Clementi, Puccini. 

designated. Smokey shades: Bolero, Dusty Mil- 
pot luck supper and an evening pro- ee jee. 

Ae ieee and gladiolus Gy ApIOLUS IN YOUR FLOWER In addition to those large and giant 
* GARDEN varieties, there are graceful and 

ee eee Gulf Coast Experiment Station, dainty miniatures and small-flowered 

By Robert O. Magie, Bradenton, Fla. glads: 

DUES ARE INCREASED Dr. Robert Magie, in charge- of White: Snow Baby, Starlet, Sub 

Membership dues in the Wisconsin  ,,agiojus investigation at the Experi- Deb, White Ribbon. 
Gladiolus Society were increased at iyont gtation at Bradenton, Flori- Cream: Fluffy Ruffles, Sulfur 
the last annual meeting. NAGC dues 4a gave us a list of varieties recom- Frills, Filigree. 
were also increased. mended for Florida gardens, based Yellow: Prim Queen, Lullaby, 

Membership for one year in the upon resistance to diseases and pests Comet. 

Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, includ- in that state. His recommendations Orange: Crinklette, Elda, Elf, 

ing affiliation with the Wisconsin will be of interest to growers and  Fliker, Ito, Mazie. 

State Horticultural Society—$1.35. rardeners. Salmon: Jingles, Nadia, Twinkles, 
* 8 « Of the many hundreds of varieties Minnetonka. ie 

Wisconsin Gladiolus Society and available, the choice for gardens nar- Scarlet: Atom. Osage, Perky. 

North American Gladiolus Council— rows down to those that do not need Pink: Aria, Betty Co-ed, Bo-Peep, 

$2.85. to be sprayed for disease control and Little Sweetheart.
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Red: ; , ; 7: d 7 et a Ts re eae Bird Questions 
Rose: Crinkles, Silversides, Tweed- 

ledum, Patty Berg. Answers on Robt. McCabe, 

Lavender: Fairy, The Orchid, Devs, v. ‘a Ww. 

Queen of Bremen. 

Purple: Hylas, Tapestry, Taurus. Question. Do robins come back to in which case the birds spend the 

Violet: Blue Lily, Magic, Viola. the same place in the spring? How first spring without mates. An ex- 

long do robins live? Do they mate for ample of this is the Canada goose. 

life and are they faithful? 

TRY THESE NEW ANNUALS Answer. In general, adult robins _ emaat WEstits the: Bestifeod:tor 
IN YOUR 1952 GARDEN come back to the same place in Aw ris dial’ is ‘i 

spring, often to the same yard or tree. swer. le cardin: a& see 
go ee oe re Young robins may come back to the eater, and ‘the preferred foods are 

It has large, clear, yellow, double general vicinity, but may often be as sunflower, buckwheat, hemp, millet 
chrysanthemum flowered — blooms, ‘@* 88 @ half mile or more from the and unhulled rice. It will eat a mix- 
Plants are bushy and erect, 2% feet original nest site. For all intensive ture of scratchfeed, commonly used 

tall with long, curling stems. eas a robin a about mee to! feed chickens: 
years. On an occasion, you may have 

user, a wae Roe wae deuce one or two that will be five and six 
a . » years old, but the chances are very PERENNIALS OF EASY 

compact plant. It is a heavy bloomer small. Robins do not mate for life. MAINTENANCE 
and very showy. Grows 12 to 16 ‘They disperse as a flock in the fall 
inches. and regroup each spring to choose Here is a topic that at a recent 

Aster, variety Super-giant, wilt re- new mates. Occasionally because garden club meeting brought forth 
sistant. The largest flowered aster adult robins come to the same place, some spirited discussion. The major- 
now bred to resist wilt. It’s excellent the chance of remating with the same _ity of those present favored the Peony 

as a cut flower because of its long, bird may occur. One ¢tannot use the as best qualifying but a second or 

wiry, non-branching stem and huge, word “faithful” with the pairing of third choice was not clearly eviden 

ostrich feather flowers. Grows 3 feet birds or any forms lower than man. gome of the other perennials sui 
tall. Faithful is an anthropomorphic term gested for easy care were lily, day- 

New zinnias. The improvement in ons cannot be applied to lower ani- lily, hosta, sedum, gasplant, colum- 

zinnias has been phenomenal. Try the ™als. : , : 
new Persian capes CaeANA cate Question. Do wrens come back to bine, -buttertly ‘weed, violet, tris and 

tion, all-American selection, 1952). the same place? bellflower and New England aster. 
Fully double, ball shaped flowers of Answer. The same general state- From Newsreport, Iowa State Horti- 
a miniature type in variegated colors. ment may be made of wrens as of cultural Society. 

Grow named varieties of zinnias. robins relative to their coming back 
Some of the new ones are a clear *° the place where they nested. . 

color and beautiful. Question. Do all birds of each breed a TR) 

pam Snow Cloth—is a ® south or do some of them stay all _¢ (| C1444 y 

compact mass of white without green aren — we SUE y iswer. Most birds migrate south CB Taedl Ge well, teach, athoss, cree 

center. Blooms early. for the winter. In some cases, birds RT as Cleats yids a esc 
TT move from the far north to Wisconsin A lout new Puae cocslog Se wits 19058 
WAR to winter, and in other cases, birds ANDREWS NURSERY - Faribault, Minn. Box 

A guy with a gun goes out and kills Temain in Wisconsin all year long. —— 
another guy who has no gun. Society The robin is a good example of a bird 

then punishes the killer and the dead that goes south for the winter and 
guy is buried. This is peace. returns in the spring. The junco is 

A with an example of a bird that nests in 2 

ey &.gun goes out and kills the north and winters in Wisconsin. 
another guy with a gun. Then three The cardinal and downy woodpecker ¢ 

or more guys get into the brawl and are examples of birds that remain STARTED BULBS 

pretty soon the alley is full of busted with us all year long. S cccinieg 6 iden 

heads. This is war. Question. What kind of birds pair Grow Gloxinia easily with 
1 both cases nobody Is very happy. off and what kinds do eee ; is Nor SeeDtiNs = 

cases there are two things Answer. All birds ir in spring, in our greenhouses 
that cause all of the trouble. Guns however occasionally as with the red- $1.9 98 inte srominacontion. Si 
and guys. winged blackbird, one male will be  fogtaiy _while,red edged white, vical 

One solution is to abolish guns. mated with a number of females. This edged white. 

That’s been tried. It didn’t work. The _ is also true of a bird like the pheasant. | FREE Proceated Jeet ond 

other is to abolish guys. It looks like Occasionally birds do not reach sex- — youn a, SALZER SEED CO. — 

that’s what they’re working on now. ual maturity until the second year, 182 So. ith St. La Crosse, Wis.
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FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 
ing gardens were shown.—By Mrs. 

SCHOOL . Yn Harold E. Smith, Sec. 

rothy Biddle Lectures Will Draw POS --—— 

Large Attendance 
SNe Y\hy 

Four flower arrangement schools pare BSF ANTIGO GARDEN CLUB NEWS 
tee CT ALE 

ve been scheduled with Dorothy oe ai Ag Four outside speakers are sched- 

ddle of Pleasantville, New York, as ‘ (he uled for Antigo Garden Club meet- 

e lecturer. They will be low cost Cie a a ings during 1952. 

hools and at least 500 to 600 people = Si ‘Sm The questions about gardening that 

e expected to take part. Further << SS es affected members during the past 

etails in our next issue. . year will form the opening part of 

The schools will be held as follows: 
each monthly program. A club mem- 

May 19—Monday, in Milwaukee. REPORT FROM THE AMHERST per has been selected to answer the 

jponsored by the Milwaukee Region, GARDEN CLUB questions of each month. Typical 

arden Club of Wisconsin. The Amherst Garden Club had two problems are: How to keep pansies 

May 20—Tuesday, in Sheyboygan. 
in bloom all summ2r and what 1s 

Sponsored by the Sheboygan Garden outstanding programs during the past meant by the “breaking” of tulips. 

aub. , TE ee ee aioe aanialus, ex Fifteen minutes of each meeting 

ee ataan as daffodils, and winter covering for the will be devoted to the principles of 

von: 
flower garden. 

ee 

xMay 22—Thursday, in ola. . At roll call, each member responded 

ey by the evened joy Gain with the name of a tree, and if pos- AFRICAN VIOLETS 

Miss Biddle has a number of topics sible, she had a leaf and its seed to VIOLETS—50 Cents each—CHOICE 

available, including fundamentals of show. At this meeting, also, Mrs. J. OF FINE YOUNG PLANTS, MANY 

flower arrangement, table settings, R. Olson, our president, gave a splen- ALREADY IN BUD, OR POTTED 

color in flower arrangements, and did report on the Garden Club of Wis- LEAVES WITH WELL GROWN 

arrangements for special occasions. consin Show and meeting in Milwau- CLUSTERS OF YOUNG PLANTS 

Each region will have her present kee and demonstrated a man’s idea ATTACHED IN the following var- 

the topies in which the largest num- of an arrangement. It was very clever jeties: Red King, Red Head, Lan- 

ber are interested. Special invitations Mrs. Chester Bumfus gave a re- caster Red, Lady Geneva, White Girl, 

will be extended to members of port on the regional meeting at Clin- Dickanson Purple, Pink Girl, Gor- 

womens’ clubs, homemakers clubs tonville on October 6. geous, Gypsy King, Gypsy Apple 

and everyone interested in the use Another interesting program was Blossom. Gypsy Jane, Oros Dubon- 

of flowers. given by Mrs. Ted Peterson of Wau- net, Double Neptune, Blue Eyed 

a paca on Bird Study and ways of at- Beauty, White Lady, Ruffles, Crin-. 

THE RIGHT AND WRONG WAY TO tracting, feeding and housing birds. kles, White Boy Hybrid, Lady Sue, 

ENTERTAIN FLOWER SHOW On January 22 we had an open Grotei, Dupont No. 4. Dupont Laven- 

JUDGES meeting attended by our husbands der Pink, Pink Beauty, Heavenly 

Skit Available for Garden Club and some interested outsiders. Slides Blue, Rosita, Snow Prince, Mauvette, 

Programs on hemerocallis, delphinium, and Fringette, also Red and Blue, Blue 

A skit entitled. “The Right and tuberous rooted begonias and peren- Amazon Girl, Tinted Lady and Bi- 

Wrong Way to Entertain Judges,” nial phlox, obtained from the Wiscon- Color. WHILE THEY LAST! Mrs. 

has been loaned us through the cour- sin State Horticultural Society and O. F. Isenberg, 4883—8rd St., Baraboo, 

tesy of the Iowa State Horticultural also slides of our own and surround Wis. ER 

Society. The skit was presented at 

the Society and Iowa Garden Clubs. 

It can be given by any garden club. 5 A Vv E T R E E s 

The first section illustrates how not COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

to entertain judges and is quite TREES 

humorous. 
We have made copies of the skit LA Ww N 8 

and will be glad to send one to any 
G A R D E NS 

garden club reques‘ing it, free of WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

a Write the Wisconsin State 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

orticultural Society.
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flower arrangements, design, scale, FORT ATKINSON GARDEN CLUB A report on the State Horticultur: | 
balance and harmony, flower show NEWS Society and Auxiliary conventioa 
classes, and selection and handling of The Fort Atkinson Garden Club programs were given at our December 
material and the use of color, con- toured the Burr Oak Gardens of the meeting. New Holstein members had 
tainers, accessories and background. £E. L. White's in July. We also toured 16 entries in arrangements. Com- 
Each member will be asked to ex- the gladiolus and rose gardens of ments of judges were favorabl» 
hibit an arrangement at a specific William Himmler, after which we Members feel that they viiained a 

- Meeting. Members may also show held a pot luck picnic supper and en- great deal from exhibiting, since the 
plants and arrangements at any time. joyed a friendly get-together on the constructive criticisms were so ex- 
Two clinics are scheduled, one on EE. L. White lawn. pertly given. 

house plants and one on bulbs, and In August, the ladies held a flower —By Mrs. G. J. Hipke. 
will be in the form of panel dis- arrangement <ontest at the White ____ 
cussions, residence. The program followed a GREEN THUMB GARDEN CLUB 

The garden club will also continue P0t luck supper. Flower arrange- (IRON RIVER) NEWS 

sponsorship of its annual project, the ments had been meade at home and The Green Thumb Garden Club of 
Antigo Flower Show. Our annual brought to the meeting for com- Iron River completed its third suc- 
picnic will be held July 8th at the ™ents. Two members were appointed cessful year with a booth exhibit at 
Eau Claire Dells, with a program on 28 judges and critics for each arrange- the Bayfield County Fair standing 

nature studies, and a Christmas tea ™ent and their comments helped im- out in members minds because it took 

on December 9 will close the year’s Prove knowledge of arrangements. the first prize. Another outstanding 
program. By Mrs. Earte Holman, On September 12, we enjoyed an- achicvement was the second annual 

pres. other flower arrangement meeting at flower show in June. 

the Ray Breitweiser home. Seeds of A Christmas party was held on 

marigolds had been distributed to the December 27th, at which gifts were 
BERLIN HOME GARDEN CLUB’ men and zinnias to the women in the exchanged and prizes awarded to 

NEWS spring. Flowers from these seeds the various winners of games. Lunch 

were grown and shown at thismeeting was served and a very pleasant meet- 

Tie Home Garden Club of Berlin Each arrangement was lettered and ing was held. 
finished last year with a Christmas every member rated each one by vot- To duplicate these events and to 

meeting and program. The afternoon ing and the votes were then tabulated. have regular debates on subjects per- 
was spent making favors to ke used It proved a very interesting stunt. taining to flowers, along with out- 
on the trays of hospital patients at the Prizes were given for the best blooms door tours to broaden our field of 
Home for the Aged and Convalescent and arrangements. knowledge on plant and tree life are 

in Berlin. Gifts appropriate On November 14, fall flowers and a few of the plans for 1952. 
for the garden were exchanged and weeds with dried leaves were made Our meetings will continue to be 
the meeting closed with a luncheon as arrangements for the meeting held the first Wednesday of each 
on the holiday theme. at the D. E. Roberts home. Ideas were month. During the summer months 

The 1952 programs were distributed. &@thered from the Milwaukee Flower of June, July and August an extra 
We will have outside speakers as well Show and members showed a great meeting is held on the third Wednes- 
as member participation. At each ‘eal of interest in the contest. day.—By Dorothy Riedle, vice pres. 
meeting one member will be respon- On December 21, the club enjoyed a and Gertrude Diamon, sec. 
sible for a poem or verse a) pleasant Christmas party at the Har- eS 

for that month and a ptche old Poyer residence. Games were BROOKFIELD we N CLUB | 
nt suitabl played and presents exchanged from NEW 

in be Sanhe-= paras ares under a beautiful Christmas tree. Our opening meeting last year was 

will give others ideas to use in thelr Our annual meeting and banquer SP oPen meeting at which Mr. Arthur 
own home. . was held on January 28rd. mm showed his slides of the Grand 

By Albert Witte, sec. Canyon, together with flower pictures. 
Our January program consisted of This is always one of our outstanding 

a book review on “Country Life in —_ meetings. At the October meeting, 
America as Lived by Ten Presidents NEW HOLSTEIN GARDEN CLUB tides were shown on lilies and 
of the United States,” by E. R. Booth. MEETINGS hemerocallis. The November meeting 
In February we will see colored The New Holstein Garden Club en- was called off because of bad weather, 
slides of wild flowers by a noted joyed a Christmas party at which all but for December we had our family 
naturalist and in March, Mrs. John displayed Christmas arrangements, Christmas party, always well attended 
D. West will be with us with her pic- which were later put on public display and enjoyed. 
tures and lecture on, “West of the at local stores. A gift of $25 had In ¥ebruary, H. J. Rahmlow will 
Lake.”—By Mrs. Alfred Huebner, sec. een donated to the new high school speak to us, and during the following 

. for purchase of trees and shrubbery months, we will have one meeting on 

:o be used in landscaping. conservation, a bird lecture, another 
Men should be like a good watch— Y+arly, our club donates a book or on growing vegetables and freezing 

‘open face, busy hands, pure gold, well macaziue to our public library. This them, and we are planning a garde1 
regulated and full of good works. y.ar we gave a two year subscription tour for June. 

—The Markesan Herald. to the Flower Grower. —By Adela H. Harlos, treas.



A Study For February 

Two Carnation Arr f 
The Warmth Of Soft Candlelight And Charm Of Beautiful Flowers 

Is Appreciaed In Winter 

By Elizabeth Stewart, West Allis 

It is during the frigid winter ws as Bes < of light value had been grouped just 
months that the florist shop with its ee: eS aN alg | “above the rim of the container in the 
abundant waitin of renee: blooms ie 1 lt eae ei i : center. This would have created a 
aA a indeed, appear to jentib ee — Be stronger focal point and greater unity e an oasis ie snow. ie i a 4 Ag Fe al Bee between container and plant material. 

Carnations are Popular [ail js). _—s The fact that the light value of the 
oe ., , container is carried up through the a a 2 If we succumb to the temptation to pode . a Bn arrangement is commendable. Notice 

pause and admire the lovely flowers, ld % Brae ma, . i that the flowers are arranged in an 
we will notice a goodly supply of car- Ls A i = trical tri 1 
nations in a wide range of colors. We a yenmest riangular’ pattern, 
are told that the carnation ranks sec- ’ ? F Arrangement In Figure II 

Dee ce, — | ee el E Now let us look at the pattern of 

and it outrivals all other flowers as | pe 2 a #% oe i the arrangement in Fig. II. Carna- 
a masculine boutonniere. Florists [i ) ‘ ~ = ~ tions have been combined with huc- 

tell us they ship well because they do iets 0,  kleberry’ and candles for excellent 

not bruise easily, a fact which proves Fig. I. Dieffenbachia leaves and C°"trast and variety in size, line, 
to be an asset to flower arrangers. carnations of dark and light color are frm and value. The light value of the 
The carnation also has a reputation used to create interest in this ar- container is nicely carried up 
for holding up very well outside of rangement. through the arrangement. More ma- 
water, which accounts for its fre- terial of light value could have been 

quent use in corsages and Hawaiian jf pica grouped in the center for a stronger 

leis. One need never worry about "5 *) focal point and greater unity between 

the dropping of petals. ie. i | the container and plant material. The 

Need Contrast In Size and Shape ia "flowers then, would not have had a 

On the debit side of the ledger, | @ ere, stepped” appearance with equal in- 
however, we find that the stems of [4 @ tervals between forms. The diagonal 
these flowers are devoid of foliage. |) ya stem across the vertical lines of the 
Then too, unless we are fortunate | | eo mee candles confuses the pattern of the 

enough to obtain a few buds along {Ki -]  °_~—s arrangement. This could have been 
with the fully opened carnations, an- Hs Bis» eliminated had the stem been placed 

other problem presents itself. All of Og . upright following the same rhythm of 
the flowers are generally the same _ the vertical lines. These vertical lines 

size and shape. In order to avoid s| add good variety and contrast of 
monotonous repetition in an arrange- form and line. The composition has 

ment it is necessary, therefore, to in- an attractive silhouette due to somé 

troduce a certain amount of variety Fig. I. Carnations combined with interesting’ space intervals. The repe- 

or contrast. This may be accomplish- huckleberry and candles for excellent tion of the ruffled edge of the flowers 

ed by combining carnations with contrast in size, line and form. Stems and the fluted edge of the container 
other flowers, greens or accessories should have been placed upright to also deserves favorable comment. 
of different form, size, value (light follow vertical lines of the candles. 
or dark) of color. iy As a winter arrangement it is par- 

. __. tei ticularly suitable. At no other time of 

Select Foliage Carefully i's: year can the warmth of soft candle- 

There was a time, and may we hope equal consideration in the, creation light and charm of beautiful flowers 
it has passed, when every bouquet of an arrangement. 4, . be more truly appreciated! 
of carn: “filler” of as- . 
vous tee. eo . — paken Arrangement In Figure I We wish to express our gratitude to 

Person thinks of foliage only as a Dieffenbachia leaves and carna- Mrs. Ray Luckow of the West Allis 
“{ler” to fill in certain empty spaces. tions of dark and light values were Garden Club for letting us turn the 
Cureful consideration of line, form, used to create a degree of interest 2nalytical spotlight on one of her 
sie, texture, value and color should in the arrangement in Fig. I. The arrangements, Fig. I. She very gra- 

always be given any greens which rather sharp dividing line between  ciously consented to be “our “martyr 

may be selected for use with flowers. the container and plant material of the month”. The designer of the 

Foliage ana flowers should receive could have been softened if material arrangement in Plate I is not known.
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If You EnJoy Gardening 
Use Plants Re Freely 
As Good Design Permits In 

Planting Your Yard 
By Joseph S. Elfmer, Dept. of Horticulture, U. of W. 

ae exciting with its brilliant fall foliage guided robin who winters here usiig 
| ll as the choicest Hybrid Lilac blooming these fruits to stoke his highly f- 

a in late spring. Right now, I get as_ ficient boiler! 
| ” big a thrill from a glimpse of the Do your various plant selections 

colorful Bittersweet fruits beyond our harmonize in color, texture, shage, 

dinette window as I did last summer aud sue? 
from a bed of Hybrid Tea Roses in 

Planting for off-season intcrest—Snow- full bloom. And my pleasure now is Mass plantings of one kind of shrub 

berry fruits last well into winter. heightened when I find the poor mis- (Continued on Page 136) 

} I have seen good landscap2 develop- . : 

men‘s that result from sparse plant- J 

! ings and much _§structure—fences, 
| pavements, and walls. Some of you = 

might like that idea; less work is r2- : 

| quired for weeding, spraying and pe ts = 

mowing. If, however, you are a per- = Sas = = =a Ss. 

son who likes trees and shrubs and r es sta =e 

flowers, and if you enjoy gardening Sd — % 
as a hobby, then use plants as freely ¥ a 
as space, time, and good design per- =: a ae 3 = 

mit. Sesh ix ' =: 
Note that I inc:uded good design as =e 5 

a factor that enters our considera- a z er" 

tions. Selection of plants is a phase me 4 oy 
of landscape achitecture that can ! 

make or break even the best of land- i 
scape plans. Here are a few questions ia | ae = a 

that bring out my point: ft ae ia ous Bese eee ae 
Does the shrub you have chosen for Siero a: SRM est Eile Seale os 

a certain location fit your needs re- Good selection for size and shape. Upright Japanese Yew at corners; spreading| 
garding size and shape? form at entrance. 

‘We assume that you have decided 

upon the requirements—tall and up- /@ ‘ 
Tight, low and spreading, or some- 

where between these extremes. 
Should it be the first type, Nanny- 

berry Viburnum might suit your 

needs very well; Fragrant Sumac 

wouldn't do at all. Or at either side of 
the front door where some emphasis 

is needed without competing for too 

much attention, you'll probably want 

a firm evergreen form of medium 

height. Pfitzer Juniper would be a 

good selection; Pyramidal Arborvitae 

is entirely out of place. 

Have you chosen shrubs that have 

interesting characteristics beyond or 

in addition to their flowers? 

Some shrubs that provide spectacu- —< 
lar effect in bloom have little else to a 
offer for the other fifty weeks of the ‘ 42 

year. The Winged Euonymus is as Pe : <6 

Varied textures harmonize in summer. Winter scene enlivened by contrasting coarse 
134 ness of Staghorn Sumac in background. 

ba cniinsonistinisinaiatmintacs aca
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1952 Garden Club Directory 
Garden Club Advisory Committee Colby Blue Sky Garden Club Madison Shorewood Hills 

Mrs. Herbert Gottschalk, Lodi; Mrs. Pres.: Mrs. John Coates. Garden Club 
T. O. Goeres, Lodi, alternate. Sec.: ~. ye preraage ‘4 oe - R. Curreri, 3636 Lake 

‘0. Garden Clul endot ir. 
‘aaa Pease, Rt. 1, Box 35, Pres.: Mrs. Morton Heisig. Sec.: Mrs. Carl J. Anderson, 1220 

° Sec.: Mrs. Carl Thier. Shorewood Blvd. 
Mrs. Roy Schmidt, 500-3rd St., Jeffer- Eau Claire—Elk Oreck Lake Marinette—Twin City 

oom. Garden Club Garden Club 
Mrs. R. H. Sewell, 7341 N. 76th St.  Pres.: Mrs. Claire Brill, RR 2. Pres.: Dr. Gust Nichols, 1413 Shore | 

Milwaukee. Sec. & Treas.: Mrs. Dan R. Anderson, Dr. 

Mrs. Vernon Rosholt, Rosholt. RR 2. Sec.-Treas.: Miss Mary O'Connell, | 
Region 1, Fort Atkinson Elkhorn Garden Club 1151 Garfield Ave. 

Pres.: Mrs. Roy Schmidt, 500-3rd St., Pres.: Mrs. O. W. Babcock, W. Wal- Mauston Garden Club 

Jefferson. worth St. Pres.: Miss Johanna Roth. 
Vice Pres.: Mrs. Sam Moore, 821-1st Sec.: Mrs. R. W. Breitenbach, Lake Sec.-Treas.: Miss Grace Gates. 

Ave, Jefferson. Wandawega. Meetings: 3rd Thursday of each 

Sec.: Mrs, Maurice Smith, Lake Mills. Fort Atkinson Garden Club month. 
1 dea Pres.: Mrs. Herbert Gottschalk, Lodi. Milwaukee—Bay View 

Pres.: urs, Robert La Philliph, 1335, Wards St. Garden Club 
S. 127th St Milwaukee. Sec.: Albert Witte, 337 Roberts St. Pres.: Mrs. Eric Raisch, 3473 N. 

Vice Pres.: Mrs. Cyril Fus, 1808 S. Green Bay Garden Club Frederick Ave. 
60th St., West’ Allis. Pres.: Mrs. Richard Calliari, 2527 Sec.: Mrs. Hazel Dietzman, 235 W. 

Sec: Mrs. D. B. Gill, 2681 N. goth St, _ Martha St. ‘Witbur’ Ave: 
‘Wauwatosa. Sec.: Mrs. A. F. Hoppe, 2516 Martha Milwaukee—Blue Beech 

Treas.; Mrs. Arthur Knorr, Eastwood St. . Garden Orb Lane, Rt. 8, Box 162, Wauwatosa. Hales Corners—Hawthorne Pres.: Mrs. Haroid Peterson, 1900 E. 

Winnebagoland Region Garden Club Newton,..ive: 
Pres.: Miss Bessie Pease, Rt. 1, Box Pres.: Mrs, Melvin Schneider, Box 27. Sec.: Miss Jean Tainsh, 2408 E. Park 

35, Oshkosh. Sec.: Mrs. Herman Nacker, P. O. Box Pi. 

: 328. Milwaukee—Westchester 
Vice Pres.: Mrs. W. N. Crawford, Garden Club 

Berlin. Hales Corners—Tess Corners Pres.: Mrs. John Moore, Dist. 763, 
Sec.-Treas.; Mrs. Willis Calkins, Garden Club Box 128 A 
Omro. Pres.: Mrs.’ L. Gaulke, Route 2, Box : 7 

Central Region 4033. Seas Robert Uecke, Dist. 

Pres.: Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, Clin- Sec.: Mrs, G. Klumb, Rt. 2, Box 408A. ‘New Holstein Garden Club 

tonville. Tola—Clara Larson (Garden (Giub Pres.: Mrs. Frederick Klauck, : 
Vice Pres.; Mrs. Jack Olson, Amherst. Pres.: Mrs. George Willett. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Wm. A, Schmidt, Sr. 
Sec.: Mrs, Harold Smith, Amherst. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Arthur N. Kruse. North Prairie Garden Stu dy Club 

Treas.: Mrs. F. C. Wipf, Iola. Iren River—Green Thumb Pres.: Mrs. S, Zamorski. 
Amherst Garden Club Garden Club Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. E. Kirschke. 

Pres.: Mrs. J. R. Olson. Pres.: Mrs. Gertrude Lavin. Ogdensburg Town and 
Sec.: Mrs. H. H. Smith. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Gertrude Diamon. Country Garden Club 

Antigo Garden Club defferson Garden Club Pres.: Miss Carrie Rode. 

Pres.: Mrs. Earle Holman, 1418 Cler- Pres.: Mrs. Bernice Shakshesky. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Bertha Rasmussen. 
mont St. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. S. S. Moore. « Omro Garden Club 

8ec.: Mrs. S. G. Spurgeon, 111% Third Jefferson—Green Thumb Pres.: Mrs. T. G. Emerson. 
Avenue. Garden Club Sec.: Mrs. Arthur Driessel, Route 2. 

Baraboo Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. George Kohlhoff, Rt. 1, Oshkosh Horticultural Society 
Pres.: Mrs. Henrietta Burckhardt, Sullivan. Pres.: Mr. Ward Schroder, Black- 
227 Water Street. Sec.: Mrs. Gilbert Schlaugenhauf, wolf Point. 

Sec.: Mrs. John Leatherman, 803— Helenville. Sec.-Treas.: Miss Agnes Phillipson, 

8rd St. Lodi Garden Club 1653-9th St. 

Berlin Home Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. Herbert Gottschalk, Lodi. Pewaukee Garden Club 
Pres.: Mrs. Neils Fortnum, 137 N.  Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Si Swalkens, Ar-  Pres.: Mrs. Del Rogers. 

Capron St. lington. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Roy P. K. Johnson, 
Sec.: Mrs. Alfred Huebner, 240 Mound Madison Garden Club 4440 Parkside. 

St. Pres.: Mrs. Oliver Rundell, 2227 Van Poynette Garden Club 

Clintonville Garden Club Hise Ave. Pres.: Mrs. John Kelton. 
Pres.: Mr. Paul Dekarske. Sec.: Miss Gladys Rains, 906 Lake Ct. Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Walter, Vogts, Ar- 

Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Joseph Paul. Box 128 A. lington. 
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} Plymouth Garden Club BEST ROSE VARIETIES WE VISIT OUR OLDEST 
— A. C. Erbstoezer, Fairview If you are wondering what varie- BEEKEEPER 

. 7 ties of roses to plant in spring, the During a short vacation trip, we 
| Sec.: Henry Winn, 415 Fremont St. 1951 National Rose Survey of the visited . 6, As (Cr “Alle (toERNSERS oe 

t ' Ripon Garden Club American Rose Society, published in Portage, Wis. now at Fort Meade, 

| Pres.: Mrs, R. E. Kurth. the December 1951 issue of their Florida, on December 26. Mr. Allen 

Bee.: Mrs. Lester Burr, 122 Lane St. magazine will help. Here are the rec- ig now 87 years old and we found 

| Rosholt Garden Club ommended varieties: him and his wife both in excellent 
| ‘Pres.: Mrs. Harry Hanson, R.R. 1. Best Ten Hybrid Teas for Garden health and spirits. Mr. Allen had in- 

| Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Norman Rosholt. Use: Peace, Crimson Glory, Char- ited us for dinner, and after the 
| Scandinavia Garden Club lotte Armstrong, Rubaiyat, Tallyho, meal suggested we look at some of 

Pres.: Mrs. Curtis Hanson. Eclipse, Nocturne, Mme. Henri Guil- his 30 colonies of bees to see what 

Corr, Sec.: Alvina Floistad. lot, Sutter’s Gold and New Yorker. they are doing at that time of year. 

Stevens Point, Best Three Roses for Exhibition Mr. Allen has a very nice apiary. He 

Park Ridge Garden Club Purposes: Peace, Charlotte Arm- purchased about two acres of land 

Pres.: Mrs, Anthony Klein. strong and Crimson Glory. on the edge of the city, covered with 

| Sec.: Mrs. Warren Jenkins, R. 2, Best Seven Floribunda Varieties: !@'8e live oak trees. After clearing a 
| Park Ridge. Fashion, Fioradora, World’s Fair, eel F eas cus ee oe he 

establishe is colonies so he can 

Washington Island Garden Club Fiscockilo, Goldilocks snd 'Betty’ Pricr. drive behind the rows and get his 
Pres.: Mrs. Al Stelter. Best Five Climbers; Paul’s Scarlet trailer behind each colony for putting 

| Sec.-Treas.: Miss Hazel Pederson. Climber, Blaze, New Dawn, Dr. J. H. on and taking off supers. 

Waukesha Town Garden Club Nicholas and Climbing Crimson 
Pres: Mrs, Walter Moss, Rt. 5, Box Glory. We were surprised to find, on De-| 

85 . , Vv for Wisconsin oe 26, about the same amount 

. Hardy Varieties of brood in each hive as we find in 

aki _ Martha Schacke, 605 Wisconsin rose growers find diffi- colonies here the first part of Febru. 

* culty in over-wintering some of the ary—from two to three frames. The 

Waupaca Garden Club recommended varieties of hybrid temperature was about 75° F., that 
Pres.: Mrs. Leo Jackson, King. teas. Many prefer the Brownell “Ar- day, and the bees were bringing in| 
Cor. Sec.: Mrs, Hugh Johnson, 201 E. tic” varieties of hybrid teas because pollen and perhaps a little nectar, al- 

Lake St. of their greater hardiness. Varieties though we didn’t see many flowers in 
Wauwatosa Garden Club such as Ann Vanderbilt will often bloom excepting.those for ornamental 

Pres.: Mr. H. Konrad, 7917 Stickney come through under Wisconsin con- use. Mr. Allen emphasized the im, 

Ave. ditions without injury to a height of portance of stimulating brood rear- 

Sec.: Mrs. R. J. Stratton, 337 N. 62nd two feet or more. However, don’t ing early so that colonies will be 

St. grow them with the idea they can be strong by the time of the orange flow 
West Allis Garden Club over-wintered without covering, a8 in February and March. He was fee: 

Pres.: Mrs. Ray Luckow, B-> 125, severe winters will injure them too. ing Soy Bean flour and thought thal 

Dist 763, Milwaukee. SS Florida beekeepers could get mu 

Sec.: Mrs, Henry Moody, 1101 S. 32nd PLANTING YOUR YARD more orange blossom honey if they s0| 
St., Milwaukee. (Continued from Page 134) managed their colonies as to have 

West Allis— large populations at the beginnii 
Hillcrest Garden Olub a ius aleeden, comaiking ome a of the flow. He had received a ve 

ae Mrs. F. Wrobbel, 8441 W. Hayes many contrasting characters, Inter- nice crop during 1951. 

ve. esting combinations arise from care- Mr. Allen acted as treasurer of hi 
Sec.: Mrs, H. Krueger, 1421 N. 67th 44) zl of contrasts—a Paper Birch church during the building of a ne 

St, Wauwatosa. against a background of White Pine. church and school. He guided us 
West Allis—Home Gardeners But continuous changes in your de- an interesting trip around Fort Mead 

Pres.: Mrs. J. Dooley, 7724 W. Rogers sign ‘from light to dark, coarse to fine, including a sand mountain on whic 
St. large to small can only. produce a ski meetings are held. The mountai 

Sec.: Mrs. F. H. Wittberger, 2028 8. J areidoscopic effect that detracts was built from refuse sand in the p 
82nd St. from the restfulness you desire in a duction of phosphate fertilizer. 
Wissel eo Allis— eta garden. After leaving Mr. Allen we wo 

Pres.: Mrs, R. Stephenson, 1941 S. These few considerations point up dered if we will be living as whol 

107th St. the importance of that phase of land- ‘me and useful a life if it is 

‘Sec.-Treas.: Mrs, B, Ries, 11805 W. scape architecture called planting 800d fortune to live to be 87 yea 
National Ave. design. “Plan before you plant” is °ld—HJ.R. 

West Bend Garden Olub good advice to follow. Your own land- —_—_ 

Pres.: Mrs. Wallace Freund, Route 8. scape efforts will be well rewarded Thrift is a wonderful virtue, es| 
Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Herbert G. Kahl, by thoughtful selection of plant ma- cially in ancestors——Hartford Tim 

119 Mayer St. terials. Press,
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Wisconei eeReepin a. Beekeeping _ 
DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

. Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association Hewion Viroqua 

° Wm. Judd, Stoughton 
OFFICERS: ta oa ae ieivett \ 

Henry Schaefer, Osseo, President Mrs. Louise B: Box 60, Me- Forest Junction 

Wm. Judd, Stoughton, Vice-President omones Falls, Recording Secretary- Bathert omy Wotertown | 

Og ee oon Marnie) 

FEBRUARY IN THE APIARY ‘ aati: ay Fi fuse box but was no longer in use. I 

It’s February again! How fast the : i = a Lae ES ™ closed up the entrance and took the 

years roll by. As beekeepers, we inet - cue 3% box containing the bees home. 

wonder what our colonies are do- ” p “5 When I arrived home I opened the 

ing during this cold month and if Bh ae ae b door to determine the condition of 
they will survive, come out strong "4 the colony. I received the greatest 

or weak, or be infected with nosema 4 surprise of my beekeeping experi- 

and dwindle later this spring. Those - ences. Not only did I find a colony 

are just a few of the problems bee- my of honey bees but a nest of bumble 

keepers worry about. e bees as well on the bottom of the box. 

February is a month of active brood H br The bumble bees had made their 

rearing, even though temperatures 7 Bs home in an old mouse nest. Apparent- 

A ay ly they lived in complete harmony 
may be low. It is a month in whicn 5% 

colonies (let’s open them up and ‘ with the honey bees as they had an 
take a look), appear almost as if entrance on the lower righthand side 

acti: d contented as they j where the wires entered the box 

bealthy, ee through several augur holes while 

were; lest, September,, Tt) 1 Also She the honey bees used the small hole 
month in which they consume quite a near the top of the box 

bit of honey and pollen in brood rear- : 

ing. They enlarge the area of the It was not difficult to transfer 

brood nest and decrease the area this colony to a hive. I removed the 

formerly covered with pollen and nest of bumble bees and then I laid 

honey in the comb. If the area of the box on the ground, opened the 

empty combs becomes too large and Honey bees and bumblebees live in door and set a hive body containing 

the weather too cold, trouble begins— harmony. Upper combs were built by dark combs on it. In a week the 

the bees may starve. a new honey bee colony. Holes in queen was laying in the combs and 
mouse nest below are entrances to the practically all the bees were in the 

Last year, we had a colony starve bumblebees nest. Picture by Marvin hive body as well. 

on one side of the center comb, but Kosanke, Ripon. 

remain in good condition on the — 

other side. Opening up the colony AN UAL EXPERIENCE REPORT FROM THE NATIONAL 

in March, we discovered the dead UNUS' BEEKEEPING FEDERATION 

bees in combs on the right side of the By Marvin W. Kosanke, 

brood chamber. Fortunately, the Ripon Mr. Henry Schaefer, state president, 

queen was on the left side, where During the past few years I have and delegate to the National Beec- 

there was still pollen and honey which piyeq swarms of bees in some very keepers Federation convention at Dal- 

they could cover in cold weather. On ynugual places. However, this past las, Texas, in January, reports some of 

the right side, they had used up all summer I had the strangest experi- the important actions taken at the ' 

of the honey and the bees on that ence of all. meeting as follows: 

side were not able to move to the left . “Attendance was very good. About 

side to get food. That simply indi- en sen ey hans Gar : 300. Wisconsin folks present were Mr. 
cates the importance of having tne | of bees had taken up resi- Dankemeyer of the Marshfield Manu- 
entire cluster cover honey preferably denés An; a box! which. stood on’ the facturing Company; Steve Parks and 

having honey in the top of each comb, ground at the rear of a garage. The Gordon Frater, of the G. B. Lewis Co., 

so they can move upward on to it. next day I drove over to get the bees. Watertown; Mrs. Harriet Grace, and 

So, as good beekeepers, let’s al! Upon my arrival I found that the Mr: and Mrs. Henry Schaefer. 

take a look on a nice day during this bees had entered this wooden box “These important actions were 
month, just to see what the bees are through a hole that a mouse had taken: The Inspectors of America 
doing. We will learn a lot and per- gnawed in the rear side. This box have started a plan to gather informa- 

7 save some colonies. contained an electrical switch and tion on the study of nosema — it’s
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planned to have all inspectors record actively. So it’s important to feed a BEEKEEPERS EXECUTIVE COm. 

the weather, soil type, proximity to supplement. MITTEE MEETS WITH STATE 

water, etc. If we do not feed a supplement, FAIR EXHIBIT COMMITTEE 

“No further action was taken on the SUCh as soy bean flour, brood heen The Board of Directors of the Wis- 

price support program but representa. 'n& slows down, and then fewer bees consin State Beekeeper’s Association 
tives of USDA were present to obtain 27° born than die when ‘flights be- i bi 

information as to what the beekeepers gin in April, resulting in decreasing ne the See ee eee : populations. mittee in Mr. John Long’s office, 

Se In otherwords, now is the time to State Capitol, on December 14. Mr. 
Buaia:loan. program: “we bayermade © lan to take care of your bees so that Art Kehl, chairman, Exhibit Com. 
survey as to types of,,publicity for they will take care of you. mittee, reported that the fair manaxe- 
marketing honey, and plans are now ment “has been very cooperative, 

underway for a $75,000 advertising SS granting all requests made at tne 

campaign in national magazines, radio : 

and TV. It'll all depend on the desire THE LEONARD OTTOS ae ne he acer the old 

of the beekeepers and their response IN HONOLULU Honey Building, which they plan to 

by their prompt remittance of dues. Mr. Leonard Otto, Forest Junction, tear down. 
The dues will be 50c minimum, plus _ president of the Fox River Valley 

4c per colony. The plan is ready. It District and member of the Board He reported asking for seventy 

is now up to the producer. A more of Directors, was married to Miss Uneal ‘feet. of ‘exhibit space, which 
detailed outline will be sent each bee- Esther Woodhouse of New York on was granted. Place of exhibit is not 

keeper soon. Here is a chance to get January 12. They immediately left for yet determined. Permission was 

something for the beekeepers dollar. Honolulu for a vacation trip. yet determined. Permission was grant- 

The campaign is to be a tie-m with a Mr. Otto writes that he plans to be ed to sell honey under the Association 

large food company and will incluae back in early March, in time to pre- label. Plans are to have the names 
a two page spread in Life magazine side at the district meeting of the of all paid-up members of the State 

and four weeks of radio and TV. Association. We wish the Otto’s every Association listed in a directory, to 

“Officers elected were: President, happiness and a pleasant journey. be attached to each package of honey 

Glenn Gibson, Oklahoma; Vice Presi- sold. ‘The Fair management will again 

dent; Clarence Langely, Minnesota. give $500 for the exhibit. 
Executive Board: Howard Graff, 1951 APIARY INSPECTION REPORT Honey Advertising 

Mrasington, state; Howard Pom yt cnnne $9 AM _-ME, Sohn Lang tod bout the hon 
H. Adee, Nebraska; and H. A. Schae- Outagamie —.......... 97 1,544 40 advertising which we will receive 

fer, Wisconsin. Ozaukee: 15 87 27 through the State Department of ag- 
ma Pepin eevceccceee 16 100 riculture, Publicity Department. 
Ss Pierce ecccceececceeec, 28 851 1g There will be Wis. Farm Products 

ORDER PACKAGE BEES Polk 60 669 30 So = - minute one Uni- 

We found it profitable last year to Portage 4 34 versity’ heaket Samos, Honey wey 
order more package bees than we Price ~.....-.-.—---- 8 30 3 gm on the evening of aed 

thought we would need. It proved to Racine TA 565 4B Wii ain eats ei stone 
be very profitable. After all, if we Richland —.........._ 3 39 3 i. Sonsin Fadro ata ttons:,.-Oney, 
have the equipment, it's a mistake Rock ............. 182 1,286 94 _‘#8 also being advertised on more than 
not to put it into use. Furthermore, Rusk 2... 47 392 16 200 billboards owned by the State De- 

it is a mistake also to try to build up St. Croix 25 418 7 partment of Agriculture during the 

a dwindling colony, whether the Sauk ...................... 126 TTT 41 month of January. The billboards 

dwindling is due to nosema or a fail- Shawano ............. 58 724 4 featured butter and honey. 
ing queen or ‘some other cause. if Sheboygan —........... 34 302 4 The group urged that the American 

the colony shows signs of dysentery Taylor —............... 27 271 2 Honey Institute and the National Fed- 

or nosema and is dwindling, destroy Trempealeau —....... 53 660 eration be acquainted with the nced 
it and use the equipment for pack- Vernon ................. 64 700 18 of honey recipes in leaflet form, to 

age bees. It will pay—provided we get Walworth —...... 65 514 69 be given to schools, which receive 

a good crop from them. Washington —....... 7 = 215 5 honey on the School Lunch Program. 
Plan to Feed a Pollen Supplement Waukesha ——.— 7 72 It was suggested that a sheet of tested 

Waupaca .......-. 79 869.» 85 recipes be included in each pack sent 
One of the objects of mid-winter In- Waushara .......... 73 521 21 to a school. 

spection, especially in February and Winnebago —...... 76 1,311 30 

early March, is to see if colonies have Wood —.....-—------ 84 755 43 There is no question about the value 

pollen available for brood rearing. TOTALS 3,179 32,998 1,219 of these meetings of the Board of 
‘You will probably find 8 out of 10 Directors, the difficulty being in the 

colonies unable to reach any pollen TT TTT cost of travel and the time involved! 

or have any available by the middle Talk is cheap—the inevitable result in getting together members scattered| 

of March, especially if its a good of overproduction—The Delavan En- all over the state. Mr. Henry Schaefet 

colony which has been raising brood  terprise. acted as secretary at the meeting.
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DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 

Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association, Affiliated with the Wisconsin State H 0 N E Y 
Horticultural Society. C 0 N I A 

peeeey, 19, Tuesday. Southern District meeting. Y. M. C. A., Janesville, 10 a.m. to l N E R 5 
4 p.m. Luncheon in cafeteria. We now have a good supply 

of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 
February 21 (Thursday). Southern District meeting. Platt Deutscher Verein Hall. Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib. 2 Ib, and 1 
Corner of South 2nd and Market Streets, Watertown, Wis. Bring a dish for luncheon. Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. We can 
coffee and extra food furnished by the G. B. Lewis Co. make immediate shipment. 

March 18, Tuesday, Fox River Valley District Meeting, City Hall, Chiltou, pot To insure prompt service, 
luck luncheon. order your Association labels 

h . 
April 9, Wednesday. North Central District meeting. Marshfield, Wis. Central State now; foe. your new ‘honey ‘crop, 
Bank. Basement room. Corner of Third and Main Streets. Bring a dish for lunch. Write for Complete 
Coffee and cheese-buns furnished by the Marshfield Manfg. Co. Price List 

Order through your State April 18, Friday. Southwestern District Meeting. Court House Sparta. Restaurants 
near-by for noc. meal. Beekeepers Association 

May 7, Wednesday. Northwestern District Meeting. Legion Memorial Hall, Bloomer. HONEY ACRES 
Pot Luck Luncheon. Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

PROGRAM 

(Subject to change at some of the meetings) 

| 10 a.m. Meeting called to order by the District President. How are the bees wintering? HONEY WANTED 
Round table reports from beekeepers. c 5 ' 

10:30 a.m. The latest in beekeeping research. How to produce honey economically. Wi : 
By H. J. Rahmlow, Sec., Wis. Hor. Soc., Madison. Forum on Spring Management. ; ean 

( . EPPLER OME Y 
11:30 a.m. Annual business meeting and election of officers. Plans for the State Pen renee 
Fair Exhibit. By Art Kehl, Chairman. 

12 m. Noon luncheon. See luncheon announcement given above with date and place 
of meeting. If a pot luck luncheon, bring a dish if possible; otherwise stay and pay 
75c with which additional food will be purchased by the committee. 

430 p.m. Honey as a food. By the County Home Agent. Discussion by the County A Prosperous and 
gent. 

2:00 p.m. Our beekeeping business as a banker sees it. Can we borrow money on our Happy New Year 
business and equipment? By a local banker. 

2:30 ‘What we have learned about nosema and what can be done about it. The . 
disease control program. By John Long, Chief, Division of Bees and Honey, Madison. Is our wish 

215 p.m. This beekeeping business of ours. By Henry Schaefer, president of Wis- For our many friends 
consin Beekeepers .* <sociation. 

245 p.m. Report of the advertising committee. By Art Kehl, Committee Chairman, and customers 
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown. 

We also wish to take this op- 

NEW HONEY ©00-OP EMPLOYS ent he is on full time duty at the co-op | portunity to express our than 
LLOYD FRANCE plant.—By Mrs. M. L. Osborne, Beloit. | for your patronage in the past 

The Rock River Honey Coopera- SEE and our’ desire to be of service 

tive, 1014 North Bluff Street, Janes- WANTED—BEES FOR in the future. 

ville, has engaged Mr. Lloyd France, POLLINATION 

Platteville, to handle sales of honey Wanted, bees for pollinating alfalfa. 

and beekeeping supplies at the Co-op's Have twenty acres of alfalfa in good > 4 
new plant. honey producing section. Write Mr. 
Under his supervision, the co-opera- Ray Wealti, New Glarus, Wis., Route 

tive will also custom bottle honey for 2, 

beekeepers and has jars for sale at So . AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
the plant, for the beekeeper’s con- SUPPLIES FOR SALE Bo Wi < 

venience, Exceptional buy. Inspected bee sup- yd, isconsin 

Mr. France is well known in Wis- plies—standard, good condition. Hive 

ccnsin beekeeping circles. He has bodies, 50c. Shallow, 40c. Some ex- ctur 

been deputy bee inspector for the tracting combs, covers and bottom- Manufa ers and jobbers of 

Past several years and will continue boards.—John Marken, 615% 10th St., bee supplies. 

with this phase of his work. At pres- Oshkosh.
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FOR 
PEONIES 
ORGANS | 

We Rent Portable Organs 
i Anywhere In The U.S.A. By | 

TYPEWRITERS The Month 

j ADDING MACHINES 3 to 5 Octaves 
; All Makes and Types PEONIES 

’ of Typewriters and Order Now from the 
| Adding Machines Rented Finest and Largest | 

or Sold All Over the U.S.A. Selection in Wisconsin. . | 
Either Over 2,000 Varieties to Visit Our Garden ! 

Standard or Portable Select From. Mein ‘Soon. 
WRITE 

SISSON'S | 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection , Rosendale, Wisconsin | 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

YOU'LL SAVE LATER Gp 

By g 

Buying the 

Best Now 

Bee SuppLics | 
When you decide to buy, 

: order Root supplies and be This name has stood for the very 
j sure of your investment. ‘ ; i 
5 Your nearby Line desler can obtain best in bee supplies made famous 

i eon an) ra et by outstanding leaders such as: 
; and a pn compares an 
: other brand on the market. 7 
; REMEMBER THE NAME ... * } 

i 1 
: A. 1. Root Company 

Since 1869 Medina, Ohio | 

1 : upsuoostm ‘uostPpeN 
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Timely Protection When It Counts 
The surest way to control scab is larger leaves, smoother fruit finish r of A 4 

to dust in the rain with Kolodust and more fruit buds for next year’s Z 

when scab spores are shooting. This crop. 4 

Niagara planned operation is most Remember, you can Kolodust V8" We 

effective because Kolodust is the | when ground conditions bog down =] 4 

only material that penetrates the sprayers; time applications “‘on the == & 

rain drops and adheres to foliage, | nose” for maximum kill of scab PIED Ws) 

buds and fruit both during and spores. y Y YY —i— 

after the storm. This year follow the pattern of y ly YY & Wi 

Kolodust is safe. Being non-caustit —_ better growers everyyghete. Kolodust YY yy as 

it permits foliage to function in’a in the rain! You'll harvest a bigger 

normal manner. You benefit from _crop of finer finished fruit. 

oO 
lagala INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES te 

Niagara Chemical Division STEIN tcl Raed wicker canseuea into Bow 
FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION ( Niaga tonite by an exclusive Niagara process. 

Middleport, N. Y., Richmond, Calif,, Jacksonville, Fla., Tampa, Fla., Fass y ihe ond roe ee a 
Pe Fla,, New Orleans, La., Greenville, Miss,. Hi T ae 
Pecos, Tex, Canadion Associcte: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY’ CO. LA through prolonged and heavy rains,



FRUIT & VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 
It is Now Time to Order Your Requirements for 1952 

WRITE NOW FOR PRICE LIST ON MATERIALS 
Fertilizers— Spray Materials— 

Ammonium Nitrate Arsenate Lead Chlordane 
Sulphate of Ammonia Lime Sulphur (Liquid) Toxaphine 

Mixed Fertilizers Lime Sulphur (Dry) Diathene D14 
Py Sheep Manure Kolofog y arzate 

Pruning Supplies— —. Goce Spray 
Saws Prunners Fescadow Wettable Rotenone Snip Pole Prunners Cacbamate Bee 
Tree Seal Tree Wound Paint DN289 Crag Herbicide No. 1 

SPRAYERS 
| Orchard - Row Crop - Estate - Pest Control & Hand. All Models & Sizes. 

oy ’ x See and read about the new Speed Aire attachment for high pressure sprayers. You can C vt si save time, labor and material with one of these Pieces of equipment. You get full coverage 
; Ry f from ground to the top of trees with full penetration for thorough coverage. The Speed F NS Aire is the answer to the need for a lower cost air-type sprayer. It gives you true John Bean 

quality and performance. Write for prices and literature. 

JOHN BEAN SPRAYERS 
aS) et = 0.6L) 

eel ie 4 
P | a v \ ano Y af ea = ou ne. ‘= Zc | 

| ea aa 

for the Small ox a J prayer for the Small : ad 

VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 
Seeder — Cultivators — Ariens Tillers — Bolens Tractors with Attachments — Roto 
Tillers — Potato Harvesters — Graders — Cleaners — Potato Laundry and Anything 
Else Pertaining to Vegetable Growing. Irrigation Systems — Roto Beaters. 

NOTE—IE your Sprayer or any other Equipment need Repairing, bring them in NOW. 
$e 
BERRY BOXES & CRATES—Order your Berry Boxes and Crates for Strawberries and 
Raspberries—Now. We have just received a carload. We have the folding type—Amer- 
ican Till type with wood band or metal rim. 

Nursery Stock—Write for Prices & Order Blank 

P, O. Box 535 Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C, & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107 

larch, 1952 
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Wisconsin Horticul:ure 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE CHERRY SPRAY PROGRAM 
In addition to the cherry fruit wofm and destructive prune worm, there 

The Official Organ of the Wisconsin been considerable injury caused by the fruit tree leafroller and bud moth, In so 

State Horticultural Society instances damage has also been caused by the red banded leafroller and codlin 

Metered at the Office at Madison, moth. The following spray schedule is suggested as the best means of controllin 

‘Wisconsin, as svebons matter. Acceptance these pests. 
for mailing 5 rate of ros Dro- 
vided for in 1108, Act of October 3, 
1917, authorised July 15, 1918. 1952 Cherry Spray Program' 
————————————————— 
Published Excepting and De- 

qqeter to Ge Whee eielerel Time of application Materials and amounts per 100 gallons 

oS 
H. J. Rahmiow, Editor Petal fall Lead arsenate 2 Ibe, and bordeaux 65-100, | 

424 University Farm Place 50% methoxychlor ay bordeaux 100 

Madison 6, Wisconsin Ten to fourteen day | ferbam 1/4 Ib» 
Tel. §-3811, Ext. $831 after petal fall —or— 

a 
50% DDT 2 Ibs., and ferbam 11 Ib. 

Vol. XLII March, 1952 No, 6 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
2 Ibs. and bordeau 3-4-100 ferbam 1'Ib. 

- ux 3-2- or be 

Page About four — after oe : 

Cherry Spray Program 44 50% DDT 2 Ibs., and ferbam 1% bb. 

Fertilizer for the Orchard ........ 148 After_harvest Bordeaux _3-4-100. 

Insect Control in the Orchard .... 151 1/ For interplanted blocks of cherries and apples use ferbam (14% 1b./100 

Berries and Vegetables ...... 152 lons) as the fungicide and follow the apple spray schedule timing. Add 50% me 

Grow Healthy Raspberries —...... 153 oxychlor or 50% DDT for cherry fruit worm about 4 weeks after petal fall. If 

Vegetable Varieties 154 does not coincide with the regular spray, a separate application must be made. 

F the ina BRE cacesecneces a ; 2/ In all cases do not use DDT with bordeaux. Methoxychlor can be 

Gladiolus Tidings 158 with bordeaux or ferbam. 

Blueberries in Wisconsin —....... 160 3/ If ferbam is used as the fungicide, an additional application may be necessai 

Best Vegetables for before harvest. 

Home Gardeners —..---.--— 161 —_———""—— 

Garden Club News 162 ORCHARD FOR SALE SPRAYER WANTED 

Summer Beauty -.—. 164 
ae ous Se id Forty-two scres—located in the Used sprayer wanted. 150 or 

Arrangement 165 fruit section of Bayfield County near gallons, Preferably, power 

Amar Hig ‘Rayiild, Wieeenain Fittrn scree of drive, J. BOOHEN, Bente 1 © 
Maintenance of Woody orchard, 425 Road, La Crosse, Wis. 

Plants ee 167 Modern home, five rooms, full base- 

Wisconsin Beekeeping... 168 ment, fully insulated, hardwood floors. 

Our Bees in March 169, Ome OOF warnee Apple packing shed. APPLE CLEANER FOR SALE 

Beekeepers District Meetings ... 171 Poultry house. Priced at Term 

nn 2neneniniiaeanh aaa For further information contact Art Two No. 6 John Bean Fruit Po 

OFFICERS Besse, Broker, Ashland, Wisconsin. = ey and Cleaner. Used 100 hours. 

Executive Committee Sl plete with electric motors. New 

ioe ! 1M Hall” Vige Pe ——-Cofavure, GRADER AND SPRAYER $485.00 Sale ee $395.00. South: 

Ei 2: Babmios: t si ie ies FOR SALE we earely —w 227 Cutler 

‘Osear Conrad_—————---—_--_- . ‘aukesha, 

Board of Directors For Sale: One Grabill Apple Grader 

Marshall Hall. _ Casco | With Bean Polisher, used one season. fe 

William Leonard_____--____-__-Fort Atkinson Also Hardie Spray Rig used three 

Alors Pteitfer——-—-—-—-—---—"Wast “Allis seasons. Both excellent condition. For ORCHARD AND CHOICE BUILD! 

Ered Magnus_————------——---------APByatge aldo information contact Joseph W. Nebl, SITE FOR SALE 

‘William Connell_____-_----------Menomonie Route 4, Oshkosh. Phone 119R1. 

LeRoy Meyer_—_____-__------------ Milwaukee 5 acres of young, ready to bear 

Harry Barlament. Pres. (Wis Berry 00 Bay a trees (approximately 225) and 

Mase Aiastee, Fees. Wises cai MAN wae site with 71 foot frontage on 

Walser &. Karts, Pres. Wiseonsin Wanted. Married man to run fruit pignway, about one mile from 

iigyer’Redefsn, Fre, Wipes farm. Excellent market. Established oi simnits. 

parents Sate Sieensin Devils business. Good income possible. Some 

Department Horticulture________-_-Madison experience desirable. No capital need- Orchard well cared for; lot 

‘Subseription by membership in the Wiscon- ea Living quarters furnished on scaped with valuable shrubs and 

BEBE server, Oxgannmtion of 30 ome farm. Write to Ed Stocber, 1625 Capi- Price, $6,000. Owner, Mrs. Milo J 

oF more may aff ‘at special rates ol Avemue, Madison, Wisconsin. son, 4601 Spring St., Racine, Wis.
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The Spray Program For 

Apple Scab Control 
The 1952 Recommendation For Wisconsin 

By J. Duain Moore and G. W. Keitt 

In general, throughout the State of 

Wisconsin the 1951 growing season a 
was very favorable for apple scab 

development, and in many orchards 
scab was not satisfactorily controlled. 

In fact, in some orchards the entire 
crop was lost because of this disease. 

The fall of 1951 favored much late 
wab infection in the leaves, the win- — 
ter has afforded ideal protection of id 

the fungus in the leaves on the ae 
ground, and a very heavy production 

ff scab spores can be forecast for aie 
2. In view of these facts, it seems \ 

to recommend the use of the 
und treatment in all Wisconsin 

pple orchards in 1952. The ground 

will probably be the most im- 
rtant single spray for scab con- 

1 in most orchards. . 
The use of a ground spray for ap- The Special Spray Boom for Ground 
le scab control has been recommend- Spraying in a Commercial Orchard 

in Wisconsin for a number of 
ars. Through the use of this ground apple scab through an attack at the Specifically the recommendations 
ray it has been possible for the %¢ab fungus in the dead leaves on the for the use of the ground spray are as 

pple grower not only to obtain bet- round. Under Wisconsin conditions follows: 
r scab control, but to accomplish the scab fungus is able to survive the The ground spray should be applied 

his control with less spray injury to Winter only in the dead leaves on the in the early spring as soon as the 
foliage and fruit since some of the found, and spores produced in these snow and surface water are gone and 
less caustic materials could be substi- eaves are released into the air dur- it is possible to operate the spraying 
uted for liquid lime sulfur in spray ing rainy periods in the spring and equipment on the land. It is impera- 
rogram applied to the trees. Further- C@tly summer. After release these tive for maximum control that the 
ore, many growers have discovered %Pores are carried by the wind, and ground treatment be made before the 
it the use of the ground spray has if they come to rest on susceptible buds have broken to expose suscep- 
abled them to obtain good scab 2PPle tissue, they germinate and _ tible tissue to scab infection. In Wis- 
mtrol with somewhat longer inter- C@use infection. The effectiveness of consin there is usually a period of 

between applications than were the ground spray is deperident, there- about 2 to 3 weeks in which a timely 
sible without the ground treat- fore, upon the use of an “eradicant” ground treatment can be applied. It 

ent. This has resulted in the use fungicide that will penetrate the is advisable, however, to use the ear- 
fewer applications of spray during eaves and. prevent the formation of liest available opportunity to apply 
season, and the saving thus ob- ‘Pores or limit the release of those the ground spray so that any un- 

was found to pay for the ®lready formed. favorable weather may not delay the 
und spray. The most important Experimental work on ground application past the time of maxi- 
tures of ground spraying have Praying was begun in the laboratory mum effectiveness. 
n the relatively uniform control in 1938 and was taken to the com- In actual commercial practice the 
scab in wet, as well as in dry years, ™ercial orchard in 1939. Many ma- ground spray has been applied suc- 
id the lessening of spray injury by terials have been tested, but at pres- cessfully by spray gun, by special 
king possible the use of milder ent the chemicals in use are certain booms, or by speed sprayers. It is 

ngicides in the sprays applied to DN materials, There appears to be essential in any method to use at 
le trees, little, if any, difference in the con- least 1 gallon of the chemical (DN- 

trol obtained with sodium dinitro or- 289, Elgetol, Elgetol 318, Krenite, ete.) 
Ground Spraying tho cresolate (Elgetol, Krenite) or the in each 200 gallons of spray and apply 

Ground spraying, as the name im- triethanolamine salt of dinitro sec- this spray at the rate of 600 gallons per 
s, Means applying a spray to the ondary butyl phenol (DN-289, Higetol acre. In cases of a very heavy carry- 
und. It is aimed at the control of 318). over of the fungus scab it may be de-
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sirable to use 1 gallon of the chemical to excess foaming of the spray. Since would naturally be released during 

in each 100 gallons of spray and still the materials used for ground spray- rains. In Wisconsin this period usually 

apply it at 600 gallons per acre. The ing are completely soluble at the con- _ lasts until 2 to 3 weeks after petal-fall 

application should be made as uni- centrations used, it is suggested that This recommendation is made since 

formly as possible to the entire or- most or all of the agitator blades be cultivation would tend to expose some 

_ chard floor and to the area at least removed to prevent this foaming. leaves that had escaped the ground 

50 feet beyond the edge of the or Where the ground treatment is treatment because they were covered 

chard in order to treat those leaves used for apple scab control, the or- by other leaves. As long as they re 

that may have blown away from the chard should mot be cultivated before main well covered they cannot re 

orchard. the end of the period that spores lease their spores into free air. 

Although various methods of appli- 

cation are possible, it is desirable to 

have the outlets delivering the spray Spray Program For Scab Control 
located as near the ground as pos- 

sible. In nozzles of both guns and The use of a ground spray is rec- a spray should be applied in| 

special spray booms, the use of weed ommended not as a replacement for bloom, Five to six pounds of 4| 

discs that throw a fan rather than @ tree spraying, but as a part of an good micronized wettable sulfur] 

cone of spray is recommended for overall program that includes both or 1% Ibs. of ferbam to each 100} 

most uniform coverage. The size Of ground and tree spraying. The rec- gallons of spray are suggested as 

the discs and the rate of travel should ommended spray program for apple the fungicide). 

be so regulated that the 600 gallons scab control in 1952 in Wisconsin is D. Sprays after bloom. 

of spray per acre will be applied with gs follows: (There will probably be 4 to 
400 to 600 Ibs. pressure. A. Dormant ground spray as out- of these, applied at 10-14 

In both gun and boom spraying it lined above. intervals, starting at petal-fall] 

is usually more practical to treat Five pounds of a good mic: 

the area between two rows of trees in @mays SS ae be three of ized wettable sulfur or 1 Ib. 
two trips. The special boom developed these, applied at 7 vo 10 day in- ferbam to each 100 gallons 

for ground spraying is attached in t 2 spray are suggested as the 
ervals, starting at the delayed 

such a way that the spray rig can domant stage. Two gallons of gicide.) 

be driven in each direction down the liquid lime sulfur per 100 gal- The insecticides recommended 

middle between two rows of trees, 1 a i nded the Department of Entomology 

and the nozzles are arranged to pro- ons, Of Spray & 7ecommene control of the various apple ins 
vide about 1-2 feet of overlapping as the concentration for each of added to this program. 

these pre-blossom applications.) 
coverage at the edge of each sprayed Additional information on gro 

strip. This boom is adjustable for C. A spray in bloom if necessary. spraying may be obtained by wri 

spraying half the area between rows (If there is a blooming period the Department of Plant Patholo; 

in plantings from 20 to 30 feet apart. of longer than 7 days duration University of Wisconsin. 

Although the speed sprayer has 

been used successfully in ground 
spraying, it does not seem desirable to FRUIT MATURITY LAW improve the surplus apple situatio 

recommend its use in plantings in DISCUSSED AT It is aimed at old trees and odd v: 

which the trees are more than 20 feet MICHIGAN MEETING ieties which depress the market. 

apart. The angle at which the noz- With a thousand fruit growers at- 

zles (turned down for ground spray- tending the Michigan State Horticul- —___— 
ing) deliver the spray to the ground tyra Society Meetings at Grand 

is such that any area out near the Rapids, a rather controversial item OROHARD FOR RENT 

tree trunk that is missed because of was discussed—that of a fruit matur- 
some obstruction near the ground ity law. Several growers discussed For rent—30 acre operating 0! 

would probably not be sprayed by the the problem and the fact that since ® few miles from Green Bay. 
overlapping coverage from the next the first apples on the market set apple, 200 plum trees. Speed Sp! 

row if the trees were spaced more the pattern for the season, they must Grader, Caterpillar, almost 
than 20 feet apart. It should be added be ripe and of good quality. They Ho 1 oodlot 

that, because of its size, a speed mentioned cases where apples were use a ie. Large wi « 

sprayer usually is driven to make put on the Benton Harbor market a garden space for extra year 

_ only 1 trip between each 2 rows of full month before being ripe. A rec- income. Will rent to acceptable 
trees, and the area under the rig ommendation was made that the De- %” for little more than the cost 

cannot be sprayed unless special out- partment of Agriculture define the the taxes and depreciation of e 

lets are provided for this purpose. term maturity and instruct inspectors ment. Long term deal possible. 

In the application of ground sprays to enforce the law regarding it. Write to Peter M. Platten, 

with pressure sprayers, most growers Another crusade is that of taking Dousman Street, Green Bay, Wi: 

have experienced a loss of pressuredue out 10% of Michigan’s apple trees to sin.
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From Pre Pink To Harvest... 
A Sulphur For Every Purpose 

MAGNETIC “70” : 
“The Cream of the Sulphur Pastes’” — Quick Setting — Adhesive 

The finest of our sulphurs. Your best choice for the early season sprays on Apple, Pear, Cherry, 
Plum and Peach—or wherever a mild sulphur of maximum effectiveness is needed. We suggest 
that you try Mag “70” in your Concentrate Sprays. 

MAGNETIC “95” 
Microfine Sulphur For Spraying and Dusting 

Ideal for use in the early cover sprays on Apple, Pear and Peach. Unexcelled for dusting during 
rains. Use Mag “95” as a spray or dust whenever your program calls for a microfine sulphur. 
MAGNETIC “90” Microfine Dusting Sulphur 

Specially formulated for dusting during light misty rain. Rain or shine, use Mag “90.” 
“CROWN?” Brand 325-Mesh Wettable Sulphur / 
“PERFECTION” 325-Mesh Dusting Sulphur 

420 Lexington Avenue New York 17, N. Y. Apopka, Florida 
221 N. La Salle Street | Chicago, Illinois : 

" . e er Wy 

gayindtime! = <4. uce : 
STAMINA to operate continu- 

° e ously at full rated capacity a whal 
and pressure — rugged of a sprayer!" 
strength that eliminates cost- 
ly time loss from break downs 

and service troubles — ease n=[0 

of handling in orchard and iT 
field—these give the Hardie pe hg 

owner more pest control cov- | u 

erage per hour or day. Ask ti / 
your dealer or write for the me 7 

Hardie Catalog showing the » 
greatest variety of sizes and cue cS) y.\ °d D 3 
styles of time-saving spray-  _ ywanurwcruRING aie > 

. , t 7s WOR 
ers in today’s market. Hudson, Michigan = SOLD AND SERVICED (i a) 4
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The Problem of 'THE NEW YORK STATE FRUIT 

pe TESTING CO-OP. ASSN. 

e 
Fertilizer For The Orchard New Varieties Available for 

‘Testing in Wisconsin 

Study Tree Growth To Determine the Amount Needed Members of the Wisconsin State 
Horticultural Society who are inter- 

“Will you write a short article for 77 ue 7 Jested in testing new varieties of 

Wisconsin Horticulture on how to iiihiiie SAARI fruits should obtain the catalog and 
fertilize apple trees” the editor asked | xy) 4 ea CANS WY price list of the New York State Fruit 

Dr. R. H. Roberts of the University } WV Wy 157 Zam CRO testing Co-operative Assn., Geneva, 

of Wisconsin Department of Horti- \\@ Pat iY: LK N. Y¥. Many new varieties which 

culture. Those who know Dr. Roberts <\' ES BOER. aN ANY) Ce jmight prove superior in Wisconsin 

will not be surprised at his reply: &\ ROT be NEA are described. 
“I don’t know anything about it.” S, CR Rie NES so . 
What he expressed was the diffi- Se ae oF EN me 15 years ago the Wisconsin 

culty of giving blanket recommenda- mY ics ieee State Horticultural Society appointed 

tions for fertilizing different varie- af oa annually a fruit testing committee. 

ties, trees of different ages, and of Se Efe EN. es This committee visited the Experi- 

different nutritional requirements. . -“ ment Stations of the northern states 

and inspected the varieties of fruit 

Then Dr. Roberts made this remark: organic matter. There are more feed- being introduced, with the view of 
“This is not a recommendation at all ing roots in the center of the rows recommending those that indicated 
and yet it's surprising how well it than under the trees, and by applying _ possibilities for growing in Wiscon- 

fits—if a grower has had good results fertilizer between the rows we feed sin. As a result of this a large num- 

from the method he has been using, both trees and cover crop. Then ex- ber of new varieties have been tested 
keep it up.” To this we remarked: periment with a sack of complete here. The plan was to encourage 

“Providing we know whether or not fertilizer spread between the rows. members to purchase two trees of a 

we have been getting the best results Study the growth of the branches on fruit variety, the Society paying one- 
possible.” each variety. half the cost, and then report on their 

Ammonium nitrate is the fertilizer During coming months we will pub- success or failure from time to time. 

now available and in common use. lish tables, showing the amount of Such varieties as Early McIntosh, 

Should we use some complete fer- growth standard varieties should Milton, Orleans, Newfane, Macoun, 

tilizer? In answer, Dr. Roberts re- make for best fruiting. Kendall, Cortland, were obtained 

marked: “The thing to do is get a from the New York Experiment Sta- 

bag of it and spread it between the ——SS tion. A large number of varieties 

rows over a certain area and observe ONE MILLION BUSHELS from Minnesota have been tested, as; 

what happens.” It may improve the OF APPLES have some Canadian varieties in. 

growth of the cover crop; or if the cluding Melba, Lobo and Hume. Al: 

soil is deficient in certain elements Senator Harry Byrd, Virginia’s top the variety Secor from Iowa. 

it may benefit the trees, but the high- apple grower, produced in his or- ‘ 

er cost limits its use to conditions chards at Berryville, Va., and Charles- cate on Se an 

where it will pay. ton, W. Va., 1,033,000 bushels of ap- interest in testing new varieties. We 

The easy way to answer a grower’s sd ec scree stains roughly, ao not recommend purchasing a large 

question as to how much nitrogen to * number of plants or trees for test- 

apply is to say:: “Spread under each In harvesting the crop, the follow- ing. Two trees and 25 strawberry oF 

tree 1 pound of ammonium nitrate ing were involved: 325 pickers; 40 raspberry plants are ample. 

for each 4 years of the age of the truck drivers; 15 tractor drivers; 110 Climati k 

tree.” That, of course, is a starting loaders and crate handlers; 300 pack- ++, aaa @ eee 
point but inadequate for best results. ing house and cold storage handlers; Southern Wisconsin so that apple 

Dr. Roberts has shown that McIntosh 80 apple wrappers. strawberry and raspberry varictie 

will produce best if the end growth on — about 500,000 bushels were hauled recommended there have about th 

the branches is only 8 to 10 inches, to the cannery, to be made into apple same value here. This does not, how: 
which is not enough for Wealthy or sauce, jelly, and sliced apples. ever, apply to varieties of grapes al! 

cg deciillser eax need The above information was pub- Plums, some of which are not ha 

: lished in the January issue of Virginia here. 
So what can we advise at this time. ryit, by the Virginia Horticultural 

Just this: ome know you are get- gociety. It adds that many Virginia TT 

ting good ts—keep up your pro- ywers are kicking themselves for 

gram. Spread the fertilizer between ee following ce Bache leadership | 4 ™an may fall several times 
the rows so the cover crop will grow in planting the red sport varieties he isn’t a failure until he starts 

better, shade the soil from sun and . and equipping themselves to supply ing somebody pushed him.—Ri 

wind during midsummer and grow to discriminating domestic markets. Weekly Press.
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i and FRUIT WORM 

WITH DU PONT “MARLATE” Insecticide 
SURE PROTECTION EARLY AND LATE. The same “Marlate” sprayscon- a mie 

{ trol both these destructive insects and help you get clean fruit for a - — 
le market or cannery. Meee eee ery 

\ MINIMUM RESIDUE PROBLEM. Use “‘Marlate” for late-season control |] =e 
without residue hazards. For exceptional coverage of fruit, add Wi A R L AWee 
Du Pont Spreader-Sticker to the spray mixture. | : Pees 

| een ease 

ay CONTROLS OTHER INSECTS. “Marlate” kills Oriental fruit moth, Se eS 

“ plum curculio, destructive prune worm, codling moth, apple maggot, el 4 
Japanese beetle, leafhoppers and other major insect pests of fruit. aS | 

A) IDEAL FOR OTHER FRUITS. ‘‘Marlate’”’ solves the residue problem | ae a 

with early apples, peaches, plums and the like. ‘‘Marlate”’ also has 
many advantages for insect control on vegetables, forage and seed 

crops. ee 

See your dealer now for “‘Marlate” and other proved $ 5 

Du Pont pest-control products. Ask him for free booklets, or 
write Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals Dept., Wilmington, Del. 

DU PONT CHEMICALS FOR THE FARM INCLUDE: Fungicides: PARZATE* (Liquid and Dry), GC AER 
FE MATE ZERLATE® Copper-A (Fixed Copper, SULFORON® ‘and SULFORON®-X Wettable Suifurs .. , 

insecticides: DEENATE* |, MARLATE* Methoxychlor, LEXONE* Benzene Hexachloride, KRENITE* Dinitro 
Spray, EPN 300 Insecticide, Calcium Arsenate, Lead Arsenate... Weed and Brush Killers: AMMATE,* Nt A R i uw 7 

2.4.D, TCA and 2,4,5-T ... Also: Du Pont Cotton Dusts, Du Pont Spreader-Sticker, PARMONE* Fruit Drop a] 
Inhibitor, and many others. Sngc. U. 8. PAT. OFF. 

On all chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning or caution statements onuse of 
the product are given, read them carefully. 
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The 1952 Spray Schedule For 

Insect Control In The Orchard 
By C. L. Fluke, D. A. Dever and C. B. McIntyre 

An increased abundance of several Apple Spray Program for 1952 

insects and the possibility of a short- ee, 

age of some insecticides has made it Time of application Materials and amounts per 100 gallons 
advisable to revise the apple spray 

os —_ st the Dormant (insecticide) DN-289, Elgetol, or Krenite, 1 gallon 
codling moth, red banded leaf roller, Dormant (fungicide) DN-289, Elgetol, or Krenite, % gallon 

bud moth, and fruit tree leaf roller. 
As a result it is being recommended Green tip Liquid lime sulfur, 2 gallons 

in certain cover sprays this year as @ Closed cluster Lead arsenate 2 Ibs., and liquid lime sulfur, 
possible substitute for DDT and lead 2 gallons 

arsenate. Parathion is not recommend- 

ed for spraying McIntosh and Cort- OPen cluster Same as above 
Tn St HE many ‘cause’ Injury: to the Lead arsenate 3 Ibs, or 15% parathion 1% Ibs., 
frat. or 50% DDT 2 Ibs. : and a micronized wettable 

It there is considerable second Calyx sulfur 5 lbs., or ferbam 1-1% lbs, These fungi- 

brood codling moth activity, an addi- cides are also recommended for the cover 
tional DDT or parathion spray is ad- sprays. 

vised for late varieties. A fungicide 

at this time may not be necessary. 1st cover Lead arsenate 3 Ibs., or 15% parathion 11% 

Where the plum curculio is a seri- (about 10 days later) Ibs., or 50% DDT 2 Ibs. 2 
ous pest, lead arsenate should be used 2nd cover 

in the open cluster and an extra (oot 40 days later) 15% parathion 1% lbs., or 50% DDT 2 lbs. 
spray applied five days after the petal 

fall or calyx spray. 8rd cover 
If apple maggot is late in emerging (about 10 days later) 15% parathion 1% lbs., or 50% DDT 2 lbs. 

and it is necessary to apply a spray 
near harvest, use 50% methoxychlor; 4th cover lead arsenate 3 Ibs., or 50% TDE (Rhothane) 2 

two pounds to 100 gallons of water. (about 10 days later) Ibs., or 15% parathion 1% lbs. 
Growers should consult their plant 5th cover 

pathologists about any unusual fruit (pout 10 days later) 15% parathion 1% lbs., or 50% DDT 2 lbs. 
disease problems. In severe scab con- 
ditions, it may be necessary to use 
liquid lime sulfur in certain cover 1 Use 75% DDT at rate of 1% lbs. per 100 gallons of water. 

sprays. Do not use DDT or parathion 2 If DDT not used in petal fall and oyster shell scale is a problem, add 
in combination with liquid lime sul- ppr, 
fur, 
Tolerances on amounts of some in- NOTE: Do not use parathion or DDT with liquid lime sulfur. 

secticides allowed on fruits may be 

changed. If so, the spray schedule a 

will be modified as necessary. 
The Dormant Spray Effect of Orchard Mulch 

A dormant spray for insect control One of the primary effects of mulches is to conserve soil moisture, but mulches also 
is generally recommended. A dinitro affect the nutrition of the tree. The following data show how different mulching 
compound such as DN-289, Elgetol, materials may alter both leaf and soil analysis. 

or Krenite at 1% will control mite 

¢g¢s and bud moth; it will also help to Leaf Analysis (%) No Mulch Sawdust Straw Alfalfa 

kill aphis eggs and case bearers. Nitrogen eccvcccncecectcnentcncnene 2.52 2.58 3.23 3.30 
European red mite will often build Potassium: gesecccnpccacewesccs: 1,20 1.28 1.69 1.56 

up during the summer even after a 

dormant spray. If this occurs, one Soil Analysis (Lbs./Acre) 

Jgot the phosphates, tetraethyl pyro- Potassium .....------0----eec 195 146 323 » 334 
Phosphate (TEPP) or parathion, or PH of the Soil 6.1 5.0 6.9 6.3 
One of the newer compounds such 
’% “Dimite” should be used. If para- Alfalfa and straw apparently increase nitrogen and potash in the leaves and increase 

thion is used in the cover sprays, red potash in the soil. Sawdust lowers the pH. 

‘Bprite should not become a problem. By A. L. Kenworthy, Michigan State College
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Berries and Vegetable 
° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
OFFICERS — WISCONSIN BERRY the rotation to supply the needs of 

AND VEGETABLE GROWERS . v, j\ D t the other crops, there will be enough 
Aa TION . = Ca L' . = the —— while decompos- 

. SOCTA: f al ing organic matter will take care of 

Pres., Harry Barlament, Green Bay; . 4 ay Si) the need for nitrogen. On light soils 

Vice Pres., Charles Swingle, Sturgeon _ a \ eS there is evidence that applications of 
Bay; 2nd Vice Pres., Chris Olson, Ber- > . hosph . é phosphorus and potash may be bene- 

lin; Sec.-Treas., E. L. White, Fort At- lA ficial. More nitrogen will also be 

Beas ff Directors: Mrs. Charl maids rd 0: rectors: TS. eS = those the Swartz’s at Kenosha have, ¢ 
Braman, Waupaca; John Hauser, Bay- from whom I purchased the plants. I From New Jersey 
field; Roy Rasmus, Waupaca; F. W. have tasted the Thomas, which are a Strawberries grown on sandy soils 
Van Lare, Oconomowoc; Glen Swartz, jittle larger than the Catskill, yet not °f New Jersey often require a spring 
Kenosha. quite as dark a red, but a good-flav- application of fertilizer to maintain 

—_ ored berry. plant vigor and increase production. 

STRAWBERRIES AT On the heavier, more retentive soils, 
_ spring fertilization does not seem to 

BARLAMENTS FERTILIZERS FOR be necessary provided the plants were 

By Harry K. Barlament, Green Bay aTRA 5 well fertilized during the previous 
My strawberries went into winter season. Strawberries can be over- 

quarters in excellent condition. For For many years we have been fertilized during the spring of the 

the first time I used straw for winter W&tching for reports from experiment fruiting year. Excessive fertilizer on 
covering. Due to flooded marshes, I stations in states having climatic the fruiting field will delay ripening, 

was unable to obtain marsh hay. There conditions similar to Wisconsin for encourage rot and cause soft berries 

has been some thawing, causing a few evidence that commercial fertilizers of poor shipping quality.” (N. J. Hort. 

ice spots. This may result in some will increase the yield of strawberries News, March 1950) 
damage. on the kind of good soils one should ee 

Plan to set out heavy on Catskill US¢ for growing strawberries. By that, 
in 1952 with some Thomas, a few we mean soils containing enough or- THE NEW RED RICH 

Robinson and some Lindalicious &27i¢ matter to hold moisture and STRAWBERRY 

(Brigham, Utah). Although Premier me = he = at — The new Red Rich Strawberry. 
have always been my old standby, I ayprem © = plant Question: Is the new Red Rich straw-| 
will plant only a few until I am able With fertilizers at relatively high perry as good as it is reported to be 

to find a better strain. Have grown prices and not too plentiful, we should jn your experience? 
Catskill for twelve years and have certainly ask ourselves rather care- 

never had a failure in good blossom- fully in what amounts and what kind Answer by Miss Freda Schroeder: 
ing or in wintering. Catskill usually would pay for their cost and time ot 2" Our experience the fruit surpasses 
end their growth in the fall with just application. It might be well, before 2"Y Strawberry I have ever eaten in 
the right number of plants in a row, applying commercial fertilizers, to firmness, sweetness, and color. It is 

especially with irrigation. have the soil tested. There is every ® dark red berry all the way through. 
They blossom a few days later than indication that if a soil is not low They make a fine row the first year, 

Premier which helps in escaping late in nitrogen, phosphorus or potash— but the white grubs seem to like the 
spring frosts. In some cases this has enough of these elements to grow 0°tS and destroyed so many that we 
means better pollination, as the bees a good crop of such vegetables as 4° not have a good report on yield. 
are able to work then. potatoes—additional fertilizers wii) SuPerfection planted the same day in 

My 1951 crop of Catskill was the not pay, for strawberries alone. the same plot did produce more ber- 
best I have ever had and they held —gyere are some comments from ex- ries: ee a vere an on 
their size throughout the season. At periment stations in the east on the were dormant . enti ” i rl 
their peak they averaged eighteen (18) subject. at Ranting time. 
berries to the quart. The demand was Rich makes a strong healthy pian 
‘tremendous. Our customers particu- From Massachusetts Some of the leaves turned wiite 

larly like the Catskill for their excel: | In Massachusetts Extension Leaflet Which the inspector thought was leaf 
lent freezing quality. Our pickers so No. 29, “Strawberry Growing,” the curl. 

enjoy picking the Catskill. specialists say, “Commercial fertil- “I do not feel that 1951 was a 00d 
This will be my first year in har- izers have produced little response year for everbearing strawberries due 

vesting the Thomas, so I am looking on medium loam soils well filled with to the damp cold nights, but this var’ 

forward to that part of the season, organic matter. If sufficient phos- ety should be tested in every nur} 

and hope that they are as nice as phorus and potash have been used in ery.”
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G. Healthy R i row Healthy Raspberries 
Pests Are the Primary Cause of Failure 

By E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist 

Under favorable conditions, a rasp- 
berry planting, given proper care may RASPBERRY SPRAY PROGRAM 

produce profitably for as long asten = —ss—sti(i‘(C!S! 
years. Plantings made on poor sites Kind and Purpose Time to apply Material in 50 gallons 
and receiving little care often run out of water 

in two or three years. Highest yields 1, Delayed Dormant About time the first 
are generally obtained by renewing for buds show % inch of Lime-sulphur 

the plantings on fresh soil with clean Anthracnose green 5-6 gallons 

plants every four or five years, While Spur blight (Cover ground area or 
insect pests and plant diseases are Powdery ‘mildew also) 2 Ibs. “DN” 
the primary causes of bramble crop SS Time-sulphur 
failures, their presence is encouraged Il. Pre-Bloom 1% gallons 

by unfavorable cultural practices in- for or 

cluding poor drainage, allowing weeds Anthracnose Fermate 1 Ib. 

to take over, planting in the same Spur blight 1 week before bloom & 

location on infected soil, and using Red-necked cane 2 Ibs. Arsenate of 
insect infested and diseased plants. borer Lead and % Ib. skim 
While it is not necessary to follow milk powder 

any definite spray schedule as is re- _ ___ 
quired for apple and other fruit trees, 2 Ibs. Arsenate of lead 

the grower must acquaint himself and % Ib. of skim milk 

with the pests and apply control III. Additional Sprays 10 days after first powder, 

measures whenever needed. Certain for blossoms appear. or 

diseases such as Crown Gall, Orange Raspberry fruitworm Repeat twice at 1 pint 4.5% Rotenone 

Rust, and Mosaic cannot be con- Red-necked cane weekly intervals if or 

trolled by spraying. There are cer- borer necessary. 2% Ibs. of Derris Root 

tain practices recommended, however, adding % Ib. skim milk 

to aid in preventing these troubles: *(Rotenone) 

1, Avoid planting stock where 
diseased plants have been recently To facilitate spreading and sticking add % lb. Soybean flour to 50 gallons of 

grown. spray. 

2. Plant resistant varieties purchas- While more likely to cause foliage injury Bordeaux 4-4-50 may be substituted 

ed from certified plantings. for lime-sulphur sprays and with Bordeaux 1 Ib. of the 50% wettable powder DDT 

can be substituted for Arsenate of lead. 
3. Plant red varieties as much as 

300 feet ‘away from black varieties. *Where dusting is preferred, use a powdered derris root-talc dust containing 

0.75 Rotenone. 
4, Rogue out diseased plants and 

burn when spraying would be inef- ——_—__ eee 
fective. 

5. At planting time, cut off old THE STRAWBERRY CROP frozen form by individual homemak- 

stubs of two year old quae atoak From preliminary estimates, there ers than has been the case in the past. 

ind “handles” of ‘youlig purple .and will be in the U. 8. about 150,850 acres This will have some influence on the 

black of strawberries for picking in 1952. demand for strawberries in the frozen 
lack raspberries. The crop will be about 7 percent state purchased from retail stores. In 

6. Apply appropriate sprays as rec- smaller than the 1951 acreage, but 27 1950, two-fifths of the commercial 

ommended when insect pests and percent larger than the 1941-50 aver- crop was utilized by manufacturers of 
Plant diseases that can be controlled 28° frozen strawberries. Prices received 

by these methods are discovered. The U.S. commercial strawberry by growers for last year’s crop of 

7. Renew and burn old fruiting cane CT°P_in_ 1951 was almost 12 million strawberries averaged somewhat less 
immediately after harvest. crates, 6 percent larger than the 1950 than 1950, which was $7.48 per crate 

crop and over a third larger than the (24 quarts). x 

When necessary, the following 1941-50 average. Over a third of last 
Spray schedule can be followed to ef- year’s crop was frozen by commercial On January 1, 1952, there was a 50 
fectively control all the more import- manufacturers. With the increase in percent larger supply of frozen straw- 

ant insect pests and plant diseases frozen food lockers and home freezers, berries on hand than the 1946-50 aver- 
attacking respberries, more strawberries will be put up in age for this time of the year,
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° ° 
Commercial Growers List of veut ances 

e e Six new vegetables have received 
Vegetable Varieties All-American Medal Awards for 1952, 

according to the Committee on Gelec- 

Recommendations For Wisconsin By The tions.. They have shown superiority 
Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. over other kinds, where they were 

grown and observed. 
BEANS: Bush snap, green: Tender- The varieties are: 

green, Contender, Rival, Topcrop, Wade: An all-purpose bush snap 
Plentiful, Bountiful, bush snap, wax: bean. Received a gold medal. 

Round Pod Kidney, Pencil Pod Black, Ss Salad Bowl: A heat-resistant loose- 

Cherokee. < o leaf lettuce. A gold medal. 
BEETS: Early Wonder, Perfected €ENNS ‘America Spinach: A heat-tolerant 

Detroit, Detroit Dark Red. Cae Cp variety from Holland. Silver medal. 
CABBAGE: early: Golden Acre ons a Allneck Pumpkin: A heavy-bearing 

(Racine Market*, Resistant Detroit*, ——_ P Cushaw with almost solid flesh. Sil- 
Resistant Golden Acre*); Jersey Wl a ver’ medal. 
Wakefield (Jersey Queen*). second _ Bronze. medals were awarded to: 

early: Marion Market*, Globe*. late: \ f Vinedale Pepper: Early, sweet and 

Wisconsin All Seasons*, Wisconsin bell-shaped, Recommended for the 
Ballheads*, Bugner*. red Hollander*. north. 

CARROTS: Red Cored Chantenay, PUMPKIN: (summer “squash”) Golden Delight Muskmelon: Very 

Nantes, Imperator, Morse’s Bunching, yankee Hybrid, Early Prolific vigorous variety. 
Imperida. Straightneck, Caserta, Dark Green Stringless Hort Bush Bean: A very 

CAULIFLOWER: Early Snowball, Zucchini. (fall “squash”) Green Table productive variety, which received 
Super Snowball, Snowdrift. Queen. (pie) Small Sugar, Winter honorable mention, 
mean, Golden Plume, Golden Self; yxury, nts On Varieties 

inching, Cornell 19. Summer Pascal Comme: 
for green. RADISHES: Cavalier, Lone Star, Unfortunately we have not grown 

CHINESE CABBAGE: Chihli, Cherry Belle, Early Scarlet Globe. any of the vegetable varieties listed. 

Michibli. SPINACH: Long Standing Blooms- 1 believe it fair to assume, however, 
CUCUMBERS: Slicing: Cubit, Mar- dale, Nobel, King of Denmark. that because of the widely distributed 

keter, Straight Hight, Niagara (mo- testing program conducted by the All- 

saic resistant). pickling: National SQUASH: Buttercup, Green Gold, American Selections Committee these 
Sweetmeat, Golden Delicious, Green varieties would give commendable re- 

Pickling, Yorkstate (mosaic resist- 
ant), Chicago Pickling. Hubbard, Blue Hubbard, Golden Hub- sults under Wisconsin conditions. 
LETTUCE: leaf: Simpson, Grand bard, Butternut cushaw. It is always wise, of course to grow 

Rapids. head; Great Lakes, Cornell new varieties on a limited scale un- 

456, Progress. *Resistant or tolerant to fusarium yel- der any given set of growing condi- 

MUSKMELONS: Delicious, Mil- lows. tions— 0. B. Combs, Chm. Dept. of 
waukee Market, Pride of Wisconsin, Hort., U. W. 
Iroquois, Craig, Schoon’s Hard Shell. SWEET CORN: (early) Improved _ 

ONIONS: seed: Early Yellow Globe, Spancross, Seneca Dawn, Sun Up, SEPTEMBER RED RASPBERRY 
Brigham ‘Yellow Globe, Rochester Golden Rocket, North Star, Mar- Described by the New York 

Bronze, Asgrow Y 40, Asgrow Y 41, cross, Our Choice, Earligold. (sec- Experiment Station 

Autumn Spice, Autumn Glory. sets: ond early) improved Carmelcross, The September red raspberry, a new 

Golden Globe, Ebenezer. transplants: Gold Rush, Wisconsin Golden 800, Lin- autumn fruiting, a so-called Everbeal- 

Yellow Sweet Spanish, Magnifico. coln. (main crop) Wisconsin Golden ing raspberry, was introduced by the 
PEAS: American Wonder, Dark 94 Golden Cross Bantam, Iochief. N. Y. Agricultural Experiment Station 

Podded Thomas Laxton, Freezonian, in the fall of 1947. Prof George L 

Pride, Teton, Laxton’s Progress, TOMATOES: (very early) Early  sjate describes the variety in part a 
Greater Progress, Little Marvel. Scarlet, Bounty, Sioux, Valiant. follows: 
PEPPERS: Merrimack Wonder, (early) Stokesdale. (second early) “It is a cross of Marcy and Ranert 

Pennwonder, Early Pimento, Early Long Red, Red Jacket, Wisconsin 55. made in 1934. It begins to ripen carl! 

California Wonder (Calwonder, Oak- (late) Rutgers. in September, or about a month earliet 

view Wonder), Golden California than Indian Summer, and continue 
Wonder. a until frost. The summer crop is #| 

POTATOES: early: Irish Cobbler, Used to be that you just got a early as Indian Summer. The berries 

Triumph, Red Warba. ane late: licking when you brought home a re- are medium-sized, or about as beak 

Chippewa. late: Katahdin, Red Pon- as Latham. Bright red, firm, and nd 

tiac, Sebago, Russet Sebago, Russet port card with low grades. Nowadays crumbly, but showing a tendency t 

Rural, Russet Burbank, Ontario, You get drafted. — The Hartford cjing until fully ripe. The quality i 
Kennebec, Times-Press. fair in summer and good in autum
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Berry Plant Market 
STATE CERTIFIED STRAWBERRY PLANTS STRAWBERRY AND RASPBERRY 

BERRY PLANTS Inspected and certified strawberry PLANTS FOR SALE 

plants for sale: Beaver; Robinson; dune Bearing Strawberries. Rob- 
o od ass ca, mae = and Thomas. Write Eric Franke, Rt. inson: 100 @ $2.50; 500 @ $5.50; 1000 

and Evermore Everbearing straw- Sturgeon Bay, Wis. @ $10.00. © shi Fair- 
berries ; Premier, Tennessee Shipper, 

100. at $15.00 per 1000; $2.00 Per land, Arrowhead, Superfection (Ever- 
BERRY PLANTS bearing). 100 @ $2.75; 500 @ $6.50; 

Premier, Catskill, Fairfax, Robin- 1 sing vartetios of raspberry and 1000 @ $12.00. 
son and Beaver at $15.00 per 1000; ss wherry plants. Often dormant as Red Rich Everbearing. 25 plants @ 

$2.00 per 100. late as May 10th up here. Free de- £500; 50 plants @ $8.50. 
Dunlap at $12.00 per 1000; $1.75 per scriptive circular. Bryan Nursery, RASPBERRY PLANTS. Early 

100. All postpaid. Washburn, Wisconsin. June; 25 @ $4.75; 50 @ $6.00; 100 @ 
$10.00, 

Latham raspberries at $5.00 per 100; Sun Rise, Indian et 

$3.00 per 50; $1.75 per 25. Postpaid. 25 @ 9450; ae i 00: 100 @ 4800. 
BERRY PLANTS . Y 

Viking raspberries at $25.00 per Miss Freda Schroeder, c/o Krahn- 

1000, F.0.B. Bayfield. $3.50 per 100; _ Lowest prices for highest quality Qu. .,.der Nursery, Loyal, Wisconsin. 
$2.00 per 50; $L25 per 25, postpaid. Strawberry and Raspberry plants. (Not postpaid.) 

John Krueger, Rt. 1, Bayfield, Wis. Streamliner; Beaver; Premier; 

Walsh’s Late; Fujiyama; Thomas and ——— 

TT Wisconsin 537 strawbe: lants. 
STRAWBERRY PLANTS Raspberry plants: Tatkaea and St. STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

State inspected strawberry plants. Regis. Our plants are the finest strains FOR SALE 
Large, healthy, well rooted. F.0.B, you can buy. Circular free. Please Strawberry plants. Superfection and 

Baraboo. Improved Dunlap and Order early. Variety Gardens, Maus- Streamliner everbearing Premier, 
Beaver: 100 @ $1.50; 250 @ $4.00; 500 ton, Wisconsin. Wis, 2-14, Wis. 587. Robinson and 
@$6.00; 1000 @ $11.00. Premier and Beaver. Also Durham red raspberry. 
Robinson: 100 @ $2.75; 250 @ $6.00; Al Kruse Nursery, 615 Effinger Road, 

500 @ $8.00; 1000 @ $15.00. Catskill: STRAWBERRY PLANTS Baraboo. 

100 @ $3.00; 250 @ $6.50; 500 @ $10.50; Strawberry plants. Government in- 
1000 @ $18.00. Sparkle, Fairland, Cler- spected. Quantities to 500 shipped 

mont; 100 @ $3.00. Everbearing: Parcel Post Prepaid. 1000 lots Ex- BERRY PLANTS 

Superfection and Streamliner: 100 @ press Collect, Beaver, Robinson, Pre- Latham raspberry plants. 100, $9.50. 
$2.75; 250 @ $6.50; 500 @ $10.50; 1000 mier at $2.85 per 100; $10.00 per 500; Cumberland, $7.50. Premier, Beaver, 

@ $18.00. Charles W. Hein Nursery, $17.50 per 1000. Gem Everbearing Dunlap, Robinson, Arrowhead straw- 
1134—4th St. Baraboo, Wis. $2.85 per 100. Harvey Kamnetz, Cum- berry plants. 100, $2.50; 200, $4.75; 

ean berland, Wisconsin. 500, $9.00; 1,000, $17.00. 
STRAWBERRY PLANTS Mary Washington Asparagus. 2 yr., 

Ww —_ — 50, $1.75; 100 $2.95. 
demmdeary Genk fie etline dative, EXPECT STRAWBERRY PLANTS _ Fruit trees, ornamental shrubs and 
Fresh di TO BE IN GOOD SHAPE evergreens. Hall Nursery, Elmwood, 

lug day of shipment. The old Wis. 
reliable Beaver. = kill; H. H. Pedersen iof Warrens, Wis- 

Rol . Prem ” consin writes: “It’s rather early to 
binson; Senator Dunlap; Wiscon- 4,1) i¢ strawberry plants suffered win- 

sin Number 214 and 261. Also Ever- ter injury last fall from the early RED RICH 
bearing: Gem, Minnesota 1166, and frost. However, we had our plants ATun ceibdlizndl ansremetieeey is otage ofthe 
Streamliner. H. H. Pedersen, Fruit well mulched before the frost and Ae Serer) ye ane wale sre? 

and Plant Farm, Warrens, Wisconsin. since then we have had, and still fe cerita pried cea eaaa Netiag Boot, 

j have, a nice cover of snow, so expect is otamy _ ANDREWS NURSERY - Forthosl, Minn. Box 
h: th in fi: 5 bemauy ee plants to come through in fine shape. STRAWBERRY 

‘ool heads and fewer persons with . 

cold feet.—The Dorchester Clarion. Optimism: A cheerful frame of mind ASPARAGUS ROOTS 
a * that enables a steam kettle to sing ‘Finest 1-yr. Mary Washington, 

hot water to it in Wisconsin 
The glance that over cocktails though: Im x bial ie mock: ee eee Order NOW. 

Seemed so sweet, may be less charm- Today is important. Tomorrow may Thalman-Swingle Farms, 805 N. 5th, 
{Bite over shredded wheat—The Bee, be exactly one day too late. Sturgeon Bay.
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HOW MANY APPLES FOR PIES e A wm Case Against Cows; ABC's of Fox 

The United States Department of 2S mt Trapping; Wisconsin’s Eager Beaver; 

Agriculture made a study in the fall ee MF Watershed Responsibilities; News 

of 1949 to find out how many apples and Views on Shrews; Lessor Snow- 

were used in the Chicago area for | goose; Fort Atkinson Scores Again; 

pies. They found that for the preced- SE Get Your Northerns Here, and a 

ing twelve months more than 200,000 & | dozen other articles. Highly recom- 

boxes of apples had been used for pies G83 wi mended. 

in that area alone. UG tin , y ad Address: Wisconsin Conservation 

Also in 1949 the American Baker’s Wi: \@ Department, State Office Building, 

Association estimated that the pie ‘S say Madison 2, Wis. Its free. 

industry used 115,500 tons of apples. »~D 
The studies also showed that pie ( . Vn ¢ ——_ 

bakers used local apples. High freight pw NS CSO Rs COVER PICTURE 

rates do not permit distant markets 4 Gam VS Of Z & BUILD YOUR OWN GREENHOUSE 
to compete with fresh pie apples. Here’s a real greenhouse that you 

How Many Pies MULTIFLORA ROSE PLANTS can build yourself for a total cost of 

The USDA studies show that there about $14.00. Materials used can be 
AVAILABLE FOR HEDGES 

were 6% million pies baked in Chica- bought from your lumber yard. About 

go by 9 large and 74 small pie bakers. An important step toward restoring half the cost is for glass. 

The large bakers used more than wildlife cover in Wisconsin would be 

195,000 boxes of apples compared to taken if multiflora rose hedges could The secret of its low cost is that 

approximately about 20,000 boxes by be made to flourish here as they do to ** fits against your basement founder 

74 small bakers. the south of this state. This Wiscon- tion and you garden through your 

What Kind of Apples sin Conservation Department is look- basement window. By standing on & 

In th ing for experimenters. Multiflora chair, you can reach into all parts 

ese studies it is found that pie of the greenhouse. All the space is 

bakers want their fruit for pies to grows in this climate but the canes usable, since your basement serves as 

have a little but not too much free ™Y dle back in winter. the aisle. 
juice. The fruit should remain in The Griffith State Nursery at Wis- 

whole pieces, not mush up; to be consin Rapids has 1,200,000 multiflora Approximately six feet long by two 

tender and have a natural bright seedlings it will supply at no charge and one-half feet wide, the greenhouse 

color. A few bakers wanted apples except shipping costs to anyone who holds nine standard size seed flats, 

with a shade of green in the finished _will plant them. No orders are taken enough to start flowers and vege 

pie but some objected to this color. for less than 500. Multiflora is being tables for your own garden, and sev- 

Large bakers use 96% fresh apples used in states south of us to make eral of your neighbors too. It can be 

and only 2% canned and 2% frozen. animal tight fences. Plantings should fitted to any type of foundation. 

Small commercial bakers use 56% be a foot apart in prepared seed beds Dimensions of .the greenhouse per 

fresh, 25% canned and 19% frozen with heavy mulching. All other game mit you to build it in your basement 

apples. Only one small baker used food and cover plants are exhausted or workshop as a winter project. Two 

dried apples. with the exception of some 20,000 crab people can carry the completed greet 

————E trees. house outside and set it in place. 

YOU CAN LANDSCAPE YOUR a In moderate climates, warm af 

OWN HOME WISCONSIN CONSERVATION from the basement will supply enous! 

The above is the title of a well il- BULLETIN heat. In severe climates, electric 

lustrated booklet advertised in this heating cable under seed flats or 

issue that is really helpful for the Published monthly by the Wiscon- the soil may be necessary during colt 

home gardener in planning his land- sin Conservation Department, in the est winter months. 

scaping. It illustrates with drawing interests of conservation Progress is Complete plans which show 20 é¢} 

quite well the various types of ever- a splendid bulletin, “Wisconsin Con-  taijed drawings and five photographs 

greens and how to use them in front servation Bulletin.” Anyone interest- are available for $1.00 from the Phot 

of different types of homes. The price ° in conservation may receive this Build-It Co., 618 Syndicate Bldg., Mit} 

is $1.00, available from The Minne- bulletin on request. neapolis 2, Minnesota.—Cut and articl 

tonka Publishing Company, Long A recent issue consisted of 40 pages. from the Minnesota Horticultur 

Lake, Minnesota. It is worth having. Here are some of the articles: The Minn. State Hort. Soc.
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CONSIDER THE ROOTS OF THE MANITOWOC MEN’S GARDEN = 
STRAWBERRY PLANT CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS “ 7 Strawberry plants have many fine | Mr. C. Otto Schmidt hag. been -| Pruning Equipment fibrous roots which cannot penetrate elected president of the Manitowoc compact heavy soil readily. That is Mens’ Garden Club for 1952. Dr. Vol- Swivel, Speed and Pole Saws, Hand why strawberries do best on light soils lendorf is vice president and J. L. a ‘1 nor bne ta’ a Paint, or heavy soils with lots of organic Hamilton continues as secretary-treas- * matter. On peat soils strawberry plants urer. The club holds monthly meet- 

grow well and the root system is often ings the third Tuesday of each month. le tremendous in the number of fine 
Hardie Sprayers fibrous roots. Peat soils, however, are 

not well adapted to the production of Any home built at present prices is oid hog One once eee strawberry fruit. truly a home of the brave. ers, Booms, Guns, Flose Repairs and All of this tells us that organic mat- soe & Repair Service. ter is very important for the straw- Actually, the so-called weaker sex 
berry plant; probably more important is the stronger sex because of the ° than any other factor is strawberry weakness of the stronger sex for the Du Pont Spray Materials soil management. That is why grow- weaker sex. Puratize, Lime Sulphur, Fermate, ers who clear new land have such 

Lead Arsenate, DDT and etc. good results with strawberries for the 
first few years after the land is FITCHETT DAHLIAS broken up and subdued. That is why . ., dairy farmers who use lots of man- peal World's Largest Show DESMIDT TREE SERVICE ure usually grow strawberries well. Catalogue—isting over 350 varieties 

—_—_____ —tree. ° Racine, Wis. 
Fitchett Dahlia Gardens Gems of wisdom can be gleaned by (Since 1900) Hiway 11 Phone 4-6318 making a habit of listening to the 735 Milton Avenue 

other fellow. , Janesville, Wisconsin 

Enjoy th isite be McKay: njoy the exquisite beauty of McKay’ 
e Hybrid Tea Roses 

This year it can enjoy the incomparable beauty of plants. Red, white, pink, yellow, multi-colored — all are roses from June until frost, McKay's Hybrid Tea Roses available for planting this Spring. represent the choicest varieties of strong, well - rooted 

—AND INCLUDE THESE IN YOUR PLANTING PLANS, TOO: 
9, McKay’s . Evergreens . Shrubs . Shade Trees . Plums 

Buffalo Sprayers Cherries . Pears . Peaches . Small Fruits 
| we are agents for Buf- Consult your local McKay representative, or write directly to Write purbine , sPravers. McKay's Madison offices 

eT 
————______ ° ° 9 NURSERIES— Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery OFFICES 

Waterloo, 
1919 Monsce Steset ‘isconsin 

onsin McKay Nursery Co. —_____ 
—___
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DIRECTORS 
¢ John Gates, Two Rivers 

KG a i 5 Me Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay 
Walter A. Kurtz, Chilton 

~ Cecil McAdams, Mosinee 
: ! I I LT ETT TE ED Walter Axel, Sheboygan 

Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau 
a Raymond Kasimir, Spaulding, Mich. 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY ced fein reemees 
President Vice President Jr., in 

WALTER A. KURTZ JOHN GATES MRS. A. PIEPEOERN Gan teen coe 
Chilton Twe Rivers 613 N. Mil. St., Plymouth Jerry Merchart, Marinette 

TREASURER John W. Perkins, Neillsville 

MRS. LEONARD WIGHTMAN Archie Spatz, Wausau 
Rt. 3, Plymouth H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

THE N.A.G.C. GLADIOLUS FORUM . ANNUAL SPRING MEETING 4H GLADIOLUS PROJECT 

Growers Discuss Problems of the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY By The Twin City Gladiolus Society 

Industry at Milwaukee Meeting Medford Hotel, Milwaukee A total of 52 boys and girls from 

One grower summarized the prob- Sunday, March 30 Marinette and Menominee County were 

lems of the gladiolus industry in this 10 a.m. Business meeting, Board of given bulbs by the Society; 40 reports 
way: four things bother him; foreign Directors. were received—a very good percent. 
competition; low prices; high over- 1:30 p.m. Colored movie, The Glad 8¢. 
head; and diseases. Story. Produced in Florida. Shows The following were judged best: 

Growers near larger cities seem to how they are produced in Florida Marinette County—tie for First; 

suffer most from the sale of imported and an expert demonstrates how to Comment by Joyce Hart, Route 1, 
bulbs which are being retailed through use the flowers. Crivitz, Wis. (12 years old). “Thank 
the large stores that buy in large 2:00 p.m. The Road to Reno is Strewn you for the bulbs. I learned how to 
qauntities. One grower told of Num- with Gladiolus—a short play. plant Glads, and that they have to 
ber Four bulbs being dumped on the 2:15 p.m. New findings on gladiolus be staked when the spikes get too 

market at ridiculously low prices. insect and disease control. By Dr. heavy. I learned a lot about flower 
Some thought that Japan’s re-entry James Torrie, Madison. arrangement and color combinations. 

into the market was unfair, but others 2:45 p.m. Minature gladiolus. Their Most of all, I learned how beautiful 
who no doubt had good local connec- value and how we grow them. By the Glads are; I hope to have some 

tions considered the competition from Glen Pierce, Villa Park, Il. all the time!” 

foreign countries to be slight. 3:30 p.m. Annual business meeting. Marinette County—tie for First; 

Belief was expressed that there is a Report: Plans for the Gladiolus Comment by wwe Olen Route © need to advertise American bulbs. Show at the Wisconsin State Fair, Peshtigo, Wis. “In the two summers I 

Skillful propaganda seems to have by Mr. Ted Osmudsen, Sturtevant, have been raising Glads, I have 
fostered the belief that anything Superintendent, Horticultural Build- learned to love and appreciate Oe 

foreign is of better quality than the ing. ae T have learned how to ee 

home product. Some growers have al- TTT @ bulbs;take care ofthe planta, ou 
ready ‘begun to ‘promote American Canadian varieties are now being how to store the bulbs in the fall. I 

bulbs by publishing slogans such as tested. There were 359 varieties tested know now how to choose a spike suit- 
“Buy American Bulbs—Best in the in 1951, but only 3 recommended for ble for exhibition. 7 is really worth- 

World” in their catalogues. More than introduction. This year only 100 vari- While to raise Glads. . 

50 million bulbs of foreign origin were eties will be tepted. cureen a ee wreduase 

sold in this country according to a wou Amour GLADE Mich. “I learned something I never 

government report. IOLUS knew before, I learned that flowers 
The group recommended that grow- The sound moving picture in color, jook very pretty in a We ctaiie garden. 

ers selling amateur gardners give ade- entitled, “The Glad Story,” is avail- 1 was very anxious to see what color 

quate instructions for planting and able for your chapter and Garden my Glads would be after learning 

disease control so that they might club meetings from the LeRoy Crooks those strange names. When they fit 
have success, and not to turn against Productions, 750—37th Avenue, North, any bloomed in September, I was 
gladiolus growing due to failure. St. Petersburg, Florida. afraid they would freeze. But luck 

The question was raised, “Are the The film was produced by Costal had it, and they all bloomed. I wish 

trial gardens helping to weed out Glad Farm of Fort Myers, Florida, to thank the Gladiolus Society fo 

inferior new originations?” There are and is distributed free of charge for permitting a youngster like me 0 
10 trial gardens in operation. Foreign the benefit of the industry. The pic- practice on such beautiful flowe’s. ! 

importations are screened at the Val- ture explains the entire glad industry hope they keep up the good work, 4 

leevue Test Gardens in Ohio. The orig- and also a noted floral designer dem- we need smiling Glads to brighten UP 

inal purpose of the garden was to test onstrating methods of using glads in the dark corners in our yards.” Be 
Holland and Antipodes introductions arrangements. It is a 16 mm. color port by Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield 

but due to demands American and motion picture with sound. Wisconsin,
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: e the annual gladiolus show in August, Gladiolus Insect Control assisted by Ed Howland, Albert 
Scholtz, Mark Splaine and Julius 

Discussion At Michigan Conference Birr. 
At the Annual Gladiolus Confer- MARATHON CHAPTER PLANS =e Lissslalhed ee cet 

ence at Michigan State College in AUCTION AND SHOW ty held at Fond du Lac last November February, entomologists reported de- The Marathon County Chapter, was presented by the new chapter velopments on the control of insect Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, at its president, Lloyd Prahl, pests and made the following rec- February meeting made plans for a Other committees appointed were: ommendations: bulb auction on April 17th, program, Dr. Juers; publicity, Mrs. Thrips: Use DDT, 10 per cent dust, Jay Brown was appointed chairman, Ed. Kramer; refreshments, Mrs. Mar- on the corms immediately after dry- assisted by Dr. R. H. Juers, Julius vin Baeseman; auditing, Mr. Ed. How- ing and cleaning, plus a regular ap- Birr, Edward Schaepe, and Archie land, Charles W. Porath, and Carl plication every three weeks during  Spatz. . Janke; nominating, Henry Fricken- the growing season. Three pounds Richard Jeske and Carl Janke were stein and Fred Vetter; sunshine com- of the 50 per cent or two pounds of appointed co-chairmen of the Picnic mittee to visit the sick, Mrs. Norma the 75 per cent wettable powder to and judging school to be held in Spatz, Schofield, Mrs. Elmer Sorges, 100 gallons is effective. Chlordane, August. and Miss Dorothy Prahl. used as a storage treatment in large Leslie Brown is to be chairman of —By Mrs. Ed. Kramer, Pub. Chairman storages, provides a fumigating ef- 
fect and reaches thrips that might 
not be hit by DDT. Gloves should be NOs G worn when planting if this material 
has been used. It can be used as a P THE SPURWAY METHOD GIVES NH« 5 or 7 per cent dust; in the field it can K 

5 be used as a dust or as a spray. If 
NOs used as a spray, mix three pounds of pH YOU MUCH MORE—FOR LESS— COs wettable powder to 100 gallons of Fe r 

water, M 
SO« 

Tarnish plant bug: Use DDT or 5 
a Chlordane. Na re 

Bulb mites and mealy bugs: Treat Ai nee Mn the bulbs when they come out of stor- oe : 
age, using a dip at the rate of one 4 “i Pound to 100 gallons of 15 per cent ES 
wettable powder of Parathion. 

Cutworms or grubs: Use Chlordane 
& at the rate of 5 pounds per acre. Do o SOIL TESTING not use Chlordane on soil on which SiH, eC. 

vegetables are to be planted. 1s ACCURATE — AND 
Wireworms: Apply Chlordane at the Is Designed for the Use of Non-Chemists tate of five pounds per acre. 

eee Aphis: Use Parathion. THE COMPLETE SIMPLEX SOIL TEST OUTFIT _ : 
is practical for use in any locality—requires_ no waiting—allows for New Insecticides frequent testing. Sealing: all the solutions aod apparatus necessary " 

he im) cl ical in- a new insecticides mentioned as cluding trace elements plus *tasue tests for "Nitrates, Phosphores and owing promise in the control of Potassium. sseeesentonsesnenenecennsntannncersennennsssnnuerteeeeeeeesnuniesseeeeeseessseeetseeceeeeee GB ae were Aldrin and No 711. Aldrin THE JUNIOR SIMPLEX SOIL TEST OUTFIT ' 
used at the rate of two ounces per contains all the materials and solutions necessary to make 100'to 300 hundred gallons of water; No. 711, tests for each of 6 soil chemicals plus tissue tests. for Nitrates, Phos- at one ounce per hundred gallons. phorus and Potassium. srsstsssnnnneeecenecnsntnnnanntecenssenteennnareeeensseesstannnnneseeensesf BB Neither material is availible on the THE FARM SIMPLEX SOIL TEST OUTFIT market in the north as yet. Growers designed for the smaller grower, it contains 100 tests for 5 elements Were warned that when they are avail- plus tissue tests for Nitrates, Phosphorus and Potassium. cascuncee Gl! able, both should be handled with rub- All Simplex Soil Testing Outfits Shipped by Railway Express, F.O.B. ber gloves, Norwalk, Ohio. : 

Write for Descriptive Literature. Prices Subject to Change. 
“Did you see the stork that brought Days THE EDWARDS LABORATORY 
“Only the pill, son,”—Menomonec P. O. BOX 318 NORWALK, OHIO 

Falls News, —————
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Blueberries In Wisconsin 
Commercial Production Held Possible In Northern Wisconsin 

In Wisconsin wild blueberries have Leese «land that has little commercial value 

been known as a source of fruit. And A Seat this time. 
é i2 

up to the present time we have thought ’ Ry “He has selected 100 wild blueberry 
of the berries growing only on rather plants of good size and color, and 
low, flat bushes of 12 or 18 inches in next spring the plants will be dug 

height. However, while hunting 2 FE up, moved and transplanted under 
years ago, Allan Troemmer of Friend- : commercial conditions. 
ship noticed bushes resembling blue- mA 

berries, but which grew much taller dies 5 “Mr. Goldsworthy says that’ blue- 

and somewhat more vigorously. Later Pees. ' berries require an acid soil and a 
examination revealed the berries to be s Sees 4 high water table, both of these condi- 
much like our native low blueberry. ~ .,.., tions being found in some sections 

peer ee of northern Wisconsin, especially in 

‘The tall growing blueberry bushes "~~" the marshlands. He does not believe 
are growing with native lowbush blue- ane. 

berries in the sandy soils of central Allen T : Friend: ship, with. (Continued on Page 161) 

Wisconsin. This area is subject to Native Hi-Bush Blueberry Plant 
harsh weather conditions and cold 

winters where a minimum of 52 below 
sero has been reached. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURES UPON GROWTH AND 

FLOWER DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICAN VIOLETS 
Highbush blueberry clumps were 

found growing in a wet peat swamp in From Experiments at the Ohio Experiment Station, Reported in the 

a mixed stand of*Jack pine, birch and African Violet Magazine. 
larch. The peat is quite coarse and An experiment was designed to determine the response of African Violet 

raw, and is very acid, soil reaction plants when grown at temperatures higher than those usually used in com- 
being pH 4.0. Available phosphorus mercial production. In this experiment three boxes enclosed with a clear 

was only 30 - 40 Ibs. per acre and plastic cloth were used. Two were equipped with automatic heating cables 
potassium 140 to 280 Ibs. Sphagnum and ventilating devices to maintain constant temperatures within. One of 

moss makes a thick blanket on the these boxes was maintained at 80°F and the other at 70°F. The third box was 
swamp floor. Native lowbush blue- under the usual greenhouse temperature conditions. (60°F night temperature.) 
berry and huckleberry were also do- The varieties grown in each treatment were: Mentor Boy, White Lady, Pink 

ing very well here. No winter in- Girl, Amethyst Amazon and Redhead Girl. 
jury was found on these plants and 
little or no injury or freezing back Temperature Experiment 
has been observed on the highbush Flower Eroduction 
clumps which reach a height of 5 or Average Flowers Per Plant to dune 1, 1951 
6 feet. It is hoped that further ob- 3 FS 4 

servation will tell us more about the VARIETIES 60°F TOR" sorr 

tall growing type, and how it may Mentor Boy 18.0 34.4 39.4 
resemble bushes growing in Michigan. 

Commercial Culture of Blueberries at White Lady 11 13.1 308 
Three Lakes Pink Girl 11.3 24.3 29.4 

In the Three Lakes News, for De- Amethyst Amazon 29 58 108 

cember 13, we find several articles on 

an article entitled, “Blueberry is Pos- Redhead Girl 12.1 16.8 228 

sible Crop. Vernon Goldsworthy, From the experiment it would appear that the best growth, earliest 

Three Lakes Cranberry grower well flowering, and greatest flowering occurred at 80°F. However, the plants at 
known to Wisconsin horticulturists as — g9°F produced flat, lighter colored leaves when compared to the other plunts, 

the former manager of the Fruit and although measurements were not taken, it was quite apparent that the 
Growers Co-op and prominent in cran- flower size was reduced at this temperature. It is felt that if this experiment 

berry circles at Wisconsin Rapids, had continued longer the data given in table 4 might have been different. In 

and a group of other growers have nearly every case the plants at 70°F were superior to the plants in the check 

undertaken an experiment that seeks plot (60°F night). 

to develop the lowbush berry into a This experiment seems to indicate that the best temperature for growins 
commercial product. He believes that Saintpaulias is about 70°F. It is interesting to note that this is about th? 

the blueberry can be grown in the temperature at which automatically heated houses are usually maintained 

northern half of Wisconsin, utilizing during the winter months.



2 The Home Gardeners List of 

Best Vegetable Varieties 
Recommendation For Wisconsin Gardens 

By the Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 
VEGETABLE VARIETIES FOR Wonder, Pennwonder, Early Pimento, OUR HOME GARDENS 7s eee Early California, Wonder (Calwonder, Department of Horticulture, U.W. : Oakview Wonder), Golden California One of the first requirements for q = : | Wonder. 

successful home vegetable production he 2 POTATOES: (early) Red Warba, is the careful choice of varieties. The Irish Cobbler. (medium late) Chip- following list is suggestive only and is pewa. (late) Katahdin, Russet Rural, confined to varieties known to be Russet Burbank, Sebago (white or adapted to Wisconsin conditions. russet). 
Other varieties may be substituted § PUMPKIN: (summer “squash”) where local experience indicates satis- Yankee Hybrid, Early Prolific factory performance. Certain under- Straightneck, Caserta, Dark Green lined varieties are suggested, especially Zucchini. (fall “squash”) Green Table for the northern portion of the state, : , Queen, Uconn. (pie) Small Sugar, a - etn oe mete cee ; ‘ Winter Luxury. 

eae en, ee ee eB G RADISH: Cavalier, Lone Star, line from St. Croix Falls to Marsh- (saeco Cherry Belle, Early Scarlet Globe, field to Marinette. These earlier var- White Icicle jeties can be used in the southcrn Self-Blanching, Cornell 19, Summer “ 
portion of the state, but may not Pascal for green. RHUBARB: McDonald, Canada always give results equal to later CHARD: Large White Ribbed, Red, Valentine. 
varieties which produce satisfactorily Fordhook Giant, Rhubarb. RUTABAGA: Laurentian, American farther south. CHINESE CABBAGE: Chihli, Purple Top. 
ASPARAGUS: Mary Washington. Michihli. SALSIFY: Sandwich Island. 
BEANS: (bush, green) Tendergreen, | CUCUMBER: (slicing and dill) | SPINACH: Long Standing Blooms- Contender, Toperop, Rival, Ranger, Straight 8, Cubit, Marketer, Niagara dale, King of Denmark, Nobel, New Idaho Refugee. (bush, wax) Brittle or (mosiac resistant). (pickling) Na- Zealand “spinach” for summer use. Round Pod Kidney Wax, Pencil Pod tional Pickling, Chicago Pickling, SQUASH: Buttercup, Green Gold, Black Wax, Cherokee. (pole, green) Double Yield, Yorkstate Pickling Sweetmeat, Golden Delicious, Golden Kentucky Wonder. (pole, wax) Golden (mosaic resistant). Hubbard, Green Hubbard, Butternut Cluster Wax. (bush, Lima) Hender- EGGPLANT: Black Beauty. cushaw. 

Fedbeot 2h Reanh Wie) te EALE: Dvact Green Sean, SWHIET CORN: (sry) trove lite, Great Northern. — White Vienna, Purple Golden Rocket, North Star, Marcross, BEETS: Early Wonder, Perfected LETTUCE: (leaf) Black Seedeq OU! Choice, Earligold. (second early) Detroit, Detroit Dark Red. Simpson, Grand Rapids, Oakleaf, 2™Proved Carmelcross, Gold Rush, BROCCOLI: De Cicco, Green Salad Bowl. (butter-head) Bibb, Wisconsin Golden 800, Lincoln. (main Sprouting. White Boston. (crisp-head) Great crop) Wisconsin Golden 804, Golden CABBAGE: (varieties resistant to Lakes. Cross Bantam Iochlef. Yellows) Racine Market, Resistant MUSKMELONS: Delicious, Milwau. _ TOMATOES: (very early) Early Go'den Acre, Resistant Detroit, Jersey kee Market, Honey Rock, Pride of Scarlet, Bounty, Sioux, Valiant. Quen, Marion Market, Globe, Wis- Wisconsin, Craig, Iroquois, Schoon’s (early) Stokesdale. (second early) corsin All Seasons, Wisconsin Ball- Hard Shell. Tongred, Wisconsin 55. (late) Rutgers. heal, Red Hollander. (varieties not ONIONS: (sets) White or Yellow, (Yellow) Jubilee. resistant to yellows) Golden Acre, (seed) Early Yellow Globe, Asgrow TURNIPS: Purple Top White Jersey Wakefield, Copenhagen Mar- Y 40, Asgrow Y 41, Autumn Spice, Globe, Golden Ball, Shogoin or Seven ket, All Seasons, Danish Ballheaa, Autumn Glory, Brigham Yellow Globe. Top for greens. jemmoth Rock Red. All varieties (transplants) Sweet Spanish, Bermuda "Ripe 
sted in order of earliness. for late summer and early fall use UEBERRIES 
CARROTS: (half long) Nantes or only. (Continued from Page 160) Cor-less or Touchon, Red Cored Chan- PARSLEY: Moss Curled. that the highbush blueberry is,hardy tena y, (long) Imperator, Morse’s PARSNIP. Hollow Crown. enough for Wisconsin conditions, nor Bunching, Imperida. PEAS: (dwarf) American Wonder, does it have the delightful taste of CAULIFLOWER: Early Snowball, Freezonian, Pride, Teton, Little the lowbush variety. He has conclud- Snowdrift, Early Purple, Super Snow- Marvel, Laxton’s Progress, Greater ed that wild blueberries do not bear ban, Progress, Wando. (tall) Alderman. heavily because of frost, insects and CELERY: Golden Plume, Golden PEPPERS: (mild) Merrimack fire.”
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‘'FLOWER ARRANGEMENT IOLA GARDEN CLUB PROGRAM 

f SCHOOLS The Iola Garden Club will conduct 
ve @ bird study during spring months; 

Invite) Everyone): Interested Se 3 in March, a study of conservation; 
. In Flowers To Attend in April, a study of annuals; and in 

; The Dorothy Biddle Flower Ar- sf >/ May, vegetable gardening. 

rangement Schools will be held as Ne ; MDZ ] pf On May 22, we will have the Re- 

follows: Sa) 5 * sC7 . gional Meeting and the Dorothy Bid- 

19, Monday, Milwaukee, Y.W. -— te dle Flower Arrangement School in 

fe by the Milwaukee Re- “Zhe winds of March, cleaving auny the débeir  Qur Savior's Lutheran Church, 
gion, Garden Club of Wisconsin. before April can. appear.” — Cole In June, we will have a Flower Ar- 
May 20, Tuesday, Sheboygan, Epis- rangement Workshop, and on June 

copal Guild Hall, corner of North 7th © WAUWATOSA GARDEN CLUB wn our raed Flower ao andl win 
Street Ontari sponso’ ere a study in ening; 
by cane Ca, ved At the February meeting of the in August, a picnic; in September, a 

21, W Ath Hotel Wauwatosa Garden Club Mr. Warner study on birds and a lecture on vege- 
May 21, a yy Wins ” Bartram, a man of many years ex- tables and berries; and, in October, 

Oshkosh. Sponso Innebago- perience with the Milwaukee County winter feeding of birds and table dec- 
land Region. Park Commission, lectured while rations for the holidays. When 
May 22, Thursday, Iola, Lutheran showing beautiful colored movies of weather permits, our meetings are 

Church, sponsored by the Central gnimals and birds of our own Mil- : 
Region. waukee zoo in Washington Park nee won ace mena ic sear ur y A 

Lancheon arrangements will be It was interesting to see how the Y —_————— 
made for each meeting. Further de- 1,2; animals, like man, have per- SHEBOYGAN GARDEN CLUB 
tails in our next jssue. sonality, and, how exacting nature CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY 

: ea is in painting both sides of birds alike. The Sheboygan Garden Club cele- 
REGIONAL MEETINGS As to the variety of color, she prac- brated its 20th Anniversary in Febru- 

Milwaukee Regional Meeting tically exhausts her palette on the ary with an anniversary banquet. 

1 On April .15. South American birds. What bird The club history, read by Francis 

The annual meeting and election could be more beautiful than the Schmidtmeyer indicated many 

of officers of the Milwaukee Region, Prize blue parrot? achievements over the years, includ- 

Garden Club of Wisconsin, will be Mr. Bartram also told of the loca- ing development of wayside projects 
held at the home of Mrs. A. H. Knorr, tion and plans for the Milwaukee zoo and park improvements. Many tours 

Eastwood Lane, Brookfield, in Wau- of the future. have been arranged. Wildlife stamps 
kesha County, (Turn N off North Ave. Six thousand miles of travel were Were Placed in the schools; exhibits 
on Hollyhock Lane—i33rd St.) on covered by the Wauwatosa Garden W¢re made at state flower shows, and 

Tues. April 15. The meeting will begin Club at their meeting in January interesting programs were arranged 
at’10 a.m. with a pot luck luncheon. when they saw the South and West for regular meetings. Greetings were 

There will be an excellent program as shown with colored pictures taken Sent to the club by a number of gar 
and much to see. by the Anthony Wuchterls. den clubs in the Sheboygan region. 

~~ It was the smaller towns and out 
The North Central Region will hold o¢ the way paths that attracted the 

its annual meeting briefly during the party resulting in many unusual o:.8 

Flower Arrangement School in Iola shots, some actually framed in them- " 
on May 22. selves. STARTED BULBS 
ee From Taos, New Mexico the party 

GARDEN TOURS traveled to the Painted Desert—the ore. Chavlcier sea ant 
Is your garden club planning a narrow strip of brightly colored shale 3 bulon NOT. SEEDLINGS 

tour this summer. If you desire help of red, yellow, chocolate and white. ie ne arent 

,in selecting interesting places to vis- The Petrified Forest, in the desert $1 98 in ie sroving condition. Six 

it, write the Wis. State Horticultural area, is a type of pine the cells of Tostpaip. while, red edged white, vclei 
Society for suggestions. which having been filled with impur- edged white. 

The Society would also like to re- ities giving the petrified wood the | FREE |llvstrated Sood ond 
ceive lists of gardens, parks, and in- various colors. — JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO. — 

teresting places open for visiting. —By Martha G. Koch. 182 So. ith St. La Crosse, Wis. 
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THE BLUE SKY GARDEN NATIONAL AFRICAN VIOLET AFRICAN VIOLETS CLUB—COLBY SHOW AND CONVENTION New introductions such as Oros The Blue Sky Garden Club of Colby is Hotel Sherman, Chicago, April 24-26 Dubonette, Azure Beauty, Sailor's planning a “Bird-house Building Con- The African Violet Society of Amer- Delight, Sea Foam Girl, White Boy test” for the school children in the ica announces its 1952 annual con- . Colby area. The houses will be dis- vention, to be held in the Hotel Sher- Hybrid, Gorgeous Blue Wonder, Fa played at the March meeting and man, Chicago, April 24, 25 and 26. tasy, Double Orchid Girl, Snow Girl, will be judged. The club will give 
Rainbow Geneva, Lady Grace, Dou- awards to the winners. We are plan- In connection, a National African ble Orchid Sunset, and others. Prefer ning a summer flower show in June, Violet Show will be held, which is selling from the greenhouse unless and a “strolling” flower show for one of the outstanding flower shows Permitted to ship several at one time August or September. We feel that of the nation from the standpoint of MRS. O. F. ISENBERG. our club is getting more popular in the attendance. by e _ , community, and at present have 17 The show is open to the public, 488—Srd St. Baraboo, Wis. members, all active—By Margaret W. More details in our next issue. 

Puhimann, Secretary. 
——_________ 

- ——_____ 
; log fee THE 1952 CHICAGO FLOWER SHOW i WOT AAA 71a ZINNIA GROWING CONTEST CONGRESS HOTEL CHICAGO a ee ANNOUNCED March 14-18, 1952 Bp prescient oy Plans are being discussed by the The rooms of the Congress Hotel in l ‘Oar new PREE catlog foc‘eide vases Garden Club Advisory Board of the Chicago, will be filled with flowers cat can, Garden Club of Wisconsin and State and gardens from March 14 through ee ee Oe 
eT Horticultural Society for a state zinnia 18. oar oie the Pn mn = contest to be carried on by clubs in- Of Illinois, San oa t a terested in growing flowers, flower growers will exhibit their nD y ) choicest blooms. Flower arrange- Have you heard that a “Zinnia So- ments will fill the rooms on the sec- ciety of America” has been organized? ond floor. “Easter Along the Avenue,” L A | D S C yay og I N C7 When an organization is devoted 4 group of interpretive compositions with this es to its culture and breeding, it indicates in shadow boxes will be a feature. simple Oge the improvement which has been There will be bouquets on chests, =\ P f made in this flower. tables and mantels. Ne 3 g . Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, secretary of the The objective of the Chicago im 8 We, Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, Flower Show is to demonstrate the Ser fy Plans to show affiliated garden clubs correct use of flowers, shrubs and Li (4 which he took at the Vaughan and_ trees in the garden and the effective- th Ge Wy) Ball Seed Co.'s trial gardens near Chi- ness of flowers in home decoration, RY sears et) ww se 2 = (aoa a 

cago. Some of the varieties are al- The show will open Friday, March ee most as beautiful as dahlia flowers, 14 at 2:00 P.M. to 10:30 PM. and on save MONEY—beautity your Ss] Special , ds offered at ther days 10:30 AM to 10:30 PM. crated ican professionally 
pecial premium awards offere: al 

planned landscaping! Written garden club flower shows andsalso at Tickets at the door will be $1.25. a Tacocneornas authority, “YOU ‘DSCAPE YOUR OWN HOME” 
ee show vie eset eae rs Supplies all the “know-how” you need, Non- 
convention 0: e Garden Club o: 

technical, easy to read ; over 100 illustrations. 
Wisconsin would make the project That old wager—dollars to dough- Shows how even a small city lot can be made 
very interesting. nuts—is now just about an even into a neighborhood show place. Used by bet.—The Viola News, nurserymen in 36 states. Thousands of home owners have found this book worth many 

——— 
times its nominal cost of $1. postpaid. } 

A jury is a group of twelve men AFRICAN VIOLET SHOW and women chosen to decide who is MINNETONKA PUBLISHING co. MILWAUKEE, APRIL 18, 1952 the best lawyer—Ripon Press, 820 Watertown Rd., Long Lake, Minn, tere Lake, Minn. The Milwaukee County African 
Violet Society will hold its first show 
on Friday, April 18, 1952, in the Wis- § A | Ei TR E E § consin Room of the Atheneum at 813 

R East Kilbourne Avenue in Milwau- COMPLETE SERVICE FO) kee, from 2:00 P.M, to 9:00 P.M. TREES 
Entries are open to all. Tickets are L A WwW N Ss %c tax incl. Entries will be received : GARDENS tom 9:00 AM. to 11:00 AM Mrs _ WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE qistd Harland, Pewaukee, Wiscon- |. - 99g N. Holton ‘Street Milwaukee ‘in, is show chairman, . 

|
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Annuals For Summer Beauty 
Try the All-American Varieties For 1952 

In Your Garden 
1952 All-America Flowers of cutting material, always in de- -—Burpees Tetra Giant. Calendula— 

Four new flowers, 1952 All-America mand. Giant. Morning Glory—Heavenly Blue, 

Selections, are led by Fiesta cosmos, A New Annual Phlox Portulaca (moss roses) to beautify ihe 

the silver medal winner. Honorable From Japan we have an entirely vegetable garden. Sunflowers and 

mentions go to Ballerina petunia, unique shape of annual phlox plant. Bachelor Buttons, a treat for the little 

Persian Carpet zinnia and Globe Globe mixed phlox refers to the globe feather friends that visit my garden, 

Mixed phlox. All are popular annuals, ©T dome-shaped plants. They are cov- see 
easil ‘own from seeds. ered with regular sized flowers al- 

Fiesta is an early Klondyke cosmos though the plants are only about six HOW!TO/ GROW EETUNIA ELANTS 
in the festival colors of its native inches high and somewhat broaaer. Petunia seeds are fine; so use care 

Mexico, the royal colors of Spain. This The foliage is practically covered with to avoid sowing too closely. For this 
is the first cosmos in which scarlet their mounds of bloom, colorful for Peration, you will probably find one 
appears, with wide stripings of scar- low bedding, ground covers, rock and of the new vibra-seeders to be helpful. 

let and gold lengthwise in each petal. wall gardens, pots, boxes and edging. Close seeding results not only in a 

Fiesta is the earliest cosmos to bloom, Dominant colors are phlox red ana waste of seeds, but more damping-off 

the easiest of flowers to grow in any White, with some pink and salmon 8 well. Although the seeds like a 
sunny location and is a trouble-free Shades present. relatively cool growing temperature, 
garden subject for cut-flowers or Seeds should be obtainable through Yu will probably obtain better germi- 
border display. any reliable seedsmen as long as they ation at 60 or 65 degrees. Be sure to 

The bushy plants reach about thirty last this first season of distribution. Temove them from the heat as soon 

inches height, their lacy and airy W. Ray Hastings, as they come through, however. 
foliage a foil for many wiry-stemmed Executive Secretary A word about sterilizing seed flats 
flowers over weeks of blooming. ALL-AMERICA SELECTIONS. and soil is always in order, but it is 
Ballerina petunia delights us with TOT, particularly important with petunia 

glowing salmon-pink blooms from TRY ANNUALS THIS YEAR seeds, which are prone to damp off. 
early spring until late fall. Belong- By Mrs. Marion Leer, If possible, sterilize the soil right in 
ing to the dwarf giant fringed class, Tola Garden Club the flats so that it does not have to 

the large flowers are daintily laced The seed catalogs have been ar- be handled after treating. Sowing on 

and ruffled for beautiful cut-flower riving in great numbers, and it is time shredded sphagnum moss is_ the 

arrangements as well as for a con- to select seeds and plants for the  writer’s preferred method of handling 

tinuous garden show: Its hybrid coming year. these seeds. A half-inch layer on top 

vigor provides uniformity in strong, While glancing through pages of of the seed soil will do the trick. Just 

compact growth and steady produc- beautifully illustrated flowers and _ sow the seeds in this material and do 

tion of lovely big flowers. Ballerina vegetables, the temptation comes to not cover. Keep the moss uniformly 

is well adapted to bedding, informal order more than one can take care of. moist, and you will have little trouble 

edging, pots and window or porch For my garden I like plenty of an- of securing a good percentage of 

boxes. nuals. While the perennial borders germination. 
New Zinnia furnish a profusion of bloom in spring As for varieties, all of the following 

Persian Carpet is a most descrip- and early summer, annuals are the have shown up well: Victorious strain 

tive name for the oriental colorings standbys in late summer and fall and World Beauty, Silver Blue, Ilumina- 

in a new strain of Mexican hybrid for our fall shows. tion, Amaranth Red, Nocturne Gaiety 

zinnias. The plants grow a foot or Following is a list which will give and Orchid Beauty; Pan-American 

more tall, with rather small flowers me, plenty of cut flowers, also new strain all-doubles-Sonata, Caprice, 

in comparison with the giant zinnias, varieties for interest. Minuet and Allegro, and Canadian 

but the two-inch flowers are fully Good Varieties strain—Canadian Queen. 

double, borne in profusion over a long Cosmog—Sensation, Early Giants 

season and each plant seems to pro- which include Radiance, a lovely rose Of the dwarf giants, all of the 
duce flowers of magically different and Purity for white. Marigold—Glit- following are good: Gaiety, Lace Veil, 

coloring. ters, Goldilocks and Rusty Red, Setting Sun, Sensation, dark and light 
Colors cherished by the Latins and Asters—Burpeana and Princess. Zin- tones of the Ramona strain, Frined 

oranges, purples, golds, rich browns nia—Burpee Hybrid, Persian Carpet Snowstorm, Bolero, Carmencita and 

‘and hennas woven into the treasured and the baby Zinnias. Cleome—Pink Dwarf Ruffled Martha Washington. 
rugs of Persia seem to come to life Queen and Helen Campbell for white. —From the Florist’s Revi2w. 

in this new strain of zinna. Small Snap Dragon—Vaughn’s Giant Rust 

enough for porch and patio boxes, its Resistant and Burpee Double Hybrids. . 

even bushy habit and more attractive Sweet Peas—Cuthbertson. Pansies— I wonder if our ancestors worried 
foliage than larger types, adapts it to Swiss Giants. Petunias — Giant 8 much about us as we worry about 

beds and borders. It provides a wealth Fringed, all double and singles. Phlox posterity—The Eagle Quill.
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A Study of Amateur Preference 

Which Is The Best Arran, wement 
“A Penny For Your Thoughts” Was Asked of Home Gardeners 

By Elizabeth Stewart, West Allis 

“What good are flower shows?” This 

was the provocative question recently 

raised by a garden editor. More edu- 

cational exhibits and “take home 
ideas” were among his suggestions 

for the betterment of flower shows. 

Just such a “thought provoking” ex- 

hibit was displayed at the 1951 Phila- 

delphia Flower Show. The same type 

and amount of plant material was ar- 

ranged in two identical containers to 
represent good and poor design. The 

exhibits were labeled accordingly and 

no other comments or criticisms were 

given. 
Many of us have had the experience 

of pausing awhile to study an exhibit. 

At such times we most likely over- 

heard many varied opinions of 

passersby as to its relative merits or 

faults. The comments may have been 

very flattering or downright insult- 

ing, by the way, if the exhibit hap- x 

pened to be one’s own! Nevertheless, ; sa Pee ete 

the conversation usually proved to be one aap A el 
most interesting and enlightening. pV bag = ey IY a 

A Test A Bee eat reste Hien Se 
We were not able to hear the com- _ Bree uit eects 

ments of the visitors at the Phila- Which arrangement do you prefer? This demonstration proved so popular 
delphia Show as they passed by the pt the 1951 Philadelphia Flower Show it is planned to repeat it yearly as a 
“good” and “poor” flower arrange- regular feature. It is labled “The Right and Wrong Way to Use Flowers and 
ment class. However, as an experi- piant Material”. The pictures were published in the bulletin of The Garden 
ment we did bring this exhibit (by Club of America. 

way of photograph) to various people 

forcomment: Our: selected. “visitors No. 3, aged 12: “No. 2 is better. No. thing to think about? Indeed it has! 

were flower lovers and gardeners, a 1 is too scattered.” All of the seven persons who were in- 
though none of them had ever studied . = 
flower arrangement. So that we No. 4: “I would prefer No. 1 if it terviewed agreed that the “poor” ar- 
would obtain an absolutely unbiased had more material through the center. rangement had definite weaknesses. 

opinion we covered the “poor” and No. 2 is too packed.” Yet, in spite of these deficiencies, the 

“good” placards and labeled them No. No. 5: “No. 2 has more body. No. 1 patural uncrowded and informal ef- 
1 and No. 2 respectively. is top-heavy, although it does have ‘ect of this arrangement seemed com- 

Now, let us pretend that we are the naturalness of a tree. But a tree mendable to five out of seven. Three 

standing beside the “poor” and “good” does not have a pot at the bottom.” abd of the seven objected to the 
exhibit, doing a bit of eavesdropping No. 6: “No. 1 is more natural and “bunching” of flowers in the center 
as our “visitors” pass by. less crowded. It’s probably wrong be- °f the “good” arrangement. 

Comments by Amateurs cause the stems show. I suppose No. 2 Such an exhibit is, without a doubt, 

Visitor No. 1: “No. 1 is not quite is better because the stems do not thought provoking. Yet, we think it’s 

80 crowded. The flowers in No. 2 are show, but I do not like the light educational value could have been in- 

bunched in the center. I do not like flowers bunched in the center. It creased had comments been given 

the emptiness through the center of gives a ‘bulls-eye’ effect.” about each arrangement. Then we 

No. 1. It looks like two strata. The No. 7: “I like No. 2. It does not would not have anyone leaving the 

leaves in No. 1 are too heavy for the have so many stems showing. No. 2 show with possible wrgng impressions 

flowers.” looks much neater.” such as “this is wrong because the 

No. 2: “No. 2 is a better arrange- Like Uncrowded, Informal Effect stems show.” Or, that flowers should 

ment, although No. 1 is more natural.” Has our experiment given us some-_ be “bunched” in the center for a “Cor-
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rect” design. Neither would we have . 

liked our visitors to think that there We Live and Learn About 
was only one way in which the plant 
material could have been satisfac- e 

factorily arranged. Growing Roses 
Speaking of the word “correct” 

brings another thought to mind. The 

Pennslyvania Show Committee placed By, Allted, Boerser,: Milwaukee 
pera eo ue and oa on te Mound Soil In Mid-October 
“correct” on sinpovreck® ciene on Now that the horse has been stolen, 

eng” An answer to ai arnhnagtie I.have locked the barn; the roses are 

s- r* covered for the winter. From now 
problem is either right or wrong. But, ‘ on, I intend to begin my covering in 

can we say that the'design of flower aay . mid-October by mounding soil around 
arrangement is either right or wrong? < the Hybrid ‘Teas and Floribundas. If 

We cannot. Design cannot be resolved ay they want to go on growing aud 

into i@ demonstrable: right: or. ‘wrong: sy plooming, let them! But, if a ‘killing 
While it is true that the unity of a frost (below 14° F.) does come along 

design may’ be :weak or-excellent, the we will have at least some protection 
design most probably will possess for the bottom of the plants. 

both good and poor qualities to a " 
greater or lesser degree. Who is to According * md oe ae 

say an informal or formal design is SE aT Ti io nat ‘i . 

Fight or wrong for our gardens?” Our aged all oak ome reel a 
experiment brought out the fact that 
five out of the seven persons we in- Me have met the test most successful- 

terviewed expressed an appreciation y- 
for informal design in comparison to No one will know exactly how much 

formal, styled pattern. Back in my old home town of Cedar- of each on was — ‘ until 

burg, there was a saying, “Never let next spri comes ’round. But, na- 
or'Your: Hiower:Shew: the rams bee sting you twice.” This turally, we hope for the best. Roses 

Garden clubs seeking new educa- came to mind after the terrific dam- Which were set with the union below 
tional exhibit ideas might consider a 45. our roses suffered the first week gTound will likely do better than 
class for poor and good informal ar- in November when the temperature those that have them flush with or 

rangements with identical containers dropped to three above zero. This was above the general “soil level.—From 

and plant material. A separate class, repetition of a similar cold wave Rose Tips, December, 1951. Milwaukee 
for formal arrangements could be we experienced in 1929, when the Rose Society. 

carried out in the same manner. In temperature on Armistice Day was ee eee rere 

order to avoid possible embarrass- below zero. 
ment we would advise that these proj- GARDEN CLUB DIRECTORY 
ects be undertaken only by those Early Covering NAMES NOT INCLUDED IN OUR 

clubs having experienced flower ar- It has always been our belief that FEBRUARY ISSUE 

rangers who would be capable of exe- the fall covering is best done after Brookfield Garden Club 

cuting a really “good” arrangement. the plants have gone into a dormant . 
Try This state. We have not changed our ideas Presa: Mea te E: — Box 165, 

Hox alk clube, copandtaad we about this, but in October, 1951, we Route 8, Wauwatosa. 
or all clubs, regardless of exper- 1 ag excessively wet and warm weath- Sec.: Mrs. Fred Mueller, Route 4, 

ienced or inexperienced personnel ér and the entire rose garden was Box 389, Waukesha. 

rere is anothe r t ducational eee growing and blooming as if it were Treas.: Miss Adela H. Harlos, Route 8, 

of i etieel vcontainern ef nocd doa er, June. When the cold hit, we picked Box 165, Wauwatosa. 

a very interesting class cna a fata a large bouquet of lovely roses to save Fort Atkinson Garden Club 

them from freezing. Within two days, Pres.: Mr. Ray Breitweisser, 308 Ed- 
sean Gnas Sa, AeA ake wa the canes were black. I am afraid wards St. 

tainer. Perhaps identical ex cake some of the Hybrid Teas perished in Vice Pres.: Mr. Herbert Wisch, R.R. 
. , Ll id-November. I sent two of: my seed 

baking containers might be used. Or, ie ~ 7 dded . o “ ifn Ce ~ 2, Jefferson. 

flat rectangular or circular pieces of ie Ale oe - ore ‘i my  Sec.: Albert Witte, 337 Roberts St. 

wood of the same size could serve as uncle, rt mer, a rosarian of Treas.: Mrs. Herbert Wisch, R. R. 2, 

bases for any number of dried ar- Fort Lauderdale, Florida. In his last Jefferson. 
rangements. letter he wrote, he stated that two Manitowoc Men’s Garden Club 
Undoubtedly the schedule commit- Plants were not budding out and were —_pres.: Mr. Otto Schmidt, 850 N. 5th St. 

tee of your next show will come up ®@Pparently dead. I am waiting anxi- ice Pres: Dr. H. Vollendorf, 811 
with many more interesting exhibits ously further news, since this would York Ave. 
which will offer the community some serve as an index to our own garden Sec.-Treas.: Mr. Jess L. Hamilton, 
take home ideas. damage. 530 S. 31st St.
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Proper Pruning Is 
Most Important In the 

Maintenance Of Woody Pl ly Plants 
By G. Wm. Longenecker, Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 

Often the trees, shrubs and ever- ’ for some time. Fairly extensive re- 
greens used in a landscape planting ) ’ newal pruning however can be done 
becomes overgrown and useless be- (\\ | Y®» , if the field of operations is kept 
cause of neglect. \ \ ANU | Vd % within the area of the green foliage. 
Proper cultivating, fertilizing and WW a \ iN \ \ ! Bee! (\ - Cutting at the ends of twigs will stim- 

pruning can do much to make an wh iN 4 > ulate new side growth on the branches 

initial landscape investment a thing INN \\ MMV Ld cut giving a thicker foliage effect. 
of lasting service and beauty. XX) \\ N\ \} y 

Ch NW \} y} = Wide spreading evergreens such as 
Proper Pruning Important Ni \ \ Nf f the Pfitzers and Savins Junipers can 

Most people know how to water NY \ \, iy Vy . os be kept in bounds if some pruning is 

and cultivate shrubs and trees. The Ny \ WG, done every year or so. If carefully 

use of fertilizer is no longer the com- NY ie i > selected, long branches can sometimes 

plete mystery it once was. Proper Se (¢ gy)! So be removed at the base of the plant. 

pruning, however, continues to be a Ws ras If these branches are beneath other, 

problem. It must be so, otherwise, we = oe but shorter ones, the upper branches 

wouldn’t see the overgrown, poorly will usually droop down to cover the 

pruned landscape plantings in so the ends of branches without worrying scar made in removing the long 

many yards. Going right to the root about the formation on new buds and branch and will fill in the spot so that 
of the trouble and removing a branch new growth, as they form buds and it will not be noticed. 

right down at the base or near the new growth from so many places so The Mugho Pine is in need of fre- 
roots of the plant rather than just easily that existing buds can be dis- quent pruning if it is to be kept in 

lopping off the end of an offending regarded. The best time to prune 44, compact form. The pruning is best 

branch would do much to keep these evergreens is when the new done when the new candle-like shoots 
shrubs young and useful. foliage is soft. Pruning back the soft are fully grown but soft. This new 

Many people seem to think that growth and the ends of the branches | 4¥in should be shortened | about 
evergreens are among the “untouch- of the yews will tend to thicken the two thirds of the way back to the old 

ables” and should not be pruned. Jap- foliage growth and prevent the plant 
growth with a sharp pruning shears 

anese Yews are among the most ex- from becoming too tall or too wide or knife. 

pensive of evergreens used for founda- depending on how the cutting is done. 
tion plantings. They usually come How To Prune Tall Evergreens Firs and Spruces 
from the nursery as well shaped The foliage of tall growing ever- Firs and Spruces as a rule need 

plants but if left to grow as they will greens such as the American Ar- Ve€TY little pruning, but if trees tend to 

in a few years will become ragged, borvitae; the Redcedar and their var- become too open they can be made 

open branched and unattractive. ieties can be kept thick by pruning to develop more foliage and thicker 

The Junipers the plants with a sharp knife in late tops with proper handling. These 
The Pfitzer Juniper, one of the com- spring or early summer. This can be trees, however, have to be treated 

monly used Juniper is a vigorous done quite easily by making sweeping somewhat differently than the small 

grower and may soon become too wide motions with the blade of the knife leaved types. The firs and spruces 

for the space allotted at the base of a up along the edge of the tree remov- form side buds along the twigs. Prun- 

home unless it is properly handled. Itis ing the ends of the new growth which ing should be done in late summer, 

acommon thing for upright arborvitaes extends beyond the normal outline fall or winter when these side buds 

and junipers to become too tall and of the plants. Too frequent pruning of are present. The cutting should be 
perhaps too open branched if left to this type may give the evergreen a done in such a way that some of these 
themselves. One does not have to go sheared unnatural shape which is not side buds are left to develop new 

very far in any neighborhood to. see in keeping with the average home. growth. 

the examples of such neglect. Proper Neglect, on the other hand, may 
pruning can add years of usefulness necessitate the complete removal of In closing it is suggested that a little 

and beauty to an average planting. a plant or such drastic pruning that Pruning of evergreens every year or 
Small leaved evergreens such as the it will take considerable time before two will prevent the necessity of a 

arborvitaes, junipers and yews can the evergreens thus handled will be major operation at any one time. If 
and usually should be pruned occa- of much value. evergreens are allowed to grow for 

sionally when they are grown under Severe pruning or pruning large several years without care it may be 
homegrounds conditions. These small branches will usually expose consider- difficult or impossible to bring them 

leaved types can be pruned back at able old wood which may be unsightly back to the desired size and shape.
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THIS BEEKEEKING BUSINESS and ice cream during National Honey 

OF OURS oe Week.—From Amer. Honey Inst. News 

Answers To Questions In Our Last aa of en 2 Letter. . 

Issue & WA WHO KEEPS BEES IN WISCONSIN 
By Henry Schaefer, Osseo Ny oo Wisconsin today would seem to 

In the January issue, we proposed oie c have about 41 owners operating over 

some questions of importance to bee- ‘SS SPS 200 or more colonies of bees. Six of 

keepers, and have had several replies. aN mm these, however, have more than 1000 

Boiled down, here are the answers. colonies. 

Overproduction is our trouble, BEES If you have less than 200 colonies 

writes one beekeeper, while another As far as I know but more than 100 then you are in 

writes we do not produce enough The bees never play a group with 90 others of your class. 

honey and he could sell 4 million But always are busy Should you find yourself with less 

pounds per year if he could get the And work every day than 100 but more than 50 you have 

honey. What’s the answer here? about 220 more in the same group. 

Sugar prices are too low, writes an- As far as I know While if you have less than 50 but 

other; if sugar were 25c per pound _ They never have fun, more than 20 you are in a group of 

we would get that much for honey. But work and just work about 700. 

Another one; better prices for honey From sun to sun! Somewhere around 1123 beekeepers 

would be an incentive to better bee- have from 10 to 20 colonies. This 

keeping. A better price for honey Considering this leaves about 8,000 having from 1 up 

is what we all want, of course, but I'm glad I’m me to 10 with another 8 to 10 thousand 

how can we get it. And not an industrious having equipment; 50% of this group 

One man blames outside competi- Honey bee. will have bees about every other 

tion while in the local market outside Nona Keen Duffy year. 

honey is selling at 33c per pound and —The Beekeepers Magazine —By John F. Long, Madison, Wis. 

local honey for 69c per 5 pound jar. Sa _—_ | 

A consumer writes that the quality HONEY IN THE SCHOOL TO USE SULPHATHIAZOLE TO 

of the honey he buys is not uniform LUNCH PROGRAM CHECK AFB. 

and that the flavor of honey is spoiled The American Honey Institute has A number of Wisconsin beekeepers 

because of heating. been furnishing a supply of recipes are using sodium sulphathiazole to 

I wish to convey my thanks to the to all school lunch managers or super-_ check A.F.B. in colonies by feeding 

writers of these questions and will intendents of schools who ask for it in sugar syrup in regular spring 

reply to them when we return from them. feeding, or preferably by mixing it 

our vacation. A 30-page mimeographed booklet with sugar syrup for preparing soy 

Se was prepared for this purpose. bean flour cakes to feed during 

LEWIS W. PARKS Beekeepers can do a service to the spring months. Here is some informa- 
Mr. Lewis W. Parks of Watertown, industry and to the school by letting tion for using sulphathiazole. 

a founder of the American Honey In- the manager know that these are Use at the rate of 1 gram per 10 |b. 

stitute and its guiding spirit, passed available by writing the American pail of syrup—no more, preferably 

away January 21 of this year. Mr. Honey Institute, Madison, Wis. a little less. 

Parks was President of the G. B. —_—————— One level teaspoonful (scraped 

Lewis Company for many years. The HONEY AND BISCUITS level) weighs just about 3 grams and 

G. B. Lewis Company began making You will see very colorful magazine is therefore the amount to use in 30 | 

high-grade beekeepers supplies in the advertisements during the month of Ibs. of sugar syrup. 

early 1870's. April which feature Biscuits and One ounce of sulphathiazole weighs 

, The American Honey Institute has Honey. 28.4 grams. 

issued a beautiful memorial bulletin The advertising manager of a well The soluble sodium sulphathiazole 

giving the accomplishments and ac- known ice cream company has asked should be used. It is used extensively 

tivities of Mr. Parks, and his interest that we cooperate with this company in veterinary work and should be 

in promoting the honey industry. publicizing the combination of honey available in drug stores. 
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What Can We Do to Help 

Our Bees In March 
Inspection May Save Many Colonies 

By H. J. Rahmlow 

Someone has said that March is the inside of the cluster. During cold decreasing population or what we call 

month between winter and spring— weather, they were unable to move “spring dwindling”. There may also 

| we are hopeful that winter is over onto combs that contained pollen, if be other causes for this, one of the 
and looking forward to good weather. such were present. Bees do not move most serious being nosema. 

But during March we can have many pollen into the cluster area on mild Feed Pollen Supplement Now 

disappointments. After some mild days, as they do honey. Consequently, Begin to feed soy bean flour, prefer- 

days, when it looks as if spring is they can only feed on the pollen that ably mixed with one-fourth pollen as 

really coming, the weather can settle is kept warm by the cluster. Even soon as you notice that pollen is not 

down for several weeks of cold, sleet, then, in cold weather there is very available within the winter clusters 

and wind. little movement within the cluster 1, maintain brood rearing and the 

Are you one of those beekeepers as indicated by our statement in the health of your bees. If combs of pol- 

that believes the only way to main- February issue that colonies some- jen can be found and placed within 

tain brood rearing this month is to times starve on one side of the brood tne cluster that is just as good. 

keep the bees well packed and snug— nest if honey is not available, but The soy bean flour should be mixed 

away from the cold of March, and may live on the other side if they are with sugar syrup made the same as 

that they should never be opened or covering honey. winter feed (thin syrup will ferment). 
looked at? If you are, you may never- What happens to the bees that are piace the cake on top of the comb 
theless be one of those who has from unable to eat pollen? There must be because the nurse bees cannot feed 

20 to 40 per cent loss, which is the a “nutritional deficiency”, the way op jt unless it is warm and available 

state average in many winters. You they appear. They try to maintain within the cluster, so it must be di- 

can’t maintain brood rearing or even brood rearing even though they do rectly over the combs containing 

keep the colonies from dying by out- not have a balanced ration, drawing brood. Inspect colonies once each 

side packing. upon their body reserves, and that week If they are not eating the cakes, 
Why is this so? To understand it, may well account for their differ- check them. There may be something 

let us study what is taking place ence in appearance. wrong with the colony. 

within our brood chambers during Inspect Colonies Now Many beekeepers will find it most 
this month. So we again urge all beekeepers’ to convenient to purchase the prepared 

Brood rearing began in January, inspect colonies now for two im-  goy bean flour supplement from bee 
and it continued during February. portant reasons: first, to see if there supply dealers. 
Those of you who inspected colonies igs honey within the cluster area, be- a 
during February were no doubt im- cause we may have a week or two of HONEY AND BEESWAX 
pressed with the prosperous appear- such cold weather that the bees can- PRODUCTION—1951 
ance of the colonies, The bees looked not move onto the honey at the side Honey production in 1951 totaled 

“sleek” and “well-fed”, providing, of of the hive or bring it in to the clus- 959,996,000 pounds, 11 percent 
course, that they were able to feed ter from other parts of the hive. Sec- more than in 1950 and 17 per- 

on a “balanced ration” consisting of ond, we should inspect the brood cent more than the 1945-49 average, 

Pollen and honey. There have been chambers to see if there is pollen the U.8, Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
from 2 to 3 combs with good sized available within the cluster and also nomics reported January 25th. Honey 
patches of broods, and the pattern of in other parts of the hive. Frames of production per colony was 46.5 pounds, 
the brood was, in most cases, solid in pollen, if available, can now be placed the highest yield since 1941, compared 
appearance, without many empty next to the frames of broods, provid- with 41.5 pounds last year and the 

cells. In the ideal brood chamber, ing, of course, there is also honey average of 39.0 pounds. In mid-De- 
there was honey and pollen in the available. Sometimes the brood area cember producers had about 71 mil- 
combs above and near the brood. is so large the bees can no more than jion pounds of honey on hand for sale 

APPEARANCE OF COLONY cover it during cold weather, and it which is about 28 percent of the total 
CHANGES IN MARCH is then very important to have combs production. Beeswax production in 

But now in March, let’s look at of honey and pollen adjoining the 1951 was 4,705,000 pounds compared 
them again. You may notice a change brood. with 4,275,000 in 1950. The 1951 honey 
in both the appearance of the bees Must Maintain Bee Population crop was produced by 5,572,000 colon- 

and pattern of the brood in a good The most important reason for ies of bees, 1 percent less than in 1950. 

percentage of the colonies. maintaining brood rearing igs to re- The 10 leading honey producing 

What is happening? Just this: dur- place the bees that die normally with States in 1951 were California, Minne- 

ing active brood rearing in January young bees that are being hatched  sota, Florida, Wisconsin, Ohio, New 

and February the beés in many col- almost every day from February on. ‘York, Iowa, Michigan, Idaho and 

onies used up the pollen that was If brood rearing stops, there will bea Texas, i
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A BIT OF HISTORY POLLEN CONSUMPTION IN- POLLEN FEEDING AND NOSEMA 

About the Wisconsin Beekeeper’s CREASES THE LENGTH OF INFECTION 
A iation LIFE OF HONEYBEES With young healthy bees the in- 

From an experiment conducted in  lusion of pollen in the food increased 
It was in the fall of 1933 that the switzerland and reported in The Bee the length of life. The increase was 

Wisconsin State Beekeepers’s Associa- World—England, the following con- greater with pollen which had been 

tion voted to affiliate with the Wis- ciysions are drawn from an experi- ‘processed’ by the bees (pollen pellets, 
consin State Horticultural Society and ment on the influence of pollen feed- pollen taken from cells in the comb) 

adopt Wisconsin Horticulture as the ing and brood rearing on the length than with fresh pollen from hazel 

en hme = leases of of life of the honeybee. (Corylus avellana). Pollen increased 
eetings isconsin Beekeepers a} © 
oan Re the January 1934 nee of thts eal, len maeepiine mows yes wea though ioeas aed ata 
magazine. At that time A. H. See- 7 shorter life than healthy bees. Becs 

e] of Kewaskum was president; development of the pharyngeal glands 

Gears Jacobson, aukesns, vice- and fat body and an increase in the oe eee patina eon Lege president; and, B. G. Howard of Mil- length of life. Pollens from different than healthy bees fed with 

waukee, treasurer. On the Executive plants differ in their biological effect syrup only. meer 

Committee were John Kneser of the bees, Experiments with pollen feeding 
Hales Corners; William Sass of Fond In a queenright breeding colony in over limited periods of time show that 

du Lac; and E. W. Puhl, Chippewa the summer, newly emerged bees feed the addition of pollen to a diet of 

Falls. intensely on pollen during the first sugar syrup must be made at the 

In March of 1934 Mr. E. W. Puhi Phase of their lives, by which means atest when the bees are 10 days old 
wrote an article which appeared in ‘he Pharyngeal glands, and in part if it is to be effective. Supplemen- 
the magazine—he said, “I will never also the fat bodies, are developed; tary pollen feeding during the first 

forget the delight that shown in Mr. ™0reover their prospect of longer life § days gave the greatest increase in 
E. 8. Hildemann’s eyes at the last ‘8 imcreased compared with that at the length of life over a diet of sugar 
State Convention when it was made the time of emergence. With the on- syrup only. All the bees fed with pol- 
manifest that all were in favor of af- %¢t Of brood rearing their stored pro- jen jived longer on the average than 
filiation with the Wisconsin State ‘ein eserves gradually become ex- bees fed only on sugar syrup. Ex- 
Horticultural Society. As I see.it Mr, austed; the bees age and are trans periments with a number of pollen 
Hildebrann grows many varieties of frmed into short-lived “summer fly- substitutes showed that dried milk 
flowers and as I am a,lover of flowers, "8 bees” with exhausted pharyngeal nq yeast did not increase the length 
I can understand this completely. glands and underdeveloped fat bodies. of jife either of healthy or of Nosema- 

a If brood rearing ceases (through infected bees. The results from soya 
‘After receiving two issues of Wis- queeniessness, sterility of the queen, flour were contradictory. Experiments 

consin Horticulture, since affiliation, swarming, limitation of brood in un- on complete colonies were interrupted 
I am more than pleased. In fact, I favourable weather, etc.), then pro- by the war and need to be repeated 
have lost myself in the pages of this vided that adequate supplies are avail- and extended. By Beutler, R. & Op- 

magazine. * * * * * Now that we have able, the protein reserves in the bees’ finger, E., Zoologisches Institute, 
a magazine in which the culture of bodies rise, the pharyngeal glands and Munchen, Germany. In the Bee 

flowers as well as bees has been fat bodies attain full development, and World, England. 

brought together there are more the length of life increases: they be- a 

“happy days” ahead. Truly, flowers come in fact long-lived “winter bees.” BEES FOR SALE 

ena bees are a very happy combina- For Sale. 40 hives of bees. In- 

lon.” quire of Frank Sladky, Route 2, 
A man is known by the company 

a a a s Ka het lot better by jee Rivers, (6 miles north 

DANE COUNTY BEEKEEPERS the dollars he keeps—Mineral Point 

ASSOCIATION ORGANIZED Demorret rae . — 
With an attendance of over 35 small The reason you never see a man BEE SUPPLIES FOR SALE 

and large beekeepers the Dane County angel pictured with a beard is be- Exceptional buy. Inspected bee sup- 
Beekeepers Association was organ- who to heaven get plies—standard, good condition. Hive cause men go bodies, 50c, Shallow, 400, Some ex- 
ized at Verona, on February 12. there by a close shave—The Bttrick tracey , 
Speaker was H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Advance. combs, covers and bottom- 

boards—John Marken, 615% 10th St. 
who told what to do with bees during Oshkosh 

the next two months. Officers elected OO 

wére: Pres.: William Judd, Stough- HONEY WANTED ———————_. | 

ton; Vice Pres.; Harry Hayes, Madi- wheat and other dark and HONEY WANTED 
son; Sec.; Earl Blizard, Verona; golden honey for bottling. State We are in the market for good | 

‘Tress: ‘Glenn ‘Dunn, Madison: amount you have at your place and honey. Send sample and price. 
The Association plans regular _ prices in 60’s, Will pick up and pay Rock River Honey Cooperative, 

monthly meetings. cash. M. H. LYONS, Hustler, Wis. 1015 N. Bluff St. Janesville, Wis.
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. _DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 

WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION HONEY 
Affiliated with the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society CONTAINERS 

: We have a good supply “March 18, Tuesday, Fox River Valley District Meeting, City Hall, Chilton, of 60 Ib. cans, 3 and 10 Ib. pails. pot luck Iuncheon, Bring a dish, ‘ Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib. 2 Ib, and 1 
Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. We can 

April 9, Wednesday, North Central District Meeting, Marshfield, Wis. Central make immediate shipment. 
State Bank, basement room. Corner of Third and Main Streets. Bring a dish for To insure prompt service, 

lunch, Coffee and cheese-buns furnished by the Marshfield Manfg. Co. order your Association labels 

April 18, Friday. Southwestern District Meeting. Court House Sparta. Res- Se Tee ieee: er oneg:enp, 
taurants near by for noon meal. Write for Complete 

_ May 7, Wednesday. Northwestern District Meeting. Legion Memorial Hall, Order peice State 
Bloomer. Pot luck Luncheon, Beekeepers Association 

THE PROGRAM HONEY ACRES 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

See the February issue of Wisconsin Horticulture for a detailed program. 

All meetings start at 10:00 a.m. Forenoon program devoted to Beekeeping oe 
Management problems by H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. Wis. Hor. Soc. Annual Business 
Meeting at 11:30 a.m. 

HONEY WANTED 
12:00 noon, luncheon. See luncheon arrangements mentioned after the date above. NA 

Bring a dish if there is to be a pot luck luncheon or stay and pay 75c for which 
additional food may be purchased. r PPLEI wT: y 

Afternoon program begins at 1:30 p.m. Discussion by County Home Agent, Mata 
County Agent, and a local banker. 

What we have learned about nosema will be discussed by John Long, and 
This Beekeeping Business of Ours, | by Henry Schaefer, of Osseo. Mr. Art Kehl will 

d isi: it \. give a report on the Advertising Committee Program. A Prosperous and 

Happy New Year 

Look for this sign When You Want Is our wish 

QUALITY AT LOW COST For our many friends 
and customers 

—s 
La We also wish to take this o 
EE a a portunity to express our ihaake 
= = * for your patronage in the past 

Se ca pagal desire to be of service 
in the future. ale wth = J Zz Bao 

w " 
KELLEY —" The Bee Man ~ -€ 

We want every Vigeoeeta | beekeeper to receive a copy of 
our 1952 — This catalogue contains 64 pages, being 
mety twice as large as any other and contains many items not AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
found in the other catalogues. Boyd, Wisconsin 

The Walter T. Kelley Co. -| Manufacturers and jobbers of 
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY bee supplies.
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SISSON’S 
J. H. Phillips, Mgr. 

FOR 
PEONIES 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs 
Anywhere In The U.S.A. By 

TYPEWRITERS The Month 

ADDING MACHINES ate: Octeven 
All Makes and Types PEONIES 

of Typewriters and Order Now from the 

Adding Machines Rented _—L'inest and Largest 
or ‘Sold All Over the ULS.A. Selection in Wisconsin. 

Either Over 2,000 Varieties to Visit Our Garden 
Standard or Portable Select From. Whee | Fecrias 

i WRITE 

SISSON'’S 
| Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

| YOU'LL SAVE LATER hh 
i 

By 

Buying the 

Best Now . 

Bee SuppLics 
When you decide to buy, 

order Root supplies and be This name has stood for the very 
sure of your investment. . . 

Your nearby _ dealer can obtain best in bee supplies made famous 

for you any Root equipment made— by outstanding leaders such as: 
and at a price that compares with an 
other brand on the market. — 7 
REMEMBER THE NAME .. . 

A. |. Root Company 
Since 1869 : Medina, Ohio 

upsucostm ‘uoSsT DSH 
emgytnopasy Jo eet {09 
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FRUIT & VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 
It is Now Time to Order Your Requirements for 1952 

WRITE NOW FOR PRICE LIST ON MATERIALS 

. Fertilizers— Spray Materials— 
Ammonium Nitrate Arsenate Lead Chlordane 

Sulphate of Ammonia Lime Sulphur (Liquid) Toxaphine 
—. Fertilizers Lime Sulphur (Dry) Dithane D14 

Py eep Manure cane — 

Pruning Supplies— ae Goce Spray 
Saws Prunners asead Wettable Rotenone 
Snip Pole Prunners Gaeeee Causa Te actte 
Tree Seal Tree Wound Paint DN289 Crag Herbicide No. 1 

SPRAYERS 
Orchard - Row Crop - Estate - Pest Control & Hand. All Models & Sizes. 

% : See and read about the new Speed Aire attachment for high pressure sprayers. You can 
tet ! save time, labor and material with one of these pieces of equipment. You get full coverage 
sh ¢ from ground to the top of trees with full penetration for thorough coverage. The Speed 

ta Aire is the answer to the need for a lower cost air-type sprayer. It gives you true John Bean 

quality and performance. Write for prices and literature. 

JOHN BEAN SPRAYERS 
—, = 

a Ow \ 

ie QZ Ea hh | 
1 | i al \ oa res 
ae AA ic | 

es TOO ; Ea ue Q 

7 Sprayer for the Seal Ry 

VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 

Seeder — Cultivators — Ariens Tillers — Bolens Tractors with Attachments — Roto 
Tillers — Potato Harvesters — Graders — Cleaners — Potato Laundry and Anything 
Else Pertaining to Vegetable Growing. Irrigation Systems — Roto Beaters, 

NOTE—IE your Sprayer or any other Equipment need Repairing, bring them in NOW. 

BERRY BOXES & CRATES—Order your Berry Boxes and Crates for Strawberries and 

Raspberries—Now. We have just received a carload. We have the folding type—Amer- 
ican Till type with wood band or metal rim. 

— 

Nursery Stock—Write for Prices & Order Blank 

. SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
P. O. Box 535 Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Across from C. & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107 
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DEPENDABLE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 

: vit Growe = 
Complete Line for Fr : 

eee Se aes }? 

effective control on apples, cherries, peaches, pears and other be A : y | f 

ts, use Sherwin-Williams tested and proven insecticides and SAW Aree pe, Ge ees 
jicides and other spray materials. We have served the fruit a ; te (15% Parat ion) , 

ers of America for many years and will continue to supply bang eWavakie -. ie Ne 

ducts which our research and experience show are the most oe oi Bi ae 
factory from the standpoint of effectiveness and economy. ioe ‘ é ‘ eee es 
plant at Bound Brook, N. J., is one of the largest and most se / Karbam W it m Bion. 

tn in the country devoted entirely to the manufacture of Eve “i ane ' nae 

cticides and fungicides. ce Ss ead (Zine sai ee j 
btain your spray material requirements from the Sherwin- ses eae eee : ‘ 

ms Insecticide dealer in your locality. You can depend _— SMESummer Mulsion (5 
e Sherwin-Williams line. en Se me Nankd 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. | 
EY PSp a 

P| INSECTICIDE-FU
NGICIDE 

DIVISION ‘ 
") @l . we 

yn 3 a dw 
0 Park Ave. 101 Prospect Ave., N. W. 300 W. Lake St. 1450 Sherwin Ave. 

York City Cleveland, Ohio . Chicago Oakland, Calif. j
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ne Effect Of 

Chemical Thinning On Apples 
Good Results Were Obtained On Some Varieties 

By B. Esther Struckmeyer and R. H. Roberts, 
Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 

Variable results using App-L-Set Sa ee ee Te aS a ee 
any of the other chemical thinners gee C1 SR A i ENC ee Rah, Nae 

ve been observed in our own exper- a ‘ Baa SON ach i ae ee ee oo hal 
mental work among growers of the //j) = Lor eel saa nes i ss, 

te and between different sections |) BS i: i 
the country. a ae “ieee 
One important reason for variabil- me fe 

y in results is that App-L-Set [9 te ue 
laphthalene acetic acid) does little ‘i Rica Pee , 
inning of blossoms on vigorous |. ey pine 
od. The last two years have indi- {9 | are ™ MP ee . 
ed that App-L-Set is more ef- Layee HORM Pe ee tee Se Wika. <n Pe 

tive in thinning apples on weak 1) Ff Soe EES 8 

bs. The vigor and length of growth a. étect of Color-eet 1004 On Metusky, Treated fruits were highly coloeed, , , e of lor-1 A were col 
ee Pe determin- hut sometimes they were over-mature resulting in considerable cracking of the fruit. 

The variety of apple should be con<—©<_ —@————<————$—$ 

: ST vavastue at daiees aaa Amount of Spray Used a fear of frost still likely, chemical 
tious which set lightly would prob- Effects Results tae soe = paso ty “ ~ ‘e 

be better off unsprayed, par- Another factor responsible for var- y . oe 
feularly if weather conditions were  jability appears to nia the amount of chemiesl thinners {s'that ‘they are ef: 

ot satisfactory for cross-pollination. spray material used per tree. The eee ten — ° tee oe after 

chemical thinning seems neces- grower who makes heavy applica- ee sone 
y, the concentration should be kept tions on the tree has a much heavier “°termine if the natural drop is suf- 

bw, as that used as a harvest spray. drop than the one who gives only a ‘cently heged to oe 1p Pe ae 
The amount of blossoms on a tree light spray. One method of deter- commereiel crop, or additional 

0 may account for variable results. mining whether chemical thinning is inning is necessary. 

Mm some = _— may —s a effective is to watch the amount of Effect of Chemical on Blossoms 
mall amount of blossoms. ese = set on the trees. A satisfactory crop ‘ 

tes may be located near other var- is one that has one fruit every fourth as been non oe ae 
Hies that have a heavy blossom. or fifth spur. If there appears to be ‘ws and fruit, It was found that 
vided one is using the chemical a heavier set than this, more thinning 4°", * rult., Tt was foun hinning spray with the regular spray, should be done. the first effect of chemical thinning 

ere appears to be little danger of sprays was the setting of fruit. Trees 
erthinning the trees with a light Weather conditions play an import- sprayed had a much heavier set than 

mount of blossoms. It is therefore ant role in the amount of chemical unsprayed ones. However, a week or 

ible to use the chemical thinni thinning. When the weather is cold, ten days after the treatment, sprayed 

my with the regular spray and go rainy and cloudy during the full trees showed a very heavy drop. The 

ough the entire orchard. This was blossom period, bee activity is sup- first effect of the chemical is the 

dent from ‘an experiment conduct- pressed and pollination is below nor- setting of fruit and then because of 

last spring. Clusters on Wealthy mal. This. would apply to Delicious the nutritional competition the drop 

ere hand thinned to two blossoms, as well as other varieties that re- on the treated trees is much greater 

hers to three blossoms and all blos- quire a close source of pollen for than for the control trees. Six days 

ms were allowed to remain on cross-pollination. Weather conditions after spraying, the control trees had 

irs. App-L-Set was then applied at full blossom should be watched, so 191 fruits per 100 blossoming spurs, 

t ‘lee the concentration of the nor- that one might determine if a heavy whereas trees sprayed with App-L- 

aarvest spray. Clusters thinned ° light set might be expected asa Set had 452 fruits per 100 blossoming 

tvo fruits and sprayed showed ‘esult of bee activity and pollination. spurs. At the time of harvest the con- 
ttle thinning. This might be explain- Should there be evidence of frost trols had 54 fruits per 100 blossoming 

by the fact that the nutritional damage during the blossom period, spurs and the treated trees had 34 
Pmyetition of the cluster was re- the use of chemical thinners should fruits per 100 blossoming spurs show- 

uceed by reducing the number of be used with caution. Should full ing the thinning effect with the use 

owrs at an early stage, blossom be early for the season and of chemicals, 

wis. 1952 17
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Late Applications Less Effective Good Results on Some Varieties pears to give better results as a pr-| 

App-L-Set applied at calyx stage Dudley appears to be quite sensi- ay oo =, . ook mes ace, 

thinned Cortland to a good commer- tive to chemical thinning, so that the 4!¢ ; a, as . ese Aste an n 

cial crop, but when sprayed two weeks proper timing and concentration we cas igs? erety tong) 

after calyx with Parmone there was should be considered for Dudley. ae ss er to in 

ttle thinning effect. This is not be- Good results were obtained with some Prove the color of some a eties. Th 
cause of the difference in the chemi- of the early varieties as Melba, Early past summer some work was dong 

with Color-set 1004 by Mr. Langori 
cal, but the greater the interval of McIntosh, Early Red Bird and Milton. od 

time that elapses from full blossom, Results with Snow were variable, Color-set 1004 was spray: on 2 

the less effective the chemical thinner some growers experiencing over- Intosh trees three weeks before h 

becomes. thinning and others a satisfactory Ves and a mnett one ibaa appli 

Results with Jonathan indicate that thinning. It appears that there is not to some trees. It was observe wa 

it is easily thinned and should be much danger of over-thinning Golden fruit drop was a tra the 

watched carefully so that over-thin- Delicious. ee PU tush tax te a 
= more ighly col ie un 

ning does not occur. McIntosh ap- Wealthy sprayed with three times sprayed ones. One disadvantage 9 

pears to make a sufficient natural the normal concentration used aS sing this chemical was the crackin, 

drop so that chemical thinning is harvest spray responded favorably to of g considerable number of fruit 

unnecessary. Unless one sees ten days the chemical hormone particularly if that had been sprayed. The frui 

after full blossom that the set is ex- there was a heavy blossom. The dif- was soft and over-mature and th 

ceedingly heavy, chemical thinning ference in size of fruit of Wealthy cracking was apparently due to thi 

for this variety is not recommended. for both twice and four times the nor- over-maturity. 

The same is true for Delicious in mal concentration was almost one- . 

some cases. At least that was the ex- half inch greater in diameter than The photograph shows the effect d 

perience with Delicious and Stark- the control. Color-set 1004 on maturity. The treat} 

ing the past season. Both pruned and ny os ed fruits were highly colored, bu 

unpruned trees of Starking were too @ Pre-harv Sprays sometimes they were over-mature rq 

heavily thinned at any concentration Color-set 1004 is a salt of 2,4-5 trich- sulting in considerable cracking 0 

of Naphthalene acetic acid. lorophenoxy propionic acid and ap-_ the fruit. 
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‘e . From Pre Pink To Harvest... 
i A Sulphur For Every Purpose 
AY RT 

. MAGNETIC “70” : : 
“The Cream of the Sulphur Pastes” — Quick Setting — Adhesive 

The finest of our sulphurs. » Your best’ choice for the early season sprays on Apples Pear, Cherry, 
Plum and Peach—or wherever a mild sulphur.of maximum effectiveness is needed. We suggest 

_that you try Mag “70” in your Concentrate Sprays. 

MAGNETIC “95” 
. Microfine Sulphur For Spraying and Dusting 

Ideal for use in the early cover sprays on Apple, Pear and Peach. Unexcelled for dusting during 

rains. Use Mag “95” as a spray or dust whenever your program calls for a microfine sulphur. 

MAGNETIC “90” Microfine Desting Sulphur 
ee, formulated for dusting during light misty rain. Rain or shine, use Mag “90.” 

“CRO Brand 325-Mesh Wettable Sulphur 
“PERFECTION” 325-Mesh Dusting Sulphur 

420 Lexington Avenue New York 17, N. Y. : Apopka, Florida 

, 221 N, La Salle Street Chicago, Illinois



WISOONSIN APPLE INSTITUTE sports the question of the effect of Starking was not seriously affected 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEET high nitrogen applications arose. by high nitrogen fertilization. It also 

“The figures for percent color would agrees with our own observations at oe "Ane ee te an seem to indicate that there had been the Plant Industry Station where 
Sth fon fe a aa ime i a a slight reduction in color develop- many red sports of Stayman, Wine- 

Re pi dis ol tag fox ts on min ment in the fertilized plots. This re- sap, Delicious and Rome Beauty have 
ord pues e 2 e duction, however, is so small that it is been grown for several years without 
= not felt that it would be commercially noticeably affecting color develop- 
A new edition of the very popular significant. This agrees with the un- ment when the nitrogen was main- recipe bulletin Siiseonain Apples— published data of A. Lee Schraeder, tained at such a level that color de- 4 New Ways to Use Them” is being of the University of Maryland, who velopment on the standard varieties planned. Many copies have already found that color development in was seriously retarded.” been ordered in advance. Homemak- 

ers have been especially anxious to 

get copies for distribution to members 
of homemaker’s clubs for their topic 
‘Use of Fruit in the Diet.” 

A graduate from the Department 
lof Home Economics Journalism with 
perience in radio and newspaper a 

work will be employed full time this HARDIE 

rere Saisie fe a can supply any service part need- 
ltations and in daily newspapers. ed for any Hardie Sprayer ever built in our 54 years 
A full plan of cooperation with the of designing and building pest control equipment. 
sky Drsateaamn comny agents, 1 A new part often renews the old sprayer. Hardie 

in College of Agriculture and Uni- || Blo-Spray will make a one-man air blast sprayer 
a 2 mene, eee os ig of any high pressure sprayer at small cost. Hardie Boa al in . i dick Wal be etzeased tile’ ees, orchard and row crop one-man, big acreage spray 
All apple growers are invited to booms are easily attached to a high pressure Hardie. 

pin the Wisconsin Apple Institute. \n | 

oa =. gues cod tearing acegst Ask your dealer or write for the X Wy p ye char . . 
o Mr. Armin Frenz, Route 2, Cedar- Hardie Catalog, showing the X i, 
burg, Wisconsin. greatest variety of pest control 

equipment in today's market. 

DOES ‘NOT AFFECT RED @ 
COLOR IN BUD SPORTS 

neers HARDIE By Workers at the U. 8. Department of 5 of a sprayer!" 
‘iculture Experiment Station at re Na: EQUIPMER TID 

peltsville, Md., have given the report ~ s SORS ANG TEEAVICSO (ae <=, 
pf an experiment to determine if Se 

igh nitrogen fertilizer applications x High Pressure Sprayer. ee Spray Booms affect the color of red bud sport pump —, For ous sae 
eties of apples. The conclusions feet ipa wed apraying 

e as follows (condensed): - and big vol 
r Hi “It has long been known that suffi- x Oe Dusters winigh feet 

Fent red color could not be obtained and construction. Un- sure sprayers, 
n our standard apple varieties when matched performance, dlo-Sprey ade i) nitrogen fertilization was the KAir Blast Sprayers vanced unit for 
actice. This is especially true under cae delivering wind figh pr ee 
tern conditions where climatic velocity of 120 to 165 eprayer to an air 
-T8 are not so so conducive to the sallts por howe. blast spenyer. 

Prmation of red color as they are . 
the Pacific Northwest. The fact 

hat nitrogen applications have to THE HARDIE - 
lower in Eastern orchards may be 

ne contributing factor to our lower MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
ft acre production. . 
“With the increased use of color . Hudson, Mich.
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ieee je aa Hundreds Attend Meetings Of 
2 e e 

ae County Fruit Growers Associatious 
Every year hundreds of fine young : 

fruit trees fail to grow well because 
they are improperly planted. The Good attendance and excellent in- Association Officers 

planting begins with the hole in the terest in the program marked the The following officers were elected 

ground where the tree is to be plant- meetings of 10 County Fruit Growers or re-elected at the meetings. 

ed. Roots need room. For this reason, Associations in the state February RACINE COUNTY F. G. A.: M*. J, 

the hole should be wide enough so Md early March. Professor Conrad Schelling, Racine, President; Mr. M 

the roots can be spread out without Kuehner was the principal speaker, DeSmidt, Racine, Vice-President; Mr. 

cramming, and deep enough so that giving very interesting talks on the Ben Ela, Rochester, Sec.-Treas. 

the graft union of the tree will be an Use Of chemicals for apple thinning = yTEWAUKEE COUNTY F. G. A: 

inch or two below the surface of the 2d the 1952 spray program. An ex- Board to elect officers. 

ground cellent sound movie on apple culture WAUKESHA COUNTY F. G. A: 

How to Prune Roots Sa a by _~ — ae Mr. J. Lyon, Waukesha, President; 
It is usually advisable to prune the e a was cena x * te Sal MA Mr. W. Basse, Waukesha, Vice-Presi- 

roots. This should be done with the spe) seas. Increasing a hie ‘erin am dent; Mrs. L. Tans, Waukesha, Sec. 

smallest amount of removal possible, we ta Taneeate An wantiea, cous Treas. 

for the roots contain stored plant out or increased their contributions OZAUKEE COUNTY F. G. A.: Mr, 

food which helps the tree to get @ 4, the work of the Institute and many 4: Barthel, Thiensville, President; Mr, 

new start after planting. Small expressed appreciation for the recipe R. Nieman, Cedarburg, Vice-Presi 

fibrous roots may be thinned out if J notin “wisconsin Apples, 44 New dent; Mr, A. Frenz, Sec.-Treas. 

they are heavily matted and shorten- Ways to Use Them.” County Agent OUTAGAMIE COUNTY F. G. A} 

ed enough to make good planting Pos- 547) gkaliskey of West Bend suggest- Board to elect officers. 
sible. If well planted, these shortened ed members of Washington County WASHINGTON COUNTY F. G. A. 

roots soon develop small rootlets at Association order copies in advance to Mr. J. Morawetz, West Bend, Pr 
the points where they were cut and help the Institute print a new edition dent; Mr. J. Kopp, West Bend, Vi 

help the tree to become reestablished. and received orders for 1500 copies President; Mr. E. Skaliskey West} 
The larger roots, particularly the in- t th t at th ti Bend, Sec.-Treas. 

jured ones, should be cut back just rom joae; prepent: * je meeune: 
: . (Price $4.00 per hundred). CALUMET COUNTY F. G. A.: Mr 

enougti to:give the ond of the roots e E. Winkler, Brillion, President; Mt 
fresh clean cut. As far as practical, Special Actions Taken P. Woefel, New Holstein, Vice-P! 

these cuts should face down after the = m6 Racine County F. G. A. will dent; Mr. M. Buboltz, Sec.-Treas. 
tree is set into the hole, for this as- plan an orchard tour next fall if con- JEFFERSON COUNTY F. G. 4 

sures closer contact with melst ‘soll ditions are favorable, decision to be yy; mn, P 
and this also encourages good root ” r. W. Leonard, Fort Atkinson, Pr 

development along the edge of the left to the officers. dent; Mr. W. Boese, Fort Atkinso 
cut. . Milwaukee County F. G. A. was Vice-President; Mr. C. Krippner, Fo 

How to ‘Plant The Tree holding its 22nd Annual Meeting. Mr. Atkinson, Sec.-Treas. 
Slanting the tree may be desirable Alfred Meyer said he had been secre- SHEBOYGAN COUNTY F.G.A. 

where it will be exposed to strong tary during that entire time. They A. Meyer, Waldo, President; Mr. 

prevailable winds. They should slant are clubbing orders for orchard ma- Wunsch, Sheboygan, Vice-Presiden 

into these winds. The slant should be terial. Mr. B. Halbig, Sheboygan Falls, 

moderate. Treas. 2 

When planting the tree, it is im- Disa igs choad ‘Counig eoplee MANITOWOC COUNTY F. ¢. J 
portant that the entire root system Mr. A. Mueller, Mishicot, Preside 

make intimate contact with the soil, %"4 voted $25.00 to pay for the first wr. &. Weigand, Cleveland, Vi 
For this reason, fine soil and proper advertising. President; Mr. E. Tuma, Cato, 

firming is necessary for each indi- Ozaukee County F. G. A. gave $25.00 Treas. 

* vidual root. Complete soi] contact for premiums on apples at their coun- All of these organizations aga n 

with the entire surface of each root ty fair. County Agent Carl Gillman fillated with the Wisconsin Stal 

can be best accomplished by putting said that originally they had 14 spray Horticultural Society. In additio1, 

in small quantities of fine soil at a ings but there were only 4 left due had the partial affiliation this 

time, pressing it firmly around each to the growers purcnasing their own of the Shawano County F. G. A. 

root until all of the roots are well equipment. a 

covered. After this, add enough more so * 

fine soil to fill the hole nearly full and ‘The Outagamie County F. G. A. is = Yesterday—The tomorrow ths 
then tramp it down. one of the largest in the state—with away. 

If water is used, it is a good plan more than 100 members—a credit to kok 

to fill the hole and allow the water to the officers and County Agent Fred Up to the age of 16 a lad is + 

soak into the ground before the final Magnus, in the organization of a num- scout. After that he’s a girl sc 

filling with loose soil. ber of successful spray rings. The Lena Star, Il.
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| and FRUIT WORM 

WITH DU PONT “MARLATE” Insecticide 
SURE PROTECTION EARLY AND LATE. The same ‘“‘Marlate” sprayscon. [=== ee { trol both these destructive insects and help you get clean fruit for a. | 

| market or cannery, 
pa a 

\ MINIMUM RESIDUE PROBLEM. Use “‘Marlate” for late-season control Wy lene without residue hazards. For exceptional coverage of fruit, add Ni fay aeVie Du Pont Spreader-Sticker to the spray mixture. j | «2 
q ‘50m TecHaca, | 

ty CONTROLS OTHER INSECTS. “Marlate” kills Oriental fruit moth, eee ; Bid eer 7 ‘plum curculio, destructive prune worm, codling moth, apple maggot, Tree | ” Japanese beetle, leafhoppers and other major insect pests of fruit. = 

IDEAL FOR OTHER FRUITS. ‘“Marlate” solves the residue problem is ares sa with early apples, peaches, plums and the like. ‘“Marlate” also has 
many advantages for insect control on vegetables, forage and seed 
crops. 

SS ep | 
See your dealer now for “Marlate” and other proved Yr »: Du Pont pest-control products. Ask him for free booklets, or { ] . Write Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals Dept., Wilmington, Del. 

" —=£:>>==__—=_" i bu : ani re mate Cpe ee epee serebon eo BCA a tO) } | Insecticides: DEENATE* DI i, MARLATE* Methoxychlor, LEXONE* Benzene Hexachloride, KRENITE* Dinitro Teo eh aon 2s eee anaice, ad ‘Du Font Spreader Sicker PARNOUE® in ee Wy A a iE A T E Iistor, and’ many others. ses naa, ea, PAT: OF 
On all chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning or caution statements onuse of the product are given, read them carefully. 

} 
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California vegetable grower & 
: Oklahoma wheat grower 

Maine potato grower 

Virginia strawberry grower \ Minnesota corn grower 

Arizona vegetable grower 

NO MATTER WHAT YOU GROW.... 

Tennessee tobacco grower Georgia pecan grower ’ New York vegetable grower 
California citrus grower New Jersey bean grower 

NO MATTER WHERE YOU GROW IT.... 

REMEMBER— PA R AT fd I © Ni KILLS MORE 

TYPES OF INSECTS ON A BROADER RANGE 

OF CROPS THAN ANY OTHER INSECTICIDE 

Consult your local agricultural authorities 

‘on the advantages of PARATHION insecticides or write for South Carolina peach grower 

Oregon pear grower Parathion Grower's Handbook. 

AMERICAN Ganamid c OM PANY 

® 
Manufacturer ot Tfiaphes Parathion Technical 

Agricultural Chemicals Division 

7 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. 

; AVAILABLE FROM NATIONAL MANUFACTURERS Florida vegetable grower 
Michigan apple grower - ; 

< > 

Texas vegetable grower Washington cherry grower 

Virginia apple grower & 

mm : Dakota sugar beet grower 
Missi: tron . 

SER NON Nee Florida citrus grower Pennsylvania grape grower
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% bu. per tree for all trees in the 

The Future For Fruit Growers state. 
. . There are probably more apples 

Some Requirements For Success grown on farms not considered ¢com- 

By Sam Fraser, Sec. International Apple Association mercial in Wisconsin than in any 

“Adressing the Virginia State Hor- a machine can do as well or better. we. tah Heats tks Cpe Progetond 

ticultural Society and American Pom- This then is a trend which threatens 
mendous effect of a year of adverse 

ological Society, Samuel Fraser, us and our industry, but I expect it weather conditions on the total Wis- 

Rochester, N. Y., secretary of the In- will be met and solved. consin crop. During a season when 

ternational —_ eee Per: bh ‘Labor and other costs are inflex- ay, and other pests are difficult to 
‘To succeed, the apple grower o! e ible. . 

future will have to be a better scien- ““‘Better use of the labor is the Conte aiees ta the aint Sat ewe 
tist, a more capable businessman, and only. way out, if we are to continue duce practically no salable apples. 

a keener student of plant life. Com- _ businéss. B a: 

petition will be keener in other foods Diversification However, in a. year ‘of favorable 
—vegetables and fruits, but when an “Tt has been almost axiomatic all weather when trees in cities and in 

individual plants a young orchard through my lifetime that the owner small orchards on dairy farms proy 

and gets it into production, he enters of an apple orchard should have an- 7UCe good apples without spraying, it 

into the keenest competition with other source of income in order to might easily be that the average pro- 
himself, weather the gale. duction per tree would come to 1, 2, 

“‘To meet this, each unit of or- “‘As a boy a farmer I worked for or even 8 bushels per tree, giving us 

chard, each tree, will be on a per- told me: “Always have something to a crop of two or three million bushels. 

formance record, both from a return sell.” It might be a hog, sheep, cattle, We still believe it would be very 
and cost basis. Old men do not win hay, vegetable; carry at least five in- helpful to the industry in planning its 
races, nor do old trees make the come producing lines and feed the ™arketing program to have more re- 

dollars. land and the land will feed you. No liable information on the total pro- 
Spray Costs cattle, no manure. No manure, no duction in Wisconsin as well as other 

“Sixty years ago I did not spray; crops.’”—From The Packer. states. Why shouldn’t we know the 

50 years ago we did little; 40 years ago * erence, condition of apples on trees in cities 

we regarded $3.50 an acre as a fair © FRUIT TREE POPULATION IN = 24 on farms and how it will effect 
cost, and it soon rose to $12 an acre. WISCONSIN the commercial crop. 
“*Today material may cost $60 an From the 1950 U.S. Census of Agri- Oddly enough, the law passed by 

acre and $80 to apply it, but I am culture, Wisconsin ranks much higher Congress in the early 1940’s was at the 

not spending that money. If it con- in the number of apple trees in pro- insistence of commercial apple grow- 
tinues to rise on this rate of pro- portion to other states than our com- ers in several sections of the United 

gression I will question our ability mercial crop production would indi-| States who wished to make informa- 
to pay. cate. tion available only on the total com- 

“Some shortcuts are overdue. Wisconsin, according to the census, mercial crop. We hold that only by 
Number of Trees has 1,195,310 apple trees of bearing knowing all the facts can any indus- 

“‘The United States has shown a age and 369,868 non-bearing trees. We try work to the best advantage. 

reduction in acreage of apples which rank 12th in the United States in tree From the census, we find Wisconsin 

has averaged over 2 percent a year population. has the following number of fruit 

for 15 years. Oddly enough, Michigan, which us- trees other than apples: 

“*The economical life of the trees ually has. about 7 times our commer- Peaches—1,764 trees of bearing age. 

may be 35 years, of which ten years cial production, has only about 3 times 3,783 of non-bearing age. 

are used in bringing the tree into the number of bearing trees. Even Pears—23,185 of bearing age. 13,362 

bearing. The trees should be amor- the state of New York, the second of non-bearing age. 
tized by 80 or 385 and it may be wise largest commercial producing state in Cherries—768,513 trees of bearing 

to plant a new acreage every five the United States—Washington state age. 249,783 of non-bearing age. 

years and amortize that way, carrying being first—has less than 4 times the Plums and prunes—83,242 trees of 

the young trees as part of the operat- number of trees. bearing age. 24,910 of non-bearing 

ing costs of the year. The reason for all of this is the age. 
“The cycle is long, usually 25 to way in which the commercial crop Plums and prunes—83,242 trees of 

30 years. If trees come into good bear- is reported. According to a peculiar bearing age. 24,910 of non-bearing age. 
ing when the price ranges are good, law passed in the 1940's, the U. 8. Grapes—79,920 of bearing age. 

the experience is much more pleas- Department of Agriculture can re- 32,085 of non-bearing age. 

ing than in a decade geared to de- port only the commercial crop grown Are the census figures accurate? 
clining prices. One should choose a in commercial counties; in Wisconsin, It would seem that they would be ac- 

Good time to be born and the right there are only 7 commercial counties. curate as far as a minimum number 

grandparents, Thrift on the part of The commercial crop was 710,000 bu. of trees is concerned—that is, a per- 

4 grandparent is a distinct advantage. with an additional 36,000 bushels re- son is likely to report the number of 

“Mechanized harvesting must ported as not sold, wasted or’ pro- trees he has or a few less rather than 
tome, What the hand of man can do, cessed. That is an average of about more than he has,
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Timely Protection When It Counts rit, 
The surest way to control scab is _ larger leaves, smoother fruit finish vid ‘gs 

to dust in the rain with Kolodust and more fruit buds for next year’s <| 

when scab spores are shooting. This crop. 4 

Niagara planned operation is most Remember, you can Kolodust Hes: Wag 

effective because Kolodust is the when ground conditions bog down oe 

only material that penetrates the = sprayers; time applications ‘‘on the T= —& 

rain drops and adheres to foliage, nose” for maximum kill of scab yyy ti) 

buds and fruit both during and spores. y Y ] —a— 

after the storm. This year follow the pattern of YYYyy a 7 

Kolodust is safe. Being non-caustic —_ better growers everywhere. Kolodust Yy Y ay 

it permits foliage to function in a in the rain! You'll harvest a bigger 

normal manner. You benefit from _crop of finer finished fruit. ; At 

oO F 

hell ala. INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES Zor a 

Niagara Chemical Division oe aad CAs eaertce ane tor 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION toate by an <naeiee mere proves 

Middleport, N. Y., Richmond, Calif., Jacksonville, Fla, Tampa, Fla, result is a hi penetra 

Pe Fla., Ne La., Greenville, Miss,. Harlingen, Tex., dust that sticks to foliage and {nil 

Pesoa teks Conodion vagy pms NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO, through prolonged and heavy rains. 

ATD., Burlington, Ontario. e
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Berries and Vegeta getables 
‘° 2 Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

BERRY AND VEGETABLE fae eee LSS es]—sCThunder Lake area. The peat will be GROWERS MEETING Say Me packaged in amounts of from 1 to 
Re ay Pecan. 5 *_* 50 pounds and also be shipped in bulk. STURGEON BAY, JULY 1, 1952 a Nae % is : 

The annual summer meeting and ae i \ By si ~~ 
tour for berry growers—members of i Le i FERTILIZERS FOR 
the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Pg Betsy: 33 STRAWBERRIES Growers Association, will be held at a Prof. George L. Slate of the New 
Sturgeon Bay on July 1. York Experiment Station, writing in 

A splendid program and tour is be- the Rural New Yorker on “Essentials 
planned. There will be much to # in Strawberry Growing,” has this to 
at the Branch Experiment Station ; say about fertilizers for strawberries 

north of Sturgeon Bay, where ex- and weed control. 
‘periments on berry growing are now ef 
ter way. Two or three of the larger 9 a Fertilizing Strawberries 
rry farms near the city will be vis- Mr. Allan Kruse of Baraboo, is a Generally speaking, strawberry beds 

and tests of varieties, chemical a successful strawberry and raspber- on fertile soils are more productive 
\ control methols, irrigation and ry grower. Here he stands in his patch than those on less fertile soils. The 

er cultural methods will be dis- of Durham red raspberries in the best fertilizer treatment for straw- 
. All berry growers are invited month of September. Note that the berries is not known. Many fertilizer _ 

attend. berries are produced on the tips of experiments have been conducted, but 
new canes of the current season’s With conflicting results. Certainly 

OO growth. stable manure provides an excellent 
CULTIVATE TOMATOES foundation for the strawberry bed. 

CARE y THE DURHAM, FALL BEARING Probably the ploughing under of a 
FULL! well-grown legume crop would do Probably more fields of tomatoes RASFRERRY: equally well. Of the chemical fertil- 

do not produce the maximum yield By Al Kruse, Baraboo izers, nitrogen is most apt to be pro- 
because of improper cultivation than The Durham raspberry was intro-  fitable. Most soils probably contain 
any other single factor. Cultivation is guced by the University of New phosphorus and potash for straw- 
Performed for three distinct reasons, Hampshire as a fall bearing variety. berries. The grower should experi- namely, control of weeds and grass, The old canes may be cut off in the ment for himself as no recommenda- 
io introduce oxygen from the air in- fail or spring and new canes will tions can fit all cases, An application 
ae site Werte ees bear fruit the following fall. Cutting of nitrogen, either as sulphate of am- 
a course without iaduiy to 'the-Foce out old canes early will prevent some monia or ammonium nitrate, in late 

diseases such as spur blight. It can August just before the fruit buds are system of the plants. Poor cultivation also be grown as an everbearer by fornied aciialiines proves: worthwitile 
tesults when the shoes are not proper- leaving the old canes for June and P " ly set and the root system is destroy- July bearing. If this is done and there Strawberries of vigorous varieties 
ed. Many types of cultivator shoes, ig a good early crop, the fall crop may growing on fertile soils often produce 
teeth, sweeps, and hoes are avail- he lighter. far too many runner plants and these 
able to accomplish proper cultivation. Durham produces good quality ber. Compete with each other for plant 
Before cultivation is attempted, the ries, Planting and cultivation is the 00d and moisture to the point where 

location of the root system of the game as for any other raspberry. fruit production is substantially re- 
.nts should be determined so that duced. In experiments, comparing the 
cultivator can be adjusted prop- cropping of strawberries in unthinned 

ly to accomplish the job without Develop Peat Marsh rows with thinned rows, where each 
troying roots. : “Three Lakes may be the big center Plant is at least five or six inches 

_ Crop rotation is important in stable of the United States in a few years,” from its neighbor, the results have 
iculture—By Jackson B. Hester, is the optimistic report in the Three greatly favored the thinnéd rows. 

Soil ‘Technologist, Campbell Soup Co., Lakes News. The article states that The thinning out of the surplus plants 
in New Jersey Horticultural News. Vernon Goldsworthy and two part- should be done as soon as the rows 

— ners have made an investment of are filled out to a width of about 18 
When a girl gave up looking for the $50,000 to process, pack and ship peat inches with the runners spaced about 

ideal man she married her husband, from the large deposits along the six inches apart.
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How To Use Crag Herbicide For 

Weed Control In Strawberries 
By E. L. Denisen, Iowa State College 

Controlling weeds in strawberries D. Precautions in using Crag Herbi- b. A 100 foot row 4 feet wide—% 
is a serious problem because of the cide 1. ounce or 2 LEVEL tablespoons in 1 

high labor requirements. Much of the 1. Be certain that the ground is free  8@llon of water. 
weed removal has been done by hand of weeds at time of application. c, Spread as evenly as possible over 
hoeing, consequently chemical con- ; the area with a knapsack sprayer or 

trol of weeds can be a great aid to ae ee ig a a cen a three-nozzle boom lawn sprayer. 

strawberry production. time of planting. —_—_—————— 
Orag Herbicide 1 as a weed killer . COMMENTS ON WEED CONTROL 

in strawberries. (Chemical name— 3. In established beds it may be ap- IN STRAWBERRIES 

Sodium 24 dicholorphenoxy ethyl Plied before blossoming and again Dr, Charles F. Swingle of Sturgeon 
sulfate.) after the picking season is over. Bay, Vice-President of the Wisconsin 
A. Mode of action. 4. Spray evenly. 4 pounds per acre Berry and Vegetable Growers Associ- 

1. This herbicide is sprayed on the seems to be about the best rate. A lee- ation, called at the office in March 

soil and is presumably made active way of about 1 to 2 pounds per acre enroute home from a trip through 

by the soil. The exact reaction in the generally is not injurious. the mid-west, south and east. He was 

soil is not known. 5. Repeat the spray when the effect enthusiastic about the use of Craig 
2. The active herbicide in the soil of the previous spray has worn off. Herbicide to reduce hand weeding 

kills germinating weed seeds. A second spray about 1 month after operations in strawberries, as demon- 
3. Weeds over % inch in height at the first one will usually keep the bed trated to him by workers in Mary- | 

the time of application are not killed quite free of weeds unless the season and, Kansas, and Iowa. He is plan- | 
consequently it should be applied is wet. ning to use this on a full scale basis 

after cultivation. 6. Handle it as a chemical. Wash 0M his extensive strawberry plantings 
4. The effect of the herbicide the material off the hands and do not near Sturgeon Bay (The Thalman- 

“wears off” in about 1 month in the allow it to get into the eyes. It may Swingle Farms, Little Sturgeon). 
early summer and a second applica- cause skin irritation for some people. They will have about 15 acres in| 
tion is needed. This may hold down 7. Do not spray on the fruit. It Strawberries, raspberries, and aspar- 
the weed population for the remain- does not seem very toxic to humans us under irrigation this year. He | 

der of the season unless there is un- but it pays to be cautious. recommended the publication of the 

usually heavy rainfall. 8. Do not apply to the vegetable and article in this issue on weed control | 
B. Effect on strawberries. avoid spray drift to other crops. in strawberries. 

1. No visible effect on the foliage. E. Concentrations of spray 4 pounds a 

2. Runner set is reduced somewhat per acre. STRAWBERRY YIELDS REDUCED 
due to a slight retardation of roots 1. On an acre basis. From 50 to 100 BY SPRING APPLICATION OF 

attempting to penetrate the treated gallons per acre. NITROGEN IN KENTUCKY TESTS 
soil. a. Determine per acre gallonage of Strawberry yields can actually be 

3. No significant reductions in yield sprayer. reduced by certain practices, and 

were obtained with applications up _b. Use four pounds of Crag Herbi- 2TOWers will do well to study soll 
to 8 pounds per acre on Dunlap cide 1 in amount of water to be spray- types and methods of handling to 
strawberries. ed on 2 acre. avoid mistakes. It has, for example, 

4. Yield increases were obtained 2. On a small plot basis. been proven that. uncovering the 
with four everbearing varieties spray- a. 1000 square feet—1% ounces or i too late in the spring will re 
ed once at 4 pounds per acre and 5 LEVEL tabl ns in 1 gallon of luce yields because the leaves art 

once at 8 pounds per acre. water, si affected adversely by spring shading 

of the mulch. 

In a recent bulletin (No. 562) by 
Treatment Percent of Percent C. S. Waltman of the University o 

(Two Applications) rooted runners reduction in man hours Kentucky at Lexington, he gives 

. compared to check of hoeing required summary of work done in the state 

CICCH aannnenennneneeeenenenereneeeeee OD as follows: 
2 Ibs./A, Crag Herb. 1... 88 a “With all varieties except one, du 

4 Ibs./A, Crag Herb. 1-79 “81 ing the 3-year period, the application 
6 Ibs./A. Crag Herb. 1 ........... 46 28 of nitrogen in the spring of the frult- 
2 Ibs./A. 24-D ester... 37 ing year reduced the yield of frult 

Yields will be taken in the spring of below that of unfertilized plots. The 

1952. (Continued on page 198)
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NEW EVERBEARING RASPBERRY PLANTS FOR SALE BERRY PLANTS 

RASPBERRIES TESTED Raspberry plants. Latham, $6.00; Latham raspberry plants. 100, $9.50. 

Washington, $400. State inspected. Cumberland, $7.50. Premier, Beaver, 
Mr. Edward Stry of La Crosse, Wis., Dunk bi A head : 

is quite pleased with his soma with rtm e Rt 1, Hales Co as " Ww 

the new September variety of rasp- ia oan, ce ch 00. + 200, $4.75; 
berries, an everbearing type, and ne y. 

writes about it as follows: 50, aa a ae paragus. § Jr. 
BERRY PLANTS SALE 5 

“In the spring of 1949 we bought Stra a aoe lant Fruit trees, ornamental shrubs and 

one dozen September raspberry plants ‘ pe “ sf nas wi F ‘i evergreens. Hall Nursery, Elmwood, 

from the New York State Fruit Test- it; Wis. 
587; Robinson and Beaver June Bear- 

ing Association of Geneva, New York, s and Streamlin 

in which we have maintained mem- al — ieee tail ¥ er STATE CERTIFIED 
bership. They were planted along s- STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

ing red raspberry. All plants freshly 
with some Marcy, Sodus and New All orders filled promptly with 

dug. Al Kruse Nursery, 615 Effinger 
Cumberland. The September grew Ra., Barat Wis. fresh dug, well rooted plants. Wis. 

vigorously, best of any we planted, ” ,’ 2-14, Wis. 587, Premier, Catskill: 50 
but due to rabbits, we lost some. They — @ $L75; 100 @ $2.50; 250 @ $5.25; 
re-established themselves in the sum- 500 @ $8.75; 1000 @ $14.00. Senator 

mer of 1950 and that fall seemed to BERRY PLANTS Dunlap, Robinson, Temple: 50 @ $1.60; 
have considerable merit in bearing. Lowest prices for highest quality 199 @ $9.00; 250 @ $3.85; 500 @ $6.25; 
They came through the winter of '50- Strawberry and Raspberry plants. 999 @ $11.00. Also Everbearing 

‘51 very well and bore fruit last Streamliner; Beaver; Premier; sguperfection, Gem, Evermore or 
summer. wissen awe aun moma and Minnesota 1160, Streamliner: 25 @ 

“It appears that the new canes that Raspberry plants: thee and St. $1.25; 50 @ $2.00; 100 @ $8.00; 250 @ 
come up in the spring begin to bear Regis. Our Leccits nae this fineet eecatns $7.00; 500 @ $12.00; 1000 @ $20.00. 

at the tips in the fall. Then these P Write for complete price list and P' = you can buy. Circular free. Please 
same canes live through the winter Gyaer early. Variety Gardens, Maus- description to The Zimmerman Nurs- 
and send out laterals which bear the ton wisconsin. ery, 1615-2nd St, Baraboo, Wis, 
following June, after which they die, , eee 
as do other red raspberry plants. The —_—_—_— STATE CERTIFIED 

first berries were picked last August STRAWBERRY PLANTS BERRY PLANTS 
30th, and from then on, berries ripen- ¥ We offer strawberry and raspberry 
ed almost daily in each of the clus- Strawberry plants, Government in- plants for sale: Gem, Streamliner, 
ters. The berries were large and we spected. Quantities te 5 shipped and Evermore “Everbearing ita. 

considered them of good quality. Boat id. (1000 lots Ex- berri 3 
Th a 1 in the € press Collect, Beaver, Robinson, Pre- les at $15.00 per 1000; $2.00 per 
ie ies oie e Treezer. — mier at $2.85 per 100; $10.00 per 500; 100. 

fe 12 me ete ny an uae, se ert GomBrerne Prem, Cl, ura, Hab 
Plants through the month of Septem- $2.85 per 108. Harvey Kamnots, Cum- son and Beaver st $1500 per 1000; her berland, Wisconsin. $2.00 per 100. 

se Dunlap at $12.00 per 1000; 
“There were some unripe berries on 100. All Se pee. 3 LTB Per 

the canes when frost came. Of course, STRAWBERRY PLANTS ° 

younger canes come into flowering We offer the following varieties of Latham raspberries at $5.60 per 100; 
hy $3.00 per 50; $1.75 per 25. Postpaid. 

tight up to frost, but in this respect strawberry plants for spring delivery. 
they are ahead of Indian Summer, yyregh dug day of ‘shipment. The old Viking raspberries at $25.00 per 
which, we found did not start to ripen reliable Beaver. Premier; Catskill; 1000, F.0.B. Bayfield. $3.50 per 100; 

until just about the time the late Sep- , : * $2.00 per 50; $1.25 per 25, postpaid. 
Robinson; Senator Dunlap; Wiscon- 

tember frost came. This coming sum- aia ‘Namber Sit and 91. AL Ev. John Krueger, Rt. 1, Bayfield, Wis. 
mer we will have a far better test : Ge ta 1 or 
of their June bearing ability. bearing: Gem, Minmcoots 1106, and 

Streamliner. H. H. Pedersen, Fruit RED RICH 

—_— and Plant Farm, Warrens, Wisconsin. = ‘Tha senetonal avw jaagg a a 
wf fue strawberry world. Highest strawberry 

BERRY BOXES —————————— eng tao ecove as bona eee 

7 A UI, GA) ANDREWS NURSERY - Fortboutt, 1040 
For Sale: Berry Boxes and Crates. 4 chiid is the one that stands halt- 4 aa 

for price List write Ebner Box Fac- way between an adult and a televi- SEV aed 
'Y, Cameron, Wisc. sion screen.
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From the Editors Desh. 

STUDIES IN FROST PROTECTION ‘ HORTICULTURE AT THE 
BY IRRIGATION 4 a WISCONSIN STATE FAIR 

Studies in Germany on frost pro- om ay os Mr. Ted R. Osmundsen of Sturte- 

tection by irrigation have shown ir- aS A \as vant, Superintendent of the Horticul- 

rigated plots 7 degrees Fahrenheit 4 \| (Meson NY % tural Building at the Wisconsin State 

higher than unirrigated when temper- BD ay Pee Y @ Fair, writes: 

atures dropped to 23 degrees F. Only = / “There will be little change in the 
low rates of application were suitable a ! i”, management of the Horticultural 

for this purpose—about 1/16 of an . ( . Building at the State Fair. I feel that 

inch an hour. If rotation types of | v Mr. E. L. Chambers worked very 

sprinklers are used, rotation must be > hard to bring the show to its high 

rapid—only intervals up to 130 sec- standard of perfection and it will be 

onds between one fall of water and hard to improve upon it. However, I 

the next prevented frost damage. WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE’S will strive to stage a good show. 
Also, the angle of application must COVER “The Horticultural Society can rest 

be low enough so that water does not It is Maple Sugar time again, but assured that we will do all in our 

freeze in the air, and be high enough the sugar-making scene on this power to uphold the prestige of the 
so that water freezes on the plants month’s cover was photographed last Horticultural Building and the show. 

before reaching the soil. August, not last Spring, when visitors Many contacts with various exhibit- 

—H. B. Tukey, Michigan State at the Flower Show of the 1951 State ing groups have been made.” 
College. Fair saw this exhibit of a typical Wis- ————- 

SS consin sugar bush. The display was AN ERROR 

WHY BLUEBERRIES arranged by the Antigo Maple Sugar Senator Byrd Didn’t Grow 5,000 
REQUIRE AN ACID SOIL Co-op, and Ts . a were Bushels Per Acre 

amazed and delig! o find, in a In the March issue of Wisconsin 
Sy od the ee Kok Mepateentl March snow setting, what appeared Horticulture we reported the apple 
Station at Geneva, John Cain gives to be a typical sugar bush with the production of Senator Harry Byrd 

this explanation of why blueberries trees tapped and the sweet sap run- of Virginia, stating that he produced 
. ning, being gathered, and boiled down 1,033,000 bushels of apples on 2,000 

require an acid soil: into maple syrup. The complete sugar- acres, yielding roughly 5,000 bushels 
“An acid soil is usually considered making equipment seemed in opera- per acre. Probably it was a little cold 

a necessity for blueberries. A soil tion, with red lights in the fire box the day the article was copied from 
PH of 40 to 5.2 should exist for the and an amber-colored liquid boiling the original. It should, of course, have 
prevention of iron deficiency and the up frothily (by air pressure) and be- read 500 bushels per acre. We im 

maintenance of nitrogen in the am- ing skimmed off from time to time. mediately received notes from fruit 
monia form. The use of ammonium fven the aroma of maple sugar was growers about it, and we are grati- 
sulfate fertilizer and a heavy organic present, coming from syrup boiling fied to know that they do read the 
mulch is frequently sufficient for on a concealed hot plate in the back magazine. 
this purpose. Sulfur may be used to pan. Ashes and charcoal spilled Of course, we also know readers 
increase soil acidity if applied the around.the fire box door, and a wood multiplied 2,000 acres by 500 bushels 
year before planting. Sulfur should be smoke smell (produced by burning per acre which gave them 1,000,000 

used very sparingly, 50 to 100 pounds punk) all contributed to the realism bushels so they knew it was an error. 
to the acre after plantings are es- of the scene.—By E. L. Chambers. But perhaps it’s a mark to shoot at 

tablished. Se If you can crowd 100 trees on an acté 

Under acid soil conditions well sup- EASTERN MAGAZINE and then get each one to produce 9 
Plied with organic matter, nitrates PRAISES OUR PHOTOGRAPHS bushel you’d come up with 5,00) 

are converted into ammonia nitrogen The Eastern Fruit Grower, a maga- pushel, wouldn’t you. Or don’t yol 

and are thus utilized by the plant. As zine serving the eastern apple and think it can be done? 
the'soil becomes less acid (above pH peach industry used as a cover pic- =e 

5.5) nitrifying organisms predominate ture on its February issue, our cut of ORCHARD FOR SALE 
and ammonia nitrogen is converted in- 12 individual photographs of apples FOR SALE: 18 acre bearing orcharl 
to nitrates which are less easily util- showing damage by apple pests, of good commercial apple varieties 

ized by the plant, as wellas beingmore which we produced for Wisconsin and roadside market—just South of 
easily leached out of the soil. Thus it Horticulture and loaned to them. Baraboo on Highway 12. Good far 

becomes more difficult to maintain They compliment the work very high- buildings and storage cellars. Mi 
adequate nitrogen for the plants.” ly. We thank you. convenience. L. B. Irish Orchards.
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Qe reese e esse en| 
1 1 

——— @ | 
| 1 
t 1 
: INSECTS? DISEASES? ! 
I Codling Moth ee 4 Scab I 
t Mites 5 ae Cedar Rust 1 

: Aphids o— . Black Rot 1 
Oriental Fruit Moth ; / Ey Mildew I 

1 ' ee 4 i 

l Curculio ‘a be Brown Rot 
1 Red-Banded Leaf Roller Bitter Rot I 

t I 
1 1 
I “ I 
I ‘ , I 
1 ' I 

J ae oS a. B® owe ‘ I 
t I 
i i 
! The Right Product tor Every Pest Problem 

i INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES : 

! GENITOX* SPRAY POWDERS SPRAYCOP* “NEUTRAL” COPPER FUNGICIDES 
I (Contain 50% and 75% DDT) (Contain 34% and 53% Metallic Copper I 

I GENICOP* SPRAY POWDER Equivatent I 
1 (25% DDT—72% Basic Copper Sulfate) DRITOMIC* SULFUR 1 

t GENITHION* SPRAY POWDER {Sultur.fer spraying} I 
(Contains 15% Parathion) MICRO-DRITOMIC* SULFUR % +s 

I (with particles of true micron fineness) I 
I 25% DDD EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE 
i 50% DDD SPRAY POWDER FERBAM SPRAY POWDER I 

ZIRAM SPRAY POWDER 
25% LINDANE SPRAY POWDER . I 

I “PURATIZED” AGRICULTURAL SPRAY I 
I BHC G-12 SPRAY POWDER (Organic Mercury) I 
I LEAD ARSENATE “PURATIZED” APPLE SPRAY I 
I (Astringent, Standard and Basic) (Organic Mercury) 

1 NICOTINE SULFATE, 40% BORDEAUX MIXTURE | 

t —— I 
Il = Other Grower Aids I 

i vu Fruit Thinner Weed & Brush Killers 24:0 +2-4,5-T Brush l 

I eter el en se I 
1 (for fruit thinning and 2,4,5-T Brush Killer Filmfasc* 
' pre-harvest drop control) 1 

/ 
© Reg. U. 8. Pat. Of, I 

I \ / : I 
' GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION - ! 

ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION I 
1 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. I 
1 Serving rbgnricalture from Coast to Const I 

I I 
Ocoee ere ge ee ees ee ements en ee ene ne ene ses
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Chemical Weed Control AKNUAL Jemerana 

% ‘ WELL ATTENDED 

In Gladiolus Plantings Members Appreciate 
Excellent Program 

By LeRoy G. Holm and Gail E. Beck More than 50 members of the Wis: 

The use of chemicals for the control grasses when applied as described ~ cot ae, —, a the 

of grasses and broad-leaved weeds above. This chemical has proven to ae ecting: WweUKSe: On 

in gladiolus plantings has been studied be very effective here and in other ‘March’ 80th. The program was ex- 
cellent and a vote of thanks is due the 

by several workers during the past crops and will not hurt the gladiolus. 

few years. The experiments con- At 20 pounds per acre and above, speakers, Dr. James Torrie, Madison, 
Mr. Glen Pierce, Villa Park, Illinois, 

ducted in Michigan, North Carolina, however, we have been able to detect Ted Osmun. dsen,, State Fair Ho: ettnil: 

New York, and Illinois have empha- what appears to be a very slight re- mi 

sized the effectiveness of 2, 4-D, dini- duction in the rate of growth of the tural Superintendent, Mrs. Gordon 

tro compounds, and TCA (trichloroa- gladiolus. Shepeck, Green Bay, and Mr. E. B. 

cetic acid) for this purpose. Another chemical, Endothal (or Stlefvater, Milwaukee, for their par 
Our work at Wisconsin has at- Niagarathal) has proven very effec- ticipation. 

tempted to measure the efficiency of tive against grasses. Since this ma- Annual Show at 

these and other chemicals as her-_ terial will not be commercially avail- State Fair Aug. 16 

bicides, but we have given particular able for a year or two, it will not be No invitations have been received 
attention to the problem of grass con- discussed further. for the 1952 show and it was suggest- 
trol. The greater portion of our work, The chemicals at the rates pre- 4 the State Show be held the first 
however, has been concerned with scribed above have resulted in no three days of the Wisconsin State 
the effect of the chemicals on the delay in flowering. This was deter- Fair, opening Aug. 16. A committee 

gladiolus plants themselves. mined by calculating the number of Consisting of Dave Puerner, Walter 

In each of the two years the tests blooms cut from each plot at the Krueger, and Charles and George 
were conducted on a heavy soil. Grow- time the peak harvest had just pass- Melk were appointed to work with 
ing conditions were excellent. The ed. Total spike production was not Mr. Osmundsen on the problem. Mem- 

varieties White Gold, Lady Jane, reduced by any of the treatments. bers from Two Rivers extended an in- 
Ethel Cave Cole, and Snow Princess The numbers and weights of corms _Vitation to hold the 1953 show in their 
were used. We have found that 2,4-D produced in the plots treated with city. 

at two pounds per acre will control the above chemicals exceeded in all = Se 

75 to 80 per cent of the broad-leaved cases the yields from control plots MADISON GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
weeds during the early part of the which were kept from weeds at all ELEOTS OFFICERS 
growing season. An amine form of the times during the growing season. The At the regular annual meeting of 

chemical is satisfactory. The treat- yield of cormels was not reduced the Madison Gladiolus Society in 
ment should be made before the crop significantly by any of the chemicals. February, the following officers were 

is up at 30 pounds pressure or more in Many more chemicals have been elected: President, H. E. Halliday; 
40 to 50 gallons of water per acre. tried than are reported here, but Vice-president, Gerald Wilke; Secre 

There appears to be no benefit from those set forth above have been by  tary-Treasurer, Miss B. E. Struck 
the use of greater amounts of 2, 4-D. far the most promising and will give meyer, all of Madison. 

Dihitro at 6 to 9 pounds per acre, ap- adequate control of the particular The meeting followed a dinner, with 

plied as above will give good weed weeds. All of these applications have an interesting program of colored 

control but will prove much more ex- een made on our observation plots slides of gladiolus varieties. Mr. Rog- 
pensive. It will perhaps not hold the which included cormel plantings. No er Russell showed pictures of vari 
weeds back for as long a period as detrimental effects were evident. eties of 10 years ago and compared 
does 2, 4-D. Further detailed work such as that them with modern varieties. Slides 

TCA at 10 to 15 pounds per acre will described above is now called for on furnished by Mr. John Flad wert 
control 75 to 85 percent of the annual stock grown from cormels. also shown.
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SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER HOLDS CONTROL OF INSECTS AND is effective for the control of thrips 
MEETING DISEASES OF GLADIOLUS when applied either as a spray or By Walter Ki Chilton By James H. Torrie, Madison dust at the rate of 1 pound technical 

" icid tu per acre. Other still newer chlorinat- The Sheboygan Chapter of the Wis- ‘ “nn new insectic! oi ngi- ed hydro-carbons are Aldrin C4), consin Gladiolus Society held its able, ese peas Or; Boon: - be avail- Toxaphene (1%), Lindane (%4), and Spring Meeting and Bulb Auction at ®l¢ for the control of insects and pian (1%), The number in brackets Chilton on March 9th diseases of gladiolus. For the past at the City Hall t tail t refers to the pounds per acre of tech- Auditorium, trol af edicts ead lard for the con- nical recommended for thrip control. 
Entertainment was provided by the nal i grads. has bona, oe = The last four insecticides are quite .D.T. i 

Sunshine 4-H Girls of Hilbert. A large field control D.D.T. is applied at the avi ss os oad s ae crowd of flower growers and gladiolus rate of 2 pounds of technical D.D-T. evaluate them in relation to D.D.T. 
fans from Sheboygan, Manitowoc, per acre in the form of either 4 pounds For control of thrips during the Brown, Outagamie and Calumet of 50% wettable D.D.T. as a spray or storage period the corms can be either 
Counties attended. There were talks 49 pounds of 5% D.D.T. as a dust, The usted with D.D.T. or dipped in wet- 
on growing glads, soil management, term technical refers to an insecti- t#ble D.D.T. Recent work has in- fertilizers and disease control. Colored cide in a 100% pure form. Thus 4 dicated that Chlordane is effective slides of prize winning gladiolus were pounds of 50% D.D.T. equals 40 in the control of thrips during stor- 
shown. A summary of the talk—How pounds of 5% D.D.T. and 2 pounds of 48¢. 
to Grow Gladiolus, together withform- technical or 100% DD.T. Chlordane (Continued on next page) ulas of sprays and dips were passed 

out to all present. A large assortment 
of popular varieties of bulbs were of- 

fered at the auction. The bidding was NOs Ca 
lively and close to $150.00 was real- P THE SPURWAY METHOD GIVES NH« 
ized for the chapter. After a short K 

business meeting a pot luck supper NOs 
was served and colored movies were pH YOU MUCH MORE—FOR LESS— COs 
shown. The film, Wildflowers Native Fe = 
To Wisconsin, was very nice, as was M, SOs 
the film entitled, Hunting in the Wilds 9 q — c 
of Africa with a Camera. A large Na 4 Re foe ‘ 
crowd attended due to the publicity At 4 bie Mn 
received through news items and 7a 
radio by our good member Orrin a P 
Meyer, Calumet County Agent at Chil- : , a 
ton. 

so ’ SOIL TESTING BEST 1951 INTRODUCTIONS OF Via eC 

GLADIOLUS 1S ACCURATE — AND 
The Symposium Committee = the Is Designed for the Use of Non-Chemists North American Gladiolus Council has 

THE COMPLETE SIMPLEX SOIL TEST OUTFIT compiled a list of favorite varieties in- 
aidtar 1001 in troductions. The 10 is practical for use in any locality—requires no waiting—allows for es : frequent testing. Contains all the solutions and apparatus necessary 1951 introductions receiving the high- for 100 to 300 soi! tests for each of 15 important soil chemicals in- 
est number of points and their total cluding trace elements plus tissue tests for Nitrates, Phosphorus and 
points are as follows. (3 points were Non an seveetteesteeneenncetetneceeceeeenneeeeneeeceenennnettneeeeetteseetenecesstsesssssssnennssseese p49 

Vv first pli te, 2 f - THE JUNIOR SIMPLEX SOIL TEST OUTFIT r ve ~ 2 “- thicts, wens an Eee contains all the materials and solutions necessary to make 100 to 300 }d and 1 for a >. tests for each of 6 soil chemicals plus tissue tests for Nitrates, Phos- King David, purple ..................... 97 phorus and Potassium. secteetnt thse sociincensicatmtaissctascapsnacsascrnciencecine SOB 
Gold, dark yellow WW... 51 THE FARM SIMPLEX SOIL TEST OUTFIT 
Blue Devil, d NEE reer AQ designed for the smaller grower, it contains 100 tests for 5 elements ithe ri vi ‘south, veer 20 plus tissue tests for Nitrates, Phosphorus and Potassium, seeesseeeeeeeees 21 ine » y reeset 

All Simplex Soil Testing Outfits Shi by ih » F.O.B. Leah Gorham, light red... 30 Rene Grice esting Outfits Shipped by Railway Express, F. 
Sierra Snow, white 27 Write for Descriptive Literature. Prices Subject to Change. 
New York, deep rose ........................ 26 

The Rajah, purple. 28 THE EDWARDS LABORATORY 
Elmer’s Rose, light rose .............. 24 P. O. BOX 318 NORWALK, OHIO 
Peach GOW, DULE -erewesseceeeenccn-n 17 : boat, 

SS
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Aphids And Red Spider such as often occurs with fusarium, SCARLET: Red Wing; Dieppe; 

With the increase in the use of which is one of our major diseases. Red Cherry. 

DD.T, there has been an increase in For the control of foliar diseases, LIGHT PINK: Evangeline; Tivoli; 

the number of aphids and red spider many of which later effect the corms, Phantom Beauty. 
in gladiolus plantings. Aphids are fre- such as scab and botrytis, regular. © DEEP PINK: Spic and Span; Cotil- 
quently spreaders of virus diseases, Spraying with fungicides such as lion; Boise Belle. 
hence their control is important. Dithane and Parzate help consider- LIGHT RED: Mid-America; Leah 

Parathion or E.P.N.-300 gives good ably. These fungicides come in both Gorham; Royal Windsor. 
control of aphids when applied at the liquid and wettable powder form. DEEP RED: Red Charm; Mighty 
rate of % pound technical per acre. Since they are compatible with the Monarch; Firebrand, and 552 Royal 

If the weather is warm it is quite Wwettable powder insecticides the two Flush. 
effective against red spider. Precau- can be mixed and applied in one ap- BLACK RED: Black Cherry; Mrs. 
tions should be used especially with lication. For 100 gallons of water, 2 R. G. Errey; Ace of Spades. 
Parathion since it is toxic to humans. quarts of liquid or 2 pounds of wet- LIGHT: ROBE: Noweta Rose; Miss 
EPN-300 is less toxic to humans table powder of the fungicide plus Wisconsin; Elmer's Rose. 
than Parathion. Parathion does not % pounds of zinc sulphate plus 4 ao BOSE: ‘Burma; New! Tork; 
last long on the foliage, hence has to pounds of 50% D.D.T., plus 3 to 5 oz, SOWOEne. 
be culled at regular intervals. of Triton spreader is recommended. LAVENDER: Elizabeth the Queen; 

/ For a 3 gallon sprayer, % cup of Bridal Orchid; Parthiena. 
Two new sulphur base insecticides, f PURPLE: King David; Lancaster; ‘ungicide, plus 3 tablespoons of 50% , 

Aramite and Dimite, applied at the DD.T. plus % tablespoonful of zinc Sherwood. 

rate of 2 teaspoonfuls per gallon are sulphate plus 1 teaspoonful of Triton LIGHT VIOLET: Ravel; Blue 

very effective for the control of red ie recommended. Beauty; Blue Bonnet. 

spider. For the application of both in- DEEP VIOLET: Abu Hassan; Blue 

D.D.T. dust is best for the control secticides and fungicides it is very 280m: Blue Devil. 
of blister beetle. D.D.T., Chlordane, important to follow the directions of SMOKY: Stormy Weather; Sand- 

Aldrin and Toxaphene still give good the manufacturer regarding the rate gp gps nag vy 
control of the tarnish plant bug. Cut- of application and any precautions Prince; Buckeye Bronze; ee 

worms and wireworms in the soil can necessary to observe. , , " 

be controlled by a soil treatment of Insect control, especially aphids, is 

either 2 pounds of Aldrin or 5 pounds important in the control of virus WHY GLOXINIA BLOSSOMS 

of Chlordane per acre in upland soils. diseases. Since many viruses are DO NOT DEVELOP 
For muck soils a heavier application transmitted by aphids, sanitation Question: I have had some trouble 

is necessary. methods such as the destruction of with my Gloxinias. The plants seem 
diseased plants and corms as well as to grow all right, but when the blos- 

Disease Control proper rotation have a place in both soms are ready to open they blast, 
Disease control for our purpose can disease and insect control. that is, just turn brown and never 

be divided into 5 classes, namely: 1) —_ produce nice flowers. What is the 

corm treatment; 2) foliage treatment; BEST EXHIBITION VARIETIES trouble? 

3) insect control; 4) rogueing of OF GLADIOLUS Answer by G. E. Beck, Extension 

diseased plants and corms; 5) rota- Specialist in Floriculture, U. W. “One 
tion. The Symposium Committee of the  o¢ the most common reasons for the 

North American Gladiolus Council failure of gloxinia buds to develop 
Until quite recently the recommend- compiled a list of favorite varieties satisfactorily is ununiform moisture 

ed practice in corm treatment was to and we list here the best exhibition ¢onditions in the soil. When the 
dip them prior to planting. More re- varieties they selected for 1951 in the young buds are in the small stage of 
cently the emphasis has been to treat various color classes. development, it is very possible that 

the corms after digging or after WHITE. Florence Nightingale; they will blast (dry out) if the plant 

cleaning, followed by a pre-planting White Goddess; Silver Wings. and soil are allowed to dry. When the 

dip. CREAM: Leading Lady; Connie G; plant suffers from lack of sufficient 

The method is: after washing the Salman’s Glory. moisture, the first part to be cer 
corms, dip them for a few minutes in LIGHT YELLOW: Aureole; Golden troyed is the young developing buds 
a solution of wettable D.D.T. plus Flute; Crinklecream and Lodestar. For this reason I would suggest ths! 

Arasan or Spergon, and then dry DARK YELLOW: ‘Spotlight; Sun- mine if it oe Taeuneunaee a 
rapidly for 24 to 48 hours at a temper- dance; Gold. * 
atare of 95 degrees F. For smaller BUFF: Patrol; Sun Spot; Pactolus. ema eaten ae bre a 
lots, this can be accomplished by ORANGE: Daisy Mae; Orange “Although these plants require 8 

dusting the corms with a mixture of Gold; Circe. good uniformly moist soil, care should 
D.D.T. and Arason or DD-T. and LIGHT SALMON: Picardy; Poly- be taken to avoid overwatering which 
Spergon after cleaning. This will aid nesia; Pharoah. will result if the plant is allowed 0 
in the control of diseases which are DEEP SALMON: Boldface; Dolly stand in water or not given free 

surface borne but not latent infection Varden; Chinook. drainage.
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NITROGEN FERTILIZER AND plant leaves are yellowish in color, in- STRAWBERRY YIELDS dicating nitrogen shortage. (Continued from page 186) Leave Check Rows Pruning Equipment average reduction for all varieties was With high 1 bo - n Swivel, § Pole Saws, Hand 26.76 per cent and thi 47.1 Bh labor costs as well as peed and to tan per cent, enenwe wes £718 high cost of fertilizers it will cer- and Lopping Shears, Tree Paint, “The red fruit yields on spri tainly pay growers to be very careful Ladders by Mfg. Co, ‘ S ta sp) = in all practices in order to obtain a = vi oon a8 ial * ‘lait maximum yield. Since commercial ° ‘ased vigor, greater new p fertilizers may not always be benefi- Hardie S rayers srowth, a greater number and larger cial, it is well for eaeh grower to leave P y 

leaves, a greater demand for moisture, ’ aieatne ing of fruits and poor al, check rows when making any and hoe Op pee te Dont type of fertilizer application in order ‘ow Crop Sprayers, ry: 
circulation through the plants. to determine whether the practice ers, Booms, Guns, Hose, Repairs and “Yields from several of the indi- P Repair Service. 
vidual plots gave evidence that fall adopted is beneficial or not. One way . 

to save money is not to apply fertili- nitrogen treatment was beneficial and howed that varieties varied in their zer that will not increase yields, and * I response to this practice that can only be determined by leav- Du Pont Spray Materials 
“Varietal vigor, planting distance, ‘ng rows unfertilized for comparison. Puratize, Lime Sulphur, Fermate, water supply, and the plant-forming Lead Arsenate, DDT and etc. ability of varieties were important 

factors in determining the response FITCHETT DAHLIAS sails by a variety to fall fertiliza- Winners in World’s Largest Show DESMIDT TREE SERVICE 
Nitrogen Beneficial Under Certain Catalogue—listing over 350 varieties Raci Conditions —tree. . 

Wis. At the Wisconsin Experiment Sta- Fitchett Dahlia Gardens tion it has been shown that on light, (Since 1900) Hiway 11 Phone 4-6318 sandy soils spring applications of 735 Milton Avenue nitrogen may be very beneficial if the Janesville, ‘Wisconsin 

Enjoy th isite b McKay’ njoy the exquisite eauty o cKay s 
e Hybrid Tea Roses 

This year jon an onlay the Kap mparable peauty of plants Red. whites pink, yellow, multi-colored — all are roses from June until frost. ‘8 ‘ea Roses available for planting this 9. represent the choicest varieties of strong, well - rooted P 8 ” 

—AND INCLUDE THESE IN YOUR PLANTING PLANS, TOO: 
9, McKay’s . Evergreens . Shrubs . Shade Trees - Plums 

° 
5 Buffalo Sprayers Cherries . Pears . Peaches . Small Fruits 

ee are agents for Buf- Consult your local McKay representative, or write directly to | Woite purbine, Prayers. McKay's Madison offices 

—____ 
—_—_——__ . ° e 9 

a NURSERIES— Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery OFFICES— 
Waterloo, 

1919 Monroe Street — McKay Nursery Co, == i es 
—_______
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. BEGIONAL MEETING AT FILMS AVAILABLE FOR GARDEN 

KC mon, WOlitiliag Agee seu J ¥/ vf ones . v Region 1, Garden Club of Wisconsin, Me ¢ 7 dt / The following 16 mm motion picture 

will hold its regular Regional Meet- a J / films with both sound and color are 

ing at the K.C. Hall in Jefferson, fol- oe / available ‘for, garden clubs ‘and, other 
lowing a 6:00 p.m. Pot-luck supper, ft / organization programs. 

with the Green Thumb Garden Club How.to.Grow Beautiful Roses: . 
of Jefferson and Lake Mills as hosts. / How to Grow Besutifel Fuschiss 

Mrs. Gilbert Schlaugenhauf of the / /f/ $ and Begonias. 
Green Thumb Club will demonstrate Vi / / / Mysteries: of Plant Life. 
and talk on -drled snatertal, for bow J 7*® For these films write the California 

queth. ‘There' ‘will, ‘be ia) program, of l / a Spray Chemical Corporation, Box 29, 

music, followed by a colored motion / Janesville, Wisconsin: Make arrange: 
picture with sound. and a garden ments at least a month in advance 

forum conducted by H. J. Rahmlow, THE NEXT BIG EVENT invorder-to; avold, conflict. 
Secretary of the Wisconsin State FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 

Horticultural Society. SCHOOLS MRS. GEORGE WILLETT 
These meetings are always very en- IOLA, WIS., 

joyable and a good attendance is ex- Dorothy Biddle of New York, Lecturer APPOINTED MEMBER 
pected. All interested garden club May 19, Monday. Milwaukee, GARDEN CLUB ADVISORY BOARD 
members in the Rock River Valley Y.W.C.A. sponsored by the Milwaukee TO THE SOCIETY 

are invited. Bring a dish for the pot- Region, Garden Club of Wisconsin. i % othe: wiki Hekeil 

luck supper. rs. Vernon Rosholt o: oshol 
ee May 20, Tuesday. Sheboygan, Epis-  aiected a member of the Garden Club 

THE ELK CREEK LAKE GARDEN ©°P#! Guild Hall, corner of North 7th a avisory Board to the Wisconsin State 
CLUB OF EAU CLAIRE Street and Ontario Avenue, sponsored Horticultural Society last October, re- 

Our little garden club was organized >Y Sheboygan Garden Club. signed recently due to ill health. 
1% years ago, and we have an en- May 21, Wednesday. Athearn Hotel, Mrs. George Willett, of Iola, has 

thusiastic and interested group. We Oshkosh. Sponsored by Winnebago- been asked to fill Mrs. Rosholt’s un- 

all live in a beautiful scenic area of land Region. expired term by the President of the 
virgin timber, near a small lake and May 22, Thursday. Iola, Lutheran Central Region, Mrs. Marlin Stein- 

enjoy our homes in the country. We Church, sponsored by the Central bach, Clintonville. 

all have gardens and because of the Region. eT 

variations in landscape and soils, we FLORAL ARRANGEMENT STUDY 
have a wide variety of flowers, for so PROGRAM CLUB ORGANIZED 

small a group. We all have feeding (note: The program will vary slightly A group of women members of the 
stations for our feathered ee furry at each school.) Oshkosh Horticultural Society recent- 
friends. At our meetings we study na- ly organized the Floral Arrangement 

ture and gardening, and have shown Lecturer: Dorothy Biddle, Study Club. At present there re 2 
films on related ‘subjects. In Decem- —9:09- 9:30 a.m. Registration. members with membership open to 
ber we had a Christmas dinner party, . . any member of the Oshkosh Horti- 
and during the summer months we °:90-10:80 a.m. eS ct Flower cultural Society. The anata will 
meet for brunch in members gardens, ' be held the third Tuesday of each 
or picnic around our outdoor fire- 10 minute recess. month in the homes of members and 
places. We attend all flower shows in 10:40-12:00 am. Color In Flower Ar- two members will bring seasonal ar 
@ group and our members exhibit at rangement, rangements to each meeting. The cu! 

the Chippewa Fair. We enjoy Wis- 19:00 M. Luncheon. A luncheon has ture of the flowers used in each at 

consin Horticulture and Mr. Rahm- been arranged for each school. rangement will be studied. Outside 

low’s garden talks over the state sta- é - Adventure activities such as garden tours, it 
tion and his lectures at Eau Claire. ‘cin, ‘Tea of ‘naling and out of the city, will be planned 

Quring the coming season we will dishes, fruits, flowers, etc. Refreshments will be served by the 
concentrate on lilies. We will try out hostess, Officers of the club are Mrt 
different varieties of lilies and study 10 minute recess. M. R. Cook, President; Mrs. Joh] 
their growth and adaptability to our = $:10- 4:15 p.m. Forum. Questions and = Rasmussen, Secretary; and Miss 3 

soil and exposure. By Mrs. C. E. Brill, answers about flower arrangement sie Pease, Program Chairman. 

President. and table setting. Mrs. John Rasmussen.
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NATIONAL AFRIOAN HILLCREST GARDEN CLUB give their low soft whistle, and the 
VIOLET SHOW OPEN PROGRAM purple finches sing even in the cold- 

it ather.—_By Mrs. Henry Mood, ONLY A LIMITED TIME The Hillcrest Garden Club has an 25 West Allis G. © 
The Annual Convention and Na- excellent program arranged for 1952. * 

tional Show of the African Violet There will be discussions on these cee 

Society of America which will be held topics. New seeds planted for 1952. 
in the Hotel Sherman in Chicago, Spring flowers in the garden. How to AFRICAN VIOLET PLANTS 
April 24-26, will only be open to the plant and care for roses. Care of | New African Violets. Fine selec- 
public, or non-members, on Saturday, geraniums. Book review on pines. tions of the newest ‘introductions, 
April 26, from 8:00 am. to 12 noon. Flower arrangements by each mem- Also old favorites. Blooming plants 

Amindon wil be #100 The com- er Twat abd lecture at WMD @ GL, ome moe ol Vir mere! it ly open to niem- —I ° 
bers of the National organization. inia. Movie on Mexico. Demonstra- me, Always open. Dawsons’ 

Programs are open only to members, tion and proper settings for house Farm, 1 mile west of Raymond Cen- 
Since we announced the show in Plants. Paper on tuberous rooted be- ter, Rt. 1, Box 56, Franksville, Wis. 

our last issue, we thought it well to gonias. Study of Wisconsin State 

mention the time it is open to the Parks and Forests. Each ane a 
ublic. That is such a limited time. study of plant names—pronunciation ayy ry Ly 

P and spelling. By Mrs. H. Krueger, Ci certng Crab- 
HOW TO GROW SWEET PEAS = S*et@ry. ee isibepels some eat boca of ok 

a flowering trees. Write for FREE color- 

eae es ei teeete «—«- Taaeets EaCraor OFS sncwe worcien o nein je soush- WEST ALLIS ae ANDREWS NURSERY 
ern half of the state due to the fact a vA Forthaut, Minn. Box 1043 
that they do not like hot weather. Mrs. R. EB. Stoll, Mrs. Martin 

1. The seed. Use the Cuthbertson Miholic and Mrs. W. I. Buckeridge, 

or the usual Spencer type of sweet ear neighbors at the west hn of Do Your O 
yf pea seed. Plant the seed very early, Venice Park Road, are members of! 

just as early as possible in order to the West Allis Garden Club. They LANDSCA PING 

get crop before hot weather. pa een oe = has put 
out abou pounds of sunflower with this simple Pe 

2. Moisture. One of the reasons for Pode 

failure is lack of moisture. If the eee nes ai nen oe 4 <\ lai / 

roots once dry out, the crop is ruined. vn * XS “JD bY Aa 
‘ last day of February, in fairly cold sey ‘i 

3. How to plant. Some experts ad- weather, I heard the purple flinches TENS. : 
vise digging a trench 6 inches deep, singing near their homes. These birds se zy “al . 
mix fertilizer in the bottom of the i) stay in the same neighborhood Li A ‘ 
trench, then fill in and plant the seeds winter after winter, if properly fed. -! i ce ’ 4 

about 4 inches deep. First cover them ni, ig their sixth consecutive winter (RS Sees. — 
|e only an inch of soil and fill near the Stoll home. = sy 

in the trench gradually so that the SAVE MONEY—beautify your jl 
roots will be kept cool and moist. What is the proper ee All grounds with professionally 

the food they need, every day, set out planned landscaping! Written Plant the seeds about 3 inches apart. at-aunistas, ana ste lates tn thE. day by @ practical landscaping authority, “YOU 
Sweet peas branch heavily and should if d "Be ides th le finch CAN LANDSCAPE YOUR OWN HOME” 
not be planted close together like needed. Besides’ the: purple finches, supplies all the “know-how” you need. Non- 
garden peas there were cardinals, titmice, brown jechates. easy to read ; over 100 illustrations. 

* , white breasted thatch: ows how even a small city lot be made Mulching will help conserve mois- ee a eis niet, ty the into a neighborhood show place. Used by 
ture and keep the ground more cool. an CRADCE. ‘winter, for’ the: nurserymen in 36 states. Thousands of home 
Provide support as soon as the peas first time, two red breasted nut- owners have found this book worth many 

show above the ground. The plants hatches put in an appearance. They times its nominal cost of $1. postpaid. 

are slow to start, but will branch out are so tame that they will almost MINNETONKA PUBLISHING CO. 
and grow quite tall. feed from the hand. The chickadees —220_Watertown Rd. Long Lake, Minn. _ 

4. Insects and diseases. Sweet peas 
are troubled with aphids and mildew. 

Dust with sulphur early. Use a com- SAVE TREES 

bination of sulphur and rotenone or 
D.D-T. to control aphids — the sulphur COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
will control the mildew. TREES 

— LAWNS 
We've always heard that the roll- G A R D E N s. 

ing stone gathers no moss—but why WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
is it that the wandering bee is the one 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
that gets the honey?
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A SHORT PLAY AVAILABLE : I; . Vi Sass ae deeraper—re Favorite Iris Varieties 
“A Gardener Old and a Gardener Judges of the American Iris Society 

New, meet and give you each ones Choose Their Favorites 
view.” That is the slogan of a play , 
that has been sent to us by Professo! ~———— — 18. Pink Cameo ‘46 (20). 
Victor H. Ries, of the University o |) Qaim Co eee 14. Elmohr '42 (14). 
Ohio, and which is available to affil | a ae | Biss ie" hseges Amal be 15. Solid Mahogany ’44 (13). 
ated organizations. i Pe We 4). | 16 Great Lakes '88 (HF). 

In the play, a gardener of long ag |i \ s ate Ko | 17. Lady Boscawen '46 (16). 

meets a modern gardener, and the eet 18. Azure Skies '43 (21). 

discuss what they know of gardening a 4 19. Ranger 43 (27). 
atk ea 5 

ee baba ago thinks tha m4 a | 20. Spanish Peaks '47 (45). 

The play could be used at a garde: it if e,| 2+ Mulberry Hose °41 (25). 
club meeting or at a special prograr er Cee 22. Chantilly '45: (34). 
Write the Wisconsin State Horticu’ es] 28. Minnie Colquitt ’41 (65). 
tural Society if you want to see i Pees 24. Blue Valley ’47 (24) 

Eee Wy | 25. Sable ’36 (HF). 
ABOUT en * | 26. Dreamcastle 48 (15). 

Es 27. Berkeley Gold ’42 (7). 

Did you know that: ©. | 28 Argus Pheasant '48 (37). 
The year 1867 is an mae tae one a 29. Black Forest ’45 (36). 

in rose history; it was in that year 5 ii 6 

that the first Hybrid Tea, La France, fo mee | 80 Snow Flurry 20 (8). 
was created by crossing the Hybrid _ — 81. Desert Song ’46 (44). 

Perpetual, Mme. Victor Verdier with 32. Rocket ’45 (29) 

the Tea Rose, Mme. Bravy. For the 12th consecutive year, 33 gyivia Murray '44 (80). 
judges of the American Iris Society » 

Polyantha roses are descendants of have selected the 100 best tall, bearded $4; Cloud Castle ‘44° (80). 
R. Multiflora, The small-flowered jjis This year, 262 judges, all top ex- 35. Pinnacle '49. 

Polyanthas and their hybrids were ports on iris, participated in the vot- 36. Katherine Fay '45 (62). 
formerly called Baby Ramblers. Flori- ing, according to Harold W. Knowl- 37. Garden Glory ’48 (22). * 

bunda is a name now often given to ton, vice president and awards chair- 38. Distance ’46 (17) 

some of the. large-flowered varieties. man of the American Iris Society. 39. Chamois ‘44 is. 

The Turks considered roses sacred The judges vote only on iris which 49 Casa Morena ’43 (40) 

and never allowed one to lie on the they have seen growing in well-es- . 14 45 (88 . 
ground. tablished clumps, and which have al- Al; Clothot'Go (38). 

Henry Van Dyke says: The best ready received an honorable mention 42 Fantasy ‘47 (71). 
rose bush after all is not that which award or better in past years. The 43. Extravaganza '46 (26) 

has fewest thorns, but that which judges live in various parts of the 44. Tiffanja ’42 (18). 

bears the finest roses. country and are in a position to see 45 pink Formal '49. 

the varieties perform under different e 

rs soil and climatic conditions. AG: Amigo (04 (Em). 
47. Grand Canyon '41 (61). 

It’s very easy to grow old when you We list here the 50 top varieties. The 45 wabash °36 (HF) 
stop to consider ‘the alternative. date following the name denotes the . ; . year the variety was introduced; the 4% Lynn Langford '46. (78). 

OT figure in parenthesis indicates its one ae ane Se list of 100 

MAKE YOUR HOME standinig) In the 1960) iris symposium. we recognize such older varieties as 
MORE BEAUTIFUL 1, Blue Rhythm '45 (2). the Red Douglas, Prairie Sunset, Gud- 

2. Amandine '46 (11). run, Missouri, Los Angeles, Sierra 
Blue Spruce, Pyramidal 8. Blue Shimmer 42 (4). Blue, Ormohr, Shining Waters, Tif 

Arbor Vitae, Gavin Juniper 4. Cherie ’47 (19). fany and Daybreak. 
5. Helen McGregor '46 (3). oe 

and Mngho Fine. 6. Lady Mohr 44 (6) —— 
Priced to sell. Vigorous, 1. Chival “4. FOR youn a lS ry . Cut apples into a bowl. Add chunks 

+ Well shaped trees, Cer- 8. Master Charles ‘43 (5). of peanut butter, brown sugar oF 
tified. 9. Ola Kala ‘43 (HF). honey, with milk or cream. It makes 

QUINCY NURSERIES 10. New Snow '46 (12). a delicious breakfast. By Norman 
11, Cascade Splendor '45 (10). Koelsch, Jackson, Wis., Washington 

Friendship, Wisconsin 12. Bryeé Canyon ‘44 (9). County F.G.A.
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S P R I N G Rosella F, Mathieu ($2.50). How to 
grow and use over 100 herbs. 

" All About House Plants, by Mon- 

The Time Of Fulfillment, tague Free ($8.95). 
. Iris For Every Garden, by Sidney 

Promise And Hope a Michal: C900). 
Lillies for Every Garden, by Isa- 

By Elizabeth Stewart, West Allis bell Preston, ($2.50). Tells in plain 

language how to grow lilies success- 

The lesson nature teaches us in the eae lores Ki a fully. 

spring is a beautiful, yet powerful 3 " Yer Pas Pe The Book of Perennials, by Alfred 
one. Seemingly weak, fragile, pale ; a am 2 C. Hottes ($2.75). Full information 
green stems break through heavy ae Bee is on the general principals of grow- 
earth. They sense their role in the ae Ba ing, selecting and propagating peren- 
drama of the season. We are remind- ea ce nials, 

ed of the passage from Heclesiastes ‘ ae a How to Increase Plants, by Alfred 
which reads, “To everything there is t Ala = C. Hottes ($3.00). A comprehensive 
a season, and a time to every purpose 2a ” Boo pk , 

. ae on the propagation of plants 

under the heaven; ‘a time to be born ian. 7 CS written for the amateur. 
and a time to die—.” OM tte aie .. : 
Spring is a time of fulfillment. We g#y: ii Be ai for Every Garden, by Dr. R. 

see the glory of blossoms where, jj 9% acs . Allen, ($3.50). 
many months ago, we planted plump 5 ‘ The Book of Shrubs, by Alfred C. 

brown bulbs. A sense of wonderment | - Hottes ($4.00). A most complete book 

comes over us with the realization 7 Res. on Shrubs. 
that the mourning doves have return- ye 4, SS = es. Table Setting For Everyone, by 

ed once again to nest in the same HS - AEE Dorothy Biddle and Dorothea Blom 

Colorado blue spruce. Winter weary An arrangement for spring, by Mrs. ($2.75). 

| hearts are cheered by the music of Victor Schmitt of the West Allis The Book of Trees. by Alfred C. 
countless other birds that have wing- Garden Club. Exhibited at the West Hottes, ($4.00). A book on the care 
ed their way back to us. Allis Flower Show last May 26-27. and culture of trees. 

A small brown seed is dropped in —————____m_________ 1. Tomato, by Paul Work ($1.75). 
moist, warm earth. This tiny seed GARDEN BOOKS FOR YOUR A practical book on growing toma- 
holds a promise of fulfillment. There HOME OR LIBRARY toes. 

will be an orderly progression of The following is a list of some gar- These books may be purchased 
digi on c oe °y’ den books which we have in the li: from DELAMARE GARDEN 

% brary of the Wisconsin State Horti- BOOKS, 448 West 37th Street, New 

seed, cultural Society to which we refer York 18, N. Y. It may be possible to 
Thus, we see the never failing mir- many times for information. We list obtain most of them from the Trav- 

acle of spring not only as a time these because we feel they are prac- eling Library, State Capitol Annex, 
of fulfillment but one of eternal prom- tical, not too expensive, and of value Madison, Wisconsin, in case you wish 
ise and hope. Its light shines through ; , : ; fe ani pe 8 to gardeners. to study them before purchasing 

the haze of confusion, giving us @ = The Book of Annuals, by Alfred C. them. A card to the DELAMARE 
simpse of a triumphant, orderly Hottes ($2.75). A very complete and COMPANY will bring a catalogue 
world and our faith is renewed. practical book on this subject. with the description of many other 

TT All About African Violets, by Mon- good garden books. Your local book 
THE GARDNER'S TROUBLE —_tague Free ($3.50). Written for ama- store will get them for you. 

SHOOTER teur gardeners who want to know 

a Victor H. Ries, Extension how to grow African Violets. Pepper Plants 
rofessor of Floriculture at the Ohio The New Flower Arrangement for 

“tate University has written a new Everyone, by Dorothy Biddle and _ Question: I have never had any 
ook, The Gardener's Trouble Shooter; Dorothea Blom ($3.50). A basic book luck with Christmas pepper Plants 

«> How to Keep Your Plants Healthy on arrangements for the home, that I received for Christmas be- 

aid Yourself Happy. It is published church or flower show. cause the fruits drop off in a short 

b; Sheridari House, 257 Fourth Ave- Tuberous Begonias, by Worth time. How can I care for them so 
nie, New York 10, NY. (Price: $8.50) Brown ($2.75). A book on how to they will last longer? 

In his work, Professor Ries has grow these beautiful flowers. Answer: Given full sun and a moist 
been listening to the troubles of gar- Handbook of Attracting Birds, by soil, Christmas peppers will be one 

deners for 23 years. In this book, he Thomas P. McElroy, Jr. ($8.00). of the best keeping little Christmas 

v rites a series of chapters on the ef- Garden Flowers in Color, by Dan- plants available. They need free 

fct of soil, fertilizer, water, light, iel J. Foley ($2.95). More than 350 drainage but don’t expect the plant 

t mperature, wind, and climate on flowers in actual color. to last over a week if it is allowed to 

your plants. Herb Growers Complete Guide, by dry out.
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. . DON'T START TOMATO 

Organic Gardening PLANTS TOO SOON 
Z Don’t start tomato plant seedlings 

Some Facts To Consider too soon. Six to eight weeks before 
plants can be set in the open ground 

By L. H. MacDaniels, Cornell Univ. is soon enough wk begin. = early 
seeding will mean long, spindly seed- 

: (condensed) lings that transplant poorly. 

On my desk are a number of pam- Timing is important for disease 

phlets on organic gardening. These control also. In 1950, losses from cur- 

have come from various sources in ly top were serious. This disease is 

England, New Zealand and the Uni- caused by a virus that is passed on to 

ted States. One of them had printed the plants by plant lice or aphids. 

in bold black letters on the cover, A The leaves look narrow and pinched. 

“Will there be a second black death?” Production is cut sharply. 

The inference is that the plague and Sprays to control the aphids are 

black death during the Middle Ages useless, since a single stab by an in- 
were caused by depleted soils and NE fected plant louse will do the damage. 
that unless we now began to prac- Scientists working at the research 
tice organic gardening, we are head- center of Vaughan’s Seed Company 

ed for another such plague. This is immediately increasing crop yields in Western Springs, Ill. have found 
surprising since the facts are that and also increasing organic matter an effective control in delayed plant- 
“black death” is the bubonic plague is to use chemical fertilizers which, ing. 
and this is a virus disease that is on these impoverished soils will show 

spread by fleas which are carried by immediate results. It can be truth. | “Phids hatch very early in Spring 
rats. There is no direct relationship fully said at the present time %4 multiply rapidly because of a 
between this disease or its spread that without the use of chemical %¢@tth of natural enemies. Later, 
with anything in the soil either or- fertilizers even a rich country like When air temperatures go above 60 
ganic or inorganic. the United States would soon find ponies ‘numbers and wipe e hatch 

in large numbers ani out the Truths itself in a position of food shortage. aphids. These enemies, the lace wing 

The truth in organic gardening is _ APOther hulf-truth is that organic fly, lady bird, praying mantis and 
basic and important. Agronomists gardening will have any direct ef- the insidious plant bug, need heat 
agree that organic matter in the fect on disease and insect control. It before they appear. 

is true that with some disease a plant 
soil is indeed an indispensable, or at that is not growing thriftil By delaying planting until these 

'y may 
least a very valuable ingredient. It show the effect of disease more than atural enemies have completed their 
improves soil tilth through granula- one that is growing rapidly. On the Work, the chance of infection is 

Hon ieltie came co a pn other hand, the exact opposite is true Sharply reduced. gee is in know- 
its decay, releases nitrogen. and oth- with many diseases, namely the more ing when to plant. Vaughan workers 
er nutrients. Carbon dioxide from de- ‘@Pidly the plants grow and the more have observed that when the peonies 

= i in- succulent they are, the more they Fre in bloom or when the apple trees 

caying materials helps bring mi are attacked by disease. have shed their last petals, the 
erals into solution and so makes them weather is enough to hatch 

available to plants. These are only Home gardeners everywhere should the-snatural placa of aphids. This 

a few of the primary and secondary be encouraged to save plant materi- is approximately two wi ooks later 

benefits or organic matter in soil. als and vegetable refuse, if they than the normal transplanting time 

have a convenient place to do it. in most sections, However, the late 
Half-Truths Building a compost pile is a straight- plantings usual: * catch wu , so there 

A half-truth comes in when it is forward procedure in which any kind is 1 et dite v tin siti ei 

either stated or implied that the use of vegetable matter is used. Basical- oe erence earns. ne 

of composted materials without hav- ly what happens in the compost pile Scientists warn against confusing 
ing chemical fertilizers is enough to is the rapid decomposition of the curly top with other tomato diseases, 

build up the organic matter in soils plant materials by bacteria which such as are best controlled by plant- 

over any large area or to solve the produce decay. In order to make sure ing disease-resistant varieties, No ver- 

problems of nutrition of crops under that these bacteria are present, it iety in commerce today has any resist- 
present conditions. Over the wide may be advisable to scatter a few ance to curly top. Even when disease- 
area of the earth’s surface where  shovelsful of soil over the compost resistant varieties like Garden Sta‘e, 

food, is produced in quantity there pile as it is being built. Sods are Wisconsin 55, Rutgers, Pritchard ad 
is no possibility of accumulating particularly valuable. To assure the Marglobe ate i ed late planting is ad- 
enough plant refuse to compost in decay organisms adequate nitrogen visable. , 
piles and thus increase the organic and other elements for their growth, . 

matter. The most economical and ef- the addition of chemical fertilizers —From Vaughan’s Garden Research 

fective way at the present time of on each layer is recommended. Center Bulletin. .
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IT’S EASY TO 

Grow Lilies From Seed 
By Mrs. Lars Egeberg, Orfordville 

Growing lilies from seed has been Transplanting Seedlings all. Beginning after the regals, it con- 

my most rewarding experience in gar- After the spring rush is over the tinues blooming with protection, as 
dening. The cost of a collection is very transplanting begins and continues ate as the middle of October. 

small compared with the purchase of whenever it is convenient. Some bulbs Propagation From Scales 

bulbs. Equipment any enthusiastic are left growing in the flats and mov- Propagation of the Madonna lily 

gardener has at hand is all that is eq directly to permanent places in have been from scales. While diseases 

needed. the fall. Many go into open frames Fre not carried in seeds, scales are 
Lilies are as easily grown from seed ™ade of ten inch boards. A layer of likely to transmit any disease infect- 

as most perennials, providing healthy CTushed clinkers is generally used in ing the bulb, With the exception of 

live rooted bulbs for planting at the the bottom for drainage and the soil bulbils, this method seems the easiest 

proper time. level built up inside the frame with Way of increasing lilies and many 
about five inches of enriched, friable kinds can be grown this way. Some 

Small amounts of seeds are sown jjanted in furrows across the bed, Of the outer scales are broken from 
in pots, larger amounts in flats, pro- 444) containing peat moss. Bulbs are the bulb after flowering, dusted with 
vided with good drainage. Dusted with .aced six or more inches apart. Bare Hermodin powder and placed in a 
Spergon and Hermodin powders they yooted bulbs are dusted again with Pan with fine dry sand to cover. The 
are covered with about one half inch disinfectant and hormone prepara- Place to keep them and no more at- 
of finely sifted soil mixture, composed tions, A covering of one or two inches tention is needed for a month or so. 
of équal parts of compost, sand, gar- oF soi1 ig given depending upon the By that time bulbets will be found 
den soil and peat moss. Labeled and ize of the bulb. When growth stops top of the water heater in the base- 

covered with burlap they go into the in the fall another inch or two of ™ent laundry has proven a good 
cold frame, when care is taken to  goij is added. After the ground freezes, Towing at the base of the scales. 
keep them moist, but not wet. the frame is filled with mulch held When roots have also developed they 

Plant Seeds In May in place with boards or other ma- Fe Planted in pots of soil remaining 
Most seeds are planted in May. terials. Part of the covering is left in the basement until top growth is 

’ on in the spring for a summer mulch. 0ted. Moved to an upstairs window 

with smaller plantings made anytime arost bulbs are left in the frame until © grow until spring, many will be seed is available from the garden or 1 h to be i 
they flower. large enough to planted directly 

Stowers. A. limited number are. grown Spraying with nicotine for aphis and into the garden. 
indoors during, the winter maths. Bordeaux mixture for blight, started _ One of nature's ways to propagate 
Species in the quick. germinating when bulbs are small, continues along °™é lilies is by the growth of bulbils 

group generally appear in four to six) oi general care & in the axils of the leaves. On plants 
weeks, Covering is removed when the - of Sargentiae and Green Mt. hybrids 
first green spears appear. Partial Good Varieties I have found bulbils with roots as 
shade is provided and careful watering My collection of quick germinating well as leaves developed. They were 
becomes most important. Shade is species and hybrids, grown from seed planted in flats to continue growth. 
removed on cool, cloudy days and now includes: amabile, amabile lu- ea es 

water is withheld, unless absolutely teum, centifolium hybrids, concolor, SWEET POTATOES IN 

necessary, to prevent “damping off’. Crow’s hybrids, Dauricum var Wil- WISCONSIN 

After the second leaves have develop- soni, longiflorum, Davidi, formosa- 

ed a little Vigoro is given, repeated num, Green Mt. hybrids, Henryi, Prin- By Ervin Roelke of 
at monthly intervals. ceps, regale hybrids, Sargentiae, tenu- Waupun, Wisconsin 
When cool autumn days arrive glass folium, Golden gleam, and Wonder. We tried to grow sweet potatoes 

is placed on the frame to keep growth Most of these require three years to here in our garden two different 
continuing. In late October the pots Produce blossoms. years, but like the peanut, the sweet 
ure sunk into the soil in the frame and These Bloom In Two Years potato needs a lot of hot weather. In 

peat moss tucked around the flats. The few that have bloomed for me Wisconsin we do not have long sus- 

When the ground freezes the frame two. years after sowing include: tenu- tained hot weather such as is normal 

is filled with dry leaves and the  folium, regale, Davidi, Crow’s hybrids below the Mason-Dixon Line. Our 
sash left raised a little for ventilation. and princeps. Seedlings of Wonder largest potatoes weighed 8 ounces, 

A covering is placed over the sash to lily flower in late summer, when less ut by far the bulk of them needed at 

keep the sun from heating the frame, than two years old. Resembling for- east another month of hot growing 
and the bulbs are ready for winter. mosanum, it is not listed in specialist's Weather than they were able to have 

Late in the winter the flats are catalogs. Seéd was secured from a_ before frost. In short, we think our 
watered. The covering is usually re- Wisconsin seed company. So far this growing season is too short for grow- 
noved by early April, lily has been the most satisfactory of ing sweet potatoes.
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APRIL WORK IN THE APIARY hive. Keep the queen warm—perhaps' uine winter bees differ from queen- 

The most important job during put her in your shirt pocket while the less bees, however, in that the ovarie:: 

April will be to check all bee colonies Dees are being shaken. Spray her with of the latter also develop. 
to see whether or not they will build *#¢ warm syrup and release her care- —_— The results indicate that the longev 
up into profitable honey producing fully among the bees. Replace the ity of bees is controlled mainly by 

colonies. Only by keeping all of our £7@mes, watching the queen to see that their pollen consumption and brood 

high priced equipment filled with She 1s not injured. rearing, and only to a lesser extent by 
profitable colonies can we hope to 4 Close the hive. Provide a small their forging work—By A. Maurizio. 
make a profit on present honey prices @Mtrance and close it with grass which Reported by C. R. Ribbands in The 

and labor and equipment cost. the bees can remove. Bee World. 

It is our experience that a colony Be sure to provide plenty of honey — 
that has been dwindling since Febru- © Sugar syrup and pollen so that the HOW TO INSTALL PACKAGE 
ary is an unprofitable one regardless ees can build up rapidly. Remember BEES BY THE SPRAY METHOD 
of the appearance of the queen. We that the bees in a package are good The pictures shown on the next 
have tried requeening such colonies 0r only one thing—to raise brood. page should be studied by every bee- 
only to find they continue to dwindle On about the third day, we inspect keeper. They show how to success- 
in population. Eliminate such colonies the packages to see if the queen is fully install the bees according to 
in whatever way you choose, and in- live and laying. It is well to have a directions by the Central States Bee 
stall in the equipment a new package few additional queens on hand in Culture Laboratory, Madison 

of bees and queen. nuclei or in storage in a nuclei, 2 * 

so that if a package is without a Advantages of the Method 
How To Install Package Bees queen, it will not be lost but can be (1) As shown by tests with a great 

Complaints have been heard that many colonies by the Central States 
requeened immediately. 

package bees die even though in- Installed by this method, most good Bee Laboratory, the queen starts egg 

stalled in several different ways. queens will begin laying in less than laying much sooner when introduc- 

Whenever a package or a colony of 5» days. tion is by this method than where 

bees dies suddenly, look for just one the cage is placed in the hive. 

thing—starvation. If installed in the (2) If the queen is not released at 

hive during a period of real cold STUDIES ON THE INFLUENCE OF once when left in the queen cage under 
weather, the bees may form a cluster POLLEN FEEDING AND BROOD other methods, there is considerable 

over empty combs, or away from the REARING ON THE LENGTH danger of drifting bees because the 

honey and starve to death before the OF LIFE AND THE PHYSI- queen is confined. 

weather turns warm enough to break OLOGICAL CONDITION Study The Pictures 

the cluster. OF BEES Reading downward in the first 

The Spray Method of Introduction Newly emerged bees were kept in column of pictures, we have: 

The best method for installing pack- cages and fed with 28 different kinds (B) On arrival the packages shou d 

age bees is the spray and direct re- of pollen. Some pollens stimulated be sprayed so as to be gorged with 

lease method. Here are the steps. the development of the brood-food food. Spray on all sides of the pac'c- 

1. Prepare a sugar syrup by mix- glands, fat bodies, and ovaries, hut age several times. It doesn’t hurt :0 

ing equal parts of sugar and hot water. others did not. wet the bees thoroughly. Use a thin 

While warm, pour into a sprayer with When for any reason, brood rear- sugar syrup of equal parts of sugir 

a nozzle that will provide a coarse ing stops in a colony which is well and water, and feed it warm. 

spray. If syrup turns cold, heat it. supplied with pollen, the brood-food (D) .Set out combs to allow spa:e 

2. Spray the package bees on ar- glands and fat bodies of the bees de- for shaking the bees. If at all possible, 

rival and again just before being velop, their longevity increases,.and give combs containing honey and pcl- 

taken to the apiary, so the bees will they attain the physiological condi- en; otherwise feed must be provide. 
become gorged with food. tion of “winter bees.” This can hap- Use the deep bottom-board to allcw 

3, With the hives in place, remove pen at any season: queenlessness, or room for bees to spread under t¢ 

4 center combs. Spray the package even a short interruption of egg lay- frames, but reduce the entrance 0 

again so the bees cannot fly. Open ing at swarming time, produces bées the smallest opening. This should al30 
the package and shake bees into the which approach this condition. Gen- be plugged loosely with green grass 
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or thin paper. sugar syrup to prevent her from fly- WANTED—BEES FOR 

It is best to wait until evening if ing. Carefully rip off the screen, slow- POLLINATION 

the weather is warm to avoid robbing. ly shake the queen onto the clustered 

(E) Spray the package thoroughly bees. Watch her so that when the ices -s a. paler . 
to quiet the bees and prevent them frames are put back she will not be Doo ee on the blessemtn: 

from flying just before shaking into injured. ee Le pa We can cick 
the hive. If combs of honey and pollen have satisfactory arrangements with bee- 

(F) Jar the bees into one end of been given, nothing more need be 4. pers who can rent their bees for 
the package. Remove the queen cage done, and in iste days time the queen hination. 

d also any cluster strips. will have started egg laying. If emp- 

es and md Pour the _ into the t¥ combs are given, of course feeding ann chance for the beekeeper as 
must be continued until nectar is grower to profit. For full hives. Dislodge remaining bees with a details write to Reynolds Brothers, 

blow of a mallet or the fist. available from the field. Int, 
es Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. 

(I) If the bees have been thorough- If a sprayer cannot be obtained, a 

ly sprayed they cannot fly and can fruit jar with holes in the cover may ———— 

be spread out over the bottom-board be used to shake syrup onto the pack- FEDERATION ADOPTS HONEY 

with a hive tool to prevent mashing age, but it is not as convenient and 

of bees with frames. takes much longer. Dipping packages MARKETING AS MOST IM- 

(J) Spray the queen with warm is a messy job. PORTANT PROJECT 

“The American Beekeeping Federa- 

yap ra fo a tion recognizes honey marketing as 
/ : ae " the number one problem of the bee- 

aed I. 4 keeping industry and will give major 
ligt i attention to that problem until it has 

et i | ¢ been relieved.” , 

4 * .F ae . Such, in concise wording, was the 
1 a pats: a decision of the Executive Committee 
—sS a a i ‘a SOS of the Federation at their meeting in 

48 hPa | ‘IR October. 
e a Ree ey ie Pie mae: sh Ge au 7) she 45 mer al There are many problems connected 

Me | Rah SMe with marketing that need to be solved. 
Be ha? id bec There is the problem of quality, flav- 

a hes J , ors, containers, labels; the kind of 

~ 3 wa sens honey to be sold as table honey and 

= ae > < ‘ aa Si as commercial honey. The matter of 

oe ae government price support, exports, 

Ro ine ‘4 ’ and imports, new commercial uses of 
~ = ate m x al be * honey. There is the problem of watch- 

oD ~—S ve a. Bia ae vd \ ing legislation in the various states 
es i WOES E L. as -_ Ye oo. et ra and by the Federal government; to 
Mares cc ts aden erie ASSO Ee ee Hapa nih ie + fish 3p i support favorable laws and prevent 

tT ee, [ a E pee, a the enaction of those unfavorable. 

lA ‘i = ee | a Then there is the problem of honey 

» cal promotion to the consumer. That is 

me Li being done by the American Honey 

‘ Institute. The Institute has a fine 
. a pet 3 record over many years and has 

=> : i oe established a high reputation among 

oe St , coe m the editors of food pages in magazines Pm au A — } TEM Dee i bik s and newspapers. We cannot afford to 

[ALE ees oO oe a ener 
| [ c much to establish. We can, however, 

‘ , urge the industry to adopt a program 

which will lead the Federation and 

the Institute to work closely and har- 

moniously for the benefit of the bee- 

keepers. It can be done, go let's do 

it. 

No man who is enjoying life can be 
termed a failure.
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UNORTHODOX TWO QUEEN MARKETING IS AN OLD PROBLEM NAROCOTIZING BEES 

COLONIES Sometimes we forget that our prob- “Narcose” Tablets Used in Germany 

By Marvin W. Kosanke, Ripon lems are not new but that they have to Subdue Bees 

Much has be writt i en en and said existed for many years and that others An articl 

about two queen colonies. Authorities before us have tried to solve many of le: by Hane Geng of Ce 

have proved their advantage in honey them. So it is with this problem of many) la the _Jeciyery.. lene. ote 

production and many progressive bee- marketing and honey prices. Back in ee aes GAichigan) tella 

keepers have put this theory to good the February, 1934, issue of this maga- wiec * ti and ammonium 

use. zine, in the Beekeeping Section, we q, e preparation, which is used in 

But many beekeepers have not real- find this paragraph. . ermany by placing @ tablet in a 

ized that they may have a consider- “Unfortunately, marketing has be- ee amoker ead 'epplying © or 6 

able number of two queen colonies of come such a serious problem that putts to the entrance, After e minus 

the unorthodox type, namely mother much of the job in keeping bees has the bees in the hive are fully narcot- 

and daughter queens in their apiaries. been lost in recent years by the more isedliand subdued. 

During the past it has been my op- serious study of how to get more _ - narootising is usedifor he or: 

portunity to observe a number of money for our crop. We should not jowing purposes: 1. For prom! 

these colonies. This past season it lose track of the other side of it, one queens. 2. For moving hives a 

was my privilege to do so again. however, at our meetings and conven- 8 or distance. 3. For uniting weak 

In the early part of May when I tions.” set ee les. 4. For vec: vena small 

ed ae — am two col- PRICES IN 1934 couas cioee pi Cae cup Laem, 
a 

. 6. fe 

es ah oe ween eth In the same magazine is an item in It is said that when robbers attack 

of the old queens were active so I did which BE. L. Badger of Janesville re- a colony they apply narcose and move 

sot remove them, When I made: my ported very little demand for Number the bees a short distance. When the 

next inspection in ten days and every I comb honey which is selling at 15¢ bees recover, the robbers forget their 

inspection thereafter I made it a per section. He also reported the own colony and stay in the colony 

special point to locate them and ob- chain stores in Janesville selling ex- they were robbing. 

serve their actions. Upon every ine tracted honey for 49c per 5 Ib. pail. (Ed.) The question comes to our 

spection throughout the months of Since that time, some progress at mind, however, that the material may 

May, June and until the 20th day of least has been made. Of course, a floor have a more far-reaching effect—it 

July both of the mother queens were under the price of honey in 1984 was may cause the bees to forget a lot 

Observed in the hives, After the 20th unheard of and perhaps would have of other things too, such as how to 

of July I dispensed with all inspections been termed Socialism at that time. bring in nectar and how to rear brood. 

But the floor does help prevent price SA 

and made no further attempt to lo- cutting, and the government's distri 

cate the old queens. During this en-  pytion ‘of honey in the Actsool Tanct THE BEE WORLD 

time time both of the mother queens program is more valuable than most Valuable Beekeeping Magazine From 

apparently were laying well along of us realize—it keeps our children England Available to Our Members 

with the daughter queens. Just be- ji, touch with honey. They learn to The magazine Bee World is the of- 

fore the honey flow one colony con- 4+ it, and many of them no doubt ficial organ of the International Fed- 

tained eighteen frames with brood win] continue to eat it after they leave eration of Beekeepers’ Associations 

and the second one contained twenty- school. Notice the great increase in and is now being published by the 

three frames with brood. the use of milk by the younger gener- Bee Research Association, whose 

I am inclined to believe that many ation, due, we believe in large part headquarters are in England. The 

of our populous colonies contain two to the School Lunch Program and its annual cost of membership, including 

queens at one time or another but emphasis on the health value of milk. the monthly magazine, Bee World, is 

we are not conscious of the fact. When * $5.60 per year. 

we are inspecting our colonies in the 
esear 

spring to locate queens, we do not look SWEET CLOVER WEEVIL inp wee 7 oa Tn 

any further in the hive after we have The sweet clover weevil has been a problems of beekeeping and publishes 

found a queen. We take it for granted serious pest. While we haven’t heard the results in its magazine. It also 

this is the queen that heads the colony much of it in a year or two, Mr. Hoyt reports by abstract important ar 

and move on to the next one. This is Taylor, Pleasant Plains, Ill, secre- ticles in all of the bee papers and 

a very natural conclusion and has tary of the Illinois Beekeepers Asso- scientific publications of 30 or more 

been my own on many occasions. But ciation, writes that in a 20 acre field countries. These articles are on new 

sometimes when I have been curious that has never grown sweet clover be- methods and new discoveries. 

about a colony with an unusually fore and where there was no known Checks should be made . ble to 

large amount of brood and bees I field within three miles, “the ground the Bee Research aeintin Ltd. 

found this situation of mother and was crawling with the weevils, as soon gend to Dir , ; 
ector, Dr. Eva Crane, 55 

daughter queens exisiting in a num- 48 the plants were 2 or 3 inches high.” Newland Park, H ll, Yorks, and. 

ber of instances. It is another of the He made one application of DDT » Htull, ‘Yorks, Mngias 

many phases of beekeeping, one occu- when, through observation, the insects —_—_—— 

pation that never lacks in interest and were present and working on the The most exquisite folly is made of 

where the unusual is with us at all plants. It did the trick and the clover wisdom spun too fine—By “Poor 

times. made a fine growth. Richard.” 4
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DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 
WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION HONEY 

taurcARril 18 Friday. Southwestern District Mecting, Court House Sparta, Res- CONTAINERS 
‘We now have a good supply May 7, Wednesday. Northwestern District Meeting. Legion Memorial Hall, of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib, pails. Bloomer. Pct luck Luncheon, eae She is tha Wee 

THE PROGRAM 02, glass © con 
See the February issue of Wisconsin Horticulture for a detailed program. make immediate shipment. 
All meetings start at 10:00 a.m. Forenoon program devoted to Beekeeping To insure prompt. service, 

frre gery Fic pong by H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. Wis Hor. Soc. Annual Business order your Association labels 
ee! at : am, 

12:00 noon, luncheon. See luncheon arrangements mentioned after the date above. now for your new honey crop. 
Bring a dish if there is to be a pot luck luncheon or stay and pay 75c for which Write for Complete 
additional food may be purchased. Price List 

Aftern ber t 1:30 p.m. Discussion by Co H Agent, Cou Re apes, 130 pm Discusion by County Home Agest, | Oeder trough your Stat 
‘What we have learned about nosema will be discussed by, Joho Long. and 

This Beekeeping Business of Ours, by Henry Schaefer, of Osseo. Mr. Art Kehl will HONEY ACRES 
give a report on the Advertising Committee Program. M Falls, 

ARTIFICIAL FOUNDATION by M. Simpson in The Bee World, 

A group of Russian beekeepers England. 

sought a substitute for wax, and in a 

1948 tried celluloid, since it was cheap. HONEY WANTED HONEY WANTED 
Photographic negatives were passed Buckwheat and other dark and ; A 8 
through a stamping machine and then golden honey for bottling. State [R¥ 
were plunged into melted wax. Un- amount you have at your place and 
fortunately the cellulose buckled. In prices in 60's, Will pick up and pay r EPPLEF F ’ 
1950 they made some combs and the cash. M. H. LYONS, Hustler, Wis. erty vy 

bees drew out the combs and the ee 
queen laid in them. The beekeepers HONEY WANTED 

concluded that if celluloid could be We are in the market for good 

covered with a very thin sheet of honey. Send sample and price. 

wax then there would be a saving in Rock River Honey Cooperative, . . 
wax used in foundations.—Reported 1015 N. Bluff St. Janesville, Wis. NOW Is the time to 

CHECK your bee supplies 
and 

Look for this sign When You Want 
9 ORDER those you need 

QUALITY AT LOW COST early, 

= We have a full line of supplies, 
_Ltt and of course the “LOTZ 

4 - Ue ¥ T= SECTION”. 
Ba =S * 
Sal ca ; NO FINER SECTION MADE 

. We Pa oF LAE ME k kk 
wv " KELLEY —" The Bee Man Write for prices 

We want every Wisconsin beekeeper to receive a copy of 
our 1952 ca . This catalogue contains 64 pages, being AUGUST LOIZ COMPANY 
aoe e as any other and contains many items not 
found in the other catalogues. Boyd, Wisconsin 

a The Walter T. Kelley Co. Manufacturers and jobbérs of 
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY bee supplies.
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FOR 

' PEONIES 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs 

: Anywhere In The U.S.A. By 
TYPEWRITERS The Month 

ADDING MACHINES 3 to 5 Octaves 

All Makes and Types PEONIES 
r of Typewriters and Order Now from the 
, Adding Machines Rented Finest and Largest 

or Sold All Over the ULS.A. Selection in Wisconsin. 
Either Over 2,000 Varieties to Visit Our Garden 

Standard or Portable Select Eeom, ae Flown 
WRITE 

SISSON'’S 
: Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

YOU'LL SAVE LATER Ge 

By 

Buying the —_ To , 

Best Now rie er ee 

| Bee SuppuLies 
: When you decide to buy, 

order Root supplies and be This name has stood for the very 
sure of ad investment. hest i 5 
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At Planting Time It’s Important To Properly 

Prune The Young Apple Tree 
By C. L. Kuehner 

Under Wisconsin conditions, a low moisture. The main aims in pruning 3 is 
ree head is desirable. If possible, the the young tree at planting are to: ede f ‘ Ee, ©“ A 

first branch should be 24 to 30 inches’ a) establish the proper height of the eae”: . ee ae 

rom the ground. The low branches tree head; b) start a good frame Wi yee ae —_ (%. 
protect the southwest side of the tree work of foundation branches; c) Wate. o ' a i 

nk from the sun and they shade control the height of the tree; d) keep 3 a. ot 
he ground, thereby conserving soil the tree balanced; and e) eliminate \A r Oe a 

narrow crotched branches. Mes | ae 
U ov ® ie 

LD ek lis Pruning the One-Year-Old Whip ran " Ned 

we . fF |} To establish the tree head at the : \ ee eee 
aia ea Sager a cere desired height, the one-year-old whip \ 1 Neil 
4 am, : = ~—s should be cut off at about 30 to 36 ry i "al 
— h& | = inches from the ground. This applies on 

Me a4 Be ae ~ to most apple and pear trees when ca 1 | 
4 ae Bi ce planted as one-year-old trees. 7 A 

4 F 5 . Pruning One and Two-Year-Old a andl 

, Branched Trees 

. ¢ ‘ Cherry and plum trees form 

branches during the first year, and 

: should be pruned about the same at 

planting as the two-year branched 

‘ apple and pear trees. To develop a 

well-shaped tree there are a few 

general rules to follow. 

ij Establish the tree head. Select, if 

X ‘ possible, two or three strong branches 

4 a having wide angled crotches as the 

initial foundation branches. The low- 

4 5 rj est of these should be at least 24 to 

" at ad 30 inches from the ground on the 
bic Bs southwest side of the tree if this is 

i a readily possible. The next branch 

} } ee ere ii chosen as the second foundation 

$ 5 ee _ branch should preferably start ap- 

; proximately from the opposite side of How to Repair a Very Young 

the trunk and should be at least 6 to Girdled Tree 

8 inches higher upon the trunk than 

the first branch. Another way to repair a very young 

Pruning the 2-year-old Apple Tree If a third branch can be left, it too girdled tree consists of cutting off 
rh lanting Time. saa, Bs cna nantes AMtanee the tree above the girdle, then when 

ree at left: A fine 2-year-old tree. above the origin of e second branch. 

it planting time reduce number of The direction of the third branch Se isprouts have Srown out:trom: the 

iches as shown in center tree. should be more or less at right an- ‘mp, remove all but one and train 

Cnter Tree: Prune to 2 well les to the first two branches to pro- it the same as a young tree at plant- 
foi shed foundation branches and Vide good distribution of branches ing time. This method applies to 

tador, Leader about 18 inches long; ®0und the trunk. In cherry and plum —_young trees of 1 to 1% inch diameter, 
lide branches 12 to 14 inches long. trees, the spacing may be somewhat when the girdling occurred from 8 to 

Ri . closer. With these trees it is usually 
ght Tree: Had only very narrow 12 inches above the ground. 

a possible to leave from three to four 
pched branches, mot suiteble for foundation branches at planting. at 

00. foundation. Pruned to whip and ° Elephants and horses can sleep 
ar reiluced to 12 to 16 inches of | Balance the Foundation Branches. while standing up—not to mention 

year-old growth, To develop a well balanced tree top, the father of a three-month-old son.
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foundation branches which are ap- is 

proximately opposite each other Concentrate Spraying 
should be nearly alike in their 

aa of sora — oa ae Experiences In Indiana. Scab Not 
are unequal, the larger one : q i 

should ‘be cut back enough to balance Controlled at High Concentrations 

with its companion. It is usually de- Concentrate spraying will be one of using with conventional spray’ 

sirable to leave these foundation 4¢ the popular considerations for re- A “3X” would then be 3 X 8 or 

branches from 12 to 14 inches long. = qucing the cost of fruit production in pounds of wettable sulphur at on 

A branch of small diameter which 1952, However, as reported at state third your normal gallonage per ti 

is the companion of a larger diameter meetings and in Hoosier Horticul- Scab Control 

branch, on the opposite side of the ture over the past four years, Purdue Do not depend on, say, 8 gallons 

tree, should be left relatively long so workers have not had satisfactory Jiquid lime sulphur to 100 applied 

that its extra length may compensate control of apple scab with 4X, 6X. one-fourth normal gallonage per ti 

for its lack of diameter. When so and 8X concentrations of fungicides to burn out established scab inf 
treated, all branches will tend to against apple scab. Due to experi- tions. In our experience it acts as 

make more nearly uniform amounts mental work and unsprayed checks,we protectant, the same as wettable s 

of growth resulting in a better bal- have been working each year against phur. If scab infection on the sj 

anced, more symmetrical tree top. a heavy carry-over of scab on the eaves shows up after petal-fall, 
Select a leader and regulate its orchard floor. Hach year our 2X plots experience has been that it req 

height. Usually the highest, most have given scab control equal to or a minimum of 1% gallons of liq 

central shoot or branch should be nearly as good as conventional spray- lime sulphur to 100, applied at 

selected as the leader. Its purpose is ing and insect control on 4X, 5X, TX, less than % normal gallonage 

to furnish additional foundation and 8X plots has been satisfactory tree to burn out established s 

branches the following year. It should in all years of our work. (about 12 gals, for a two-side sp 

be left from 6 to 8 inches longer than Concentrate spraying is a complete- on mature trees). If care is tak 

the formation branches. If the leader ly new method of applying fungi- to apply such a spray from 9: 

is left much longer than the founda- cides and insecticides. There are A.M. to 4:00 P.M., with a breeze 

tion branches, it is likely to form its many different types of applicators in sunny weather if possible, no f 

next set of branches too far above the being offered for sale. As in the case age burn of consequence will res 

previous foundation branches. The re- of chemical thinning, there is not We would like to suggest 

sult will be that the tree head de- enough long-time experimental evi- growers using the concentrate sp 

velops height at the sacrifice of dence available to set up definite ing method in 1952 apply at le 

spread. directions which are entirely depend~ one tank per spray with a con’ 

However, in the case of some varie- able. Our suggestion for 1952 is NOT tional, high pressure rig for com| 

ties like the McIntosh and in the TO REDUCE GALLONAGE to tess ison, using the same chemicals 
cherry which do not readily make than one-third of the amount per the same aged trees as in their c 

strong leaders, it is desirable that the tree that you have been in the habit trate block. 

leader be 8 to 12 inches longer than 

the foundation branches. In this way Travel Chart for Tractor in Concentrate Spraying 

it is not so likely to be suppressed to Mu 

the extent where it may fail its pur- les per hour... m.p.h 1% mph 2mph 2% mI 

pose of furnishing additional founda- Feet traveled per minute... 88 132 176 220 

tion branches. Calculating Required Nozzle Delivery—Concentrate Spraying 

Remove all branches which have 1. 8X desired at 1% mph tractor speed. 

narrow V-shaped crotches, and cut 2. 6 gals, required for one-side cover—conventional 
away undesirable branches in the 3. 3X equals % of 6 or 2 gals. concent 

spaces between the selected founda- . " rate for one-side cover. 
tion branches. _ 4 Planting distances 35x35. Av. tree spread 30 feet. 

How to Prune Undesirably 5. 132 divided 35 equals approximately 4 trees passed per minute. 

Branched Two-Year-Old Trees 6. 4 trees x 2 equals 8 gallons. 

A two-year-old tree which has no 7. BUT 20 feet out of every 182 feet is open space. 
pronounced leader should be pruned 8. Therefor 8 gallons is only 112/182 of the total required de- 

so that one of the more upright livery per minute or 94 gallons, 

branches may develop as a leader. To 

accomplish this, the branches near it —By Sharvelle and Burkolder in Hoosier Hort. 

should be entirely removed or they (Condensed) 

may be cut back so the branch select- mc 

ed for a leader may grow more best to remove all of them except The beautiful Cyclamen was 

strongly and thus become a good the one selected as the leader. This the name of Sowbread in its 
leader. leader should then be cut back as P 

: ersia, where it is plentiful, beca' 

If all branches are lower than 24 suggested in the case of a one-year- its ted . 

inches from the ground, it is usually old whip. toasted tubers were fed to pigh 

. aod



FRUIT & VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 
It is Now Time to Order Your Requirements for 1952 

WRITE NOW FOR PRICE LIST ON MATERIALS 

Fertilizers— Spray Materials— 
Ammonium Nitrate Arsenate Lead Chlordane 
Sulphate of Ammonia Lime Sulphur (Liquid) Toxaphine 

Mixed Fertilizers Lime Sulphur (Dry) Dithane D14 
Sheep Manure Kolofog Parzate 

Kolospray Marlate 

Pruning Supplies— —. Goce Spray 
Saws Prunners Feevndow Wettable Rotenone 
Snip Pole Prunners Casbaniote a, ye ais 
Tree Seal Tree Wound Paint DN289 Cray Herbicide No. 1 

SPRAYERS 
Orchard - Row Crop - Estate - Pest Control & Hand. All Models & Sizes. 

: } 4 See and read about the new Speed Aire attachment for high pressure sprayers. You can 
1 al : save time, labor and material with one of these pieces of equipment. You get full coverage 
st ¢ from ground to the top of trees with full penetration for thorough coverage. The Speed 
Ne Aire is the answer to the need for a lower cost air-type sprayer. It gives you true John Bean 

quality and performance. Write for prices and literature. 

JOHN BEAN SPRAYERS 
ro 

e WN 

! on Nw) y - 1 
\ Ds oy a aii vy oy = 1h ie | 

@ | ea tal — aa 

aoe a Sprayer foe ¢ the Small } - es 

J 

VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 

Seeder — Cultivators — Ariens Tillers — Bolens Tractors with Attachments — Roto 
Tillers — Potato Harvesters — Graders — Cleaners — Potato Laundry and Anything 
Else Pertaining to Vegetable Growing. Irrigation Systems — Roto Beaters. 

NOTE—IE your Sprayer or any other Equipment need Repairing, bring them in NOW. 

BERRY BOXES & CRATES—Order your Berry Boxes and Crates for Strawberries and 
Raspberries—Now. We have just received a carload. We have the folding type—Amer- 

ican Till type with wood band or metal rim. 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
P. O. Box 535 Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C, & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716°4107 

lay, 1952 - 209
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Wisconsin Apple Institute News 
THE HONOR ROLL Ut gee oy 2 ae 

GROWERS WHO HAVE JOINED Be SH oot : is 
THE WISCONSIN APPLE ae a oO ae } 

INSTITUTE > 2 ee yee - 
The following are growers who ei -" > e | | 

have paid their dues in the Wisconsin wy Y ’ 7 

Apple Institute. Their contributions as 

will carry on the program of promo- be OY 

tion of apples throughout the state ee " 
for the coming year. Any apple grow- 7 

er in Wisconsin who wishes to join, mo RS 
should send dues to Mr. Armin Frenz, . ih ca a 

Route 2, Cedarburg, Sec.-Treas. of | 4 a 

the Wisconsin Apple Institute. Dues Pte Da 
are $5.00 plus 50c per acre of bearing — ~ ae i ¥ — 

orchard. A regular bulletin is sent to Rete ae erred : = : ay * 
all members at frequent intervals. Fe, sal 4 2 j ov wi op 

: ME es A ee William H. Basse, Waukesha; O- 
Bolliger, Bayfield; Arthur Brunn, BOARD OF DIRECTORS WISCONSIN APPLE INSTITUTE PLANS 
West Allis; Phillip Dell, Waldo; PROGRAM FOR 1952 

aay ae we ees Seated from left: Armin Frenz, Cedarburg, Sec-Treas.; H. J. Schube 
Falls; Hall Enterprises, Casco; Kick- Madison, Pres.; Henry Mahr, Caledonia, Vice-Pres.; Albert Ten Eyck Sr. 

apoo Orchard Co.—H. J. Schubert, Brodhead, Guest. Standing from left: Marshall Hall, Casco; Albert 

roa ee Arthur oo Cale- Eyck, Brodhead, Gilbert Hipke, New Holstein; Harold Steffen, Cedarburg; 
jonia; Larsen mpany, Green 

Bay; Henry Mahr, Caledonia; Mil- Mearl Pennebecker, Waupaca. H. J. Rahmlow, Cor.-Sec., took picture. 

waukee County Fruit Growers Asso- 

seer doom nua Won Baa A MAJOR PROBLEM practice means that when the frui 
arrives on the market it will ha’ 

Earl MoGilvra, Baraboo; Nieman = What Can The Grower Do If Con- —,,, best quality. We will b 
Brothers 3 Don- Want Early very best quality. We e gl 

. sumers Fruit to hear from Wisconsin growers 0 
ald Otting, Cedarburg; Ozaukee Coun- 
ty Fruit Growers Association, Armin _A letter from Mr. C. W. Haake of this problem. 
Frenz, Sec. Cedarburg; Mearl B. The Larsen Company, Green Bay, a 

Pennebecher, Waupaca; Alo; W. states: “I was interested in the reso- 
Peiffer, Racine; Racine Cie lution adopted by the Board of Di: BEWARE OF OODDLING MOTH 
Fruit Growers Association, Ben Ela, rectors of the Wisconsin Apple In- “Codling moths overwintered ex 

Sec., Rochester; Sacia Orchards, stitute concerning the picking and ceptionally well this past winter 

Galesville; Sheboygan County Fruit selling of immature fruit. How are states Dr. C. L. Fluke of the Depart 
Growers Association, Bernard Halbig, we going to stop orchardists from ment of Entomology, U. W. ‘ 

Sec., Sheboygan Falls; Ski-Hi Fruit continuing this practice? The very checking quite carefully in -arl 

Farm—A. K. Bassett, Baraboo; Ed. early market is very inviting to grow- April in the Western part of th 

H. Stoeber, Madison; ©. J. Telfer, ers who want some “early” income. If state we were unable to find a sing! 
Green Bay; Albert A. Ten Eyck, the consuming public wants and will ead larva. This indicates that 
Brodhead; Willard O. Wagner, Cleve- pay for immature fruit, how can we moths wintered in good shape all 

land; Washington Oounty Fruit stop satisfying that demand. It’s a there is a possibility that the fi 

Growers Association, County Agent major problem, isn’t it?” brood may be larger than usua.. 
Earl Skaliskey, Sec. West Bend; R. Yes, indeed it is. The problem has Course, much will depend upon 

L, Waehler, Lomira; Wisconsin Or- 1.0, considered by Horticultural type of weather during the mon h 
chards, Inc—R. H. Roberts, Gays June and early July.” Societies and Apple Institutes all y duly. 
= and Oswald Bachman, Thiens- over the nation. It has been solved 

in states such as Washington where 

_ the picking is under the supervision Conscience is that inner som 

Some women have as much trouble of inspectors who do not permit thing that impels a man to tel 
finding a husband after they are growers to pick the fruit until they wife certain things before some 
married as they did before, have tested it for maturity. That else does.
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. place them in different parts of the 

Orchard Question Box orchards and have had a good crop 
in that block for three consecutive 

Answers by Dr, R. H. Roberts years.” 
Dept. Horticulture, U. W. It is his opinion that bees located 

a half mile or more in a farming sec. 

(Editors Note): These questions Bees For Pollination of Apple Trees tion would work on dandelions and 
were asked by members of the Board Question No. 2: How important are would not come to the orchard to do 

of Directors of the Wisconsin Apple pees in pollinating apple blossoms? % 800d job of pollinizing. By bring. 
Institutite at their Spring meeting ow many colonies of bees do you ‘78 bees in at the beginning of the 
to be answered by Dr. Roberts. recommend per acre? Should they be blossoming period, they go right to 

: scattered throughout the orchard, or work on the apple blossoms before 

Dwart Apple Trees In Wisconsin _several placed in one spot? they find the dandelions, and then the 
Answer: Bees of some kind are es- Fchardist gets results. So it is Mr. 

Question No. 1: Are there any . Hartwell’s opinion that bees should sential in pollinating apple blossoms. Pp 0 dwarf varieties of apples recommend- be bi ht in at 
ed f in Wis- 4 minimum number of colonies would rought in at the rate of 1 colony 

for commercial planting be one per acre. I suggest scattering °F More per acre at the beginning of 
consin? the hives as it appears that the bees blossoming and taken out before the 

Answer: This question takes along which are freshly moved into an or- C#/YX spray is applied because there 

answer as it involves both theory and chard start to work near the hives ‘® danger of poisoning the bees. 
practice. I do not recommend a dwarf anq spread to a greater distance af- Great caution should be observed 

commercial orchard. In the first ter the blossoms have been “worked” by the fruit grower in applying the 
Place, our trees in Wisconsin are near the hives. In a season of little Pink spray. If poisons are applled 
semi-dwarf as compared to some oq weather there would be an ad- When even a small percentage of blos: 
other sections. This is particularly yantage in having the hives scattered. 80ms are open during this spray, there 
true in the northern areas. In the is a heavy loss of bees because they 

second place, it costs too much to 1 Gall ted Orchard bring in poisoned pollen which is con- 

start a dwarf orchard because of the 7 ame i it ad to sumed by the nurse bees in the hive 
great number of expensive trees per replant am ola. ok d site on which These die in large numbers for sev- 
acre. Pruning, fertilizing, spraying,and nce were old infected eral weeks afterwards. 

even harvesting of dwarf trees re- with gall on the : = long 8 —_ 

quires experience and counsel that | icq should elapse before replant. THE MEYER SWEET CHERRY 
no one I know of is in position to pro- 

ing young trees after the old trees RENAMED 
vide, I see no gain in dwarf trees be- have been removed? 

side height, and much more can be “47 ao Fostiiiy gussti Now Called Starking Hardy Giant 
done by judicious topping than is 4 ‘ds i ied tha estion A letter from Mr. Paul Stark, Jr, 
commonly practiced now. aaa i com ~ —_ ; gf ey of the Stark Brothers Nurseries &' 

AN common varieties can be ob- sampres. Dr. A. J. Hiker, Orchards Co., Louisiana, Missouri, 
les Plant Pathologist, says there should states that the Meyer Sweet Cherry 

tained on dwarf stocks. No single be a three year period before replant- “Star! 
tock is found to influence any two tcc king Hardy mn . ‘ties stike, ‘Now de th Y act ing if a pie was the hairy-root Giant”. Several growers in Wiscon- 

oe = ey type of “gall”. sin are planning to test this new vat- 
the same on different soils. There is re, ral 

consequently no blanket answer as to BEES BRING RESULTS IN THE lety.. We have mentioned save 
times in this magazine that the 

what the best stock is. ORCHARD 
Meyer Sweet Cherry is a seedling! 

We have a small block of 7-8 year Grower Believes Bees Should Be by the M family at Cedar 
McIntosh on 6 Malling stocks in the Brought In During Blossoming sown oye et ely 

ug! burg, Wisconsin from whom the 
University orchard. The trees on And Taken Out Afterwards Stark Nursery purchased the rights 
Malling IX are very small, have borne , For Best Results to sell this variety. . 

three “crops” and are now biennial. Mr. R. W. Hartwell of Madison, or 
The others have the size of standard who operates orchards in Dane Coun. _, 7h Stark Gold variety of nn 

trees, Some are starting to bear and ty and North Freedom, has some {nerry js ® good pollinator fori 
some appear to be several years away definite opinions about the value of St@r Hardy Glant and carries abd, 
from good production. bees in the orchard. It was sug- ee Saat or hardiness 

I suggest that someone who is in- 8@sted to him that there are small . 
terested plant a trial acre. This could apne within pare ma or more ——— 
be started for somewhere between f his orchard which would probably 
$575.00 and $750.00 and should only ive him pollination. He disagrees A tourist in the Ozarks:called to 

and rents bees which he places in ld woman sitting on the porch, “Hom take a few seasons added care before ” 
bearing. various parts of the orchard. far is it to the nearest town? 

He made this statement: “We have “Pa figures it’s about 10 miles 
What piece of modern spray equip- good sized block of Delicious that and about 12 back,” she answe! 

ment would be used with trees plant- never had a crop until we brought “Which is on account of him walk! 
ed about 12 feet apart? in bees. We now rent bees and straighter goin’ than comin’.”



TOUGH ON DISEASE. ‘“‘Fermate” fungicide gives COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER CHEMICALS. You can 
foliage and fruit of apples and pears sure protec- use ‘Fermate” safely with most pest-control 
tion against scab. It also controls cedar-apple products. For exceptional wetting and covering 
rust, black rot, sooty blotch and bitter rot. power, use Du Pont Spreader-Sticker in the 

EASY ON BLOSSOMS, LEAVES AND FRUIT. ‘‘Fer- spray mixture. 
mate’’ is safe to use through the scab season, IDEAL FOR MANY FRUITS. ‘“‘Fermate” also con- 
provides disease control without burning orstunt- trols grape black rot, brown rot of stone fruits, 
ing even tender young growth. Safe in hot peach scab, cherry leaf spot, cranberry fruit rots 
weather, too. and raspberry anthracnose and leaf spot. 

BETTER YIELD AND QUALITY. Leaf growth reaches « be 
full vigor when protected with “Fermate.” Helps  S¢® Your dealer now for Du Pont ‘Fermate” fungicide 

* ; js < and other proved Du Pont pest-control products. Ask him 
make higher yields of larger fruit with better for free booklets, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals 

finish. Department, Wilmington, Delaware. 

DU PONT CHEMICALS FOR THE FARM INCLUDE: | 
Fungicides: PARZATE* (Liquid and Dry), FERMATE,* ZERLATE,* Copper-A (Fixed Copper), 
SULFORON® and SULFORON*-X Wettable Sulfurs... Insecticides: DEENATE* DDT, MARLATE* 
Methoxychlor, LEXONE* Benzene Hexachloride, KRENITE* Dinitro Spray, EPN 300 Insecticide, 
Calcium Arsenate, Lead Arsenate Weed and Brush Killers: AMMATE,* 2,4-D, TCA and 2,4,5-T FF. 
: Alms Du Pont Cotton Dusts, Du Pont Spreader Sticker, PARMONE® Fruit Drop Inhibitor, and REG. U.S. PAT.O! ° 

ny REG. U. S. PAT. OFF, 

On all chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning : caution statements on BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING vse of the product are given, read them carefully. ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
May, 1952 213
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r Orchard Notes 
WHAT'S NEW IN ' ning injury occurs, 

ORCHARD MOUSE CONTROL? ie es 6. cua” to reduce biennial 

omc . - 

Heavy ee Brings In Pua ? 2 a 7. Varieties for use as pollinators 

Interest In Successful Wn Bee i —léF“d more likely to bear enough 
Control Methods "a ie + all flowers each year. 

: By Wm. D. Fitzwater aan: 8. Lower limbs may be over. 

Most orchardists feel that there ig pinned. : 
Ss * 9. rger fruit size and higher 

must be a simpler solution to the yield. Fruit may mature ear. 
problem of orchard mouse control lier and have higher sugar con- 
than the laborious method of trail 2 tent. 

baiting. We wish we could say there at ee a 

was, but the habits of the “wee [94 pel os ee 10: yoone at a is ito: drop, the 
” Pe et ek . 

beastie” have not permitted the ready ag ae ah pn a 11. Thin fruit when much smaller. 
adaption of new chemicals and meth- pe Se Spare at Oe 8 oe 

ods to their control. Ground sprays _— " Do not spray thin: 
with a chemical that would either baiting in areas of heavy rodent pres- 1. Trees damaged by mite or in- 

kill or repel mice from the orchard sure. A further warning—this coming sect injury the year before, 

area have given inconsistant results. winter is supposed to be the peak of 2. Unless heavy set is expected. 

So far no chemical has done this ef- ™ouse populations in the state. Con- 3. Trees which in past have failed 

fectively and cheaply. In fact, we siderable damage may be expected in to set after heavy bloom. 

have found that pine mice are apt to those orchards that do not take thor- 4. Apple trees less than 12 years 

be driven underground for periods of ough precautionary measures. old. 

a week or more with the result that _ 5. Following poor pollination 

damage to the root systems has been SOME ADVANTAGES OF SPRAY 6 weather wean and cold). . 
THINN! ss ere | activity was nol 

fnorensed: G@ OF APPLES enough at bloom time. 

Warfarin : By 7. Where trees have received too 

Warfarin bait will kill meadow oe #F>: Dept of Horticul- little nitrogen, 
mice, but its success depends upon ture, na eat Station, In 8. Trees low in vigor. 

mice eating successive doses of poi- . 9. If foliage was spray injured the 

son bait over a period of two or more 1. Only a few minutes required to year before. 

weeks, This involves the establish- thin, 10. Where trees grow too close to- 
ment of bait stations throughout the 2. Spray thinning is not costly. gether and shade one another. 
orchard that must be constantly 3. Better labor distribution to oth- 11. More than ten trees of each 

serviced. We feel that these bait sta- er jobs. variety selected at bloom time. 

tions are never present in sufficient 4. Tree vigor is preserved. For comparison mark at bloom 

numbers to reach all parts of the 5. Better tree performance in fol- time ten other similar trees 

mouse population. Further, the cost lowing years if no spray thin- not spray thinned. 

of constant refueling is impractical ee 
and unnecessary. COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF SPRAY MATERIALS 

Strychnine and zine phosphide FOR SCAB CONTROL 
baits will do the job with only one Commonly used fungicides vary somewhat in their effectiveness at different 

treatment. The use of machines to ‘t#&es of scab development. While growers in Wisconsin know full well that 
broadcast the bait or lay bait trails the best way to control scab is to have the leaves covered with fungicide be 

has proven only 40-60 per cent ef- fore infection occurs, the following table from the Proceedings of the Virginit 

fective, Compared with 80 per cent Horticultural Society Annual Meeting will be of interest to Growers. It shows 

effectiveness of a good trial baiting when fungicides are the most effective. 

job, the 20-40 per cent margin may TIME OF SPRAY APPLICATION 

contain the ones that do the damage. After Infection 

All the answers aren’t known to Fungicide Before During Scab Not 

this problem as yet. It may be that Infection Rain Visible Visible 

some modification of the above men- Elemental sulfur... Good Good Poor Poor 

tioned methods may prove to be the Liquid lime-sulfur..._....------ Good. Poor Good Good 

long sought for solution. At present, Ferbam nn Cl Good Poor Poor 

however, the Fish & Wildlife Service Tag or Puratized_......___- Fair Fair? Fair Excellent 

feelg that the only certain orchard Crag 341SC............._---- Excellent Good? Poor Poor 

<aouse control program includes trail Phygon —....-..-——--—-— Excellent Good? Poor Fair'to good
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° 1 5 
The Use Of Chemicals In 

Weeding Vegetable Crops 
‘ By John A. Schoenemann 

Dept. of Horticulture, U. W. 

The number of crops in which after the crop plants have emerged. form is the most reliable for use as 

weeds can be successfully controlled As an herbicide, the chemical 2,4-D an herbicide. This chemical is quite 

through the use of chemicals is in- has limited use in growing vegetable irritating to nose and throat mem. 

creasing. The number of different crops. The amine form should always branes if accidentally breathed. 

kinds of chemicals available to do be used in those cases where 2,4-D is Sodium TCA has been used widely 

this job is also increasing. As a re- called for, because of its non-vola- on hundreds of acres of red beets 

sult, the field of chemical weed con-_ tile nature. Since this chemical is in Wisconsin this past season to 

trol is rapidly becoming more com- highly toxic even in small amounts, control annual grass weeds. Recom- 

plex for vegetable producers, sprayers should be carefully washed mendations call for eight to ten 

Growers should thoroughly famil- with ammonia solution or trisodium pounds of TCA per acre applied about 

iarize themselves with the nature of phosphate before it is used for other two days before beets emerge. 

the chemicals they intend to use. It purposes. For the Asparagus Bed 

is also important to know in which Dinitro compounds should’ be Chemical weed control is particu- 

crops a particular chemical can be handled with care. These materials larly helpful in perennial type crops 

safely used. Knowledge of the proper can be injurious to human health if such as asparagus beds. Use a pre- 

time of application is highly essen- the fumes are breathed or excessive emergence spray of 2,4-D at two 

tial to success. The exact amount of skin contact is permitted. Weed con- pounds per acre in established beds 

a material which is recommended trol obtained when dinitros are used after discing in the spring, or fol- 

should always be strictly adhered to as post-emergence sprays is greatly lowing post-harvest discing when no 

in order to avoid disappointing re- influenced by temperature. Best re- spears are showing. This treatment 

sults. sults are obtained when temperatures _ will control most annual broadleaved 

Amounts of Chemical to Use range between 60 and 80 degrees at weeds and some annual grasses. Do 
We often hear various terms being time of application. not treat more than once in any year. 

used in connection with chemical Stoddard Solvent Sodium TOA at eight to ten pounds 

weed control recommendations. Stoddard solvent is a light petro- per acre can be used in established 

Amounts of material to use are most leum oil which is-used undiluted for asparagus beds where annual grasses 

frequently stated in terms of pounds  post-emergence weed control in car- are the main problem. 
of acid equivalent or active ingredi- rots, parsnips, dill and parsley. When Granular calcium cyanamid can be 

ent per acre. Acid equivalent in the used as a post-emergence spray, used as a post-emergence treatment 

case of 2,4-D and TCA chemicals Stoddard solvent has proven most ‘in growing asparagus during the cut- 

refers to the actual amount of pure effective if applied at night. It can ting season, when weeds are one to 

acid in a given preparation. This in- also be used in any vegetable crop at two inches tall. Use one pound to 

formation appears on the chemical the rate of 80 to 100 gallons per acre 30 feet of row in an 18-inch band 

container. Labels on liquid formula- before the crop seedlings emerge over the row. When the dust form is 

tions of 2,4-D will state the num-_ from the soil. used apply 75 to 100 pounds per acre 

ber of pounds of acid equivalent con- Potassium cyanate is best used as when weeds are wet with dew and 
tained per gallon. a@ contact herbicide on very small before they are more than two inches 

In the case of other chemicals, the weeds. It is ineffective on grass tall... 

term active ingredient refers to the weeds. Like Stoddard solvent, it can Weed control in onions is a dif- 

actual amount of active chemical in be used in any vegetable crop as a _ ficult problem. Because they do no 

a certain preparation. For example, pre-emergence treatment where ser- shade the soil enough to smothet 

if.a grower wishes to apply nine ious infestations of broadleaved weeds, onions must be weeded al 

pounds of actual potassium cyanate weeds threaten. Usual rate for this season long. Some growers report 

per acre, ten pounds of a material purpose is 15 pounds per acre in 80 fairly good results using potassium 

containing 90% active ingredient gallons of water plus a wetting agent. cyanate, for both pre-emergence ani 
must be used. The weed killing power of cal- post-emergence use. 

Timing of weed-killer applications cium cyanamid, in a granular or dust Several different chemicals can 

is often stated as either a pre-emer- form, depends upon toxic products used for pre-emergence weed contri 
gence or a post-emergence treatment. which are formed when it comes in in potatoes on muck soils. One 

The term pre-emergence refers to contact with moisture. The dust form two pounds of 2,4-D per acre wil 

applications of a weed killer after should be applied when weeds are control broadleaved weeds. Hight t 
a crop is planted but before any already emerged and sufficient dew ten pounds of dinitro can control 

crop seedlings appear above the soil is present on their leaves. broadleaved weeds and under cet 

surface. Post-emergence simply POP is a relatively new broad- tain conditions will also contrdl 
means application of an herbicide leaved-weed killer. The sodium salt (Continued on Page 224)
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Berries and Vegetabl 
° ° 9, Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

BERRY GROWERS PROPOSE Fig mits we ots 

STRAWBERRY INSTITUTE 

Board of Directors Meet In April 

At the Spring meeting of the Board i bd 

of Directors of the Wisconsin Berry 

and Vegetable Growers Association 

members transacted a good deal of \ 

business, including plans for two sum- _ 

mer meetings and field tours as given og ss 

in this issue. . 

The Board recommended that the F 

dues in the Wisconsin Berry and ; 

Vegetable Growers be raised to $1.50 

per member per year. This will be 

voted on at the Annual Convention m 

in the Fall. ea Qe A a Cen 
os + < Cys Oren) * oa y 

Every effort is being made to in- Niet a a - Frere tas. ‘NY Ror. Me 

crease the membership in the Asso- ae ae! ; ; ie seis a 
ciation. All Berry and Vegetable : — 
Growers are urged to send their dues WISCONSIN BERRY AND VEGETABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION, 

of $1.25 for membership to Mr. E. L. BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

White, Box 147, Fort Atkinson. 
Meeting in planned summer 

There was considerable discussion . Bond, du ‘Tac ‘on April 4; the ‘Beard two 
on a project proposed by Mr. H. J. meetings—a Berry Growers Meeting at Sturgeon Bay and a Vegetable Growers 

Rahmlow, Madison, that an organi- Meeting at Madison. 

zation similar to the Wisconsin 
Apple Institute be formed as a part Seated from left: Mrs. Charles Braman, Waupaca; E. L. White, Fort 

of the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Atkinson, Sec.; Harry Barlament, Green Bay, Pres.; Charles Swingle, Sturgeon 

Growers Association, to be called the Bay, Vice-Pres. Standing from left: F. W. Van Lare, Oconomowoc; Chris 

Wisconsin Strawberry Institute. Ob- Olson, Berlin; Fred Magnus, County Agent, Appleton, Advisor; and Charles 

ject of the organization would be to Braman, Waupaca, Past-Pres. Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Cor-Sec, took picture. 
raise funds and promote consumer in- 
terest in strawberries preceding and 

during the harvest season. SUMMER MEETING 

It was noted that quite often during WE CTI 

the height of the harvest season prices BERRY GRO RS SE ON 

drop. = active promotional pro. Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 
gram all over the state would in- 

crease the demand thereby helping STURGEON BAY, TUESDAY, JULY 1 

Prevent market surpluses. It was 

suggested that the dues in the Wis- 10:00 am. Assemble at Branch Experiment Station, Highway 42, North of 

consin Strawberry Institute might be Sturgeon Bay. 

: per crate and all berry growers in What we will see: Experimental work in strawberries and raspberries; 

ae state who grow strawberries for variety tests. Also grain and fruit tree experimental plots for those who 
lee sale’ be: invited ‘to: part!- care to see them. Tour conducted by Mr. Frank Gilbert, Station Superin- 

pees tendent and Staff. 
12:00 M. Meet at Reynolds Brothers, Inc. factory for luncheon. Bring 

‘Tis said that the Tarahumare In- picnic lunch. # 
lians believe that all plants have 1:45 pati: | Tiaatoes Bematen. 
uls, and so they thank the plants 220) Beams J 

h time they pluck off a leaf or 1:45 p.m. Tour to 2 commercial berry farms. 

lower, More details in our June issue.
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Vegetable Growers Question Box 
CONTROL OF VEGETABLE fested the others before or after it NATIONAL VEGETABLE WEEK 

INSECTS are likely to be less seriously attack- GOV. KOHLER ISSUES 

folle questions were an ed. Insecticides can be used to control PROCLAMATION 
5 ng ~ b: ting the plants 

swered by Dr. R. Keith Chapman, these maggots by dusting the Pp) Governor Kohler of Wisconsin has 
and adjacent soil with a 5% chlor- 

Department of Entomology, Univ. of issued the first National Vegetable Wis. dane dust or a 1% aldrin dust as soon Week 1 th a haa dnvit 

or the plants come up. Another ap- Wye prosamaton and has inv How i Hc rece 
Outworms i should follow.-S1'a Week or ognize this outstanding agricultural 

QUESTION: Last season cutworms ° event in their states during the period 

almost ruined a large patch of mel- Cabbage Maggot July 31-August 9, 1952. 

ons. Is there a control that will pre- QUESTION: After we set out our National Vegetable Week and the 

vent hem from idesttoying smsny’ cabbage plants, we lose a great many American Vegetable Queen contest 

Plants? ae of them. The stems seem to turn compliment each other. The vege- 
ANSWER: Most of the damage prown. What causes it and what is table grower’s daughter, between the 

from cutworms in melons can be the control? ages of 17 and 23, who wins the na- 
avoided by the use of dusts or sprays . tional contest, will be given an all ex. 

applied at the proper time. As soon oe a ‘The same control an pense trip from her home to the 

as injury from cutworms appears weed ‘or ee on ‘shag Tampa Convention of the VGAA, De- 
the plants and the adjacent soil about sane the insects bel cabbage  cember 2-6, where she will find royal 
6 inches on both sides of the row and cau = a i Kyo bal entertainment. All State Queens will 

should be dusted or sprayed with planted may pro! y ald in be members of her court. Details con- 

about two pounds to the acre of ac- 1 t 2 ounces of chlordane. or ian ‘cerning the American Vegetable 
tual toxaphene, chlordane or D.D.T. Per ® 50 gallon barrel of transplant Q.26n Contest may be had by writing 

water. . the National Chairman, Paul Rue- 

Cucumber Beetles —_— tenik, Vermillion, Ohio. 
QUESTION: Two kinds of beetles Everyone concerned with agricul- 

were serious pests on our cucumbers WHITE GRUB CONTROL IN ture and the American economy 

and a i ae One had stripes STRAWBERRIES should have an interest in National 
and: another had spots. What are Vegetable Week, which is the only at- 
these insects and how can they be QUESTION: What is the best tempt on the part of the Vegetable 

controlled? _— Seon tae white grubs Growers, as growers, to promote their 
ANSWER: The insects are the in a strawberry pa . products in the fierce competition for 

striped and spotted cucumber beetles. ANSWER: By Dr. C. L. Fluke: At the attention of consumers. 

They appear very suddenly in the present we recommend chlordane, al- In 1951, 27 Governors and 13! 
spring often soon after the plants though aldrin and dieldrion probably yayors issued National Vegetable 
come up and can do a considerable will be just as good. I am judging wee; proclamations in recognition of 
amount of damage if the grower is this by our results with the plum this effort to prevent economic waste 
not prepared for them. D.D.T. dusts curculio larvae. However, I think  ¢¢ vitamin filled, health giving cooli- 
of 1 to 8% concentration dusted on growers should stick to the chlor- cious vegetables during the summer 
the plants very lightly will do an ex- dane at the present time. peak production period. 
cellent job of control on these in- Dr. Keith Chapman of the Depart- 

sects. Some cucurbits are very sensi- t of Entomol 66 nd —ee 
tive to D.D.T. injury and care must ment © Re Oe TES 
be taken not to put too much on. using chlordane as follows. Applyfrom ANTHRACNOSE ON RASPBERR: 

Dusts of 8% purified D.D.T. or meth- © to 8 pounds of actual chlordane per MAY BE SERIOUS 
oxychlor are very effective and less Te either as a dust or spray. Then Spray Before and After Blossomin 

harmful to the plants. work it into the soil with cultivator, Experiments in several states have 

disk or rototiller. The smaller amount, indicated that raspberry anthracnos 

Radish Maggot 6 pounds per acre, is recommended can be controlled by spraying with 4 

QUESTION: Sometimes I can grow for sandy soils. As the soil gets heav- delayed dormant spray of lime sul 

: radishes without injury and at other ier, more is used. 8 pounds per acre hur, and then spraying just with 
times a maggot will almost ruin all is used on heavy or muck soils. Furbam, 2 pounds per 100 gallons o! 
the radishes. Is there some way of water, just before and again just af 

protecting the plants from the mag- ter blossoming. 
? 

rEKinER i Eaeer ec fas Sie its : Radish maggots can The tall African Marigold belies 

sometimes be avoided by making For Sale: Berry Boxes and name. It really originated in Mexico 

several plants at about weekly in- For price List write Ebner Box Fac- and would more aptly be named “Ar 
tervals—if one planting is badly in- tory, Cameron, Wisc. tec” Marigold.
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. STRAWBERRY VARIETY TRIALS Berry Plant Market 

Report of Variety Tests in Missouri, Published in Horticulture News BERRY PLANTS 

Missouri Horticultural Society Latham " plants, 100, $9.50. 

Varieties behave differently in different sections of the country—under Oumberland, $7.50. Premier, Beaver, 

different climates and soil conditions. Therefore, tests in Missouri are prob- Dunlap, Robinson, Arrowhead straw- 

ably not applicable in Wisconsin entirely. However, a report of the yields berry plants. 100, $2.50; 200, $4.75; 

and remarks as to quality from a trial in Missouri is of general interest to 500, $9.00; 1,000, $17.00. 

growers and so we publish this report for what information it may contain. Mary Washington Asparagus. 2 yr., 

“A three-week period without rain occurred during harvest season. Yields 50, $1.75; 100 $2.95. 

would have been at least 50 per cent higher if sufficient moisture had been Fruit t ‘ ental shrubs and 

available. The planting was covered with straw before the low temperatures evergreens. Hall Nursery, Elm a 

of Thanksgiving week in 1950; consequently, low yields of a variety cannot Wis. 

be attributed to winter injury. ; 

Yield Data, 1951 

Crates STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

Acre Remarks We offer the following varieties of 
Armore ...............-............-.257 | Large, rough, firm, good flavor, bright color. strawberry plants for spring delivery. 

Aroma -.................-----128 Large, light red, flavor poor. Fresh dug day of shipment. The old 

Blakemore ................._..240 Medium size, light red, very acid, necked, firm. liable Beaver. P jer; Catskill; 

Fairpeake —............... 19 Size quite variable, excellent flavor. . 

Maytime ........................._15 Medium size, dark red, prominent seeds, early. Robinson; Senator Dunlap; Wiscon- 

Midland —..................... 75 Large, rough, excellent flavor. sin Number 214 and 261. Also Ever- 

Premier -............--_-188 Medium size, very soft, flavor good. bearing: Gem, Minnesota 1166, and 
Suwanee _...................... 87. Small, good flavor. Streamliner. H. H. Pedersen, Fruit 

Temple —...........--185 Dark red, excellent flavor, firm, prominent seeds. nd Plant Farm, Warrens, Wisconsin. 

Tennessee Beauty......91 Green tip, large size, necked. 

Tennessee Shipper....n7l Small, flavor poor, very acid. 

“Due to a late spring all varieties tended to bloom at the same time and BERRY PLANTS 

there was little difference between varieties in date of first picking. Armore Lowest prices for highest quality 
was still bearing well after other varieties had stopped. Strawberry = — pisst® 

“In 1951, the varieties Sparkle, Fairland, Tennessean (965), Robinson and Streamliner; envOr, POMP Or; 

Vermillion were added to our trials. oe) Walsh’s Late; Fujiyama; Thomas and 

Z Wisconsin 587 strawberry plants. 
“The season of 1951 was not typical, if there is such a thing as a typical 

season, and perhaps some of these varieties will behave differently next year. Raspberry plants: Latham and St. 

It should be pointed out that the recommended varieties, Armore, Aroma, Blake- esis. Our plants are the finest strains 
more, Premier and Temple continue to lead in yields. you can buy. Circular free. Please 

order early. Variety Gardens, Maus- 
“Of the varieties added to the planting in 1951, Tennessean was the leading ton, Wisconsin. 

plant maker. It was about as prolific as Blakemore.—By Delbert D. Hemphill. 

cs o* * SMALLER STRAWBERRY 

| In ancient times, victorious war- ACREAGE STATE: ORRTIEIED . 
riors were crowned with various types The U. S. Department of Agricul- BERRY PLANTS 

of leaves—Palm, Olive, Laurel, Myr- ture in preliminary estimates fore- We offer strawberry and raspberry 

tle, Ivy and Fennel. casts that about 150,850 acres of plants for sale: Gem, Streamliner, 

x ke strawberries for picking this year. It and Evermore Everbearing straw- 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS is about 7% smaller than last year, berries at $15.00 per 1000; $2.00 per 

Inspected and certified Strawberry but about 27% larger than the 1941-50 100, 

plants, The well known and reliable average. Premier, Catskill, Fairfax, Robin- 
Beavers and Robinsons. Limited sup- ae son and Beaver at $15.00 per 1000; 

ply of THOMAS; surpassed every BERRY PLANTS $2.00 per 100. 
variety I have tried for heavy yields. Lowest prices for highest quality 

Excellent shipper; plants have enor- Strawberry and Raspberry plants. Dunlap at $12.00 per 1000; $1.75 per 

mous roots, best appearing fruit, de- Streamliner; Beaver; Premier; 100. All postpaid. 
licious flavor. Better or equal to any Walsh’s Late; Fujiyama; Thomas and Latham raspberries at $5.00 per 100; 
variety for canning or freezing. All Wisconsin 587 strawberry plants. $3.00 per 50; $1.75 per 25. Postpaid. 
Plants well fertilized, irrigated and Raspberry plants: Latham and St. 

dug fresh daily as orders arrive. For Regis. Our plants are the finest _ Vilting raspberries at $2500 per 
prices and other information write: strains you can buy. Circular free. 1000 F.O.B. Bayfield. $8.50 per 100; 

Erle Franke, R. 5, Sturgeon Bay, Wis- Please order early. Variety Gardens, *00 per 50; $1.25 per 25, postpaid. 
consin, Mauston, Wisconsin. John Krueger, Rt. 1, Bayfield, Wis.
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MAY COVER PICTURE— ~~ LILACS AT THE 

— : YA UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM 
Our cover picture this month is a SS eS 

photograph of a painting entitled Wise You Are Invited To Visit The Lilac 
“our Farm” by Mr. Chris. Olson of & oP Planting During. The Blooming Sea- 

Berlin. It is another of his very home- 4 oe son, 
like and typically Wisconsin scenes OKs G cA The lilac planting at the Universit: 

of which we will have a series on AD SS 3 43 of Wisconsin Arboretum in Madison 
covers of Wisconsin Horticulture. Of ry Srh _ has now reached a stage where it is 

the picture Mr. Olson writes: Cn Set oom attracting visitors all over the state. 

“The picture is of our farm where There are 164 varieties of lilac hy- 
most of the food shown in the various WE APPRECIATE THIS brids and 17 different species such as 
pictures we have painted, was raised the Korean (Harly), Chinese, Japa- 
and preserved. We have a seven acre Early in April Mr. J. F. Magnus, jes, Persian, Hungarian, etc. 
farm from which we make our living. County Agent of Outagamie County, 
The cow supplies us with milk and at Appleton gave a program over | The blooming season varies, and 
cream, and sometimes we make our Radio Station WHBY in which he ™ay be anywhere from May 18 
own cheese. When we moved to this stated: through June ist. However, news- 

small farm ten years ago, there were —“]_ would like to call the attention P#Pers usually carry the date, or in- 
predictions that we would not stay of gardeners to the fact that there formation may be obtained by writing 

here long. However, it is not possible jg an opportunity for you to get in- to the Department of Horticulture, 

for everyone to have a large farm. formation in gardening, fruit and University of Wisconsin, Madison, as 

We have obtained a good living from berry growing by joining the Wiscon- to the best time for visiting the Ar- 

this small place, and also very good sin State Horticultural Society or the boretum. 
health. Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable The Madison Garden Club has 

“The cow and the horse are very Growers’ Association. The State Hor- helped actively in creating the lilac 
good pets. The horse follows us  ticultural Society puts out a splendid panting since its beginning, provid- 
around and begs for strawberries. little magazine known as “Wiscon- ing funds for the purchase of new 

oe sin Horticulture”, It has splendid ar- |, victies, 
INTERNATIONAL FLOWER SHOW ticles from authoritative sources on 

AT HAMBURG methods of controlling scab, insects, Directions for reaching the Arbore- 

The 1953 International Flower Show, ©” methods of fertilizing the orchard, tum: follow highway 18 and 151 to the 

called the International Hamburg © gstowing berries and vegetables, southwest side of Madison. In Na- 

Garden Show will be held from May ®4vertisements of licensed nurseries, koma, it is known as Nakoma Road. 

through October, 1953 at Hamburg, growing of annual and perennial At Yuma Street, turn south to the 

Germany. It will be held in the well- flowers, making displays and ar- Arboretum entrance. Follow this un- 

known “Planten un Blomen”—over rangements of flowers, methods of _ til you see the lilacs. Coming from the 

75 acres have been set aside for the pruning shrubs, also many fine arti- east, take Mills Street south to the 

show that will demonstrate horti- cles on beekeeping and the value of bridge, cross the bridge and follow 
cultural achievements of firms of all bees to the gardener, the smaller pro- the Arboretum drive eastward until 

nations that take part. ducer and the farmer.” you see the lilacs. 

Mr. Magnus then gave the names a 

APPLE SAUCE CARE and addresses of the secretary and 
Cream % cup butter and 1 cup president of some of the affiliated or- REVEREND A. H. OTTO 

ie ans Ge tei oa ganizations such as the Wisconsin Reverend A. H. Otto of West Bent, 
Gladiolus Society, and the Wisconsin a Past President of the Wisconsin 

cups unsweetened applesauce. Add . 
1 cup each of raisins, chopped dates, Beekeepers Association, also suggest- Garden Club Federation, and an Of- 

and broken nut meats. Sift 3 cups 8 that anyone interested might  ficer of the Wisconsin State Horticul- 
flour! 2 tsp. soda, % tsp. salt, and Wite to this office. tural Society passed away on March 
2 tsp. cinnamon. Mix dry ingredients 28. He was a charter member and 

with creamed mixture well. Bake in officer of the West Bend Garden Club, 

two greased bread tins at 350 de- An optimist is the middle-aged guy and a very active gardener. He wat 

grees for 1 hour. By Mrs. Henry who thinks the dry cleaner is shrink- pastor of the Methodist Church in 

Wiechert. ing the waistband of his pants. West Bend.
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I INSECTS? DISEASES? I 

I Codling Moth 4 ae Scab : 
Eee ie ee 

I Mites aus 2 4 Cedar Rust I 
: Aphids ; Aig Black Rot I 
I Oriental Fruit Moth ¢ Mildew I 

Curculio S Brown Rot l 
1 a I 

1 Red-Banded Leaf Roller Bitter Rot I 

1 
1 

! . ot 1 
I I 

YOUR ANSWER I 
! I 
! I 
! The Right Product tor Every Pest Problem I 

I 
; INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES I 

GENITOX* SPRAY POWDERS SPRAYCOP* “NEUTRAL” COPPER FUNGICIDES ! 
I (Contain 50% and 75% DDT) (Contain 34% and 53% Metallic Copper I 
I GENICOP* SPRAY POWDER Exvivolent) I 1 (25% DDT-72% Basic Copper Sulfate) DRITOMIC* SULFUR I 
I GENITHION* SPRAY POWDER (Sulfur fer spraying} 
I (Contains 15% Parathion) MICRO-DRITOMIC* SULFUR I 
i 25% DDD EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE (with particles of true micron fineness) 1 

I 50% DDD SPRAY POWDER FERRAR SERAY POWDER J 
I 25% LINDANE SPRAY POWDER ZIRAM SPRAY POWDER I 

"PURATIZED” AGRICULTURAL SPRAY I I BHC G-12 SPRAY POWDER (Organic Mercury) i 
1 LEAD ARSENATE “PURATIZED” APPLE SPRAY 
I {Astringent, Standard and Basic) (Organic Mercury) I 

I NICOTINE SULFATE, 40% BORDEAUX MIXTURE ; 

I ee I 
I ; Lay Other Grower Aids I 
I ORCHARD Fruit Thinner Weed & Brush Killers 2,4:D.°2-4,5-T Brush I 

J Stafase* He Ss .4-D Weed Kill BRAN Fe ee ee I preherveadeopesniroly iter 1 l 7 mag. U8. Pato. 1 i \ A i A 
\ GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 1 

ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION I 
I 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. a | 
: Serving Agriculture from Coast to Coast 1 

Il 
| =n oe 9) 0 ee ee ee es es ee ee
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ENJOY GLADIOLUS IN IRRIGATION FOR GLADIOLUS 

YOUR FLOWER GARDEN The most important factor in pro- 
By Robert O. Magie, Gladiolus ducing large, high quality flower 

Investigations, Florida. : spikes has been irrigation. Most 
The growing of gladiolus is a fas- , ar teitie, ee Bood conattions ot 

cinating hobby for many people. Men 7 wet ie “A a t arid deci failed to 
of various professions and businesses av en aid 1 at a a e cesired because 
have found the breeding and grow- og u - ae — ve water = 
ing of new varieties so interesting r= Pe — ° voll ol see biesind 
that they retired to make gladiolus M Ee "¢ id eee Pi crovid a by a vate cond 
their hobby or major source of in- ath 5 ei, Ons are: provice ys water" table come r F i at held at a uniform height, or by over- 

F . pest resulta, gladiolus plantin Ey. a bp a e head watering applied frequently but ee hoe , = pe ea i he if b e&. «€ not too heavily. Fluctuation of soil 
a moisture should be held t ini- 

larger part of daylight. Competition F oy ies GoD eis © shou ene oa ml 
with tree or shrub roots is very un- Sl ‘het 4 ae a Instead of flooding the tile or 
= cre do hppa . pe s 3 ” f ‘e eS ditches to bring the moisture up in 
oe tans sons organic. matter The om * ‘ the soil and then turning off the 

f > ee water, ki th te fi low-| 
lack of organic matter may be over- ) ow f; y & ly a as te. maintcin a tari a 
come by more frequent watering and e Se 5 of water at a depth of 18 inches or| 
by mulching. If drainage is poor, a whatever is required to keep the soil 
Plant the bulbs in hilled rows. 4 moist except for a shallow dust mulch. 
Depending on how high the rows aah During rains, turn off the water and 

are to be hilled, plant bulbs in a very allow most of the excess to drain 
shallow furrow or as deep as 4 inches. away. Stop the drainage before the 
Place each bulb in furrow with basal " water reaches its former level. Tur 
La —_ sree re otc three ~ on water again when necessary to 
ulbs per foot of row length. Cover maintain level. This is very import 

large bulbs with 4 or 5 inches of soil growing. About one-third of the fer- ant after heavy rains when the lower 
and the smallest bulbs and bulblets  tilizer is used before planting or just roots are rotted off due to excess Wa 

with about 2 inches, Five inches of after the shoots come up. The re- ter and lack of oxygen. Therefore, 
soil usually will hold heavy spikes mainder is used in two or three top- after damaging rains keep the mois 

upright in spite of wind and rain, if dressings about 3 weeks apart. Well- ture level higher than normal for set’ 

the soil surface around the plants is rotted manure or compost may sub- erg) days in order to keep the surface 

not disturbed for three or four weeks _ stitute for some of the fertilizer, but roots alive and to allow for new rot 
before flowering. Some gardeners fresh manures cause rotting of bulbs. growth. 
prefer to plant bulbs about 6 inches 4 Never apply fertilizers or top dr apart each way in flower beds or in Shallow cultivations should be made ings: after very heavy ratna ‘un! 
bord when necessary to control weeds. : ta . ers. Cut are controlled by dusting they are applied sparingly so as 

Siow:to.k Fertiliser oo Birt avoid injuring the roots at the stil 
ply with 5 percent chlordane. First dust- surface. It would be safer at s 

Fertilizer. may be applied several ing should be made when the shoots time to apply fertilizers and nutrie 
days before planting, either broad- begin to emerge. This dust also con- solutions by spraying the leaves. 
cast before spading or mixed in the trols thrips which cause silvered Robt, Magie, Gulf Coast Exp. Sta 
row. It also is applied to soil surface areas on leaf bases, and later ruinthe Morida. In Bulletin for Glad G: 
between rows while the plants are flowers. ers.
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OONTROL OF FUSARIUM ROT Fumigant CBP-55 was beneficial FOR YOUR CLUB OR CHAPTER 
IN GLADIOLUS CORMS only on the variety Dieppe. Fumigant PROGRAM 

OG-119, when used alone, resulted in 

A summary of the 1951 gladiolus an increased yield of rot-free corms Skit . ae ie — 

disease control studies in Illinois by in all varieties, as compared to the A “a J. L. Forsberg, was recently publish- , n excellent skit entitled “The 

ed in the Florist’s Review. respective untreated checks. How- Road To Reno is Strewn With Gladio- 
ever, the combination of OS-1199 used lus,” was presented at the Annual 

In a study of fusarium rot control, as g soil treatment and New Im- Spring Meeting of the Wisconsin 

Aagrano 350 Orthocide 408, carbide proved Ceresan used as a corm treat- Gladiolus Society. ‘The skit has been 
and carbon experimental fungicides ment resulted in plant injury in all sent to the office of the Wisconsin 
224 and 5400 and New Improved Cere- varieties except Dieppe. This injury State Horticultural Society and is 
san were compared as preplanting was expressed in the yields of total available for use for Gladiolus Chap- 
corm treatments on the varieties corms, rot-free corms and average ter and Garden Club programs. Write 
Mother Kadel, Oriental Pearl and weight of harvested corms. us for a copy well in advance. 

Picardy. Aagrano and New Improved Resistance To Fusarium The skit is quite humorous. A 
Ceresan were used as 15-minute dips Fifty varieties were tested for re- young wife finds, in her husband’s 
at the rate of one ounce in three gal- sistance to fusarium rot by inoculat- pockets, such names as Nacy, Lois, - 
lons of water, with Dreft as a wet- ing 25 corms of each variety before Peggy Lou, Delilah, Janet Lee, Kathy 

ting agent. The other three materials ionting. Spirit of St. Louis and Yel- Lee, etc. She calls the Pinkerton De- 
were used as dusts. low Herald showed greatest resistance _tective Agency and what happens af- 

All treatments reduced fusarium to fusarium; Annamae, Mrs. Lulu _ ter that will keep everyone alert. 
rot, Aagrano 350 and New Improved Hunt, Pacifica and Valeria showed ——_———___—__ 
Ceresan were essentially equal in ef- some resistance, and one to three TWIN CITY CHAPTER NEWS 
fectiveness, while the other materials plants of Betty Coed, Hopman’s Glory, The Twin City Gladiolus Chapter 
were somewhat less effective. None king Tan, Lavender Prince and Snow has decided to continue the 4-H Club 
of the materials was injurious to the Princess survived and produced rot- Project which consists of the So- 
plants or corms. free corms. In the remaining 39 varie- _ciety’s buying bulbs for interested 

Two soil fumigants, CBP-55 and __ ties, no plants in the inoculated series 4-H members from Marinette and 
OS-1199, supplied by Ghell Oil Co., survived. Menominee County to grow. 

were used alone and in combination —_—_ We are also co-sponsoring with 
with the New Improved Ceresan corm ADDITIONAL GLADIOLUS the Marinette Garden Club, a Doro- 
treatment. SOCIETY COMMITTEES thy Biddle Demonstration on Flower 

Before the fumigants were applied © AUDITING: Chester Harrison, Wal- A‘T@ngement in May. 
to the soil, the previously opened rows do, Chairman; Peter De Pagter, Cedar Our meetings are being held regu- 
were closed and raked smooth. CBP- Grove; Walter Axel, Sheboygan. larly and our programs have been 
55, a liquid, was applied May 17 with NOMINATING COMMITTEE: Le- devoted to talks on gladiolus culture. 

a Fumigun injector at 12-inch inter- land Shaw, Milton, Chairman; James BY Delores Sommerfeldt, Secretary. 
vals, about six inches deep on each ‘Torrie, Madison Chapter; G. H. TO 
side of the rows. The Fumigun was Thompson, Manitowoc Chapter; Paul EDWARDS LABORATORY, 
set to deliver 1.7 c.c. of CBP-55 for Ravet, Twin Cities Chapter; Dr. R. H. MAKERS OF SOIL TESTING 
each injection. On May 23 the rows Juers, Marathon Chapter. OUTFITS MOVES 
were spaded so that the soil was com- es The Edwards Laboratory which 
Pletely turned over; then the soil was SCLEROTINIA ROT CONTROL markets Simplex Soil Testing Out- 
taked smooth, and a second applica- The following is the summary of fits, Soiltex (acidity testers) and the 

tion of CBP-55, of the same amount the 1951 test on control of sclerotinia Home Simplex Soil Tester to com- 
as the first application, was made in rot on gladiolus at the University of mercial growers, home gardeners and 

the same way. On May 29 the rows Illinois as published in the Florist’s ¢ducational institutions, is moving to 
were reopened, and the corms were Review. its own building in Norwalk, Ohio 

Planted. In an experiment on sclerotinia (P.O. Box 318). 
Fumigant OS-119, a powder, was rot, one lot of 200 Silver Wing corms The move means that the Edwards 

evenly distributed on the bottom of and one lot of 280 Elizabeth the Laboratory will be more convenient- 

the furrow at the rate of 62.5 grams Queen corms were used. All corms /¥ located to carry out a proposed 
Per 10 feet of row. The powder was had numerous small sclerotinia les- increase in experimentation. The La- 
stirred into the soil with a rake and ions. One-half of each corm lot was oratory has advertised Simplex Soil 

covered lightly. Corms of the varie- treated with Calogreen dust imme- Testing Outfits in this magazine for 

Hes Dieppe, Mother Kadel, Picardy diately before planting; the other Several years. 
and Silver Wings were set in the fur- half was planted without treating. a 
tows and covered immediately. One- With Elizabeth the Queen, 111 rot- Father: “Mabel, that young man of 
half of the corms of each variety were free corms were harvested from the Yours stays too late when he calls. 
treated with New Improved Ceresan treated lot and 106 from the untreated  Hasn’t your mother something to say 
immediately before planting, and the lot. Silver Wings produced 53-rot- to you about that?” 
ether half was given no preplanting free corms from the treated lot and Mabel: “Yes, father—mother says 
treatment. 47 from the un‘reated lot. men haven’t changed a bit.”
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WHY 24-D KILLS WEEDS STREAMLINER. Overrated. Pro- nual grasses can be controlled jin 

The chemical, 2,4-D, has the same duces berries on short stems under sweet corn by using 2,4-D, pre-em. 

type of control over plant growth the leaves. Hard to pick. Good qual- ergence. Small amounts of 2,4-D can 

phenomena as_ naphthaleneacetic ity. also be used as a post-emergence 

acid, indoleacetic acid or any other of ee treatment before the corn is ten 

the recognized auxins. These latter EMERSON PASCAL inches high. 

substances are used to set seedless A Blight-Resistant Celery Weed control chemicals can help 

fruit on tomatoes, to make apples re- Emerson Pascal is a new blight- make possible more efficient pro. 

main on the tree another ten days at _ resistant celery, seed of which is now duction of vegetable crops. Hovw- 

harvest time and to give oranges @ ayailable commercially for the first ever, weed control chemicals are not 

better color. Yet, none of them is a time. This variety resembles Sum- ® substitute for usual good farming 
good herbicide. Messrs. Van Overbeek, mer Pascal in that it is green in col- Practices. The importance of good 

herbicide, Messrs. Van Overbeek, or, has high table quality, meaty tillage, proper seed bed preparation, 

Blondeau and Horne, of Shell Oil's petioles, and matures in about the timely cultivations and other means 
Modesto, Calif., laboratory, have dis- same length of time. Like Summer Of minimizing the weed problem 

covered that the herbicidal activity Pascal, it is lacking in heart, and the Should not be overlooked by the 

of 2,4-D is not the result of a new brittleness that makes it good to eat s8rower. 

type of action, but is caused by in- also makes it hard to handle at har- a 
creased activity along recognized vest time. It differs from Summer THE BEST LIGHT AND TEMPER. 

hormonal channels (Plant Physiology, Pascal in having slightly longer ATURE FOR AFRICAN VIOLETS 
October, 1951). petioles (or stalks), deeply cut leaves, (From Bulletin, Missouri Botanical 
Hormones, in general, increase the and resistance to both Cercospora or Gardens) 

rate of cell proliferation, increase early blight and Septoria or late Light 

respiration and carbohydrate deple- blight. Good specimens of Saintpaulias 

tion and inhibit lipase activity and Although Emerson Pascal is not are grown under various light condi- 

numerous other things, but 2,4-D does immune to the blights and shows some tions due to the fact that tempera- 

all these things more efficiently at spots on the older leaves at times, ture, relative humidity, and day- 

low concentrations. Moreover, its spraying with fungicides should not length interact with the light, and 

efficiency becomes more striking as ordinarily be necessary in northern that success depends on a suitable 

concentration increases. The herbi- states where blight is only moderately combination of these factors rather 
cidal properties found in 2,4-D and _ severe. than on any single one. However, it 

not in the other auxins are there- Work on blight resistance is con- jg generally agreed that in terms of 

fore recognized as the result of a tinuing because no one variety will  foot-candles the light intensity should 

difference in quantity rather than meet the needs of all growers and pe not less than 300 nor more than 

quality of reaction. From The Flor- consumers and because market pref- 4200, As the light-intensity require- 

ists’ Review. erences for celery have been under- ment is inversely proportional to the 

——SSS—— going some changes during recent day length it follows that the shorter 
NEW EVERBEARING years. By H. M. Munger and A.G. the day the greater the intensity that 
STRAWBERRIES Newhall, Ithaca. In January Farm gn be tolerated. Consequently, the 

Some of the New Varieties Research. plants can stand and actually do bet- 

May Be Overrated SS ter with a higher light intensity dur- 
A report on some of the new ever- CHEMICAL WEEDING OF ing the short winter days than dur 

bearing strawberry varieties was VEGETABLES ing the long summer days. Gener- 

given in the April issue of the Minne- (Continued from Page 216) ally, though, it is safer to grow Saint- 

sota Horticulturist by Dr. L. C. Sny- small annual grasses. PCP at the paulias in the indirect or suffused 
der, Extension Horticulturist for rate of 15 to 20 pounds per acre will light that comes through a curtain 
Minnesota as follows. control most broadleaved weeds ef- rather than in direct sunlight, e 
RED RICH: Introduced by Marion _fectively. Where annual grasses are pecially in the summer. In too strong 

Hagerstrom of Enfield, Minnesota, the main problem .in potatoes on light the leaves tend to become light 
continues to show promise. Developed muck soils, use 10 pounds of TCA colored but flowers are produced st 
on a sandy soil, it may do better on per acre. a normal rate or nearly so. In to 

sandy soils than real heavy soils. A Dinitros are still the principal ma- weak light the leaves become long: 
vigorous plant and a fine quality ber- terials being used for weed control stemmed and dark colored, and the 
ry. A good freezer. in canning peas. Recommendations flower production is slowed down cot 
BRILLIANT: A Michigan variety. call for % to 1 pound per acre in 60 siderably. There is no harm in mov 

_A high-yielding variety of attractive. to 80 gallons of water. This should be ing the plants around the house with 
well-formed berries. Similar to GEM applied when weeds are small, be- the season or until a suitable spot is 
and probably an improvement. fore peas are eight to ten inches tall found. 
SUPERFECTION: Another intro- and before blossoming begins. ‘Temperature 

duction from Michigan. The highest A new chemical called MCP holds Saintpaulias being a tropical plant, 
yielding everbearing variety in tests promise as a post-emergence for it is not surprising that it is rathef 

at Ames, Iowa. Similar to GEM in canning peas. sensitive to temperature changes, 

appearance. Broadleaved weeds and some an- particularly sudden ones. Althoust!
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different varieties vary somewhat in 

their requirements all those that I 

am familiar with do best in a night powd 
temperature somewhere between 60 

and 70 degrees F. The day tempera- 
ture on bright days should be about 

10 degrees higher, and up to 30 de- 

grees higher will do no harm. In cloudy 

dark weather a day temperature only 
slightly higher than the night one 

will be all right. 

© Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
PEONIES ¢ Pruning and Vista Cutting 

Peonies should be selected for © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
your home grounds while they are © Tree Removal 
in bloom. June is the time to see © Bracing 

them in our gardens at the north 
city limits on Highways 26 and 89. : — mt (Surgery) 

If you can not visit our gardens, e Large Tree Planting : 

ask for our catalogue, It is free. e Effective Weed Control with 

BURR OAK GARDENS sali: i 

Box 147 Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin Specettized Rqsipuccnt 

BL. White, Prop. Complete Insurance Coverage 
Note: We have a surplus of 400 Call BLuemound 8-3363 

to 500 Festiva maxima white 
peony roots that we will sell at a TREE SCIENCE 

low price, especially if you will dig — & SERVICE CO. 

them. 611 Maywood Ave. ‘Wauwatosa 13, ‘Wisconsin 

e °° 9 

Enjoy the exquisite beauty of McKay’s 
e 

Hybrid Tea Roses 
This th . Red, , pink, , multi-colored — all roses from June until frost. McKay Fiybrid Tea Roses vailable for planting this Spring. 
represent the choicest varieties of strong, well - rooted 

—AND INCLUDE THESE IN YOUR PLANTING PLANS, TOO: 

McKay’s . Evergreens . Shrubs . Shade Trees . Plums 

| | Buffalo Sprayers Cherries . Pears . Peaches . Small Fruits 
we are agents for Buf- Consult your local McKay representative, or write directly to 

falo Turbine | sprayers. McKay's Madison offices 

NURSERIES— Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery OFFICES— 
Waterloo, 1919 M Street 
Wisconsin Madison, Wisconsin McKay Nursery Co. Wis
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FLOWER ARRANGEMENT MILWAUKEE REGION ELECTS 

- SCHOOLS Coup OFFICERS AND PLANS 

LEOTURER: DOROTHY BIDDLE 2 INTERESTING PROJECTS 

OF NEW YORK Delegates of the garden clubs in the 

May 19, Monday, Milwaukee ve Q) Milwaukee Region met at the home 
Y¥.W.C.A., 610 N. Jackson Street, Mil- SLY eh. of Mrs. A. Knorr in Brookfield on 
waukee, Wis. Sponsored by the Mil- < <p es, April 15. It was a very interesting 
waukee Region. ‘ iY: fos, and friendly meeting. 

Program: 8:45-9 am. Registration. X ne: “ah New officers were elected as fol- 
9:00-12:00 M, Fundamentals of ow- vy DR Ws lows: President, Mrs. S. Swenson, 
er arrangement and judging. 1:30 NZait Ti : Lincoln Manor Garden Club; Vice- 
p.m, Adventures in table setting. a S President, Mrs. C, F. Biermann, West 

Committees er Allis Home and Garden Club; Sec- 

Mrs. L. G. Stewart, Chairman; Mrs. . retary, Mrs. John Dooley, West Allis 
Val Suttinger; Mrs. Chester Thomas; Ana Phillipson. Tables: Mrs. J. S Home. and Garden Club; Treasurer, 

and Mrs. John Dooley, Committee Carey, Mrs. Melvin Peterson and 4¢. Wonece Freund, West Bend 
Secretary. Mrs. O. J. Bloom. Hospitality: Mrs. Garden Club 2 

: Arthur Laabs and Mrs. Olin Geiger, ‘“@rCen Win. 
Tickets: Mrs. Arthur Knorr and M Chester Thomas, Milwauk 

: Publicity: Miss Agnes Phillipson. TS. r " WaLEneR 
Mrs. ad acaae eT ek Mrs. was elected a member of the State 
Max Krautschneider and Mrs. Henry Garden Club Advisory Board to the 
C. Krueger. Flowers and Supplies: May 2, Thursday, Tole, Wis: Our 00% 0) oo uy 
Mrs, Carl Lemke. Exhibits: Mrs, Ray Saviour’s Lutheran Church. Sponsor- The club is planning a tour to Bare 
Luckow and Mrs. Norbert Gresbach. ed by the Central Region. ARNE B:YOUr: 

. boo on Tuesday June 10. 
Hospitality: Mrs. Robert La Philliph. Program: 9:00-9:30 a.m. Registration. 

< s' The delegates were very much in- 
Hostesses: The Wauwatosa Garden  9:30-10:30 a.m. Basic ideas in flower s) < sea terested in a perfection of bloom judg- 
Club Members. Publicity: Mrs. Ches- grrangement. 10:40-12:00 M. Color in 

is ‘ ing school as a part of the project 
ter Thomas, Wisconsin State Horti- fiower arrangement. 12:00 Noon 

cultural Society Display: Mrs. Wallace for training flower show judges to re Freund ey ee eee luncheon. 1:30-3:00 p.m. Adventures ceive the certificate of the Garden 
eund. in table setting. 3:10-4:15 p.m. Forum. jyp of Wisconsin. Tentatively, a 

Questions and answers about flower school for judging roses, perennials 
May 20, Tuesday, Sheboygan, Wis. arrangement and table setting. and other flowers was planned for 

Episcopal Guild Hall, corner north Committees July 11, at Whitnall Park, Mrs. C.F, 
‘ith Street and Ontario Avenue. By Registration: Mrs. R. C. Cleaves, Biermann was appointed Tour Chait- 
the Sheboygan Garden Club. and Mrs. C. F. Wipf. man and Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart and 

—_— Luncheon: Mrs. A. Kruse, Chair- Mrs. Vall Stettinger, Co-chairman of 

May 21, Wednesday, Oshkosh, Wis. man. the judging school. 

Athearn Hotel. Sponsored by the Flowers: Mrs J. Rosholt, Mrs. E. —— 
Winnebagoland Region. Lutz, Mrs. H. Amundson and Mrs. O. SHADE NEWLY PLANTED ROSE 

Program: 9:00-9:30 am. Registra- Waller. BUSHES 
tion. 9:30-10:30 a.m. Flower Show ‘fables: Mrs. Marian Leer, Mrs. The branches of the tops of newly: 

practice discussion, 10:40-12:00. Color fF mM. Fairchild, Mrs. E. H. Knickel planted rose bushes sometimes 41] 

in flower arrangement. 12:00 M and Mrs, Lawrence Kriéwaldt. out during warm sunny weather be} 
Luncheon at Athearn Hotel, $1.50. Hospitality: Mrs. E. Lutz, Mrs. A fore the root system is developed 

18h -@8 lospitality: Mrs. EB. h * “+ and can supply moisture to the 1:30-2:30 p.m. Basic ideas in flower 
Kruse and Mrs. G. H. Willett. It is well to prune rose bushes arrangement. 2:30-4:30 p.m, Demon- Paki Mis. R, O- Cleaves and P il 

stration in flower arrangement by _ 7 ail th iube eve soon as planted, cutting out all d F 

Dorothy Biddle. secretaries ©: le Cl . or crossing branches and pruning 

. ne a height of about 8 or 10 inches, leat} 

Committees Gladioli first. became popular in ing at least 3 or 4 good buds on eal 
Miss Bessie M. Pease, General England after Queen Victoria’s visit, branch. Then it is helpful to co 

Chairman. Registration; Mrs. Marvin in 1855. to Fontainebleau, where M. the branches with a cardboard box 

Haller, Mrs. Ward Schroeder and Souchel used the bright Gladioli as a heavy paper bag to provide s' 
Mrs. Frank Schultz. Luncheon: Miss garden borders. So great was her ad- for the tops until the new leave: 

Agnes Phillipson, Mrs. David Ciscel miration that she ordered Gladioli gin to appear. The shade prevet! 

and Mrs. F. H. Volkman. Flowers: grown for the royal table when she dehydration of the branches du 

Miss Anna Christensen and Miss returned to England. sunny weather,
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MAUSTON GARDEN CLUB AFRICAN VIOLET PLANTS AFRICAN VIOLETS At the December meeting of the New African Violets, Fine selec. | AFRICAN VIOLETS, in the double Mauston Garden Club Mr. John tions of the newest introductions, White with variations; a minia- Ensch showed colored movies of Also old favorites, Blooming plants ane types; lovely bronze leaf varie: European countries. In January a @ $100. Home sales only. Visitors 1€s; new girl em ee pot luck supper was followed by the welcome. Always open. Dawsons’ dowkies in both light and dark col- installation of officers. Then, through Farm, 1 mile west of Raymond Cen- °F aber. Geneva (red — white the courtesy of Mr. John Hosig, we ter, Rt. 1, Box 56, Franksville, Wis. edge); single white with blue core, viewed colored slides of our August ra on Grote a wer show and the beautiful gare © ©§;q—-——————___ type) and many others. .. of Mr. C. C. Remington and nae 
ors welcome throughout the Spring SL Remington. , MAKE YOUR HOME and Summer. Mrs. 0. F. Isenberg, Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Secretary of MORE BEAUTIFUL 488—Srd St., Baraboo, Wis. 
es the ei agra aa yet ed Blue Spruce, Pyramidal At railroad crossings, here's how poner: im rUuary. he e 

to figger: in case of tie the engine’s 
talk on Garden Planning and Plant- Arbor Vitae, Savin Juniper ligeer ing was illustrated by colored slides. and Mugho Pine. eeer: 

ee At our March meeting Mr. George Priced to sell. Vigorous, This is the time of the year that Hegler, University Extension Land- Well shaped trees, people who figured they had mone 
scape specialist, discussed Land- 5 tar sifting’ th y h y scape Design. During the afternoon QUINCY NURSERIES im: Are: § the ashes. Mr. Ziegler and our Civic Committee Friendship, Wisconsin 
made a survey of the City Hall and 
library grounds and Mr. Ziegler sub- 

° ° 
nitted a plan for us to use in beauti- ay Pruning Equipment fying the property. Our committee is 

Swivel, Speed and Pole Saws, Hand vorking to carry out the plans. Our rs . = and Lopping Shears, Tree Paint, April program featured Mrs. Arthur r Ladders by Bauer Mfg. Co. Bassett of Baraboo who gave a talk 
land demonstration of flower arrange- L A | D S C A P l N G 
penis, OT, Hardie Sprayers Our club has given to our public with this simple HED P y library twelve garden books and sub- = > Vy, l , / High Pressure, Air Blast, Orchard, scriptions to magazines. This year S tJ z 2 and Row Crop Sprayers, Blow-Spray- . = =r ii} 9 Booms, Guns, Hose, Repairs and 
we plan to sponsor more junior gar- |@ Le s Repair Service. dens. We are looking forward to our ss Ty al . 
annual flower show in August. Mem- Air é ers are enjoying the monthly news Care Gf 4 : "prepared by our program chair  #RNS OG) (ay sy Du Pont Spray Materials » Mr. C. C. Remington. Besides ; Pur Li Sulphur, FB 's on our club activities, it  in- SAVE MONEY—beautify your Ss] tnd Melee DDT and ‘etc. ludes garden hints, news of other acca basesisigt een 
ubs, humor and poetry. By Grace by's eraction landscaping authority, “YOU 8, Sec.-Treas, CAN LANDSCAPE YOUR OWN HOME” 

Supplies all the “know-how” you need. Non- DESMIDT TREE SERVICE 
y 

technical, easy to read; over 100 illustrations, GARDEN CLUB PROGRAM Shows how even a small city lot can be made FOR 1952 into a neighborhood show place. Used by Racine, Wis. Rurserymen in 36 states. Thousands of home The pr of the Omro Garden owners have found this book worth many - is to stimulate ba aia in times its nominal cost of $1, postpald. Hiway 11 Phone 46318 rdening and the devel lopment of 
jay  homegrounds; to aid in the pro- es iH rere niy Aae 

tion of forests, wildflowers and i  ) 
‘ds; and to promote civic interest 

id beautification, 
5 A Vv E T R E E § In our meetings this year we are ying trees and shrubs native to COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

locality, annuals, Perennials, TR EE Ss table gardening, herbs, and bulbs. LA WN Ss luded are several topics concern- 
GARDE NS different phases of flower ar- 

gement. One member is assigned WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE bring an arrangement of the 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee th, each month,
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Our sunshine committee disperses the begonias will take in open b 
potted plants and flowers to the ZN All previous tests have been made 1 

“aged” in homes and hospitals. CHALE = Z full shade. Other members of th 

In May, besides the regular meet- Ciba = club have various other test progra: 

ing, the group meets at the Omro ri NX By J. L. Hamilton, Secretary. 
Park to tend the perennial flower if ny SS SSS 
bed there. Many of the group plan Peo if OFFICERS OF THE MUKWONA 
to attend the Dorothy Biddle school 3 GARDEN CLUB 
in Oshkosh, May 2ist. f — Mr. R. J. Porter, President; 

Our annual ‘Strawberry Festival” , i J. C. Harland, Vice-President; 
will be held in June. A guest speaker ri y Lester Buell, Secretary; and 
will be engaged for the event. ys > O) Evan Hill, Treasurer. 

A garden tour of the flower beds XS . ae OT 
at Menominee Park, Oshkosh, is NATIONAL ROSE SHOW 

planned for September. By Mrs. Ar- BY THE AMERICAN ROSE 
thur Driessel, Sec. WESTCHESTER GARDEN CLUB SOCIETY 

———————— SPREADS CHEER EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN, 

PEWAUKEE GARDEN CLUB At Christmas time the club decided A Nati on —. will be hel 
During the past year our club gave to spread a little cheer all year in- in poomnnse ‘with othe penne 

gifts to the veterans at Resthaven stead of just at that time. Each 
Hospital, Waukesha, at Easter and month, two girls either grow or pur- Rose Society Convention in Dem 

at Christmastime. Each member chase 7 plants which we deliver to pia a on “ Paria 
made ten favors suitable for use on the invalided people, the names of 47 rics Oi ot “ 8 
the trays of the patients. These gifts which we receive from the Visiting ichigan on June: 18-1¢. 

were greatly appreciated. Nurse Association of Milwaukee. The _ There Men he soures on flowetis 

The garden club had a booth at project has been very successful not voses and. cther en hie 5 

the Midsummer Festival in June and only in the satisfaction of the happi- #ehoal for rose judging conducted b 
the Fall Festival in September, at ness it brings the people, but the feel- C. H. Lewis of Virginia, Chai 

which plants, vegetables and cor- ing it gives the girls of helping some- at the Society's Committee an ti 
sages were sold. The proceeds were one. Each month they report on their ing judges. There will also be toul 

used to finance a planting of trees deliveries and each month the re- of gar devia. A complete program 

in one of our parks. Three were ever- sponse is the same. The people are be secured from the American 
greens; a Douglas Fir with a Pfitzer 80 grateful and so happy to have Society, 1316 Derry Street, Har 
on either side. A large native stone someone visit, and they always re- burg, Pennsylvania ’ 
with a bronze placque with the in- quest that we stay and talk to them * 

scription “Dedicated to the Veterans or return. Some of the girls are mak- ere ae 

of World War I and II by the Pe-_ ing it a point to revisit their names mone ne a een 

waukee Garden Club” and two stone and taking enough time to really stay | 14, popularity poll in 1951 and 
benches complete the setting. It was and visit with the people. We hope ton’ Hemerocallis receiving the 

presented to the town on Armistice to make this a yearly project. By est number of votes amons 103 
Day with an appropriate ceremony. Mrs. Robert Uecke, Sec. ti . . 

les are: Painted Lady 409, Potent 
A new idea is being tried and is Editor’s note: We congratulate the 236, Garnet Robe 234, Hesperus 

proving satisfactory. Two members lub on this fine project. Caballero 217, Pink Charm 

= a a = ane Colonial Dame 201, Georgia 188, 
ng P! order. us eac! MEN’S GARDEN CLUB OF sion Bells 187 and Dauntless 184. 
meeting is a surprise and greatly en- . woc ee eee, 

joyed. For example, the first two MANFTO TEN MOST POPULAR 

members read two short articles, one Our Men’s Garden Club held their CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
on the Phoebe bird, the other “Suit- regular meeting Tuesday evening, The National Chrysanthemum 

able Shrubs to Attract Birds”. Then, April 15 at Rahr Civic Center, Mani- ciety conducted a popularity cont 
leaves of house plants were passed, towoc, with Mr. R. H. Lang of L. L. of varieties in 1951. The follo 
pinned on numbered cards. Mem- Ojd’s Seed Company, Madison, as a_ ten varieties were given the hig! 
bers were given prizes for guessing speaker. Wives of the members were ratings: Mrs. H. EB. Kidder, Ch 

, the names of the plants. present as guests. Slides of the Men’s Nye, Betty, Silver Sheen. Carniv@l 

‘We meet once a month in the home Garden Club of America were also Yellow Spoon, Lavender Lady, Olig} 

of a member, and a co-hostess serves shown. Longland, Major Bowes and 1 

with the hostess. Thus, four members The club is very active this year. Doty. 1 
are active in the day’s program. We have a test program of Tuberous _ | 
We hope to make some tours and Rooted Begonias as a part of the In the English inns and homes, dj) 

have a picnic besides our regular club's program with the Men’s Garden ing the Shakespearean era, the 
meetings this year. Mrs. Roy P. K. Club of America. This year we will dula was used to flavor soups 

Johnson, Sec, attempt to test the amount of sunlight other food.
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Spring In The Garden 
THE HOE — BO - snow, are a major cause of bumpy An interesting little bulletin en- hee lawns in Spring. 

titled “The Hoe-bo,” the mouthpiece Pra oa 2 If a roller is used for this purpose of the Milwaukee County Men’s Hage see ; it should not be heavy. No lawn can Garden Club is published for the Ee Swe A D> | stand enough pressure to flatten out members by the members. It gives b EAGAS — FF oe high spots and make the earth flow not only excellent information on WR R sideways to fill in low spots. A better gardening but also on the projects Pre iy \ method is to cut off high places with of the club. An active plant testing An Ce . a spade and use the turf and earth program is being carried on, with My p removed to fill up low spots. 
a chairman in charge of testing sev- . A much simpler solution is to treat eral types of plants, WHEN REMOVING SEEDLING the soil with one pound of 5% Chlor- The president of the club is Mar- FROM FLAT AVOID DISTURB- dane dust to every 1,000 square feet, vin C. Karrels, of Milwaukee, Vice- Bt Ree AKING i This destroys white grubs and earth. President Ronald A. Padway, Mil- z ! worms. Since it destroys these nat- waukee, and Secretary and Editor, is ural foods of Moles, treatment is a R. A. Wilson, 3238 S, 21st St. Mil- has a sound Projector. The films further protection for lawns in Mole- waukee. should not be used in a silent projec- infested areas, 

tor due to injuries. Top-dressing with screened com- CONTROL THE IRIS BORER NOW SS post or other forms of organic mat- an grow iris ae — oo DON’T ROLL YOUR LAWN _ ial fal satin me ne is a ie yor plant me metho level a lawn. and Sulphur, to ac at once. If anyone tries to sell you on the sme sooner this is done in Spring, The DDT will control the young oe ne uk Ge lawn, the better. 
borers as they feed on the outside * a 
of the iris leaves for a short time That'wasithe advice given to mem- before boring in and moving down- bers of the Men’s Garden Club in TEST GARDEN SEEDS 

in, the rhlsoties’ aid Chicago by Dr. R. Milton Carleton, LEFT OVER FROM caching tre wal hur will control research director of Vaughan’s Seed PREVIOUS YEARS 
iris leaf spot which is frequently a Company in 8 recent talk. QUESTION: How can I test gar- serious pest, especially during the “We have spent thousands of dol- den seeds that I saved over from last past few years when there has been 8F8 trying to find a low-cost method year? I would not like to plant them abnormal rainfall. The combination °f °Vercoming the effects of soil com- unless the seeds germinate well. of DDT and Sulphur, should be ap- paction, yet every year sees the use ANSWER: By John A. Schoene- Plied about once each week during Of ™ore and more power rolling mann, Department of Horticulture, May and June for best results, Roten- °d¥ipment which increases compac- Y. W.: The following procedure is one and sulphur can also be used, tion,” he continued. helpful in order to determine the Last September and October a He described experiments in which Percentage of seeds which will ger- moth which flies at night laid eges strips were rolled across established minate when sown in the garden. 
on the tops of the rhizomes at the lawns, following the same path for a Put some seeds between two mois- surface of the soil. The eggs hatched umber of years. After two years  tened pieces of paper toweling and during the warm weather of April the rolled strips could easily be picked Place this betwen two dinner plates. and young larvae are no doubt still Out because of the yellow color and Keep in a warm place and count the feeding on the outside of leaves but Poorer growth of permanent grasses, number that sprout compared to the not much longer. So on with the dust! Weeds like Spotted Spurge, “Farmers number originally placed between 

Lawn” and Chickweed were far more the papers. This will indicate whether TWO GOOD MOVIES AVAILABLE Plentiful in rolled strips than in the the seed is worth using. When the FREE open lawn. Percentage is not too low, you can For Your Garden Club Program The effect of compaction is to drive sow the seed a little thicker in order The Photoart Visual Service. 840 out air, force the soil particles so to get a good stand. IN. Plankkinton Avenue, Milwaukee 8, close together that moisture and ee 
Wis., has the movie, ‘Springtime in plant food cannot penetrate, and to A plumber, doing some work for a Holland,” and also “Story of Modern interfere in many ways with normal friend customer, grew expansive about Roses” available on a free loan basis. plant growth. his family. “My daughter is a fine The only cost is transportation and In the past lawns were rolled to girl,” he said Proudly. “She graduat- insurance. press back plants heaved out by frost ed from college last year and now These are both excellent colored, action, and to overcome the roughness she has a job at $35 a week. That’s mm motion pictures with sound. of worm castings. Night crawlers, a pretty good salary for an uneducat- ethaps your County Agent or School which work all winter long under ed _ person.”
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Some Lovely 

New African Violets 

By Mrs, O. F. Isenberg, Baraboo 

New African Violet varieties, those flowers, light green foliage, white 

of the spring of 1952 are especially Se M AY stems, clean cut finish, BLUE 

outstanding and lovely. I think the Ys Ce HEIRESS, brilliant Dupont seedi ng 

violet enthusiasm in the mid-west is : Yi PS Co ra] with heavily scalloped girl-type foli- 

growing and in a few years we should Nv eles age and superior habits. Giant sized 
be ready for some excellent large ‘ ay ay SF flowers of heavy substance. WHITE 

shows. i A RG) f} y) BOY HYBRID, white flower with 1 
The goals of the hybridizers remain SR BK OXY) % Ata heavy band of bright orchid at the 

the same—purer colors, especially petal edges, sometimes extending to 

true blues and true reds, double pastel shading on dupont foliage. the center of the flower. RAINBOW 

pinks, larger flowers, less brittle pep VELVET, newest red, large GENEVA, burgandy red flower with 

leaves, and departures in foliage Or velvety blooms on dark veined foliage. “¥8°" white edge. LADY GENEVA, 
flower form or color that will appeal popBLE ORCHID GIRL, double, deep blue with white edge on flower. 

to the public. deep orchid red flower on girl-type FANTASY, large eversporting laven- 

I will briefly describe some of the foliage. ORCHID DOUBLE NEP- der blooms that are streaked, splash- 

newer varieties. PURITY, very fine TUNE, an orchid sport of Double ° 8"4 dotted deep purple. LAVEN. 
quality double pure white, many Neptune. MAUVETTE FRINGETTE, DE" BEAUTY, large deep silvery 
blooms, foliage a rich green. petals have a delightfuly wavy ap- mauve flowers, a profuse bloomer 

AZURE BEAUTY flower is a pearance, with a decidedly fringed that is exquisite. RED KING, deep 

double clear sprakling white edge, set off by a bright yellow eye. rich red which holds its color, foliage 

with a center of the coolest, cleanest Foliage is also wavy. Color is a love- darkest possible green, underside 
blue you can imagine. GROTEL the jy mauve pink. GYPSY JANE, flower con. wine. Robust plant. PINK AMA- 

hanging basket violet, has creeping has a gloss you cannot describe, , true pink flowers, heavy sub- 

brown stems which sometimes root flower as large as a Dupont but stance in both bloom and _ foliage. 

at the nodes. The almost round den- blooms more profusely light lavender. NAVE and, RUBY BOUQUETS ar 
tate leaves have stems which grow to excellent doubles. 

ten inches in length. The flowers are A Miniature There is no end describing the new- 

a blue-violet which are borne in clus- OROS DUBONET, is a miniature er varieties of this spring, but there 
ters, resembling a nosegay. SNOW type of African Violet and is just must be an end when it comes to pub- 

PRINCE, pure white blossoms, full adorable. Often it is called the tea lishing space in this magazine; if any 
and round. If you have difficulty cup violet because it is a small grow- of you wish to see any of these new 
growing pure white ones, Snow Prince er but it has all the qualities of the varieties in bloom, stop in when in or 
will give you new confidence. ROSE largest and the best. It has very deep near Baraboo. I will be happy to 
MARIE, positively a true rose color, dark green leaves and a very pro- show them to you. 
flower stems are a deep wine, foliage fuse bloomer with lots of dark ma- _ 

is smooth tailored, lightly quilted hogany red flowers. BRONZE GIRL, The Cabbage Rose, or Rose a Cent 

with reddish reverse. excellent heavy bronzy girl-type  Feuilles, is reported to be one of the 
SAILOR’S DELIGHT, another foliage and large red flowers having first Roses introduced into West::1™ 

great new double in light blue and very round petals. LADY GRACE, furope, and may have been brou tht 
with girl-type foliage. An excellent unusual irregular bronzy shaped girl- into Europe by returning crusader 
grower with large size flowers and type foliage with deep red blooms like in the twelfth century. It was prob 
brilliant color. SEA GIRL is very Red King. SNOW GIRL, darkest blue- ably the Rose used by the anci:n: 
similar but it has a darker richer Violet giant sized flowers with heavily Greeks at their banquets and fest vi 

, blue flower and foliage has a very fringed and fuzzy rick-rack type mar- ties, The Damask Rose was anot 1! 
heavy texture. BLUE DELIGHT, ins on the petal edges. Leaves wavy carly Rose brought to Europe f1 2m 
large white flowers with bright blue and of heavy texture. the vicinity of Damascus, Syria. ‘ ‘bh’ 
edge and a dark blue eye. PINK GORGEOUS BLUE WONDER, a French called it the “Rose f:0m 
DELIGHT, light clear pink flowers, really striking marbelized flower in Damascus.” 

very bronzy foliage. ORCHID SUN- white and brilliant blue, more in- + ow  ® 

SET, beautiful new double orchid tense in the center. Grow it in your Back in the seventeenth cent ry. 

red on good foliage. APPLE BLOS- center window for sharpest coloring a single Tulip, called the Semper 1 
SOM, very large white blooms with and design. Heavy bloomer, large gustus, sold for $1,400.
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How To Arrange 

Flowers For Your Church 
By Ralph A. Norem, Oshkosh 

The problem of arranging flowers - ‘ settias. The same holds true for for church is about the exact opposite | lilies at Easter. But restraint must of that of making a miniature ar- be exercised. The flowers must not rangement for a flower show. A dominate the scene. 
miniature is an arrangement not It has been found to work out in exceeding three inches in overall practice to sell lilies to members of height. It is designed to produce the } the congregation at half price after same effect as an arrangement of | the services Easter morning. This larger size. The proportions are all | practice is not without its advan- there, but on a minute scale. It is | tages. It gives members of the con- viewed at close range and in good } gregation an opportunity to help the light. 

flower fund while at the same time 
Arrangements for church must be getting a plant at low cost for a made large. In some churches they | shut-in, friend, or relative. The can be well over three feet in over- flower committee can have the use of all height. They are viewed at a more lilies. The florist can offer a 

distance and in subdued light. They } better price because of the quantity can be made to produce the same erder. And finally, the church can be 
effect as smaller arrangements seen } made to look really beautiful with at closer range and in clearer light. - lilies Easter morning. 
The same rules of design hold good. What works for lilies at Easter The proportions must all be there, Containers also works for poinsettias at Christ- but on a large scale. The subdued Although the church may have its mas. White poinsettias have their light calls for clear colors and bold own flower containers, that does not uses as well as the red, and should lines. Striking contrasts are permis- mean that other containers cannot not be overlooked. 

sible. be introduced on occasion to provide eres 
Churches ordinarily have their variety. Arrangements of marigolds CHLORDANE FOR CRAB GRASS own containers for flowers. These in a pair of yellow oval vases can be CONTROL harmonize with the other appoint- effective in the fall of the year. There A report by B. H. Grigsby of the 

ments and the general architecture are occasions when all-white arrange- Michigan Agricultural Experiment of the church. They come in pairs, ments in a pair of white pillow vases Station at East Lansing tells that and may be shiny brass vases or can be both striking and appropriate. chlordane can be used to reduce the 
larger, heavier, bronze urns. Hydrangeas - — en at emergence of crab grass seedlings. In the florists in the spring of the year. A 

Arrangements In Pairs A pair of these that nicely balance tion i oth fe a 
‘o make arrangements in a pair @@Cch other can be purchased on a grass seeds, were sprayed with an of bronze urns it is necessary to Saturday. If kept well-watered they emulsifiable concentrate of chlordane, ht 'e flowers of adequate height. Will lose little of their original beauty the results after 10 days showed that H’ ght can be provided by chrysan- and freshness for the three follow- the treated flats had no crab grass tt’ mums, gladiolus, stocks, or snap- ing Sundays. They will provide beau- or broad-leaved weeds, while the un- qd gons. Begin by selecting two ‘iful and appropriate flowers at low treated ones produced an abundance fi sh, straight stalks cut to exactly CSt per Sunday and at minimum ef- of both. After 6 weeks, however, all same height. Place one in each fort for the flower committee. The flats had some crab grass, but the v2 off center to stand firm and Committee will welcome the relief chlordane treated ones had much € ct to give dignity to whatever is these plants can provide. less. A highly refined oil, used with to follow. An asymmetrical design The Role of Church Flowers technical chlordane resin for greater m: xes for variety and contributes to It must be remembered that the effectiveness, and applied as a fol- died interest in the arrangements. role of flowers in church is a second- _iage spray, gave a rapid kill of crab Leive no doubt as to the precise ary and supporting one. The flowers grass without injury to the lawn Point in the arrangement, where the must at all times be an aid to wor- grass in the mixture used in another center of interest is. The eye must ship, never a display for its own experiment. Bent grasses appear to Corie to rest somewhere. The two sake. This rule holds true even for be tolerant of the oil-chlordane mix- arcangements should compliment Christmas and Easter. We may want ture, and chickweed can be destroy. each other, but otherwise be as near- to see poinsettias in church at Christ- ed with chlordane in oil. From March ly alike as possible. mas time, perhaps even lots of poin- issue of Horticulture.
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May In The Apiary 
May is a month of hope for the tal principal — the queen prefers to the brood chamber for honey, pollen, 

beekeeper. Fruit trees and dande- go upward to lay and if there is no and the condition of the brood. Feed- 

lions bloom, providing much needed place for her to go, or if she is sur- ing can still be done with a sprink- 

nectar and pollen. Brood rearing rounded by combs filled with honey, ling can using a warm syrup of about 

reaches its maximum — the queen pollen and brood — especially if there 1% parts of sugar to one part of 

lays more than a thousand eggs per are a thousand young bees hatching hot water. 

day and young bees are hatching to out everyday around her to increase 
take the place of the older bees. The the crowded condition, swarming BENEFICIAL INSECT 

colony is building to maximum preparations are inevitable. RESEARCH CONSOLIDATED 

strength for the honey flow which is By giving the queen room, either JAMES I, HAMBLETON, 

not far away. in the brood chamber to which she NAMED CHIEF 
May is also the month during js confined or providing room with Establishment of a Division of Bee 

which the beekeeper must not for- an empty brood chamber placed Culture and Biological Control in the 
get about his bees — not let other above the one in which she has been Bureau of Entomology and Plant 
work interfere with frequent inspec- jaying as described by Mr. Ranum, Quarantine, was announced by the 
tion to see that they do not prepare swarming is at least delayed, if not U. 8. Department of Agriculture. All 
to swarm. How disheartening to put controlled entirely. of the Bureau's activities with respect 
in hours of work in fall and early © Remember, however, that there to bees and other beneficial insects 
spring, building up the population win) be colonies that will start queen will be consolidated into this single 
of a colony only to see its honey cells and prepare to swarm in spite Division. This unit is also responsible 
Producing potential destroyed by of any method you may use. All we for research relating to biological con- 
swarming. can do in such cases is continue to trol of insect pests and weeds, includ- 

When a beekeeper says he has been out out queen cells or if this is too ing diseases of insects. 
too busy to look at his bees, we cer- janorious, divide the colony into | Ustablishing this Division repre- 
tainly feel like saying “You would two parts, thereby reducing the pop- sents one more step in the Bureau- 

have made more profit by giving @ uation and the ‘crowded condition, wide reorganization aimed at making 
little attention to your bee colonies giving each section plenty of room, the money available for research re- 

than anything else you could have . “turn the greatest possible benefits to 
done.” That ‘would certainly be true Watch Out For Starvation the American public. 

if, by such attention the beekeeper There is a period between dande- James I. Hambleton, for 30 years 
prevented swarming. lion and fruit bloom and the begin- head of the Division of Bee Culture, 

In this issue, Mr. Edward Ranum ning of the clover bloom in early was named to head the Division of 
of Mount Horeb, an experienced com- June when brood rearing is at 2 Bee Culture and Biological Control. 

mercial beekeeper, discusses his me- maximum but with very few honey Willis J. Nolan, formerly Hambleton's 
thod of swarm control. There are a plants from which nectar may be first assistant, will head the Section 

number of successful methods, some obtained. Colonies that did not bring of Biological Control. 

require more labor than others. Mr. in much honey from fruit bloom or Research has shown how to make 
Ranum’s method is being used by dandelions but are building up rapid- effective use of honey bees as pollin- 
many Wisconsin beekeepers. ly during this period may run out ators of seed and fruit crops, adding 

* Amateur beekeepers may wish to of stores and starve. Many begin- millions of dollars to the value o 
try out other methods of swarm con-_ ners do not realize this — they feel these crops. The studies of bee disca* 

trol as well. That is what makes bee- that the bees should make their own es and their prevention, and research 

keeping an interesting hobby. In all living during a month like May. Such into the best methods of bee mat- 

of the methods you read about, you is not the case. Watch your colonies agement, have placed bee-keeping 00 

must remember the one fundamen- at least once each week and inspect a commercial basis. 
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hived at this time but I believe it is 
Swari mm Control often very worthwhile to hive them. 

By Edward Ranum, Mount Horeb ARE WE MISSING A GOLDEN 
OPPORTUNITY? 

Swarming should not be too serious _ ing in a treetop. We practice top sup- School lunch Survey Proposed by a problem if the proper preventative ering and by crowding them down H. A. Schaefer, Osseo measures are applied early in the toward the end of the honey flow, we 
season, Weather conditions will vary usually find all supers well filled and Belgien cman i ds é the considerably from one year to an- clear of brood as well as one or two Beekeeping Industry. Not only for other so that it is difficult to set a brood bodies quite well filled with the present, but fox | the future Too definite date for beginning mani- honey and pollen for winter stores, many of us think oniyof the preuenk pulations. Ordinarily we would sug- We wish we could say that our The Future in mind it the proper gest about May ist, or whenever swarm methods are 100% effective. attention to the Present, the School nectar and pollen are being carried Some seasons it seems there will be Lunch program could greatly benefit in quite abundantly. Our bees are swarming regardless of preventative our industry. The children of today wintered im three brood chambers, measures and it will then be neces- in) be the parerita of tomorrow. Give with an open auger hole entrance in sary to take more drastic steps them honey they like as a apres ad or the top body. By May ist the two top wherever swarming preparations are in combinati cine Have the children 
i een, aes Ge va in evidence. eat honey because they like it—today rood, . h il not these conditions exist, we then take AN EXCEPTIONAL SWARM = eo not be lacking the empty bottom body and place it By Marvin W. Kosanke, Ripon We hear too many complaints about 
on top, at the same time opening the Whenever I have had a chance to why honey is not used in this or that entrance holes in the two bottom hive a swarm of bees I have always school. Now and then we hear what 
— we will find a number of done so. Although it is not very prac- some enterprising ‘beekeeper has 

, ak | eT done to start the School Cook using rid ayisomuravaveeeriesit uate honey. Just a little effort and much 
* 

. CAN WE IND ALL is coming in, we will then remove me USE oe IN every weak colony to the stand of a THEIR LUNCHES? 
strong colony and place the strong We CAN! First we must know why e A tech, teenie . Ge schools do or do not use honey. This tood, 

calls for a survey of the schools, Can wealk gerd by the ee of re- Wisconsin Beekeepers make this a ned pees from ay deans survey? How? By having our county e. e cl 

of swarming preparations in the more An Unusual Swarm Beekeepers Associations organize a drive and for individuals not belong- Populous colony. This procedure, how- tical or profitable after the month ing to a county organization to con- ever, would not be advisable in a of June it is a very pleasant experi- yard where disease may be present. ence. tact their local schools. How about 

It was on the 19th of August that I it? Can we do IT? Sure we can, but Reverse Brood Chambers this will require YOUR help! Here is received a call that a swarm had oth h te: Up until the time when the main settled on a fence along the side of a 2” i. way rt in b elp to protect honey flow is well underway, we re- highway. As soon as possible I drove Ut investment in bees! 
Peat the reversing of the brood bodies over to this location with a hive and Questions to be asked the School 
as explained previously as often as is when I arrived I found a very large Cook or other official. ARE YOU necessary to relieve congestion in the swarm of bees had clustered on the NOW USING HONEY IN YOUR 
top body, at the same time checking brace pole. I had no trouble in hiving SCHOOL LUNCHES? the bottom of each body for any start the swarm and when I returned in HOW? 
of queen cells. When supers are need- the evening the hive was completely How do the children like it best? cd, we try to arrange the brood bodies filled with bees. This swarm was so Any other uses? 
so that the empty super is placed di- large that I gave it another super How much do you use a week? iat above a body which is well fill- immediately when I took it to my Did you send for honey recipes ed with brood. This will force the bees apiary. WHY NOT? 
to occupy the super at once for stor- Although it was late in the season POOR HONEY? 
age honey, leaaing the brood combs and the weather was not very favor- NAME OF SCHOOL clear for egglaying. able this colony filled their food Address 
We prefer not to use excluders chamber and stored a surplus of Beekeepers name and address and although we will probably get twenty pounds of honey. The findings of the “survey will be Some brood in the first super, we I realize this swarm was excep- published in an early issue. Please Would rather see that than a large tionally large and that most all other mail all completed questionnaires to {@ Swarm heading for the woods or hang- swarms have to be fed later on when H. A. Schaefer, Osseo, Wis.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON NEW IDEA TO CATCH A SWARM LARGE ATTENDANCE AT 

POLLINATION AMA’ ;EEKEEPERS 
In the April issue of Modern Bee- Se ieoere a 

From the Report of the Bee and keeping, there is a report on a bee- 
. Honey Advisory Committee to keepers meeting in Texas at which Sunday April 20th was a beaiti- 
the Director, Wisconsin Dept. one of the beekeepers told of his ful day, and it brought out 49 cirs 

of Agriculture method of taking a swarm of bees of beekeepers to attend the Amateur 

The problem in developing the pol- Off of the limb of a tall tree. It is gg gig red a » 
lination program is first a realiza- described as follows. Aen a Mi r e Palle orey 
tion of the services of the honeybee _Tie a bottle to a fish line and throw “(TPS near 1” nomones. "aS. 
as a pollinating agent. The second it over the limb aiming it so the line The meeting was called by Courty 

Agents S. S. Mathisen of Milwaukee 
problem is to encourage the proper will fall over the swarm of bees. To G Oza 

use of bees for maximum results. the other end of the line, County, Carl Gilman of ulee 
The need now is for a program of tie three brood combs held County, and Earl Skaliskey of Wa:h- 
cooperation which will recognize the together by three cleats nailed across i™8ton County. The Diehnelts hand ed 
requirements of the farmer and the the top bars. These frames are pulled the crowd in their usual efficicnt 
contribution of the beekeeper ac- up to the swarm and left for several ™anner and everyone had a wonder. 

ful time. The meeting began at about 
companied by just compensation for hours, when they are lowered, bring- 1:80 ith a atrati 

the services of the beekeeper’s colon- ing the swarm with them. Cleats are tatrodacti w : omen v™ lon a 

ies. There is an increased feeling of Temoved and the frames placed in a ‘"'To@ucing package bees by the 
spray and direct release method by 

the need of Wisconsin raised legume _ hive. cca 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, and “Bud 

seed better adapted to local condi- a 
tions. There exists some question in Diehnelt. This was followed by ques- 

* are © pome. ai HONEY PRICE SUPPORT tions and answers and demonstra- 

the minds of many farmers as to the tions on various methods of feedin; 
value of bees as pollinators. For ex- U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI- . 

bees. There were so many questions 
ample, there is a school of thought CULTURE ANNOUNCES IN- the demonstration lasted until 3:30 
that bees contribute very little to CREASE IN PRICE SUPPORT TO pm. when Bud Diehnelt show ed 

the pollination of alfalfa in Wiscon- 70% OF PARITY. some beautiful slides on various bee- 

tebse. Ht tai? The U. S. Department of Agricul- keeping activities and methods. 

©; COMES SNSR CAE: ture announced in March that hon- The Dodge County Beekeepers 
1. An educational program be de- ey will be supported at a National Association planned a similar meet- 

developed based on the proven average price of 114c per pound— _ ing on Sunday May 4th. 

theory that bees can solve the 70% of the current parity price, ad- ee 

pollination problem in fruit, justed to the 60 pound container level. HONEY PROMOTION 

vegetable and seed production. Price support of honey within the | The American Honey Institute has 
2. Studies be conducted to estab- "898e Of 60 to 90% of parity was announced that Robin Hood flour 

lish definitely the value of bees ™#de mandatory under the Agricul- carried full page ads on honey and 
as pollinators of seed crops un- ‘Ural Act of 1949. hot biscuits in magazines during the 
der Wisconsin conditions. There will be a program of farm month of April. They were in four 

— storage and warehouse — storage colors in some magazines, two in 

8. Colony standards be drawn up loans. The Commodity Credit Cor- others. 
which will assure the farmer of poration will purchase honey deliv- The rice industry issued releases 
colonies, capable of doing an ered by producers under purchase on rice and honey. 
adequate pollination job. agreement. The National Dairy Council in 

Beekeepers or cooperative associa- cluded honey in its publicity material 
4. An equitable schedule of tal 

scan be caranlisied © of rel tions of beekeepers can apply for for Honey For Breakfast Week. 
, loans and purchase agreements di- The Purity Baking Company fur 

5. Farmers’ desiring pollination rectly to the County PMA offices. nished posters “Everybody Enjoys 

service should be aided in con- More details will be announced la- Honey” for hundreds on their soles 
tacting beekeepers. ter. The support price on the various force. 

grades and color of honey have not Family Circle magazine used honey) 
6. A publication be made avail- yet been announced. in a glazed broiled ham. 

able which will provide inform- ——$<—$—$$$ Gerber’s used honey, lemon beets 
ation to anyone interested in se- in their baby food bulletin. 

. curing bees for pollination stat- EXTRACTOR FOR SALE All of this promotion was free. 

ing the value of bees on various 
farm crops as determined by For Sale: Root 8fr. power extrac- 

tor, with motor, honey pump, piping USED ORCHARD SPRAYER 
studies under Wisconsin condi- 

tions. and storage tanks, etc. Also, used WANTED 

8-fr. equipment; bodies, bottoms and Want to buy used orchard spre yet) 
7. Pollination demonstration areas covers. All reasonably priced. Ran- —any size—50-200 gallon tank. S 

should be established whenever um’s Bee Farm, Mount Horeb, Wis- price, model, ete. Victor V. Vi 

possible. consin. Rt. 2, Reedsville, Wis.
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APIARY INSPECTION WORK SUMMER MEETING 
ACTIVE WISOONSIN STATE H 0 N f Y Tairty Part-time Inspectors On the BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 

dob JULY 22 and 23 

According to John Long, Wiscon- Tuesday, July 22 at Diehnelt’s— ¢ 0 N T A I N E R S sin has had an apiary inspection pro- Honey Arces, Hy. 166, Menomonee ain SS ae gram for 55 years, and the spread of Falls. Also the 5 Ib, 3 Ib, 2 Ib. cad 1 diseases has been kept at a minimum. Wednesday, July 23, Eau Claire Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. We can This year 50 counties have appro- Lake’s Park, Hy. 27 north of Augusta, make immediate shipment. priated supplementary funds for bee Wis. To insure Prompt service, inspection work as follows: Forenoon program—demonstration. order your Association labels Barron $200.00; Brown 200.00; Buf- Noon—Pot luck luncheon. now for your new honey crop. falo 100.00; Calumet 200.00; Chippewa Afternoon program of outstanding . 200.00; Clark 350.00; Columbia 200.00; speakers. Details in our June issue. Write for Complete Crawford 200.00; Dane 300.00; Dodge Price List 300.00; Door 200.00; Douglas 200.00; Order through your State Dunn 50.00; Eau Claire 200.00. Nearly 500 years before the Chis- Beekeepers Association Fond du Lac $200.00; Grant 250.00; tian era, the Chrysanthemum was NE CR 
Green 100.00; Green Lake 250.00; eulogized by Confucius, the Chinese HONEY awCRES 
Jackson 200.00; Jefferson 200.00; Ke- Philosopher. 
nesha 150.00; La Crosse 200.00; Lin- 
coln 50.00; Manitowoc 200.00; Mara- 
thon 300.00; Marinette 100.00; Mil- HONEY WANTED 
waukee 400.00; Monroe 150.00; Ocon- Buckwheat and other dark and HONEY WANTED 'o 150.00; Outagamie 200.00; Ozaukee golden honey for bottling. State an : ped = 400.00; amount you have at your place and M 3 E Pepin $50.00; Pierce 150.00; Polk prices in 60’s. Will pick up and pay i : 200.00; Racine 250.00; Rock 500.00; cash. M. H. LYONS, Hustler, Wis. Ce EPPLER v1: ‘ Rusk 200.00; St. Croix 150.00; Sauk nomow vy Pia 250.00; Shawano 150.00; Sheboygan 
200.00; ‘Taylor 100.00; Trempeleau HONEY WANTED 
250.00; Vernon 200.00; Walworth 250.00. We are in the market for good 
Washington 150.00; Waupaca 150.00; honey. Send sample and price. 
Waushara 100.00; Winnebago 400.00; Rock River Honey Cooperative, < . food 300.00. 1015 N. Bluff St. Janesville, Wis. NOW is the time to 

CHECK your bee supplies 
and 

Look for this sign When You Want 9 ORDER those you need QUALITY AT LOW COST early. 

We have a full line of supplies, . LBB and of course the “LOTZ 
CaF & = SECTION”. Rn aor 
Sa a Pe NO FINER SECTION MADE ASE | ; 

| i Ly Trade Mk, 
ri » GT A we: U8. Pat, ort it a _- Zit ZzakeZa 

Ww mw” Write fo: KELLEY —" The Bee Man foe peices 
We want every Wisconsin beekeeper to receive a copy of AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY Or 1952 sig a This catalogue contains 64 pages, being 

n a7 twice as large as any other and contains many items not fund in the other catalogues. Boyd, Wisconsin 

Manufacturers and job! of The Walter T. Kelley Co. ae nee 
supplies, PADUCAH, KENTUCKY PP
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| FOR 
PEONIES | 

ORGANS | 
We Rent Portable Organs 
Anywhere In The U.S.A. By ! 

TYPEWRITERS The Month | 
ADDING MACHINES 3 to 5 Octaves | 

(All Makes and Types PEONIES 
of Typewriters and Order Now from the | 

Adding Machines Rented Finest and Largest 
or ‘Sold All Over the U.S.A. Selection in Wisconsin. . 

Either Over 2,000 Varieties to View Our Garden 
Standard or Portable Select From. Wes ae 

WRITE | 

SISSON’S 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection / Rosendale, Wisconsin ; ; 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

YOU'LL SAVE LATER Gb 

By 

Buying the 

Best Now 

Bee SupPiies 
When you decide to buy, 

order Root supplies and be This name has stood for the very 
sure of oer investment. Keats : 

Your nearby desler ‘can obtain est in bee supplies made famous 

for you any Root equipment made— by outstanding leaders such as: 
and at a price that compares with 
other henad on the market. ay 
REMEMBER THE NAME... 

A. |. Root Company 
. Since 1869 . Medina, Ohio. 

EEE _ 

ee of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin
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° In July, It’s Time To 

Watch Out For Apple Maggot 
° ° ° That Serious Pest Requires Spraying 

Late In The Season For Control 
Will the apple maggot be with us w Spraying should start 10 to 14 days again in large numbers this summer? 

after the first fly is caught. As long Dr. C. L. Fluke tells us that the cod- 
as flies are caught it is Necessary to dling moth and plum curculio lived 
spray every ten days or two weeks. over-winter in good shape and it is If it becomes necessary to spray presumed that the maggot did also. near picking time use methoxychlor Weather conditions, however, during at the rate of 2 Ibs. to 100 gallons of July and even August will determine 

water. local infestation. There are always 
We suggest that you write for cir- _ ae eit ni ne cular 394, Controlling the Apple Mag- 

got, from the College of Agriculture, in the past should be prepared to 
University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

spray when the time comes. 

Favorite Varieties 
Apple maggot attacks the sweeter 

or not too acid varieties such as Tol- 
man Sweet, McIntosh, Wealthy, Snow 

F " and Delicious. 
af The insect spends the winter in the 

h soil as a small seed-like pupa. In is i i early summer, usually by the Middle The apple maggot fly. Note the let- 2. of July, the flies begin to come out of ter “F”. on the wing. Watch for ‘them } : the soil. During the bright sunny about the middle of July. They are ' days they may be seen flying among rather tame and not difficult to see if ¥ the trees, occasionally alighting on present. Found mostly on sunny side i : leaves or apples, lapping up any food of trees and on trees of sweet var- a hat they can find. ieties. 
‘ The flies feed for about two weeks 

4 
er emergence and then the females but after the apples become mellow, ; y eggs by making tiny punctures on they grow rapidly. ‘ he apples, so small that they are Control q 

fifficult to find with the naked eye. Two pounds of either lead arsenate, The eggs hatch within a few days o, 50% DDT wettable powder to 100 \ nd then the young maggots start gallons of spray will control the eeding. They grow slowly at first, maggot, but it is important that the 
spray be applied at the right time. 
One spray will not control the mag- 

gots in years when emergence is over 
a long period of time. The only sure 

ee way to determine the right time to l Apple Maggot larva. Full =n 
Fa RCE OM 

larva of the apple maggot much-en. & De spray is to trap the flies. larged. These are maggots that tunnel . A Trap through the flesh of the apple and 4 a A simple effective trap is made by cause the injury. Photos by the Dept. a filling a 5 pound honey pail or similar of Entomology, U.W. a P es container with a “lip” with water, 
ey adding 1 tablespoon of household am- 
- monia and a pinch of powdered soap. The more children’s fingerprints in 

Place the pails in the orchard not home, the fewer on police blotters. i. later than July 10, and examine daily, — , ple Maggot injury. The larva counting and removing the trapped « ve tunneled around in the flesh of flies. This is best done by pouring It has been said: “He who laughs * apple. Decay has started and the solution through a strainer into last is the one who intended to tell ened the tunnel. another pail. the same story himself.”
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‘June On The Fruit Farm” 
By Conrad L. Kuehner 

PEAR PSYLLA “ a bes eo gre of vigor for no apparent reason. 3. 

Last summer many pear trees in 5 é “4 = Trees showing one or more leacers 

southern Wisconsin counties became : . P with small yellow leaves or die-buck. 

heavily infested with pear psylla so ! a 4. Trees that show signs of going 
that by August and September much . r down when leafed out in the spring. 

of the foliage dropped off the infested r Mechanics of Taking Out Trees 

trees and the fruit was unfit for use Py N. ‘ F E ; “It is not necessary to take out 
from the smutty accumulation of q a * the stump unless you want to replant 

honey dew and sooty fungus on the y 7% where the old tree is. There is no 

surface of the fruit. You can learn NN} E harm in planting in the same loca- 

whether or not the pest is present by 7] p= tion or near the stump. 

turning over the terminals of the “A convenient way to remove lead- 

pear branches. If it is present, there & ers is to saw them off at the tree 

will be glistening drops of honey dew cl head with a one-man chain saw while 

on the under side of the leaves. If * the tree is standing. The stump can 

abundant, a spray or two of nicotine be pushed out with a bulldozer or 
sulphate may be used at the rate of sawed off even with the ground. 

one pint in 100 gallons of spray mix- TTT 

ture. (In commercial pear orchards EXPERIENCE WITH POWER 

of the far west Parathion is used to PRUNERS 

control pear psylla during the sum- © What has been the experience of 

mer.) - FY PAID TO BRIDGE GRAFT fruit growers with power pruners. In’ 

——————— THIS GIRDLED TREE the magazine of the Maryland Horti- 

MUCH INTEREST SHOWN IN cultural Society we find a convention 

CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL ‘The picture shows Hugo G. Klumb  ,oport of a grower who had used 

IN STRAWBERRIES of Rochester, Wisconsin, pointing to power pruners for three years. He 

some successful two year old bridge- stated that power pruners cut time 

Judging by the numerous letters we 8Fafts he made on the mouse girdled spout 25% and reduced costs about 

have received from strawberry grow- trunk of a young apple tree. In an-  o9q, Orchards crews liked them 
ers the past several weeks inquiring other two or three years the bridges 44 they are still hard work to use 

about chemical weed control in straw- Will have grown large enough to con- nq gre dangerous, require careful 

berries, quite a few growers will be tact each other, thus closing up the ,.. and call for quick decisions. The 

saving themselves labor costs in their entire girdle. However, girdling is initial cost of equipment may be high, 

strawberry weeding. A number of likely to be repeated unless the tree 4. four pruners work on 50 foot hose 

County Agents are cooperating in is supplied with a protector of hard- jines per compressor. This growel 
this project and have made applica- Ware cloth or other suitable material suggested a 27-inch pruner head fot 

tions of chemical weed killers such and the tall grass is removed in late Gider trees, with tough, sturdy com 

as Crag Herbicide No. 1 in some of Summer or early fall from the area pressors. He used three pruner line 

their new strawberry plantings. Re- immediately around the trunk. off a Farm-al tractor-mounted com 

sults are being watched with interest a pressor. 

by the cooperating growers and WARK FRUIT TREES FOR RE- Another grower at this | meeti 
others who may wish to adopt the . MOVAL NOW stated that orchard laborers consid¢ 

practice next year. During the summer, just before the power pruners harder to use, so 4 

a paid a little more for power prut 

harvest season, is a good time to ing. The method he uses is to mal 
TO PRESERVE YOUTH study the trees in the orchard and e- a 

saw cuts and haul out the brush, th 
Youth is preserved and the life mark those that should be removed. prune by hand as high as a man 

span of animals dramatically iength- At this time we can more accurately reas d th sina i 

ened through a special diet being determine which are the unprofitable tope ce an eee 

tested by Dr. Thomas 8. Gardner of trees. Gad by mien’ staadilig on sl 

> Rutherford, N.Y. His best exhibit Dr. John Snyder, Washington State platform. 

is a guinea pig named Peter. When Extension Horticulturist, gives these 
Peter was 700 days old and aging suggestions for selecting trees to be When you are looking for a he'pi 

fast, yeast nucleic acid was added to removed, in the magazine Better hand, look at the end of your 4 

his diet. In subsequent months, he Fruit. ea eaaieny abel aneiscemnennnn 

grew a new set of teeth, developed a “1. Trees that produced small, A fishing rod, according to + 

handsome coat and gained weight— poorly colored fruit in spite of good wives, is a pole with a worm on 

Capper’s Farmer. care. 2. Trees showing general lack ends.



FRUITS & VEGETABLE G OWERS SUPPLIES 

SPRAY MATERIALS 

Insecticides & Fungicides 
Arsenate Lead Fe Ferbam| Chi ne—40% Wettabli Pargate: Kolospra‘ Kolofg Marlate f , oda 45% Eesbanble lowdered Mike Sulphur Wettable Rotenone Tozaphine Liquid Sulfronx Ferradow (Ferbam) Dithane D14 Cocs (Potato Spray) Mulsified Sulphur Carbomate (Ferbam) 7s 78 Crag 341 

2-4-Ds 
Dow Selective Esteron 44 Esteron Brush Killer 2-4D Amines 40% Esteron 2-4-5 Sodium Chlorate 

Weed Killers 
AMMATE—Crag-Herbicide | 

VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES 

Ariens Tillers - Roto Tillers - Bolens Tractors - Potato Harvesters - Grader - Cleaner - 
Irrigation Systems - Vine Cutters - Potato Laundry - Conveyors - Roto Beaters - 

Farm Hand Power Boxes - Forage Units & Running Gears 

BERRY BOXES & CRATES 
Folding Quarts & Pints 

American Till Quarts & Pints with Wood or Metal Band 

Apple Thinning Material 

Apple Set Paramone 

Elgetol Krenite 

Place your orders early so we can keep our supply in store for you when you need them. 
PHONE or MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY 

P.O. Box 535 227 CUTLER ST. Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C. & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107 
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Orchard Notes 
MILWAUKEE COUNTY FRUIT ee oe es Bete goa bess «si one a maar { 
GROWERS ELECT OFFICERS ies Poe oo ae 
The Board of Directors of the Mil- pee % 2: ne Re ge aegis Oa 

watkee County Fruit Growers Asso- 1 se Ue Ss . aa goose 

ciation have re-elected the officers ‘ a fa an Yg 3 aie ‘ 
as follows: Arthur Brunn, President, i : cal 

West Allis; Frank W. Meyer, Vice- } } 
President, South Milwaukee; Afred | 

J. Meyer, Secretary-Treasurer, Route i F 

2, Box 318, Milwaukee 15. aa p> 

ae ees ba awe : 

OFFICERS OUTAGAMIE COUNTY a lee 
FRUIT GROWERS ASS’N sb j 

Pres.: Reinhold Harp, Hortonville; [iy i 
Vice-President: John Vanden Elzen, tart. 

Appleton; Sec.-Treas.: Harvey Jami- is 3 u 

son, Appleton. . 
a The adult coddling moth. Most important insect pest of apples. Color: 

mottled gray with fine silvery lines across wings. Wing tips darker. About 

SEOOR APPLES POPULAR % inch long. Wingspread about 1 inch. First appearance about 2 weeks before 
William Leonard, President of the petal fall. Second brood appearance about 55-60 days later. Watch for it. It} 

Jefferson County Fruit Growers As- flies most frerely in late evening. 

sociation has high praise for the Se- 

cor apple. Quite a number of mem- 

bers of his association ordered test © BAYFIELD FRUIT GROWERS colonies about % mile farther north. 
trees from the Wis. Horticultural So- TOUR JUNE 27-28 The bees had access to a field of 
ciety some years ago and the variety Apple and berry growers of Bay- alfalfa and another field of red 
has done exceptionally well in the  fielq will have a meeting and tour clover. 
Jefferson County area. June 27-28. Results 

The reason Mr. Leonard praises the The meeting was arranged b: 

variety so highly is that it has excel- County Agent % J Gidlrensine in a ‘acl a tow oe in 

Jent quality and keeps until late in operation with the Bayfield Fruit 20 vie tor tic anon within 900'ta 
the season. He said there is a splen- Growers Association. oe ts or ie wr a4 ds 
did market for it from January until On Friday evening, June 27th, the Ce seed ce thie | ai tine 
April, and, “I only wish I had about growers will meet in the Bayfield fhe eversec yield + 46.9 vous pe 
2,000 bushels of them for late winter Town Hall for a discussion of cul- cen a ari 7 er ae hi 
and early spring sales. They go like tural problems. On the forenoon of across. the ter nd of the a” 4 be 

hot-cakes”. Saturday, June 28th, there will be a tween the 900 and 1200-foot distanoa 
In the news letter of the Iowa tour to orchards and berry farms 

Horticulture Society Secretary Wil- conducted by County Agent Holven- Tt is to be noted that the breai 

liam Collins gives this information stot, H. E. Halliday and H. J. Rahm- 1 high seed yields in 1951 came be) 
about the variety. low to observe cultural methods, dis- tween 300 and 400 feet from the oi! 

Seer: Orignted in Amen, Yorn, cn and net conta ees Meanie nt 
by the Iowa State Agricultural Ex- TT " 

periment Station (8. A. Beach). In- CLOVER POLLINATION STUDIES ae eS oe = the 
troduced commercially in 1922. Sal- Will honey’ bees pollinate red clov- cn the dostvate acne het 

ome X Jonathon; cross made in 1906; er? Occasionally we read the state- groups of colonies in red clover 

selected in 1918. Fruit: red striped; ment that they do not. Several Ex- fields may be approximately 200 

juicy; sprightly flavored; matures eriment Stations have shown that 399 yards, a point of vital interest 
on trees 10 days later than Jonathan; they are quite efficient if the num-  joth beekeeper and farmer, By 0. 

~ hangs well; free from soft scald and her of bees per acre is sufficient and park and R. J. Walstrom. ° 
Jonathan spot in storage; keeps well if the colonies are properly located . 
until April or May; best quality of in the field. 

any variety in its season. The Iowa Experiment Station re- You can tell from the kind 0? 

TTT ports a test on a field of 23.5 acres ergy a man applies to a spade 
Sign noticed in a butcher shop win- of common red clover in which 40. ther his mind is occupied with 

dow in a town—“Our beef has never colonies were located in groups of ing some vegetables or digging 
pulled a wagon.” 5 along its northern border, and 87 bait.
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© * WISOONSIN’S FIRST FRUIT 

Niemans Observe Centennial GROWERS ASSOCIATION 
Organized in 1855 

Of Orchard Homestead In the library of the Wisconsin 
State Horticultural Society is a copy 

In the summer of 1852 Jochim Nie- the urge to move to newer frontiers of the Transactions of the Wisconsin 
‘i Fruit Growers Association for the 

mann, a forester in Mechlenburg, made Jochim Niemann take his now year 1855, It is a very interesting pub- 

Germany, took his wife, two young growing family to Hamburg, Mar- lication as this Association Wes th 

boys and his father to the United athon County, where one of his daugh- forerunner of the Wisconsin Horti. 

States. A sailboat trip of about four ters married Fred Fromm and be- - 

weeks landed them in New York, and came the mother of the Fromm Cultural Society. The Association car. 
from there they traveled overland by Brothers, world’s largest producers ried on until the beginning of the 

rail to Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The of Silver Fox. His oldest son, John, civil war wen a Se ‘he. dis: 

rest of the trip to the home of some was left on the Ozaukee County home- teins mast eeain a or ie 

former fricnds who lived in German- _ stead. ized the Wisconsin tate Siti 

town in Washington County was (To be Continued in Next Issue) tural Society in 1865. " 

made by oxen. In selecting a farm, —————_—_——_—— Officers at that time were H. J 

Jochim Nieman, locked. for land. on PACKAGING—THE GROWERS’ Starin of Whitewater, President; Vice 

‘which the hard maple end beech trees VIEWPOINT Presidents: Cyrus Hawle of. Mil- 
grew well, for this land was consider- ° y . 
ed good land for farming. He pur- New Jersey Experiment waukee, D. Worthington of Wauke- 

3 : sha and F. Drake of Racine; Mark 
chased the eighty acre tract of land, AN.J. grower, cooperating with New Miller of Madison, Recording Secre- 

which the Niemars have held as a Jersey College of Agriculture (Rut- tary; Charles Giffo rd of Milwaukee 

homestead for 100 years, and took gers) and USDA, tried on-the-farm Correspon ding Secretary; R. W Park. 

Possession in the £41; 0f 1862: packaging three weeks in tests to er of Milwaukee, ‘Treasurer. On the 
The family, like many other Wis- determine whether fresh market sales Hixeoutive Committee was J. . C. Bray- 

consin farm families, went into gen- could be expanded and distant mar- ton, Aztalan, Charles Gifford Mil- 

eral farming; but soon the inherent kets broadened by prepackaging. araukee and A G. Hanford Wauke- 

love for tree culture began to emerge. Operation was carried out by two cha , anal % 

The planting of a three acre apple girls in a field packing house; one " Many Exhibits In 1855 

orchard over the protests of other yt off butts by hand and weighed A portion of this report is devoted 

members of the family who figured them into 1% Ib. lots, the other to the premiums awarded at the An- 
that good wheat land, cleared out of placed stalks (with aid of a wide nual Exhibition in Milwaukee, Sep- 

the forest, was too valuable to be put’ metal band) in a cellulose acetate tember 18-20, 1855. The members 

back into trees, was the Fesult of film bag. Top of bag was folded and — ;eany went in for exhibiting varicties 
this devotion to the science of horti- stapled with hand stapler. Time in those days. J. C. Brayton had an 

culture: checks showed girls could package exhibit of 61 varieties of apples, 4 
The first apple orchard was planted as fast as asparagus could be bunched gnjy presented for competition. Mr. 

to such well known old varieties as after a few days’ experience. Starin had 39 varieties for competi- 

snow, golden russet, greening, twen- Cost of packaging materials during tion and a total of 60. S. Child of 

ty-ounce, red astrachan, sweet russet, test period including bag, staples, la- Delafield, had 20 varieties. G. Vleit 
early harvest and northern spy. The  bels, was 2.3c a package or 1.6c a lb. Milwaukee had 28 varieties and A 
fruit from an orchard this size was Package contained about 1% lbs. G_ Hanford, Waukesha, 37. Twenty- 

more than the family could use for fresh-cut asparagus to 14” in dia-~ six other growers had from a fev 
fresh fruit, dried apples, and cider, so meter and from 74%,” to 8” in length to 25 varieties on exhibit. Many vari 

the surplus was hauled to Milwaukee Color was good; quality above aver- ties of pears were shown, and some 

on a horse drawn wagon in canvas age; spears usually green down to peaches. Much of the discussion # 
two bushel grain bags. The bottom butt. the Convention was devoted to the 

of the wagon was filled with hay, From May 10 through June 24 comparative value of different vari 
and hay was also used to pack be- same year, asparagus was marketed  eties. 

tween the layers of bags to prevent at 27¢ to 35¢ per 1% Ib. package. Observations of growers at thit 

bruising the fruit as it was hauled Bunched asparagus sold from 45c to time were quite accurate. Mr. Braj 

over the rough roads. About 40 bags 55¢ per 3% lb. bunch and averaged ton of Aztalan, discussed Norther 

~ were loaded at a time. The sales were about 49c. Consumers were willing Spies and said the tree was hardy: 

mostly made by a house to house can- to pay a premium of 5c a lb. for pre- unproductive while young, but the 

vas and the prices were not too high. packaged product. Four stores dis- quality of the best. On Fameus: 

: . continued handling bunches soon af- Snow he said: “does well in all soils: 

won age yea OE ee cee ter program started. Daily checks quality very good; not rich in fl: vot, 

eing , on quality showed prepackaged pro- but pleasant and agreeable.” We note 

met on the way into the city, for 27¢ duct could be kept 3 days without de- however, that some of the vari ‘ti¢ 

per 2 bushel bag. terioration—From Market Growers “recommended for general cultiv® 

After a number of years had passed, Journal. tion” have since been discontinucd.
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TOUGH ON DISEASE. ‘Fermate” fungicide gives © COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER CHEMICALS. You can foliage and fruit of apples and pears sure protec- use “Fermate” safely with most pest-control tion against scab. It also controls cedar-apple products. For exceptional wetting and covering rust, black rot, sooty blotch and bitter rot. power, use Du Pont Spreader-Sticker in the 
EASY ON BLOSSOMS, LEAVES AND FRUIT. ‘‘Fer- spray mixture. 
mate” is safe to use through the scab season, IDEAL FOR MANY FRUITS. ‘“‘Fermate” also con- provides disease control without burning orstunt- trols grape black rot, brown rot of stone fruits, ing even tender young growth. Safe in hot peach scab, cherry leaf spot, cranberry fruit rots weather, too. and raspberry anthracnose and leaf spot. 
BETTER YIELD AND QUALITY. Leaf growth reaches . full vigor when protected with “Formate.” Helps See your dealer now for Du Pont “Fermate” fungicide 

° . ; 3 and other proved Du Pont pest-control products. Ask him make higher yields of larger fruit with better for free booklets, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals finish. 
Department, Wilmington, Delaware. 

DU PONT CHEMICALS FOR THE FARM INCLUDE: GU PONT jaicides: PARZATE® (Liquid and Dry), FERMATE,* ZERLATE,* Copper-A (Fixed Copper), FORON® and SULFORON®-X Wettable Sulfurs... Insecticides: DEENATE* DDT, MARLATE* creed og era ee rr fi Alves Ba Poot Cohen Dott, Du Pont Spreader Sicker baNRONE® Frolt Drop Inhibitor, ond REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. ny others, 
#REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF, 

a oll chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning or caution statements on BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING H@ of the product are given, read them carefully. 
--+ THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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‘ KRILIUM | 

Apple Production In The free advertising given krilium | 

“4 a is an example of the way garden 

Wisconsin writers go after anything that looks 
like big news. Even before it will 

Who grows the apples in Wiscon- am Tri be available to the public in quantity, 
sin? yh RY it has been publicized in practically 

The Federal State Crop Reporting 4a Al \ all magazines. “Writes W. A. Simons, 

Service has given us an analysis of . Lites Editor of the North and South Da. 
apple production by orchard size ae es kota Horticulture: “every magazine 
groups in Wisconsin taken from the = Cx AY I have looked at recently, except my 

1950 U. 8. Census. (ra ap Sunday School magazine, has hai 
Large Number of Small Growers } wr full description of its effect on heavy 
oe are 62,979 aig report- clay soil, and I will examine care- 
ing less than 100 apple trees but fully the latter mi ine in full ex. 
producing 1,032,153 bushels of apples @ Changed and our crop reporting sectation that ley, los will ruil 
which is 46.8% of the total state pro- service be permitted to give a more cize it.” And now we hear that at the 

duction. That is indeed a vast num- ®@ccurate picture of the Wisconsin probable price of $2.00 per pound, it 

ber and a large production, and when 4PPle crop. Also the actual crop in would cost about 6 to 8 hundred dot 
the weather is favorable for the pro- other states which enters commercial lars per acre for an application, and 

duction of clean fruit, this crop can Channels. that when used in potting soil, the 
be an important factor in determin- Side Line Orchards Numerous roots of the plants penetrate the pots 
ing apple prices. From the figures given, it will be ., it was almost impossible to re- 

Commercial Growers noticed that the larger percentage of move the soil from them. 

Only 4 orchards have more than’ the total production outside of any 

10,000 trees, but they produce 178,600 that grow only a few trees, come | We regret the way some garden 
Dusieela, from the 4 large orchards with more writers are inclined to over-publicize 

There are 5 orchards with more than 10,000 trees, and from the small new discoveries, giving publicity to 
than 7,500 trees and produce 64,700 orchards from about 5 to 15 acres. _ Spray materials, chemicals, fertili 

bushels. In the three groups having from TS etc, before they are available 
Then there are 5 farms with more 200 to 2,000 trees, we find a sub- Nd before very much is known about 

than 5,000 trees, producing 75,000 stantial number of growers produc- their practical application or real 
bushels. Also 12 orchards with more ing a substantial percentage of the value; 

than 3,000 trees, producing 126,582 commercial crop. Note that the 55 Wisconsin Horticulture will not 

bushels. farms reporting from 1,000 to 2,000 mention Krilium until it is on the 
15 orchards have more than 2,000 trees, produced 8.2% of the total—_ market and has been tested at our 

trees and produce 97,900 bushels. the largest of any commercial group. Experimert Station and will then 

55 orchards have more than 1,000 This would indicate that the interest give reports on what it will do for 

trees, and produce 180,716 bushels. is in the small orchards, either as a horticulture. 

95 orchards have over 500 trees, and __side-line or in connection with a dairy Note: After this was written, ful 

produce 173,474 bushels. farm in Wisconsin. ; 

268 orchards have over 200 trees, page’ advertisements appeared & 

and produce 178,630 bushels. newspapers that you may now aa 

364 orchards have over 100 trees, GARDEN DAMAGE BY RABBITS the privilege of buying 5 Ibs. of Kril 

and produce .98,522 bushels. Repellents can be applied with fair 14M for $6.95 plus 40c postage. Thi 
will treat a plot of about 6 x 7 fet 

The census gave a total of 63,802 to good success to stop rabbit dam- to a depth of 6 inch 
farms which reported having apple age to tender garden plants just & depth o enes. 
trees, and they reported a production getting started. A nicotine sulphate Remember the first ball-pointed 

of 2,206,227 bushels. solution sprayed on plants in the pen you could buy for $12.00. 

According to law, the crop report- early evening is quite effective. Daily An application of 3 inches of pet 

ing service can estimate only the ®PPlications for about 10 days Or oss or other organic matter wil 
commercial crop in Wisconsin for Until Plants are well leafed is sug- give just as good results, It can 

publication. gested. rhe new repellent called applied over a period of several *’ 
This commercial crop is that pro- “No-Nib-l” is good and ee ston at about 1 inch per year. 

duced’ in commercial counties of M¢ pplication. By W: B: ° a ee 
Asst. District Agent. 

~ which there are only 7 in the state. POTATO BEETLE, Question: 

As a result, our crop reporting ser- TTT is ‘th iest to trol | a 

vice has been limited by law to give ONION BAGS FOR SALE 6 cacent way — P 

statements on only a portion of the For sale. Used onion bags, 50 Ib. in beetles and leaf hoppers? 

real crop in the state. In fact, the Answer: Both the Colorado Pot 

crop has been reported as from % 800d condition. 4,000 @ 05%e each. Beetle and the Potato Flea FE 
to % of a million bushels. REGAL BOX O©O., 1885 No. 30th St. can be controlled by the applicat 

We think it is time that the law Milwaukee 8, Wisc. of DDT dusts or sprays.



No matter what 

you grow... 

No matter where 

you grow it... 

Remember— 

Parathion kills 

more types of 

insects on a 

broader range of 

crops than any 

other insecticide 

Consult your local agricultural authorities on 
the advantages of PARATHION insecticides. 

AVAILABLE FROM NATIONAL MANUFACTURER! 

AMERICAN Ganamid COMPANY 

Manufacturer of ows Parathion Technical 
Agricultural Chemicals Division 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. 

WRITE FOR PARATHION GROWER’S HANDBOOK



Berries and Vegetable : 8 s 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT VEGETABLES ages too. It is up to the individua. 
ANSWERED BY JOHN gardener to determine how these vari- 

A. SCHOENEMANN ous points fit into his particular 

Nitrogen On Sweet Corn ee 
QUESTION: Is it beneficial to give mnatonn oo of staking to: 

sweet corn an application of nitro- 7 
gen fertilizer? What type of nitro- 1. Earlier fruiting and ripening. 

gen is best and when should it be | 2. Fruit will be clean and free of 

applied? ground spots. 

ANSWER: A normal well-balanced 3. Fruits will be larger on the av- 
fertilization program in a vegetable erage. 

garden should take care of the plant 4. Ease of picking. 

food needs of sweet corn as a gar- 5. You can get higher production 
den crop. However, if the garden is per unit of garden space, but it will 
on a sandy soil or the plants show take more plants to achieve this. 

signs of nitrogen hunger, applica- Some real disadvantages to stak- 
tion of 150 to 200 pounds per acre of ing are: 

ammonium nitrate, just before tas- LM i Ived i 

selling time will aid in increasing - More work involved in pruning 

production. *f¥ . and tying. 
* greener color, and higher production. 2. Less fruit per plant. 
Fertilizers For Tomatoes 

UESTION: Is it advisable to use Asparagus 3. More tendency for sun-scalded 

semen fertilizer on tomato plants? QUESTION: How late into the sea- fruits and cracking. 
If s0, at what time? son should a four-year-old asparagus 4. More liklihood of blossom-end 

ANSWER: The use of nitrogen fer- bed be cut? Also, what is the best rot in most seasons, 

‘iileers 1on, toiates dévanie laxgety way of fertilizing asparagus. 5. More plants required for the 
upon variety and the initial fertilizer ANSWER: We usually figure on an same total production compared to 

¢ eight-week cutting season for aspar- growing plants on the ground. 
program at planting time. It is 

possible to get a variety such as Rut- sous Therefore, it depends upon the 
gers into an over-vegetative state earliness at which cutting is begun FOR HIGH YIELDS FROM EVER- 

much more easily than some of the %! ‘© When harvest should cease. In BEARING STRAWBERRIES 
earlier varieties:‘In general, if any most seasons at Madison, harvest be- 

5 : ? gins about May 1 and extends to The Iowa Experiment Station re- 

nitrogen need be applied it should early July ports yields of 13,000 quarters per 
definitely be withheld until after the ‘ acre, or 120 quarts per 100 foot row. 
main portion of the fruit on the It is important to allow sufficient 2 

plant is “set.” Larlier applications time before the end of the season for A summer mulch is very important 

may result in “all vines and no toma- ‘the tops to grow up and manufacture to ‘conserve, moisture in. ‘the: ever- 
toes.” enough food reserves for the next bearing strawberry bed during the 

season’s crop. warm, dry summer months. We must 

Nitrogen On Cabbage : For this same reason, fertilization ‘emember that strawberries contain 

QUESTION: An application of ni- of asparagus should be done at the about 80% water and have a shallow 
trogen fertilizer to cabbage plants end of the cutting season. The use oot system. 

will give’a darker green color. Is this of about three or four pounds of 8-8-8 In the Iowa tests the plants were 
advisable, and at what time should fertilizer per 100 square feet is good mulched one month after planting. 
it be applied? practice on most plantings. Corn cobs, cracked by running them 
ANSWER: Again, a normal well- Staking Tomatoes through a hammer-mill, were applied 

balanced fertilization program should QUESTION: I have a small garden’ to a depth of 1% to 2 inches and 

take care of the plant food needs in with only a half dozen of tomato sawdust to a depth of 1 to 1% inches, 

a vegetable garden. In commercial plants. I have heard that I will get completely covering the soil around 

production, however, many growers. a better crop if I stake them. What the plants. First, blossoms were re- 

of early cabbage give the crop an ap- are the advantage of staking toma- moved to allow the plants to develop 

plication of ammonium nitrate fertil- toes? large crowns and leaf areas, The 

izer at the time heads begin to form. ANSWER: There are some ad- variety Superfection produced the 

Used at the rate of 100 to 200 pounds vantages to staking tomato plants. largest yield. Runners were kept off 

per acre results in faster growth, There are, however, some disadvant- during the entire season. 
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iadate Ab nasmuenueee _ SUMMER MEETING — VEGETABLE SECTION 
Questions answered by E. L. Cham- | Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 
bers, State Entomologist, Madison - _ University Farm, Madison 
QUESTION: Which is best to con- THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1952 

trol strawberry insects and diseases, A.M. Open for visits and conferences. 

a dust or a spray? What diseases are 1 P.M. Assemble at U. W. Horticultural Gardens near U. S. Forest Products 
controlled by spraying or dusting? Laboratory. (Area fenced in for berries and vegetables.) Park along Walnut Street 
ANSWER: Dusts are more easily off University Avenue. Sign at junction of University Ave. and Walnut Street. 

and quickly applied than sprays. See vegetable research plots on upland soil; vegetable varieties; onion breeding; 

Sprays are a little more effective and Weed control on vegetabls; heet breeding; squash breeding: garden varieties of 
economical. Insecticide dusts are Chrysanthemums; soil treatment with Krilium for vegetables and flowers. 
preferred by most growers for foliage 2 P.M. .Visit research plots on muck soil. Located on marsh nearby. 
feeders, while sprays are preferred See chemical weed control: carrot breeding; beet breeding; onion fertilization. 

for applying contact insectiades and 3:30 P.M. If time permits. Trip to Charmany Farms on Speedway Road. 
fungicides, especially whem dsea in See additional horticultural research on both vegetables and gladilous. 
combination with each other, Cooperating: Professor O. B. Combs, Chairman, Department of Horticulture; 

Leaf spot, leaf scorch, and the sev- W. H. Gabelman, Vegetable Crops; Gail Beck, Floriculture; J. A. Schoenemann, 
eral. rot fungi are the principal dis- Vegetable Crops; L. G. Holm, Growth Regulators on Horticultural Crops; Professor 
eases controlled best by spraying, J- G. Moore, Small Fruit and Vegetables; Graduate Students on special: research, 

while leaf roller, spittle bug, and the Projects. 
strawberry weevil can be more satis- _-_-_ OO 

factorily controlled by dust. SUMMER MEETING 

QUESTION: What is the best way to: seikzol spittie ‘bugs. on. stcawber- ; ; BERRY GROWERS SECTION 
ries? Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 

ANSWER: Either a chlordane dust STURGEON BAY, TUESDAY, JULY 1 
or spray is effective. A 5% chlordane 9:00 A.M. Assemble at Branch Experiment Station. Highway 42, North of 
dust is the usual recommendation, or Sturgeon Bay. Inspection of buildings. 

a spray made up of 1% teaspoonfuls 10:00 A.M. What we shall see: Strawberries: variety trial; weed control; 
of the 45% chlordane emulsion to a fertilizer trials. 
gallon. Where a rotenone dust is Raspberries: weed control and several varieties. Also grain and fruit tree ex- 
preferred, the .75% rotenone dust may __ perimental plots, for those who care to see them. Tour in charge of Professor Frank 
be used. Gilbert, Station Superintendent and Staff. 

| QUESTION: What is the small 12:00 M. Meet at Reynolds Brothers, Inc. factory. Bring picnic lunch. There 
beetle that eats into the ripe rasp- will be hot dogs, hamburgers, pop and coffee at the Reynold’s Brothers stand for sale. 

berry fruit, and how can it be con- 1:15 P.M. Business session. 
trolled? 1:45 P.M. Tour of two commercial berry farms. 
ANSWER: The insect is apparent- Places to be visited: Reynolds Brothers Farm with about 13 acres of strawberries. 

ly the raspberry fruitworm (Byturus The Thalman-Swingle Berry Farms, Little Sturgeon Bay. About 10 acres of 
unicolor). Dusts containing % % rote- new strawberry varieties planted in 1952 with harvest of 3 acres of 10 varieties— 

none in tale applied in three appli- Thomas, Wis. No. 214, No. 261, No. 537; Sparkle, Robinson, Premier, Dunlap, 
cations at weekly intervals, begin- Beaver and Nectarina. 

ning ten days after the first blos- —— 

soms appear, gives best results. 

QUESTION: How do you control wos 
borers in strawberries? When should CONTROL OF VEGETABLE ners. Applications should begin about 

a dust or spray be applied? INSECTS the third week in June, or when the 

ANSWER: To avoid damage from Answers by Dr. R. Keith Chapman, plants begin to vine out, and 3 or 4 

this pest, set only plants dug before Dept. Entomology, U.W. treatments should be applied at 10- 
the first beetles are active in the SQUASH VINE BORER. Question: day intervals. 

spring. Destroy the old planting near- Last season a borer got into my 

by promptly after the last picking pumpkin and squash vines and al- CABBAGE WORMS. Question: We 
and set the new bed on soil that has most destroyed many of them. The have had considerable trouble on our 

been in cultivation for at least one plants seemed to do all right, and cabbage plants by having a green 
year and at a distance of at least some vines seemed to grow quite 

1,000 feet from a source of infesta- long, but suddenly an entire vine (Continued on page 254) 
tion, would wilt as if attacked by wilt dis- 

The most promising spray or dust ease. How can this be controlled? BERRY BOXES 
treatment is chlordane, using 3 table- Answer: The squash vine borer 

spoonfuls of the 45% wettable pow- can be controlled by a light applica- For Sale: Berry Boxes and Crates. 
der in 5 gallons of water, or a 5% tion of a 3% DDT dust to the crown For price List write Ebner Box Fac- 
chlordane dust. of the plant and the base of the run- tory, Cameron, Wisc.
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OUR COVER PICTURE oo, ty dy y HORTICULTURE AT THE 

This month we helped the Nieman =i NS al i : STATE FAIR 
Brothers celebrate their 100th Anni- * S The famed Flower Show at the 1952 Velaaty of Orchard Homestead at vk 7 WE Wisconsin Sate Fair in Milwaukec 

Cedarburg. BAS <\4 ~ on August 16-24 will not be super- 
a vised by E. L. Chambers for the first 

Our cover picture shows the vast l@ / yy & time in more than a quarter of a 
extent of this successful orchard con- Ny, AX apy) MM: Chaniters haa. reatgned 
taining one of the largest plantings of ap CentUry., AEE: SSnAmners. nas a ni b 
Cortland apples in this section of the Me GaN after performing an outstanding jo 
country. CwS that lifted the Flower Building into 

The first trees of the present 115 i x Y the very top rank of exhibits at the 
acres of apple orchard were planted = annual exposition of the Nation’s 

in 1923. Planting continued for 20 NO MAGAZINE IN JULY Greatest Fair year after year after 

years thus creating an orchard with There will not be an issue of Wis- But the Flower Show will be in 

trees in full bearing and some just 
consin Horticulture in July. Some good hands, never fear. As Superin- 

coming into bearing. The bulk of the years ago we found it necessary to tendent for 1952, appointment has 

planting is Cortland, which grows and h appo 
omit this issue as an economy mea- een made of Ted Osmundson, wide- colors well in the Lake Shore Coun- cure, i 2 

ties. The remainder of the trees are ly known Sturtevant florist: and hor- 
Ww. ning, ticulturist, who has recently been 

Red Delicious, Jonathon, Kendal and FROM A MEMBER mle Chambers! top assistant, and 
Melba. “I am enclosing my membership who is widely known for his ability 

On another page we begin a story dues to the Wisconsin Beekeepers to make any floral exhibit, big or 

of the 100 years of this farm and or- Association. Would not like to miss small, an artistic masterpiece. 

chard. an issue of Wisconsin Horticulture. The Bee and Honey exhibit will be 
Get lots of good from it and enjoy set up in an entirely new building 

every department in it.” Signed, Rob- this year, announces Willard M. 

THE MO KAY NURSERY OOM- ert Frisbie, R. 1, Juneau, Wisconsin. Masterson, new manager of the Wis- 

PANY OBSERVES 50TH consin State Fair, which will give this 
ANNIVERSARY WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN’S very popular display more oppor- 

In 1902 Mr. William G. McKay MEETING oe 
having left his Columbia County Both the Dairy building and the 
farm, founded the McKay Nursery Annual summer meeting of the Youth building will have complete in- 

Company and he is still the head of Wisconsin Nurserymens Association terior renovations, and added empha- 

the firm after 50 years. Now the larg- Will be held at Deer Trail Lodge at sis will be placed on Dairy projects 
est single nursery in Wisconsin, the Heafford Junction, Wisconsin — just for boys and Home Economics dis- 

McKay Nursery Company has more north of Tomahawk, according to Mr. play for the girls. Alice in Dairyland 

than 600 acres of land around Water- Thomas 8. Pinney, Secretary, Stur- will again reign over the Dairy 

loo in nursery stock and in crops for 8°" Bay. The dates are June 20. Building as she has the past four 
rotation and soil improvement. More through 22—Friday through Sunday. years, but this year Alice will have a 
than 200 salesmen are scattered about The meeting will be for both busi- Court of Six Princesses to lend their 

the country. ness and recreation. There will be charm and beauty. 

_“The nursery business has changed special fishing = = entertain- STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL 

@ lot in 50 years,” says Mr. McKay. ment for the evening session. Center, Wis.—June 21 

“Back in the 1900’s people bought Officers of the Association are: and June 22 

shrubs or trees and stuck them any- Howard W. Anderson, President, Wis- = Tne annual strawberry festival of 
where. Now they want a landscaped consin Rapids; Robert H. Gieringer, the alma Center Fruit Growers Co- 
plan as thorough as their house plan.” Vice-President, Milwaukee; and Mr. op, sponsored by the American Le- 

The company maintains a staff of Pinney, Secretary-Treasurer. gion will be held on Saturday ani 
landscape architects. ST Sunday, June 21-22. 
Among the traditions started by It has been said: “Smoking makes There will be a strawberry show 

Mr. McKay is the distribution of women’s voices harsh and shrill, ac- with prizes for the best berries and 

thousands of peony blooms to hos- cording to an expert on the subject there will be plenty of berries avail- 

pital patients throughout the Madi- .. . Hspecially if you get ashes all  ablle for sale to all who come. By Lee 
son area during the blooming season. over the carpet.” J. Ramos, Sec,
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ENITOX’ S-50 :.., .. Spray Powder 

y 4 15% & 25% 
GENITHION® ¢:«: 

Spray Powder 

“SURE DEATH” for worms, mites and aphids—that’s what using 
GENITOX DDT and GENITHION Parathion can mean. Con- 
vince yourself, the way other growers have ... in their own “prov- 

* ing ground”! They found that this powerful combination of 
USE Orchard Brand Orchard* Brand spray materials gives maximum protection to fruit 

and foliage—pays off in more “money fruit” at picking time. 
FERBAM GENITOX DDT and GENITHION Parathion are the result of 

sound research and thorough field testing—backed by over 40 years’ 
for DISEASE CONTROL experience in making insecticides and fungicides! They mix com- 

pletely in hard or soft water without excessive foaming, and stay 
on apples cherries, suspended in the agitated spray mixture. They give uniform, pples, pe! 8' pray y 8! 

closély-knit spray covers with minimum run-off in the spray drip. 
pears, peaches, i Yes, GENITOX DDT and GENITHION Parathion are “built” 
grapes. | ORCHARD to do the job you want and need for real spray protection. So be 

it > A Al sure—use the best—get these Orchard Brand DDT and Parathion 

a BRAND spray powders from your dealer today. 

7 GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
Ye ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

4 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
* Reg. U. 8, Pat. Om. al Offices in Principal Agricultural Centers from Coast to Coast
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DIRECTORS 
John Gates, Two Rivers 

¢ Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay 
NGI fj | of? Walter A. Kurtz, Chilton 

(oO i ( ings. Dewey Sleezer, Lake Geneva 
~ Cecil McAdams, Mosinee 

¢! IID EDEL LIL LD Walter Axel, Sheboygan 
Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau 

a Raymond Kasimir, Spaulding, Mich. 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY ede wie 
President Vice President Secretary Otto Kapschitzke Jr., Sheboygan 

WALTER A. KURTZ JOHN GATES MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc 
Chilton Two Rivers 613 N. Mil. St. Plymouth Jerry Merchart, Marinette 

TREASURER John W. Perkins, Neillsville 
MRS. LEONARD WIGHTMAN Archie Spatz, Wausau 

__ Rt. 3, Plymouth H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

CHAPTER OFFICERS . It is quite generally agreed that the 

WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY om \ first several weeks growth comes al- 

Madison Gladiolus Society al Ue ell 8) i most entirely from the mother bulb. 
Mr. H. E. Halliday, President; Mr. ae “i Rp 3 \w ES Presuming this to be true it is ap- 

Gerald Wilke, Vice-Pres.; Miss B. E. Ny . MOQ parent that the plant begins its feed- 
Struckmeyer, Sec.-Treas., all of Mad- SAG SF \ DIAN ing from the soil early in June, so 

ison. =~ f a ~ the time is at hand to have fertilizer 
Manitowoc Gladiolus Society ° . available. For most gardens any of 

John Gates, President, Two Rivers; JUNE IN YOUR GLAD GARDEN the regular commercial fertilizers will 

Jess Hamilton, Manitowoc, Vice-Pres- By Dave Puerner, Milwaukee do a good job. For a small planting of 

ident; Mary Rezek, Manitowoc, Sec- This is probably the most import- ® few dozen bulbs a few handfuls 
retary; Gil Thompson, Manitowoc, ant month for your gladiolus and sprinkled around the plants, then 

Treasurer. the success you are to enjoy during worked into the soil will be suffi- 
es their blooming season, cient. This should be followed with a 

Marathon County Gladiolus Society Most of your May planted glads will good soaking of the soil to dissolve 
Lloyd Prahl, President; Arthur be up and growing early in June. Cul- the fertilizer and get it down to the 

Schulz, Vice-Pres.; Mrs. Lloyd Prahl, tivation and a regular schedule of Plant roots. 
Sec.; Albert Scholtze, Treas. Edward spraying and dusting should begin, Thrips 
Schaepe and Carl Jahnke, Directors iso a well-planned system for feed- I feel that June is the most im- 
at Large. All of Wausau, Wis. ing the plants. portant month for the control of glad- 

=e If you have a fairly weed-free lo- iolus thrips. If one or two adult thrips 

Sheboygan County Gladiolus Society cation, cultivation should consist have survived your pre-planting 
Walter Axel, Sheboygan, Pres.; Ja- mostly of a light stirring of the soil treatment, or wintered over in your 

cob Kertz, Elkhart Lake, Vice-Pres.; to keep the ground loose to help pre- _ garden, this is the time to catch them. 

Mrs. Harvey Pierce, Sheboygan, Sec.- vent weed germination. If you feel It’s like swatting that early fly, there- 

Treas. Otto Kapschiteke and William that you did not plant your bulbs at by preventing the future generations 

Bonanze of Sheboygan, Directors. sufficient depths, the soil can gradu- totaling in the millions. The best 

ally be hilled around the glads as they known and easiest to obtain material 

eS ee continue to grow. Many growers use is DDT dust or spray. The 5% dust 

Leland Shaw ame. aa Anton this system for weed control. That is, applied early in the morning when 

Koepke Vice-Pres, " Bikhorn: Oren they plant the large bulbs five to six the plants are wet with dew will give 

Baxter y Sec. Janeaville® Dewey Sleez- inches deep, they gradually keep fill- practically perfect control. 

er. Treas, Lake Geneva. ing the soil around the plants as they Toward the end of June it is a good 

Diréctors: Everett Van Ness, Clin- grow. With this system you can pre- plan to give your glads a careful in- 

ton; Lloyd Pateman, Dousman: Da- vent practically all hand weeding. spection for diseased plants. Rogue 

ti 4 Puerner, Milwa: alae: Aubry Di ci- Fertilizing them out immediately to keep the 

man and Carl Ch ristensen, Rockford, The gladiolus produces a large plant troubles from spreading. Disease 

Ii; John Brinkman, Chicago, I. with a large flower head in quite a which shows up now is usually the 

, , , short growing season, sixty to ninety result of bad corms. Several of the 

ot : t days. In addition it must also repro- foliage diseases won’t be in evidence 

ieee yous] Marinette, duce another bulb, together with its until later in the season, after hot 

President; Jerry Merchart, Marinette, "°W bulblets. For this reason the weather has set in. 

and Ray Casmir, Spalding, Michigan, plant must have sufficient as well as Deep Planting 

Vice-Presidents; Miss Dolores Som- ¥oPer fertilizers to do the job. Your The deep planting of the bulbs 
merfeldt, Marinette, Sec.; E. A. Som- soil must also have sufficient mois- keeps the roots down where the 

merfeldt, Marinette, Treas.; Nels Nel- ture content to make the nutrients ground is cool during the hot summer 

son and Mrs. Ed Hanson, Marinette, SOluble and available to the plant days, but you must remember, also, to 

Directors. roots. plan on an inch of water per week in
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order that it will soak down to this olus Society Show, at Wisconsin State S. WISCONSIN-N. ILLINOIS 

depth, carrying the fertilizer in Fair, West Allis. GLADIOLUS SOCIETY REPORT 

solution down to the plant’s roots. . Two gladiolus shows are planned 

The deep planting also provides good aie ai peony siaie’ a for the coming season. The Seedling 

anchorage to prevent injury during Walworth County Fair, Elkhorn, Wis. and Recent Introduction Show will 

stormy weather. be held in the Elementary School, 
Just one more note. Don’t make Jefferson, Wis., Sunday, August 3. 

your plant too self sufficient at all MANITOWOC GLADIOLUS Our late show will be held at the 
times. Once or twice during mid- SOCIETY PROGRAM Walworth County Fair at Elkhorn, 

growing season it is a good plan to Our Gladiolus Chapter now has 48 AUsust 29 to September 1. August 29- 
with-hold water. This will cause the jynior members and 54 Senior mem- 2 Will be the show for commercial ex- 

| plant to increase its root growth in hers, We hold our meetings the last hibits, baskets and arrangements. On 

| Search of moisture and food and good gyunday of each month with a pot- August 31 and September 1, the 1 and 

root structure is an absolute re-  juck supper. One basket social is held 2 SPike classes will be shown. A to- 
quisité in obtaining top results. Feed- each year, the proceeds going to the tal of $250.00 will be awarded as 

ing should be done in June as out- society, prizes, with ribbons. 
lined above, followed by a fairly Summer Activities 

heavy feeding at the time the plant Mr. Joe Rezek has purchased a The Society will have organized 
sends its spike up through the leaves, C#mera and colored pictures will be field trips to gladiolus fields with de- 
and another after blooming and the taken of all prize winning glads and tailed instructions of the various 
plant goes on to replenish the new of our Junior member's gardens for types of culture seen. We plan to 

bulb and grows its bulblets. showing at meetings. A show for our select spikes from the garden, score 
———— Junior growers is being planned them and give explanations so that 

THE STATE GLADIOLUS SHOW 2°ut August 16-17. members can learn the merits of a 

Arrangements have now been com- Our society is discussing a project top variety. They will also be given 
pleted to hold our state Gladiolus of having a trial garden which our OPPortunity to score spikes them- 
Show at the Wisconsin State Fair in president hopes will soon materialize. a * So Se, y a 
the Horticultural Building on August scoring school, We expect these: trips 

16%, and 38 The show wl be att nites, Netng® ave Seen Yer to. furnish some very enjoyable at up Friday night, August 15. Judging shown and at ena weating! We fi- ternoons, bringing our members clos- 

will begin Saturday morning at 9  vited the public and had 146 present. er tometer and giving. #)l:an oppor AM. We have been allotted the west Weihiope: someasy"w6 tau hit @ high tunity to learn from ‘other growers. 

side of the building with use of 24 mark of 500 members. By Mrs, Mary Mr. Tony Koepke has been select- 
of the 8’ x 16’ spaces, which gives us Rezek, Sec. ed for developing a future test gar- 

an excellent setting and where the , den for NAGC. By Oren Baxter, Sec- 
show can be seen by many thousands OO retary, Janesville. 
of people. REPORT ON GLADIOLUS VIRUSES SC 

Details about admission tickets, Cucumber Mosaic May Cause Flower ANBWERS TO QUIZ ON PAGE 259 
committees etc., will be published in Breaks 1—Rose. 2—Poppies. 3—Rose. 4— 
our next issue. We will try to ar- . ‘ Pansies. S—Tulip. 6—Lilace. 7—Rose. 
range for a banquet on the Fair Dr. Philip Brierley, Pathologist for 8—Forget Me Nots. 9—Buttercup, 

Grounds. Schedules will be available ‘he USDA, has reported on the signi- Buttercup. 10—Cowslip. 11—Violet. 
for all members, The classification ‘icance of the cucumber mosaic and 12—Lilies. 13—Daisies. 14—Clover. 
list will be the same as in the past, ‘°b8cco ring spot viruses in gladiolus. 15—Daffodils. 
By Walter Kurtz, Pres. The plants that yielded cucumber 

mosaic virus all showed white streak- PEONIES 

WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS sHOWS ing in leaves, but other plants with Peonies should be selected for 

August 38-4. Madison Gladiolus So- Similar leaf symptoms failed to yield your home grounds while they are 

ciety Show. First National Bank, cucumber mosaic virus. in bloom. June is the time to see 

Madison, Wis. From the experiments carried on them in our gardens at the north 

August 8. Seedling and R. I. Show, __published in the February 15th is- | °i#y limits on Highways 26 and 89. 
page" agile — ~~ deffer- sue of the Plant Disease Reporter, If you can not visit our gardens, 
son, » DY 8. Wisconsin and Brierley concluded that it is likely ask for our catalogue. It is free. 
N. Illinois Gladiolus Society. that ba 18 b 
August 9-10, Central In‘ sional at cucumber mosaic virus may be BURR OAK GARDENS 

Gladiolus Show, Sioux City, Iowa. responsible for at least some of the Box 147 Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 

August 9-10, Regional Show. She- white we ee seen : ue ane E. L. White, Prop. 
sis leaves ani or some oi ie more 

ee eran ae damaging flower breaks. Although Note: We have a surplus of 400 manuel Hall, Sheboygan, Wis. to 500 Festiva maxima white August 16-17. Gladiolus show for tobacco ring spot virus did not cause cig routs that we will/adlllat # 

Junior Growers by the Manitowoc symptoms in the seedling clone, it as y = 
price, especially if you will dig 

Gladiolus Society. may cause them in other gladiolus thes 

August 16, 17, 18, Wisconsin Gladi- varieties. . 

2
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CONTROL OF HOW TO GET STRAWBERRY 
VEGETABLE INSECTS PICKERS 

(Continued from page 249) C. An idea that has more merit than 
colored caterpillor attack the leaves a it first appears was expressed in 11 

and heads. The worms ate holes into = editorial in the chicago Packer recen- 

the leaves and the head itself. How RQ ly. It points out that strawberry pick- 

can it be controlled? ) f Wu ing is always a problem in commercial 

Answer: Cabbage worms can easily >) “9 states. There usually are plenty of 

be controlled by an application of a i$ ie CA x pickers on hand when it is easy 

3% DDT dust whenever the worms = = to pick a lot of berries fast, but 

appear. EXPERIENCE WITH CHEMICAL when the picking gets a little hari, 

CABBAGE APHIDS. Question: WEED CONTROL ON they disappear. 
What is the best way to control aph- STRAWBERRIES 

ids on cabbage? Mr. Virgil Fieldhouse of Dodgeville, The now aan eigen is thet 

Answer: Cabbage aphids can be Wis., writes that their strawberry bed hortiea” . i : ise just as many 

controlled by an application of a 1% sprayed with a pre-blossom spray of Ete: On as many acres. This 
of course, will take careful soil sc- 

parathion dust or a TEPP spray at Crag herbicide No. 1., is very free of lection and very efficient managc- 

the rate of % pint to 100 gallons of annual grasses and weeds, especially j.ont of the strawberry field: ine 

water. Both of these materials are oat and wheat plants usually seen S oipaietaleted Meira ieee 

hazardous when breathed or when after mulching. By using a pre-emer- ever, the fact.iremalns ‘that Srowers 

they come in contact with the skin, gence spray of TCA on the potatoes who are producing large yields have 

and should be used with caution, last year and two Crag sprays on the little; trouble getting: pickers. 

heeding all of the manufacturer’s new strawberry beds, they cleaned So we join with the Packer in: 

precautionary statements. out the foxtail and crab grass. The “Grow more berries on less ground 
CORN EAR WORM. Question: fruiting strawberry beds, seem to and it won't be so hard to get pick- 

Many of our ears of sweet corn were have more narrow rows, with plants TS.” 
ruined by a worm which ate along rather nicely spaced this year. Due = 
the cobs. How can they be controlled? to the Crag, Mr. Fieldhouse states ACTIVE DEMAND FOR GLADI- 

Answer: For small plantings of they do not have the usual influx of OLUS BULBS THIS YEAR 
‘sweet corn inject about one-half of late small strawberry plants that have 

a medicine dropperful of heavy white usually widened the rows. However, “Demand for gladiolus bulbs this | 

mineral oi] into the silk channel af- some growers have had runner set- YC@r is much better than in previous 

ter the silks have turned brown. For ting stopped too much by the sprays, YC": and I don’t know the reason 

light infestations of ear worm, the use so one must be very cautious to see why”, said Roger Russell of Madison, 

of four applications of 5 to 10% DDT that the early setting runners are not in early May. He added that the 

dust at 3—day intervals during the injured. number of orders received and the 

green silk period will be somewhat eee neon size of each order is almost double 

effective. STRAWBERRY VARIETIES IN that of previous years. Folks who 

LINOOLN’S DAY formerly bought $1.00 worth are now 

NITROGEN FERTILIZER Are any of the varieties of straw- Placing orders for up to $5.00, and 
s berries grown during the time of those who placed orders for from $5.00 

BENEFICIAL TO VEGETABLE! Abraham Lincoln still being grown ‘© $10.00 are this year buying from 

Mr. Harry Barlament, Green Bay today? $20.00 to $30.00 worth of bulbs. 

President of the Wisconsin Berry and The answer is no. Mr. George Haf- Perhaps the weather had some- 

Vegetable Association writes that an stad, Pathologist in the State Ento- thing to do with it, as good weather 

application of nitrogen to sweet corn mologist’s Office, State Capitol, sends ies late cAgell and easty sy alas 

at tasseling time, or at the time of the ys a list of strawberry varieties list- stimulat interest | y soni y 

last cultivation, is very beneficial. He oq in an agricultural report to Presi- si lates _intere: in gardening. 

uses tractor equipment, with fertilizer Gent Abraham Lincoln in 1868, A D°2leTS im garden supplies also re- 

attachment and cultivates the fertili- total of 48 varieties are listed. We do Po"ted greatly increased buying, and 
-ger into the ground. not recognize a single one as having nurseries had sold out of many items 

On tomatoes, Mr. Barlament uses a been grown during the past 20 years. in early May. 

nitrogen fertilizer immediately after Here are a few of the varieties TT 

blossoming at the last cultivation in listed: Austin, Amazon, Bartlett, AFRICAN VIOLET PLANTS 

the same way as sweet corn. Duke de Brabant, Fillbasket, Jucun- 

Two years ago, he used nitrogen on da, Jenny Lind, Lady’s Finger, May New African Violets. Fine selec- 

cabbage and found that it gave much Queen, Oscar, Sir Harry, Wonderful, tions of the newest introductions. 

darker green leaves, which the buyers Walker and Wizard of the North. Also old favorites. Blooming plants 

liked. a 
__ During the Middle Ages, Violets @ $100 Home sales only. Visitors 

When your friends laugh at your were chopped up with onions and welcome. Always open. Dawsons’ 

jokes you have good jokes... or good lettuce for salad, or cooked with Farm, 1 mile west of Raymond Cen- 

friends. fennel and savory for broth. ter, Rt. 1, Box 56, Franksville, Wis.
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ANNUAL CONVENTION HOW TO OBTAIN AN ACCREDIT- 

GARDEN CLUB OF WISOONSIN ED JUDGES CERTIFICATE 

The Garden Club Advisory Board 

Oshkosh-Mid September and the Wisconsin State Horticultural 

The Executive Committee of the Society Executive Board met on May 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society 2 and outlined the requirements for 

meeting with the Garden Club Ad- g garden club members obtaining an 

visory Committee, Garden Club of accredited judges certificate. 

Wisconsin in Fond du Lac May 2, . The following are the requirements. 

voted to hold the Annual Convention ~ 1, Attendance at a flower arrange- 

of the Garden Club of Wisconsin in ment school with examination (The 
Oshkosh in mid-September, — pos- : Dorothy Biddle Lectures in May will 
sible date, September 19th. Arrange- ee constitute such a school.) 
ments will be made by Miss Bessie * . 

Pease, Route 1, Stony Beach, Osh- ‘A goodly number of garden club wuletion GF Dowe aringuann kosh, Board member for the Winne- members took an examination fol- design school. 

bago Land Region. lowing the lecture and a_ passing 

Judging from the informal dis- grade fulfills the first requirement iim 

cussion about the program and flow- towards obtaining an _ accredited 

er show, it promises to be a real judge’s certificate from the Garden i 4 a 

exciting convention. It was suggest- a ‘i SP and the State he AS 
ed that the flower show feature Af- jorticultur ety. 
rican Violets and Annuals. Details The feeling of friendliness and good ca N or is ‘a P a G 

will, so in evidence at all of the meet- = 

an our: August: tanue: ings brought forth many favorable with this simple d 6 

remarks from garden club members. 2 <\ 44 i / 

A SUCCESSFUL PROJEOT We were pleased to note the many Nae 2. o 7 
Flower Arrangement Schools By friendships made and the satisfac- | i Le 

Dorothy Biddle Outstanding tion members received by attendance sy: “4 
at the meetings. aie “4 

Almost 1,000 highly interested gar- FEN, es ie 
deners and garden club members had TTT (ae % eit) y: 

oa ate we te of hearing pogo FOR YOUR FLOWER SHOW = - fe cA 

le er six appearances in Wis- SAVE MONEY—beautify y jl 
consin during the third week of May. ENTRY TAGS AND AWARD grounds with woteesiecaas 
We congratulate the committees CARDS AVAILABLE planned landscaping! Written 

for the Milwaukee Region, the She- The Wisconsin State Horticultural can TANDECAPE SOta ohn ate 
boygan Garden Club, Winnebagoland Society has available for garden clubs supplies all the “know-how” you need. Non- 

Region, the North Central Region and other affiliated organizations en- Psapp cored : over 108 lhustrstions, 
and the Marinette-Twin City Garden try tags and premium award cards inte a neighborhood ioe, ian ee 
Club for their achievement. for shows. The entry tags are 50c per Rurserymen in 36 states. Thousands of home 
Outstanding was the intense in- 100, and award cards in blue, red or owners have found this book worth many 

terest Miss Biddle created in her lis- white are 60c per 100. Some premium times Its nominal cost of $1. postpald. 
teners throughout the day on a vari- ribbons of paper will also be avail- MINNETONKA PUBLISHING CO. 

ety of subjects in flower arrange- able in blue, red or white. —820_Watertown Rd., Long Lake, Minn, 
ment—ranging all the way from fun- 

damental principles through judging 

arrangements, design relationship of 

container to flowers, types of ar- 5 A Vv E T R E E 5 

rangements for various settings and COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

occasions, and table setting. TREES 
Financially the meetings were all LAWNS 

successful. Educationally they con- 

stitute an important factor in creating G A RDEN Ss 

greater interest in gardening, flower WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

growing, the use of flowers and flow- 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

er shows. 

>
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3. Attendance at a school on color, climber, floribunda, (or everbloom- own. The committee will serve cof- 

with examination. ing) and tea rose. Of these, the climb- fee and dessert. Don’t expect too 

4, Attendance and passing an ex- er improves with age, and the tree much: it all has to come out of the 

amination on perfection of bloom rose is the ultimate in perfection of registration fee. A demonstration of 

judging school. bloom. flower arrangement will follow the 
5. Reading a book on flower ar- In color, the newest rose to be seen Supper. 

rangement. next on the market is grey-pearl. The committee should know how 

It was decided that graduation In addition, several members many to plan for. If you plan ‘o 

from any design school which may  prought cherished plants for others come, write to the society’s secr- 

have been held will meet the require- to enjoy. Mrs. A. Frinken showed tary and tell her how many you 

ments. some African Violets and told how expect to bring. Her name and ail- 

The committee to have charge of she grew them. dress is: Miss Agnes Phillipson, 1633 

the state judging schools for accredit- The attendance prize was an ivy, Ninth Street, Oshkosh. 

ed judges is to consist of the mem- the original of which had been — 
bers of the Garden Club Advisory brought from Germany by Mr. and MARINETTE - TWIN CITY 

Board or someone appointed by them Mrs, Geo, Kruell. How? It (the ori- - GARDEN CLUB 
for their region. ginal slip) had been tucked in a cor- Dorothy Biddle lectured here on 

Several perfection of bloom judg- sage and in that way passed customs - fiower Arrangement on May 23rd, 

ing schools are now being planned inspectors. The Kruells did the rest. sponsored by the Garden Club with 

for next August or September. At On May 20 the annual plant sale the Women’s Club as co-sponsor. 
these schools, expert judges will de- and round table discussion was held Mr. H. J. Rahmlow talked at our 
monstrate how to score and judge followed with a social hour and re- Garden Club meeting June 3rd at 
classes of flowers such as gladiolus, freshments. — By Martha Getzlaff the Pine Beach Recreational 

roses, and annuals. Koch. Hall, with pot luck luncheon and a 
WAUWATOSA GARDEN CLUB TTT small flower show. 

NEWS GARDEN TOUR AT OSHKOSH - A tour of — of the aaa 

: JULY 19 gardens in Green Bay was held on 

At the March meeting of the Wau- By Ralph A. Norem June 8th. Our annual August picnic 

watoss: ‘Garden; Club: Mr. HE. .B. z will be held at the summer home of 
Stiefvater, Milwaukee County Agent, The Oshkosh Horticultural Society wr and Mrs. George Everard on 

discussed perennials and annuals. He invites members of Garden Clubs Highway 35, Menominee, Mich. By 

suggested that early and late varie- and the State Horticultural Society Mary O'Connell, Sec.-‘Treas 
ties of perennials and annuals be throughout Wisconsin to a garden 

planted to give a succession of bloom. tour to be held at Oshkosh, Saturday, 

He also told about insecticides, re- July 19. Registration will take place PLANTS FOR geod IN PAR. 

minding the members to avail them- at the N. A. Rasmussen Fruit farms TIAL SHAD 

selves of current material on the sub- and nursery at 1:00 p.m. and a These varieties of annuals will do 

ject. registration fee of 25 cents will be Well in partial shade: petunia, corn- 
To the delightful tune of “Wedding charged. flower, nicotiana, aster, sweet alys- 

of the Winds”, the Wauwatosa Gar- The Raswiussen fees ‘ave situates sum, larkspur, snapdragon, calendula, 

den Club saw roses of different types, on Highway 21 on the south side of P&"8y and begonias. 
sizes, and color unfold on the screen the road halfway between Oshkosh Some of the perennials that do well 

at the April meeting. This was and Omro, and are clearly marked. in partial shade are: columbine, lily- 

through the courtesy of Jackson & Details have not ‘all been worked of-the-valley, dwarf bleeding-heart, 

Perkins of Newark, New York. This out, but a rich and full afternoon is foxglove, trillium, for-get-me-not, 

place is known as the Rose Capitol planned. They know how to grow ™e#dowrue and shooting stars. 
of America. Looking at figures, one things, these Rasmussens, and there Among the shrubs that might be 

can understand why. Of 50,000 experi- = wit) be much you can learn. After 8Town beneath trees where the soil 

ments, there are 35,000 plants, bear- touring their gardens, a visit will be is dry are the: Amur maple, choke- 

in, 15,000,000 blooms. For that reason age to the Paine Art Center and Dery (aronia), cotoneaster, coral- 

‘it is possible to hold a rose festival Arboretum, which is one of the berry, several honeysuckles, buck- 

annually which is attended by 500,- ore distinctive show places in Wis- thorn and alpine currant. 

000 persons. consin. Other points of interest will TT 
The rose has always been ¢onsider- include the. organically operated gar- Carnations 

ed the queen of flowers and is traced dens of Russell Derber. Here you will The Carnation was cultivated as 
back to 600 B.C. In the Bible is re- see organic gardening applied in early as 1600 in England. Those early 
corded “The desert shall rejoice and practice without the use of chemical Carnations were small and had single 
blossom like a rose”. Earliest art fertilizers or poisonous sprays. petals, in comparison with the huge, 
motifs and designs revealed the rose Picnic supper will be eaten on the many petaled Carnations of today. It 

in its patterns. grounds of the M. A. Haller home. was then called Coronation Flower 
There are predominantly four dif- True, tables and chairs may be at a because of the custom of using this 

ferent types of roses; ie. the tree, premium, but you can bring your flower in crowning ceremonies.
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WANTED — FLOWER SHOW 

DATES 

If your club is planning a flower howd 

show for after August 12, send us 

the dates by July 10 for publication 

in the August issue of this magazine. 

We do not have an issue in July. 

ANNUAL ROSE SHOW 

By The Milwaukee Rose Soci: . . 
so cee. © Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
WHITNALL PARK, by . . 

© Pruning and Vista Cutting 
HALES CORNERS, sass 

© Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
JUNE 21 

si i © Tree Removal 
The ilwaukee Rose Society will e . 

present its 5th Annual Exhibition and ‘ ee T 

Rose Show at Whitnall Park, Hales a reatment (Surgery) 
Corners on June 21, 1952 from 1 P.M. ivergreen Care 
to 9:30 P.M. © Large Tree Planting 

The show is open to the public with- s Effective Weed Control with 

out charge. Specialized Equipment 

Not only will our members be in- ‘oe 
terested in seeing the show but also Complete Insurance Coverage 

one of Wisconsin’s largest and most (Call BLuemound 8-3363 
interesting rose gardens adjoining the 

building in which the show will be TREE SCIENCE 
held. A trip through these gardens is — 

a a for all Wisconsin Horticultur- 611 Maywood Ave. wh .. 
ists, 

RS SESS SSS A ET, 

Invest I Profi nvest In Beauty, Pleasure Profit— 
9 e e e 

Plant McKay’s High-Quality Fruit Trees 
APPLES make juicy pies, tasty PLUMS are luscious and juicy, as delicious as GOOSEBERRIES require little 
jelly, delicious sauce — and _ they are colorful; wonderful for eating, perfect for care in raising. They produce 
they're excellent for eating. canning. large, attractive fruit, excellent 
Complete selection at McKay's. RASPBERRIES are among the best of small fruits. for dessert or cooking. 

Delicious when eaten raw, excellent for canning 

PEARS are good for canning, and freezing. STRAWBERRIES are strong- 
good for eating—the answer CURRANTS have large, juicy berries of attractive growing varieties for early, mid- 
to the chef's prayer when a_ color and excellent quality. Easy to grow and _ season, or late bearing. Berries 
“different” dessert is desired. cultivate. are large and firm. 

CHERRIES bear early and pro- : : GRAPES are juicy and taste- 
duce great crops each year. Triple Benefits from McKay Stock tempting. Little cultivation is 
How you'll ie those sauces, Beuit trees sre oraussental, they provide shade; necessary. Fruit is luscious and 

, 5 ‘YY Pi - i fs pies, and special desserts. jo oe Order feed 7 McKay delightful 

representative now. 

’ 
iene Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery —— 
Waterloo, N C 1919 Monroe Street 
Wisconsin Madison, Wisconsin McKay Nursery Co. 

»
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June In The Garden 

Now Is The Time To: — required. An application of liquid 

SPRAY ROSES. If the humid rainy ( fertilizer about once in two or three 
weather we had in May continues J. months is enough. Wash the foli- 
during June, fungus diseases will Ke oe age in warm water occasionally. 

cause a great deal of damage on many p) Ans \ SS 
plants, especially black spot of roses. 7. lag Sie SHOULD TULIPS BE DUG OR 
Dust with sulphur or Ferbam or yy <4 YN LEFT IN? 

other goed fungicides at seven to , a The answer to the question of dig- 
ten day intervals to keep the plants | Xi SST ging tulips or allowing them to re- 
protected. An insect poison such as py wer ee, main in. the ground for’the Summer 

DDT will control aphids and other ee wo A depends on several things. Scientists 

insects. working at the garden research cen- 
— ter of Vaughan’s Seed Store, Western 

PLANT PETUNIAS. If you have at that time. Strawberries contain Springs, Ill., point out that if bulbs 

not already done so, buy some plants = spout 80% water. are planted deep, if the bed is shad- 

of Rose Charm, Ballerina or some of ed, and if shallow-rooted annuals are 
your favorite petunia varieties for LETS SOW ANNUAL FLOWER ‘%®°Wn over them, tulips are probably 

long period bloom in the garden. Af- gpmeps NOW. There is still time to better off it left in. The problem is 

ter they have bloomed for several sow seeds of Zinnia, Marigold, Calen- one of temperature. At the recom- 

weeks and begin to get leggy, cut dula, Sweet Allysum, etc. for late mended depth of planting (6” to 8” 

them back for compactness and summer and fall bloom. The plants below the surface) soil temperatures 

longer bloom in the fall. will be ready for transplanting in a do not ordinarily go above 80 de- 

— few weeks and will bloom when there &tees if protected with a ground 
OAK TREES OFTEN STRUCK is usually a lack of bloom in a gar- Ver of shallow annuals, or if 

BY LIGHTNING. Records in Eng- den devoted largely to bulbs and ‘Shaded by trees and shrubs. 

land indicate that one-half of all the perennials. In exposed beds, temperatures of 
people hit by lightning while standing —_—_—_— over 80 degrees hurt the flower bud 

. under trees were under oak trees. The INDOOR GARDENING being formed for next year’s bloom. 
elm seems the next most dangerous, TROPICAL PLANTS WILL DO Under such conditions bulbs are bet- 

while the beech tree has the fewest WELL ter off if dug and stored in the cel- 
casualties. lar. Ideal storage temperatures are 

If you like an indoor garden, plant above 60 degrees but below 75. At 
some of the tropical plants which do temperatures below 60 degrees, 

FERTILIZER FOR AFRICAN best at high temperatures. Most of growth of leaves may be stimulated 

VIOLETS. The best type of soil for our homes are kept quite warm these at the expense of flowering. 
African Violets is one having a PH days — 70 degrees F. or more. Our If the bulbs are dug they must be 

of 6.5 or 7. However, these violets are grandmothers probably had better thoroughly ripened, to pull back into 

quite tolerant of various soil condi- luck with many flowering plants be- the bulb the sugars and _ starches 

tions and do not need nearly as much cause their homes were cooler and needed for next year’s growth. Dig- 
fertilizer as we have recommended there was higher humidity due to ging should be delayed for a week 
in the past. Soil with plenty of or- the old cookstove with its reservoir after the leaves lose their green 
ganic matter and a fair amount of "4 simmering teakettle. color. It is not necessary to wait until 

fertilizer should grow them well. The kind of plants that do well they are brown and dry, however. 
Other factors, such as temperature, in our modern homes include these: 

light and water are most important. Fiddle-leaf Fig; Rubber Plant; As- In the very near future, men will 
" We see no value in adding vinegar as Pidistra; Bow String Hemp; Kentia eat baked beans and say, “Ah, dear, 

has been suggested. Palm; and Dracina. Many of the these are just like mother used to 
succulent plants now available at open.” 

a florists and stores do very weil. The eos 
STRAWBERRIES NEED MOIS- african Violet is well adapted to “Bo Fou waked Geraldine to Guarey 

TURE. According to reports from the most modern homes, which is the you?” 

State Department of Entomology con- reason it has become America’s most “Yes, but I didn’t have any luck.” 
siderable winter injury has been popular flowering plant. “Why? Didn’t you tell her about 
found on strawberry crowns and These plants will stand tempera- your rich uncle?” 
roots due to the early freeze last No- tures higher than 60 degrees, but “I did. Geraldine’s my aunt now.” 
vember. This may be serious about not lower. The soil should contain — 

the time the berries ripen if the soil considerable organic matter such as The Daisy was called “eie of the 
becomes dry, so give plenty of water acid peat. Not much fertilizer is daie” by Chaucer.
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AFRICAN VIOLETS SHOW AT- : 8. “The sweet —————— —— 
TRACTS LARGE ATTENDANCE dS eS) a 
Two African Violet Shows were b é That grow for happy lovers.” — 

held in April—the Milwaukee County " Oy —Tennyson 
African Violet Society Show in Mil- Va D 9. “I’m called little 

waukee, and the National African eo. Zs Ses, 

Violet Society Show in Chicago. Both (K j > PP Dear: litle ——— ————- — — 
attracted large crowds—more than a Though I could never tell why.” 
2,500 persons attended the Milwau- ) ) Se U —Gilbert 
kee show in one day. In fact, more Sie” o® 10. ‘Where the bee sucks, there 
people are attending African Violet SS RRS | Op suck I, 
shows than any other type of flower Wey * In a —————~——s bell I 
show. lie.” —Shakespeare 

African Violet Show Schedule Condition (Cultural perfection; 11. “A — — — — — — by a mossy 

Used By The Milwaukee County freedom from diseases, insects stone 
Society and marred foliage) .................... 20 Half hidden from the eye.” 

CLASS I. PURPLES. Section 1, size of bloom ( According to Wordsworth 

Blue Boy; 2, Viking; 3, Blue Girl; 4, variety) eects 15 12. “Consider the —————— of 

Blue Amazon; 5, Any other variety  Goior (Color of bloom according the field, 
not listed. to variety) ceca 10 How they grow.”—The Bible 
SEARS Tt REDDISH PURPLES. — 18. “Kiss me once darling, 

Section 6, Commodore; 7, Red Bird; 100 nnn 

8, Neptune; 9, Mentor Boy, etc.; 10, Won't tell.’ — Owen 

Any other variety not listed. 
CLASS IIL LIGHT BLUE. Sec- GARDEN CLUB QUIZ — WHAT 14. “The ————-—-— is a homely 

tion 11, Tinted Lady; 12, Blue Eyes; FLOWER IS IT? Sa enn nest a 
13, Forget-me-not; 14, Ruffles, etc.; At the April meeting of the Madi- ey?” — Shedd 

15, Any other variety not listed. son Garden Club prizes were award- 
CLASS IV. BLUES (MEDIUM TO 4g for those who filled in mo at ‘core 15. “When all at once I saw a crowd 

DARK BLUE). Section 16, Norse- rectly the name of the flower in each A host of golden > 

man; 17, Sailor Boy; 18, Ionantha; 19, of the quotations listed below. There ee a, 

Blue Velvet, etc.; 20, Any other vari- i, hint in each quotation and the Wordsworth 
ety not listed. number of dashes represent the num- TT 
CLASS V. TIGHT ORCHIDS. Bes: ber of letters in the missing word. The Lily Industry 

tion 21, Amethyst; 22, Bi-Color; 23, ajiow 5 points for each correct an- 
West Coast Amethyst; 24, Orchid or 75 or better is excellent. Since World War II, a thriving Lily 

Flute; 25, Any other variety not listed. bulb growing industry has been de- 

CLASS VI. REDS AND RED- 1. “Tis the last ———W— of sum- veloped in the United States, Before 
DISH ORCHIDS. Section 26, Red mer that time, only Japanese Lilies were 

Head; 27, Orchid Beauty; 28, Red Left blooming alone.”—Moore available to help Americans celebrate 

Lands; 29, Fredia; 30, Red Dupont; 2. ‘In Flanders fields the Easter. When the wartime embargo 

31, Gorgeous; 33, Any other variety —————-—— blow caught the Japanese boats with their 
not listed. Between the crosses, row on row.” year’s crop of Lily bulbs and chased 

CLASS VII PINKS. Section 34, —McCrae them back to Japan, the United States 
Pink Beauty; 385, Pink Girl; 36, 3. “No ———W— without a thorn.” Department of Agriculture luckily 

Blushing Maiden; 37, Pink Delight; —Proverb had a thousand bulbs of the Croft 
38, Gypsy Pink; 39, Any other variety 4. “Pray love, remember; and there Lily with which they were experi- 

not listed. ig. —-——— ———_, menting. ‘This is today’s popular 

CLASS VIII. WHITES. Section That's for thoughts.” Easter Lily, and a large percentage 
49, White Lady; 41, White King; 42, —Shakespeare of the 6,000,000 Lilies which decorate 

White Supereme; 48, Show Queen; ‘as our churches and homes at Easter 

44, Show Prince; 45, White Girl, etc.; 5; - Li. atithe end time are now American grown. 

or ae ear Section Blows out its great red bell. ——OO 

47, Double Russian: 48, Double Orch- Like a thin clear bubble of blood During the winter and spring of 

: . Yaa ‘s For the children to pick and sell.” dents of id Beauty; 49, Double Neptune; 50, Browning 1° and 1045, the hungry resi 
Double light blue, etc.; 51, Any other the Netherlands, where bulb growing 

variety not listed. 8. “When ————— — last in the ig the principal industry, ground Cro- 

Scale of Points For Judging dooryard bloom'd.” — Whitman — cuses into flour. They ate boiled and 

Leaf pattern of form 7. O my love is like a red, red mashed Tulip bulbs like potatoes by 
(Symmetry of Plant) .................. 30 —---—— first peeling off the skins and cut- 

Floriferousness (Quantity of That's newly sprung in June.” ting out the embryo flowers and 

bloom according to variety) ...... 25 —Burns__ roots.
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Wisconsin Bo eeping 
s . guy ff ame 

DISTRICT CHAIRMEN : | 

Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

. ° Wm. Judd, Stoughton 
OFFICERS: Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

Henry Schaefer, Osseo, President Mrs, Louise pbroesgeman, Box 70 Mo eas woo 

‘Wm. Judd, Stoughton, Vice-President ‘Treasurer. E. Schroeder, Marshfield 
Ss 

June In The Apiary 
JUNE IN THE APIARY J w ~ brood nest and the super space are 

June is the most critical month of Py a reorganized.” 

the year for the honey producer. (° My a 

Since last September we have been |game == NEW HONEY PROMOTION 
working and planning for the honey = eg a Hf The American Honey Institute has 

flow from clover which will come a es a brand new piece of promotion in 

this month. We have fed our colonies ; | | ; kw q the form of a “Favorite Honey Re- 

with pollen supplement to help them cipes” box. The box itself is colorful 

build large populations of field bees and attractive, and is printed in three 
to gather the nectar. Some of our ‘Tearing becomes restricted. Such Qojgrs Hach box will contain a set 
colonies may be teeming with bees, Colonies, when supered with founda-  ¢¢ index cards and sixty four recipe 
overflowing three brood chambers, tion, frequently do not draw the new cards, thirty-two of which will have. 

while others with poor queens, or of Combs fast enough to hold the in- 4 honey recipe printed on one side 
poor stock, may still be struggling Coming nectar, and more honey is nq the picture of the finished pro- 
to build a population that can pro- forced into the brood nest. Colonies duct on the other. The remaining 

duce a profitable crop. supered with foundation are more  tnirtytwo cards will have a honey 
Far too often, the small beekeeper likely to swarm than those abund- recipe or menus or use of honey in 

neglects his bees at this most critical "tly provided with drawn combs. some way printed on one side. 
time. He may well have a great deal “Occasionally the comb space for The box will be mailed in a heavy 

of work on the farm — making hay, brood rearing provided by two brood corrugated container, postage paid, 

and the numerous jobs that come up chambers becomes temporarily re- for $1.00. These boxes are made with 

in mid-summer. However, ten min- stricted with pollen. The use of three either red or green as the predomin- 
utes spent with each colony of bees brood chambers is the logical solution ating color. 

may be worth a great deal more _ to this problem. It would be fortunate as 
money than any other work which if the accumulation of pollen requir- ia eo eee Pesindbansone” in 

he may do — if that ten minutes will ed the use of larger hives more often. boxes!'A price o.: orders of twelve or 

prevent swarming or an overcrowded “Supersedure of a failing queen more may be nad by writing Ameri- 

condition leading to swarming later. 44+ before or during the honey flow can Honey Institute, Madison 3, Wis- 
Swarming may reduce the crop by as is frequently a cause of swarming.  consin. 
much as 50 to 75% or by that many The colony may swarm with the old __ 

pounds of honey. queen or, if she is lost, a swarm may There's an old saying: “Taste 
Swarming Caused By Crowding leave when a virgin queen takes her makes waist.” 

Dr. C. L. Farrar, in Circular Num- mating flight. Several days of incle- 
ber 702 writes as follows about pre- ment weather during a good honey 
parations for swarming. P flow may induce swarm preparation, e yecation eee acne -aeplie 

“Under extracted-honey production because the field bees are forced to when they’re over you’re 2 tired to go 

swarming is usually brought about emai in the hive. back 2 work and 2 broke not 2. 
by crowding. Strong colonies‘may be- “Colonies can be examined for evi- 

come congested prior to the honey dence of ‘swarm preparation by tip- 

flow when drawn combs are not avail- ping up the brood chambers. A large Sign in a Colorado truck stop: “if 
able for the clustering of bees above percentage of the queen cells built Ur Steak is too tough for you, gt 
the second brood chamber, During a under the swarming impulse will be out; this is no place for weaklings 
heavy flow colonies not strong located along the lower edge of the — 

enough to force the bees to occupy combs. If such cells are in evidence, Dollar bills are no longer germ 
the super may store too much honey’ the combs must be removed and all carriers. Not even a germ can live 

in the brood nest; consequently brood the queen cells destroyed before the on a dollar. 

|
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THE 1952 HONEY PRICE oe nie SUMMER MEETINGS 
Both loans and purchase agree- WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASS'N 

ments on honey will be available for 
Wisconsin Beekeepers from July 1 TUESDAY, JULY 22, HONEY ACRES, MENOMONEE FALLS 
to December 31, handled through (Walter Dichnelt’s Honey Acres is located on Highway 166 southeast of 

State and County PMA Committees. Menomonee Falls.) 

Prices WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, EAU CLAIRE LAKE’S PARK 
Support prices will be, per pound: (On Highway 27, about 5 miles north of Augusta.) 

1. White or lighter table honey 12.4%¢ Indoor accommodations available at both places in case of rain. 

2. Darker than white, table hon. 11.%¢ The Program 

3. Non table honey .....................10.%e 10:30 AM. M lled dee bythe: Presa F iy: beds 
a jo 35 -M. Meeting called to order by the President. Forum by ekeepers. 

Ati ae aaa is eee an Summary of crop and weather conditions. 

tabia scael "hai snag be cone loreal 11:00 A.M. Report from the American Beekeepers Federation. 

table honey where produced, such 

as Aster, Buckwheat, Goldenrod and Noon Luncheon 
Heartsease. 12:00 M. Pot luck cafeteria style luncheon at each meeting. Bring a dish such 

as potato salad, baked beans, sandwiches, cake, etc. Bring enough for your family 
How To Proceed and a little more. Local committee will furnish free coffee and lemonade. Bring your 

If you want a loan in Wisconsin own plates, cups and silverware. 

you must: A charge of 75c per person will be made to all who do not bring food. This 
1. Apply to your PMA County Com- will be used to pay for extra food furnished by committee. Everyone is welcome 

mittee. They will draw samples, to stay. 

send them in for analysis of grade, P, 

color, etc. A am 
2. Provide or secure a suitable 1:30 P.M. Discussion by scientists on beekeeping methods. 

storage on your own place or near Report on the work of the Advisory Committee. By Joe Mills, Ripon, Ch'm. 

by. No government storages in Wis- Talks by out-of-state speakers; representatives of various bee-supply companies 

consin. and beekeeping magazines. 

3. Group the different grades and Program prepared by the Board of Directors, Wisconsin State Beekeepers Ass'n. 

colors of honey you have in the stor- sae 
age. Special Session, Women’s Auxiliary 

4. It is your responsibility that the There will be a special session of the Womens Auxiliary during the afternoon. 

honey be kept in good condition. State Ausiliary Officers are: Mrs. Emerson Grebel, Beaver Dam, Pres.; Mrs. 
5. Containers must be sound, clean Wallace Freund, West Bend, Vice-Pres.; Mrs. Ray Gibbons, La Valle, Sec.-Treas. 

and not less than the 60 Ib. can or The N. W. District Womens Auxiliary Officers are: Mrs. William Lorenz, 
larger than the 70 gallon barrels. Bruce, Pres.; Mrs. Ivan Wisherd, Bruce, Vice-Pres.; Mrs. Henry Schaefer, Osseo, 

6. Loans mature on demand but Sece:Treas. 

not later than March 381, 1953. In- Lunct Cc ittees 

terest rates are 3%% plus a small eon 
service charge. Menomonee Falls Meeting: Mrs. Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee, Chairman. Other 

1. The purchase a; ent’ tk & committee members from nearby County Associations. 

: Eau Claire Lakes Meeting: Mrs. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith; Mrs. Henry 
¥ ind ewer tax ade pi ° Schaefer, Osseo; Mrs. Frank Keyes, Winter; and Mrs. Gerald Prilliman. 

market,, he: can: offer: the honey to (OO 

Wits nee ae BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS at bee meetings regardless of the 
SHC Tetelve the: Dees # . Sound Saniethtin location. Generally there is an over- 

This is a brief statement of the Does This Like © worked secretary who is often cri- 

main points. Those who plan to ap- You Have Experienced Before ticized and rarely thanked; the api- 
ply should send for a copy of the 47, % C Martin, Extension Bee: ary inspector; someone from the 
program to the County PMA Com- |... ing Specialist at Michigan State college; two or three representatives 
mittee or to the Fruit and Vegetable Coyege comments on Beekeepers of supply companies; someone who is 
Branch PMA, Washington 25, D.C. Meetings in the May issue of Glean- Very anxious to promote bigger and 

Note: It looks like a good program ings in Bee Culture in a way that better schemes; someone who is 
to stabilize and increase the price of makes us realize meetings are the “agin” all of them; an old timer who 

honey. All beekeepers should be in- same everywhere. Here is what he always tells how the same thing was 
formed of it so that some will not rite ° done much better back in 1918; often 
sell at low prices to buyers who can writes. much aggravating discussion of a 

then undersell those who pay the floor “It always surprises me to find contentious resolution, but generally 
Prices, very similar types and personalities a very sane final decision.”
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HONEY NEEDED FOR STATE 
Ex ra e. ime FAIR DISPLAY 

At ti cling Ts Yes, the Wisconsin State Bee- 

: keepers Association is going to b> 
Beekeepers Answer Questions permitted to sell honey at the Stat: 

Fair, August 16-24. It will be sold 

Extractors during damp weather. By Edw. Ra- under the State Association lab! 
Question. What is the best extract- num, only, and profits will belong to the 

or for a beekeeper with about 200 eis State Association. Listed below are 

colonies of bees? TING AND STRAININ the quantities of the various type: 
Answer, By E. L. Schroeder, Marsh- iG ie of honey needed together with condi- 

field. I think for 200 colonies a 30 Question. I would like to heat my tions under which the orders will be 
frame radial would work out nicely. honey before it is strained to my placed. 
I like the one made by Mr. Neises of storage tanks. What is the best way Cases of Wis. No. 1 Honey Needed 

Marshfield because it is so convenient of doing this and what is the best type 20, White, Comb Honey 

to clean up without ar] psa tor of strainer? 75, 1 lb. Granulated Honey 
Answer. A large ra extracto: Answer. By E. L. Schroeder. I have 20, 8 oz., White, in Glass Jars 

is my choice. By Robert Knutson, : 
Lad th. the Neises Gravity Clarifier which is 40, 1 Ib, White, in Glass Jars 

Ans “A big radial extractor Water jacketed and by heating the 15, 2 lb, White, in Glass Jars 
wer. oe t and the fas water with steam or gas so the honey 25, 5 lb, White, in Glass Jars 

‘would do: the, job: best anil. is about 100 to 110 d it strains 35, 5 Ib, White, in Tins A small radial is economical, how- ‘ merece Se an Bok 12” basket "icely. If it gets hotter than 120 the 20, 10 Ib,, White, in Tins 
hid iain el ied ecient particles of propolis have a tendency _—15, 1 Ib, Amber, in Glass Jars 
“lifetime” and like it very much, but 

it demands much more attention that © effect the flavor of the honey and 10, 5 Ib. Amber, in Pails sdial, By Ivan Whiting, Roscoe, 8° it should be strained out first, I 2, 10 Ib, Amber, in Pails 
ns hie —" y Ivan iting, have not yet tried Mr. Neises strain- 1. One half of the amount of honey 

. hased by the State Fair Commit- uld = & but I think it is a good one. I use‘ purc! ¢ 

Ameren. a ee pasccoral ye 45 several thicknesses of cheese cloth. tee must be delivered to the fair 
recommend & grounds on Friday morning, August 
to 50 frame capacity. By Edw. Ra- Answer. We like a steam coil with 15, 1952, and the balance on request. 

num, Mount Horeb. ean, of the honey. By Robert 2. Bidder must be willing to furnish 

- as Gaon SEE atom: additional quantities of like quality 
WHEN TO REMOVE bi be Answer. I think a clarifier like Mr. on 24 hour notice. Bidder must be 

Question. How soon can honey Neises of Marshfield, makes is best. willing to take back unsold honey at 
removed after the honey ot. eee However, I’ve been using a strainer the end of the Fair. 
and is it best to wait until it ripens (4.4) and I heat my honey after 8. Labels will be provided by the 
in the fall? h it is in 60 Ibs. cans. However, I'm Association, but must be applied by 
ANSWER. By E. L. Schroeder, going to use a clarifier. It takes too the person furnishing the honey. 

Honey should be extracted in soon much time to clean a strainer when 4. Bids close midnight, July 10, and 
as the combs are sealed in bean, it can’t be left open all the time. By are to be mailed to Art Kehl, Chair- 
antag a ta. ma oer "he ad Ivan Whiting. man, Wisconsin State Fair Commit- 
jow en ie honey - . 

ficiently ripened providing the hives Answer. I think honey should not e¢, c/o G. B. Lewis Company, Wa: 
be t than 130 d tertown, Wisconsin. Envelopes con- 

have been properly ventilated and the heated to more legrees oo 
af Ahi taining bids must be marked, “Bid colonies are normal. ter straining. A higher temperature 
will cause the wax propolis to melt for State Fair Honey, not to be open- 

ANSWER. The honey should be a iivart a certain amount of off. ¢@ until July 14” 
removed as soon as the combs are We use a vat-type clarifier 5. Bids will be opened by a commit- 
full. By Robert Knutson. with ‘paffles to receive the honey ‘ee of three members of the State 
Answer. It is all right to remove from the extractor. This clarifier is Association on Monday, July 14, and 

the honey when % sealed. If it is ote, jacketed and we keep the wa- the lowest bidder will be notified by 
‘ heated to 150 degrees right away. ter hot enough to bring the tempera- mail of his successful bid. 

I never found time to extract be- ture of the honey up to 120-180 de- It is sincerely hoped by the State 

fore the last of July. By Ivan Whit- - It the: into Fair Committee that beekeepers who 
ing. . grees at the outlet. im: Fane are in a position to supply this qua1- 

a basket. type strainer—two baskets. 
Answer. I get the thickest honey mon to th tank which is 't¥ of honey will take advantage > 

at the earliest extracting in most | 14" ty aft te the tHe OPportunity to help their Stax 
If th bs are at least %’s auipped with a float to operate the 4 sociation. By Art. Kehl, Watertown, 

years. je combs a switch for the pump. By Edw. Ranum. 
sealed, the honey should be heavy- (To be Conti a) Wis. 

bodied.” We find that honey extract- aaa 

ed after September 15 is usually thin- Sa Lillies were used in garlands by the 

ner than that extracted earlier, even Gathering the first spring flowers ancient Romans. History tells us 
when the combs are all sealed—this to give to a loved one on May ist that King Minos of Crete was a Lilj- 

may be due to moisture absorption is an old European custom. enthusiast.
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SOME IDEAS ON SELLING represent the company selling honey 

HONEY to stores, selling bee supplies to bee- i 0 pi E Y 

Orga: on Pro) For Efficient a and buying the honey from 

Bottling And 
Mashedine If you are interested in helping this ¢ 0 N T A I I E R 5 

By M. H. Lyons, Loganville, Wis. project write to M. H. Lyons, Logan- dob: s good supply 

There are many ways of selling Ville, Wisconsin. Also the 5 Ib. 3 Ib. 2 Ib. and 1 
honey, but if complete records of all a Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. We can 
costs were kept, I believe that sell- EXTRACTOR FOR SALE make immediate shipment. 
ing in bulk to bottlers will give the For Sale: Root 8fr. power extrac- To insure prompt service, 

best returns. Heating, straining,bot- tor, with motor, honey pump, piping order your Association labels 

tling, labeling and delivering in small ang storage tanks, etc. Also, used now for your new honey crop. 

amounts is inefficient and expensive gr. equipment; bodies, bottoms and 
due to the amount of handwork and  govers, All reasomabl priced. Ran- Write for Complete 

1 i t y Price List 
small quantity purchases. um’s Bee Farm, Mount Horeb, Wis- Order through your 
Most stores would rather buy from £ State consin. Beekeepers Association 

an organization that can give year _ 

round service. I have developed an HONEY WANTED HONEY ACRES 

excellent market for honey of dis- State t you have at your Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

tinctive flavors, put up in various hat flavor it is and in 

sized containers. With a  distinc- ve 8. Will pick and casa: MH 

tive label they sell well. Have been y.o.. 1) avilte, Win . 
selling honey labeled by flavor for —_ 
four years and am now servicing HONEY WANTED 

over 250 stores over a large territory. FOR SALE — EXTRACTOR AND c i 

To h 7 a cpiciaiog : For sale. One two-frame reversible 
° jandie is increase: jusiness, ra P 

would like to expand by incorporat- honey e m, hand power, ‘and one ronan ; re i 
ing and selling stock to obtain the Steam uncapping knife. State inspect- 
most modern equipment for efficient ed. Oliver Stelter, Fair Water, Wis. 

heating, bottling and labeling. Will eS 

also need several salesmen in ex- The inheritance tax is another one 
elusive territories where they will of those pay-as-you-go taxes. 

NOW is the time to 
CHECK your bee supplies 

" and 

Look for this sign When You Want 
ORDER those you need 

QUALITY AT LOW COST early. 

We have a full line of supplies, 
; Lm and of course the “LOTZ 
ae SECTION”. 

eee 
‘ ee NO FINER SECTION MADE 

4 is. la l: 

I Bie vn 
W mw ., KELLEY —" The Bee Man Wills the gloss 

‘We want every Wisconsin beekeeper to receive a copy of AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
our 1952 catal . This catalogue contains 64 pages, being 
mee twice as e as any other and contains many items not . . 
found in the other catalogues. Boyd, Wisconsin 

The Walter T. Kelley Co. Masafsctarers and jobbers of 
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY hee sopotes,



: SISSON’S | 
J. H. Phillips, Mgr. 

PEONIES 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs 

: Anywhere In The U.S.A. By 
TYPEWRITERS The Month 

ADDING MACHINES 3 to 5 Octaves 
All Makes and Types PEONIES 

of Typewriters and Order Now from the 
Adding Machines Rented _— Finest and Largest 

or Sold All Over the U.S.A. Selection in Wisconsin. : 
Eith Over 2,000 Varieties to Visit Our Garden 

Standard or Portable —-Stlect. From. wee ees 
WRITE 

SISSON’S 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

hey, BE SURE you are getting the most for 

your money by buying Root Quality 

. Bee Supplies. They are built to last 

for years. 

BEE SuPPLIES 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

_ |] Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 

Library 
College of Agriculture 

. Madison, Wisconsin
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A Mil: Sumsislinn: WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
y : 88 jon: The Official Organ of the Wisconsin 

Enjoy Delicious Fruit =| ——————— Joy 1 i : 
Wleconsn, = second las mntior, Acomptanes 

» or ing at rat postage pr- 

from your own i Seer tao 
Me Excepting July and De- Home Orchard ies Mowat daha 

McKay Stock McKay's fruit trees provide beauty unlimited es wale dane tae 
Provides from blossom time until the fruit has been Madison 6, Wi i 

harvested. Fruit trees and small fruits enhance Tel. 
BEAUTY the general attractiveness of your home. 5-8311, Ext. 8831 

VOL. XLIT_ AUGUST 1952 NO. 10 

McKay Stock One taste of that luscious fruit from McKay- ——_—_—_—_—_—_——————————— 
. grown stock and you'll know the full pleasure 

Provides of a a orchard Enjoyment at harvest ime TABLE OF CONTENTS 
is yours when you buy from Effect Of Hormones On Apples .... 267 

PLEASURE McKay's 
McKay's. How To Increase Apple Sales ...... 268 

° ' Apple Institute News -.................. 269 
Make Your Selection from McKay's Wide The National Apple Crop ....... 210 

Variety of Fruits and Small Fruits Orchard Tour cen eens 210 
@ APPLES e CURRANTS @ RASPBERRIES Winter Injury In Orchards ....-. 272 
@ PEARS @ GRAPES @ GOOSEBERRIES Berries And Vegetables ........... 274 

@ PLUMS’~- e BLACKBERRIES e@ STRAWBERRIES From = Editor's Desk .......... ms 
Are You A Garden Fadist ......... 

@ CHERRIES +». and many more Gladiolus Tidings .-.-------- 278 

Let McKay’s Quote on Your Special Requirements Two Flower Arrangers 
Whatever your special nursery stock needs, McKay's can fill Dade A Trigy ne eeeeeneeeeeeneeeenne= 288 
them. Write to McKay's today. Twenty Favorite Hemerocallis .... 281 

Wisconsin Beekeeping .................-. 285 

w ; N Reflections Of A Beekeeper ......... 286 

isconsin’s Greatest Nursery 

McKAY NURSERY CO cae oe a Executive Committee 

Offices — Madison Nurseries Arnold Nieman, Pres...-.----------Cedarburg 

1919 Monroe St. — Dial 5-9476 Waterloo, Wis. | HS" Rabtaisw, Seo Madioon 
E. L. Chambers, Treas.-----------__-Madison 
Mrs. Oscar Conrad_.--------------West Allis 

ORCHARD FOR SALE The story is told of the burglar who Beant of: Mirectors 
entered the home of a poor minister Wittem oe a ‘Atisason 

Orchard of 42 acres near Bayfield, late at night. Hearing the minister Aloye Pteitfer Basi 

Wis. 15 acres of trees with crop of stir, the burglar exclaimed: “Lay still, Arno Mayen alo 
apples. 5 room house. Price $3,500.00. mister, and you won't get hurt, I've }wwis™ Moone ite 
Write Art Besse, 420 West Second St, po a gun, and I’m searching for your Harry Barlemen Tres, Wis Berry and m 
Ashland, Wis. . money.” fegetable oy Pre 2 ——— ireen a 

N.—-------------------' 

SSS To which the minister said, “My Walter Korte, Pees, Wiecadta canis 
Howard Anderson, Pres., Wisconsin 

Grow some of your house plants :. me wie o simateh; and Pa OE Cenk Ghalrm Wisewsin Rapids 

from seed. By starting seed now in Seare yo Department Horticulture__---------Madison 

cold frame or seed bed, you can have ” suing Wo cscs tx to Wasssd: 

a fine array of cheerful flowers in- Sign on peaches at the super mark- end Siete Hortioniters} Sceiety. Aneoal det 

doors this winter. et: “Don’t squeeze me till Pm yours.” bers or more may afliliate at special rats 
which will be sent on request.
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Minimizing The Ripening 

Effect Of Hormones On Apples 
By R. M. Smock, L. J. Edgerton and M. B. Hoffman 

New York Experiment Station 

From Annual Report, N. Y. Hort. Society (condensed) 

The use of hormones to prevent SS ESSE apples are riper simply because they 

premature dropping of apples has = ae ~~ S are older. 
become almost a standard practice. a e, = Temperature of Fruit After Har- 
Like other good practices the use of Ss ry (s ~~ vest: You will notice in the respir- 
hormones has certain limitations, Se ) nr" ation (rate of ripening) data given in 

however. The possible ripening ef- aC) LR Gh ; {2 the figures that the apples were us- 

fect of these hormones has been rec- @ Re Se s ( ually held at 74 degrees F. to mea- 

ognized since their innovation some Sa) a {. sure respiration. At these high temp- 

10 years ago. It is easy to see that 3 h a Nas le Uh LV A eratures it is relatively easy to mea- 

if apples hang on the tree longer N50 Soe: i sure respiration stimulation from 

than they normally would that they cy AU yt hormones. If the apples are promptly 
will be riper than normal. This is the F. Cy Z put into cold storage the after harvest 

simple “age” factor and is an in- x Pas ’ Bee Ph ripening effect of hormones is cer- 

direct effect of the hormones. The R TY yy es = ; |e a Oee tainly minimized. 

fact that these hormones can directly 2 IO 78, aE he ae i] Use of maleic hydrazide: During 

ripen apples has not always been ap- “em the 1950 season we started looking 
preciated. That is, the hormones can ppm) has a much greater ripening for materials that could be incor- 
directly stimulate ripening as a chem- effect than normal strength (10 ppm). Porated with the hormone to lessen 

ical effect on respiration. the ripening effect. Maleic hydrazide 

Factors Affecting The Ripening Ef- Interval between: Spraying and seems to show some promise in this 

fect of Hormones Harvest: The longer interval between connection. Hoffman and Edgerton 

Variety: Some varieties show a spraying and the date of harvest the have shown that this material does 

greater ripening response to a given more striking is the ripening effect not interfere with the desired drop 

concentration of the given hormone of hormones. If a hormone spray control by the hormone when the 

than others. In general, early season is put on fall and winter varieties 5 two materials are sprayed together. 

varieties show more marked response days before harvest with a normal Effect Of Various Hormones And 

than late season, For example, Duch- Concentration the effect on ripening is wwaleic Hydrazide On Early McIntosh 
ess will show a more marked ripen- often negligible. If the interval is The use of maleic hydrazide should 

ing response to 10 ppm of 2, 4,5, TP 7 Weeks the pd of the fame con- still be considered experimental but 
(materials such as COolor-Set) than centration is o ai on: marked. th ‘ng the work has gone far enough to war- 

will Northern Spy. This may be interval of 24 days oes cast wae rant a few growers trying a tank or 

partly a weather effect also since the and harvest 20 ppm! lor-Set ad- two of the material to see what ef- 

late season varieties mature in cooler vanced maturity 7 days on the tree. fects they get. It may be purchased 
These fruits going into storage would 

weather. not keep as long as they should if from Naugatuck Chemical Company 
Type of Hormones: Some hormones for no other reason than that they of Naugatuck, Connecticut for $20.00 

directly stimulate ripening rate more a gallon. The material is now prac- 

than others. This effect of type of Were Tipe when they went in. tically “hand made” and if it shows 
hormone is somewhat complicated by Date of Picking: In a sense this is commercial promise the price will 
the fact that some varieties respond a repetition of the last factor but it come down drastically. If one were 

to a given hormone more than an- needs to be emphasized in another using 100 ppm the cost per 100 gal- 

other. In a given case on McIntosh, connection. At this point the indirect ons of spray mix would be 55 cents 

the ripening effect of 2, 4,5 T might effect of the hormone is emphasized. per 100 gallons which is less than 

not be any greater than with NAA. If apples are sprayed with hormones that for a material like Color-Set. 

It is fairly safe to say that 2, 4, 5, and picked a week past their best For a concentration of 100 ppm one 
TP (materials like Color-Set) is the picking date, they are bound to be would use only 104 cubic centimeters 
most powerful ripening agent we have riper. We know that on a given Mc- of maleic hydrazide (30%) per 100 

tried on McIntosh. Intosh tree we have an optimum gallons of spray. For 200 ppm he 
Concentration: This effect is quite picking period of only about 5 days. would use 208 cubic centimeters per 

clear cut. The more a grower uses If the fruits are picked 10 days after gallon. High concentrations may be 

of any of these hormones the more this period (having been “tied” on actually harmful. It is mixed in 

striking is the ripening effect. For the trees with hormones) they are with the hormone in the tank and the 

example, triple strength NAA (30 bound to be a poor storage risk. The spreader with the hormone acts as a 
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| spreader for the maleic hydrazide. If 
Lic Gicnatasturee would call ueore How To Increase Apple Sales 

j dilute form, it would mean the grow- Studies at Cornell University Answer Questions on Selling Methods 
er could use a more easily measured 

j volume such as % pint of material Professor Max Brunk of Cornell University has carried on three years of 
per 100 gallons. testing the best methods of selling apples in grocery stores. It is the most intelligent 

experimental work in retail selling yet done, and reports what over 150,000 customers 
i A great deal of experimental work actually did when buying apples. 

needs to be done before a new ma- . 
terial such as this.can be recommend: Dr. Brunk's conclusion is that both bulk and bags must be included in a 
‘ed for trial. successful apple sales lay-out. Many customers want to pick their own apples 

while others want them ready-bagged. 

Intentional Ripening Here are the results of the investigation: 

The question frequently arises .as eens Per Cent 

to the possibility of intentionally ri- Sold per above 
pening up apples for early sale. sing practice Customers Standard 

Growers using this idea recognize Standard Display* —..-.e----s-csscccccccscssssssceccsssnneeesseeeeennnee 20 0 
that the apples must be moved quick- —\odifications of standard display . 

ly. Where 2, 4, 5 TP (materials like Standard plus variety and use marking ........................... 20 0 
Color-Set) has been used a month pisdard plus ow RTOS ania ssscsscecconcs: 20 0 
or more ahead of an early harvest tan Hd BEE nanan nsnnenneeencncccerneneeeee, ZL 5 
date at a high concentration on Mc- Standard with window display of apples ......................... 25 25 

Intosh it has resulted in mushy fruit Bulk Only 
} that showed some splitting open on Priced in two-pound umits 2. 1D —45 
| the tree. Probably the most out- Priced in four-pound umits —..--cceescecseeneeeseseseeeneeeee 13 —35 
j standing results have been seen on Package Only 

i a variety like Early McIntosh where Four-pound Cellophane bags ...........-..-1---cc+-scsssseceeeseeee 18 —10 
i early coloring was advanced 5-7 days 

and allowed for almost, complete: nar Oe ee poeee Cellophane bags and bulk 13 —35 
| __-vest in one picking. On other varieties Sir und ‘open ‘baskets and bulk 3 
| like Milton the coloring effect may Four-pound Polythene bags and bulk ...................---.----- 23 15 
| be insignificant even though the Six-pound Polythene bags and bulk... 28 40 
i ripening effect is considerable. We Quality and price 

| need still more evidence on the prac- Standard display of 21-inch min. apples priced 
| ticality of this intentional ripening : 2 Per ae parinch 2 min. ——— y -15 
j ber of varieties. y of bruise-! apples -.........---------- 20 

effect ion snumber of varieties Standard display priced 35 per cent lower. 29 5 
es Standard display of very highly color apples ................ 33 65 

*Consisted of combination four-pound Cellophane bags and bulk fruit. 

COST OF ORCHARD PEST Important Conclusions 

CONTROL Not what high color does — it increased the sale of apples 65% above thq 

In studying the cost of production of standard. By pricing the apples 35% less than standard the sales increased only 

{ apples at the Cornell Experiment Sta~ 45%. Note that in 6 pound polythane bags and bulk display, sales were 40% 
tion in New York it was found that the above standard. When apples were priced in 2 pound units there was a drop of 45% 

way to insure low cost production was under the standard display. People seemed to buy in the size of bag or unit 

early scab control and maintenance of advertised. So if you display apples in a 2 pound bag they will buy them in that 

a fairly open tree not much above 20 size, but if you display them in a 6 pound bag they will buy 6 pounds. 

feet high. 

In two years of survey. the total, << i-—— 
cost of pest control averaged close to 
$100.00 per acre. About $63.00 of this APPLE BRUISING the Maine Bulletin which came out 

li rhi: hh at 
. was for materials, $20.00 for spraying § Recent Bulletins: Michigan Experi- eatin iil pa —_? a . thet 
and dusting equipment, $10.00 for labor ont station, Hast Lansing, has re- of x MA ee e 
and $7.00 for tractor plower. ie i citi ied. Special 2 Bulletin of buckets as compared with bags. 

It cost $85.60 per acre when concen- -_ mee ° This is also in conformity with work 
trate sprayers were used, which was the 374, Sept. 1951 on How to Reduce done at the Ohio Station a few years 
lowest of any method. Dilute air blast Apple Bruising. When this reaches ago, The difficulty is that pickers 
sprayers had the second lowest cost, and you the harvest will be nearly done, hurry too much in emptying the 

the e-rserd equipment cost aed acre. The but one of the significant things bucket. We understand that the 
concentrate sprayers had low cost for 
labor, tractor-plower, and materials. about this report is that a lot of bucket is being discarded in some 

i However, the higher price for machinery Tuising originates from dumping areas where speed in getting the crop 
may make them uneconomical for small the buckets into the field containers. harvested is essential, From Bulle- 
orchards. This was more or less the story in tin of Ohio Horticultural Society.
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WISOONSIN APPLE INSTITUTE *° NEWS Apples — Production 

Renewal Of Memberships Since Our by Orchard Size Groups 

Last Listing / Wisconsin, 1950 Census 
Nine more Wisconsin fruit growers 

joined the Wisconsin Apple Institute Nate of ssc oe 
‘arms Production during June and July. Farm hard R in ‘o total 

The Institute is carrying on an ex- size groups Production 
tensive program this year and funds Number of trees bushels % 

are badly needed. All Wisconsin ap- 
ple growers are urged to send dues a 4 crceceneeeereeeets 178,600 oeeecrrrererrnenee 8. 
to the treasurer, Armin Frenz, Route 7500-9999 ie cresccecrasssas GS) aes: O4700 see: 29 
2, Cedarburg. Membership dues are 5,500-7,499 ooo ec eeeeeeeeee 5 eeneeccicascncs: 75/000) coceeecous: 314 

$5.00 plus 50c per acre of bearing B,000-4,999 oon ceecceceece DD cecceeeeeseeeeeeteenneee 126,532 ceccevercnceeeeeeeeeee 567 

orchard: 2,000-2,999 cece US ceneereeereneee 97,900 cneereeecrentee 44 
Those joining are: Louis R. Fischer, 1,000-1,999 once ccccesccceceee SD cecscscsescecssneecnssee 1807160 ceccescssssssssecssseeee 8.2 

Croix Farms, Hastings, Minn.; Hugo 500- 999 95 173,474 79 

E. Wunsch, Sheboygan, Wis.; Fred- — —— , ee 
erick M. Gygax, Waukesha; Herb- 20 OP amma, 268 mecca E080 cee: BF 
ert J. Hasslinger, Nashotah; Albert YOO 199 on eeeeeereereeee — SO ceeecneeeeeeeeeeens — 9B)522 ceneernennerreenree 45 
J. Theys, Luxemurg; Arno Meyer, Less thar 100 -...--.c.:ss--sss-2--62;979 -oeeceveecconeeceeeeee--11032,153 oeeereeceeseeeeneeeee 46.8 

Waldo Orchards, Waldo; Young Total 63,802 2,206,227 100. 

Brothers, Decoral and Orchards, 

Galesville; Bigelow Lourie, Rosa Or- 

chards, Gays Mills, and Bayward Water power dates to when man Real intelligence is like a river; the 

Sprengel, Waukesha, was first moved by woman’s tears. deeper it is, the less noise it makes. 

SPRAY MATERIALS 
Arsenate Lead Kolo Fog Dithane Dix 
Wettable Sulphurs Kolo Spray Parzate Liquid 

Mike’ Suep. Z78 
Ferbams Sulfron X Parzate Powdered 

Chlordane Ccocs— 
Toxaphine Wettable Rotenone 
Marlate 

, ORCHARD SUPPLIES FOR HARVESTING 

PICKING BAGS BASKETS PACKING SUPPLIES 
PICKING LADDER Bushels Liner Shredded Tissue 

1. Orchard Step Half Bushel Top Pads Apple Wraps 
2. Pointed Top. (A) Peck Decorative Fringe Apple Cleaners 
3. Open Top. (B) 13 Peck Bottom Pads Apple Graders 

Write for Prices on Carloads of Baskets 

VEGETABLE GROWERS SUPPLIES FOR HARVESTING 

J. Bean Potato Harvester — Chickering Harvesters (Vegetable) — Potato & 
Onion Cleaners — Potato & Onion Graders — Potato Laundry & Driers — ‘ 

Roto Beaters — Vine Cutters 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
P. O. Box 535 227 CUTLER ST. Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Across from C. & N. W. Freight Depot Waukesha 8716-4107
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so caution must be used in the am- 

The National Apple Crop “== 
ORCHARD TOUR 

Wisconsin Crop Good. Promotion Wisconsin = Horticultural Society— 
‘ ta it nm Program ‘Planned . — oa = 

Estimated Crop Smaller Than Last Year its apple promotion and advertising pro- ae "i ace ay Geton 2a 

The June guesstimate made by the 9am for this year. . 
anes tan Institute at its fle A\new recipe book with new cover pean ome “ . eet 

Convention in Yakima, Washington, and new recipes has already been pre- a Or desde yn Wednesda Se; tern: 
indicated a national apple crop of 103 Pared and should be available when this 2°", yoy a crchardists from 
million bushels for 1952. President Har- issue reaches our members. A copy will ‘a e i cb e y . roduciva 

old Schubert of the Wisconsin Apple be sent to all members of the Wisconsin ‘he peices oe ae o - 5 ehaoroe a 

Institute estimated the Wisconsin crop Apple Institute. We will be glad to jah d be ck ° id practi , 

as smaller than last year, 650 thousand Sed a copy on request to all apple CFs Tet to commercial producers ha 
as compared to 710 thousand last year. growers. You may purchase’ copies, at become a traditional anne affair. Or. 

This figure, 650 thousand, is the es- CSt Price {© Give) to customers: chardists in each state are hosts to the 
nave the commer wah ban yaaa in THINNING APPLES WITH touring group sine years. 

serves the purpose of indicating a smaller ComeMrcals The 1952 tour will assemble at the 

or larger crop. It does not indicate the Hayfield Fruit Growers Observe Felix Isaacs Pine Tree Orchard, 9 miles 

true total crop, either commercial or meets On Qreers ‘Tour north of Stillwater, at 9:30 a.m., September 
non-commercial. (See page 246, June, Bayfield Fruit growers held a ber- 3, Instructions: Take highway 96 west 
Wisconsin Horticulture). The 1950 U.S. ry and orchard tour under the aus-  oyt of Stillwater; turn right at the golf 
census report stated that 63,802 farms pices of County Agent Roy Holvenstot course where there is a white barn with 

reported a production of 2,206,227 and the Wisconsin State Horticultural 2 black silo on the left side of the road. 
bushels. Farms with more than 100 trees Society on Saturday, June 28th. The ‘Then follow the Pine Tree Orchard 
produced a total of 1,174,074 bushels. observations on apple thinning with signs, Dinner: The ladies of one of the 

Crop Smaller But Ample chemicals was an interesting feature  jocal churches will serve dinner at Cot- 
The June estimate of 103 million is of the tour. Mr. Dawson Hauser, who tage Grove. In the afternoon we will 

the smallest in several years—last year has been testing chemical thinning visit the Fischer and Benitt orchards. 

it was 112 million, in 1950 it was 123 for four years, reports as follows. The Program 
million and in 1949 it was 133 million. “Biennial Varieties thin very nicely. Some items of interest to be seen are: 

Does that mean a shortage of apples during the year of heavy bearing, but An orchard operated without any other 
for the coming year? Evidently not. A Becomes a bit of a problem in the enterprise; an orchard operated in con- 

Cornell University, New York, study Off” year with a light bloom. This nection with a commercial flower busi- 
shows that the United States consumes was the condition on our Duchess this ness, and an orchard operated in con- 

only about 100 million bushels per year and the result was that we over- nection with a diversified farm. Several 

‘ear co weciinnny eT a Ci ne = poe aoe hg bee 

7 over-' are the vigor o! al e effect of north and south slopes 

wee Gases the ‘ational _ tree, the amount of material applied on color and size, various types of 
reducing the crop by cutting out worth- and probably there is some influence spray and grading machinery, thinning 
less varieties and poor trees—a move in when the chemical is applied with and hormone sprays, and brush removal. 
the right di in, However, it Was other spray materials, Trees which eee ee eee eee ren 

polrited. out. that ‘ils ;alooe, wor't;eclve “a4 Wet fect @ part.of last year:due WISCONSIN WILL HAVE 
the problem. We need more apples of to excessive rains, thinned out very GOOD APPLE CROP 

good varieties and better quality to much and showed a_ considerable The U. S. and Wisconsin reporting 

increnae) Co ction. The amount of leaf injury. Trees on soil service estimated on July 1 that the 

speakers also stated ant we should try that was deeper, sprayed on the same Wisconsin crop will be slightly larger 

to increase the demands by making the day with the same material did not than last year. Most of our growers 

public more apple conscious. This can thin nearly as much and did not feel this is an error; so we are waiting 

be done by'c iti cit'Fa dio, television. show leaf injury. Of the biennial for the August report. Most interest- 

newspaper and i gazine p ublicity * varieties, Wealthy is the hardest on ing is the change in the method of re 

. which to obtain uniform thinning.” porting the Wisconsin crop—from 7 
Wisconsin Apple Institute Begins We observed a case of over-thin- to 12 counties. On this basis the 195? 

Promotion Program ning in the orchard of Mr. John commercial crop is estimated at 1,336, 

The Wisconsin Apple Institute, with Krueger, due, no doubt, to a lack 000 bushels. Changing the figures to 
headquarters in the offices of the Wis- of tree vigor as described by Mr. the same basis for the past two years 
consin State Horticultural Society has Hauser because there was a period the crop reporting service estimates 

employed Mrs. Marjorie Slaughter, a of draught during the month of May our 1950 crop at 1,297,000 bushels. The 

graduate in Home Economics at the this year. Trees which lack vigor average crop for the years 1941 to 

University of Wisconsin to carry on are easily overthinned with chemicals, 1950 is estimated at 936,000 bushels.
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a a ¢ In western states where acreages 

Winter Injury In Orchards for seed production are large and the 
d e Percentage of bees is smaller, con- 

rry siderable has been done to work out 

an Be Plantings payments to beekeepers. In Colorado, 

By C. L, Kuehner for example, minimum fees for alfalfa 

i and other legume crops were: 1 col- 

Many of the fruit inquiries from all ° : ony per acre at $5.00; 2 colonies per 
parts of the state during the past ro acre at $5.50; 3 colonies per acre at 

month or so dealt with troubles diag- A 8 G U ay $6.00; 4 colonies per acre at $7.00, 
nosed as winter injury. Strawberries, loi D5 » For Wisconsin: Occasionally a fruit 

> raspberries, apples, pears, peaches, / pase | \ grower paid from $5.00 to $15.00 for 

and plums as well as Chinese elms, J Re Hay PA moving colonies onto his property. 

cultivated willows, and ornamentals do NO Sh) For apples, some beekeepers received 

were affected. <= W WA ON. See $3.00 per colony as payment. No re- 

It is believed that the unusual — SS - . ports of bees for other crop pollina- 

amount of winter injury and killing where they have some form of shelt- tion. 

during the past winter was largely er from the south and southwest in- The pollination problem in Wiscon- 
caused by the severely cold days in late winter and early spring. Rasp- sin is vastly different from that in 

late October and early November. It berry plants need to be handled so western states. Here it will depend 
will be remembered that many trees they will mature in early fall rather upon the size of the orchard or seed 

still had green leaves when the No- than late fall. For this reason, late fields, the availability of bees, how 

vember freeze occurred. ‘the growth summer and early fall cultivation fay they must be hauled, and a num- 

in the trunk and bark and narrow’ should be avoided and nitrogen fer- ber of other factors, 

crotches of late growing trees had  tilizers should be applied in early ——_—___—_—. 

not hardened off; that is, it was still spring. If inaaure mulches are used, SOIL FERTILITY EFFECTS FOOD 
soft and immature when the freezes they should be applied in winter or 

occurred. Hhe losses in dead or in- early spring. Moderate applications VALUE OF FRUITS AND 

jured trees varies with varieties, soil are safest. VEGETABLES 

drainage, cultivation, and fertiliza- Strawberry Injury Question: Will the fertility of the 
tion practices. Anything that contri- Many strawberry plantations did soil have an effect on the nutritive or 

butes to late growth such as late not winter very well because of much food value of vegetables and berries? 
cultivation, poorly drained wet soil, low temperature injury to the Answer: Yes. High yields of high 

late application of nitrogen fertiliz- root system late last fall. Much, if not quality vegetables and fruits can be 
ers, or extremely low vitality because most, of this injury to the straw- produced only under conditions of an 

of an over-load of fruit or early de- berry plants could have been avoided ample balanced supply of the nu- 

foliation followed by new growth late by more timely and more adequate trients needed for proper plant 

in the season makes plants very sus- mulching. Research work has shown growth, namely, nitrogen, phosphorus, 

ceptible to cold injury. that mulch should be applied ahead of potassium, calcium, magnesium, sul- 

Only recently we were in several the first temperature drop to 20° F. fur, manganese, boron, iron, copper 

well cared for young apple orchards or lower. It is also our observation nd zinc. Furthermore fruits and vege- 
in which occasional trees showed that effective protection by mulching tables grown on soils deficient in one 
light colored foliage and short spindly requires more mulch covering than OF more of these needed nutrients 

terminal growth. Upon examination is commonly the practice in straw- Will be low or deficient in those par- 
of the trunks of these trees, it was berry plantations. Apparently, a shal- ticular elements. and, therefore, may 

found that most of them had very low mulch of one to two inches is have less nutritive value as a food. 
little or no live bark at the base not as effective as a mulch cover of However, since plants usually absorb 

four to eight inches from the ground. double this amount. mineral elements in balanced 

These trees are still alive. They con- os amounts, it does not necessarily fol- 

tinue to get moisture from the ground POLLINATION FEES FOR BEES low that applying any one of them 

_ but most of them will. be completely In the US. Department of Agri- im large amounts will cause a crop 
dead next spring because leaf prod- culture's P & MA _ semi-monthly Plant to be significantly richer in that 

ucts do not have a chance to get honey report for July 1 we find a page ‘Particular element. 
down to the root system. Replace- on fees received by beekeepers for While soil fertility is reflected by 
ment is the only practical answer. pollination services. This statement is the mineral content of crop plants, 

Raspberry Oanes Injury made. “In a number of states re- it is not the sole factor determining 
Many raspberry plantings failed, ports indicated beekeepers were re- their vitamin content. 

too, because of excessive cold in- ceiving no remuneration for their It has been shown that the vitamin 
jury to the canes. However, some bees other than a location to keep content of many plants is dependent 
plantings came through without in- them. Demand for locations by bee- upon variety and climatic conditions 
jury. Our observation is that rasp- keepers was greater than demand by as well as proper soil fertility. 
berry plants winter best where they farmers for bees for pollination serv- By John A. Schoenemann, Extension 
are on deep well drained soils and ices.” Specialist In Vegetable Crops.
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° a. during the following days a large drop 
Niemans Observe Centennial collected in each.” 

(Continued from June Issue) MARKETING TESTS 
prepackaged a 

Charles J. Nieman, one of John’s of 1952, and much faith has been patie culos jane Maus oes. 
sons, while pursuing general farming, placed in it being a success, sold that in similar transparent bags 
also became interested. in apple Better Apple Storage printed heavily with words and de- 

growing and planted a good sized The storage of fruit in natural air- signs in a merchandising test con- 
farm orchard during the years of cooled damp storages was used at ducted by PMA, USDA and Mary- 
1902 and 1905. These trees were first, then fans were employed to land Agricultural Exp. Station. Offi- 
coming into full bearing at about force air through the stacked boxes cials were trying to find out whether 
the time that Arnold and Roland of apples to hasten the cooling pro- presumed advertising value of heavi- 
Nieman, the present owners of Nie- cess, put both of these methods did ly printed bags was lost by reduced 

man Brothers Orchards, were begin- not work too well with Cortland and visibility of contents. A “saddle- 
ning to take an active part in the wyotntosh. A try at orchard cold headér” label of three colors on a 
management of the home farm. storage was made in 1939 and this white background was used on the 

Early Orchard Experiences proved quite successful; thus, at the printed bags. 

It was in this orchard that their Present time, cold storage space for © Prepackaging plant that cooperated 
first hand powered 50 gallon barrel 15,000 bushels has been provided. would have saved some $20,000 to 
sprayer with the bamboo spray pole The remainder of the crop is sold a8 $25,000 a year in printing costs by 

was used. Three sprays were ap- harvested. using plain bags. Sales test was car- 
plied and gave pretty good. control; Even though the last three years ried out in six Baltimore retail stores. 
they were a liquid lime sulphur dorm- ave been hard on the apple grower, In another phase of the study con- 
ant spray, and an arsenate of leadcalyx in that supplies and labor costs have sumer acceptance of prepackaged, 
and an arsenate of lead 2 weeks sreatly increased and the crop has frozen and bulk spinach and kale 
spray. In this orchard were also tried been so good that surpluses have was evaluated according to sales in 
the new pruning methods advised by driven down the price of apples; still, two Washington, D.C. super markets. 

the Horticulture Department of the % NeW season holds forth new hopes. Prepackaged fresh kale outsold bulk 

College of Agriculture and taught to The men who have planted and devel- kale even at about twice retail price 
growers at pruning demonstrations oped this orchard and devoted their per edible, pound. 
by Dr. Conrad L. Kuehner. The prun- _ lives to its successful operation feel Combined sales of prepackaged 
ing and fertilizing was pursued with that their efforts have not been lost, fresh spinach and frozen spinach ex- 

such enthusiasm that a bad case of « but that future generations may Pro- ceeded sales of bulk fresh spinach, 
fire blight resulted. fit by their experiences. with prepackaged product selling at 

In 1928 the first trees of the pre- —_—_—_ about twice the price per edible 
sent 115 acres of apple orchard were LITTLE HONEY IN LADINO pound of bulk. Comparisons were 

planted. The planting process con- CLOVER made ie npn Ayimvee cre, 

Minued for 20 years; thus creating an Pollen was the chief interest of bees aah on a hale were sold . the ‘too 

orchard with trees in full bearing hen they visited Ladino clover and stores because the bulk produce was 

and those that are just coming into very little honey can be expected, is 0+ carried other seasons. It is a 
bearing. The bulk of the planting is K P- 

s. e PI g the conclusion reached in a report by parent that about half the patrons 

Cortland which grows and colors well GF, Vansell of the U. S. Bureau of ‘ere willing to pay twice as much 
in the lake shore counties; the re- Entomology and Plant Quarantine top eatin’ eervises obtainiea in buying 

mainder of the trees are made up of stationed at Davis, Cal. The report con- ready-to-cook prepackaged or frozen 

McIntosh, N. W. Greening, Red De- tinues: “A small number of honey bees spinach and ‘ale as for bulk greens 

licious, Jonathan, Kendal and Melba. i ojtinated Ladino clover florets daily. . 
In the early ‘30’s the first small about 9:30 Data on costs of prepackaging ly The bees visited the clover spinach and kale, retailing costs, 

tractor powered sprayer was secured a.m. to nearly sundown: 2 to 3 bees per apottngs, conmumnsy “pe tional le avanc 

and this was followed by larger ma- square yard were present at the height J1), in the report, “Prepackaging 
chines as the orchard grew in size of visitation. Pollen was the chief in- Spinach and Kale,” available from 
and the sprays per season became terest; even with a few colonies, how- Office of Information Services, Pro- 
more numerous. In 1946 a Speed- ever, very little honey can be expected. auction and Marketing Adm ‘U s. 
Sprayer was secured which was the No clover buds opened before 9:30 a.m. De: ent of Agriculture, Washing. 
latest word in spraying equipment. and very few before 11 a.m. The visited tom 35 me Cor from Marylan d Agr. 
As scab troubles became more acute blossoms closed permanently at night- Exp. Stn., College Park, Md— 

in rainy weather a duster was added, fall. on Growers J ° From 

‘atts - = = — oenaay “No nectar was found in the freshly 
rab was still the Number One worry. florets. By 1 p.m. 33-55% of 
A new type of high-pressure air oe tives had a ‘noe; at ethene A black cat is considered to bring 
blast concentrate sprayer is being  75.100% showed a trace. By next morn- ad luck, but it depends on whether 

used for the first time, in this year ing all bagged florets had nectar, and you are a man or a mouse.
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Berri d Vegetabl 
° ° 9 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
VARIETY TESTS FEATURE . °c 1 

BERRY GROWERS MEETING ’ H 

There was an excellent attendance i 

at the Annual Meeting and Field Tour ; ~ | 

of the Wisconsin Berry and Vege- Nhe al ok i 

table Growers Association at Stur- : es } 
geon Bay, Tuesday, July 1. 4! al 

The fore-noon session was held at ae = f 

the Peninsula Branch Experiment f 

Station with Dr. Frank Gilbert, act- . € —— i 

ing as host. Cherry virus study plots a % E ae | 
were visited, The potato variety N s y oY 
plots and greenhouse studies were | | Kn ey li 4 H 

inspected, and discussions were given be} rr < a. : 

by J. Duane Moore, Don Dever, Earl f % 

Wade, C. L. Kuehner and others. e Ey | BY 

Principle interest centered in the y a ; 

Strawberry variety trials and weed A... r me 

control plots. Dr. Gilbert has an ar- T. 7 in the ficle on the variety trials in this ts ay apeahers for the onasal summer ‘meeting sad tou lor the Wiscomsia Berry asd 
sue. ee ren Association were, seated from left: Dr. F. A. Gilbert, Mr. G. D. 

At The Reynolds Farms MullStanding from iefe Mr, D.'A. Dever, Prof, Earl Wade, Mr. J. Duffus, Dr. R. 
Following a luncheon at the Rey- Hougas and Dr. J. D. Moore. vers ™ ao 

nold’s Brothers grounds Mr, Don 

Reynolds welcomed the group and ——— 

gave a short history of the Reynolds Fruiting were Wis. No. 537, 214 and considerable discussion among the 

Brothers organization and how they 261, Robinson, Thomas, Premier, Nec- growers as to their merits, 

developed 600 acres of cherries, more tina, Beaver and Dunlap. Good Wisconsin seedling numbers 214, 
than 200 acres of apples and other Tesults were observed from the use of 961 ang 537 were doing well, and many | 
crops and the cherry canning and Crag Herbicide applied in early June " a] 

on a newly planted field to prevent growers will be planting test pl-*- 
apple juice processing plants. The of them next spring. Sparkle 1ooxs 

group was then taken on a tour of growth of weeds from seed. We will .o04 Catsiill continues to be a fa- 
inspection by Mr. Ransome Severson, have articles _ ak —— in vorite variety at Bayfield, with Pre- 
manager of the farms. We aiso saw ater issues on the details of his ex- ier and Beaver forming the main 
14 acres of cucumbers, 30 acres of Perience with varieties, irrigation and 1 

y the use of geese for weeding. plantings on a number of farms. Rob- 

potatoes, and 13 acres of strawberries. : inson produced excellent ‘appearing | 
wane a an <a: Meet _—_—, fruit. Senator Dunlap in third year | 

" ” plantings was producing very infer- 

the grower, Ed Keppers, because it New Strawberry, ‘Vartetios ior fruit — small and with many late 
had performed well during the past Bayfield Fruit Growers Hold Meeting tiowers not developing. This fruit 

| = =) liked Wis. peed and Tour was being processed. 

, and would grow more o: is lowi: F 
Number 887 excepting for the yellow- ,"clowing @ meeting of the Pruit Nitrogen Fertilizer Increased 
ing of the leaves, Wis. No. 261 Growers Association of Bayfield on Production 

¢ eae _ ah a 2 b was June 27, County Agent Roy Holven- 

rulens ie in the £ tame ecome stot arranged a tour to strawberry On the Kuehn Company farm Cat- 
oth Pop tnd oP e sein berri fields and orchards on Saturday af- Skill formed the main planting and 

was of ‘considerabh tntarent. A ray ternoon, June 28. There was a brief Was doing very well. A 3 yr. ola nee 

pack in a sarabeana carton citing stop at the strawberry variety plots Oe ee one 
8 quarts was bringing a premium on on the William Shuga Farm planted but Sa — — Dae 

the market, Small berries were be- by Dr. Frank Gilbert of the Experi- fut ao "aeaant oe peed 
ing frozen. ment Station at Sturgeon Bay. Grow-  G), this farm’ there’ ‘was .2 striking 

At The Swingle Berry Farm ers were keenly interested in the new gemonstration of the value of nitro- 
Dr. Charles Swingle gave an ex- varieties. Quart samples of more gen applied after the plants were 

cellent discussion to the group at than a dozen new kinds had been ex- established and again after the har- 

his farm at Little Sturgeon Bay. hibited at the meeting and there was vest season following the first year's
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picking. Where nitrogen fertilizer VEGETABLE GROWERS HOLD “Snails (or slugs) are active only 
was added at the rate of about 200 INTERESTING MEETING at night or on cloudy days.” 
pounds per acre, the berry plants were The vegetable growers section of _—_ 
much more vigorous, with darker the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable VEGETABLE GROWERS NEWS 
green leaves and produced much bet- Growers Association held a most in- ITEM 
ter berries than the balance of the teresting and instructive meeting at CABBAGE ACREAGE BELOW 
field that had not received fertilizer. the research plots of the Department AVERAGE. The USDA reports on 
Many farmers in the Bayfield area of Horticulture, U. W. at Madison on the cabbage outlook for July 10th 

are installing irrigation equipment to July 24. Attendance should have been stated the 1952 acreage of cabbage 
insure good plant growth during the much larger, as the value of the work to be harvested for kraut and the 
dry spells of summer on their lighter being done is outstanding. fresh market is expected to total 

soils. Inspected were the results of 155,110 acres. This is slightly less 
The strawberry market held up very Krilium treated plots of flowers and than the 1951 acreage, but 20% less 

well this year in the Bayfield section vegetables. There was a marked dif- than the average for the past 10 
and the quality of the fruit was good. ference in plant stands—greater size years, 1941-50. 

and vigor of beans, cabbage and Processors of cabbage reported ° 
OT flower varieties. they have 10,650 acres under contract 

STRAWBERRY CULTURE 100 Hundreds of plots showing the ef- or on their own land this year which 
YEARS AGO fect of chemicals used for weed con- jg 8% more than last year. 

trol were seen. Hybrid onions are be- ONION CROP BELOW AVER- 
In the Annual Report of the Wis- ing tested and we saw the production AGE. The USDA reported that in 

consin Fruit Growers Association for of in-bred onions, early summer areas onion yields were 
the year 1855, Loomis and Reming- There were so many different plots turning out better than expected 
ton of Genesee, Waukesha County, of vegetable varieties, weed control, earlies. Production is now. placed at 
gave a report of their experience flower varieties, and weed control in 1,708,000 sacks of 50 pounds which 
growing strawberries in 1852—just one flowers, that visitors found. it diffi- is a 7% larger crop than estimated 
hundred years ago. Relative to their cult to absorb all the information on June ist and 2% above the 1951 
method of culture they had this to given. We owe a vote of appreciation crop, However, it is still 15% below 
say. to Prof O. B, Combs and staff for the 10 year average, 1941-50 of 2 mil- 

“The result of our experience would their splendid work and helpfulness. lion sacks. 

go to prove that a sandy loam mod- The five central states including 
erately rich, with a southern or south- CONTROL OF SLUGS IN THE Wisconsin have reduced plantings an 

eastern declination is the best suited GARDEN average of 8%. There has been con- 

to the strawberry culture. They need Slugs, are not easily controlled with  Siderable insect damage in Wiscon- 
deep clean tillage, and mulching, with dhe common: materials we use for in. 

some winter protection; (a light cov- dusting or spraying in the garden. In POTATO ACREAGE INCREASED 
ering of straw is as good as anything,) th. bulletin of the Department of En- for the first time since 1943, reports 
and watering, if there is dry weather, tomology, Cornell University, New the USDA. From the July 1st condi- 
between the blossoming and the rip- yor we find this method of control tion of the crop, a national produc- 
ening of the fruit. Each plant should given. tion of 389,048,000 bushels is indi- 

be at least one foot from all other Control cated. This is 4% larger than last 

Plants; the runners ought to be kept —giugs are sometimes destructive to year's short crop of 325 million bush- 
off. young bean and cabbage plants and el but 18% below the 1941-50 average. 

We have the following varieties 0n to tomato fruits, especially in wet An indicated yield per acre of 239 
trial: Hovey’s Seedling, Burr’s New- periods or in the more moist parts of bushels is expected and has been 
Pine, Boston Pine, Harly Scarlet, Or- fields of heavy soils. A metaldehyde exceeded only by last year’s yield 
ange Prolific, Crimson Cone and Alice bait is effective. It consists of 7 met- of 241 bushels and the record of 253 
Maud, but the frost was so severe this aldehyde tablets (28 grams) mixed  pushels in 1950. 

year that we could not tell much with 1 pound (about 2 qts.) of corn ——E 
about them.” meal or bran. The mixture should be WORLD’S BIGGEST SALAD 

Samuel Edwards of La Moille, Iii- moistened slightly. About 40 or 50 Milwaukee Vegetable Growers to 
nois, evidently a member, had this to Pounds are needed per acre. Com- Prepare Six Foot Salad Bowl 
say, in part. mercially prepared slug baits are Two years ago at the 42nd annual 

* known as Snarol and Bait-M. convention of the Vegetable Growers 
“For market, we now plant ex- “A strong bordeaux mixture (10- of America which was held in Milwaukee, clusively of Necked Pine, which with 10-100 formula) can be applied to growers in that area prepared as a banquet 

ordinary field culture has yielded sono crops as a spray. It repels and feature a six foot bowl of salad. This 
one hundred bushels per acre, and i115 snails, A strong copper sulfate was an outstanding feature and will be 
the fruit of such quality that Messrs. spray 10 lbs. to 100 gallons or water repeated by Milwaukee growers this 

. N. Davidson & Co. of 117 Michigan i, giso effective, but this solution year at the convention to be held in 
teet, Chicago, wholesaled for me should be applied only on the ground. Tampa, Florida on December 2-6. Mil- 
e crop of last year from five acres, Tt ig likely to burn foliage of some waukee growers are already planning 
from 250 to 8lc per quart.” plants. the salad. 

-
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f ia the Edit sDesk 
ANNUAL CONVENTION PeaR aes ok oak, yn) eee 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society a ali ae ae 
RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAC A bi.) oN eis is 

Monday-Tuesday, November 17-18 . FN Fite 
The Board of Directors of the Wis- Pris Bea a vs 

consin State Horticultural Society met Bi pi i (ae 

at President Arnold Nieman's home at aug li 
Cedarburg on Sunday, July 13, and 

voted to hold the Annual Convention Ri 

of the Society at the Retlaw Hotel, i { 

Fond Du Lac Monday and Tuesday, i Ff 

November 17-18. 2 

Honorary recognition certificates were 

voted to two outstanding horticulturists ee eee 
to be presented at the Annual Conven- cer es 
tion. The Board voted to extend an in- | Tia fe 
vitation to the Wisconsin Apple In- iO 
stitute to hold their annual meeting in § 

Sulunction with the Horticuturel S- BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
: Annual summer meeting of the Board of Directors of the Wisconsin State 

Nominating Committee Appointed Horticultural Society was held at the Arnold Nieman home, Cedarburg, on Sunday, 
The President appointed and the July 13, combined with a picnic and pot luck luncheon. 

Board approved a nominating committee Seated from left, Mrs. O. B. Combs, Mrs. Marshall Hall, Mrs. H. J. Rahmlow, 
Mrs, Fred Magnus, Mrs. Arnold Nieman, Mrs. Arno Meyer and Mrs. E. L. 

to be composed of the outgoing directors Chambers, 

Marshall Hall, Casco; Aloys Pfeiffer, i oa from eae 2: B. Combs, Be. Aloys Bielttes, | Mr. E. L, ee 
Racine; and William Leonard of Fort . Connell, Mr. y Mer, 0 Meyer, Mr. Marshall Aikingsn Menbers wha have sugges, Mf Arnold Nieman. Mer. H. J ee oe ee 
dons ‘for: the: committee Should. coca eee aaa 

them. the New England Gladiolus Society WELOOME NEARNORTH GARDEN 

A financial report was presented in and James H. Odell, the editor very CLUB, ORIVITZ 
detail by the Secretary and the Board ‘kindly loaned us the cut. Of course 

accepted the budget for the coming fiscal we could have made a picture of an The Nearnorth Garden Club of 
year which will be about $385.00 more arrangement at one of our Wisconsin Crivitz has affiliated with the Wis- 
than expected receipts. Scciety finances shows, but then it’s a lot easier to consin State Horticultural Society 
have been cut to the bone and so many just borrow a cut. So we thank Jim and the officers wish to welcome this 

activities are being carried on which for helping us out, and we'll do the Club to membership. The officers of 

the Board does not wish to curtail that same for him, perhaps in the near the club are: President, Fred Steffer, 

they adopted this budget which will future. Middle Inlet; Vice-President, Miss 
leave only a very small balance in the We know many of the ladies ex- Louise Panis, Niagara; Sec.-Treas, 

treasury next July 1. hibiting at our Wisconsin Gladiolus Mrs. Frank Sperka, Crivitz. 
shows will make arrangements equal- 

OUR COVER PICTURE ly as good as this one and perhaps 

A Twinkles is the name of the gladi- someday the men will try it too. HEAVY PEONY HARVEST 

olus variety shown on our cover. TT 

Originator is Butt and the year 1948, CRANBERRY GROWING 4 Mr, ai — ot Bure'Oak oe 
The arrangement was made by Mr. EXPANDS IN WISOONSIN ens of Fort naon reports a. goo 

: peony season. He cut and took to 
Carl Starker. We think it’s a beautiful In 1951 Wisconsin produced 190,- Milwaukee, alone, 729 dozens of 

arrangement in a modernistic man- 000 barrels of cranberries from 3,500 |) oom, ? ® 

ner, but we know too that some of acres. The average yield was 543 

our glad growers will think we are barrels per acre. SSS 
going modern. But then why should Consumer demand has picked up 
we all agree—let’s have some differ- since the industry started marketing We know that a fool and his money 
ences of opinion. cranberries in one pound packages are soon parted, but what would be! 

We found the picture in the 1952 using cellophane bags or a box with interesting to learn is how they 8% 
issue of The Gladiolus, year-book of a transparent window. together in the first place.
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COMING EVENTS 

August 16-24, Wisconsin State Fatr, A Y A Ga di F di: tL 
Milwaukee. Olutstariditig Horticultural re ou re en aais 

Exhibits. 2 Do you believe in organic garden- Trace Elements 
August 16-17-18, Wisconsin Glad. show ing as the only safe way to produce There are 14 elements essential to 

at the Wisconsin’ State: Fair. pure food? plant growth. Most of these elements 
August 23-24. Marathon County Glad. Do you believe that it is necessary re found in the productive soils, with 

Show. YMCA Gym. Wausau. to use fertilizers with trace-elements the exception of three, nitrogen, phos- 
August 31-September }. Glad show in order to get results? phorus and potash. These are often 

by the S. Wis., N. Ill. Glad Society at lacking to the extent that their ap- 
the Walworth County Fair. Elkhorn. Do you a ve earthworms plication improves plant growth. It 

September 3.—Orchard Tour. Minne- fertile? esary: In the: oll, to make: tt is well known that some soils are 

sota Fruit Growers Ass'n. and Wiscon- . deficient in certain elements such as 
sin State Horticultural Society. Pine Tree _ D0 you believe that the plow should boron, iron and manganese. When this 
Orchards, Stillwater, Minn. (See an- be abolished from agriculture and _ is discovered, as evidenced by chem- 

nouncement) plowless farming substituted? ical tests and appearance of the 

September 19. Annual Convention, If you believe these fads, and they plants, these elements are applied in 
Garden Club of Wisconsin, affiliated certainly have received much pub- very small amounts and very care- 

with the Wisconsin State Horticultural licity, then you are a garden fadist. fully because an oversupply may 
Society. Athearn Hotel, Oshkosh. There may be considerable value in cause injury to the plants. 

. being a fadist. It increases your in- The gardener is still the experi- 

TT terest in gardening, gives you much enter in most of these cases. One 
VISIT OUR WISCONSIN STATE to talk about with your friends and garden writer claims that the secret of 

PARKS makes vou a better gardener. eveD growing good lilies is to use trace ele- 
Wisconsin has many beautiful state though you eventnally discover that ment fertilizer. Our best lily growers, 

aka: ‘Now ts. the ‘time: ts: vialt‘them, you can grow plants quite well in however, think that good drainage 

Write to the Wisconsin Conservation other ways. and disease control are the most es- 
Department, State Office Building, Mad- We do not mention here garden- sential factors for success. The best 
ison, Wisconsin and ask for circulars ing by the phases of the moon, al- way is to consult your County Agent 
describing various parks in the section though a certain widely read national or experiment station if you think 

of the state which you may be able to magazine has recently been carrying you need trace elements. 

visit. articles on how to plant according THE EARTHWORM enthusiast has 

Latest circular to reach our desk is © Phases of the moon. That idea many arguments to prove his point 
one describing Lizard Mound State Park, Should have died long ago, but it that earthworms are necessary for 
named for its most outstanding Indian still bobs up even though its advocates plant growth. His enthusiasm may be 

mounds, containing 31 fine examples of can’t prove a thing experimentally. greatly increased if he is producing 
effigy mounds. THE ORGANIC GARDENER has_ earthworms for sale to gardeners. 

The park is located on County Trunk succeeded where. many experiment Actually scientists do not know 

A, 1 mile east of State Highway 144 and stations have failed—they have in- whether earthworms are any more 

north out of West Bend in Washington 8Pired many home gardeners to im- beneficial in decomposing organic 

County. prove their soil by the use of more matter in the soil than are the other 

organic matter. However, the asser- organism’s present such as kacteria. 

SS tion that chemical fertilizers are In the South decomposition of or- 

MERLE RASMUSSEN detrimental to our health is not ganic matter is quite rapid and so 

The many friends of the N. A. Ras- borne out by many carefully con- earthworms are detrimental. Of 

mussen family of Oshkosh were shocked trolled experiments. There just isn’t course we know that many soils do 

to hear, early in July, that their daugh- enough organic matter to go around not have any earthworms and still 

ter, Merle Rasmussen had been killed to prepare the soiJs of the world for produce good crops. 

by accident with a shotgun. food production by that method. We THE PLOWLESS FARMING en- 
Miss Rasmussen had been prominent would probably starve if it weren’t thusiasts have received wide publicity. 

for many years in horticultural circles. for chemical fertilizers. Here was a new fad. Its advocates 
Graduating in landscaping from Iowa The plant takes up its minerals were supported by the dust storms of 

State College she was the landscape from the soil dissolved in water. The the early '30’'s which they said were 
architect for the Rasmussen Nursery. moisture with these elements is trans- due to the plow. However, farmers 

She was very active in garden club ported up to the leaves. Here, with and gardeners in the Hast tried out 
circles, traveling a great deal to speak the aid of sunlight, the carbon dioxide Plowless farming with disappointing 
at meetings and judge flower shows. in the air, and the water and elements results. The kind of tillage our Jand 

The Board of Directors of the Wis- from the soil are synthesized into Tequires depends upon the type of 
consin State Horticultural Society at food products — carbohydrates soil we have and the kind of crops 
its July meeting extended a vote of sym- (sugars) proteins, vitamins and acids. Wwe wish to produce. In the East there 

pathy to the Rasmussens in their bereave- —all quite different from any fertiliz- are many soils which are called worn 
ment, ers in the soil. (Continued on Page 280)
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LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT alight on the lower petal and enter bees or other insects which may de- 

HOBBY? the flower without having to brush posit foreign pollen on the anther of 

TRY GLADIOLUS BREEDING! against the stigma. _ the Gladiolus selected for breeding 

By Leo G. Klein, New York Unlike the pollen of many other purposes. A good plan is to keep 
Breeding Gladiolus has become a flowers, that of the Gladiolus is heavy 4 supply of blooms indoors to serve as 

tremendously popular hobby attract- and is not very likely to be blown 4 source of supply of uncontaminated 
ing more amateurs than is the case about by the wind. It, therefore, is pollen. The spikes, of course, should 

with any other flower. The reason not necessary to bag or cover the be cut and taken indoors before the 

is that the Gladiolus is very easy to emasculated florets to protect them floret opens. 

work with and produces results, from from pollination by the wind. Best Time For Pollination 

cross to bloom, comparatively quickly, When the stigma becomes feathery, Time of pollination has a marked 

Because of the ancestry of modern jt jg receptive and ready for pollen effect on subsequent seed set. It has 
varieties is mixed, crossing any two from a selected parent. Pollination is been found that pollinations made 

Gladiolus will usually result in seed- ysually done by simply brushing the before 9 a.m. and after 7 p.m. are 

wa of great variation in color and stigma with the anther. more likely to give a good set of seed 

eo. than pollination made during the 
Most varieties, however, will not ert ar jpiniei hay eo lien ae middle of the day. This is particular. 

produce seedlings of any particular y ly true in hot weather. 

merit. In fact, many well-planned are needed, as pollen from freshly 
crosses will not produce seedlings as gathered stamens does not brush off As soon as the spike has been pol- 

good as the existing varieties for al- too easily. To avoid all danger, sta- inated, it should be labeled with the 
most invariably the good seedlings mens from flowers which have not names of both parents and the date 

come from very few well-chosen opened outdoors should be used. Out- of pollination. Write the name of 

arises doors, pollen may be contaminated by the female parent first on the tag, 

Since there is no way to determine 

which crosses are likely to produce 

good seedlings except thru experi- 

ence, a beginner should, perhaps, use . segments 

varieties in combinations that have \ 

given other breeders good seedlings. 

How To Make Crosses : erianth SY 
The mechanics of Gladiolus breed- 

ing are comparatively simple. Each stigi a yy 

flower contains, arising from its cen- Wa y y 

ter, three stamens with pollen-bear- i} 4 y st y ar 8 

ing anthers (male element) and a yy ip Pa 
‘single pistil with a 3-forked stigma ee { » S < .-—- 

(female element). Silamentsi\| i/ YZ, | // 2» KR 
In order to avoid self pollination, | YA SS {\ \ t 

the flower that is to be used’ as the \ \ i LN Dt 
female or seed parent must be em- pistil \ \\ f WN if 

asculated (have its stamens re- "} i 4 \ \y fi 4 
moved). \ AW Sif 

At this time, too, the pistil should nin bes y 
be fastened to the uppermost petal y \ — 1 bracts 

with a toothpick to keep it out of YN} -—owary. } \ 
the way of visiting pollen-laden in- | M 
sects. If this is done, insects may A B
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followed by an X and then the make THE GLADIOLUS DR. GEORGE H. SCHEER 
variety’s name. That portion of the 97th Annual Edition from the NEGS Dr. George H. Scheer of Sheboy- 
spike above the uppermost pollinated —An Outsanding Volume gan, one of the State’s leading glad- 

floret ce ma de permit The annual edition of The Gladi- iolus growers and hybridizers, passed 
ee ‘wodlia adler ‘Malmnabion,. ‘ike olus published by the New England away on April 7th. He received the 

seed pods will be ready for hacveat= Gladiolus Society, Horticultural Hall, honorary recognition certificate of 
. Boston, Mass. appeared in July. the Wisconsin State Horticultural 

ing and as soon as they begin to Again it is an outstanding volume and Society in 1946 for his achievements 
eae, ee penge tid credit ig due to the officers and to in the field of gladiolus hybridizing. 

Editor James H. Odell. a 
ee ae . A good deal of this year’s issue is WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SHOW 

ing time. Condensed from Bulletin, devoted to hybridizing and parent- BY THE 
Empire State Glad, Soc, ages. Variety ratings and national WISCONSIN GLADOLUS SOCIETY 

Aad personales sic diarsed tine. WDCONDIN STATE FAIR— SD les are discus: - 
HYBRIDIZING, WITH EMPHASIS oughly. It is a volume every gladi- HORTICULTURAL BUILDING 
ON GENETIC FUNDAMENTALS olus grower should have. AUGUST 16, 17, 18 

By Dr. L. F. Jolph, New York The book contains full page illus- Be sure to attend the Wisconsin State 

The haxie siuaaber fi chivoendadraca trations of varieties Rosita by Ted Gladiolus Show at the State Fair— 
in African species of Gladiolus is 15. Woods of Madison, Skippy and Honey Horticulture Building, on August 16-18. 

‘all ‘Vaslatiea’ tn ‘cianiéres ‘ake tetea- by Melk Brothers, Milwaukee. The show will be set up Friday night, 

. We notice too some very excellent August 15. Judging will begin Saturday 
Ploids; that ‘is, ‘they. bave 2 sets: of arrangements of gladiolus in the morning at 9 a.m. The show will fill 
chromosomes with a total of 60. The modern manner. Obviously gladiolus 24 of the 8x16 ft. spaces in conjunction 
species Primulinus is a tetraplold, growers are getting away from the with the regular State Fair Gladiolus 
but some other species are _ standard baskets and are learning Show. Exhibitors will obtain admission 
All commercial varieties are: hybrids how to make arrangements that are to the grounds from the show committee. 
of various species, and may be as quite outstanding . The NAGC class‘fications will be used 
many as 20 generations away from as in the past, and sizes and color classes 

ee a = iy oe ——~-——.—sa«s as listed in NAGC listing. Premium 
Seat eee this angle Mendelian SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER SHOW schedules have been —_ to all ge 

ratios to hold in hybridizing, The The Sheboygan County Chapter of Pers of this society. Entry tags will be 
best the hybridizer can hope for are the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society held re "Bhat om iS, é ia NL Mil sakes 
breaks — fortunate combinations of its annual Gladiolus show as a re- Sizest Pieeaeah Wisc. ‘ 
exceptional characteristics. gional show with the Manitowoc , i Committees 
No improvement in heredity can be County Chapter, in the Immanuel Chapter Presidents: H. E. Hallida 

obtained from ‘selection’, This pro- Hall in Sheboygan on August 9-10. Madison Glad. Soc John Gates Mac. 
cess may succeed in eliminating dis- The show committee was: Super- towoc Co Gla d "Soc. Llo d Prahl 
ease, but cannot change the inherited intendent, Fred Hagedorn; Supervisor Marathon Co Gla d Soc. . Wortie "Agel: 
nature of the variety. If the seed of judges, Mrs. A. E. Piepkorn; Show Sheboygan Co. Gla d Soc; Leland Shaw, 
and pollen parents have the same secretary, Mrs. Harvey Pierce; Show S. Wan Illinois Glad Soe: Mrs. 

number of chromosomes, there is no schedule and Co-chairman of show, Palmer Garland Twin Cit ; Glad. Cha . 
difference in the results to be expect- William Banonse and Otto Kapschit- ter. , y . P 
ed, regardless of which way the cross ke; Committeemen, Joe Wegman, . _ 
is made. If the chromosomes differ William Marquardt, Jake Kertz, Os- Show: Manager: Dave Pucraer;. Chair 
in number there is a reason for dif- car Schaubs, Walter Kurtz, and Peter man; Walter axrae er, Melk Brothers. 
ference. From Bulletin, Empire State De Pagter; Publicity, Emil Jaschin- As ist Sh Chora , 

ski.—Reported by E. E. J: hi: ki, sistant OW al men. 

Glad. Soc. . Shabo: Committee on Premium Schedules: 
ygan. Dave Puerner, Walter Krueger, Melk 

Brothers. 
GLADIOLUS SHOW AT WAUSAU Supervisor of Judges: Walter Krue- 
Marathon County Show on August GLADIOLUS SHOWS ger. 

28-24 August 16, 17, 18. Wisconsin Gtad- Judges will be selected by show mana- 
The Marathon County Chapter of  iolus Society Show at the Wisconsin gers and supervisors of judges. 

the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- State Fair, West Allis. American Home Achievement Award, 
ciety will hold its annual gladiolus August 16-17. Gladiolus Show for State Trophy, Ribbons and entry tags, 
show in Wausau YMCA gym on Junior Growers by the Manitowoc irs. A. E. Piepkorn, Plymouth. 

August 23-24. Gladiolus Society. Tabulation of points, Otto Kap- 
On Sunday, August 10th the chap- August 31—September 1. Annual = gchitzke, Jr., W. Banonse, and Walter 

ter will hold its annual judging school Show S. Wis. and N. Ill. Gladiolus Axel, 

and picnic in Marathon County Park, Society at Walworth County Fair, The rules are the same as at the 
Wausau. Elkhorn, Wis, previous shows.
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GLADIOLUS INTRODUCTION MERCHANTS WELCOME : ALL-AMERICA ROSES 
RECEIVES RECOGNITION FLOWER SHOWS FOR 1953 

In the April, 1952 issue of the Merchants are becoming interested Chrysler Imperial and Ma Perkins 
Gladiolus Magazine, published by the in garden club flower shows, In the ae Whinies 
New England Glad. Society, the cover July “Flower Grower” we find this : 

Picture shows a spike of Connie G, statement that Kresge’s in Newark Two beautiful roses, Chrysler In.- 
originated by Ted Woods of Madi- invited the New Jersey garden clubs perial and Ma Perkins, have won the 
son, Wis. It was the grand champion to exhibit in their stores for four All-America rose award for 1958, A!l 

spike at the 1951 Victoria B.C., Can- days. Ten “rooms” were set up and America Rose Selections have an- 
ada Gladiolus show. used by garden clubs for two day 0unced. 

Fee a ae periods so that 20 clubs competed for - Chrysler Imperial is a crimson-red 
WHAT ARE EXHIBITION cash prizes and for silver trophies hybrid tea, while a Perkins is a flori- 

GLADIOLUS given by Kresges. It was felt that bunda of sparkling, coral shell pink. 

By Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield this was an opportunity to reach a The two winners were placed under 

Show time again, and it brings to diversified public and proved reward- test in 1950 in competition with most 
mind a question often asked me by ing for all concerned. of the world’s other important new 

glad lovers; what is meant by exhi- —_— varieties. . 

bition and commercial varieties? SUMMER CARE OF TUBEROUS Chrysler Imperial is a crimson-red 
I believe that there are few var- BEGONIAS hybrid tea that makes an excellent 

ieties that will not give a large per- Do you have difficulty in produein exhibition rose. Its parents are Mi- 
centage of satisfactory show spikes. | \ ithe Acie et : randy and Charlotte Armstrong, both 
Show records list many of our best Be Healthy looking tuberous root- of which are previous All-America 
commercial varieties among the top ed. begonia eee wn a winners. 

winners. ihe boule war: be See to underes, Ma Perkins is a floribunda with a 
Florists find little use for the tering. Even a few days of drought sweetly pungent fragrance that is 

“giants,” and Smokies, and many may so injure the root system that rich and unusual, It is a direct de- 

will not use the deeper shades. I the tips of the leaves turn brown scendant_of Red Radiance and Fa- 

think these are true exhibition var- and dead spots develop on the leaves. shion, two of the hardiest varieties 

ieties whether in the garden or the Keep the begonias in shade at all of roses. 

show. times excepting early morning and The growth of Ma Perkins is strong 

The variety spic and span is ate afternoon. With a spade, dig Yet compact. Flowers are cup-shaped 
grown by the million for cut flowers down 6 to 8 inches between the #4 appear both in custers and singly 
and has a record few possess because plants and examine the soil to see ‘throughout the season. Plants grow 

it grows so well. However, large if it is as moist as you think it is 0 2% to 3 feet and are bushy. The 
bulbs and too much water will make from its appearance on the surface. foliage is a rich green and plentiful, 
it too large for florists use. The In shady places there are frequently with leaves composed of five to seven 

same may be said for the beautiful competing roots of trees and shrubs leaflets. 

Burma which attracts the attention which take the moisture and plant ooo 
of nearly everyone. Burma may be food from the soil. 
too dark for many florists, but I sell If there are many competing roots ARE YOU A 

to one who never gets too many. it is advisable to leave the begonias GARDEN FADIST? 

ou wr oll Gpeae ake wane in large pots; in that case, however, (Continued from Page 277) 

spikes for bouquets. The pinks offer in ieee the ie every: out—they really aren’t worn out, they 

the largest list Spic and Span, 2 . never were productive. The black 
Heart's Desire and Evangeline are During hot weather it is advisable soils in the mid-west and west which 
good show glads—too large unless to sprinkle the plants once or twice grew grasses in abundance were, how- 

grown from small bulbs. Lavender during the day time. Remember ever, very productive for crop plants. 

Huntress, blue Ravel, Buckeye Bronze ea Rsgenidinert neve ‘an tan On many soils in humid regions 

and several other smokies could be humi dity as a almost 4 il nin the use of organic matter, lime and 
classed as “exhibition” but can be Plent: an watevta Sil de r in fertilizer are necessary. These should 

used satisfactorily in the home for rT Fa oe © be worked to a good depth by the 
bouquets or exhibited and win a eaves large and dark green looking. plow or spade. On some soils deep 

“blue.” . An application of liquid fertilizer turning is not necessary—that applies 
To sum this up I would say to the dissolved in the irrigation water or especially to the lighter sandy soils 

back yard gardener: if you want to applied with a sprinkling can about The wise gardener will follow the 

exhibit, get varieties as “commer. °7°° in two weeks will be of great directions and recommendations 2 

cials,” in colors you prefer. Grow help. his experiment station rather than 

them according to instructions and rs the spectacular statements of fadists. 

you should be able to have your own A move is underway to abolish the as 
home decorations plus a garden show exclamation mark. People aren’t sur- Gems of wisdom are often lost by 

and some blue ribbons. prised at anything anymore. not listening to the other fellow.
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ANNUAL CONVENTION BUS TOUR FOR 

Garden Club of Wisconsin J GARDEN CLUB MEMBERS 
Atheran Hotel, Oshkosh Sg The Sheboygan District Garden 
Friday, September 19, 1952 PS Club Federation announces a _ bus 

Plans for the big annual meeting a tour. The bus will leave Sheboygan 
of the Garden Club of Wisconsin, ho on September 12 at 7 A.M. for Wash- 
affiliated with the Wisconsin Horti- ie" Gacstnen ington, D.C, New York, Boston, 
cultural Society, were made at a i ¥ ) ees Niagara Falls and Detroit—a 15 day 
meeting of the Garden Club Advisory we y Ws tour. 
Board and Regional Presidents in a ‘705 A The tour is open to the public. For 

July. ACS Users) He 2 information write Mrs. E. B. Smith, 
SKA OE 1480 N. 15th St, Sheboygan, Wis. 

The Program 

The program as planned will be out- is being planned. All members are 
standing. Full details in our Septem- asked to bring 3 specimens of large OW TO ORGANIZE A GAKDEN 

ber issue. The forenoon will be de- zinnias and 5 specimens of small 

voted to talks on “How we grow our __ types in a suitable container for ex- CLUB 

favorite flowers”. There will be a hibition. Revised Bulletin Available from Wis- 

short business meeting at 11:45; a —— 

luncheon in the hotel dining room JUDGING SCHOOL Conain! Btate “Horticultural Rectety 
(price $1.50) followed by a_ short A mimeographed circular entitled 

program and presentation of honor- PERFECTION OF BLOOM “How to Organize a Garden Club” 

ary recognition certificates to three CLASSES was made available some years ago 

outstanding garden club members. ADMINISTRATION BUILDING — by the Wisconsin State Horticultural 

The afternoon program will fea- Society. There has been a very ac- 

ture a film and talk on conservation WHITNALL PARK, HALES tive demand through the years for 
followed by a demonstration on flow- OORNERS this bulletin and all copies were sent 

er arrangements by an out-of-state FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 out. 
speaker. All garden club members All garden club members affiliated During the past few months the 
are invited to attend and become ac- . with the Garden Club of Wisconsin and pulietin has been revised by the So- 
quainted with the fine work being the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ciety’s Secretary and a new edition 
done by the members of the Garden are invited to attend our first Judging mp imeographed. It is now available 
Club of Wisconsin. School for Perfection of Bloom Classes as free of charge to anyone interested 

Present at the board meeting were: given above. in organizing a garden club. Just 
Mrs. R. H. Sewell and Mrs. S. Swen- The program will include: drop a card for copy to Wisconsin 

son representing the Milwaukee re- 9:30-11:30 A.M. Flower Show Prac- Horticultural Society, 424 University 

gion; Miss Bessie Pease, and Mrs. M. tices. Farm Place, Madison, Wis. 

A Haller relipescen menage ren 1200 AM. Lanckeon: The bulletin contains suggestions 
gion; Mrs. G. Willett, Iola, Central 1:00 P.M. How To Judge Perfection ii lub: tones 

Wisconsin Region; Mrs. Roy Schmidt, : - for organising clubs, program topic 
J of Bloom Classes: Gladiolus; Annuals for each month of the year, a list 
lefferson, and Mrs. Maurice Smith, and Dabhlias. ‘Boeke 1 a 

Lake Mills, of Region L 7 = anne a a a@ sample co! 

Other items of business included ste:e Ml. ons. eutationvens hy * . 
decision to offer awards on year- 
books at the annual convention. Mrs. 
R. A. Sewell was appointed chairman § A V E T R E E § 

of the yearbook—she to choose other COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

members of the committee. TREES 

Flower Show LAWNS 
: The flower show at the convention G A RD E N Ss 

is to consist of arrangements and ex- 

hibits prepared by members of the WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

Oshkosh Horticultural Society and 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
near-by garden clubs. A zinnia show
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WAUPACA GARDEN CLUB HOLDS 
zk REQUIREMENTS FOR JUDGES CERTIFICATE 

CELLENT FLOWER SHOW GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN AND WISCONSIN STATE 
On June 19th the Waupaca Gar- HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

den Club held its annual Flower Show Points For Flower Arrangement Section 
in the Armory—a very large and ex- Design Course in Art Principles 

cellent building for a show. The Passing grade in Examinations 
theme of the show was “The Summer = Ot 
Garden Party”. There were a large assing grade in examination on 
number of set tables: picnic tables Book “Art of Color & Design” by Maitland Graves .......---secceescccseenecenneee 5 

for June, July, August and Septem- Series of three lectures on flower arrangement 
ber; informal garden party and passing grade in examination 
formal garden party tables. —or— 

Artistic arrangement classes in- Previous judging school courses, passed by examination, within the last 
cluded such interesting arrangements 6 years shall be credited 5 points ach —......-.....-----+s-oessoessscoessoessseetesnseesnseecnseesened 5 

as “With one color predominating”; 51... Ribbon Requirements -cceccccccececcrneneennnnnreetnersnesan 6 
‘With accent on line”; “Featuring 1f 

> ‘or table setting 
contrasting color harmony”. There 

1 for composition in a niche 
were modernistic arrangements, ar- 

ranegments in antique containers and 4 for artistic arrangements 
 aliets ane © All must be won at a Flower Arrangement Course, show sponsored by 

y . the Garden Club of Wisconsin or a Region. 
Horticultural exhibits were fea- 

tured and there were many excellent Judging Practice. 

entries in house plants, roses and Passing Exam in Flower Show Practice. 
Perennials. The exhibits of African — 3 courses @ 1 point cach coecccecsscceccesssscsesssvscssseessscssseeseesssseeseesisneceeeeeensseseee 3 

Violets were especially good. Acting judge in 5 flower SHOWS ..........-.:..-:.-:0:ccssssessesccesceescesseeesseseeeseeesseseessteeseees 5 

Mrs. G. J. Hathaway was show Passing of 3 judging exams to be given at Flower Show Practice School. 
chairman. Chairmen of various sec- 2 points each 6 
tions were Mrs. C. H. Bacher, Mrs. e enemas eeeeneeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Tom Browne, Mrs. Albert Kreeger, Previous exams taken and passed on Flower Show practice and judging 
Mrs. Alton Hanson, and Mrs. Mel- shall be given equal credit each. 
vin Roman. Mrs. Leo Jackson is the ‘Rewaing Bxaminae 
club president, Mrs. Norman Jardine, ees Seine 
Soacekary. ° List of books to be compiled later ..............-1--:sssscesssssessecssnesseeeesenessnessentesneeeseee lO 

There was an excellent attendance Total ses se cece ee eee 0 pointy: 
t the shi d the sil fferi 

a e Show ani dioica) Submitted by the Judging School Committee of the Milwaukee Region, Garden Club 
brought in ample funds. 

of Wisconsin, for consideration. 

GREEN THUMB — IRON RIVEK LODI GARDEN CLUB Haberman Park with emphasis in 

GARDEN CLUB HOLDS The theme of the Lodi Garden Club the Memorial Plaque area. This park 
for 1952 is “Flowers Beautify a City”. is naturalized with spring filled la- 

SH 
FLOWER low One of the new projects this spring goons, over hanging willows and 

Our most northern garden club the was the planting of almost a hundred bordered by Spring Creek with its 

Green Thumb Garden Club at Iron flowering crabs. Object, to make Lodi trout and ducks. 

River held its annual flower show a City of Flowering Crab each spring The club has many projects—flow- 

meeting on June 25th. There were time, These were planted individually te for those Slat home and at the 

many nice exhibits of house plants, throughout the city, at the entrances three nursing homes; flowers for the 
specimen bloom and arrangements. on Highway 113 and in the city parks. churches and weddings and a fine 

. Judging was done by Mr. H. J. Rahm- A very important recommendation showing at the Lodi Union Fair, The 
low, Secretary Wisconsin State Hor- made by the club was submitted to high point of the year toward which 
ticultural Society. The merit system the board of the Lodi Union Fair. It the club is working is the Community 

was used. There was a good attend- was suggested that the flower com- Flower Show to be held in August. 
ance for the afternoon meeting at petition be divided into two classes, By Mrs, R. Groves, Pub. Chm. 
which the judge told how the awards first, entries by Garden Clubs of this 
were made, followed by a talk with area, second by other clubs of the ————— 

colored slides on growing annuals surrounding country and towns. The Chlordane, which is the best ant 

and other plants and also flower ar- hope is to attract entries from a large _ killer, and destroys chiggers, gras3- 

rangemcents. Officers of the club area and bring in a wealth of bloom. hoppers, and most insects that crawl 
are: Mrs. Gertrude Lavin, President; The completion of the project be- on the soil and live in it, has been 

Mrs, Dorothy Riedl, Vice President; gun by Mrs. T. O. Goeres, retiring proved to prevent the germination of | 
Mrs. Gertrude Diamon, Sec.-Treas, president, was the landscaping of crab grass seed.
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Two Flower Arrangers 

Take A Trip 
By Elizabeth Stewart, West Allis 

We did what anyone would expect the freedom of the garden which was 

flower arrangers would do while on ablaze with ranunrculus, roses, iris, 

@ vacation. Of course, everyone stock, snapdragons, sweet peas and 

knows that they, (F. A’s) are a pansies. The garden, in the rear of 

peculiar lot and their behavior is not the home, extended down three ter- 

expected to conform to normal be- race levels to a beautiful swimming 

havior patterns. pool which was protected by a high 

Much to the embarrassment of a Patio wall covered with blooming 

couple of husbands, two reasonably 

respectable wives suddenly lost all If the’ men in \our' group harbored 
vestige of dignity and descended up- any objections relative to being 

on the stately main street of Hot dragged to:another flower show, they 
Springs, Arkansas like a pair of hun- Tae . were quickly forgotten when we were 

greeted at the gate by attractive 
gry wolves. Why? The streets were rmal 
lined with huge Magnolia trees. Al- —_———™ ~_ i: ~ eis : girls paar aa fs rents 

though we arrived after dark, the es soe lens mearing® lels: ‘of :ysoee: 

street was well lighted and here and . 
there were fallen leaves. So we pro- er ah On the first terrace more of these 

ceeded to pick up as many precious * i a lovely maidens served delicious punch 

Magnolia leaves from the gutters and ar or confronted guests with huge gar- 

sidewalks as we could possibly carry. —_ den baskets filled with cookies and 

We do not know what the townspeo- ae _ to the hae of — 

troubadors in caballero costumes. 
= Napa] Re a. ce twenty dollar cash sweepstake award ne music ean tnentanae by two Uni- 

a street cleaning job of sorts, We “@* given the entrant who secured versity of Arizona students who play- 
suspect that along about this time the greatest number of blue ribbons. 4 and sang Spanish songs. 

our supposedly ‘conditioned’ spouses cl “ aes E bine + te Husbands’ comment: “We'll take 
began to feel a little alarmed, From jollar and permitte: e entrant to this kind of a flower show anyday!” 

make as many entries as desired. 
then on we were referred to as, “The Wonderful Flowers 
Scavengers in the back seat.” They, The show was held at a lovely home Flower arrangers comments: “The 

being front seat drivers, had the high on a hillside with the mountains specimen bloom exhibit in the rum- 

situation well under control. of Mexico in the distance. Guests had pus room was just out of this world!” 

However, things began to go our 

way again when we reached our des- 

tination, which was Tucson, Arizona. 

Our host and hostess were two of 

the most hospitable people one could 

find. We were taken on daily sight- 

seeing tours for the entire week. And a 

wouldn’t you know, a flower show a, wv ) 

was included even though it was 3 ae 

about 90 miles away in the Mexican we : 

border town of Nogales. eee 

Flower Show in Mexico £e we we 
Members of a church guild in- ~ 

vited anyone interested to bring in mR \ 
exhibits. Entries came from all over w= 

Santa Cruz county as well as from —~_ 
Tucson, The garden editor of the Ay 

Arizona Daily Star was present to meni x 

give advice on garden problems for rd 

&@ small fee which was turned over to 

the guild for church improvements. A
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Never again will we look at old paint- TWENTY FAVORITE THE BEST SOIL FOR AFRICAN 

ings of flower bouquets and say that HEMEROCALLIS VIOLETS 
the artist must have used artificial A Rich Soil 

flowers or imagined them because the The National Hemerocallis Society merges 
held a ulari| ll in 1951 to deter- (From Bulletin, Missouri Botanical various types did not bloom together. popularity” po! 
mine the favorite varieties of daylilies. Gardens) Here, before our very eyes, on the 'y! 

fourth day of May, were specimen The twenty favorites are listed below Saintpaulias are not nearly as_parti- 
bl of Iris, Lil { , Snapdragons, and comprise varieties not too expensive cular in soil requirements as some peo- 

Verbena, Nurembergia, Sweet Peas, and with a wide range in color, height ple would have you believe. If this were 
Calendulas, Poppies, Mock Orange, and blooming season. so, these plants would not be the univer- 
Petunias, Hemerocallis, Yucca, Sweet This list will make up a well balanced sal favorites they are. However, there 
William, Violets, Gerbia, Snow Ball, collection and one that composes var- are three soil requirements that should 

Gerani tail Larkspur and Carnations. ieties which hemerocallis lovers will wish be met, if possible, in order to produce 
There were also several very inter- to grow. good plants with a minimum of effort. 

esting arrangements and button gar- 1. Painted Lady (Russell); large, ruf- They are: high organic content, good 
dens included in the artistic class fled yellow with overlay of cin- aeration, and relatively low fertility. We 

. ammon. have met them by using the following 
Gathering Driftwood : 2. Potentate (Nesmith); rich, pansy mixture: 2 parts of garden Joam (the best 

We did not find any big rock can- purple. we can find), 1 part peat moss (really 

dy mountain”, but we did find some- 3. Garnet Robe (Milliken); deep, ox- ican rete 1 part leaf mold, and 1 part 
thing just as nice, to us anyway. In blood red. Ww. 
fact we found a whole mountain side ‘e pasteurize the loam, the leafmold, 
of Mazanita wood and beautiful pieces 4. Hesperus (Sass); cadmium yellow. and sometimes the sand (2 hours at 160 
of gnarled driftwood, What was it our 5. Caballero (Stout); bi-color of red degrees F), but not the peat moss as it 

fellow garden club members had in- and gold. is generally free from harmful organ- 

structed us to do before we left? “In- 6. = Charm (Nesmith); deep, coral ism unless it bas been aw ss 
a ‘ i. pink. with contaminated materials. cause o! 

wood aoe olan ees eas 7. Colonial Dame (Milliken); light the difficulty in pasteurizing soil in the 
articles for sale at an auction for the apricot and tan, subtle in its color- home, it is probaply advisable to use 
benefit of the club treasury.” Oh, if ing. what is at hand without pasteurization 

only we had a truck! 8. Georgia (Stout); blend of buff, or buy the required amount of soil 
pink, and peach, a rich combina- from a reliable nursery. However, if you 

We did gather as much as we dared tion. have a pressure cooker and do not mind 

—driftwood from the mountains and 9. Mission Bells (Hall); medium yel- using it for soil, pasteurization is not too 

desert, dried palm branches from re- low. difficult. Fortunately, so far no harmful 
fuse piles in a date palm grove, etc. 10. Dauntless (Stout); pale yellow. organism has been found that in its active 

Our hostess was a very tolerant and 11. Royal Ruby: (Nesmith); glowing state is not killed when exposed to 160 

patient person. If she thought our red. degrees F. for one or two hours. Heat- 

behavior was a bit on the queer side 12. Mrs. Hugh Johnson (Russell); ing the soil beyond this point only 
she gave no indication other than to dark red. serves to eliminate the beneficial organ- 
remark that one thing she would al- 13. High Noon (Milliken); deep yel- isms along with the harmful ones. In 

ways remember about this trip was low. fact, it is for this reason that soil which 

“the sight of those two women 14. Revolute (Sass); lemon yellow. is completely sterilized, 2s when it is 

scrambling up the side of the moun- 15. Prima Donna (Raylor); buff. baked in an oven, often gives poorer 
tain after junk!” 16. Orange Beauty (Sass); light results than does unpasteurized soil. 

orange. Therefore, if pasteurization is attempted, 
Home In Triumph 17. Patricia (Stout); pale yellow, it should be done by steam. How this 

The constant question before the green throat. is done by means of a pressure cooker, 
house was, “Where are you going to 18. Valiant (Cook); medium orange. the average housewife knows more about 

put it?” Meaning the junk, of course. 19. Gay Troubadour (Nesmith); bril- than I do. 
By this time we had succeeded in liant red and yellow bi-color. 
wearing down any remaining resist- 20. Dominion (Stout); rich, reddish GREEN FINGERS—AND OTHER 
ance on the part of two slightly dazed brown. POEMS 

husbands. No doubt they had reached a The author of the novel Old Her- 
the conclusion that things had gone Asters should be kept dusted with baceous”, Reginald Arkell, has written 
from bad to worse and the only thing DDT or lindane to prevent leaf hop- a book of verses entitled “Green Fingers 

left to do was to humor us and let us Pers from infecting them with aster and Other Poems”. It is a book of say 
take a trunkful of stuff home. How- Yellows. This disease sometimes at- and amusing verses about gardens and 

tacks carrots. Leaf hoppers are juice gardeners. For this new volume, he has 
ever, it did mean that two weary but drinkers, which also attack beans and selected the best poems from his fout 
triumphant flower arrangers had just potatoes, and are difficult to control volumes which have had wide popularity 
about enough room to stick out their except with DDT, or lindane, which in England. Available from Harcourt 
heads amidst the luggage in the back kjJ] them when they walk on the Brace and Company, 383 Madison Ave 
seat! leaves. nue, New York 17. Price $2.00.
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AUGUST IN THE APIARY THIS WILL HELP YOU SELL SUMMER MEETINGS 

This Is The Time To: HONEY WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS 
Extract all white honey as rapidly as ASSOCIATION WELL ATTENDED 

possible and before any buckwheat honey Material available from the American A 95 a ti t ted 

is stored which will lower the quality Honey Institute, Madison 3, Wis. 5 cere’ emperature Saal e 

of clover honey. Buckwheat honey should the beekeeper 8 meeting’ ‘at alter 
be extracted separately. Those who like Leaflets Diehnelt’s Honey Acres, Menomonee 
buckwheat honey prefer it “straight”. Honey for Breakfast—6 pgs. @ 100 Falls for the annual summer meeting 

Delay in extracting will not improve your for $1.00 Honey to Start the Day Right— of the ~_ lation) (O48 aay, 22, “but 
dover honey. In fact it may absorb 6 pgs. @ 100 for $1.00. Honey and cooler weather came that evening for 

moisture and lose flavor and darken in Cereals—6 pgs. @ 100 for $1.00. Two the meeting at Eau Claire Lakes. 

calor. Sweet Gifts—8 pgs. @ 100 for $1.00. Both meetings were well attended. 

. Honey Fruit Cake—4 pgs. @ 100 for Mr. and Mrs. Walter Diehnelt’s 
oe ae hen pada dail $1.00. Honey for Canning and Preserv- hospitality was in evidence as usual. 

ters so as much honey as possible will ing—8 pgs. @ 100 for $1.00. Jellies Honey-Lemonade and ice cream were 

ie stored ‘abovesthe brood area’ so that and Marmalades—8 pgs. @ 100 for $1.00. free to everyone. Demonstrations of 

fall feeding will not be necessary. Honey the Clock Around—6 pgs. @ 100 colony manipulation and extracting 
‘Auger hole entrances in the upper for $1.00. Two new Favorite Cake Re- were given by Walter Diehnelt Jr. 

iitGod chamber should be closed. now. cipes—4 pgs. @ 100 for .75. Creamed and John Long. President Henry 

R'Whe bees are: focced to enter oa the Honey—4 pgs. @ 100 for $1.00. A honey Schaefer presided. Out-of-state speak- 

bottom board they are more inclined to of a Chocolate Cake—4 pgs. @ 100 for ers whose presence was greatly ap- 
feat brood tn. the lower beood chambers, -60. Use Honey in Infant Feeding—25 preciated were Mr. Henry Dadant 
storing more honey for winter in the for $1.00. 1952 Calendars—100 for $1.00 and Sons, Hamilton, Illinois and M. 

apper. In early October, open the upper Honey Recipes (for 5-lb. pail)—6 pgs. J. Deyell, Editor of Gleanings in Bee 

entrances and close the lower for win- @ 100 for $1.00. Culture, Medina, Ohio. 

ter. Display Card ea from eens me 
a sho: rop in northwester: iscon- 

Rememb ‘es fat honey is best stored in “Grown-ups"—four colors, each .25. sia, edae verop but not na much os 

& for, winter use. Fall “Honey Boy"—four colors, each .25. last year in most of the rest of the honey, if extracted should be kept sepa- Ney, Season's Ho ey” Poster—17"x11", state with a good crop in. south- 

rate from table honey and sold to bakers 3 for 25, “Everyone Enjoys Honey” western Wisconsin. Mr. M. J. Deyell or commercial users, if it lacks quality, Poster—17"x11", 3 for 25. “Start the reported a crop failure around Me- 

as it often does. Day Right with Honey for Breakfast” dina, Ohio due to drought. 
Now is the time to plan requeening poster—17"x11", 3 for .25. Window . 

operations. As soon as the main honey Streamers—21"x4", 100 for $1.00. Send Demonstrations during’ the  fore- 
flow is over we can begin to inspect for some today! noon meeting proved most interest- 
colonies and rear queens or purchase ing. Installation of packaged bees was 

them. Any queen that lacks vigor, has demonstrated at the western meeting 

a spotted brood area or a small amount ‘We have seen a good deal of what Li ene ae ee iN he 

of brood should be replaced. is called “hot weather ventilation”— }, h jon . fo ar a er 
—_—— pushing brood chambers and supers for- ichnelt Jr,, an t. Long demon- 

CUT-COMB HONEY EXTRAUTUR = ward or backward so as to leave an strated colony manipulation at the 

FOR SALE opening for ventilation; raising the covers Menomines: Falls; meeting. 
FOR SALE. Large extractor for etc. We wonder how much good this is Questions on honey prices were not 

drying cutcomb honey. Operated by doing? The bees don’t seem to like these answered satisfactorily. The effect of 

hand or motor. The only way 0 “openings and if they are small will seal the government price support pro- 
Yeally dry cut-combs. Only slightly them with propolis when fall approaches. gram is not yet clear, but will take 
Used. Excellent condition, Write Wis- We have discontinued this type of ven- shape as time goes on. In the mean- 

consin State Horticultural Society, 424 tilation. During rainy weather it is a time beekeepers should remember the 

University Farm Place, Madison, Wis- decided detriment; where does the rain prices as given in our June issue and 

consin. go but into the hives. not sell honey at a low price. 

a
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o crisp cold air your thoughts drift -to the 

Reflections Of A Beekeeper coming of spring. It is with the coming 
of spring that gives us expectation and 

By Marvin W. Kosanke, Ripon renewed hope. We always live in hove 
and that is where our faith lies for better 

Every now and then we are reminded pleasant hum and the enchanting frag- things and a better life in the future. 
not to forget the poetry in beekeeping. rance of the blossoms is an occasion that _—_—_—_—__ 

And yet I wonder how many of us is almost indescribable. It has to be ex- AN IDEAL GIFT FOR THE BRIDE 
do this very thing. Nearly all of us perienced personally to be fully ap- New Honey Recipe Box Available 
have become so deeply entrenched in  preciated and can never be expressed “Favorite Honey Recipes” box has 

this complicated business of making a by mere words. just been rei b gered ‘Aine tics 

living that we fail to enjoy the many Summer Meditation Honey Tactic Ma tthe Wis. The box 

things Mother Nature has provided for ta coleefulvand , teal vinted tn thr 

us. It is a great privilege to follow a To be sure, spring alone does not en en ee . 
profession that is in constant contact hold all of the pleasant moments. Sum- colors. It contains a set of index cards, 

with her throughout the year. To learn ™€r has its compensation too. When 64 recipe cards, 32 of which will have 

her secrets and to know her ways is one working in an apiary during the hot 4 honey recipe printed on one aide and 
of man's greatest pleasures. Our work summer days what is more restful than @ Picture of the finished product on the 

should always be a pleasure as well to spend a few moments in the welcome other, side. 
as a means to provide a livelihood. When shade of a nearby tree? Watching the The box is mailed in heavy containers 

your work becomes a burden and you bees come flying in from all directions postpaid for $1.00, and is available in 

receive little or no pleasure from it your with their heavy loads seems to relieve either red or green as the predominating 
life is not much worthwhile. one of all his weariness. The air seems color. It will make a most acceptable gift 

alive with their seemingly endless hum for any occasion, especially for the bride 
Appreciation _ activity. There is no time for rest just starting housekeeping. 

We should be more appreciative of for there is much to be done and soon 
all the living things about us in the great the days of summer will pass and autumn Here tan exscnoe cuee of ont 
outdoors and learn to enjoy them to the Will be with us again. niotion iaterial. P P 

utmost with our beekeeping. Such or- Enjoyable Autumn Days the honey pump, or from allowing the 
ae as ea Cleat ae Next to spring the bright warm days honey to fall some distance into a tank. 

ing out its prey, a frisky chipmunk of autumn are most enjoyable for that Running the stream along the side of the 
scampering through’ the’ fallen leaves is the time when the bees have finished tank or down an inclined piece of metal 

to his sanctuary in a hollow tree or a their work and fly lazily about the hives Will help. Proper settling in large storage 
thrush flitting to his nest in a nearby °° = beset Sony oe They seem rey bien in avoiding foam. By 

thicket, all may seem commonplace or fo ‘Rave & feeling of sellcentisiaction . . 
insignificant. However, everyone of them tems oe ool woe 1 ry at HEATING FOR BOTTLING 

whe sepa ihre 5 amet eimaben this same feeling of contentment seems to QUESTION. In bottling honey in 5# 
* envelop you also. In addition, this same lass jars, I heat it to a temperature of 

Too many people measure a successful feeling of satisfaction is enriched by the 150 degrees and let it stand several 
man by the money or property he has beauty of the surrounding countryside hours, before bottling. After it has 
accumulated during his lifetime but there now. The brilliant foliage of the trees COOled, I still find white foam at the 

is a far greater richness that is acquired against a background of bright blue tP of the honey in the jar. What causes 
by being close to Nature. By under- sky flecked with billowing white clouds this and how. can it be eliminated? 
standing and having a greater affinity presents a challenge to the most talented ANSWER. By E. L. Schroeder. I find 
to her ways in conjunction with our of artists. These are days that alone that if honey stands longer—overnight 
work gives us bie opportunity to live seem to make life worthwhile. —there will be less foam. But when it 
a more contented life than we would have in Winker is bottled at this cooler temperature there 

otherwise. will be a tendency to granulate sooner 

Perhaps the most pleasant place to But all too soon autumn gives way to than when bottled and sealed hot. | 
enjoy beekeeping is to have an apiary ede a — time of i Bi feel that I have more to learn about 
in an orchard. I wonder how many bee- most of the earth seems to sleep. Many this, 
keepers have taken the opportunity t of the birds have long ago winged their 
cane an hour or so on oan pe way south. Only a few of the hardiest Seen | la I knew the best 
spring day when the fruit trees are in emain. A beautiful blanket of white W&¥! By Robert Knutson. 

bloom. An apiary of meticulously paint- Vers the ground. On a clear sunny ANSWER. I think the amount of foam 

ed hives placed on a luxuriant green car- day the snow sparkles in the sunshine. depends upon the amount of moisture 
as if countless numbers of diamonds in the honey and incorporation of ait. 

pet of grass under a group of blossom- ere strewn on the ground. As one walks I heat my honey in 60's as soon a 
ing trees is a sight to behold. Sitting past the hives only a raucous call of extracted. That reduces the amount of 
in the warm sunshine watching the bees a jay in a distant tree disturbs the moisture and does not cause foam and 
bringing in the precious pollen and nec- cathedral-like quiet about you. But as there is very little on the top of 5# 
tar and with the air filled by their you turn to walk back home through jars. By Ivan Whiting.
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PRODUCED COMB HONEY BY NEW ANTIBIOTIC TESTED FOR 
— EXTRACTED CONTROL OF NOSEMA i 0 N EY 

IONEY Workers at the Department of Agri- 
A. W. Woodrow of Columbus, Ohio, culture in Ottawa, Canada, tested a new ¢ 0 N T A | N E R § 

reported in the American Bee Journal antibiotic, fumagillin against Nosema 
that they fed back to the bees unmarket- apis, It was dissolved in methyl alcohol anne Seve 0 dee Seely 
able thin extracted honey which was and added to 60% sugar syrup. The Al the 5 Ib, 3 Ib., 2 Ib. and 1 
converted into comb honey. The feeding preparation was fed to caged bees. Ib. and 8 oz, glass jars. We can 
in ~ at Fee - be uae The fumagillin caused a striking re- make immediate shipment. 

w by using feeders placed in the hive duction in the number of bees infected 
above the comb honey super. In 1949 with Nosema apis. The antibiotic is be- wie te ee ae, 
one colony fed 285 pounds of honey ing studied further in the U.S. at the now for your new honey cro; 
yielded 187 marketable sections. A yield present time. We hope it will become pene 
of about two sections per 3 pounds of a practical control. Write for Complete 
honey fed is believed to be profitable Price List 
and practical. Rapid feeding of good EXTRACTIN Order through your State 

quality honey is essential for producing From Leonard alle @evea fe i Beekeepers Association 

a good product. Rapid granulation some- » ey 
times Ocues “thevad Wis.—I believe that the radical ex- HONEY ACRES 

tractor is ideal for most any bee- Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
keeper—with enough colonies to be 

FERMENTATION IN HONEY able to afford one. 
CONTROLLED BY HEATING AND The honey should be extracted as 

DRYING soon as it is two-thirds sealed. ye apa 
HOR Y WAN 1D) 

Summarized in The Bee World, Eng- : Bo Vv Wis.— 
hnd, we get this information about the eo - pene puarcbilricaeactt be n 

method of controlling fermentation in best for a beekeeper with two hun- 

New Zealand. dred colonies—at least one holding ’ i 
Investigations showed that honey in thirty frames. Ms \ 

completely sealed combs could have To clarify our honey we let it settle ~ 

a sufficiently high water content to jn large storgae tanks for three or 

allow fermentation, whether extracted four days. Then we heat and strain 

or not, by ira oe = = while hot in a tall narrow tank. Let CONTAINERS 
present naturally in honey. It was found it settle over night and then bottle w. thi 
moreover that the water content of sam- e have ev you need for f the bottom to produce clear packa: oney rice 
ples from different parts of the same a © p ries hy at that are 
sealed comb frequently varied consider- We ‘like to wait for three or four TIN eS JARs 5 

ably. days after the main honey flow be- CARTONS & Gite ERS 

The fact that the honey on top of fore extracting. I like to have all the Cellophane window cartons 
settling tanks contains more water is honey off the colonies by September 1. (all. sizes) 
due to the settling out of layers of dif- Decorated Cellophane Wrappers 
ferent concentration, and not to the ab- 10% — oa tines ae 
_. ie a is ee from the air. HONEY WANTED There’ is still | tie to “valee comb 

loneys heated together to a temperature t ar ioney. Order finest section made 
of 160 degrees F. or mor? do not sepa- - State ee Page pat ee —“The Lotz Section”. 

rate in this way. With a view to decreas- wii Wi ill pick up and pay cash. M. H. et cen ane 
ing the water content of honey, small- ville, Wis. si —eane & oc ge Pete 
scale experiments were made on drying Lyons, Log m 1-Ib.—case of 24.-------1.21 1.00 11 1b. 

aut comb honey and jhoney in tanks —___——. Pane ta ti: 
and, as a result of these, a -si - aq. jar—case 12__1.20 12 Ib. 

plant was developed. The drying was HONEY WANTED Sb pail—case st 1001068 tape, 
carried out by the circulation in the WANTED Wisconsin honey in all | {f-1?- ee a “Sibe, 
chambers of warmer, drier air. In the grades, Submit samples. Highest prices oe. Sa gan cane 24 180 72 Ihe. 

comb-drying rooms air at 95 degrees F. paid. Schultz Honey Farms, Ripon, Wis. ibs. 25 Ibs. 0 lbs 
and 40-45% relative humidity was used, $2.20 por 100 95.85 per 500 $1155 per ME 
and in the tank drying rooms air at SUPPLIES FOR SALE 
97 degrees F. and 40% relative hu- BEE 
midity.. The combs were dried before For Sale; Closing out bee supplies— AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 

extraction, and the extracted honey supers, frames, high body standards, 
while it settled in the tanks. Owing to comb honey boxes. All in excellent con- Boyd, Wisconsin 

the greater surface presented, water was dition, Cheap. Inquire John Marken, 
temoved more readily from the combs 615%,—10th Street, Oshkosh, Wiscon- Masaiocerews see. bbe ot 
than from the honey in tanks. sin, 

a
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Aujwhere In The ELSA By 
TYPEWRITERS The Moth 

ADDING MACHINES 3 to 5 Octaves 
All Makes and Types PEONIES 

of Typewriters and’ Order Now from the 
Adding Machines Rented Finest and Largest 

ce Sold All Over the U.S.A. Selection in Wisconsin. 
| Either Over 2,000 Varieties to. Visit Our Garden 

Standard or Portable -—«tlect From. ein oom, 
| WRITE 
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| SISSON’S | 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection . Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

| : 

Gy, BE SURE you are getting the most fg 

| your money by buying Root Quali ) 

Bee Supplies. They are built to laf} 

. ; for years. | 

Bee SuPpPLics 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 : 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

| The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 
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